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Preface
The Internet constitutes the largest heterogeneous network and infrastructure 
in existence. It is estimated that more than 3.4 billion people accessed the 
Internet in 2016. The number of mobile subscriptions has already exceeded 
the world population. The estimated 2.5 exabytes (2.5 × 1018 bytes of global 
data exchanged per month in 2014 is forecast to grow at a staggering 
compound annual growth rate of 57% to reach 24.3 exabytes per month in 
2019. This rapid explosion of data can be attributed to several factors, 
including the advances in wireless technologies and cellular systems, and the 
widespread adoption of smart devices, fueling the development of the 
Internet of Things (IoT.

With the ubiquitous diffusion of the IoT, cloud computing, 5G, and other 
evolved wireless technologies into our daily lives, the world will see the 
Internet of the future expanding and growing even more rapidly. Recent 
figures estimate that the number of connected devices to the Internet will rise 
to 50 billion by 2020. The IoT is a fast-growing heterogeneous network of 
connected sensors and actuators attached to a wide variety of everyday 
objects. Mobile and wireless technologies including traditional wireless local 
access networks (WLANs; low-and ultra-low-power technologies; and short-
and long-range technologies will continue to drive the progress of 
communications and connectivity. The rapid growth of smart devices that 
connect to each other and to the Internet through cellular and wireless 
communication technologies forms the future of networking. Pervasive 
connectivity will use technologies such as 5G systems, cognitive radio (CR, 
software-defined networks, and cloud computing amongst many others. 
These technologies facilitate communication among the growing number of 
connected devices, leading to the generation of huge volumes of data. 
Processing and analysis of such “Big Data” bring about many opportunities,
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which, as usual, come with many challenges, such as those relating to 
efficient power consumption, security, privacy, management, and quality of 
service. This book is about the technologies, opportunities, and challenges 
that can drive and shape the networks of the future. We try to provide 
answers to fundamental and pressing research challenges including 
architectural shifts, concepts, mitigation solutions and techniques, and key 
technologies in the areas of networking.

The book consists of 22 chapters written by some established international 
researchers and experts in their field from various countries. These chapters 
went through multiple review cycles and were handpicked based on their 
quality, clarity, and the subjects we believe are of interest to the reader. It is 
divided into four parts. Part I consists of five chapters. It starts with a 
discussion on CR technologies as promising solutions for improving 
spectrum utilization to manage the ever-increasing traffic of wireless 
networks. This is followed by exploring the advances in CR spectrum sensing 
techniques and resource management methods.

Part II presents the latest developments and research in the areas of 5G 
technologies and software-defined networks (SDN. After highlighting some 
of the challenges that SDN faces, various opportunities and solutions that 
address them are discussed. It also discusses SDN security solutions for 
policy enforcement and verification, and explores the application of SDNs in 
the network intrusion detection context. This part of the book then moves to 
discuss and present solutions to the most pressing challenges facing the 
adoption of 5G technologies. In this direction, the new paradigm known as 
fog computing is examined in the context of 5G networks. A new re-
authentication schema for multiradio access handover in 5G networks is also 
presented. This part then concludes with a chapter that compares and 
investigates the existing and developing 5G simulators, 5G test beds, 
projects, and other 5G-based federated platforms.

Part III is focused on efficient solutions for future heterogeneous 
networks. It consists of a collection of six chapters that discuss self-healing 
solutions, dealing with network virtualization, QoS in heterogeneous 
networks, and energy-efficient techniques for passive optical networks and
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wireless sensor networks.
The final part of this book covers the areas of IoT and Big Data. It 

consists of five chapters that discuss the latest developments and future 
perspectives of Big Data and the IoT paradigms. The first three chapters 
discuss topics such as data anonymization, which is presented as one of the 
pioneer solutions that can minimize privacy risks associated with Big Data. 
This part also includes a chapter that advocates employing a data location-
aware application scheme to improve the performance of data transfer among 
clusters. Part IV of this book then ends with two chapters on IoT. The first 
chapter presents a survey on the current state of IoT security. The second 
chapter discusses the latest research on beamforming technologies in the IoT.

This book is intended for a broader audience; yet, it is a collection of 
works that researchers and graduate students may find useful in exploring the 
latest trends in networking and communications. It can also be used as a 
resource for self-study by advanced students. The book can also be of value 
to cross-domain practicing researchers, professionals, and business 
stakeholders who may be interested in knowing about the future networking 
landscape.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Traditionally, the radio frequency spectrum (RFS is divided into frequency 
bands and regulated in most countries by their governments. Each country 
has a spectrum management process for allocating the frequency bands to 
licensed users based on technical and economic aspects. Although each 
country is independently allocating its RFS, governments regulate their RFSs 
in compliance with international and regional standards. In general, RFS 
bands are statically allocated as licensed or unlicensed. Each licensed band is 
strictly assigned to a licensed user. On the other hand, an unlicensed RFS 
band can be accessed and shared freely by anyone within some transmission 
constraints. Therefore, unlicensed bands are in high demand as many wireless 
technologies and radio devices are designed to work in these free RFS bands. 
The industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM bands are well-known examples 
of unlicensed RFS bands that include the frequency bands 902–928 MHz, 
2400–2483.5 MHz, and 5725–5850 MHz. These bands are widely used, 
especially by wireless devices and systems based on Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
communication technologies, under several specific regulations regarding 
operational requirements, such as power transmission and antenna gain (Cui 
and Weiss, 2013. As a result of regulation for the RFS bands, many licensed 
RFS bands are underutilized, in terms of frequency, time, and location, as 
found by several surveys on RFS occupancy conducted in different regions 
around the world (Barnes et al., 2013; Palaios et al., 2013; SiXing et al., 
2012. In the near future, current RFS regulations may not be able to handle 
the rapidly growing usage of wireless communication technologies for 
various applications with highly expected increases in transmission data rate 
requirements. Therefore, the wireless research community and RFS 
regulatory organizations face the challenges of achieving high utilization of 
the overall RFS and need to overcome capacity scarcity in high-demand 
frequency bands. To overcome these challenges, there will most likely be 
innovative wireless technologies and revisions of the RFS regulations 
(Masonta et al., 2013.
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From a technical perspective, cognitive radio (CR technology is a 
promising solution for achieving significant RFS utilization and to open a 
new opportunity in the sharing of the unlicensed RFS. The concept of CR 
was introduced in 1999 by Joseph Mitola (Mitola and Maguire, 1999. Under 
the CR concept, a radio device, called the CR device, enables an unlicensed 
user, called the secondary user (SU or CR user, to use a licensed RFS band 
without harming the operation of the licensed user, also called the primary 
user (PU. A licensed band is generally underutilized by the primary user, as 
mentioned before. This underutilization usually results in the licensed band 
having possible unoccupied periods, called holes or white spaces (WSs. 
These unoccupied spectrum holes may be present based on time, frequency, 
and space. By the use of CR technology, SUs are able to opportunistically 
share access to these holes of the licensed bands, in addition to unrestricted 
access to the unlicensed bands. Therefore, more bandwidth is available to the 
increasing number of mobile and wireless users and the increasing number of 
internetworking applications.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: the CR concept and 
its main functions are explained in Section 1.2. Several challenges facing 
each of the CR functions are discussed in Section 1.3. Different types of 
sensing methods are briefly defined and evaluated in Section 1.4. Factors for 
selecting the proper sensing techniques are pointed out in Section 1.5. CR 
standardization efforts with sensing considerations are briefly reviewed in 
Section 1.6. Then, sensing function implementation issues in White-Fi 
networks are investigated in Section 1.7. The conclusion of this chapter along 
with some suggestions is presented in Section 1.8.
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1.2 

1.2.1 

COGNITIVE RADIO TECHNOLOGY
In this section, CR technology is discussed in more detail, taking into account
the challenges and research areas of this technology.

COGNITIVE RADIO DEFINITION

There are several proposed definitions for CR. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) states a simple definition: “a radio that can change its
transmitter parameters based on interaction with the environment in which it
operates” (FCC, 2003).

Some other definitions provide more details about the features of the CR
system. The following list is a summary of the main proposed features
(Haykin, 2005; Lala et al., 2013; Steenkiste et al., 2009):

Awareness: It is aware of its surrounding environment basically by a
built-in sensing capability.
Intelligence: It is fully programmable and consists of an intelligent
wireless communication system that is capable of learning from and
reasoning with the information gathered from its environment.
Adaptivity: It is dynamically reconfiguring its operational
parameters, such as transmitting power, carrier frequency,
networking protocols, and modulation strategy, so that it can adapt to
the variation of RFS conditions and application requirements in a
real-time manner.

These features are designed to achieve the following main two objectives
of the CR system (Lala et al., 2013):

Highly reliable communication
Efficient utilization of RFS
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In the context of the previous two features, CR technology is projected to 
provide a universal radio platform that will be programmable for general-
purpose applications for wireless systems (Steenkiste et al., 2009. This 
technology will become more feasible based on the progress of improvement 
in related technologies, noticeably in radio equipment and software, digital 
signal processing, machine learning, and wireless networking. Most of these 
technologies can fall under one of the two pillar notions of the CR concept: 
the software-defined radio (SDR and dynamic spectrum access (DSA. The 
SDR concept was proposed by Joseph Mitola in the early 1990s (Mitola, 
1995. Under the SDR concept, one hardware platform can be reconfigured 
on the fly to support a wide range of wireless communication standards, 
frequency bands, and technologies (Mao et al., 2013. In contrast, DSA is the 
technology exploiting the SDR capability to allow wireless systems to 
efficiently access the unused or less-congested portions of the RFS without 
interfering with the PU’s operations (Kumar et al., 2011. The term dynamic 
in DSA refers to the paradigm shift of spectrum management from the static 
approach to the dynamic approach where a wireless system can 
opportunistically use different spectrum bands including licensed and 
unlicensed bands (Qing and Sadler, 2007. The CR system combines SDR 
and DSA capabilities to dynamically access the optimal spectrum band and 
reconfigure its operational parameters to effectively adapt to the current 
operating conditions (Akyildiz et al., 2008.
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1.3 COGNITIVE RADIO FUNCTIONS AND
CYCLE

To achieve the objectives and features of CR systems, several functions have
to be executed in a logical way, called the CR cycle. The first prototype of
the CR cycle was illustrated by Mitola (Mitola and Maguire, 1999).
According to Mitola’s CR cycle model, the main functions of a CR are
spectrum sensing, spectrum management/decision, spectrum sharing, and
spectrum mobility, as shown in Figure 1.1. Specifically, a CR system requires
that a CR used by an SU be able to do the following:

1. Sense the surrounding spectrum to determine spectrum holes/WSs,
and detect the PU’s presence.

2. Analyze and decide which spectrum hole is the most suitable to
satisfy the user/application requirements.

3. Share the spectrum with other SUs, if there are any, with the best
possible fairness.

4. Seamlessly switch to another suitable spectrum hole to avoid harmful
interference to the detected PU who is starting to use the spectrum
band (Marinho and Monteiro, 2012).
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FIGURE 1.1 Basic CR cycle.

FIGURE 1.2 Handoff in CR. PU, primary user; SU, secondary user.

The operation of these functions in a CR device will result in possible
sequential spectrum handovers between spectrum holes during
communication, as shown in Figure 1.2.

The handover has to be seamless and have little impact on the QoS of the
application running on the CR (Lala et al., 2013). In the CR communication
scenario, it is an essential requirement that the SUs will not cause any
problems or QoS degradation to the PU’s communications.

The CR technology relies on information which can be gathered about the
surrounding RFS. Detecting the PU’s presence (i.e., mainly determining
whether the PU is using the spectrum band) is the major activity of a CR.
However, even this basic detection requires sophisticated sensing
technologies which are able to produce accurate outcomes that avoid false
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positive detection of the presence of the PU (where the detection gives false 
indication of the PU’s presence and avoid failing to detect some of the 
available spectrum holes (Bo et al., 2009. The nature of the electromagnetic 
signals makes accurate sensing a complicated operation. Specifically, the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR required for detection, the multipath fading of the 
PU’s signal, and the changing of noise/interference level with time and 
location are three main factors that may affect sensing accuracy (Molisch et 
al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2010.

The hidden PU problem is another issue, in which a CR cannot detect the 
presence of the PU because of signal problems caused by fading and 
shadowing of the signal while the PU is actually in the same transmission 
range as the CR (Yucek and Arslan, 2009. Implementing extremely flexible 
sensing functions is another challenge to cope with as the radio 
environment’s characteristics and the various types of PU systems are 
changing rapidly (Cabric et al., 2004. Notably, any PU’s QoS degradation 
caused by using CR technology will be an essential obstacle for practical 
applications of the CR solution.

Alternative solutions, instead of sensing, were proposed so that a CR 
device can determine the WS availability per location based partially (e.g., 
geolocation or totally (e.g., senseless on a central database service (Gurney 
et al., 2008; Murty et al., 2012. Although the geolocation database (GDB 
approach may help in the more efficient determination of WSs, it raises 
several system and networking issues (Nekovee, 2010. For example, this 
approach will not be suitable for an uncentralized CR network. Also, it 
requires a CR device to constantly provide its location, which consumes 
power and is an error-prone operation (Murty et al., 2012. Concisely, the 
sensing operation is required in any CR system as the primary approach of 
determining the WSs. It is essential to understand the comparison between 
the leading, well-known spectrum-sensing methods to point out the main 
factors of selecting a suitable sensing method based on the current CR system 
operational conditions.
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1.4 

1.4.1 

1.4.2 

COGNITIVE RADIO CHALLENGES
Implementing CR functions faces several technical challenges which hinder
the practical use of CR technology. In this section, some of the CR challenges
are briefly described.

SPECTRUM SENSING AND WHITE SPACE

DETERMINATION: THE CHALLENGES

The operation of a CR device relies on the information which can be gathered
about the surrounding RFS. Hence, a spectrum-sensing function is very
important as imperfect spectrum-sensing results increase error rates for both
primary and secondary systems (Haddadi et al., 2013).

Detecting the PU’s activities (i.e., determining whether the PU is using the
spectrum band) is the major task required for successful CR operation.
However, even this basic detection requires sophisticated sensing
technologies which are able to produce an accurate outcome that avoids the
false alarm problem of the presence of the PU (where the detection gives a
false indication of the PU’s presence) and avoids failing to detect some of the
available spectrum holes (Bo et al., 2009). The nature of electromagnetic
signals makes accurate sensing a complicated operation. Implementing an
extremely flexible sensing function is another challenge to cope with due to
the rapid change of the radio environment’s characteristics and the various
types of PU systems (Cabric et al., 2004). Exchanging the sensing
information amongst CR devices on a large network is expected to increase
sensing accuracy. How CR radios can cooperate and how much overhead is
added by this cooperation are open questions for such improvement in
sensing accuracy (Cabric et al. 2004).

THE IMPACT OF SENSING OPERATIONS ON THE QoS OF

APPLICATIONS
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FIGURE 1.3 Simple structure of CR frames based on a sensing operation.

Increasing the sensing time, ti, and conducting the sensing more
frequently (i.e., decreasing Ti) increases the probability of correctly detecting
the PU’s presence. This, in turn, leads to more protection to the PU from

In CR, a CR device is capable of observing some of the RF environment’s 
characteristics through the sensing operation using one of the sensing 
methods. This sensing should be conducted periodically before sending a 
transmission frame to the wireless channel medium, as shown in Figure 1.3. 
During the sensing slot time ti, where i = 1, 2, 3, etc. representing the order of 
transmission frames, a CR device cannot transmit data because of hardware 
limitations. After the sensing time, the CR device can transmit data in the 
same channel or a new, vacant channel. The transmission channel is selected 
based on the decision made by the CR device in response to the sensing 
outcome (i.e., the presence or absence of the PU. The transmission starts 
after the sensing time and continues until the next sensing period, also called 
the CR frame. The transmission time (Ti - ti depends on the sensing time, ti, 
and the frame time, Ti, which is based on the design of how frequent the 
sensing will be conducted. Typically, the sensing operation should be limited 
and less frequent, as much as possible, without affecting sensing accuracy 
(Kae Won, 2010. The sensing time, ti, and the frame time, Ti, can be 
designed to be fixed for all frames, i.e., all i values, or they could be designed 
to vary for each frame based on the design goals (Yiyang et al., 2009.
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1.4.3 

1.4.4 

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

The cognition concept in CR is reflected by the learning and intelligent
capabilities that can be performed in the spectrum management function. The
spectrum management function is heavily dependent on the information
available about the spectrum by WS determination spectrum-sensing
techniques, which determine the presence of WSs. As a consequence, all the
challenges expected in WS determination will have an impact on the
spectrum management decision. The QoS requirements of CR applications
have to be considered in the selection criteria of the available spectrum holes
(Lala et al., 2013). Spectrum management is the central function in CR
architecture (Mitola, 2000). Therefore, it has to deal with complex and
multilayer issues related to technical and regulatory policy requirements in
real time to achieve spectral efficiency.

SPECTRUM MOBILITY CHALLENGES

In CR, an SU can share its allocated spectrum with a PU in two ways (i.e.,
overlay and underlay) (Akyildiz et al., 2008). In overlay spectrum sharing,
the SU has to vacate the spectrum once the PU appears. In underlay spectrum
sharing, the SU attempts to operate under an acceptable noise level for the PU
during the PU’s transmission. Therefore, the SU has to handoff from one
spectrum band to another, whenever it is required, during its operation.
Typically, the handoff process is required to be executed with seamless data
transmission and QoS assurance (Zhongshan et al., 2013). A similar

interference by SUs and more utilization of the spectrum by all the users 
involved. On the other hand, this leads to QoS degradation for SUs, and the 
degradation can be measured by several parameters such as throughput, 
delay, and MAC layer process overhead (Xin-Lin et al., 2011. Thus the 
design of the sensing time and the frequency of sensing should account for 
the trade-off between protecting the PU’s QoS and improving the QoS of 
SUs.
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1.4.5 

1.4.6 

SPECTRUM SHARING CHALLENGES

Technically, in CR’s basic concept, an SU has the same priority of using an
available spectrum hole as any other user. Thus, a hole that has better
characteristics is a more extensive target by a high number of competing SUs
in the same location and time. There are two possible behaviors of SUs
sharing the available spectrum (i.e., cooperative or noncooperative
behaviours) (Mohammed et al., 2014). In a noncooperative scenario, the SUs
are not willing to cooperate, and, in general, selfish behavior is expected. In
such a scenario, it is a challenge for each competing SU to avoid degradation
of its own performance caused by other competitors (Xinbing et al., 2010).
Such a problem will not only affect the competing SUs, but also will possibly
result in an inefficient use of the spectrum (Yuan and Tsang, 2009). In a
cooperative scenario, the SUs are willing and capable of cooperating to
achieve fair sharing of the available spectrum. However, conducting such
cooperative spectrum sharing gives rise to the challenge of how to exchange
information and control the signals required for cooperation among different
SUs while minimizing the transmission and cooperation overhead (Masonta
et al., 2013).

OTHER CR SYSTEM CHALLENGES

In addition to the previously mentioned challenges related to the four CR
functions, several other challenges exist that relate to the upper layers of the
communication protocol stack. The CR functions are mainly performed at the

challenge has been addressed for vertical handover in fourth-generation (4G 
heterogeneous wireless networks where several handoff algorithms are 
proposed (Yan et al., 2010. However, the fluctuating nature of spectrum 
resources in CR networks gives rise to several unique challenges that were 
not considered in these algorithms (Lee and Akyildiz, 2012. In CR networks, 
available spectrum holes may not be contiguous and could be found over a 
wide frequency range.
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medium access control (MAC and physical (PHY layers. However, the 
protocols running at the application, transport, and network layers are also 
affected by CR functions. For instance, the routing protocol has an important 
role in CR ad hoc networks (CRAHNs, and a routing protocol proposed for 
typical ad hoc wireless networks has to be modified to adapt the dynamic 
spectrum behaviour of CRAHNs (Akyildiz et al., 2009; Cesana et al., 2011. 
Security issues are another important area of research in CR, and a recent 
survey of these issues is provided in Marinho et al., (2015. Providing 
solutions to CR challenges must account for real-time operational 
requirements, system scalability, and resource constraints and complexity 
(Marinho and Monteiro, 2012. Therefore, provisioning QoS in CR requires 
the consideration of the various factors and components that make it a 
complicated and challenging task.
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1.5 

1.5.1 

1.5.1.1 

SENSING METHODS
The main challenge facing sensing techniques is how to improve spectrum-
sensing performance by mainly increasing the positive detection probability
and decreasing the false detection probability. A sensing technique with
higher positive detection probability provides more protection to the PU. An
SU with a lower probability of false detection of the presence of the PU has a
greater chance of using the available spectrum holes and therefore has a
greater chance of achieving a higher throughput on the CR network. The
design of a sensing technique is constrained by an acceptable level of false
detection (Ying-Chang et al., 2008). In addition, improving sensing
performance faces a range of trade-off challenges and various constraints,
such as application requirements, hardware capability, complexity, and
required infrastructure (Ghasemi and Sousa, 2008). Several sensing
techniques have been proposed in literature to improve sensing performance.
The proposed sensing methods can be classified mainly into three categories:
methods with no prior information required, methods based on prior
information, and methods based on SU cooperation.

NO PRIOR INFORMATION REQUIRED (BLIND SENSING)
No prior information about the PU’s signal is necessary for the sensing
methods under this category. Hence, blind sensing is also used to refer to this
type of sensing method. However, prior information about the noise power of
the targeted spectrum may be required for better performance. Otherwise, a
reasonable estimation of the noise power is alternatively used. Two of the
well-known methods under this category are energy detection and
covariance-based detection.

Energy Detection
Also called radiometry or periodogram, energy detection is the most adopted
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1.5.1.2 Covariance-Based Detection
This method is based on exploiting the covariance of the detected signal and
compares it with the covariance of the noise where statistical covariance
matrices of signal and noise are usually different (Zeng and Liang, 2007,
2009). The main improvement of this method is the ability to overcome the
energy detection shortcoming to distinguish between signal and noise,
particularly with low SNR and without any prior information about the PU’s
signal and channel noise. This goal is achieved at the expense of adding
computational overhead as it requires computing the covariance matrix of the
received signal samples (Rawat and Yan, 2011). In addition to complexity,
other mentioned drawbacks of energy detection are still counted in
covariance-based detection.

There is ongoing research to improve the performance of the blind-
sensing approach, such as in Christopher Clement et al. (2015) and Li et al.
(2012). However, the sensing methods that work with blind information
about the PUs’ signals have limited performance, particularly for spread

method for spectrum sensing because of its low implementational complexity 
and computational overhead (Zeng et al., 2010. In this method, the energy 
detector is used to detect a narrowband spectrum and then the observed signal 
energy level is compared with a predefined threshold. The channel is 
occupied by the PU if the detected signal energy is greater than the threshold 
or unoccupied if it is lower. Because of this simplicity, this technique 
requires the shortest sensing duration, t, per frame compared to the other 
common sensing techniques (Kim and Shin, 2008. Generalizing the use of 
this method faces several challenges as a consequence of its simplicity. First, 
selection of the threshold used for detection is an issue when the noise level 
is unknown or uncertain over time (Tandra and Sahai, 2008. Second, under 
low a SNR, poor performance is expected, and it is difficult to differentiate 
between modulated signals, including signals of other SUs, noise, and 
interference (Zeng et al., 2010. Finally, an energy detector is ineffective to 
detect spread-spectrum signals (Cabric et al., 2004.
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1.5.1.3 

1.5.1.4 

1.5.1.5 

1.5.1.6 

spectrum and in situations where other SUs are sharing the same spectrum.

Based on Prior Information
Methods belonging to this category rely on partial or full information about
the PU’s transmission signal to differentiate it from other signals and noise.

Cyclostationary Feature Detection
This method is based on distinguishing the PU’s signal from noise,
interference, and other signals by identifying its cyclostationary features
(Enserink and Cochran, 1994; Lundén et al., 2007). These cyclostationary
features are associated with the signal modulation type, carrier frequency, and
data rate. Hence, the CR node needs sufficient prior information about these
unique features of the PU’s signal so it can perform a cyclostationary analysis
on the detected signal to identify matched features (Yucek and Arslan, 2009).
For this method to perform better than energy detection, an adequate number
of sample sets in the frequency domain are necessary. As a consequence,
better performance accrues more complexity and sensing time at the expense
of the available throughput (Yucek and Arslan, 2009).

Correlation Detection
Also called waveform-based sensing or coherent sensing, correlation
detection involves the expected correlation/coherent between signal sampling
being identified to detect the PU’s signal based on previous knowledge about
its waveform pattern (Yucek and Arslan, 2009). The accuracy of the sensing
increases when the length of the known signal pattern of the PU is increased
(Tang, 2005). The main drawback of this method is that it needs a large
amount of information about the signal patterns of the PUs to achieve high
performance, which is not practical for all CR systems.

Radio Identification–Based Sensing
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1.5.1.7 Matched Filtering
Under this classification, this method is considered the best as it achieves a
higher detection probability in a short detection time compared to other
methods which are similarly based on prior information (Shobana et al.,
2013a, 2013b). The sensed signal is passed through a filter which will
amplify the possible PU’s signal and attenuate the noise signals. The filter
makes detection of the presence of the PU’s signal more accurate (Shobana et
al., 2013a). The filter, which is called a matched filter, has to be tuned based
on some features of the PU’s signal, such as required bandwidth, operating
frequency, used modulation, and frame format (Yucek and Arslan, 2009).
One of the disadvantages of this method is in implementation where different
PU signal types require different dedicated hardware receivers. This
disadvantage makes the method impractical to implement and also leads to
higher power consumption if the method is implemented based on current
hardware technologies. Figure 1.4 shows a comparison between
noncooperative sensing methods based on accuracy and complexity metrics.
From this comparison, we can realize that none of these sensing methods can
represent an optimal sensing with high accuracy and low complexity.

This method is based on prior information about the transmission 
technologies used by the PU. Several features of the received signal are 
exploited and then classified to determine if the signal demonstrates the PU’s 
signal technology (Yucek and Arslan, 2006. Fundamentally, feature 
extraction and classification techniques are used in the context of the 
European Transparent Ubiquitous Terminal (TRUST project (Farnham et al., 
2000. For detecting the signal features, the radio identification method may 
use one of the known sensing techniques, such as energy detection (Yucek 
and Arslan, 2009. Although radio identification improves the accuracy of 
energy detection, the complexity that is added and accuracy achieved will 
mainly depend on the sensing technique used.
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1.5.1.8 

FIGURE 1.4 Estimated comparison between noncooperative sensing methods based on
complexity and accuracy.

Based on SU Cooperation
The main principle of this approach is that SUs share their sensed
information of the spectrum, and this individual sensing operation is called
local sensing. The use of sensed information from all SUs helps in producing
more accurate sensing outcomes than relying only on local sensing.
Moreover, when the cooperating SUs are spatially distributed, it helps in
overcoming the hidden PU problem and other limitations of local sensing
(Chien-Min et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). Sensing cooperation can also
reduce the local sensing cost (e.g., sensing time duration and energy
consumption) while maintaining sensing quality by scheduling the sensing
operation among cooperative SUs (Dongyue et al., 2014). The sensing
method used by an individual CR user can be based on one of the sensing
algorithms for local sensing, such as energy detection and cyclostationary
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feature detection (Akyildiz et al., 2011. Using the cooperation approach for 
sensing raises three main questions pointed out in Cabric et al. (2004: (a) 
How much can be gained from cooperation? (b) How can cognitive radios 
cooperate? (c) What is the overhead associated with cooperation?

In some environments, cooperative sensing may lose its advantages as far 
as an individual SU is concerned. For instance, increasing the local sensing 
frequency in individual high-mobility SUs is more efficient in terms of 
sensing accuracy and overhead than cooperating with other SUs (Cabric et 
al., 2004. In cooperative sensing, the improvement of sensing is more 
noticeable when the number of cooperative SUs is increased. However, more 
SUs being involved in cooperative sensing generally increases the 
cooperation overhead in terms of the amount of data exchanged and the time 
required for the exchange (Yulong at al., 2012. Hence, optimal sensing 
performance should be achieved under the trade-off between the local sensing 
overhead and the cooperative sensing overhead with a minimized total 
sensing overhead.
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1.6 

1.6.1 

1.6.2 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE SELECTION OF
A PROPER SENSING METHOD

From reviewing the main proposed sensing method in the previous section, it
is perceived that there is no one sensing method that can be used efficiently
in all possible CR operational conditions. Hence, the sensing method that
provides optimal performance should be selected based on the given
operational conditions. Selecting the proper sensing method for a certain CR
operational condition depends on various factors. In this section, the notable
factors are listed and discussed in the following subsections.

CR DEVICE CAPABILITY

A CR device designed with limited hardware resources and power capacities
will not be able to support a wider range of sensing methods. Some methods
require sophisticated hardware components and higher power consumption
(e.g., the matched-filter method) compared to simple ones such as the energy
detection method. An ideal CR device should be able to be reconfigured on
the fly to support a broad range of sensing methods. In practice, a CR
device’s actual capability will limit the range of sensing methods that can be
supported.

QoS REQUIRED FOR APPLICATIONS RUNNING ON THE

CR DEVICE

QoS requirements differ based on the applications running on a CR device.
The sensing delay and transmission throughput vary from one sensing
method to another within the same conditions. As a result, the sensing
operation used on a CR device has a direct impact on the QoS of an
application running on the device, mainly in terms of the throughput and
delay. As sensing is a repetitive operation, a CR device should be able to
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1.6.3 

1.6.4 

1.6.5 

A PRIORI INFORMATION

The extent of information available about the characteristics of the PUs and
the communication media is a major factor influencing the selection of a
proper sensing method. For instance, insufficient information about the PU’s
signal excludes the use of the matched-filter method. The CR device should
be able to change the sensing method based on the information that becomes
available about the PU’s signal or the SNR of the targeted spectrum by
sensing.

LEVEL OF PROTECTION REQUIRED FOR THE PU
The selection of the sensing method must be considered with regard to the
degree of protection necessary for the PU. The sensing method may vary
depending on available frequency bands and types of services. For instance,
analog television (TV) service is more robust against interference than digital
TV service (Ghasemi and Sousa, 2008). Hence, a sensing method that
provides less protection (i.e., lower PU detection probability) should be used
only when the PU is more tolerant of interference, such as in analog TV
services.

CR NETWORK MODE AND CAPABILITY

The network mode and capability are important factors to CR systems in
deciding between cooperative and noncooperative sensing approaches. In CR
networks with infrastructure and centralized topology, a method based on
cooperative sensing is more suitable than that based only on local sensing.
Hence, the capability of such a CR network depends on how much

select a proper sensing method with the least impact on the QoS of the 
running application. Other operational requirements must also be taken into 
account. For example, the PU protection should have higher priority than the 
QoS requirements of an SU.
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management ability it can provide for WS determination to its CR devices. 
Furthermore, the capacity of a CR network relies on how much information 
the network can gather and provide to its CR devices about the PUs’ signals 
and the ambient spectrum.
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1.7 CR STANDARDIZATION EFFORTS WITH
SENSING CONSIDERATION

Nowadays, analog TV bands are the most attractive bands for such
opportunistic use of the spectrum by SUs. This option is favorable because
analog TV bands show high availability of WSs as many TV channels
switched to digital TV bands. Moreover, their use by the PUs can be reliably
predicted due to their fixed operational schedules, which can be obtained
through GDB services (Gurney et al., 2008). Furthermore, the analog TV
spectrum is located below 1 GHz and hence offers more desirable
propagation characteristics compared to the higher frequency bands. For
instance, these lower frequencies experience less attenuation. As such, it is
expected that the first proposed CR standard, IEEE 802.22, is related to TV
WS bands (Cordeiro et al., 2005). Thus far, CR standardization efforts are
mostly for using TV WSs. Three requirements for SU devices have been
considered in the well-known proposed standards: the ability to access the
GDB, the facility to sense very low power TV signals, and the capability to
make intelligent decisions based on processing gathered information
(Rahman et al., 2012).

The sensing requirement is the main focus in this chapter. Regarding
standardization, how CR devices are accessing and sharing the
communication medium is an important aspect regarding sensing
implementation. The existing medium access approaches can be classified as
time-slotted, random-access, or hybrid protocols (Akyildiz et al., 2009;
Cormio and Chowdhury, 2009). In the time-slotted MAC protocol, an SU
accesses the spectrum only at a given time slot using time-division multiple
access (TDMA) procedures. In a TDMA-based system (e.g., IEEE 802.22)
the central controller is responsible for managing the time slots and
determining the sensing scheduling strategy (Ren et al., 2012). Wi-Fi 802.11
systems are mostly based on either the random-access protocol, also called
the contention protocol, or hybrid protocols. The carrier-sense multiple-
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access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA mechanism is proposed for 
wireless devices based on various 802.11 standards to share the ISM bands 
(IEEE, 2007. The concept is that a Wi-Fi device checks the channel 
occupancy before transmitting over it. Typically, this checking is 
accomplished using a simple sensing technique (i.e., energy detection. If the 
measured energy level exceeds the threshold, the channel is in use; otherwise, 
it is idle. The channel can be utilized only if it is inactive, and the 
transmission will be deferred for an arbitrary time if the channel is found to 
be occupied. This mechanism limits the maximum contiguous transmission 
time of each of the contended users in the same ISM band for fair channel 
sharing. For CR devices, the SUs have to compete for the same available 
WSs without interfering with the PUs of these bands. Therefore, the 
CSMA/CA and spectrum sensing used in Wi-Fi need to be modified to 
handle the new requirements of operations in WS bands. An IEEE 802.11 
protocol with CR capability is often referred to as CR Wi-Fi, White-Fi, Wi-Fi 
Like, or IEEE 802.11af. IEEE 802.11af is the first-draft standard for CR 
networks based on Wi-Fi technology to operate in TV WSs (IEEE, 2014. 
Although the proposed 802.11af amendment includes several modifications 
and enhancements to the IEEE 802.11 standard to meet legal requirements to 
operate in TV WSs, there are remaining technical requirements and 
challenges that have not been addressed (Baykas et al., 2012. The IEEE 
802.11af standard contains a procedure for obtaining information about the 
available TV WSs within the range of operation from the GDB (IEEE, 2015. 
However, the sensing operation is not addressed yet in the standard as an 
alternative way to protect the PU under the absence of the GDB. Also, the 
standard is limited to TV WS bands. For a perfect CR device, a White-Fi 
device should be able to operate in any available WS bands and not be 
limited to TV WS bands, as long as the PU is protected. The sensing 
operation is an essential function in such White-Fi devices. Thus, any future 
standardization effort to handle this capability should support backward 
compatibility with legacy IEEE 802.11 standards in addition to the current 
IEEE 802.11af.
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1.8 

1.8.1 

SPECTRUM SENSING IMPLEMENTATION
ISSUES IN WHITE-FI NETWORKS

One of the core features of White-Fi devices with CR capability is their
ability to identify the spectrum holes and detect the PU’s appearance in the
current operational channel. The principal function to achieve that is sensing
the surrounding spectrum. Several implementation issues facing this principal
function are discussed in this section.

DISTINGUISHING A PU TRANSMISSION FROM SU
TRANSMISSIONS

In CR technology, to protect the PU, an SU will transmit on the PU’s channel
only when it is not used by the PU and will stop transmitting when the PU
appears. The SU can use GDB to obtain a list of the available channels within
its location. This list will be valid for a specific period for that location.
Hence, the SU has to periodically obtain the new updates from the GDB or
obtain them immediately when the SU moves to a new location. This
approach is proposed for analog TV WS bands where it is possible to gather
the operational schedule of the different PUs using these bands and provide
them to SUs on one GDB. The database has to be accessed using another
communication method, such as via satellite, which both the GDB server and
the SU have the ability to access. The GDB approach cannot be used by all
possible SUs as not all SUs have access to different types of communication
channels. Also, a PU may not have a fixed schedule to use its channel, or a
PU may be unwilling to provide this information to the GDB. Therefore,
spectrum sensing is the most essential and useable approach for detecting the
PU.

The sensing capability could be built into a CR device, and it may be used
without depending on the GDB during operation. Several proposed sensing
methods make use of information obtained from a central controller or
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1.8.2 

1.8.2.1 

DISTINGUISHING WHITE-FI SUs FROM OTHER SUs
Different SUs could exist and operate within the same coverage area. In
addition to protecting the PU, for an SU within the same coverage area of the
other SUs, its sensing operation has to detect the presence of the other SUs
and share the available WSs with the other SUs. On a White-Fi network, two
scenarios are possible (i.e., pure White-Fi SUs and heterogeneous SUs).

Pure White-Fi SUs

exchange spectrum information between SU peers in a cooperative sensing. 
Other sensing methods require prior information about the characteristics of 
the PU’s transmission signals. Blind-sensing methods, such as the energy 
detection method and the covariance-based detection method, can be 
effectively used to detect the presence of signals from other users on the 
sensed channels. However, these blind-sensing methods cannot distinguish if 
the present signal belongs to a PU or another SU. For a more accurate 
decision about the appearance of a PU’s signal, sufficient prior knowledge 
about the PU’s signal is required. The matched-filter sensing method is a 
well-known sensing method that is based on complete prior knowledge about 
the PU’s signal. To accurately detect the presence of a PU from its signal, the 
matched-filter sensing method requires a dedicated receiver for each different 
possible transmission technology used by the PU (Jaiswal et al., 2013. In 
general, sensing accuracy is a function of the probability of positive detection 
(PD and the probability of false detection (PFA under the given operational 
conditions. False detection is sometimes called false-alarm detection. 
Typically, achieving higher sensing accuracy requires more overhead 
regarding the sensing duration, sensing frequency, and computation. The 
trade-off between the sensing accuracy and the various overheads is required 
for better performance (Yucek and Arslan, 2009. Usually, PD and PFA are 
determined under the assumption that all the detected signals are the PU’s 
signals, while in reality, some detected signals could be from other SUs.
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1.8.2.2 Heterogeneous SUs
In this scenario, White-Fi users and SUs based on different wireless
technologies exist in the same available WSs. Under this scenario, a White-Fi
user needs to distinguish between three types of users (i.e., the PU, the other
White-Fi users, and the other non-White-Fi SUs). As an example of such a
scenario, White-Fi users and IEEE 802.22 users are sharing the same TV
WSs. While White-Fi users can back off when the WS channel is occupied
by 802.22 transmissions, the 802.22 users do not have the ability to detect
White-Fi transmissions using spectrum sensing. This will result in a negative
impact on the performance of the SUs and on their ability to share the
network in a fair manner, particularly for SUs using the 802.22 standards, as
shown in Ghosh et al. (2011), where a GDB is used to determine the TV
WSs. When the GDB is not available, the different SUs sharing the same
WSs rely solely on sensing to distinguish between the SUs’ signals and the
PU’s signal. The blind sensing methods (e.g., energy detection) cannot
distinguish between these different signals. Hence, the performance of

In this scenario, all SUs sharing the same channel are White-Fi users. A 
White-Fi user who is using the shared channel has to leave the channel if the 
PU appears; otherwise, the channel can be shared with other White-Fi users 
using a CSMA/CA mechanism. The main issue for White-Fi users sharing 
the same channel is how to distinguish between the PU and the other White-
Fi users. To distinguish the PU from other White-Fi users, a longer sensing 
duration and a more complex sensing method need to be used. Moreover, 
complete knowledge of the PU’s signal is required if there is no GDB for that 
channel. Once the PU detection issue is addressed, the White-Fi users can 
share the WS bands based on a CSMA/CA mechanism. Typically, the 
sensing used in CSMA/CA is not able to distinguish a PU’s signal from other 
Wi-Fi user signals. Therefore, White-Fi users can share the WSs by using the 
existing technologies for Wi-Fi channel access control, but these technologies 
are not able to distinguish between PUs’ signals and other White-Fi users’ 
signals.
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1.8.3 COMPLICATIONS OF OPERATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS

The 802.11-based networks have different operational adjustments that affect
their performance. Different operational situations may require different
settings of the operational parameter. Hence, for improvement of
performance, such settings should be adjusted intelligently and dynamically
to adapt to the real-time change of the operational conditions. The size of the
data frame, the use of control frames, and the frame classification for
prioritization to enhance QoS are the main operational adjustments that affect
the sensing operation. The 802.11af standard inherits these possible
adjustments from previous non-CR 802.11 standards. Thus, these possible
adjustments and their performance should be researched under the new
operational requirements of the 802.11af standard with consideration of the
compliance of general regulations by big standards organizations. For
example, the IEEE workgroup has proposed the packet fragmentation
mechanism; when the size of a packet exceeds a given threshold, it is
fragmented into smaller-sized frames at the MAC layer. The resulting
fragmented MAC frames are transmitted independently and acknowledged
separately. As the wireless medium is error prone, the fragmentation
mechanism was proposed to reduce the influence of noise errors on the
transmitted data and improve reliability (Yazid et al., 2014). In CR networks,
it also reduces the transmission period. Consequently, the fragmentation
becomes more important in the case of CR operation. On the one hand,
fragmentation helps to increase the protection of the PU from an SU
transmission. On the other hand, it may require conducting the sensing in a
more frequent manner, which adds additional sensing overhead. Another
important factor related to these benefits of fragmentation is the sensing
operation. The sensing should be performed before any SU transmission to
avoid collision with the transmissions from other users sharing the same

secondary networks is expected to be worse in the absence of the GDB, and 
only a sensing approach is used. Achieving fair sharing of a WS between 
heterogeneous CR systems becomes very challenging.
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channel. In CR networks where the SU is assigned a dedicated transmission 
channel based on frequency or time, the sensing is usually conducted 
periodically in a fixed time interval sequentially with the data transmission 
period. In random-access networks, this approach cannot be carried out 
efficiently because the data transmission period is not fixed, and it depends 
on the unpredictable channel conditions. Accordingly, the sensing frequency 
should be a function of the size of the fragmentation. Lower fragmentation 
size causes smaller transmission frames and more frequent sensing. In 
general, for the same sensing method, a longer sensing duration helps to 
reach higher detection probability and less false-alarm probability under the 
same spectrum conditions. To our knowledge, there is not much research on 
how to optimize the sensing duration, the fragmentation threshold, and 
consequently the sensing frequency in random-access networks to improve 
overall QoS of the running applications. Further investigation should also 
cover various sensing methods as they produce different sensing accuracy 
under given conditions. For instance, an optimal sensing duration is found to 
produce a maximum throughput, as shown in Wong and Chin (2010. Also, 
the capability of distinguishing the PU’s signal from other possible signals 
must be taken into account.

Instead of fragmenting a larger frame into smaller frames, a frame-
aggregation mechanism is used to aggregate the upper layer frames to form 
larger frames at the MAC layer (e.g., Aggregated MAC Protocol Data Unit 
[A-MPDU] in IEEE 802.11n. This opposite approach to fragmentation is 
used when the transmission channel width is large enough for larger frames 
to be sent during a short time. The fragmentation approach is used for more 
reliability at the cost of more protocol overhead for legacy 802.11, whereas 
the aggregation approach is used to reduce the overhead for high-speed IEEE 
802.11 networks (Sidelnikov et al., 2006. For Aggregated MAC Service 
Data Unit (A-MSDU, the aggregated frames belong to the same service 
category and are sent to the same destination. The maximum A-MSDU 
length that an 802.11n base station can receive is either 3839 bytes or 7935 
bytes (Charfi et al., 2013. A-MPDU upper-layer frames being sent to the 
same destination are aggregated to form a frame with one of the following
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1.8.4 QoS DEGRADATION

The main concern in White-Fi devices is how much QoS degradation will be
experienced. Each function of the CR has its overhead that will contribute to
degrading the overall QoS. The spectrum-sensing operation is conducted
periodically, while other CR operations (i.e., spectrum decision, mobility,
sharing, and access) are executed only when the PU is detected. Hence,
spectrum sensing has the most effect on QoS, especially for networks with
low PU activity where spectrum sensing mostly returns negative results.

The measurement of QoS differs based on the range of QoS metrics that
are set as the benchmark of that measurement. Delay, jitter, throughput, and
packet loss are the most used metrics (Charfi et al., 2013). Reducing the
overhead and hence the effectiveness of the sensing operation is constrained
by the required protection for the PU. Therefore, the desired PD and PFA
should be achieved by trading off between sensing accuracy and its impact on
the QoS metrics (Yucek and Arslan, 2009).

The IEEE 802.11e standard is proposed to enhance QoS in IEEE 802.11
networks (IEEE, 2005). As applications have different requirements, in
802.11e, the frames belonging to different applications are prioritized with
one of the eight user priority (UP) levels. In contrast, previous IEEE 802.11
standards use the distributed coordination function (DCF) mechanism at
MAC layer where the best-effort service is provided equally to all traffic
streams from different applications to access the medium. In IEEE 802.11e,
the hybrid coordination function (HCF) is used for prioritizing traffic streams
to enhance QoS on top of the DCF. The HCF function accommodates two

lengths: 8191, 16383, 32767, or 65535 bytes (Charfi et al., 2013. Several 
MSDUs can be aggregated in one larger MPDU and then one or more 
MPDUs are encapsulated into a single PHY protocol data unit (PPDU to be 
sent to the PHY layer (Ginzburg and Kesselman, 2007. More studies are 
required to find the optimum size of the PPDU based on various factors, such 
as the sensing duration, the available channel width, and the desired PU 
protection.
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medium access methods (i.e., a distributed contention-based channel access 
mechanism, called enhanced distributed channel access [EDCA], and a 
centralized polling-based channel access mechanism, called HCF controlled 
channel access [HCCA]. Based on the UP, the EDCA defines four access 
categories (AC; voice (AC_VO, video (AC_VI, best effort (AC_BE, and 
background (AC_BK. These categories are assigned different priorities, 
ranging from highest to lowest, respectively. The category AC_VO has top 
priority and is usually given to traffic carrying voice information. It is 
followed by the AC_VI category for video traffic and then the AC_BE 
category for data traffic. The category AC_BK has the lowest priority and is 
usually assigned to unnecessary data traffic. Each AC has a contention 
window (CW which has a specified minimum size and maximum size (i.e., 
CWmin and CWmax. Also, an arbitration interframe space (AIFS value and 
a transmit opportunity (TXOP interval are used to support QoS prioritization 
(Inan et al., 2007. Instead of using fixed distributed interframe space (DIFS, 
also called DCF interframe space, the AIFS value is a variable value 
calculated based on the AC. The AIFS value determines the time at which a 
node defers access to the channel after a busy period and before starting or 
resuming the back-off duration. Hence, the time for a station to wait for the 
channel to become idle before it starts sending data is calculated based on the 
AC category of the data AC (Bianchi et al., 2005. However, the short 
interframe space (SIFS value is used as the shortest interframe space (IFS 
value for transmitting high-priority frames, such as data acknowledgment 
frames and CTS frames. The TXOP is a new concept introduced in IEEE 
802.11e to limit the time of transmission for a given station. On one hand, if a 
frame to be transmitted requires more than the TXOP interval, the frame 
should be fragmented into smaller frames, each of which can be transmitted 
within a TXOP interval (Yang, 2004. On the other hand, the use of a TXOP 
interval limits the number of smaller frames to be aggregated.

Support for the IEEE 802.11e standard becomes mandatory in new 
IEEE802.11 devices. The IEEE 802.11e standard can handle the coexistence 
with legacy stations but with poorer QoS (Bianchi et al., 2005. In the case of 
White-Fi, the sensing duration will impact the effectiveness of the IEEE
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1.8.5 SELECTING THE PROPER SENSING METHOD AND

PARAMETERS

On the CSMA/CA-based networks, the sensing function plays an important
role in their operations. The energy detection method is commonly used for
sensing on these networks because of its simplicity and low overhead.
However, in a CR environment, energy detection drawbacks, in particular, its
inability to recognize the PU’s signal among other signals, reduce its
effectiveness. The matched-filter sensing method can overcome this
drawback and provide higher detection accuracy at the cost of more sensing
time, complexity, and power consumption. Therefore, the sensing method
should be selected during operation by trading off between the sensing
requirements and its implications. The general factors that should be
considered for selecting the proper sensing method are discussed in our
previous work in Giweli et al. (2015). For instance, the QoS requirements,
the available information about the PU’s signal, and the required protection
for the PU are some of these factors. In White-Fi, more specific factors
should be considered, such as fragmentation and RTS thresholds. The proper
sensing method for given operating environments and requirements should be
selected in real time for the optimal use of the available sensing techniques.
Also, the selected sensing method’s parameters (e.g., sensing duration and
interval) should be adjusted to achieve the best sensing accuracy with the
minimum overhead. According to the IEEE standards for sensing in TV WSs,

802.11e standard on improving QoS in IEEE 802.11 networks. The impact of 
the sensing operation should be investigated under different settings of the 
associated parameters, in particular, CW, AIFS, and TXOP. For the frames 
belonging to the categories AC_VI and AC_VO, the AIFS and CW values 
are set smaller than those for the frames of the categories, AC_BE and 
AC_BK, to reduce the delays. The sensing duration should be varied based 
on the AC without compromising PU protection. Therefore, when AC_VI 
and AC_VO frames are to be sent, the sensing duration should be as 
minimized as possible.
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the time required for both sensing and handoff operations should not 
excessed 2 seconds, while the false-alarm and detection probabilities should 
be less than 0.1 and 0.9, respectively (Sesham and Sabat, 2015. Different 
sensing methods can achieve these requirements in different SNR levels of 
the channel with various sensing times. For example, the energy detection 
method requires around 15 ms sensing time at a −20 dB SNR, while the 
cyclostationary detection method needs around 50 ms at the same SNR 
(Bagwari et al., 2015a; Bagwari and Tomar, 2015b. Therefore, the selection 
of the proper sensing method should be performed in real time to meet the 
various requirements optimally within these restrictions.

An SU may run different applications that may require diverse QoS 
requirements. For instance, real-time applications are more sensitive to delay 
and jitter than email applications. Therefore, the QoS requirements will 
depend on the applications running on the CR device and may vary during its 
operation. For better QoS, the sensing parameters should be adjusted 
accordingly in real time. This imposes the need of a cross-layer design to 
handle exchanging information between different layers (Saki et al., 2014. 
The sensing operation has an impact on the delay, achieved throughput, and 
packet loss. The main parameters of the sensing operation that affect QoS are 
sensing duration, sensing frequency, and sensing accuracy (i.e., PD and PFA. 
These parameters can be adjusted to mitigate QoS degradation caused by 
sensing under constraints of protecting the PU and achieving high spectrum 
utilization.
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1.9 CONCLUSION
CR technology offers new, possibly free frequency bands and enhanced 
spectrum utilization. This chapter provides a critical review of the new 
technology of CR and its trends. The concept and the motivation behind CR 
are discussed to evaluate its worthiness. In particular, the need of CR as one 
of the core technologies for future networks is illustrated. The main functions 
of CR operation are explained with related challenges. Furthermore, potential 
CR network architectures and their corresponding standards are investigated 
to identify the research areas that require more attention. Although CR is 
considered a promising revolution for wireless technologies, it faces many 
challenges which have to be addressed. Most of these challenges are related 
to the sensing operation in CR networks. For instance, conducting accurate 
sensing that can guarantee a high level of protection to the PUs from SU 
interference has a significant impact on the QoS. To avoid such an impact, 
PU protection is mainly based on the GDB approach in the IEEE 802.22 and 
IEEE 802.11af proposed standards. Though the GDB approach is suitable for 
TV WS bands, it cannot be generalized for other potential WS bands. Hence, 
the need for CR technology that provides the required PU protection based on 
spectrum-sensing approach becomes an essential requirement for the 
widespread adoption of CR technologies. For White-Fi networks, when and 
how spectrum sensing should be conducted to prevent interference efficiently 
with the PU in addition to complying with the contention mechanism under 
the IEEE 802.11af standard are still open questions. On one hand, the White-
Fi device needs sophisticated sensing techniques to detect the PU accurately 
and distinguish it from other possible SUs. On the other hand, this more 
accurate sensing requires a longer sensing duration, which causes more QoS 
degradation. Hence, whenever the GDB is available, or the virtual sensing is 
effective, the sensing operation should be avoided or reduced because of its 
overhead and QoS degradation. However, the spectrum-sensing approach 
becomes essential when the GDB approach is not available. This study 
pointed out the importance of considering the operational requirements and
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sensing methods parameters in the design of an efficient sensing strategy. 
The design should be automated and respond in real time to the changing 
QoS requirements.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
The expected explosion of the number of wireless devices over the years to 
come will increase the demand for more radio frequency spectrum (RFS to 
allocate new services. The current spectrum policy is based on a fixed 
spectrum access in which a slice of the spectrum is assigned to one or more 
dedicated users. This policy of allocating fixed channels prevents rarely used 
spectrum channels from being occupied. The proliferation of wireless 
services in past decades that used the fixed spectrum access created an 
artificial spectrum scarcity problem. Recent studies on the actual spectrum 
utilization measurements revealed that a large portion of the licensed 
spectrum experiences low utilization from the licensed users [1,2]. The only 
solution is to then use the available RFS more wisely. The cognitive radio 
(CR concept was proposed to solve this problem and is based on an adequate 
capability of the radios to sense the spectrum usage by other transmitters.

A CR is built in a software-defined radio (SDR platform. In this chapter, 
SDRs are described in Section 2.2, followed by the description of CR 
architecture in Section 2.3. Spectrum sensing, the ability to determine the 
occupation of wide bandwidth of the spectrum, is detailed in Section 2.4. The 
analysis of spectrum sensing is divided in three areas. Spectrum analysis is 
detailed in Subsection 2.4.1, where several methods are explained; the first 
and simpler method is the periodogram, followed by filter banks with a 
uniform DFT polyphasic efficient implementation, the multitaper method, 
and cyclic spectrum, and finishing with eigenvalues from the covariance 
matrix. In Subsection 2.4.2, the theory of signal detection, the binary decision 
of determining a channel occupation, is explored. In Section 4.3, the analysis 
of spectrum sensing is concluded with the explanation of the noise model, 
which is used to determine the threshold of the binary decision. In Section 
2.5, the comparative analysis of spectrum sensing is explored using the 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC curve. In Section 2.6, the chapter 
ends by exploring the application of spectrum sensing in the recent trend of 
MIMO communications with highly directional transmissions using spatial
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spectrum sensing to allow an even more efficient reuse of spectrum
resources.
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2.2 SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIO
The SDR was first introduced by Joseph Mitola as a concept for the future of 
the radio [3]. The SDR is a generic radio platform with the capability to 
operate at different bandwidths over numerous frequencies, as well as being 
flexible in using different modulation schemes and waveform formats. 
Therefore, the SDR has a very flexible analog front end that, in combination 
with adjustable digital signal processing techniques, is flexible enough to 
modulate and demodulate any signal entirely in software regardless of the 
standard or its characteristics.

The transmitter has the ability to create any baseband waveform with 
upconversion to any central frequency. This signal is converted to the analog 
domain with a digital-to-analog converter (DAC and is then amplified and 
transmitted. On the other hand, the receiver collects a certain bandwidth of 
the spectrum, amplifies it, and converts it back to the digital domain using an 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC. After that conversion, the process of 
detection and demodulation of the signal is carried out by software. A block 
diagram of the SDR concept is shown in Figure 2.1.

The concept of SDR has experienced substantial and rapid development as 
portable and flexible hardware platforms are now commercially accessible 
and can be easily acquired [4,5]. This massive spread of the technology 
allows new applications based on this architecture to be implemented and 
produced. For instance, SDR architecture allowed the development of 
software-defined radar and software-defined networking platforms [6,7].
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FIGURE 2.1 Block diagram of a software-defined radio.

This flexible sharing of the spectrum was initially discussed in the first
IEEE DySPAN and named dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [9]. The DSA is

2.3 COGNITIVE RADIO
Traditional wireless networks are based on the exclusive allocation of the 
spectrum, where telecommunication service providers buy reserved 
frequency bands at auction to ensure quality of service (QoS. Personal local 
wireless networks normally use a license-free spectrum, called ISM bands, 
where part of the radio spectrum is used for personal, industrial, scientific, 
and medical utilization. As these bands are becoming crowded with 
unlicensed equipment, such as Wi-Fi devices, the need for a new paradigm 
and radio implementation for this unlicensed spectrum is becoming 
increasingly important. The expected solution is the CR [8].

The CR, built on a software radio platform, is a context-aware, intelligent 
radio that is able to autonomously reconfigure itself by learning from and 
adapting to the communication environment. One of the key features of SDR 
architecture is its flexibility to use a variety of frequency bands according to 
their availability. This flexibility allows for CRs to share parts of the 
spectrum while avoiding collision with any licensed user or other CRs.
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also currently called spectrum sharing [10]. It is usually categorized into the
following three models:

Dynamic exclusive-use model: An exclusive shared use, where any
user can dynamically license, for a given time and location, a number
of available frequency bands. Also called licensed shared access
(LSA), it allows a most effective use of spectrum resources by
permitting temporary allocations of the shared spectrum according to
the user’s needs [11]. This exclusive shared model is far away from
completely eliminating quiet periods in spectrum due to the bursty
nature of wireless traffic, but it ensures a predictable QoS for the
reserved time.
Open-sharing model: A completely shared use, giving total
freedom to the users to manage the sharing of specific slices of the
spectrum without intervention of a central regulator entity [12]. This
creates the need for the users to constantly sense the allowed
spectrum bands and cooperate with the other CRs to detect and use
spectrum bands that are not currently being occupied. It is supported
by the concept of a periodic listen before talk and limited channel
occupancy time.
Hierarchical access model: A model that adopts an access structure
where licensed spectrum can be open to secondary users while
limiting the interference perceived by primary users, the licensees
[13]. The model allows opportunistic access to the licensed spectrum
by allowing the secondary users to identify and exploit local and
instantaneous spectrum availability in a nonintrusive manner.

The employment of these methods would be expected to alleviate the
current spectrum usage while still providing the exclusive spectrum
allocation for the primary users. Some specific implementations have already
been integrated into the IEEE 802.22 standard for wireless regional networks
and the IEEE 802.11af for wireless local networks. Both standards define a
hierarchical access model to use licensed frequencies but limit the
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interference with the primary users, such as analog TV, digital TV, and low-
power licensed devices, such as wireless microphones [14–16].

However, the practical implementation of such architecture is surrounded 
by several challenges both in software and in hardware. In software, new and 
robust communication protocols for RF devices are needed to facilitate the 
use of the shared spectrum. In the hardware, there is the necessity to sense the 
entire viable shared spectrum, which can be widespread and detect which 
bands are already being used. If the band is not currently under use, the CR 
should be very flexible and able to change the frequency of the transmission 
to allocate it into the available band. It should also detect if any user that has 
the right to a frequency band will start transmitting and should do so in the 
fastest possible way stop the usage of that section of the spectrum.

These specificities of a DSA create the need for a spectrum-sensing unit 
that can quickly and accurately identify white spaces (WSs through a 
wideband of frequencies. As an example, the current unlicensed frequency 
bands for RF are incredibly spaced apart in frequency. The bands in the order 
of GHz are in 2.4 GHz, 5.8 GHz, and 24 GHz [17]. Taking advantage of all 
these spectrum resources would require an exceedingly wideband CR front 
end.
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2.4 SPECTRUM-SENSING THEORY
Spectrum sensing has been an intense research topic with many different 
solutions being proposed in the literature to create a reliable method to detect 
the occupation of a given frequency band, even for unfavorable signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR conditions [18]. To sense a wide span of the RFS and 
evaluate which frequency bands are being occupied and which are free to use, 
three tasks need to be ensured.

The first task is spectrum analysis, which is comprised of the frequency 
analysis of a received RF signal, which involves computing an estimation of 
its frequency representation. This analysis allows the separation of the 
acquired signal into frequency bands with uniform or variable bandwidth.

The second task is to determine a noise model, where some of the noise 
process characteristics are calculated or can even be estimated in real time 
using the spectrum analysis results in time and/or frequency to estimate the 
noise model.

The third task is the signal detection, where the goal is to decide channel 
occupation of the spectrum estimation. The noise model allows the 
computation of a threshold that is used to make this decision. The most 
common way to output the occupation is by a hard-binary decision, either a 
given frequency band is occupied or it is free to use.

A spectrum-sensing unit will then operate as illustrated in Figure 2.2. A 
wide frequency band of the spectrum is acquired by an ADC. The data is then 
analyzed by a spectrum estimation algorithm to obtain the most accurate 
representation of the acquired signal into frequency bands. To achieve real-
time spectrum-sensing implementations, the algorithm needs to have low 
computational costs and be able to detect the small, quiet periods defined in 
various standards [19]. At the same time, the algorithm needs to have low 
spectral leakage to have reliable spectrum estimation. This frequency 
representation is then used to discern if a signal is present in that band.

The noise model is fundamental to the signal detection decision, as it 
allows to determine if the spectrum analysis data represents a transmitted
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Dynamic noise model: This model is normally used in dynamic
threshold energy detection methods [20]. The outputs of the
spectrum analysis block are used to calculate the noise floor
parameters, such as its probability distribution, variance, and power
level. It is expected that the values of the noise parameters change
over time due to external effects, such as channel interference from
out-of-band emitters, or from effects of the front end itself, such as
an automatic gain control system. Due to these effects, a single
evaluation of the noise floor is not enough, then requiring a dynamic
estimation that is capable of handling energy fluctuations.
Fixed noise model: This model is unaltered during the spectrum
sensing and creates a fixed threshold. In 802.11 protocol energy
detection, the noise energy is assumed to be always below the
hardware sensitivity level plus 20 dBm; anything above that level is
assumed to be a signal [21]. For statistical moments-based detection,
the noise distribution can be considered a Gaussian distribution,
while the signal can be, for instance, modeled by a Raleigh
distribution. In that case, the detection can be achieved by estimation
of the kurtosis [22]. In eigenvalue-based spectrum sensing, the noise
covariance matrix can be assumed to always be a Wishart random
matrix, and the noise eigenvalues distribution can be calculated to
then allow the application of maximum-minimum detection
techniques [23]. In cyclostationary analysis, the noise covariance can
be assumed to be chi-square, while the signal can be modeled by a
Gaussian distribution, allowing the use of cyclostationary detectors
[24].

signal or noise. If the analyzed data does not fit the noise model, then we are 
in the presence of a signal. The noise model estimation methods can be 
divided into the following two large groups:
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FIGURE 2.2 Spectrum-sensing components block diagram.

While some methods assume a model not only for the noise but also for
the signal, the signal model is usually not used for signal detection. This is
due to the small amount of information that can be used to represent the
signal [23]. For instance, it may be assumed that all the detected signals
follow a Rayleigh distribution as it is an appropriate distribution model for
multipath environments. However, in a direct transmission scenario, with a
lack of multipath reflections, the Rayleigh distribution will be a poor model.
Other reasons include the large number of modulations that can be used to
transmit the RF signal and the wide range of power that can be received. Due
to these reasons, the threshold for detection is usually defined based not on
the signal, but on the noise model. The model is then used by the signal
detection system to calculate a threshold that is used to analyze a frequency
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2.4.1 SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

The chosen method for spectrum analysis can make the difference between
the capability to detect weak signals and occluding them under leakage noise.
Spectral leakage occurs when the signal energy contributes not only to one
frequency band but also spreads to the closest bands. The effects caused by
the spectral leakage can be attenuated by using the proper spectrum analysis
method. A power spectrum density (PSD) comparative is shown in Figure
2.3.

In this synthetic example, several window functions are used for the same
filter bank specifications, and their results are compared to the exact PSD, a
sum of three different passband signals. The results show that a filter bank
using the Hann function as a prototype filter is able to detect the weakest
passband signal that, if using the boxcar function, would be otherwise hidden.

It is then important to know and understand the various methods for
spectrum analysis to pick the best ones for a given application. The following
are some of the most relevant methods:

Periodogram: This is the most common way of analyzing the
spectrum as it has low computational and implementation
complexity. It uses a constant number of samples and analzes them
using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) that is then squared and the
result integrated [25].
Filter bank: A filter bank is an array of bandpass filters that will
decompose a given signal into multiple components; each
component will then be a frequency sub-band of the original signal.
This process shows good performance for spectrum analysis due to
its low spectral leakage. Signal decomposition is performed by an
analysis filter bank that usually splits the signal using the same

span and determine if it is in use while getting the best relationship possible 
between false and missed detection. The false alarm is usually defined in the 
communication standard [19].
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prototype filter that is centered in different, but equidistant, central
frequencies. This method uses the concept of maximal energy
concentration in a given central frequency with a constant
bandwidth. A computational efficient implementation is achieved
with the polyphasic decomposition of the prototype filter [26].
Multitaper: The multitaper method may be seen as a filter bank that,
instead of one, uses multiple orthogonal prototype filters, usually
Slepian sequences, to improve the variance and reduce leakage [27].
Cyclic spectrum: This method takes advantage of the
cyclostationary behaviour of certain signals to improve the spectrum
analysis, making it a good method for signals with periodic
autocorrelation behavior, such as digital modulated signals [28]. It
has the advantage of the calculated cyclic spectrum features that can
be used for the signal modulation recognition [29].
Eigenvalues: Spectrum-sensing literature addresses signal detection
with the relation between the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix of
the signal [23]. However, the eigenvectors of the matrix can also be
considered coefficients of a filter bank. Moreover, the eigenvalues
are an estimate of the energy at the output of the corresponding
eigenvector filter, as shown in [30]. The uniqueness of the method is
that the eigenvector filter bank does not represent equally spaced
frequency bands as in Fourier-based methods.
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FIGURE 2.3 Example of a signal PSD calculated using a filter bank with three different
prototype filters.

The selection of a method of spectrum analysis should accomplish the best
combination of three criteria. It is of critical importance for the method to
have the lowest spectral leakage to avoid obtaining a smeared version of the
original continuous-time spectrum, which would reduce the ability to detect
spectrum holes. Also important is to have the least number of acquired
samples needed for a correct representation of the spectrum to allow a fast
sense of the spectrum to quickly occupy spectrum opportunities. Finally, the
algorithm must not be expensive in terms of computational resources to be
deployed in mobile devices and have low power consumption. By achieving
these criteria, the optimal system is achieved that, quickly and in real time,
can identify spectrum opportunities and avoid possible collision with other
concurrent users.
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2.4.1.1 

2.4.1.2 

Periodogram
The classical method of spectrum analysis is the usage of a periodogram [31].
First used in meteorological phenomena, it allows for a direct spectral
estimation of the power spectral density function. However, the method
shows some problems—the principle is biased. There are usually two kinds
of bias, leakage bias and local bias [32]. Leakage bias is produced by spectral
leakage, as a strong peak in a specific frequency will spread into the
neighboring bins. Local bias is caused by using a low number of bins that
requires that each have a large bandwidth.

A solution for leakage bias is to use a window function before the Fourier
transform. For an  discrete data sequence with N points, the windowed
spectrogram, , can be given by

(2.1)

where is the window function defined as a series of weights. This
method is also called a single taper, where  is the taper.

Uniform DFT Polyphase Filter Banks
To separate the received RF signal into frequency channels, one can use the
analysis filter bank. An analysis filter bank is an array of bandpass filters that
divide the input signal into various components, each one containing a
frequency band of the original input. This process uses a prototype finite
impulse response (FIR) filter with the coefficients 

, with  being the number of coefficients. This
filter is then translated into frequency to obtain all the outputs of the filter
bank. As the number of coefficients can be larger than the number of
frequency bins, there is more freedom to design sharper filters using, for
example, the window method.

For an efficient implementation, the analysis filter bank is based on the
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introduction of the DFT after a polyphase decomposition of the input and
prototype filter. Assuming an  channel filter bank, this is done by using a
decimation by and decomposing the prototype filter in phases, 

, where represents the
polyphase components of the prototype filter.

The analysis filter bank with  channels having transfer functions ,
where  corresponds to the modulated prototype filter 

 [33].

(2.2)

This implementation is based on the division of the prototype filter in its
various phases,  and is given by

(2.3)

Assuming that  is a multiple of ,  is the number of coefficients of

each phase. The  is the impulse response of the prototype filter,  is the
phase, and  is the total number of phases (and number of channels). This
practical implementation of this approach will then use a FIR filter. The
prototype filter is usually defined by a window function. In spectrum sensing,
it is of key importance to avoid the energy of adjacent bands interfering with
the frequency band that we want to analyze; this effect is called spectrum
leakage. For this purpose, a window with an excellent passband response,
rapid decay, and reject band should be used.

In Figure 2.4, three common window functions are evaluated as a low
pass with a cutoff frequency of 1/20 of the normalized spectrum using an
equal number of coefficients.
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FIGURE 2.4 Evaluation of the frequency response from three common windows used as
prototype filters.

It is visible that the best choice of window is the Hann window, as it
shows higher attenuation in the rejection band, which will decrease the
amount of spectrum leakage.

Multitaper
In 1982, Thomson implemented a spectrum-estimation technique that uses
more than one taper. In this multitaper spectral analysis method, the data
sequence is multiplied not by one but by a sequence of orthogonal tapers that,
in this case, are a set of sequences to form  periodograms [34]. The
periodograms are then averaged to form the PSD estimation.
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(2.4)

where  are the  orthogonal taper functions. Usually,
two types of orthogonal taper functions are used, Slepian sequences or
sinusoidal tapers [35].

The most-used taper functions are the Slepian sequences, also called
discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS) [36]. They are defined by 
number of sequences with  number of weights and a  bandwidth
parameter in the baseband. If modulated in a frequency,  will, of course, be
half bandwidth where the energy is concentrated.

So, how should  be chosen? First of all, if the leakage gets worse as 
increases, but the variance will also decrease as  rises. For , if it is
increased, the resolution will decrease, but it can be compensated by using
more tappers.

The first sequence of Slepian functions have an eigenvalue, , that is very
close to unity, making the first taper the best in terms of spectral leakage for
the particular choice of W.

The first  sequences also have eigenvalues that are close to unity,
which is why  is normally used [37]. The remaining sequences
have worsening spectral concentration properties, but they can still be used if
the objective is to achieve lower bandwidths.

We can then define K as a function of . In the literature,  is
sometimes referred to as half-bandwidth resolution and, along with the
number of samples, will define our Slepian sequences. If we define 

The advantage of using this method against the windowed spectrogram is 
that in the single-taper estimation a large portion of the signal is discarded 
using the window that in the extremes tends to zero, causing an increase on 
the variance of the spectrogram.

To estimate the spectrum with this method, the  eigencomponents must 
first be obtained using
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(2.5)

If using a higher number of sequences is intended or even if we only want
more precision in our estimation, we do a weighted sum, where the weights
are the eigenvalues of each sequence [39].

(2.6)

Cyclic Spectrum
To identify the presence of a cyclostationary digital signal in a given sampled
spectrum, two mathematical operations are usually employed: cyclic
autocorrelation and cyclic spectrum. These two methods show unique
features when in the presence of a cyclostationary-based signal.

To understand cyclic autocorrelation, we first need to define what
correlation is. Correlation is a mathematical operation that allows us to
measure the degree to which two signals are similar and is the expected value
of the inner product of the two signals. For autocorrelation, the procedure is
similar, but instead of having two different signals, we use the inner product
of the signal with itself at a different time. We know by the definition of a

, then the lower limit of  by definition will be  as 
it is the lower amount of half-bandwidth resolution that still has 2 taper 
sequences. The maximum value of  is more subjective, with some 
authors proposing a maximum value of , as higher values NW will 
cause the resolution and the overall ideal behavior to be lost and complexity 
(as more tappers are needed to increase [38].

Therefore, if a  is used, where the eigenvalues of each of the 
sequences is very close to unity, the multitaper spectrum can be given by the 
direct multitaper estimate.
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cyclostationary signal that the autocorrelation of a signal, , is periodic. Let
us define that period with  and the lag with , then

(2.7)

If a periodic correlation exits, then it can be proved that and its
frequency-shifted version, , are correlated for any [40].
Then we can define the cyclic autocorrelation as

(2.8)

with  and * being the signal conjugate. A stochastic process, , will

then exhibit cyclostationarity at the cycle frequency  if  [40].
To implement the method in a digital signal processor, the discrete-time

cyclic autocorrelation needs to be derived. Using  number of samples, the
discrete cyclic autocorrelation is given by

(2.9)

Note that  can be computed efficiently using the FFT of the product 
 [41].

To derive the cyclic spectrum, the process is similar to the Wiener-
Khinchin theorem but applied to cyclic autocorrelation [40]. The cyclic
spectrum is then

(2.10)

with  .   It can be computed efficiently using the two-dimensional

FFT of the cyclic autocorrelation.

Eigenvalues of the Covariance Matrix
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Let us consider the received data vector 
with  samples. Its multidimensional variant, with  dimensions (also called
the smoothing factor), is obtained by 

, where 
[42]. These lagged vectors form the columns of the related data matrix X,
called a trajectory matrix [43]. The columns of an M-dimension X matrix are
given by the  vectors.

(2.11)

Note that the trajectory matrix has identical entries along its diagonals.
Such a matrix is called a Toeplitz matrix. From a segment of  samples of
received data   consecutive output samples can be formed. In practice,
the covariance matrix of the input signal is unknown as it is analyzed in only
a finite number of samples. Thus, the unstructured classical estimator of ,
the sample covariance matrix, can be used and is defined as

(2.12)

where  is the Hermitian [44]. Note that the sample covariance matrix, , is
both symmetric and Toeplitz. The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix can
then be calculated from the characteristic equation

(2.13)

where det is the determinant,  gives us the eigenvalues, and  is the identity
matrix. The  is then the eigenvalue decomposition
of the covariance matrix of the input signal.
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2.4.2 SIGNAL DETECTION

With every spectrum analysis measurement, there is the need to decide which
frequency bands are occupied or which are free to use. The classic
assumption model is to consider that the analyzed signal in a given band can
be in one of two states. This binary hypothesis can be formulated in the
following way:

(2.14)

with  being the band-limited signal,  the received signal coming from
a user, and  the noise floor. By analyzing the spectrum, we need to be
able to decide what specific frequencies represent noise or signal. This
decision is made by assuming a threshold for each frequency band at the
output of the spectrum analysis block. Therefore, a binary decision is made
by comparing the energy estimates with the threshold, as shown in Figure
2.5.

FIGURE 2.5 Probability diagram for the signal detection model.

The most common method for detecting the existence of a signal, in a
given SNR, is the energy detection method. For this method, the acquired
signal is constantly evaluated against a given threshold. This threshold is
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either a fixed value or it is adaptive. It is usually defined with the following
three parameters in mind:

Probability of detection , that is, the probability of detecting a
signal that is indeed present.
Probability of false alarm , which is the probability of
detecting a signal where only noise exists.
Probability of miss detection , which is the probability of
missing the detection of a signal.

The most popular application of the energy detection method, with an
adaptive threshold, is the constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) detector as it
avoids the need to know the distribution of the transmitted signal [45]. The
CFAR method proposes a dynamic threshold value based on a fixed
probability of false alarm. By analyzing a fixed number of samples and using
the neighboring ones (the training cells), both previous and future, as a
reference for floor noise, we can then define a threshold that follows the
CFAR needs [46,47].

This classical application has some faults and cannot be directly applied to
maintaining a CFAR in a spectrum-sensing unit. For instance, if a signal with
a flat-top frequency response is constantly transmitting the same energy level,
then this value could be associated to noise or to a constant-power wideband
signal.

To have a true CFAR, we must know the noise floor probability
distribution function (PDF). As it is expected that this value does not remain
constant in time due to all the variable sources of RF noise that can be near
the device, it is important to frequently update the PDF estimation of the
noise floor. To do so, we need to constantly evaluate the output from our
spectrum analysis algorithms to obtain the noise power mean and variance to
then create a threshold that will respect the value of false alarm rate that we
want to achieve.

To study the application of signal detection methods, in conjunction with
a spectrum analysis algorithm for spectrum sensing, the noise estimation task
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is then of critical importance.

NOISE MODEL

There are key disadvantages in the fixed noise model estimation. In fixed
noise probability distribution–based detection, as previously discussed, the
signal can have a similar distribution to the noise, making them
indistinguishable from one another. In eigenvalues analysis, the detection is
made based on the frequency analysis ratio distribution, making it impossible
to differentiate a signal with a flat-top frequency response from the noise
floor. Due to this, we will then focus on a dynamic noise model estimation, as
it does not suffer from those limitations.

The practical RF noise floor behavior is dynamic both in energy and in
frequency response. This is due to internal noise contributions from the used
front end and both atmospheric and man-made noise sources. This creates the
need for a dynamic noise floor estimation that can be used to create the
threshold to classify noise and signal [48].

When the noise floor is not known, its value needs to be estimated;
however, this estimation will not give a perfectly accurate value, and
estimation error is to be expected. As the noise floor estimation is used to
determine the signal detection threshold, this estimation uncertainty will
define a minimum value of SNR under which detection is not possible with
any desired performance. This limit is called the detection SNR wall and is
defined by a certain noise floor uncertainty [49]. As the uncertainty is related
to the used number of samples for the estimation, by increasing the observed
noise samples to obtain the noise floor estimation, the SNR wall effect can be
avoided [50]. Due to this, it is recommended that the dynamic noise floor
estimation uses as many samples as possible.

There are two methods to obtain an adaptive estimation for the noise floor.
The first method estimates the noise floor for each frequency and is applied if
the frequency bands are expected to have a duty cycle of usage. When the
channel is not in use, the power value can be used to evaluate the noise floor
and get an updated estimation. The second method uses information from
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frequency bands to estimate the noise floor and is applied if the frequency 
band is constantly being used, as happens in FM broadcast. An example of an 
acquisition of the FM broadcast spectrum in a typical urban area is shown in 
Figure 2.6.

In this case, the unoccupied channels might then be used to estimate the 
noise floor. This of course requires that the system be precisely equalized to 
obtain similar noise floor behavior in the entire analyzed frequency spectrum. 
This method may be unsuitable in presence of noise with nonuniform 
frequency response (colored noise.

In shared frequency bands, where multiple users are present, it is expected 
that different sources of signal, depending on the distance to the spectrum 
unit, will be received at different energy levels. This fact occurs in various 
technologies, such as Wi-Fi and LTE, where the RF bands are shared 
between all users. When a large amount of users occupy actively the 
allocated RF band, then only small, sporadic intervals of time exist in which 
the channel is not occupied. This relatively small period where only the noise 
floor is present can make the task of estimating its level extremely complex.
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FIGURE 2.6 A power spectrum of part of the FM broadcast spectrum where the
broadcast stations and the noise floor in between are visible.

It is common that RF protocols have a short period of time where there are
no transmissions on the shared medium. For the LTE protocol, in TDD
configuration, there is for every radio frame, a 10 ms special frame. This
special frame is segmented into three periods; first is the downlink pilot time
slot, then a guard period, and finally the uplink pilot time slot. There are no
transmissions in the guard period, and the smallest duration for this segment
is approximately  [51].

In the 802.11 standard, the distributed coordination function (DCF)
determines that a waiting period must exist so that the station can check the
medium before transmitting data. This period, where the user needs to sense
the channel before using it, is called the DCF interframe space (DIFS). Only
after the medium is idle during the DIFS interval is the station allowed to
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Noise floor , when no user is present on the allocated RF band
and all that is observable is the noise produced by the environment
and by the RF front end itself.
User occupation , when a given user transmits a signal with a
given and approximately constant power.

The probability distribution function of an acquired time interval signal
will then be the sum of all the processes’ probability densities.

If an energy estimator that averages a large number of samples is used by
the central limit theorem, the histogram of the analyzed process converges
toward a Gaussian distribution [53]. The result in a spectrum-sensing
scenario will then be the sum of all the Gaussian components, giving rise to a
PDF that follows a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). The lowest mean
component will then be the noise floor and the highest value components will
be different users transmitting at different powers or at different distances.

transmit [52]. Even if only one user is using the channel to communicate with 
the access point, there still is a minimum specified time slot that is not 
occupied, called the short interframe space (SIFS interval. The SIFS interval 
defines the minimum time slot between data fragments and immediate 
response from the medium user (e.g., data acknowledge when the medium is 
not being occupied.

The worst-case scenario is for 802.11n where the spectrum-sensing unit 
needs to estimate the noise floor using SIFS intervals of  or DIFS 
intervals of .

One method that can be used to estimate the noise floor that does not 
require any a priori knowledge is to acquire enough samples to allow a 
precise estimation, based on observed data, of all the acquired unobservable 
underlying processes of the probability density function. These processes can 
be divided into the following two groups:
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2.5 METHOD PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A spectrum-sensing system is composed of three blocks: spectrum analysis, 
signal detection, and Wodel estimation. All of these components are chosen 
and combined to achieve the best implementation for a given application. 
Due to this, it is of key importance to establish a performance criterion 
between spectrum-sensing implementations to be able to compare them. 
While there are many aspects that could be used to compare the performance 
of spectrum-sensing methods, there is a method that can analyze the 
performance over a wide range of conditions. This method is called the ROC 
curve.

The ROC curve is a standard comparison method in spectrum-sensing 
systems. The graph is plotted with the probability of false alarm (  in the 
horizontal axis and the probability of detection (  in the vertical axis. The 
curve points are determined by the binary classification of the analyzed data. 
The data samples are classified as being part of either the noise floor or the 
signal. The better the accuracy of this classification, the closer the ROC curve 
will be to the point of  and , as seen in Figure 2.7.
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FIGURE 2.7 Performance analysis in the ROC space.

To obtain an empirical ROC curve for a given spectrum-sensing method, a
data segment composed by both signal and noise data must be analyzed. In
this data, there must be a priori knowledge of which point belongs to each
state (signal or noise). The data is then classified using a varying threshold.
The lowest and highest values that can be attributed to the threshold are given
by data segment boundary values. By varying the threshold along these
values, it is possible to obtain the empirical classification of the analyzed
data. For each threshold, the binary results are then compared to the known
attributions of each data point (signal or noise) to obtain the  and . The
final ROC curve will then be a two-dimensional plot where each ( , )
point is given by a different threshold. Using a changeless threshold vector,
this process can be done as many times as needed to obtain a closer
approximation to the theoretical ROC curve. This method is independent
from any threshold calculation technique.

If the interest is to evaluate different methods of threshold calculation, an
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(2.15)

There is an expected empirical error due to the effect of the trapezium
rule, more evidently by splitting the range from zero to one into a number of
subintervals, that approximates the curve and sums the area of the trapezium.

identical empirical ROC curve determination can be done. The difference is 
that in this situation, there is not a varying threshold; the threshold is 
calculated for each data segment. In this empirical determination, each ROC 
curve point is not determined by a different threshold but is obtained for each 
data segment. This is of critical importance for comparing different noise 
floor estimation techniques and threshold calculation methods, usually for 
CFAR.

The simplest comparative method for the performance of spectrum-
sensing methods is then to compare the ROC curves obtained from each one. 
Usually the closest curve to the point  and  shows the best 
accuracy for detection with the lowest percentage of false alarms. If the 
plotted curves are close to each other, visual comparison may not be possible. 
In those situations, the area under the curve (AUC parameter is normally 
used. The AUC is obtained by calculating the integral of the ROC curve. An 
estimation of it can be obtained by numerical integration of the empirically 
obtained ROC curve, . Assuming a uniformly spaced grid of N points 
with a a grid spacing of h, the AUC can be obtained by
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2.6 SPATIAL SPECTRUM SENSING
In the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP release 7, MIMO was 
introduced in mobile networks. Currently, LTE allows up to 8×8 MIMO, and 
implementation of a greater number of antennas, as massive MIMO arrays, is 
currently under discussion [54–56]. The usage of multiple antennas allows 
for beamforming transmissions, thus supporting highly directional 
communications and improving radio link performance in comparison with 
omnidirectional communication.

Since 802.11n, Wi-Fi also supports MIMO. While 4×4 implementations 
were supported initially, the 802.11ac standard supports up to 8×8 [57]. With 
the expected increase of MIMO usage and beamforming implementations, 
the determination of the angle of arrival of RF transmissions will be of 
incredible importance in the future.

This is the basis of spatial spectrum sensing—determining which 
frequency bands of the RFS are currently under occupation and their 
direction. For this purpose, each detected transmission is analyzed by their 
direction of arrival (DoA to allow a spatial spectrum-sensing analysis.

The DoA describes the direction from which a RF signal is received [58]. 
In a receiver with an antenna array, the DoA can be calculated by measuring 
the phase difference between the individual antennas. This is due to the 
difference in propagation distances from the transmitted signal to the 
individual receiving antennas. Each antenna will obtain a different phase shift 
of the same original RF signal. Assuming a two-antenna receiver array in a 
far-field case, where it is assumed that the wave propagates in parallel 
through space, we have the scenario shown in Figure 2.8 [59].

The sensed RF signal arrives to the two elements with a path length 
difference, l, that can be obtained from

(2.16

where  is the distance between the two receiver antennas, and  is the DoA
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of the incoming wave. Let  be the phase difference between the two
receiving elements that can be expressed by

(2.17)

where  is the wavelength of the incoming wave. By replacing the path
length difference, , the DoA can then be obtained by

(2.18)

In a dual-antenna system, the phase difference can be calculated using the
inner product of the two antennas’ received data. The inner product will then
give the phase relationship between the two antennas.

(2.19)

where  and  are the complex sampled signal from the first and the
second antenna, respectively, * indicates the complex conjugate, and ∠
denotes the phase angle of the complex values.

FIGURE 2.8 Direction of arrival scenario with a Tx transmission being received by two
elements, xA and xB.
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2.7 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, the topic of CR, with focus on the spectrum-sensing 
component of the concept, was explored. The dynamic spectrum access 
models for CR were explained. The components that form a spectrum-
sensing unit were identified and analyzed. Several spectrum analysis methods 
were described, and the noise model and signal detection components of a 
spectrum-sensing unit were explored. Furthermore, to evaluate spectrum-
sensing methods, the ROC curve for comparative performance analysis was 
described. The chapter ends with the recent trend of spatial spectrum sensing 
that will allow an even more efficient reuse of spectrum resources by also 
using the direction of transmission in spectrum sensing.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Today, wireless communication has become an essential part of our lives. 
The whole world is accelerating toward the advancement of technology, and 
the demand for wireless communication increases daily, so to keep up with 
demand, wireless communication must advance at the same pace. The 
backbone of wireless communication is the radio spectrum as this 
communication is being carried out with the help of electromagnetic waves 
which are differentiated on the basis of frequencies. Radio spectrum is the 
range of those frequencies that can be electromagnetically radiated (3 Hz to 
300 GHz. The whole radio frequency (RF band can be categorized as a 
licensed band or an unlicensed band. A licensed band is issued by some 
specific governing body within a country or a region. This governing body 
must ensure that its regional spectrum allocation is within the limits defined 
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU (e.g., in the US, the 
Federal Communications Commission [FCC] deals with spectrum allocation 
issues. The regulatory body must ensure that the licensed users are protected 
from interference which may be due to other systems. Licensed users face 
this interference when some other users try to access the same licensed band. 
The licensed users have a band of frequencies (depending upon the demand, 
a geographical region, and allowable operational parameters. An unlicensed 
band is free for all, but users must abide by the rules which are finalized by 
their respective regulatory agencies to avoid interference with other users 
communicating in the same band.

Increasing demand of this limited radio spectrum is challenging 
advancement in wireless communication technologies. Numerous multiple-
access techniques are deployed at the user end, and various other steps have 
been taken (e.g., cell splitting, cell sectoring in mobile communication to 
increase the utilization of bands to some extent, but the problem still remains 
to be solved. In an unlicensed band, transmitter, say, a primary transmitter, is 
transmitting and at the same time in the vicinity of this primary transmitter, 
some other system’s receiver comes in, where both are using the same band,
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then the second system’s receiver will have noisy reception if the level of 
interference is greater than some predefined value. This is the drawback of 
direct spectrum access by unlicensed users. Nonetheless, the demand of 
unlicensed spectrum access is ever increasing, and hence there is need to 
propose smarter solutions which can fulfill this growing demand [1].

For licensed bands, it has been discovered that they are not always 
occupied by their users, and hence these bands are underutilized. Different 
surveys have been performed for spectrum measurements. The authors of [2] 
demonstrated this underutilization during a spectrum survey performed in 
Singapore in 2008 when they found multiple spectrum holes (SHs) in the 
licensed band and concluded that certain bands are underutilized. In this 
chapter, the term spectrum hole refers to such frequencies or bands of 
frequencies that are not active in the communication (i.e., the users are not 
transmitting at that frequency or a band of frequencies at that particular time, 
making it available for use.

In a survey performed by Habibul Islam et al. [2], the highest occupancy 
was found in GSM-900 and the broadcasting bands while a moderate 
occupancy was detected in GSM-1800, radar and digital cellular bands. 
Likewise, in some bands, low or no utilization was seen. In another survey 
carried out in downtown Berkely, the percentage utilization of a 6 GHz wide 
signal received at a sampling rate of 20GS/s for 50 μs duration was estimated 
and plotted against power spectral density (PSD [3]. The authors of [3] 
discovered that the band from 0~2 GHz was almost 50% occupied while the 
percentage occupancy of rest of the band was less than 10%.

It is worth mentioning that this situation is not limited to Singapore and 
Berkeley; in fact, this scenario is prevailing all over the world. Although 
spectrum usage is different in different countries, a broader picture is clear 
now. There are SHs in the licensed bands that can be opportunistically used 
while meeting the primary user (PU constraints. The PU is the registered 
user of the licensed bands. By opportunistically using the SHs, the spectrum 
utilization can be significantly improved and this can be made possible by 
cognitive radio (CR, which is the promising solution for this spectrum 
scarcity issue. It was Joseph Mitola who first introduced the concept of CR in
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3.1.1 SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIO

The term software radio was coined by Joe Mitola in 1991 to refer to the
class of reprogrammable or reconfigurable radios [6]. SDR is an intelligent
radio whose hardware is generic and whose parameters can be changed by
updating the software; hence, there is no need to change the hardware
whenever a change is required [7]. These parameters, in return, can change
different modulation, demodulation, and filtering techniques etc. so the
hardware remains the same, and by simply updating the software changes, the
functionality of the radio can be made adaptable. In other words, the same
piece of hardware can perform different functions at different times. In recent
times, with tremendous increases in technology development and
proliferation, design of multi-standard equipment with several wireless access
modes is also gaining popularity. In this context, parametrization techniques
can help in the optimal design of multi-standard SDR devices [8,9]. With all
these benefits, SDR becomes a potential solution in the scenarios that require
an adaptable and reconfigurable radio to incorporate different changes from
time to time. The shortcoming of SDR is that it does not have a sensing
property. So an extended form of SDR is considered in which the property of
parameter sensing is added. This extended version of SDR is called CR.

1999 [4]. The FCC opened a new horizon named IEEE 802.22 when it 
learned about these SHs and the underutilization of licensed spectrum. This 
charter defines itself as, “The charter of IEEE 802.22, the Working Group on 
Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRANs, under the PAR approved by the 
IEEE-SA Standards Board is to develop a standard for a CR-based 
PHY/MAC/air-interface for use by license-exempt devices on a non-
interfering basis in spectrum that is allocated to the TV Broadcast Service” 
[5]. The decision for the utilization of a band (i.e., whether the band is free 
and can be allocated is made by locating SHs in the gathered information of 
the spectrum, which can be performed by CR. To understand CR, let us first 
introduce the software-defined radio (SDR), which is the enabler of CR.
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3.1.2 COGNITIVE RADIO

Cognitive radio is a tool whose operational parameters can be changed at
runtime. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) defines CR as, “A
radio or system that senses its operational electromagnetic environment and
can dynamically and autonomously adjust its radio operating parameters to
modify system operation, such as maximize throughput, mitigate
interference, facilitate interoperability, access secondary markets” [10]. One
of the main capabilities of a CR device is sensing, making it aware of its
environment. A CR must quickly and robustly determine the available
portions of the radio spectrum. It must have the capability to provide a
generic picture of the entire radio spectrum of interest. The remainder of the
processing carried out by the CR device depends on faithful initial sensing. It
can be safely said that spectrum sensing is the backbone of CR. As a result,
CR is highly recommended for efficient utilization of SHs as it can
dynamically vary its radio operating parameters and easily handle the
randomly allocated SHs. CR can help in the opportunistic use of the radio
frequency spectrum by maximizing the utilization of licensed bands while
helping to avoid interference caused to PU (licensed user) by secondary users
(SUs) (unlicensed user). This CR block is basically implemented in the SU
that needs to use the SH opportunistically while the PU has no knowledge of
this mechanism and does not need to be modified or worried. This is so
because the PU always has the highest priority, and as soon as it wants to
communicate, it will be given the charge back by SU. A SU can use the band
only when it is not occupied by a PU, and as soon as a secondary detects the
presence of a PU, it vacates the occupied SH and jumps to a newer one.

Spectrum sensing can be divided broadly into narrowband spectrum
sensing (NSS) and wideband spectrum sensing (WSS) [11]. For NSS, many
classical techniques have been proposed (e.g., energy detection, matched-
filter detection, and cyclostationarity-based detection). However, these
techniques cannot be applied directly for WSS. First, the wideband is
subdivided into equal, non-overlapping sub-bands and then the classical
spectrum-sensing techniques can be applied to these sub-bands. Energy
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3.1.3 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, some classical estimation
techniques are discussed in detail along with their basic block diagrams.
Estimation techniques are further divided into parametric and non-parametric
estimation techniques. In Section 3.3, the basic system model for WSS is

detection is selected in this chapter because of its simplicity. To determine 
the presence or absence of PU the energy thresholds for each sub-band are to 
be found simultaneously. The energy thresholds should be optimized 
considering all the imposed constraints. The ultimate objective is the 
simultaneous determination of the optimum threshold vector for all sub-bands 
that allows maximization of the aggregated opportunistic throughput of the 
CR network while keeping interference to the PU minimal. For optimal 
detection of wideband sensing, the optimum threshold is needed for correct 
allocation. To understand this optimum threshold, let us consider the 
following example. Suppose that  is the minimum magnitude among all 
frequencies which are in use by the PU, and  is the maximum magnitude 
among all frequencies which are not in use by the PU (and are available for 
the SU, then the optimum threshold must be between  to ensure 
perfect allocation without error. If it is not between these two limits, then the 
wrong allocation will be made, which will result in either a disturbance in the 
PU’s communications or non-allocation of available SH to the SU and 
consequently inefficient spectrum utilization. Since the optimum threshold is 
the parameter upon which the decision is to be made, this crucial parameter 
must be calculated with some efficient and intelligent techniques to avoid any 
wrong allocation or underutilization of the licensed spectrum. To find the 
optimal threshold vector, different machine learning techniques (MLTs can 
be applied in the CR networks [12,13]. In this chapter, two optimization 
techniques, namely genetic algorithms (GA and particle swarm optimization 
(PSO, are employed to find the thresholds vector. The simulation results 
show that PSO outperforms GA. Its execution time is much less, and its 
implementation is easier than GA.
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explicated and then the problem formulation of both frameworks, multiband 
joint detection (MJD and multiband sensing-time-adaptive joint detection 
(MSJD, are discussed. A new feature of sensing duration is introduced in the 
later framework. A brief scenario is also discussed which elaborates the 
probabilities of receiver operating characteristics (ROC. The problem is 
also formulated under convex optimization. In Section 3.4, the need for 
optimization using the MLTs in WSS is discussed, and principles of GA and 
PSO are described. In Section 3.5, simulation results are shown where the 
uniform detection method is simulated in the beginning, and later, GA along 
with PSO is implemented, and the results are compared in the form of 
execution time and net throughput. Simulation results show that PSO takes 
less time compared to GA, and it is proposed for both frameworks. Finally, 
Section 3.6 gives conclusions of this work.
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3.2 

3.2.1 

CLASSICAL SPECTRUM-SENSING
TECHNIQUES

Spectrum sensing is the process of gathering information about the
magnitudes of frequencies. It is an essential task that CR has to perform in a
very efficient way. High accuracy of CR in spectrum sensing will result in
accurate SH allocation, but the complexity feature also has to be considered.
Different surveys have been studied where various spectrum-sensing
techniques are discussed. In [14–16] energy detection, matched-filter
detection, and cyclostationarity feature detection for spectrum sensing are
discussed. In [17], energy detector and cyclostationary features for
cooperative spectrum sensing are presented. These techniques, also called
narrowband spectrum-sensing techniques, are employed when the frequency
band is sufficiently narrow such that its response can be considered flat. More
sophisticated techniques, namely filter bank spectrum sensing, multitaper
spectrum sensing, wavelet-based spectrum sensing, and waveform-based
sensing, are also addressed by the authors of [15,16]. Some of these
techniques along with their merits and demerits are discussed in the following
sections.

ENERGY-BASED SENSING

In this sensing technique, detection of PU’s presence is based upon the
sensed energy. It is a non-coherent detection scheme. If a priori knowledge
of a primary signal is not available to the receiver, then a non-coherent
technique is preferred, and in this case, energy detection is the optimal
spectrum-sensing technique [18]. It can be categorized into two types: in the
first, the energy is calculated, whereas in the second, the periodogram of the
time domain signal is estimated. For optimal detection of the received signal, 

 samples are required [18]. Energy is measured by integrating the

signal, that is, first squaring the signal and then taking its average, as shown
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3.2.2 

3.2.3 

(3.1)

MATCHED FILTER–BASED SENSING

Matched filter–based sensing is a coherent detection and is applicable only
when knowledge of a primary signal is a priori to the SU. It is so because CR
has to demodulate the received signal, hence different features necessary for
correct demodulation are required. If this information is corrupted and
becomes non-coherent, then CR could give poor results. A matched filter is a
linear filter, and it maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this
technique, a filter whose impulse response, which is modified from a
reference signal, is convolved with the received signal. This impulse response
is modified by taking a mirrored replica of the reference signal and then
shifting it in the time domain. For each PU, it requires a dedicated receiver,
which is a major disadvantage of a matched filter. For optimal detection of

the received signal,  samples are required [18]. The block diagram

of matched-filter implementation is shown in Figure 3.4.

WAVEFORM-BASED SENSING

As evident from its name, this type of sensing is based on the known signal
patterns that are transmitted to achieve synchronization [19]. If such patterns
are known at the secondary side, then after the correlation of the received
signal with an already known copy of this pattern, sensing can be performed.

in Figure 3.1.
The periodogram is calculated by taking the Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) of the signal and then, after squaring the magnitude of the FFT, its 
average is calculated, as shown in Figure 3.3.

The results are compared with a threshold which tells about the decision 
to be made as follows:
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3.2.4 

Patterns can be transmitted at the start or middle of each burst, or they can be
sent in a regular pattern.

FIGURE 3.1 Energy calculation.

FIGURE 3.2 Periodogram estimation.

FIGURE 3.3 Matched filter-based sensing.

CYCLOSTATIONARY DETECTION

This type of sensing is particularly suited for an environment where one
cannot get rid of noise or interference and wants to detect modulated signals.
By exploiting periodicity embedded intentionally in the received signal or in
the statistical properties of the received signal, such as mean and
autocorrelation, which are periodic in nature, one can faithfully detect the
primary users [20]. With the help of this embedded periodicity, the primary
signal can be distinguished from noise because stationary noise does not have
a periodic behavior. In this sensing method, a particular band is selected from
the received time domain signal and then its FFT and correlation are taken,
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3.2.5 

3.2.6 

followed by averaging and then feature detection, as shown in Figure 3.4.

FILTER BANK–BASED SPECTRUM SENSING

In this technique, a set of multiple bandpass filters are used, which are called
filter banks. These banks are further divided into analysis and synthesis filter
banks. In an analysis filter bank, the signal is decomposed into different parts
(sub-bands). The number of these sub-bands depends upon the number of
bandpass filters through which the signal is passed. In a synthesis filter bank,
the signal is recovered by merging sub-bands after passing them through their
respective filters. The input is passed through a set of bandpass filters, and
their outputs are then squared and averaged, hence finding the spectral power
estimate of each sub-band [21].

WAVELET TRANSFORM–BASED ESTIMATION

This technique is widely used in image processing for the detection of edges.
In image processing, edges indicate that there is a sudden change in
frequency, which is considered a change in the magnitudes of the
frequencies. If this technique is applied to the power spectral density of a
wideband channel, then the edges can be detected (i.e., transitions from/to
occupied to/from vacant band). This can be done by detecting different
bands, each with two edges, and then finding the power within those edges,
which will give an estimate of the utilization of all bands (occupied/vacant)
[22].

FIGURE 3.4 Cyclostationary feature detection.

Among all the techniques described so far, the energy detection technique
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has less complexity because it does not require a priori knowledge of the PU 
and complicated receivers as in the case of matched filters. However, if 
complexity is not an issue, then filter bank techniques are a good choice. 
Within the energy detection techniques, the figure of merit of Blackman-
Tukey is better compared to the conventional periodogram and its other 
variants. This is mainly because of its low variability along with a 
considerable resolution [23]. In the next section, WSS is explained.
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3.3 

3.3.1 

WIDEBAND SPECTRUM SENSING (WSS)
Wideband spectrum sensing is very useful for CRs because the wider the
band, the higher the number of free spaces or SHs that can be utilized by the
SU. However, complex hardware and sophisticated software algorithms will
be required to cope with the demand of WSS. Since WSS makes a single
binary decision for the entire band, narrowband spectrum-sensing techniques,
as discussed previously, cannot be applied directly for WSS because, by
doing so, all the individual SH that lie with the wideband cannot be
identified. A MJD technique for wideband spectrum sensing was proposed in
2009 [24], in which the authors treated spectrum sensing as an optimization
problem and focused upon convex optimization to solve the problem
formulation. Soon after, the MJD framework became popular, and much of
the research work that was carried out by the CR community was based on
this framework. In 2010, the same MJD framework was used for spectrum
sensing, but at the optimization end, the author considered GA [1] instead of
convex optimization. In 2011, some modifications in MJD were proposed,
and it was named MSJD [25,26]. The basic themes of MJD and MSJD are the
same, although in MSJD, sensing time is made adaptive and hence gives
control between the speed and the quality of sensing. This feature was
missing in MJD because sensing time was kept fixed. Let us describe the
basic MJD/MSJD framework, the system model, and the optimization
process.

BASIC FRAMEWORK

Consider a channel as a narrow sub-band whose state is random; that is, for
some time, it is occupied by its PU, and for the remaining time, the PU is not
communicating over this sub-band. This partial occupation of bandwidth
allows opportunistic access; that is, when the PU is not present, the vacant
sub-band can be allotted to some other user (e.g., the SU) for efficient
utilization of the channel/sub-band, otherwise the resource will be
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3.3.2 

TABLE 3.1
Binary Hypothesis and Detector Results

 or Sub-band vacant
 or Sub-band occupied

SYSTEM MODEL

Let the system be described by following equations:

(3.2)

These relations are in the frequency domain where  is referred as the
hypothesis for the absent class; that is, the corresponding  sub-band is free
from the PU’s communication and can be allotted for opportunistic use.
Similarly  is referred to as the hypothesis for the present class; that is, the
corresponding  sub-band is being utilized, so this sub-band is not available.

 is the received signal,  is the channel gain, and  is the primary signal
transmitted.  is the Gaussian noise having power . The signal power for
the primary signal transmitted in the  sub-band is assumed to be 1. The
decision is made by the energy detector by computing energy over a specified
number of samples. The following equation finds the energy of the  sub-

underutilized. So the status of a sub-band can be either present or absent, 
making it a binary hypothesis testing problem, as shown in Table 3.1.

Then the detector is applied where a threshold (classifier is needed, and 
either of the two decisions, mentioned in Table 3.1, are obtained. 
shows the hypothesis and detection results of the  sub-band where . 
The SU relies upon the decision of the detector. If the detector declares it as 
vacant ( , then the sub-band can be allotted to the SU, whereas if it 
declares it as occupied ( , then PU will keep using the sub-band and will 
not be interfered with by the SU as SH allocation is not achieved.
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band:

(3.3)

The decision is performed by comparing the calculated energy with the
threshold  for the  sub-band. The sub-band will be declared as free or
occupied when its computed energy becomes less or greater than its
corresponding threshold.

(3.4)

Here,  which is the energy of the  sub-band, acts as a random
variable. If there is a large number of samples (e.g., ), then the PDF of

 is approximated with the help of the central limit theorem, and  comes
under normal distribution. The distribution of  under both hypotheses is as
follows:

(3.5)

To know the role of this random variable, , and the threshold , and to
get an idea about the probability of a false alarm and the probability of
detection, which are used in the computation of throughput and interference,
consider the following scenario in which a single  sub-band is discussed.
Consider  samples of  over a single sub-band , where each  is
computed from  samples ( ). Half of the samples of  (i.e., ) are

taken when the sub-band is actually free or when the PU is actually absent, so
these  samples belong to an absent class. The other half is taken when the

sub-band is actually occupied or when the PU is actually present over that
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This overlapping is because of the noise impairment in the channel. The
distribution of the absent class is , while that of present class is 

, and and are the mean and standard deviation of the
absent class, while  and  are the mean and standard deviation of the
present class. The classifier in Figure 3.5 is the threshold which is to be
compared with . The right side ( ) is detected as present and named
the detected present region, and the left side ( ) is detected as absent
and named the detected absent region. The intersection of the absent class
and the detected absent region, shown as Area 1 in Figure 3.5, is the
probability of identifying the SHs, which refers to those events when the sub-
band was actually free and the classifier also declared the sub-band as free (

). The intersection of the present class and the detected present region
is the probability of detection, shown by Area 2 in Figure 3.5. This
corresponds to those events when the sub-band was occupied and the
classifier also declared it as occupied ( ). Area 3 shows the intersection
between the present class and the detected absent region and constitutes the
probability of missed detection. This situation can be considered an event
when the sub-band was actually occupied and the classifier misclassified it as
free ( ). Because of this misclassification, the SU will consider this sub-
band to be a SH and will start its transmission in this sub-band, resulting in
interference with the PU that is already transmitting in that sub-band
(unbearable condition). Area 4 shows the intersection of the absent class and
the detected present region, which is the probability of false alarm. This is an
event when a free sub-band is misclassified as occupied ( ) and the SU
who is willing to use that sub-band is not allotted this free sub-band, reducing
the maximum achievable throughput (a condition which is not desired). All

sub-band, so these  samples belong to the other class, the present class.

This is the actual representation before detection, but because of noise, our 
signal will be randomly affected, and after detection, different results are 
obtained. At the detection end, the absent and present classes appear as 
shown in Figure 3.5, where both classes are overlapping, which makes it 
impossible to detect both classes perfectly at a same time.
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3.3.3 

3.3.3.1 

MULTIBAND JOINT DETECTION (MJD)
According to MJD, a wideband channel is divided into multiple narrow sub-
bands where narrowband-sensing techniques can be applied over these
independent sub-bands. The design objective is to find the optimal threshold
(classifier) vector for narrow sub-bands, where 
shows the threshold for the sub-band. The optimal classifier vector is
achieved by limiting the aggregate interference, , and maximizing the net
throughput, .

Problem Formulation for MJD
The problem formulation of MJD is described in this section is as follows.

3.3.3.1.1 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
SNR for the  sub-band is defined by the following relation:

(3.6)

these scenarios are summarized in Table 3.2.
In a nutshell, this  is a crucial factor in decision making. The correct 

decision is based on the correct choice of the  vector for different sub-bands. 
Optimization is needed to find the optimum threshold vector, for which 
MLTs can prove very handy and are discussed later.
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FIGURE 3.5 Classification scenario.

TABLE 3.2
Summary of Classification Scenarios

Regions Probabilities Hypotheses Actual
Class

Classifier
Status

Area 1 Probability of identifying a SH ( ) Absent
Area 2 Probability of detection ( ) Present

Area 3 Probability of missed detection
( ) Present

Area 4 Probability of false alarm ( ) Absent

In a multiband environment, if the primary signal power in each sub-band
is assumed to be , and if each sub-band has different channel gain (i.e., )
while the noise variance is the same for all, then we can say that each sub-
band will have different SNRs.

3.3.3.1.2 Computation of  and 
Let us assume that , and consider  to be normally distributed. Now
consider Figure 3.5 where  and  can be computed as the tail probability
using the following relation:
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(3.7)

(3.8)

Mean and variance of both classes are as follows:

(3.9)

Each sub-band has different statistics for both classes because of different
SNRs. For each sub-band,  and  are to be computed against
corresponding thresholds by the same procedure, as discussed earlier, and
then the following vectors can be used to proceed toward the net throughput
and aggregate interference:

(3.10)

3.3.3.1.3 Net Throughput and Aggregate Interference
Vector  shows the maximum achievable throughput over the  sub-band
where , while  shows the cost caused if the transmission
is carried out in the  sub-band where . The remaining
equations to be computed are
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(3.11)

The net throughput can be found as

(3.12)

The aggregate interference can be determined by

(3.13)

3.3.3.1.4 Limitations on Sub-Bands and Threshold Bounds
There are some limitations upon each sub-band. First, its interference must
not exceed a predefined level, and second, its utilization must not be less than
a predefined level.  and  are defined as the per-band maximum
interference factor and the per-band minimum utilization factor in the  sub-
band, respectively, therefore

(3.14)

Similarly, for the whole band, we have  and 
. The threshold for each sub-band is also bound by its

minimum and maximum allowed values, and it must be varied within this
range. These minimum and maximum allowed values are formulated by [1]
as follows:

(3.15)
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3.3.4.1 

(3.16)

where  and .

MULTIBAND SENSING-TIME-ADAPTIVE JOINT

DETECTION

In MSJD, a new feature of periodic sensing is included in which the sensing
time is adaptive [25,26].

Periodic Sensing
As soon as the SU finds a vacant channel, it starts its transmission and can
utilize this vacant channel until the PU reappears and wants the charge back.
However, there must be a way to check whether the PU wants to
communicate on this channel. The solution lies in periodic sensing; after a
fixed time, let us say  seconds, the SU must sense the spectrum again and
check its status, and if it is still vacant, then it can still utilize that channel,
otherwise the SU has to find some other SH and tune its parameters
according to that new SH to continue its communication. The SU must ensure
that if it is communicating over a channel, after  seconds, it must stop its
communication first and then perform sensing, as both tasks cannot be
performed simultaneously. The frame structure considered by [26] is shown
in Figure 3.6 in which each frame has a duration of  seconds.

3.3.3.1.5 Problem Formulation under Convex Optimization
The problem is not convex, but it can be reformulated under convex 
optimization using the following constraints
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3.3.4.2 

One slot of  seconds is for sensing the spectrum, where the other slot of 
 seconds is used for communication purposes. The number of samples

required for detection is estimated by the relation , where  is the
sampling frequency of sensing the spectrum, and it is fixed for the whole
band. The sensing time depends upon environmental conditions, such as
channel degradation and noise impairment. For those sub-bands where SNR
is very good, the sensing slot duration can be decreased by taking less
averaging samples, causing the time duration for the transmission slot to
increase, which will ultimately increase the net throughput. So to get the most
suitable sensing slot duration while considering the SNR and the probability
of missed detection for getting better throughput results, sensing time also
needs to be optimized.

Two-Step Optimization
MSJD is a two-step optimization framework which optimizes the thresholds
for all sub-bands to get maximum throughput while limiting the interference
in the first step and then computes the probability of missed detection, ,
and uses it in the next step of optimization where sensing time, , is
optimized. So we have two separate objective functions with different
constraints. The total number of iterations is approximately 2 to 4; while in
each iteration, it has to perform both steps. In the first step, the threshold
vector is optimized, and the  computed in this step is used to calculate the
new estimated probability of false alarm, , which is ultimately used in the
optimization function for sensing time in the second step. The problem
formulation of MSJD is explained next.
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FIGURE 3.6 Frame structure for periodic sensing.

Problem Formulation for MSJD
3.3.4.3.1 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
The received SNR for the  sub-band is as follows:

(3.17)

3.3.4.3.2 Computation of  and 
 and  for the  sub-band can be computed by the following relation:

(3.18)

The mean and variance of both classes are as follows:
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(3.19)

The following vectors will be obtained for all sub-bands:

(3.20)

3.3.4.3.3 Net Throughput and Aggregate Interference
The methodology here is the same as in the case of MJD;  and  show the
maximum achievable throughput and the cost of transmission (if the PU is
already present) over the  sub-band, where  and 

. Other equations are

(3.21)

The net throughput is given by

(3.22)

The aggregate interference is

(3.23)

The net throughput is modified by the sensing factor. If we keep 
constant and increase , then more time is spent in sensing the spectrum,
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(3.24)

Similarly, for the whole band,  and 
. The threshold for each sub-band is also bound by its minimum- and
maximum-allowed values, and it must be varied within this range. These
minimum- and maximum-allowed values are formulated as follows:

(3.25)

Some other parameters are

(3.26)

(3.27)

while the slot for data transmission is decreased, and because of the longer 
duration of the sensing slot, CR will have more time and ultimately more 
opportunities for correct SH detection; hence, there is a trade-off in the net 
throughput and in the aggregate interference.

3.3.4.3.4 Limitations on Sub-Bands and Threshold Bounds
The maximum allowed interference and minimum utilization that CR must 
provide are given by the following relations where  is defined as the 
maximum interference factor and  as the minimum utilization factor over 
the sub-band:
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3.3.4.4 Problem Formulation under Convex
Optimization

The problem is not convex, but using constraints, it can be reformulated
under convex optimization as follows:

(3.28)

where  and .

The MJSD problem is further divided into two steps. In the first step of
optimization, the problem (P1) is formulated as follows:

(3.29)

In the second step, the following optimization problem is considered:

(3.30)

3.3.4.4.1 Issue with Convex Optimization
In both MJD and MSJD, the problem is reformulated under convex
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optimization with limitations upon the maximum per-band interference factor
and minimum utilization factor; that is

(3.31)

Now the objective function will be convex only if the constraint factors 
and  remain within the previously mentioned limits.

MSJD is better than MJD as it exploits the sensing time parameter, , by
optimizing it along with the optimization of the threshold vector; hence, it is
better strategy which ultimately contributes in the net throughput. The
simulation results presented in Section 3.5 establish the superiority of MSJD
over MJD. However, it should be noted that due to limitations in the convex
optimization domain, there is a loss of generality. However, this optimization
problem can be solved without these limitations by employing MLTs. In next
section, MLTs are discussed, and selected techniques are implemented to
solve the problem formulation of both MJD and MSJD frameworks.
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3.4 OPTIMIZATION USING MACHINE
LEARNING TECHNIQUES

Machine learning techniques (MLTs) play a significant role in the field of
science and engineering. The application of these techniques is found in
many domains (e.g., effective web search, speech recognition, self-driving
cars, face recognition, character recognition by robots). There are various
reasons for using MLTs in today’s life [27]. With the help of MLTs, various
new structures can be discovered. In a time-dependent environment, if a
machine that uses learning techniques detects a change in the environment
and adapts it, the constant redesign requirement would be overcome. In some
scenarios, it may happen that input and output data are available, but we do
not have a good transfer function that describes the relationship between
input and desired output. In such cases, machine learning methodologies can
be utilized to adapt the internal structure of the transfer function that can give
the desired output for a set of inputs. These methods can improve the existing
machine design during the job. Machine learning methods have been
effectively used in optimization problems. Optimization can be simply
described as a sequence of steps through which one can find alternative ways
to achieve a specific target and then can select the most suitable way of
getting that particular target while remaining within some predefined bounds.
Various problems regarding this sphere can be treated as optimization
problems. In an optimization problem, we have an objective function, and our
target is to get the maximum or minimum value of this objective function.
The decision to get the maximum or minimum relies on the problem scenario,
while the procedure for finding the maximum or minimum of that particular
objective function is called problem optimization. Graphically, the objective
function can be realized as a landscape that is irregular in shape containing
deep valleys and mountains like structure e.g. a Rastrigin function which is a
non-convex function having many local minima [28].

The objective function is expressed in terms of different decision
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(3.32)

(3.33)

where is the objective function, is the constraint function, and 
 are the decision variables.

The problem formulations of MJD and MSJD are treated as convex
optimization problems which apply mathematical limitations, such as per-
band utilization and interference factors. These mathematical limitations can
be handled easily by MLTs. Machine learning techniques can also solve
those systems where convex optimization stops working because of a
violation of a convexity region. While implementing these techniques,
different issues such as inflections and discontinuity of function can be
ignored. These are some of the main reasons for the massive popularity of
MLTs for optimization. In addition, these techniques are intelligent and
efficient tools that can accomplish the task of finding the global optimum.
There are different optimization techniques, such as Genetic Algorithms (GA)
[27, 29], Genetic Programming (GP) [30, 31], Neural Networks (NN) [32],
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [32] and Particle Swarm Optimization

variables, where the combination of these decision variables are varied in a 
particular manner, and the result of the objective function is changed. By 
iteratively modifying these decision variables, we get closer to the optimal 
solution. There are various optimization techniques which actually differ 
from each other in the manner in which they modify these decision variables. 
Each technique has its own unique strategy for modifying these decision 
variables. The bounds, called constraints, depend upon the decision variable, 
and these constraints are limited by different parameters such as resources, 
input, or some environmental restrictions. When decision variables are 
modified (after each iteration, two important results are investigated. The 
first is whether the value of the objective function gets closer to the optimal 
solution, and the second is checking whether the constraints are still satisfied. 
Mathematically, the optimization problem can be described as follows:
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(PSO) [33] etc. Some of these techniques are explained in the following
sections.

GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA)
In the 1960s, I. Rechenberg presented the idea of evolutionary computing,
and in the 1970s, John Holland introduced GA in the United States
(University of Michigan). GA not only provides an alternative method for
problem solving, but in fact, it gives better results compared to traditional
searching methods. Although GAs are computationally time expensive,
compared to gradient search methods, there are fewer chances that GA gets
stuck at local optima. The traditional methods use gradient information, while
GA can work without such information [33]. GA can also solve the problem
in irregular search space. Solutions for difficult and high-dimensional
problems canbe discovered rapidly with GA. In those scenarios in which
mathematical analysis is not available or traditional methods fail to search or
in which complex and large search spaces are to be faced, GA can
accomplish the task efficiently. Another advantage of GA is that it can easily
handle constraints of various kinds. These attractive features allow GA to be
applied to different scenarios such as estimation of parameters, modeling,
function optimization, and various other applications of machine learning
[34].

Basic Theme and Working Principle
GA works on the basis of evolution (i.e., survival of the fittest, or natural
selection). It came from the biological concept where the best available
chromosomes are paired to form new species, and those chromosomes which
become weak are not considered in the production of the next generation. The
chromosomes are treated as potential solutions to the problem within the
whole search space and represented as strings (variable), where each bit of
string is a representation of a gene. A set of strings form a population set and
is known as a generation. A generation at the  point can be represented as
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(3.34)

where  is the population size.
The generation contains the potential solution to the problem, so

corresponding to each element of generation, fitness is evaluated from the
fitness function, and the score is represented as

(3.35)

where  is the fitness function.
Initially, a population set is randomly generated where each element of the

set appears to be the solution. Each entity of this set is a variable (usually a
binary string) which appeared as a competitor to the other variables. For each
variable/solution, fitness is evaluated from the fitness function, and
corresponding to their fitness, a new population is created. The new
population is formed by applying genetic operators to the solutions of a
population set. There are three genetic operators in GA, namely the
reproduction operator, crossover operator, and mutation operator [29].

Reproduction operator: Once the fitness function is evaluated with
all potential solutions within the population set, the unfit solutions
will be discarded, and the solutions with high fitness values will be
reproduced, and they will take the place of the discarded solution. So
after selecting good strings, the reproduction operator reproduces
them to take the place of the discarded one(s).
Crossover operator: After the removal of the unfit solutions from the
population set and applying the reproduction operator, the population
set is left with all good strings. Now the crossover operator selects
good strings (two parent chromosomes at a time) and then chooses a
crossover point within the strings, and at the end, it swaps both
strings after the crossover point. By doing so, the crossover operator
creates two new offspring. The algorithm runs faster when crossover
operators are used; otherwise, if only the mutation operator is
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considered, then the algorithm will be very slow, so it is better to use
both.
Mutation operator: This operator does not require comparison of
good and bad strings like the reproduction operator, nor does it
consider two particular operators at a time; instead, it focuses on one
string at a time and randomly selects a bit of that string and then flips
it. The mutation operator is considered a background operator whose
aim is to ensure that the algorithm does not become stuck in some
local optimum.

Sequence of Algorithm
The steps of the algorithm are as follows:

1. Create a new population randomly; it spreads the solution set in the
whole domain to reach the global optimum while considering the
bounds (lower and upper if any) for the elements of the population
set.

2. Evaluate the objective function where constraints are also considered;
the result is then mapped into the fitness function, where the fitness
score is evaluated corresponding to each element. If the constraints
formulated in the constraint function are not violated, then the fitness
score is simply evaluated and then stored; otherwise, if a violation
occurs, then a penalty is applied, and that fitness score will not be
considered.

3. Create a new population from the current population with the help of
the genetic operators (reproduction, crossover, and mutation) where
the weak contestants are dropped, and the strong ones are selected
and then modified, forming a new generation.

4. Check the end condition; if it is satisfied, then stop here, and store the
best solution; otherwise, go to step 2, and repeat the process until the
stopping criteria is met.
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PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO)
PSO is a very useful tool in function optimization. It falls under the field of
evolutionary algorithms and emerged from biological sciences. The theory of
PSO was developed by psychologists, biologists, and ornithologists [35]. For
modeling those types of objects whose representation in the form of surfaces
or polygons was not possible, such as clouds and smoke, Reevs proposed
particle systems 1983 [36]. In 1986, Craig Reynolds simulated a flock of
birds using particle systems [37]. An ornithologist named Frank Heppner and
U. Grenander did more detailed work in the area of bird flock animation in
1990 [38]. In 1995, Kennedy and Eberhart implemented the algorithm of
PSO and published their results [39]. Later, in 1998, a new parameter called
inertia weight was introduced by Shi and Eberhart, which resulted in better
performance and control of the algorithm [40,41].

Basic Theme and Working Principle
A swarm is defined as a group of entities in which all members of the group
are joined to solve a distributed problem, and they achieve their goal by
acting on their respective local environments and communicating with each
other during the whole procedure [42].

The basis of swarm intelligence is on the principles of social psychology
where each member of the swarm shows social behavior in solving the
problem by interacting with each other. PSO is a stochastic optimization tool,
and it is in the form of an algorithm based upon swarm intelligence whose
aim is function optimization, which it efficiently performs by spreading the
particle in the whole search space. Let us say a flock of birds is in search of
food. If any bird finds some clue of food, it will communicate its findings to
its neighbors and then all the birds will converge to the target. Similarly, in
optimizing some function, a set of particles is created that acts as a potential
solution to the problem, and each particle is considered a point in 
dimensional space. These  dimensions show that there are  unknown
parameters which are to be optimized, while is the total number of
particles. A particle at the iteration can be represented as 
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(3.36)

where  and  are constants usually set in the range of 2 to 4, and 
show the random function.

In 1998, Shi and Eberhart modified the equations of PSO by adding an
inertia parameter as follows [34,35]:

(3.37)

There are some other parameters, such as  and , used to limit the
velocity of all the particles in each iteration and  and , which are the
minimum and maximum bounds for the particles’ position. In the modified
version, the inertia weight, , was added, which controls the level of search
in the following way. If  is small, then it makes PSO a local search
algorithm where it finds the global optimum fast but finds it only when an
acceptable solution lies in the initial particle set; otherwise, it will not. If  is
large, then PSO will act as a global search algorithm where exploitation of
the new areas will be performed. However, by doing so, there is less chance
of success as more iterations will be performed to find the global optimum.
When  is medium, the number of iterations required to achieve the global
optimum will be moderate, and it will have a high chance of success in
finding the global optimum.

, whereas the record of the best position of each particle 
is maintained in a separate vector , which contains the 
personal best of each particle. The particle which gives the best result is 
stored as the gbest particle , and the score corresponding to this particle
is termed as the gbest score. The velocity of the particle that is, the rate of 
change of its position, is stored as velocity vector . To 
update velocity and current position vectors, in 1995, Kennedy and Eberhart 
gave the following relations:
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3.4.2.2 Sequence of Algorithm
The following steps are considered for the implementation of PSO:

1. Set all of the following parameters of PSO with suitable values:

w, c1, c2, Vmin, Vmax, Pmin, Pmax

2. Create and randomly initialize a set of particle positions, , such that
they cover the whole search space. If the search space is bounded (by

and ), then during initialization, the position of the particles
is maintained within the bounds  and . The velocity vector, ,
is also initialized, but in each iteration,  must remain within the
bounds  and .

3. Find the fitness score by evaluating the fitness function
corresponding to each particle.

4. Compare the current score with the  vector which stores the
previous best score of the particles. If the problem is a maximization
problem and the new score of a particle is more than its previous best,
then the current particle position and score will be updated;
otherwise, no modification will be performed.

5. Compare the current score with the previous best particle in the
whole search space. Again, if a maximization problem is considered
and the current score is more than the group’s previous best score,
then update the index in gbest. Update velocity and position.

6. Move to step 2, and repeat the procedure until the stopping criteria is
met.

To solve the optimization problem in MJD, PSO is better than GA
because PSO has the advantage of easy implementation, and it has to handle
less parameters, causing it to take far less time than the execution of GA. This
time parameter is very important for CR as CR has to perform in real-time
scenarios, so the quicker it performs, the better it is. In the next section,
results of simulations carried out in the MATLAB® environment are shown.
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These results show that PSO’s execution time is far less than GA’s.
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the interference cost vector is

and the path gain for all sub-bands is

Assume that the power of the transmitted signal in each sub-band is 1, and
the noise power level, , is also 1. Let the number of samples, , for MJD
be , while in the MSJD case,  where  is . The
parameter  is optimized, and its range is . The duration of the time slot
is . Different values of per-band interference and utilization factors are
taken, and simulations are performed. These factors are mentioned in each

3.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, results of simulations are presented, including different cases 
of the MJD and MSJD frameworks implemented with both techniques (i.e., 
GA and PSO. Implementation of uniform detection of all sub-bands is also 
shown. For simulations, let us develop an illustrative scenario. Assume that 
there are eight sub-bands, and each sub-band has its corresponding 
throughput and associated cost. The ultimate aim is to find a vector of 
optimum thresholds for all the sub-bands simultaneously. If a sub-band is in 
use by the PU, and at the same time, if any SU tries to transmit over that 
band, then a penalty will be faced in terms of the cost factor, which 
contributes in the aggregate interference. Whereas if the PU is absent and the 
SU detects it as absent and then communicates over that sub-band, then it 
adds up in the net throughput, which is the actual purpose of CR (i.e., to 
increase the overall throughput while limiting the aggregate interference.

Suppose that the set of maximum achievable throughputs over the eight 
sub-bands (in kbps is
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figure, which show the results obtained using simulations performed in the 
MATLAB environment. A uniform detection mechanism is considered for all 
eight sub-bands where a single threshold is applied over all sub-bands, and it 
is varied from the minimum-allowed value to the maximum-allowed value. 
Corresponding to each threshold, interference and throughput is computed 
and stored and then the result is plotted, as shown by the straight line in the 
lower part of Figure 3.7. Then the MJD framework is considered, and GA is 
used as the optimization technique. The results of GA are plotted in the upper 
part of Figure 3.7 for both the non-convex and convex functions.

Similarly, results for the MJD framework with the PSO optimization 
technique are shown in Figure 3.8. The plots of uniform detection are also 
shown in Figure 3.8 to make a comparison with the results of PSO. The 
aggregate throughput achieved using GA and PSO is much higher compared 
to the uniform threshold.

In the next simulation, the probability of false alarm (  and the 
probability of missed detection, (  are compared for both the GA and the 
PSO. The main function is executed three times for two cases: one where a 
non-convex region is considered and the other where a convex region is 
considered. Results for the third execution for both cases are shown in 
Figures 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. These results show that the performance 
of GA and PSO is comparable.
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FIGURE 3.7 Plot of MJD curves implemented with GA along with uniform detection.

FIGURE 3.8 Plot of MJD curves implemented with PSO along with uniform detection.

A comparison of the execution time and the corresponding throughput
using GA and PSO is performed for the three executions, and the results
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FIGURE 3.9 Execution 3. Comparison of Pf and Pmd for non-convex function.

FIGURE 3.10 Execution 3. Comparison of Pf and Pmd for convex function.

obtained for the convex region case are plotted in Figure 3.11. The results 
show that although the aggregate throughput for GA and PSO is 
approximately the same, the execution time of PSO is far less than GA in all 
three executions.
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Afterward, the MSJD framework is implemented with PSO, and the 
results are shown in Figure 3.12. Finally, the uniform detection is compared 
with both frameworks (i.e., MJD and MSJD, where the optimization 
technique implemented in both frameworks is PSO, and the results are shown 
in Figure 3.13. In all the simulations performed, the results of using PSO are 
superior to GA. As a result, PSO is proposed as the best choice for 
optimization in MJD and MSJD frameworks.
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, a non-coherent detection technique (i.e., energy-based 
detection for narrowband spectrum sensing was selected owing to its very 
low complexity level. Among the periodogram and its other variant, the 
Blackman-Tukey method appeared to be a better choice owing to its low 
variability and hence low figure of merit (favorable condition compared to 
the other techniques. Energy detection, which is a narrowband spectrum-
sensing technique, cannot be applied directly for wideband spectrum sensing, 
and hence there is a need to devise a strategy to use energy detection for 
WSS. In this context, two frameworks, namely MJD and MSJD, were 
considered for wideband spectrum sensing. For both frameworks, an 
illustrative scenario was considered. MSJD incorporates a new feature of 
sensing time duration that MJD does not support, and hence the problem 
formulation was modified accordingly. With this new feature, the throughput 
function became more generalized. The simulation results proved that MSJD 
works better compared to MJD. By selecting the sensing time adaptively, 
both the speed and the quality of spectrum sensing could be adjusted. A 
uniform detection scheme was also discussed and simulated for the problem 
formulation of the frameworks which gives a nominal throughput, but when 
optimization came in, the throughput curves were significantly improved. For 
optimization, GA and PSO were considered. Optimization using GA and 
PSO performed in MJD/MSJD frameworks gives considerably better results 
compared to uniform detection. The simulation results show that PSO took 
much less time compared to GA with the MJD/MSJD framework, so PSO 
turns out to be the better choice for optimization.
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FIGURE 3.11 Execution time and throughput comparison of three executions for convex
function.

FIGURE 3.12 Plot of MSJD curves implemented with PSO.
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FIGURE 3.13 Comparison of uniform detection with MJD and MSJD frameworks
implemented with PSO.

Table of all Adopted Notations
Hypothesis for the absent class
Hypothesis for the present class

Received signal
Channel gain

Primary signal transmitted
Gaussian noise having power 

Energy of the  sub-band
Mean of absent class

Standard deviation of absent class

Mean of present class

Standard deviation of present class

Probability of identifying a SH
Probability of detection

Probability of detection for  sub-band

Probability of missed detection
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Probability of false alarm

Probability of false alarm for  sub-band

Optimal threshold (classifier) vector
Maximum achievable throughput

Incurred transmission cost
Aggregate interference

Net throughput
SNR for  sub-band

Per-band maximum interference factor
Per-band minimum utilization factor

Spectrum-sensing time
Frame duration time
Sampling frequency
Objective function

Constraints function
Decision variable
Generation in GA

Fitness function in GA
Score in GA

Inertia weight
Particle best position vector

, Minimum and maximum bounds for the position of particles
Particle velocity vector

, Minimum and maximum bounds for the velocity of particles
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The advent of mobile Internet has led to a phenomenal growth in mobile data
traffic over the past few years. This trend is expected to continue considering
the envisioned services of the fifth-generation (5G) mobile communication
systems that will be required to provide ubiquitous connectivity, support of
various verticals, and ten-fold improvements in data rates and latency
compared to 4G. Spectrum is therefore at the heart of 5G, and its flexible use
and better utilization are two of the key components when addressing its
scarcity and fragmented availability. For this, spectrum-sharing paradigms
such as licensed shared access (LSA)—a licensing approach designed to
enable sharing of spectrum bands with low incumbent activity—become
increasingly important. LSA builds on the concept of vertical sharing in
which a licensed entity, called an LSA licensee, utilizes spectrum resources
unused by the incumbent network(s). LSA rules ensure the protection of the
incumbent from harmful interference by the transmissions from the LSA
licensees. Moreover, with LSA, the aim is also to provide consistency in
quality of service (QoS) for the LSA licensees, typically mobile network
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operators (MNOs, by enabling exclusive access to spectrum resources not 
otherwise used by the incumbent.

Starting from the fundamental aspects of LSA, this chapter extends the 
discussion to the proposed advances in LSA spectrum management 
framework within the European Advanced Dynamic Spectrum 5G mobile 
networks Employing Licensed shared access (ADEL project [1]. This 
chapter also provides an overview of the literature on spectrum management 
aspects in LSA and presents distinct resource management algorithms, two of 
which consider fairness, and the third evaluates an auction-based spectrum 
allocation. The chapter is organized in the following way: Section 4.1 
describes the architecture and central aspects of LSA; Section 4.2 reviews the 
existing literature on LSA and spectrum management; Section 4.3 addresses 
two spectrum allocation algorithms based on fairness—one provides strictly 
fair spectrum allocation among licensee networks, while the second provides 
fairness on a long-term basis only; Section 4.4 presents an auction-based 
LSA spectrum allocation, which in addition to spectrum sharing, also 
considers infrastructure sharing; and Section 5 concludes the chapter.
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4.1 LSA FUNDAMENTALS AND
ARCHITECTURE

It has been widely accepted that spectrum sharing is an essential requirement
to support data traffic growth and ubiquitous and high-bandwidth
connectivity. In that respect, the past decade and a half has seen numerous
regulatory and standardization initiatives and technological advances that
would enable dynamic access to spectrum and its more efficient utilization.
Progress in technologies such as cognitive radio (CR)* and software-defined
radio (SDR)† [2] is perceived as key for this paradigm shift. Nevertheless,
reaching the vision of a fully developed dynamic access to spectrum requires
advances on many fronts, including a well-defined regulatory environment
and commercial viability as well as a broad adoption of CR, SDR, and other
enabling technologies [3].

In the regulatory domain during the past decade, three main spectrum-
sharing models have emerged, namely TV white spaces (WSs) [4–6], a three-
tier spectrum access system (SAS)–based sharing model in the 3.5 GHz band
in the US [7], and LSA in Europe. This chapter focuses on LSA. Our starting
point is the latest status of the work of regulatory and standardization bodies
in the field, upon which we propose enhancements in the direction of
dynamic LSA.

Since its inception, LSA has been a topic of interest for regulatory and
standardization bodies, cellular operators, and the academic community. The
concept of LSA stems from the industry initiative, authorized shared access
(ASA) [8], to acquire access to additional spectrum for mobile broadband
service that would be provided on a shared basis under an exclusive licensing
regime. Initially, frequency bands of 2.3 GHz and 3.8 GHz were sought.
LSA, as defined by the European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT)‡ in [9], is a spectrum
management tool that enables the sharing of selected frequency bands
between the incumbents and licensed users—LSA licensees. The incumbents
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are the current holders of the right to use the spectrum. The currently 
designated band in Europe for LSA use is 2.3–2.4 GHz, whose harmonization 
was completed in 2014 [10]. Typical incumbents include program making 
and special events (PMSE applications, telemetry, and other governmental 
use [11]. The aim with the LSA framework is to protect the incumbents from 
harmful interference while providing predictable QoS to the LSA licensees 
through an exclusive use of the LSA-designated spectrum. The use of the 
band was not restricted to MNOs, although in the first instance, it was 
envisaged that they would implement the first use cases. It is also foreseen 
that the LSA licensee and the incumbent will provide different types of 
services [9]. The access to spectrum by the LSA licensee is determined based 
on an agreement that specifies the terms of the use of the band, including the 
requirements on vacating the band upon the incumbent’s request. While 
involvement of a national regulatory authority (NRA in setting up the LSA 
agreement between the incumbent and the LSA licensee will vary from 
country to country, the NRA is responsible for granting the LSA licensee the 
individual right to use the LSA spectrum.

In relation to the standardization of LSA, the reference design, 
architecture, and interfaces are specified within the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI (www.etsi.org/. Examples 
of high-level architecture, functional requirements, and deployment scenarios 
by MNOs, including proposed operational parameters such as transmit 
power, channel bandwidth, spectrum emission masks, receiver sensitivity, 
etc., are provided in [12]. In [13], system requirements for the operation of 
mobile broadband service in the LSA band are presented, including 
functional and other requirements such as protection of the incumbent, 
security aspects, and performance. It also specifies exclusion zones and 
restriction zones in relation to the LSA licensees (i.e., MNOs operations. 
Exclusion zones are geographical areas where MNOs cannot transmit on the 
LSA spectrum, whereas in restriction zones, MNOs can transmit albeit under 
controlled conditions on such parameters as power levels or antennas. The 
document also requires that, in addition to a scheduled mode of operation, the 
LSA system must support on-demand operation. That means that in the event
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In addition to the LSA repository, which contains information only about

of an emergency, an LSA licensee also needs to be able to release spectrum, 
according to the specified conditions. ETSI system requirements were also 
reviewed and evaluated from the implementation perspective in [14]. In [15], 
ETSI reference architecture for LSA is presented. As in [9], it envisages the 
introduction of two new architectural building blocks: the LSA repository 
and the LSA controller. The LSA repository contains information on the 
incumbents’ use of spectrum and the requirements on their protection. Its task 
is to provide the spectrum availability information to the LSA controllers, but 
it can also receive and store acknowledgment information from an LSA 
controller. The LSA controller, on the other hand, retrieves information from 
the LSA repository about the spectrum the incumbent uses and manages the 
access of the LSA licensee to the available spectrum. The LSA controller 
may interface one or more LSA repositories and LSA licensees. While [15] 
does not stipulate in which domain the LSA repository may be located (i.e., 
whether it is managed by the NRA, the incumbent, or delegated to a third 
party, it does specify that the LSA controller is within an LSA licensee 
domain. In this way, it enables the LSA controller to interact with the 
Operations and Maintenance (O&M centre system of the LSA licensee to 
support the reconfiguration of the appropriate transmitters, according to the 
information from the LSA repository.

The LSA regulation and standardization activities currently focus on long-
term sharing arrangements based on fixed-channel plans. With the aim to 
progress these activities toward a more dynamic approach, the European 
ADEL project [1] proposes an architecture that supports dynamic LSA 
configurations, targeting better overall spectrum utilization through the use of 
advanced radio resource management (RRM techniques and sensing 
reasoning. To this end, the basic two-node LSA architecture is complemented 
with additional modules, as depicted in Figure 4.1, enabling detection of the 
changes in the radio environment as well as adaptation to these changes that 
could be caused either by the incumbents or by the LSA licensees. The 
architecture also allows coordination of access of multiple LSA licensees to 
the LSA band.
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FIGURE 4.1 The LSA system architecture proposed by ADEL [16].

The LSA functional architecture discussed here is the one presented in
[17] and addresses multiple LSA licensees and multiple incumbent dynamic
configurations. It contains a building block responsible for coordinating the
access of multiple LSA licensees to the LSA band, thus avoiding the need to
have a fixed-band plan, as prescribed by the ETSI standard [15] and by the

the incumbent’s spectrum, the ADEL project proposes the use of one or more 
collaborative spectrum–sensing networks to provide periodic updates about 
the radio environment. These information sources will be updating a radio 
environment map (REM, whose role is to reflect the radio environment as 
accurately as possible. When there is an LSA licensee request for spectrum, 
the information contained in the REM will be used by the LSA band manager 
to allocate adequate resources (frequency and power to that particular LSA 
licensee. The proposed architecture also includes modules dealing with 
authentication, storage of the LSA sharing agreement rules, and spectrum 
usage accounting and billing. These functional modules may be implemented 
by the same, or by different, physical modules. A detailed description of the 
functional modules of the proposed LSA system can be found in [17].
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CORE+ single-licensee trials (http://core.willab.fi. This architecture is also 
ETSI compliant since each LSA licensee has an LSA controller responsible 
for translating the spectrum availability information, provided by the LSA 
band manager, into networking reconfiguration commands.

The LSA band manager contains two sub-blocks: the request manager, 
which performs priority management according to the LSA spectrum usage 
rules, and the LSA RRM block, which performs the computation of available 
resources for assignment to the LSA licensees, based on spectrum usage rules 
and the information stored in the repository.
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4.2 BRIEF LITERATURE OVERVIEW OF LSA
SPECTRUM SHARING

Several works have appeared in recent years focusing on different aspects of
LSA systems. While some of them are focused on trials, such as [18] and
[19], others, which are discussed briefly here, represent research
investigations into cellular system performance and advances to LSA. A
scheme for offloading macro-cell traffic to a small-cell network using LSA as
a basis is proposed in [20]. Based on a game-theoretic approach and taking
into account individual utilities of the macro- and small-cell networks, the
scheme determines the number of small cells that will be used for offloading
using LSA spectrum while increasing energy efficiency. The authors in [21]
consider how two parameters of cellular networks, power and antenna tilt,
can be optimized to meet the conditions to operate in the LSA band,
considering different incumbent services (wireless cameras, video links) and
their requirements. The authors use measurements by the MNO’s user
terminals and additional test points to estimate interference levels caused by
MNO’s transmissions to determine the feasibility of using the LSA spectrum.
Their results show that the best use of LSA spectrum takes place when the
locations of the incumbent’s users are close to the MNO’s users. Outage
probability of an LTE system is evaluated in different deployment scenarios,
such as in macro and heterogeneous networks with various node densities as
in [22], taking into account cumulative interference power in the incumbent
region. The authors argue a significant reduction in the size of geographical
borders between an LSA licensee and the incumbent when the LSA licensee
deploys small cells instead of macro base stations. In [23], the authors
provide an interference management scheme, based on a REM, to combat
interference caused to the incumbent on the uplink in an LSA system. A
distributed antenna system (DAS) architecture in a network virtualization
context using fractional frequency reuse is considered in [24]. The paper
compares the capacity of cell-edge users between two cases. One is the case
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when LSA spectrum can be used in combination with single-user multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO with joint transmission by two remote 
antennas. In the other scenario, the LSA spectrum is not available, but all 
users can avail of multi-user MIMO transmission with coordinated 
beamforming. The paper derives the ratio between the required LSA 
bandwidth and the cell-edge bandwidth to support a decision on when it is 
more efficient to use LSA to meet the capacity requirements. In [25], a 
multicarrier waveform–based, flexible inter-operator spectrum-sharing 
concept is proposed for 5G communication systems. There, multiple 
operators obtain access to the shared band, which can be an LSA spectrum 
band. By adapting waveforms with respect to the out-of-fragment radiation 
masks, the authors show that the inter-operator interference can be avoided. 
A one-cell 3GPP LTE system using LSA is studied in [26], in which the 
authors propose a methodology to model the unreliable operation of an LSA 
frequency band by employing a multiline queuing system with unreliable 
servers. Opportunistic beamforming in the LSA band is proposed in [27], in 
which an LSA licensee coexists with an incumbent in a single-cell scenario. 
The LSA licensee has instantaneous information on the performance of the 
incumbent system to protect the incumbents’ user’s QoS. In [28], cloud RAN 
and massive MIMO in the context of LSA were analyzed, where the authors 
evaluate the trade-offs between spectrum and antennas.

The authors of [29] propose a two-tier evolutionary game for dynamic 
allocation of spectrum resources, enabling the coexistence of incumbents and 
LSA licensees. The authors present a mechanism for fair decision-making 
regarding spectrum allocation to LSA licensees, taking into account spectrum 
demand. An auction-based approach to spectrum sharing in LSA is presented 
in [30]. There, the authors propose a mechanism to allocate the incumbent’s 
unused spectrum to the access points belonging to a number of LSA 
licensees. The mechanism, LSA auction (LSAA, combines independent set 
selection by bidding and a group bid. The goal is a policy aiming for revenue 
and market regularity. An auction-based approach for spectrum and 
infrastructure sharing is also proposed in [31]. There, the authors design a 
hierarchical, combinatorial auction mechanism, based on a Vickrey-Clarke-
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Groves (VCG auction, and consider the infrastructure providers and cellular 
virtual network operators (VNOs. The authors evaluate the allocation with 
three degrees of freedom (i.e., frequency, power, and antennas and propose a 
computationally tractable solution. In [32], an auction mechanism with a 
mixed graph, which can further quantify and tackle the interference between 
the LSA licensees, is proposed. Furthermore, to improve the revenue, the 
merging of bid comparisons is done when grouping nodes in the interference 
graph.

In the following sections, we consider a more dynamic nature of spectrum 
access in LSA. As mentioned earlier in Section 4.1, the currently envisaged 
sharing arrangements between the incumbent and the LSA licensee are 
foreseen to be maintained in the long term. Here, our aim is to encourage 
faster allocation (and release of the spectrum and consider spectrum sharing 
based on a more immediate MNO’s spectrum demands. In that, we discuss 
and evaluate two distinct approaches to spectrum allocation—one based on 
fairness and the other based on an auction mechanism.
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4.3 

4.3.1 

FAIR SPECTRUM ALLOCATION SCHEMES
In this section, we assume that there is no formal bidding process involved at
the time of spectrum allocation and that the MNOs have agreed a priori on a
fair use of shared resources such that every MNO pays the same price and
agrees on receiving a fair proportion of the available LSA spectrum. As every
MNO is offering the same price for spectrum access, the utility function for
the LSA system is to distribute the available spectrum fairly in the “long and
short term.” We propose spectrum-sharing mechanisms which aim at
satisfying spectrum requirements of the allocated MNOs (as much as
possible) at a particular spectrum allocation instant and allocating spectrum in
a fair manner.

STRICTLY FAIR SCHEME

This scheme aims to provide a fair share of the spectrum to each competing
MNO at each spectrum allocation instant; that is, available spectrum is
distributed among all MNOs (with demand) based on previous allocation
history. Each MNO with spectrum demand gets an offer of a nonzero
spectrum.

Denoting by  the MNO index out of N MNOs, we define the
priority index (PI),PIn, for MNO n as

where  and  denote the bandwidth awarded to MNO n and the total
offered bandwidth by the incumbent at the jth spectrum allocation instant,
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.
2. In round i, divide the bandwidth, B, in proportion to the PI for each

MNO with demand  that is, the MNO n is allocated spectrum
in inverse proportion to its PI such that

3. If the spectrum demand for any MNO n is less than , the
bandwidth becomes the residual bandwidth , which is
zero otherwise. All the MNOs with do not take further part
in the allocation.

4. After completing the allocation procedure in each roundi, update the
assigned and requested spectrum by  and

.

5. Set for the next round, and go back to Step 2.

6. The process terminates when  or 

This algorithm allocates spectrum in a fair fashion to each MNO in every
allocation round, since PI depends on spectrum allocation history for every
MNO. The drawback of this strictly enforced fairness is that the allocated
spectrum to a single MNO may not be sufficient to meet its spectrum
demands if the number of MNOs is large, thereby making allocated spectrum

respectively. Note that we assume that all the offered spectrum is allocated to 
the MNOs.

Denoting as , for simplicity, the available spectrum at a single allocation 
instant, , the proposed spectrum allocation algorithm operates in the 
following steps [17]:

1. Initialize the assigned spectrum to every MNO  with zero in round
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less useful.
We use Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the performance of this 

algorithm and demonstrate its short- and long-term fairness characteristics. 
The window size, W, for computing the PI is set to 20 allocation instants to 
ensure more short-term fairness. The shorter the window size, the more short-
term fairness the algorithm will achieve. As the PI computation for each 
MNO requires bandwidth allocation in the last W instants, the simulations are 
initialized by having W – 1 time slots with zero spectrum allocation and the 
Wth time slot with allocation depending on a random PI (chosen between 0 
and 1 for every MNO. Without loss of generality, in the simulations, N = 4, 
and the incumbent spectrum B is normalized to 100 units. At each spectrum 
allocation instant, MNOs 1, 2, and 3 choose the demand randomly out of a 
vector of values [50,100] with uniform probability, while MNO 4 always 
requires 100 units (resulting in a significantly larger average demand. Ten 
thousand spectrum allocation instants are simulated to compute the mean 
spectrum allocation for each MNO.

Figure 4.2 shows the performance of the proposed spectrum allocation 
algorithm, plotting the spectrum allocation instants 21–220, where the first 20 
instants were initialized with zero spectrum allocation and random PI. As all 
of the MNOs behave symmetrically (including MNO 4, the spectrum 
allocation statistics are plotted for one MNO only.

The algorithm provides a strictly equal share of available bandwidth from 
the incumbent to each MNO (25% for N = 4 and provides long-term fairness 
in spite of excessive demand from MNO 4. The short-term allocation for each 
operator for the first 200 allocation instants is evaluated as well. To study the 
short-term behavior of the proposed algorithm, let us define the moving 
average of the allocated spectrum to an MNO in a time slot, t, by
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FIGURE 4.2 Performance evaluation for the strictly fair spectrum allocation algorithm.

It is evident that the algorithm allocates spectrum to each MNO in such a
way that its moving average (evaluated over W allocation instants) converges
to its mean very quickly. After the initialization phase, the algorithm starts
dividing the instantly available spectrum equally among the competing
MNOs as the PIs for all the MNOs converge to the same values. The
instantaneous allocation remains constant at 0.25 B for N = 4 (strictly fair) if
the minimum demand for every MNO is greater than 0.25 B (it is 0.5 B in this
example). However, if the minimum possible demand is less than 0.25 B, the
instantaneous allocation cannot be 25% all the time, and the moving average
slightly diverges from the mean, recovering very quickly in future allocation
instances.
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4.3.2 LONG-TERM FAIR SCHEME

The proposed spectrum allocation algorithm operates in a proportionally fair
manner and assigns spectrum to the operators based on their allocation
history in the past, as before. In contrast to the short-term fair algorithm, this
algorithm does not aim to provide fair spectrum at every spectrum allocation
instant (by providing a nonzero spectrum). However, this algorithm is fair in
the long run and aims to meet the spectrum requirements of the MNOs as
much as possible at a specific spectrum allocation instant.

Based on PI for each operator, apply the following algorithm [33]:

1. Sort the MNOs with respect to PI in increasing order and queue
them.

2. Offer as much spectrum as possible to the operator at the head of the
queue (HOQ) (and with the smallest PI) asks for, and remove it from
the queue.

3. If the allocated spectrum is less than the MNO’s demand, the MNO
can refuse to accept the offer.

4. If the MNO accepts the offer, the MNO uses the offered spectrum.
5. If the incumbent spectrum is still available after assignment to the

selected HOQ MNO, go back to step 2.
6. Terminate the algorithm either when there are no MNOs with any

spectrum demand or when the incumbent-offered spectrum is fully
distributed among the MNOs.

The flowchart for the L1 algorithm is shown in Figure 4.3.
We use Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the performance of the

proposed algorithm. The simulation parameters are the same as for the strictly
fair algorithm evaluation. Without loss of generality, we assume that an
MNO accepts whatever spectrum is offered by the LSA band manager after
running the spectrum allocation algorithm.
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FIGURE 4.3 Flowchart for long-term fair L1 algorithm.

Figure 4.4 shows the mean spectrum allocation to four MNOs. It is clear
that the algorithm divides the spectrum among the MNOs uniformly and is
fair in the long term (as the strictly fair algorithm was).
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FIGURE 4.4 Spectrum allocation for long-term fair L1 spectrum allocation algorithm.

Figure 4.5 shows the instantaneous spectrum allocation statistics for the 
proposed algorithm. As all of the MNOs have symmetrical demand and 
allocation statistics, we plot statistics for MNO 1 only. The instantaneous 
allocation for the operator varies between zero and its demand. As apparent 
from Figure 4.5, when the MNO is allocated full spectrum, it has little chance 
of accessing the spectrum in the next few allocation instants. Similarly, a 
long sequence of zero allocation is usually followed by full allocation. This 
justifies the algorithm’s aim to achieve fairness in spectrum allocation for the 
MNOs in addition to meeting spectrum demands of the MNOs temporarily. It 
is evident that the moving average of the allocated spectrum for MNO 1 
converges to its mean after very few iterations and diverges marginally 
afterward, which confirms that the algorithm provides reasonably good 
fairness in a short time span.
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FIGURE 4.5 Performance evaluation for short-term spectrum allocation for MNO 1. The
spectrum allocation instants 21–200 are plotted.

It is worth noting that both of the algorithms do not provide any excessive
spectrum to MNO 4, which has greater than average demand. On the other
hand, if spectrum allocation is provided without taking spectrum allocation
history into account, MNO 4 may get additional spectrum during its turn
(e.g., on a round robin basis), which will result in an unfair mean spectrum
allocation.
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4.4 

4.4.1 

AUCTION-BASED SPECTRUM
ALLOCATION

In this section, we introduce an auction-based spectrum management as
presented in [34]. We explore the aspects of sharing not only spectrum but
also infrastructure by virtual network operators (VNOs), which will be
constructing networks using resources from a shared pool, such as base
stations, spectrum, core network components, cloud resources, etc. We use
the existing LSA spectrum-sharing framework as a basis and propose an
auction-based mechanism to allocate resources to the VNOs. As we have
seen in Section 4.1, in LSA, the spectrum resources are orthogonally assigned
to maintain service quality. Regarding the infrastructure, we consider a cloud-
based, massive-MIMO system, in which multiple VNOs can share all the
antennas. Antennas are connected to the centralized processing units that
reside in the cloud and create a baseband pool. The cloud and fronthaul
physical resources are logically separated and shared between VNOs,
creating virtual base stations [35]. In this way, each VNO has a virtual slice
comprised of infrastructure and radio resources, enabling them to provide
distinct services to their users. This section presents the case in which all
VNOs offer the same service to their users, evaluated through average user
rate. The infrastructure provider may be third party or may be a public
network provider. This approach to spectrum and infrastructure management
is in line with the radio access network (RAN) sharing scenario proposed by
3GPP in [36], where the participating operators share RAN by utilizing
orthogonal portions of the licensed spectrum.

ENHANCED AUCTION-ASSISTED LSA ARCHITECTURE

The proposed enhanced LSA architecture that supports spectrum and
infrastructure sharing is depicted in Figure 4.6. It consists of three main
building blocks: the LSA architecture with an LSA controller and an LSA
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repository, an auctioneer, and an infrastructure provider for a given area.
The enhanced LSA architecture, therefore, extends the conventional one 

and also incorporates cloud RAN, virtualization, and software-defined 
radio/network concepts [37]. Cloud RAN envisages cloud-based baseband 
processing, where baseband resources are pooled and shared among different 
remote radios. Virtualization can be considered a next stage in the evolution 
of cloud RAN [35], allowing multiple operators to share common 
infrastructure (baseband, transport, and access resources as well as spectrum 
resources. Software radio/networking enhances virtualization, enabling direct 
programmability of the network. In the context of this chapter, virtualization 
envisages providing distinct wireless network resources, such as antennas, 
baseband, fronthaul, and spectrum, to different VNOs. The resources are 
logically separated, enabling each VNO to manage their resource allocation 
policy. Here, the spectrum is a public resource, whereas infrastructure may be 
provided by a third party (e.g. an infrastructure provider or may be a part of 
a public (cellular network. If present, the infrastructure provider is 
responsible for defining the terms of infrastructure sharing. Should the 
infrastructure be a part of a public network, the NRA role would need to be 
extended to set the terms of infrastructure sharing. Furthermore, the new LSA 
licensees are virtual cellular operators, which now do not own infrastructure. 
We also envisage that the sharing arrangements involve the auction 
mechanism, where a third party (i.e., the auctioneer is introduced on behalf 
of the NRA and infrastructure provider to manage both the spectrum and the 
infrastructure sharing. The auction mechanism follows the LSA spectrum-
sharing rules, where the temporal allocation of spectrum follows the statistics 
of the incumbent(s in the band. Concerning the infrastructure sharing, we 
consider cloud-based, massive-MIMO antennas as a resource that multiple 
VNOs can share at the same time. Based on the input from the auctioneer and 
the LSA repository, the wireless resource controller assigns spectrum and 
infrastructure resources to each VNO (i.e., the appropriate channels, the 
number of antennas, and the required cloud and fronthaul resources. The 
wireless resource controller instructs the resource manager to manage the 
assigned resources. Considering that resources may belong to different
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4.4.2 

FIGURE 4.6 Proposed enhanced LSA architecture, supported by the auction mechanism.
Dashed lines represent the existing LSA interfaces, whereas full lines represent new,
required interfaces.

AUCTION PROCEDURE

The auction here is similar to the one in [38], in which a clock auction is
performed by a third-party auctioneer for the combined acquisition of
spectrum and antennas. In our auction, the bidders (i.e., VNOs) also bid for
spectrum and infrastructure resources. Each VNO serves the same number of
(its own) users. Furthermore, to comply with the LSA framework and
according to the LTE standard, the available spectrum is channelized into
blocks of 5 MHz. Thanks to massive MIMO, users of the same VNO can

entities, the wireless resource controller and resource manager may consist of 
separate logical units that each control/manage spectrum or infrastructure. It 
should also be noted that, in general, independent providers may provide 
different resources (i.e., antennas, cloud, and fronthaul. In this chapter, a 
single infrastructure provider is responsible for all the resources.
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reuse the same spectrum. However, the LSA framework stipulates the 
orthogonal use of spectrum by VNOs. It should be noted that allocation of 
resources is valid for the period determined by the type of incumbent and 
their usage of spectrum. In the case of appearance of an incumbent in a given 
band, there are a few options as to how the resources can be reassigned, 
namely (i the residual spectrum from the current auction can be reassigned to 
the VNOs that are affected by the appearance of an incumbent, (ii the 
auction can be repeated over the updated available spectrum, or (iii the 
affected VNOs will be left without LSA spectrum, waiting for the incumbent 
to evacuate the band.

We consider N VNOs,  users to be served by each VNO, and 
distributed antennas. In our model, VNOs lease antennas at a fixed price and 
acquire access to spectrum via an auction mechanism. It should be noted that 
when referring to the antenna price, here, we also refer to the required cloud 
and fronthaul resources. The fixed price associated with the usage of each 
antenna affects spectrum utilization. Since spectrum and antennas are 
partially interchangeable resources [38], the demand for spectrum will vary 
with the cost of antennas. As a case in point, if the cost of antennas is too 
high, the remaining budget might not be sufficient to acquire the necessary 
spectral resources for delivering a given rate. In this chapter, we have adopted 
a clock auction for the assignment of resources to the VNOs. The clock 
auction operates in two phases, namely, the price discovery (clock phase and 
the final assignment phase. The price of spectrum monotonically increases in 
each round, and VNOs indicate the packages of spectrum and antennas they 
are willing to buy at a given price. In particular, if the auctioneer detects 
excess demand for the spectrum after a round of bidding has closed, it 
increases the posted spectrum price and opens another round of bidding. In 
our model, in each round, each VNO can XOR two package bids. Each VNO 
computes the first package bid as the number of antennas and 5 MHz blocks 
that minimize its cost within its budget constraint while providing its users a 
minimum rate. The cost is a linear combination of the number of antennas 
and bandwidth at the prices indicated by the auctioneer. Except for spectrum 
channelization, this is the same model discussed in [40]. However, since the
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price of spectrum increases at each round, we also consider a second bidding 
strategy, which models a less aggressive competitive bidding for the 
spectrum resources. To calculate the second package bid, each VNO starts 
from the first set of a number of antennas and spectrum requirements and 
attempts to minimize the bandwidth requirement by incrementing the number 
of antennas, provided that the minimum rate requirement is satisfied. Then, 
each VNO checks if the cost is less than or equal to its available budget and 
submits a package bid to the auctioneer. This procedure is shown in Figure 
4.7, where  and  are the number of 
antennas and spectrum blocks of width 5 MHz that VNO  submits to the 
auctioneer at bid package ,  is the maximum number of available 
antennas,  is the minimum required rate for the th VNO, and  is the 
budget for VNO .
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4.4.3 

where  if package  of bidder  is accepted, otherwise .  and 
are the costs per antenna and spectrum block, respectively. Finally,  is the
total available bandwidth.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

FIGURE 4.7 Algorithm for the auction-based resource allocation.

The clock phase of the auction ends when all excess demand is removed 
from the market. In the ideal situation, both supply and demand completely 
match. However, this is unlikely to happen in complex multi-item-unit, multi-
item-type auctions. Consequently, the approach that is used in this part of the 
auction may result in the oversupply of spectrum. Namely, this situation will 
occur if the bidder’s private valuation of the minimum required rate is lower 
than the corresponding cost to acquire spectrum and antennas at the requested 
price. If this situation arises, the bids are assigned using a revenue-
maximizing approach (i.e., using a winner determination algorithm. This 
algorithm determines which combination of the bids that stood at the last 
clock price that caused excess demand will maximize the auctioneer’s 
revenue. The winner determination problem can be formulated as follows:
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The simulated scenario is based on the auctioning strategy explained 
previously. The scenario includes 15 VNOs competing in a bid to acquire 
spectrum and infrastructure to meet their requested minimum rate.

The minimum requested rate is the same for all the operators. We consider 
10 users per VNO that are randomly distributed in a given area. A total of 64 
antennas is available for sharing between the VNOs. The total available 
spectrum is 50 MHz, where each VNO can acquire spectrum in blocks of 5 
MHz, according to the LSA rules. The budget of each VNO is proportional to 
the rate that it wants to offer to its users—the higher the rate, the greater its 
budget. The results of the simulated scenario are depicted in Figures 4.8 and 
4.9. Figure 4.8 depicts the number of required antennas as a function of the 
minimum rate and antenna price. Figure 4.9 illustrates two directly related 
aspects—the required bandwidth and the number of VNOs that can be 
served. To better understand the trends, the figures should be considered 
together. Looking along the x-axis in both figures, we can see that for the 
lowest considered user rate, the same number of antennas and spectrum are 
required, regardless of the antenna price. In this case, the spectrum is 
abundant, as VNOs cannot lease less than 5 MHz of spectrum or less than 10 
antennas.* This spectrum is, therefore, sufficient to provide the required rate, 
with the minimum number of antennas. In total, 10 VNOs are served. As the 
minimum considered user rate increases (looking along the y-axis, the 
number of antennas increases up to the highest possible number. The VNOs 
can still serve their users with 5 MHz of spectrum but with an increasing 
number of antennas. This is the case until the maximum number of antennas 
is reached and as long as the antenna price is less than a certain value 
(approximately 250% of the budget per kbps. For higher antenna prices, it is 
more cost-effective for VNOs to buy more spectrum than to further increase 
the number of antennas. The spectrum requirement, therefore, jumps to the 
region of 10 MHz when 5 VNOs can be served. This trend repeats itself with 
10 and 15 MHz of spectrum, serving 5 and 3 VNOs, respectively. It should 
be noted that this periodicity with the number of antennas is observed only in 
the case in which discrete spectrum blocks are considered. It is one of the 
main differences between this and the case in which the continuous spectrum
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is considered [38].

FIGURE 4.8 Number of antennas assigned to each allocated VNO in correspondence to a
particular rate requirement (y-axis) and antenna cost (x-axis). Antenna cost incorporates the
required cloud and fronthaul resources.
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FIGURE 4.9 Number of VNOs in correspondence to a particular rate requirement (y-
axis) and antenna cost (x-axis). Again, antenna cost incorporates the required cloud and
fronthaul resources.

COMPARISON WITH FIXED SHARING

In this subsection, we compare the results of auction-based sharing with the
fixed-based allocation of resources. In that, we consider two approaches—
one with the orthogonal and equal allocation of both spectrum and antennas
and the other with the orthogonal and equal allocation of spectrum, where all
VNOs can utilize all the antennas. Figure 4.10 depicts the number of served
VNOs versus the rate requirement for the considered approaches. It should be
noted that two different antenna price values are evaluated for the auction-
based sharing. The case of fixed sharing with the equal and orthogonal
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allocation of the spectrum where all the antennas are shared can be 
considered as a benchmark in terms of system efficiency (i.e., the number of 
VNOs that can be served with a given minimum rate requirement, but 
excluding the cost of infrastructure. Namely, as in our study, all VNOs have 
the same rate requirements, under the assumption of orthogonal spectrum 
allocation, using all antennas and equally dividing the spectrum among the 
VNOs is the optimal solution in terms of system efficiency.

The fixed-sharing case with the orthogonal usage of antennas serves the 
lowest number of VNOs, regardless of the rate. This degradation in the 
number of VNOs that can be served occurs because virtualization is not 
exploited (i.e., each VNO uses a smaller number of antennas. As shown in 
Figure 4.10, the auction-based approach for two different antenna prices 
under consideration outperforms the fixed-sharing case with the orthogonal 
utilization of antennas. Furthermore, with a cost of antennas that is less than 
approximately 250% of the budget, we can always achieve the optimal 
performance through the auction-based approach.
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FIGURE 4.10 Fixed sharing versus auction-based sharing.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we have described the LSA architecture, followed by the 
overview of LSA literature and a description of two distinct approaches 
aimed to promote a more dynamic LSA spectrum allocation. The first 
approach aims at providing spectrum to multiple MNOs based on fairness. 
Here, two algorithms are evaluated numerically, and the results show 
quantitatively that we can guarantee fairness in spectrum allocation 
regardless of the demand from the MNOs.

We also propose an enhanced, auction-assisted LSA framework, which 
encompasses not only spectrum but also infrastructure (i.e., cloud-based, 
massive-MIMO antennas. There, we identify the key architectural aspects 
required to enhance the LSA framework to avail of this technology. In our 
numerical evaluation, we observe periodic patterns in the antenna allocations 
to VNOs when considering a range of minimum rate requirements and 
antenna prices. Furthermore, we show that the auction-based approach 
outperforms fixed static sharing with the orthogonal use of spectrum and 
antennas. Finally, we show that for cases in which the cost of antennas is less 
than a certain percentage of the budget (per kbps, we can achieve optimal 
performance in terms of the number of VNOs being served.

It is evident that LSA and other LSA systems will play a key role in 
dealing with the spectrum scarcity problem in 5G networks and beyond. 
While LSA has been designed to offer high predictability and certainty for 
both MNOs and the incumbents, there is progress to be made on the use of 
licensed shared bands and coexistence aspects. Although the existing MNOs 
can avail of the existing infrastructure and customer base, they are still 
cognizant of using shared (licensed bands. Namely, operational and 
implemental aspects yet need to be proven for entering and vacating 
spectrum, management of exclusion and protection zones [39], security [3], 
and scalability and network-wide deployments that will be supported by the 
automated operations [40]. Furthermore, the initial costs related to LSA 
implementation need to be proven to be lower than with the exclusive,
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dedicated spectrum models. Hence, more advances are needed by industry 
and academia in relation to business model design and implemental aspects to 
make LSA a true success.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The data communication architecture remained constant for decades. As the 
pace of technologies accelerated, there was a need to adopt a new model to 
decompose the complexity and inflexibility of the traditional networks. The 
pillar technologies of software-defined networks (SDN (e.g., central network 
control, programmability, and network virtualization have been under 
research for decades [1]. OpenFlow introduces the concept of separating 
control and forward planes and represents novel communication architecture. 
Despite the significant advantages offered by the new SDN architecture (e.g., 
flexibility, programmability, and centralization, the model imposes 
unprecedented security threats [2].

Security is a primary concern in the new model. The SDN controller is a 
crucial layer in the network. A single point that orchestrates the entire 
network can be utilized to enhance network security, paradoxically making 
the centralized architecture more vulnerable to attacks. The controller is an 
attractive target for the attackers, and the accessibility from the application 
layer to the forward layer is a severe threat to network resources [1]. This 
chapter surveys the SDN security concerns as a security enhancer and studies 
the trade-offs of the SDN model from a security perspective. Additionally, 
the chapter investigates several SDN security solutions.

The chapter is divided into six sections. The first and the second section 
introduce the concepts of the SDN (e.g., history, components, and features. 
The third section discusses SDN as a security enhancer. The fourth section 
demonstrates the security deficiencies and challenges of the SDN from a 
security perspective. The fifth section shows the current solutions. The sixth 
section surveys SDN security applications.

An SDN security article categorizes the current research directions [2]. 
The study classifies the current research papers into three topics from a 
security perspective (i.e., analysis, enhancements, and solutions, and it 
indicates the plane(s handled by the research. Moreover, the authors 
demonstrate the security threats in each layer. A comprehensive survey on
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SDNs by Kreutz et al. inspects security and dependability as a result of 
design flaws [1]. The study groups the SDN security solutions and 
applications and highlights the vulnerabilities that risk the controller. This 
chapter focuses on SDN security enhancements from application perspectives 
and discusses security flaws of the new major components of the model (i.e., 
the controller and the southbound API protocol.
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5.2 SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKS
Conventional networks are divided into three planes, named management, 
control, and forwarding layers. The management plane provides services to 
monitor and configure the network. The control plane generates the data 
required to establish forwarding tables, which in turn are used by the 
forwarding plane to direct packets to ingress and egress ports. In traditional 
network models, both the control and the forward planes are tightly coupled 
within the single device (e.g., switches and routers. This model is efficient 
from a performance perspective. However, as the complexity of the networks 
mounted, a necessity to develop a new architecture emerged. The essence of 
SDN architecture is the separation of control and forwarding planes. The 
network devices are merely forwarding devices, and the network control 
plane is moved to an independent entity named network controller or network 
operating system. Figure 5.1 shows the three layers of SDNs. The forwarding 
layer comprises network devices such as switches, routers, and middleboxes, 
which do not own their logic. The network intelligence resides on the 
network operating system, called the controller, which abstracts the devices 
and provides services such as network state and topology information 
services. Moreover, the controller provides an API to communicate with the 
application layer, called the northbound API. The southbound API is the 
communication protocol between the control layer and forward layer devices. 
A dominated southbound protocol in the SDN model is called OpenFlow 
[1,3].

The application layer tops the SDN stack. The application introduces 
programmability, which is a fundamental concept in SDN. Network 
programmability is the ability to communicate with the network’s undelaying 
devices. Programmability provides opportunities for network innovation with 
an enormous number of network applications (e.g., network monitoring, 
traffic engineering, security, and cloud applications.
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FIGURE 5.1 SDN architecture.
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FIGURE 5.2 OpenFlow flowchart.

Centralized control reveals a global view of the network, which facilitates
the management and monitoring process. Also, it lessens errors in
configuring and deploying network policies. The centralization improves the
flexibility; for instance, a pool of devices from various vendors can be
deployed and abstracted in the same network.

In OpenFlow protocol specifications, the controller is responsible for
modifying the forwarding table in SDN devices. The flowchart in Figure 5.2
depicts the OpenFlow process of incoming packets. On the arrival of a new
packet, the switch lookup in the forwarding table searches for a matching
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forwarding entry. If a record matches the packet fields, a predefined action 
will be executed. OpenFlow allows a set of the measures being taken, for 
instance, to DROP, FORWARD, and MODIFY the packet. If no match 
occurs, the switch forwards the packet to the controller to conduct 
computations according to the policy issued by the application layer.
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5.3 

5.3.1 

SDN AS A SECURITY ENHANCER
The rigorous and inflexible architecture of the traditional communication
networks has hindered their innovation [1]. Multiple attempts to adopt a
flexible network model were impelled to separate the control and forward
planes. The separation has introduced programmability and centralization
features. These features were harnessed to enhance the security of the
network. This section probes the SDN applications to enforce and verify
network policies and detect and mitigate threats.

POLICY ENFORCEMENT

Network policy is a set of configurations, rules, and constraints that govern
network operations (e.g., network access, incident handling, and
communications isolation). The architecture imposes the execution of policy
enforcement through the network middleboxes. The middleboxes are devices
deployed to manipulate the network traffic for specific purposes, for instance,
inspection, threat detection, and access control.

Traditionally, two approaches enforce network policy, either by deploying
the middleboxes in the network paths between endpoints or by attaching them
to middle switches. Both options lack flexibility as they have rigorous
deployments [4,5].

SDN architecture allows the following two advantages which were not
possible in classic networks:

Entire-network coverage: The network policy is enforced at
switching devices by installing flow rules. In conventional networks,
middleboxes such as firewalls and intrusion-prevention systems are
positioned at specific points in the network, typically at the network
entry points (e.g., in a Demilitarized Zone [DMZ]) either on network
paths or off network paths. Both deployments are inflexible and
incomprehensive. In SDNs, programmable switches are distributed
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5.3.2 

across multiple locations in the network. This architecture avoids a
single point of failure and enforces policy inside the network
between endpoints.
Centralization in SDNs facilitates policy deployment and
configuration: In contrast to existing network middlebox
configurations, the network administrators implement and deploy the
policy from a single point rather than configuring appliances
explicitly.

Historically, OpenFlow protocol was evolved as a successor of the Ethane
project. The purpose of Ethane was to define a network policy and enforce it
at the switches. The Ethane project was an instantiation of the Secure
Architecture for Networked Enterprise (SANE) [6]. The domain controller
based on the network policy calculates the flow table entries installed on the
switches. The project requires custom switches; hence, network upgrades
were expensive. Ethane network integration with current networks did not
provide holistic policy enforcement, as there was a probability of the traffic
passing through other, non-Ethane custom switches.

SDN features reintroduced a policy enforcement method called active
security [7]. The concept includes the following five phases of adaptable
network policy:

Initial configuration of the infrastructure
Sensing, the controller responsible for collecting data from the
network
Adjusting the configuration, as the controller updates the policy
according to the network status
Forensics, the controller gathers information related to attacks
Response, the controller initiates a reconnaissance and
counterreaction

SECURITY POLICY VERIFICATION
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5.3.3 INTRUSION DETECTION

Intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPS) are software or hardware
systems dedicated to observing the network for security breaches. The
standard IDPS process comprises three stages—collecting data from the
network, analyzing the data, and then executing actions in case of threat
detection. Substantially, there are three methods to analyze the data for
breach detection, named signature based, anomaly detection, and
specification based [10]. First, with signature-based detection, a system has a
database of predefined violation signatures, and the system matches those
signatures against the network activity signatures. Second, with anomaly
analysis, the system is concerned with defining abnormal activities. For the
system, normal activities are identified in a baseline profile, which the system
develops in a learning phase. Third, with with the specification based, also
known as stateful protocol analysis, a predefined pattern of protocol behavior
is established, a comparison between network activities and the expected
behavior defined by protocols, and in the case of a profile violation, an alert
is raised. A combination of methods is used to maximize IDPS performance.
A study compares various detection methods proposed in [10]. Each method
has its pros and cons. A significant weakness in signature based is its
inability to detect new attacks, while anomaly detection has a higher false

As the complexity of networks escalated, there was a necessity to ensure and 
verify the attached security policy. The conflict between policies and even the 
rules in the same policy may lead to network exposure.

FlowGuard is an SDN-based framework to detect firewall policy 
violations. Upon the update of the network status, FlowGuard will 
dynamically analyze the path space to detect firewall rule conflicts [8]. 
FLOVER is another SDN security policy verifier [9]. It is a model-based 
checking system and was built on a NOX controller to provide formal 
verification for the security policies. FLOVER transforms flow table rules 
into a binary tree diagram and applies formal methods to detect rule 
violations.
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alarms rate. The majority of the commercial implementations use a hybrid 
approach.

Substantially, a network-based IDPS has a packet- or flow-capturing 
module [11]. The capturing engine sniffs packets or flows for specific 
features. Those feature selections rely on the threats targeted by the IDPS.

From the perspective of the SDN, packet and traffic measurements are a 
current research issue, for example, for traffic engineering, load balancing, 
monitoring, and security [12–14]. A network central view and 
programmability provide the necessary assets to develop a robust packet/flow 
inspection system. SDN consists of three layers, namely the application, the 
controller, and the forwarding devices. The controller has the capability to 
communicate with the devices through the southbound protocols (e.g., 
OpenFlow protocol. OpenFlow allows the API to poll the devices for traffic 
statistics. Those traffic data are aggregated to the controller, which in turn 
communicates with the application layer through an OpenFlow interface [15].

The architecture of an anomaly-detection method based on SDN has been 
proposed in [16]. The framework is a distributed denial-of-service attack 
detector based on flow inspection. The system has been implemented on a 
NOX controller. OpenSketch is a significant example of SDN traffic 
measurement architecture [17]. It is a platform that provides a library to 
customize measurements to meet specific tasks and sets measurements to 
detect anomalous behavior. The comprehensive view of the system which lay 
in the essence of the SDN architecture is a remarkable feature. It reinforces 
the design of a robust data collection module in intrusion detection systems.

Studies have deployed architecture for an anomaly-detection method 
based on SDN [16,18]. The concentration on the anomaly detection based on 
the SDN is supported by the controllability of the traffic. However, there is a 
necessity to deploy other detection methods in SDNs to exploit the 
capabilities of SDNs.

Distinctly, SDN architecture can contribute to enhancing detection 
analysis techniques. Features such as scalability and easiness to configure in 
the case of anomaly detection can be improved by exploiting the centralized 
architecture of the SDN. Developing a central analysis module reduces the
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5.3.4 

overhead on the monitored system, which leads to performance improvement.

THREAT RESPONSE

Consistently, the SDN controller has a real-time view of the entire network.
Detecting attacks in real time is essential to establishing an active response
system. The SDN is a flow-based networking model rather than a destination-
based model [1,19]. Traffic control is a key feature in the response module.
For example, on the assumption of threat existence, the network middleboxes
forward the traffic to virtual appliances or a honeypot for further
investigation or forensic processes. Additionally, SDN programmability
allows applications, particularity IDPS applications, to communicate with
forwarding devices. The flexibility of the architecture facilitates the response
mechanisms. For instance, if a section of the network is compromised, the
response module isolates infected devices only to mitigate the risks.
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5.4 SDN CHALLENGES
Despite the many voices preaching for the promising future of the SDN, 
various challenges curb the broad adoption of the new model. 
Contradictorily, the new architecture’s primary advantages are the origins of 
the model’s weakness. Performance, scalability, resilience, and security are 
the main issues to tackle in the context of current research issues in SDNs 
[1,20].

In contrast to traditional networks, the SDN has performance trade-offs. A 
tightly coupled data and control plane in a single processing device is 
performance-oriented architecture. In SDN process flow, the device refers to 
the controller to perform logical decisions. The delegation of logical 
processes causes latency and negatively affects the throughput of the devices 
[20]. The current stream of research concentrates on hardware improvements 
(e.g., processing chips [1].

Essential questions about SDN scalability are raised. The network 
controller is responsible for logically updating forwarding tables on the 
connected devices pool. In real-world networks, the controller is responsible 
for processing a huge number of messages sent from the forwarding devices. 
The question is the matter of how many nodes a controller should support. 
Increasing the number of installed controllers to expand the network will 
cause a inconsistency challenge. The consistency is essential in SDN model, 
as the controller or a set of them should maintain the same view on the 
network. HyperFlow [21] provides a solution that updates the network state 
by propagating the events that affect the network state.

A single point of control is equivalent to a single point of failure. Such a 
configuration is a major threat to network resiliency and fault tolerance. SDN 
resilience is still an open question [1]. A distributed controller was proposed 
to improve SDN flexibility [20].

Security threats are critical challenges in traditional networks. Security 
concerns escalate in SDN networks. The new architecture brings additional 
challenges that did not exist in traditional networks. Particularly, threats
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5.4.1 CONTROLLER SECURITY FLAWS

Security breaches are common challenges in conventional networks. Security
threats are mounting in SDNs as the novel architecture introduces additional
features which did not exist in traditional networks. Various studies focus on
the challenges related to the SDN architecture. Sezer et al. mentioned three
challenges of the SDN model [20]. First, the authors demonstrate the extent
to which the performance is negatively affected by increased flexibility in the
SDNs. The second drawback is the network’s scalability limitations, which
bring questions related to controller scalability, and latency associated with
the exchange of information between a set of controllers in a distributed
controller architecture. The last challenge highlighted relates to security; the
authors claim the controller is an attractive target for attackers.

Figure 5.3 depicts seven threat vectors proposed by Kreutz et al. [22]. The
following three threats directly relate to the controller itself:

Attacks on the communications between the controller and the data
plane devices
Attacks on the controller vulnerabilities
Attacks on the controller originated from untrusted applications

target the control layer [22]. In the following sections, we highlight the 
security concerns of the controller and the standard southbound protocol 
OpenFlow.
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FIGURE 5.3 SDN threat vector. (From Kreutz, D. et al., Towards secure and dependable
software-defined networks. In: Proceedings of the 2nd ACM SIGCOMM Workshop on Hot
Topics in Software-Defined Networking, 2013, pp. 55–60.)

Security deficiencies are a remarkable ongoing research topic. In an SDN
security survey, authors classified the current research on SDNs into three
categories—studies to analyze SDN security, studies to enhance SDN
security, and research related to the solutions proposed by SDNs [2]. A quick
glance at the survey shows that the majority of probes on enhancement are
associated with the controller layer.

The OpenFlow protocol security analysis study has revealed several
attacks derived from the SDN’s unrivaled protocol, for instance, denial-of-
service attacks on flow tables and control channels and denial-of-service
attacks on the controller itself [23].

Controllers are software systems, which potentially suffer programming
vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer, heap, string overflow). Even in a web-terminal
managed controller, there is a threat of SQL injection and cross-site scripting
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5.4.2 OPENFLOW PROTOCOL SECURITY FLAWS

OpenFlow has evolved from SANE/Ethane, which was a Stanford project [1].
It has been a dominant protocol in the SDN southbound layer. Figure 5.4
shows the main components of an OpenFlow switch. The controller
communicates with the switch via the control channel to manage one or more
flow tables.

The control channel between the controller and the switch is initiated as a
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection, with an option for the
encryption protocol transport layer security (TLS) to secure the channel.
Without an encryption method, the communication between the controller
and the forwarding devices is exposed to a man-in-the-middle attack. Kloti et
al. have conducted a security analysis for the OpenFlow protocol [23]. The
study has deduced that denial-of-service attacks have threatened the flow
tables and the communication channels, as the attacker floods those
components with OpenFlow rules and requests. Additionally, tampering
attacks substantially have targeted the flow tables on the devices by installing
rules from untrusted sources.

(XSS attacks. A remarkable example of controller vulnerabilities is 
OpenDaylight programming vulnerabilities. Netconf XML eXternal Entity 
(XXE is an OpenDaylight vulnerability exploited to execute an XXE attack 
on the controller and take control of the entire network.
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FIGURE 5.4 OpenFlow switch specifications.

FIGURE 5.5 Defense4All DoS detection application in ODL controller.
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5.5 SDN SECURITY ENHANCEMENT
SOLUTIONS

In the previous section, we addressed various security challenges related to
SDN architecture. Remarkably, those threats related to the controller being an
attractive target for intruders. For the communications between the controller
and the application layer, there is a necessity to authenticate and authorize
applications. Conflict in application privileges will propagate to flow rules.
FortNox [24] provides role-based authentication and security policy
enforcement; it conducts a real-time rule conflict analysis to reveal rule
contradictions.

Various intrusion-detection applications have been developed to detect
malicious activities in SDNs. Figure 5.5 shows Defense4All; it is an
application deployed on an OpenDaylight controller [25]. Defense4All was
developed to detect and mitigate distributed denial-of-service attacks
(DDoS). However, the application does not protect the controller itself; rather
it deploys a set of rules to protect the network at the network perimeters. The
Defense4All application requests the network information from the
controller. On detection of malicious activities, the application executes
mitigation actions according to its attack response module. A conventional
technique to protect the controller is deploying a distributed controller
platform [2]. However, significant concerns emerge in a distributed
architecture, such as the network performance trade-offs. As multiple
controllers exchange information for orchestrated network control, this
exchange process results in latency. Another issue relates to data consistency
and synchronization on each control point [2,20]. For controller and
switching device communication, there is a necessity to cipher the data
exchanged over the communication channels, as TCP connections are
exposed to various threats. TLS encryptions will provide standard security
measures to mitigate man-in-the-middle attacks.
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TABLE 5.1
SDN Security Tools Survey

5.6 SDN SECURITY TOOLS
In this section, we survey several SDN security solutions. In Table 5.1, the 
tools are classified into two categories, as a security enhancer or as a SDN 
security resolution [2,26]. Through security enhancement tools, the solutions 
aim to improve network security by utilizing SDN features. SDN security 
resolutions represent tools developed to improve the security of the SDN 
itself. Moreover, the table indicates which layers the solution covers.
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FRESCO is a security composition framework. It focuses on anomaly
detection and mitigation [27]. Netfuse is an example of solutions that address
the security flaws in the SDN architecture [28]. It protects the network from
denial-of-service attacks. However, there is a significant shortcoming in
research related to improving the security of the SDN itself.

The majority of the survey tools focus on using SDNs to enhance security,
specifically, policy enforcement solutions. The resilience of the SDN
architecture effectively pushes toward the adoption of policy execution and
verification applications. MAPPER, FlowTags, SIMPLE, and OpenSAFE are
examples of SDN solutions for policy enforcement [29–32]. CloudWatcher
[33] controls network flows to guarantee network security devices inspect
each flow. Veriflow inspects and verifies flow rules in real time to ensure the
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flow rules’ integrity [34].
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5.7 CONCLUSION
SDNs represent a revolutionary change in the data communications model. 
The separation of control and forward layers accelerates the pace of 
innovation, increases network resiliency, and decomposes the existing 
complex and rigorous network paradigm. Distinctly, the SDN architecture 
impacts the security features. From a positive perspective, SDN 
characteristics (e.g., centralization and programmability are exploited to 
enhance security. Network policy enforcement and verification are 
significantly flexible in the SDN model. A global view of the system 
improves threat detection, while network programmability enriches threat 
countermeasures. However, there are unprecedented threat vectors related to 
the new paradigm. The majority of the new risks are linked to the controller. 
Further research is required to enhance control-layer security, as improving 
the security at this layer will boost the security of the entire paradigm.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile and wireless networks have made tremendous growth in the past 
decade. This growth is due to the support of a wide range of applications and 
services by smart mobile devices such as laptops, smartphones, tablets, and 
phablets. This resulted in an increased demand for mobile broadband services 
that demand high data rates, high mobility, low latency, broadband spectrum, 
and high energy consumption, comparable to the fixed broadband Internet 
[1].

In this direction, many global research and industrial initiatives have 
started to work on the building blocks of the next generation of mobile and 
wireless networks, usually called 5G, or the fifth generation [2–4]. 5G will 
enable the future Internet-of-Services (IoS paradigms such as anything as a 
service (AaaS, where devices, terminals, machines, and smart things and 
robots will become innovative tools that will produce and use applications, 
services, and data.

However, 5G will have to support huge mobile traffic volumes, 1000 
times larger than those today, in the order of multiples of gigabits per second 
[5–8]. It will also have to deal with a proliferation of new and complex 
applications and services, many of which are unknown today. Moreover, 
mobile devices are resource-constrained devices due to their capabilities and 
obstacles. These are related to their performance (battery life, memory, 
storage, bandwidth, processing power, environment (heterogeneity, 
availability, and scalability, and security (reliability and privacy. In 
addition, the future Internet will exacerbate the need for improved QoS/QoE, 
supported by services that are orchestrated on demand and are capable of 
adapt at runtime, depending on the contextual conditions, to allow reduced 
latency, high mobility, high scalability, and real-time execution. The 
emerging applications in the context of the Internet of Everything (IoE, 
which is a clear evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT, will introduce high 
mobility, high scalability, real-time, and low latency requirements that raise 
new challenges on the services being provided to the users [9]. These
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demands can only be partially fulfilled by existing cloud computing solutions
[10].

A new paradigm called fog computing, or briefly fog, has emerged to
meet these requirements [11]. Fog extends cloud computing and services to
the edge of the network. With its service orchestration mechanisms, it
provides data, computing, storage, and application services to end users that
can be hosted at the network edge or even end devices such as set-top boxes
or access points. The main features of fog are its proximity to end users, its
dense geographical distribution, and its support for mobility [12].

By implementing fog computing in 5G networks, end-to-end latency will
be significantly reduced to less than a few milliseconds, and it will improve
the service quality perceived by mobile users. This high data speed together
with the expected pervasive coverage of reliable networks will create
opportunities for companies to deploy many new real-time services that
cannot be delivered over current mobile and wireless networks [13].

The move from cloud to fog in 5G brings out several key challenges,
including the need for supporting the on-demand orchestration and runtime
adaptation of resilient and trustworthy fog services. This is essential for the
success of the future IoE.

This chapter provides an overview of 5G and fog computing technologies
and their research directions. It also proposes and evaluates a hybrid
environment service orchestration (HESO) model as a fog computing
mechanism for 5G networks in terms of round-trip time latency, throughput,
and product latency throughput.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 is about 5G networks,
their service requirements, and applications and 5G smart user devices. It also
explains 5G, the IoE, and the possible existing mechanisms of mobile cloud
computing in 5G. Section 6.3 is about fog computing and its features, such as
ubiquity of devices, network management, fog connectivity, and fog privacy
and security. Section 6.4 explains the possible applications of fog in a 5G
network. Section 6.5 proposes the HESO model of fog computing as a
possible solution in a 5G network. Section 6.6 performs a quality evaluation
of the HESO model in terms of latency, throughput, and product latency
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throughput. Section 6.7 outlines the open research challenges and issues in
fog computing. Finally, Section 6.8 summarizes the chapter.
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A step-by-step evolutionary path focusing on further enhancements
of existing technologies
A revolutionary path using a brand-new, innovative technologies
A symbiotic integration and convergence of existing or new
technologies, such as communication, information systems and
electronics, multi-radio access technologies, computing techniques,
device-to-device communications, bands, links, layers, services, and
multiplexing

6.2 5G NETWORKS
The fifth generation of mobile and wireless networks, or 5G, is a name which 
is used in some research papers and projects to denote the next major phase 
of mobile telecommunications standards [2–4]. 5G networks will include 
support of a large number of connected devices and flexible air interfaces and 
different interworking technologies that are energy efficient and will possess 
always online capabilities [6]. This transformation will require not only an 
upgrade of existing systems, but also innovation of new protocols and new 
access technologies altogether.

The following are three possible migration paths to 5G networks [7–8]:
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6.2.1 5G VISION AND REQUIREMENTS

The 5G vision and requirements should be defined in multiple dimensions,
such as the technology perspective, user perspective, network operator
perspective, and traffic and service models [6–8].

From the technology perspective, 5G will be a continuous enhancement
and evolution of the present RATs, development of novel RATs, and
symbiotic integration and convergence of many technologies to meet the
increasing user demand of the future.

From the user’s perspective, 5G mobile systems will enhance user
experience in many aspects, such as higher demand for data rate and capacity,
good performance in terms of pervasive coverage, reliable QoS and battery
life of the mobile device, ease of use, affordable price for subscription, safety
and reliability, and personalization of the services. 5G should provide user-
centric services, where the users can customize the subscription of services
and add or remove subscriptions at any time.

From the network operator’s point of view, 5G should provide sufficient
bandwidth and capacity to support the high data traffic volume at an
affordable cost. 5G should provide low-cost, easy deployment and simple,
scalable, and flexible operation to decrease CAPEX and OPEX. 5G networks

FIGURE 6.1 Technology routes to 5G.

As shown in Figure 6.1, 5G will be a multilayered, heterogeneous network 
that will consist of existing 2G, 3G, 4G, and future radio access technologies 
(RATs. It may also converge many other radio technologies, such as mobile 
satellite system (MSS, digital video broadcasting (DVB, wireless local 
access network (WLAN, wireless personal access network (WPAN, and 
worldwide interoperability for microwave access network (WiMAX, with 
multi-tiered coverage by macro, pico, femto, relay, and other types of small 
cells. 5G will support a wide range of applications and services to satisfy the 
requirements of the information society by the year 2020 and beyond [2–3].
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TABLE 6.1
QoS Comparison between 4G and 5G Networks

Parameter 4G 5G
Air Link User Plane Latency 10 ms 1 ms

Air Link Control Plane Latency 100 ms 50 ms

Simultaneous Connection Density per Unit km2 105 106

Mobility 300 km/hr 500 km/hr
Uplink Cell Spectral Efficiency 1.8 bps/Hz 5 bps/Hz

Downlink Cell Spectral Efficiency 2.6 bps/Hz 10 bps/Hz

Peak Throughput (Downlink) per Connection 100 Mbps to 1
Gbps

10 Gbps to 50
Gbps

Downlink Cell-Edge Data Rate 0.075 bps/Hz/cell Anywhere 1 Gbps

Uplink Cell-Edge Data Rate 0.05 bps/Hz/cell Anywhere 0.5
Gbps

Cost Efficiency 10 times 100 times
PDB without Quality Assurance 100 to 300 ms Undetermined
PDB with Guaranteed Quality 50 to 300 ms 1 ms

PLR for Video Broadcasting 10–8 (4k UHD) 10–9 (8k UHD)
PLR for M2M Services (without quality

assurance) 10–3 10–4

PLR for M2M Services (with guaranteed 10–6 10–7

should provide support for backward compatibility with current and legacy 
networks for investment protection. The future 5G system should support 
different types of services. The 5G mobile network will be an open service 
platform to bear all kinds of mobile internet applications, and it will support a 
more flexible model of operation that will enable both network operators and 
service providers to generate their own revenue.

The network operators should consider two key traffic models for 5G: 
high-speed video flow from the server to the subscriber and massive 
machine-to-machine (M2M, or device-to-device (D2D, communications 
[5].
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quality) 10–6 10–7

To fulfill these demands, 5G systems will be required to deliver an order
of magnitude of cell capacities and per-user data rate comparable to 4G. It
will be a set of telecommunication technologies and services that supports
1000 times more data capacity than today and should provide an ultra-low
latency response of less than a few milliseconds. The network should provide
a capacity of 50 Gbps per cell and guarantee more than 1 Gbps per user
through super-dense networking, regardless of the user’s location, including
the cell edge. Compared to 4G, the cell spectral efficiency will be increased
by 3 to 5 times, and the latency response in the control plane will be reduced
to one-half (i.e., to 50 ms). In addition, it will support an ultra-low latency
response of 1 ms in the data plane, which is equal to one-tenth of 4G
networks [5–8].

To enable the forthcoming IoE [9], 5G should provide anytime, anywhere,
anyone, anything (4A) massive and simultaneous connectivity that will
accommodate one million different mobile devices per unit square kilometer.
It will have flexible and intelligent network architecture with software-based
structure that will analyze data in real time and provide intelligent and
personalized services [2].

5G will provide reliable, secure operation with more than 99% network
availability. There will be a possibility for self-healing reconfiguration and
self-optimization. The battery life of mobile devices will be increased by 10
times. Finally, 5G will have low cost for infrastructure and devices and will
be 50 to 100 times more efficient in terms of energy usage per bit compared
to the legacy systems [6].

The QoS management mechanisms in 5G networks should provide video
and VoIP traffic prioritization toward web-search traffic and other
applications tolerant to quality [5]. Some of the QoS parameters are packet
delay budget (PDB), or maximum packet delay, and packet loss ratio (PLR),
which have much lower values to the order of magnitude than 4G.

5G networks will outperform 4G networks. Table 6.1 summarizes the QoS
comparison between 4G and 5G networks [5–8].
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6.2.2 5G APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES

The service types for all generations of mobile and wireless networks (from
1G to 5G) are given in Figure 6.2. 1G supported only analog voice–type
communication. 2G provides digital voice communication and short message
service (SMS). 3G supports multimedia services as well as the services of
2G. 4G supports the services of 2G and 3G and the mobile Internet. 5G will
focus primarily in the following service types: data, connectivity, and user
experience. In addition, it will support the services of the previous
generations of mobile and wireless networks.

FIGURE 6.2 Service types from 1G to 5G.

5G will have a user-centric approach, where telecom operators will invest
in developing new applications that will provide a ubiquitous, pervasive,
seamless, continual, and versatile mobile experience to the end user [3]. The
applications will become more personalized and more context aware,
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recognizing user identity, user location, and user preferences [13].
Therefore, context-rich support services such as context extraction, 

recommendation, and group privacy should be supported in 5G. Particularly 
important is the context extraction service that performs data-mining analysis 
of mobile data combined with other forms of data, such as social networking 
data and sensor network data, to extract contextual clues relevant to the user. 
Data-mining services should be able to scale and analyze a large group of 
people and large quantities of data (big data to extract collective trends 
among the population of users in real time. Additionally, recommendation 
services based on collective group context rather than individual context need 
to be created and scaled. By using these clues, a layer of recommendation 
services can be built that creates output which is adjusted to a user, or set of 
users, with those contextual characteristics [13].

5G can be applied in areas such as health care, education, mobile 
augmented reality, video game services, disaster relief services, smart cities, 
smart homes, smart vehicles, robotics, and manufacturing [7–8]. For 
example, in health care, 5G can be used for such tasks as real-time 
emergency requests, remote professional prescription of drugs and pills, and 
remote medical assistance. The connected health-care devices will also send 
vital signs, such as brain waves, blood pressure, and heartbeat, to an expert 
system in the hospital in real time to prevent medical emergencies before they 
occur. In addition, the connected devices can measure the user’s athletic 
performance while he or she exercises or recommend the frequency and the 
duration of some exercises.

In education, 5G can promote realistic education services with 4D in 
various fields, online educational services, and multilateral educational 
services that will result in effective, simultaneous learning. 5G together with 
the built‐in, good-quality cameras of smart phones will allow widespread 
availability and portability of augmented reality, which is a technology that 
allows virtual graphics imagery to exactly overlay physical objects in real 
time. Some examples include navigation, public security, real-time text 
translation, 3D design and visualization, remote instruction, and shopping 
assistance.
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6.2.3 5G NETWORK ARCHITECTURAL LEVELS

5G networks will be all-IP networks that will provide continued evolution
and optimization of the system concept to provide a competitive edge in
terms of both performance and cost [2–4,13]. This will lessen the burden on
the aggregation point, and traffic will move directly from the base station to
media gateways. The network architecture in 5G will consist of several
levels, as shown in Figure 6.3.

The innovative service and content providers are located at the top level,
and they will accommodate 5G requirements and provide a new ubiquitous
and pervasive user experience. New applications and services such as
augmented and virtual reality, hologram, mobile ultra-high definition, and
cloud computing will be provided.

One level below is the enabling software-based core platform. At this
level, flexible and reliable flat-IP architecture will converge into different

5G will provide a better user experience for video games using the high-
definition hologram (HD hologram that will provide huge content 
representation, implementation of HDTV holograms, and 50-inch hologram 
display realization. In addition, the recognition sensor will allow vision 
recognition and situational awareness.

Together with the IoT devices, 5G will support disaster relief services 
such as location-based services, high-density user communication, 
environmental sensors for chemical measurements, HD-CCTV (closed-circuit 
television, and emergency services that include recognition (positional 
information, estimation of the situation, and the risk and action (service 
execution.

5G can be used in smart cities, smart homes, and smart vehicles for public 
transport regulation, car navigational systems used to find the desired 
location, vehicle diagnostic services, smart home environments that will save 
energy, and to make some recommendations according to the user’s 
preferences (e.g., a smart refrigerator recommending a recipe requiring 
ingredients that are already in the refrigerator.
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FIGURE 6.3 5G network architectural levels.

The third level is the radio access network (RAN) that consists of the
EDGE Cloud RAN (EDGE CRAN) service and hyper-connected RAN.
EDGE CRAN moves the cloud from the innovative service content provider
to the RAN. By placing storage and computing resources at, or close to, the
cell site, operators can improve response times, making services feel
“snappier” and, uniquely, more responsive to prevailing radio conditions.

technologies to form a single 5G core, where a range of intelligent, complex 
telecommunication network functions can be efficiently implemented. The 
5G core will consist of reconfigurable multi-technologies combined in a 
single core called super core, nano core, or master core [4]. All network 
operators will be connected to one single network core with massive capacity 
that will eliminate all interconnecting charges and complexities that the 
network operator is facing currently, and will reduce the number of network 
entities in an end-to-end connection, thus reducing latency significantly. The 
main functionality in the 5G core will be the network-as-a-service (NaaS 
platform that will allow the configuration of all telecommunication and 
service functions with virtualized software on a programmable hardware [13].
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6.2.4 5G SMART MOBILE DEVICES

5G networks will provide ubiquitous and pervasive connectivity with smart
capabilities to deal with the communication requirements of smartphones,
smart TVs, and smart small devices and to include efficient and effective
management of resources. 5G smart mobile devices will be autonomously
reconfigurable devices attached to several mobile or wireless networks at the
same time and will use the flows of mobile accesses (e.g., 2G, 3G, or 4G)
and/or wireless accesses (e.g., Wi-Fi and WiMAX) in a separate and/or an
integrated manner (i.e., the multiple connection capability) [3]. Each network
access technology will be responsible for handling user mobility, while the

Hyper-connected RAN infrastructure acts as a data pipe supporting the 
massive and ultra-high speed connectivity over ultra-dense networks (UDN 
of wireless access with heterogeneous cell arrangement. It will be a multi-
layered, heterogeneous network that will consist of existing 2G, 3G, 4G, and 
future RATs. It may also converge many other radio technologies, such as 
MSS, DVB, WLAN, WPAN, and WiMAX, with multi-tiered coverage by 
macro, pico, femto, relay, and other types of small cells. Cognitive radio and 
software-defined networking together with existing or new modulation and 
transmission methods can be used for deploying new applications and 
services that will improve the utilization of the congested radio frequency 
(RF spectrum. The RAN infrastructure will be responsible for cellular 
content caching, radio and resource allocation, mobility, and interference 
control, among other things.

Finally, the lowest level of the 5G network architecture consists of a smart 
things network with different smart mobile, IoT, and Web of Things (WoT 
end-user devices. This includes various devices from laptops, smartphones, 
tablets, phablets, and wearable devices to connectivity embedded devices and 
sensors in such things cars, trucks, and bikes.

The architectural levels in 5G will be defined primarily by the service 
requirements and the following technologies: nanotechnology, quantum 
cryptography, and (mobile cloud computing.
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FIGURE 6.4 5G smartphone device protocol stack layers.

terminal will make the final choice among different wireless/mobile 
networks. An overview of the 5G mobile smartphone device protocol stack 
layers compared to the OSI layers is given in Figure 6.4.

The physical and data link OSI layers will be based on the open network 
access layer (i.e., any existing or new mobile and wireless access network, 
such as LTE/LTE-A, Wi-Fi, and WiMAX [3].
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FIGURE 6.5 5G smartphone network layer.

The network layer (see Figure 6.5 will consist of two layers: the upper 
network layer and the lower network layer [3]. The upper network layer will 
contain the fixed IPv6 address for the mobile device that will be implemented 
in the mobile phone by 5G manufacturers. At lower network layers, the 
Mobile IP (MIP protocol will be used. Since the mobile device will be 
simultaneously connected to several mobile and wireless networks at this 
level, the mobile device will maintain different IP addresses for each of the 
radio interfaces. Each of these IP addresses will be a care-of address (CoA 
for the foreign agent (FA placed in the mobile phone. This FA will perform 
the CoA mapping between the fixed IPv6 address and the CoA for the current 
mobile or wireless network. Thus, the 5G mobile device will maintain a 
multi-wireless network environment. The network address translation will be 
performed by the middleware between the upper and lower network layers. In 
addition, MIP protocol can be used to perform service continuity while the 
device performs roaming or moves from one wireless access network to 
another.

At the transport layer, the Open Transport protocol will be used [3]. This 
will enable the download and install protocol, such as TCP or RTP, or a new 
transport protocol that is targeted to a specific mobile or wireless network.

The application layer will be used for QoS and QoE management. The 
QoS and QoE parameters will be stored in a database in the 5G mobile device 
with the aim to be used by intelligent algorithms running in the mobile 
terminal as system processes, which at the end shall provide the best wireless 
connection upon QoS and QoE requirements and personal cost constraints 
[3].

5G smart devices will contribute significantly to expedite the convergence 
of information communication technology (ICT with other industries (e.g., 
intelligent transport systems [ITS], e-health, and smart grid. In addition, 
these devices provide status information on an end user (human being,; for 
example, the health status of patients in the case of e-health application.
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6.2.5 

6.2.5.1 

5G AND INTERNET OF EVERYTHING (IoE)
Because of ICT developments, many end-user devices, networks, and
services have been acquiring more complicated features and capabilities. At
the moment, the Internet is progressively evolving from a network of
interconnected computers (Internet of Computers [IoC]) to a network of
interconnected objects, IoT, and moreover any-thing communications, called
the WoT [15]. The next step in the development of the future internet will be
a clear evolution of the IoT into the IoE that will introduce high mobility,
high scalability, real-time, and low latency requirements that raise new
challenges on the services being provided to the users [9]. Nanotechnology,
radio frequency identification (RFID), and sensor network technologies will
contribute in this direction.

Internet of Things (IoT) and Web of Things
(WoT)

The IoT is a system of smart physical objects, or “things,” that can be
discovered, monitored, controlled, or interacted with electronic devices that
communicate over various networking interfaces and eventually can be
connected to the Internet. The things, or the objects, are interconnected on the
basis of interoperable information and communication technologies [15–16].
The objects may have their own IP addresses, can be embedded in complex
systems, use sensors to obtain information from their environment, and/or use
actuators to interact with it. Through the exploitation of identification, data
capture, processing, and communication capabilities, the IoT makes full use
of things to offer services to all kinds of applications while maintaining the

However, the increased growth of the traffic and applications does not 
match the parallel improvement in the processing capabilities of the mobile 
devices. One possible solution for this obstacle is to enable the mobile 
devices, whenever possible and convenient, to offload their most energy-
consuming tasks to nearby servers [14].
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6.2.5.2 Internet of Everything (IoE)
In the future, everyday objects will interact and communicate with each
other. Large amounts of data will circulate to create smart and proactive
environments that will significantly enhance the user experience. Smart
interacting objects will adapt to the current situation with or without any
human involvement. This will lead the IoT and the WoT naturally to evolve
into the IoE [9,16–18]. According to Mitchell et al., “IoE brings together
people (humans), process (manages the way people, data, and things work
together), data (rich information), and things (inanimate objects and devices)
to make networked connections more relevant and valuable than ever before”

required privacy. The IoT will create opportunities for more direct integration 
between the physical world and computer-based systems, which will result in 
improved efficiency, accuracy, and economic benefit.

However, the IoT has limited capabilities in the integration of the devices 
from various manufacturers into a single application or system. This is 
because many incompatible IoT protocols exist. This makes the integration of 
data and services from various devices extremely complex and costly. In 
addition, no unique and universal application layer protocol for the IoT exists 
that can work across the many available networking interfaces.

A solution to this problem is to use the standard web application layer 
protocols, standards, and blueprints for connecting heterogeneous devices. 
This is called the WoT [15]. The WoT is considered an IoT by integrating 
smart things not only into the Internet (the network, but into the web (the 
application layer. It is intended for accessing the physical devices as 
resources of the web, where the services/applications can be provided 
through a web-based service environment, or legacy telecommunications. 
Thus, any device can be accessed using standard web protocols, and the 
integration across the systems and applications will be much easier. The 
services and data offered by objects will be more accessible to a larger pool 
of web developers, which will enable them to build new scalable and 
interactive applications, which will be beneficial for everyone.
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6.2.6 MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING IN 5G
Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly

[18].
People will be able to connect to the Internet in many different ways, and 

they themselves will become nodes on the Internet, with both static 
information and a constantly emitting activity system (e.g., health status
[18].

Data will be collected by the smart things, where it will be transformed 
into useful information that will be transmitted throughout the Internet to a 
central source (machines, computers, and people for further processing, 
analysis, evaluation, and decision making. The data transformation into 
information is very important because it will enable us to make faster, more 
intelligent decisions, as well as control our environment more effectively 
[18].

The smart things, or objects, consist of sensors, consumer devices, and 
enterprise assets that are connected to the Internet and each other. In the IoE, 
these smart things will sense more data, become context aware, and provide 
more experiential information to help people and machines make more 
relevant and valuable decisions [18].

The process plays an important role in the communication and 
cooperation among people, data, and things to deliver value in the connected 
world of the IoE. With the correct process, connections become relevant and 
add value because the right information is delivered to the right person at the 
right time in the most appropriate way [18].

In this way, information will turn into actions that will create new 
capabilities, richer experiences, and unprecedented economic opportunity for 
businesses, individuals, and countries. For 5G to support the IoE, it must be 
able to use new emerging technologies creatively over and above the growth 
of current data sources.
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provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider 
interaction [10,18–21].

Mobile cloud computing on the other hand is an integration of cloud 
computing technology in a mobile environment and provides all the 
necessary resources to overcome the obstacles of the mobile devices [22–25]. 
It is an infrastructure used by mobile applications where both data storage 
and data processing are moved away from the mobile device to powerful, 
centralized, and high-performance computing platforms located in the clouds.

An overview of a 5G network in a mobile cloud computing environment 
[13] is given in Figure 6.6. The architecture is proposed on the basis of the 
architectural levels explained in Subsection 6.2.3.

The top of the architecture consists of innovative content and service 
providers that provide over-the-top (OTT applications and services such as 
augmented and virtual reality, hologram, mobile ultra-high definition, and 
cloud computing. The software-based single core is enhanced Evolved Packet 
Core (EPC enhanced, which provides the core functionalities in the network, 
such as billing and charging, mobility and handover, location and 
geomanagement, home subscriber server, authorization authentication and 
accounting (AAA security, and NaaS, which will allow configuration of all 
telecommunication and service functions with virtualized software on a 
programmable hardware. The 5G RAN consists of consists of the EDGE 
CRAN service and hyper-connected RAN. The EDGE CRAN moves cloud 
computing functionalities to the RAN. Also, the hyper-connected RAN is a 
multi-layered heterogeneous network that consists of existing 2G, 3G, 4G, 
and future RATs that will provide cellular content caching, radio and 
resource allocation, mobility, and interference control, among other things. 
Finally, the smart things network consists of smart mobile, IoT, and WoT 
end-user devices.

Full network function virtualization (NFV will take place in 5G to satisfy 
the service requirements. Network virtualization pools the underlying 
physical resources or logical elements in a network by using the current 
technologies, such as cognitive and software-defined radios, in the 5G RAN, 
software-defined networking, and cloud services in 5G core [26].
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The NFV functions should cover the control and management of QoS, the 
service policy, and the prioritization of traffic. Network functions such as 
signal processing and path computation will be virtualized and offloaded to 
network management clouds. This will make network operating easier, 
reduce end-to-end energy consumption, and open the way to new, flexible 
communication services. The main cloud computing functionality in 5G core 
will be the NaaS platform, which will allow configuration of all 
telecommunication and service functions with virtualized software on a 
programmable hardware [13].

5G will include a mix of a centralized cloud and a distributed cloud using 
access network and RAN elements [13]. By moving the cloud into the radio 
access network, called Cloud RAN (CRAN (i.e., by moving the base station 
from the cell site into the cloud by placing storage and computing resources 
at, or close to, the cell site, operators will be able to guarantee the necessary 
service-level agreement (SLA and can better support delay-sensitive 
applications such as virtual desktops and electronic programming guides. 
They will also improve response times, making services feel “snappier” and, 
uniquely, more responsive to prevailing radio conditions. This might be 
useful for congestion control or rate adaptation for video streams. On the 
network side, cell-site caching can reduce demand on the backhaul network 
and potentially play a role in limiting signaling to the core network.
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FIGURE 6.6 5G network architecture in a mobile cloud computing environment.

Because 5G RAN will consist of a dense deployment of micro, pico, and
femto cells, mobile cloud computing will significantly reduce the latency
over the wireless communication channel, as well as the transmit power
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necessary for computation offloading. Moreover, mobile devices can easily 
locate a cloud access point. Millimeter wave links, massive MIMO, and 
multi-cell cooperation can be used to improve the spectral efficiency by 
reducing the time necessary to transfer the users’ offloading requests to the 
cloud [14].

Mobile cloud computing in a 5G network should support context-rich 
support services such as a context extraction service, recommendation 
service, and group privacy service [13,25], where a layer of cloud 
recommendation services can be built that creates output which is adjusted to 
a user, or set of users, with those contextual characteristics.
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6.3 FOG COMPUTING
The future IoE will become the linkage between extremely complex 
networked organizations (e.g., telecoms, transportation, financial, health and 
government services, commodities that will provide the basic ICT 
infrastructure that supports the business processes and the activities of society 
in general [9,18]. Frequently, these processes and activities will be supported 
by orchestrated cloud services, where a number of services work together to 
achieve a business objective [10].

Although mobile cloud computing is a promising solution for 5G to cope 
with the future Internet, it still cannot deal with all future Internet services 
and applications. This is because the future Internet will exacerbate the need 
for improved QoS/QoE, supported by services that are orchestrated on 
demand and that are capable of adapt at runtime, depending on the contextual 
conditions, to allow reduced latency, high mobility, high scalability, and real-
time execution. The emerging wave of the IoT would require seamless 
mobility support and geodistribution in addition to location awareness and 
low latency. These demands can be only partially fulfilled by existing cloud 
computing solutions [10]. Also, existing cloud computing security 
mechanisms, such as sophisticated access control and encryption, have not 
been able to prevent unauthorized and illegitimate access to data.

Recently a new paradigm called fog computing, or briefly fog, has 
emerged to meet these requirements [11]. Fog computing extends cloud 
computing and services to the edge of the network. Fog will combine the 
study of mobile communications, micro-clouds, distributed systems, and 
consumer big data. It is a scenario where a huge number of heterogeneous 
(wireless and sometimes autonomous ubiquitous and decentralized devices 
communicate and potentially cooperate among themselves and with the 
network to perform storage and processing tasks without the intervention of 
third parties [12]. These tasks support basic network functions or new 
services and applications that run in a sandboxed environment. Users leasing 
part of their devices to host these services get incentives for doing so. The
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distinguishing fog characteristics are its proximity to end users, its dense 
geographical distribution, and its support for mobility. Therefore, the fog 
paradigm is well positioned for real-time big data analytics. Services are 
hosted at the network edge or even end devices such as set-top boxes or 
access points [27]. By doing so, fog reduces service latency and improves 
QoS, resulting in a superior user experience. It supports emerging IoE 
applications that demand real-time/predictable latency (industrial automation, 
transportation, networks of sensors and actuators.

The existence of the fog will be enabled by the emerging trends on 
technology usage patterns on one side and the advances on enabling 
technologies on the other side. A comparison between fog computing and 
cloud computing is given in [27], which is summarized in Table 6.2. Fog 
computing is targeted for mobile users, while cloud computing is targeted for 
general Internet users. Cloud computing provides global information 
collected worldwide, while fog computing provides limited, localized 
information services related to specific deployment locations. Cloud services 
are located within the Internet, while fog services are located at the edge of 
the network. There is a single hop between smart user devices and the fog 
computing server, while there are multiple hops between user devices and the 
cloud computing centers. Fog computing contains a very large number of 
server nodes, while cloud computing contains only a few server nodes. 
Latency and the delay jitter are very low in the fog computing environment, 
while in cloud computing, latency and the delay jitter are very high. Cloud 
computing centers are centralized, while fog computing nodes are densely 
geodistributed. Security in cloud computing is undefined, while in fog 
computing, it can be defined. The hardware in cloud contains ample and 
scalable storage and very high processing and computing power. On the other 
hand, the hardware in fog contains limited storage, processing, computing 
power, and wireless interface. Finally, the cloud computing deployment is 
centralized and maintained by OTT service providers, while fog computing is 
distributed in regional areas and maintained by local business, which are 
close to the end users, and therefore they have more trust in them.
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6.3.1 

TABLE 6.2
A Comparison between Cloud and Fog Computing

Cloud Computing Fog Computing
Target Type General Internet users Mobile users

Service Type Global information collected
worldwide

Limited localized information services
related to specific deployment

locations
Service Location Within the Internet At the edge of the local network

Distance
between Client

and Server
Multiple hops Single hop

Number of
Server Nodes Few Very large

Latency High Low
Delay Jitter High Very low

Geodistribution Centralized Distributed
Security Undefined Can be defined

Hardware
Ample and scalable storage,

processing, and computing
power

Limited storage, processing, and
computing power, wireless interface

Deployment Centralized and maintained by
OTT service providers

Distributed in regional areas and
maintained by local businesses

Cloud and fog form a mutually beneficial, interdependent continuum [28].
They are interdependent because coordination among devices in a fog may
rely on the cloud. They are also mutually beneficial because certain functions
are naturally more advantageous to carry out in fog while others are so in
cloud.

FOG COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE

The fog computing architecture uses one or a collaborative multitude of end-
user clients or near-user edge devices to carry out a substantial amount of
storage, communication, and management [28].
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An overview of fog computing architecture is given in Figure 6.7. It 
consists of a centralized cloud computing center, an IP/MPLS core network, a 
RAN network with distributed fog computing intelligence, and a smart things 
network. Each smart thing device is attached to one of the fog devices in the 
RAN network. The fog devices could be interconnected to each other, and 
each of them is linked to the centralized cloud computing center via the 
IP/MPLS core network.

The RAN network is actually an intermediate fog layer that consists of 
geodistributed intelligent fog computing servers which are deployed at the 
edge of networks (e.g., parks, bus terminals, shopping centers. Each fog 
server is a highly virtualized computing system and is equipped with an 
onboard, large-volume data storage, computing, and wireless communication 
facility [27].
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FIGURE 6.7 Fog computing architecture.

The role of fog servers is to bridge the smart mobile device things and the
cloud [12]. The geodistributed, intelligent fog servers directly communicate
with the mobile users through single-hop wireless connections using the off-
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6.3.2 

6.3.3 

UBIQUITY OF DEVICES

The main factor that will bring fog into reality is the ubiquity of the devices,
whose increase is driven by the user devices and sensors/actuators that
enabled the presence and usage of devices everywhere around us for different
services and applications. By decreasing the size of the device, the device’s
portability is increased. However, power consumption is also reduced, which
may be crucial in the context of some applications. This can be solved with
packaging and power management technologies, such as system-on-chip and
system-in-package technologies, 3D microbatteries, and RF-powered
computing, that aim to create smaller and more autonomous mobile devices
that will run longer at a minimum price [12].

NETWORK MANAGEMENT

The configuration and maintenance of many different types of services
running on many heterogeneous devices will only exacerbate the current
management problems. Therefore, in the fog computing environment,
heterogeneous devices and their running services need to be managed in a
more homogeneous manner with the following technologies: NFV; small-
edge clouds to host services close to or at the endpoints; and peer to peer
(P2P)– and sensor network–like approaches for autocoordination of
applications [12].

NFV is the reaction of telecom operators to their lack of agility and
constant need for reliable infrastructures. It is capable of dynamic

the-shelf wireless interfaces, such as LTE, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. They can 
independently provide predefined service applications to mobile users 
without assistance from the cloud or the Internet. In addition, the fog servers 
are connected to the cloud to leverage the rich functions and application tools 
of the cloud.

Some of the main fog computing features are described in the following 
subsections.
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6.3.4 FOG CONNECTIVITY

The presence of many mobile devices that consume and produce big data at
the edge of the network causes a huge bottleneck in the fog [12]. On the
physical level, the following technologies can cope with this: LTE-Advanced,
Wi-Fi ac, Bluetooth Low Energy, ZigBee, etc.

deployment for on-demand network services and user services. Software-
defined networks (SDNs are one of the main enablers for NFV. For 
example, the router can be seen as an SDN-enabled virtual infrastructure 
where NFV and application services are deployed close to the place where 
they are actually going to be used, which will result in cheaper and more 
agile operations. However, NFV capabilities still do not reach end-user 
devices and sensors.

Telecom operators started to deploy clouds in their long-term evolution 
(LTE networks closer to the edge (to the user because the EPC will deliver 
services close to users (at the edge more efficiently and will confine traffic 
there while reducing traffic overload with the help of SDNs. The fog will 
enable devices to become virtual platforms that can lease some 
computing/storage capacity for applications to run on them.

The P2P- and sensor network–like approaches exploit the locality and 
allow endpoints to cooperate to achieve similar results but can scale better 
and be implemented in a fog. A fog application can be seen as a content 
distribution network (CDN where data is exchanged between peers. As a 
result, the applications and data are no longer required to stay in centralized 
data centers.

A part of a network and some user devices/sensors can act as mini-clouds 
in a fog computing environment. The mini-clouds can be implemented by 
using droplets or small pieces of code that run in a secured manner in devices 
at the edge with minimum interaction with central coordinating elements, 
thus reducing the unnecessary and undesired uploads of data to central 
servers in corporate data centers. The users are able to retain control and 
ownership of their own data and applications, and the scalability is improved.
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6.3.5 FOG PRIVACY AND SECURITY

The greatest concern of fog users is data ownership (i.e., data security and
privacy) [29–30]. One method to maintain the privacy is by storing encrypted
sensitive data in traditional clouds. The existing cloud computing data
protection mechanisms, such as encryption, have failed in preventing data
theft attacks, especially those perpetrated by a malicious insider.

However, the value of stolen information can be decreased. This can be
achieved through a preventive disinformation attack by using the following
additional security features: user behavior profiling, decoys, or a combination
of both [30].

User behavior profiling is used to model normal user behavior (i.e., how,
when, and how much a user accesses his or her information in the cloud)
[30]. Such profiles contain volumetric information (i.e., how many files are
accessed and how often). The occurrence of abnormal access to user

On the network level, each node must be able to act as a router for its 
neighbors and must be resilient to node churn (nodes entering and leaving the 
network and mobility. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs and wireless 
mesh networks (WMNs can provide these functionalities [12]. MANET will 
enable the formation of densely populated networks without requiring fixed 
and costly infrastructures to be available beforehand.

WMNs, on the other side, use mesh routers at their cores. Nodes can use 
the mesh routers to get connectivity or other nodes if no direct link with the 
routers can be established. Routers will grant access to other networks, such 
as cellular and WiFi.

On higher levels, some protocols already exist for IoT, such as Message 
Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT and Constrained Application Protocol 
(CoAP, that provide low resource consumption and resilience to failure [12]. 
The network and IoT protocols can benefit from data locality, since they no 
longer need to send all the data around the world all the time, except for 
potential congestion problems at the edge of the network. Data locality also 
has a very positive impact on privacy.
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information in the cloud can be determined by monitoring this normal user 
behavior, based partially upon the scale and the scope of data being 
transferred.

Decoys are any bogus information that can be generated on demand. They 
are used to (1 validate whether data access is authorized when abnormal 
information access is detected, and (2 confuse the attacker with bogus 
information [30]. The serving decoys will confuse the malicious attacker into 
believing that he or she has exfiltrated useful information, but he or she has 
not. The attacks can be prevented by deploying decoys within the fog by the 
service customer and within personal online social networking profiles by the 
individual users.

A combination of decoys and user behavior profiling will provide 
unprecedented levels of security for the fog and will improve detection 
accuracy. When access to user information is correctly identified as 
unauthorized access, the fog security system would deliver unbounded 
amounts of decoy information to the attacker. Thus the true user data would 
be protected from unauthorized disclosure. When abnormal access to the fog 
service is not recognized, decoy information may be returned by the fog and 
delivered in such a way as to appear completely legitimate and normal. The 
true owner of the information would identify when decoys are returned by the 
fog. Hence, the legitimate user could alter the fog responses through a variety 
of means, such as challenge questions, to inform the fog security system that 
has inaccurately detected an unauthorized access. At the moment, the existing 
security mechanisms do not provide this level of security [30].
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6.4 FOG COMPUTING FOR 5G NETWORKS
There are four main reasons why fog computing is a suitable solution for 5G
[28].

1. Real-time processing and cyber-physical system control. Edge
data analytics, as well as the actions it enables through control loops,
often have stringent time requirements in the order of few
milliseconds that can be carried out only at the edge of the network.
This is particularly essential for Tactile Internet, which enables
virtual reality–type interfaces between humans and devices.

2. Cognition or awareness of client-centric objectives. The
applications can be enabled by knowing the requirements and the
preferences of the clients. This is particularly true when privacy and
reliability cannot be trusted in the cloud, or when security is
enhanced by shortening the extent over which the communication is
carried out.

3. Increased efficiency by pooling of idle and unused local
resources. The idle and unused gigabytes on many devices, the idle
processing power, the sensing ability, and the wireless connectivity
within the edge may be pooled within a fog network.

4. Agility or rapid innovation and affordable scaling. It is usually
much faster and cheaper to experiment with client and edge devices.
Rather than waiting for vendors of large boxes inside the network to
adopt an innovation, in the fog world, a small team may take
advantage of smartphones’ application programming interface (API),
software development kit (SDK), and proliferation of mobile
applications and offer a networking service through its own API.

The following are descriptions of some cases in which fog computing can
be applied in 5G [28].

Case 1: Crowd sensing the states in a 5G base station. A collection of 5G
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As a conclusion, the cloud in a 5G network will be diffused among the

end-user client devices may be able to infer the states of a 5G base station, 
such as the number of resource blocks used, by using a combination of 
passive received signal strength measurement (e.g., RSRQ, active probing 
(e.g., packet train, application throughput correlation, and historical data 
mining [31].

Case 2: OTT network provisioning and content management. The 
traditional approach to innovate in the network is to introduce another box 
inside the network. The fog directly leverages the “things” and phones 
instead and removes the dependence on boxes in the network altogether. By 
using end-user client devices for tasks such as universal resource locator 
(URL wrapping, content tagging, location tracking, and behavior 
monitoring, network services can be innovated much faster [28].

Case 3: Network selection in a heterogeneous environment. The 
coexistence of heterogeneous networks (e.g., LTE, femto, Wi-Fi is a key 
feature in 5G. Instead of network operator control, 5G will have a user-
centric approach where each client can observe its local conditions and make 
a decision on which network to join [3]. Through randomization and 
hysteresis, such local actions may emerge globally to converge to a desirable 
configuration [32].

Case 3: Borrowing bandwidth from neighbors in M2M or D2D 
communications. When multiple devices are next to each other, one device 
may request the other devices to share their bandwidth by downloading other 
parts of the same file and transmitting, via Wi-Fi Direct, client to client, etc.
[33].

Case 4: Distributed beam forming. Fog can also be applied in the physical 
layer by exploiting multiuser MIMO to improve throughput and reliability 
when a client can communicate with multiple access points or base stations. 
For uplink, multiuser beam forming can be used so that the client can send 
multiple data streams to multiple access points (APs or base stations (BSs 
simultaneously. For downlink, interference nulling can be used to allow the 
client to decode parallel packets from multiple APs or BSs. These can be 
done entirely on the client side [34].
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client devices, often with mobility too (i.e., the cloud will become fog [13]. 
More and more virtual network functionality will be executed in a fog 
computing environment, and that will provide “mobiquitous” service to the 
users. This will enable new services paradigms, such as AaaS, where devices, 
terminals, machines, and smart things and robots will become innovative 
tools that will produce and use applications, services, and data.
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6.5 FOG COMPUTING HYBRID ENVIRONMENT
SERVICE ORCHESTRATION MECHANISMS
FOR 5G

The 5G network with its cloud computing mechanisms will be unable to deal
with future Internet services and applications. This is because the traditional
service orchestration approaches that have been applied to cloud services will
be unable to adequately handle the forthcoming large-scale and dynamic fog
services, since they cannot effectively cope with reduced latency, high
mobility, high scalability, and real-time execution [10]. Therefore, it is time
to think of a new approach—the so-called 5G network in the fog.

A new HESO is needed that will be capable of ensuring the resilience and
trustworthiness of open, large-scale, dynamic services in the fog [13,35]. The
HESO orchestrator will be responsible for the composition of service
elements available in the fog environment (e.g., sensing, connectivity,
storage, processing, platform services, and software services) into more
complex fog services (e.g., traffic crowd sensing and trip-planning services)
to be offered to the users in the fog environment. The execution of the fog
services may involve multiple different components and entities spread
across a wide area, increasing complexity in terms of the decision-making
process regarding resource allocation to achieve acceptable QoS/QoE levels.
To coordinate the execution of the fog services, the orchestration mechanisms
need to synchronize and combine the operations of the different service
elements to meet the specifications of the composed fog services, including
low latency, scalability, and resilience.
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FIGURE 6.8 Hybrid environment service orchestrator model for fog computing.

The HESO in fog should operate in a loosely coupled mode, resulting in a
solution with several levels: regional service orchestrator (RSO), domain
service orchestrator (DSO), and federated service orchestrator (FSO), as
shown in Figure 6.8.

The RSOs are located at the edges of the fog environment and enable
semi-autonomous operation of the different fog regions. This allows the
distribution of the load, which provides scalability and much higher
proximity to the end users with lower latencies.

The DSOs are responsible for the fog domains and supervise the RSOs
below them. This level supports mechanisms that enable intra-domain
cooperation between different regions.
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The FSO allows fruitful interaction between different fog domains. It is 
responsible for the management between different fog domains, and, similar 
to the DSOs, it should be properly adapted to operate in a federated cloud 
environment. The FSOs will support federation mechanisms to enable 
cooperation among different fog domains (e.g., belonging to different entities 
or under the administration of different authorities and the creation of a 
multi-domain fog environment able to support service ubiquity.

The HESO model is flexible and scalable and can be implemented in any 
network technology standard. In particular, its application is important for 
critical usage cases of IoT devices and the Tactile Internet, which requires 1 
ms, end-to-end latency to virtual reality–type interfaces between humans and 
machines, and big data analytics, which requires real-time processing with a 
stringent time requirement that can be carried out only in the fog [36].
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6.6 

6.6.1 

HESO MODEL EVALUATION
The performance of the HESO model can be explored in terms of the RTT
latency, throughput, and the product latency throughput. The following
scenario will be used. There is a region in which a group of N users are
located, which are simultaneously covered by several different RANs. Each
RAN is connected to several clouds, which can be in the same or different
regions with the RANs. The users are assumed to have equally capable
smartphone devices and are located at different distances from the RANs.
The users can be simultaneously served by the RANs and the clouds.

RTT LATENCY

RTT latency is the time it takes for a single data transaction to occur,
meaning the time it takes for the packet of data to travel to and from the
source to the destination and back to the source [37,38]. The RTT latency
between the user equipment to any cloud via any RAN is equal to

(6.1)

where  represents RTT latency for any RAN network, and 
 represents the RTT latency between the RAN network and the

cloud. The average  values for 3G, 4G, and 5G are given in Table 6.3,
and the average values of  vary from 50 ms to 500 ms
depending on whether the cloud is in the same or different region with the
RAN network. For simulation purposes, randomly generated values were
used for . Cloud 1 is the closest to the RANs, with the lowest
RAN-cloud latency, while cloud 10 is the farthest from the RANs, with the
highest RAN-cloud latency.

The simulation results for the RTT latency for different RANs are given in
Figure 6.9. RTT latency between the user equipment and any cloud is the
lowest for 5G RAN and the highest for 3G RAN, and the user will have the
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TABLE 6.3
Round-Trip Time Latency for 3G, 4G, and 5G RAN

Network Type
Parameter 3G 4G 5G

RTT_RAN Latency [ms] 70 20 5

FIGURE 6.9 RTT latency in a 5G network between the user device and the cloud through
a particular RAN.

ability to choose the 5G RAN. The RTT latency for any RAN exponentially 
increases from cloud 1 to cloud 10 because cloud 1 has the lowest latency to 
all RANs, and cloud 10 has the highest latency to all RANs.
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6.6.2 

FIGURE 6.10 RTT latency in a 5G network in the fog.

If there is a fog computing node in the RAN (fog RAN) and if the
information requested by the user is located in the fog computing node, the
RTT latency for any user becomes

(6.2)

The RTT latency of a 5G network in the fog environment is shown in
Figure 6.10. The RTT latency here is significantly reduced compared to the
RTT latency of a 5G network in the cloud, especially for 5G RAN to the
order of few milliseconds.

THROUGHPUT

Throughput is the quantity of data that can pass from source to destination in
a specific time [36]. The total throughput of any user served by M RANs (M
= 10) is

(6.3)
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(6.4)

The peak data rate for each RAN depends on the distance between the
user device and the RAN, where a different modulation coding scheme is
used. The modulation coding schemes (i.e., the peak data rate and the
distance) are usually defined by the network operator. One such possible
configuration for the peak data rate for a 3G, a 4G, and a 5G RAN for a given
distance between the mobile device and the RAN is given in Table 6.4.

Each RAN is connected to several clouds, and the user can receive data
from a single cloud, several clouds, or all clouds. For simplicity, it is assumed
that each user receives data from a particular RAN through all clouds. When
all clouds are used, the network overload in the 5G core is significantly
reduced, and energy efficiency is significantly improved.

TABLE 6.4
Peak Data Rate in Mbps for 3G, 4G, and 5G RAN That Depends on the
Distance between the User and the RAN

Network Type
Distance d [m] 3G 4G 5G

d < 500 672 3900 50000
d < 1000 84 1000 40000
d < 1500 42 600 30000
d < 2000 21 450 20000
d < 2500 14.4 390 15000
d < 3000 7.2 300 10000
d < 3500 3.6 150 5000

Here,  is the weight coefficient equal to 0 or 1 that identifies whether the 
user will use the flow of a particular RAN in the total throughput. The user 
throughput for each RAN  can be calculated as a ratio of the peak data 
rate, R, in the RAN and the number of users, N, served by one or all clouds 
connected to that RAN by
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d < 4000 1.8 100 2500
d < 4500 0.72 50 1500
d < 5000 0.384 10 1000

FIGURE 6.11 User throughput in a 5G network in the fog as a function of the distance,
for N = 1000 users.

The user throughput results, when the user receives data from all clouds,
are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. In Figure 6.11, the number of users is
fixed to 1000, and the user throughput is represented as a function of the
distance. As the distance between the user and the cloud is increased, the user
throughput decreases. In Figure 6.12, the distance is less than or equal to 500
m, and the number of users is varied from 100 to 1000. As the number of
users increases, the user throughput again decreases. In both figures, 5G
offers much higher user throughput than 4G and 3G. This means that a much
higher quantity of data can pass through 5G RAN compared to 3G and 4G
RANs. Therefore, the smart user device will prefer to choose the 5G RAN.

In 5G, the user equipment will be simultaneously connected to several
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FIGURE 6.12 User throughput in a 5G network in the fog as a function of the number of
users, located at a distance of d < 500 meters.

RANs and several clouds (i.e., it will combine the flows from several RANs 
and several clouds for a single application or service. This is the total user 
throughput, which is also shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. The user 
throughput is significantly increased. In addition, the network overload is 
significantly reduced, and energy efficiency in the 5G network RAN is 
significantly improved.
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6.6.3 

6.6.4 

FIGURE 6.13 Product RTT × user throughput for cloud 1.

PRODUCT LATENCY THROUGHPUT

The product RTT × user throughput and RTT × peak data rate correspond to
the bandwidth delay product (i.e., to the maximum amount of data on the
network at any given time) that has been transmitted but not yet
acknowledged. The simulation results for these products for cloud 1 (closest
cloud computing center from the user devices) and cloud 10 (the farthest
cloud computing center from the user devices) are given in Figure 6.13 and
Figure 6.14, respectively. This product decreases as the number of user
devices increases. Here, 5G RAN again outperforms 3G and 4G RANs, and
the 5G smartphone device will prefer to choose the 5G RAN.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The results clearly demonstrate the benefits of fog computing HESO
mechanisms in a 5G network, especially if the flows from different RANs
and clouds for a particular application or service requested by the user are
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FIGURE 6.14 Product RTT × user throughput for cloud 10.

In particular, the big data analytics that require real-time processing and
very often have stringent time requirement can be carried out only in the fog.
This is essential for critical usage cases of IoT devices and the Tactile
Internet where 1 ms, end-to-end latency is required in the network to provide
virtual reality–type interfaces between humans and machines (human–
machine interaction and machine–machine interaction) [36].

However, the selection of RAN and cloud flows that will be combined and
used for a single service or application by the mobile user will depend on the
low latency requirements, high throughput requirements, optimal latency
throughput, bandwidth delay, and energy efficiency of the clouds and the
RANs. The algorithm for selecting the RAN and cloud flows will be the
direction of our future work.

combined. This will primarily depend on whether the user requests a service 
that requires high throughput, low latency, optimal product latency 
throughput, energy efficiency of clouds and RANs, etc.
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6.7 RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN FOG
COMPUTING

Many of the ideas in fog computing have evolved from P2P networks, mobile
ad hoc networks (MANETs), and edge computing [28]. Compared to P2P
networks, fog is not just about content sharing (or data plane as a whole) but
also network measurement, control and configuration, and service definition.
Compared to MANET, today there are much more powerful and diverse off-
the-shelf edge devices and applications, together with the broadband mobile
and wireless networks. Compared to edge computing, in a fog computing
environment, edge devices optimize among themselves, and they collectively
measure and control the rest of the network.

Fog computing also relocates the operating functions on digital objects of
information-centric networks and the virtualized functions in SDNs at the
network edge [28]. Because fog computing is a recently emerged paradigm,
there are many challenging questions that need to be resolved. The following
are some of those questions, which are also applicable for the fog computing
environment in 5G:

Cloud–fog interface and fog–fog interface [28]: The cloud will
remain useful as the fog arises. The tasks that require real-time
processing, end-user objectives, and low-cost leverage of idle
resources should go to fog, while the tasks that require massive
storage, heavy-duty computation, and wide area connectivity should
go to the cloud. Therefore, the cloud–fog interface and the fog–fog
interface need to be defined clearly to make the transfer of
information much easier.
Interactions between smart user device hardware and operating
systems (OS) [28]: Once the operating functions are moved on smart
user devices, the interface with their OS and hardware becomes
essential, particularly for pooling idle edge resources.
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Trustworthiness and security [12,28]: Because of the proximity to
end users and locality on the edge, fog computing nodes can act as
the first node of access control and encryption, provide contextual
integrity and isolation, and enable the control of aggregating privacy-
sensitive data before it leaves the edge.
Convergence and consistency arising out of local interactions
[28]: Typical concerns of distributed control, divergence/oscillation,
and inconsistency of global states become more acute in a massive,
under-organized, possibly mobile crowd with diverse capabilities
and a virtualized pool of resources shared unpredictably. Use cases
in edge analytics and stream mining provide additional challenges on
this recurrent challenge in distributed systems.
A decision of what kind of information to keep between distributed
(local) and centralized (global) architectures while maintaining
resilience through redundancy [28].
Exploring the energy efficiency of the fog computing environment
through the power consumption of the smart user devices for
different types of RANs.
Algorithm for selecting the most suitable RAN for a particular task
to provide the best QoS/QoE.
Distributed P2P mobile cloud computing among the smart user
devices to guarantee a certain QoS/QoE level.
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6.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter provided an overview of a 5G network and fog computing, their 
related technologies, and their research directions. It also proposed a HESO 
model for resilient and trustworthy fog computing services for a 5G network. 
Then, the HESO was evaluated in terms of RTT latency, user throughput, and 
product latency throughput. Finally, open research issues for fog computing 
mechanisms in 5G were outlined.

The results clearly show that 5G will benefit greatly by using the HESO 
model because its service orchestration mechanisms will effectively cope 
with the forthcoming services that require reduced latency, high mobility, 
high scalability, and real-time execution. This is particularly important for 
critical usage cases of IoT devices and the Tactile Internet, which requires 1 
ms end-to-end latency, and big data analytics, which requires real-time 
processing with stringent time requirement that can be carried out only in the 
fog.

The cloud in 5G networks will be diffused among client devices, often 
with mobility too (i.e., the cloud will become the fog. More and more virtual 
network functionality will be executed in a fog computing environment, and 
it will provide “mobiquitous” service to the users. This will enable new 
services paradigms, such as AaaS, where devices, terminals, machines, and 
smart things and robots will become innovative tools that will produce and 
use applications, services, and data. This is essential for the success of the 
future IoE, a clear evolution of the IoT.

5G in the fog will use the benefits of the centralized cloud, CRAN, and 
fog RAN cloud and the distributed P2P mobile cloud among the devices, 
which will create opportunities for companies to deploy many new, real-time 
services that cannot be delivered over current mobile and wireless networks.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION TO LIGHTWEIGHT
CRYPTOGRAPHY

The number of connected devices will increase with the deployment of the
Internet of Things (IoT) and is expected to reach 50 billion by 2020, as
shown in Figure 7.1. In the next decade, the amount of transferred data
among IoT devices will increase in parallel with the number of devices. A
large bandwidth will be required. The present communication protocols will
be insufficient to handle massive amounts of data generated by IoT devices
and machine-type communication besides human-centric applications. 5G is
expected to become the de facto access network for this new paradigm since
it will provide low latency, ultra-large capacity, wider coverage, machine-to-
machine communication, and green communication. Additionally, IPv6 will
substitute for IPv4 in the near future due to the lack of sufficient address
space of IPv4. Thanks to IPv6, which has 2128 addresses, devices will
communicate with each other directly in the network. 5G and IPv6
technologies will pave the way for new security vulnerabilities while having
many advantages.
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FIGURE 7.1 Prediction of the number of connected devices. (Redrawn from Hotel News
Resource. 2015. Internet of Things (IoT): Number of Connected Devices Worldwide from
2012 to 2020 [in Billions]. Statista—The Statistics Portal.
www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connected-devices-worldwide, Accessed
November 29, 2016.)

Conventional cryptographic algorithms are employed to provide
confidentiality, integrity, availability, and non-repudiation. They are usually
designed to satisfy security requirements, and they do not impose any
limitation or constraints on energy consumption, computation power, or
memory since these algorithms are mostly employed on powerful devices
such as servers, desktops, smartphones, and tablets. However, there are many
constrained devices that have limited CPU, memory, and power. By 2020, a
huge number of constrained devices are expected to be used in smart homes,
smart cities, agriculture, healthcare, and transportation to gather information
via sensors and to take actions via actuators. While transporting the sensed
information to the cloud, new challenges will emerge due to constraints of the
employed equipment. Hence, new protocols and security mechanisms have to
be developed to deal with these challenges since conventional cryptographic
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algorithms are not appropriate in the aforementioned tasks. Due to the limited 
storage, memory, and CPU, there are new solutions such as the Constrained 
Application Protocol (COAP (IETF/COAP 2016 as the web transfer 
protocol, 6LoWPAN (IETF/6LoWPANs 2007 for low-cost Internet 
connectivity, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT (ISO/MQTT 
2016 as the machine-to-machine lightweight messaging protocol for 
monitoring, Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP
(IETF/XMPP 2011 as the communication protocol for messaging, and Data 
Distribution Service (DDS (OMG/DDS 2015 as the data exchange service. 
However, these protocols and/or services can be eavesdropped by any third 
party because the existing cryptographic algorithms are not used in 
constrained devices for establishing secure channels because of the 
limitations of these devices. Therefore, novel lightweight or ultra-lightweight 
cryptographic approaches have to be designed. The term lightweight does not 
indicate insecurity, although it does imply energy efficiency. It has to provide 
a sufficient security level for constrained devices.

The vision of 5G and IoT integration with transportation, smart cities, 
smart homes, healthcare, agriculture, and other digital systems is illustrated in 
Figure 7.2. There are many applications envisioned, such as adjusting home 
temperature, checking unusual situations, measuring the amount of moisture 
of fields, optimizing traffic density, reducing power consumption, and 
measuring tension. The data measured by sensors will be transmitted to data 
centers. To reduce operations on the cloud, there are some cloud-like servers 
deployed close to the source of the data.
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FIGURE 7.2 5G and IoT integration in intelligent transportation systems, smart cities,
smart homes, healthcare, agriculture, and other vertical sectors.

To sustain such applications, new devices are being introduced to the
market, and the amount of energy consumption has been increasing despite
its negative effects on our daily life. One of the well-known effects is global
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warming since CO2 emissions are increasing through the production and the 
consumption of energy. A huge portion of energy is consumed today by 
factories, as illustrated in Figure 7.3 (U.S. Energy Information 
Administration 2016. In the near future, constrained devices will also be one 
of the main energy-consuming domains due to the billions of constrained 
devices that will take part in our daily life. Moreover, when it is hard to 
change the batteries of constrained devices frequently, they have to consume 
their energy sources efficiently. Therefore, the amount of energy 
consumption should be reduced by employing energy-efficient solutions. 
Green and secure technology is related to lightweight cryptography since 
their designs consider the minimum energy consumption with sufficient 
security principles for constrained devices.

Although the extra energy conservation from using lightweight 
cryptography per unit might be negligible, the total amount will be 
considerably large when implemented in a massive network (e.g., IoT 
network with billions of devices. That is why we present an overall 
perspective on lightweight cryptography in this chapter. We will present 
lightweight cryptography standards, block and stream ciphers, hash functions, 
and possible attacks on lightweight security measures.

This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 7.2, features of 
constrained devices and IoT security are summarized. In Sections 7.3, 7.4, 
and 7.5, lightweight block ciphers, lightweight stream ciphers, and 
lightweight hash algorithms are covered. Some of the algorithms are 
explained in detail since they provide much greater performance than the 
others. We also mention lightweight standards. In addition, key features of 
the lightweight cryptographic algorithms are listed for comparison. In the last 
section, we briefly explain attacks.
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FIGURE 7.3 Energy consumption between 1945 and 2015. (Redrawn from U.S. Energy
Information Administration. 2016. U.S. Energy Information Administration Energy
Consumption. U.S. Energy Information Administration. Accessed August 30, 2016.
www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/sec2_2.pdf.)
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7.2 CONSTRAINED DEVICES AND IOT
SECURITY

One of the main components of IoT is constrained devices. The constraints of
these devices can be chip area, energy consumption, program code size,
RAM size, communication bandwidth, and execution time (ISO/IEC 2012).
They can be used in many areas such as smart cities, smart homes,
agriculture, transportation, and healthcare to gather and send information
since they are small and portable devices. However, their limitations can be
determinative factors, including communication range, application size and
its functionalities, data transfer speeds and units, and storage. Therefore, most
of the devices are designed to perform only one task. RFC 7228 (IETF 2014)
classifies constrained devices according to their data and code size, energy
limitations, and power usage. Data and code size show how many bytes can
be stored in ROM and RAM. The classification of energy limitations refers to
the type of power source, which can be event energy limited, period energy
limited, lifetime energy limited, or no limitations. Use of power by
constrained devices is categorized as follows: always on, normally off, or low
power.

The main challenge of IoT originates from its heterogeneity; various
devices are assembled into a network, and they interact with each other. Since
these devices have different amounts of resources, their protocols should be
adapted according to the devices’ characteristics. However, conventional
protocols do not satisfy the requirements of heterogeneity. From the
viewpoint of security, compatible protocols with heterogeneous devices
should be standardized for authentication, end-to-end security, and data
transfers. On the other hand, communication of heterogeneous devices, which
varies from sensors to servers, introduces new threats for IoT. According to
the “Security Considerations in the IP-based Internet of Things” draft
(Garcia-Morchon et al. 2013), these threats can be listed as cloning things,
malicious substitution of things, eavesdropping attacks, man-in-the-middle
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FIGURE 7.4 Design principles of lightweight cryptography. (Redrawn from Poschmann,
Axel York. 2009. Lightweight Cryptography: Cryptographic Engineering for a Pervasive
World. Citeseer.)

The design constraints of lightweight cryptographic algorithms can be
categorized as hardware or software. Hardware implementations are
compared in accordance with gate equivalents (GEs) and cell libraries that
relate to energy consumption. In software implementation, allocated space in
RAM and ROM are the key factors for design (NIST 2016). The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) determines lightweight cryptography
standards for general purposes (ISO/IEC 2012), block ciphers (Block Ciphers
2012), stream ciphers (Stream Ciphers 2012), asymmetric techniques

attacks, firmware replacement attacks, extraction of security parameters, 
routing attacks, privacy threats, and denial-of-service attacks. These threats 
can be examined in two groups: bootstrapping phase and operational phase. 
The bootstrapping phase is the installation of the requirements of the devices 
(e.g., firmware, key materials and codifying. The operational phase implies 
run time.
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(Asymmetric Techniques 2013, and hash functions (Hash-Functions 2016. 
Lightweight cryptography algorithms are classified as symmetric ciphers, 
hash functions, and public-key cryptography. Additionally, symmetric 
ciphers are divided into two groups: stream cipher and block cipher.

As a part of the IoT security, lightweight cryptographic algorithms are 
designed according to three perspectives: security, performance, and cost. In 
general, security versus performance, security versus cost, or performance 
versus cost trade-offs (Figure 7.4 are chosen to design new lightweight 
cryptographic algorithms since it is hard to balance performance, security, 
and cost factors simultaneously in the same design due to restrictions 
imposed by the capabilities of the devices (Poschmann 2009. In fact, 
cryptographic algorithms form the backbone of security, but security does not 
consist only of symmetric ciphers, asymmetric ciphers, and hashing 
algorithms but also of design of the system and its interactions, which 
determine the overall security.

Public-key cryptographic algorithms have more mathematical operations 
than other algorithms, which affects power consumption. Indeed, a large 
portion of energy consumption occurs when wireless communication is used. 
In Patrick and Schaumont (2016, it is mentioned that public-key 
cryptographic algorithms consume as much energy as the physical layer of 
the wireless communication stack. If public-key algorithms are used, the 
lifetime of the devices will be very short. Therefore, symmetric ciphers and 
hashing algorithms are usually preferred to provide long battery life.
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TABLE 7.1
Lightweight Block Ciphers

7.3 LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCK CIPHERS
Lightweight block ciphers concentrate mainly on block size, key size, 
number of rounds, GE, cell library, and throughput to design an optimal 
cipher. There have been many block ciphers proposed with different designs, 
such as fewer rounds, usually supporting a 64-bit block size with different 
key size options or smaller substitution boxes. In this section, we present 
some of the algorithms in detail. According to the ISO standard (Block 
Ciphers 2012, PRESENT (Bogdanov et al. 2007 and CLEFIA (Shirai et al. 
2007 are suitable for satisfying the lightweight cryptography requirements. 
SIMON and SPECK (Ray 2013 ciphers are also presented to cover a broad 
range of design concerns. We briefly summarize the features of other block 
ciphers in Table 7.1 (Biryukov and Perrin 2015, which helps us compare 
block ciphers according to their main characteristics.
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FIGURE 7.5 The number of encryption and decryption cycles of the algorithms on the
same sensor.

Lightweight cryptographic algorithms are specially designed considering
hardware and software implementations. Their requirements of power
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7.3.1 

7.3.2 

PRESENT
PRESENT is one of the lightweight algorithms standardized by the ISO.
PRESENT supports the 64-bit block size and 80-bit and 128-bit keys using
1570 GE. It is based on the substitution-permutation network (SPN) (Heys
2010), which uses single 4-to-4-bit S-Box, regular bit permutation for P-Box,
and 31 rounds. The encryption and decryption processes need approximately
the same physical resources. In addition, encryption keys are processed on
the fly. Although it is assumed that PRESENT is secure, it is vulnerable to
some types of attacks, such as the related-key rectangle attack on 17 rounds
and side-channel attacks (Wu and Zhang 2011; Zhou et al. 2005).

CLEFIA
CLEFIA is another ISO-compatible lightweight block cipher that supports
128-, 192-, and 256-bit key lengths with a 128-bit block size and consists of

consumption, memory, and CPU are optimized considering the selected cell 
library. To determine these requirements appropriately, algorithms should be 
tested in their practical environments. Due to the lack of these environments, 
we classify lightweight block ciphers using their software implementations’ 
results on the same sensor (Cazorla et al. 2013; BLOC Project 2013. The 
number of encryption and decryption cycles of the algorithms on the same 
sensor gives an estimation of power consumption, as illustrated in Figure 7.5. 
This figure shows that we can divide lightweight block ciphers into three 
groups. From the minimum energy consumption to the maximum energy 
consumption, they can be divided into three groups. Generally, those ciphers 
with larger block sizes or key sizes consume a larger amount of energy. Most 
of these algorithms perform encryption and decryption process with almost 
the same range of cycle counts, except mCrypton and IDEA. Speck 64-bit 
block size with 96-bit and 128-bit key sizes has the least power consumption 
since it is a software-oriented cipher. This situation emphasizes the 
importance of implementation environments.
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7.3.3 SIMON and SPECK Family
The SIMON and SPECK algorithms (Ray 2013), designed by NSA, are
flexible in terms of different block sizes and key sizes and can be
implemented on different platforms (e.g., ASIC, FPGA, microcontroller, and
microprocessor). In addition, they provide high throughput on these
platforms. Since SIMON and SPECK are very flexible algorithms, they can
be used in a wide range of constrained devices. Although each of these
algorithms is hardware and software oriented, SIMON has the best
performance on hardware, and SPECK has the best performance on software.
Therefore, the software-oriented cipher SPECK has fewer rounds and can
reuse key scheduling unlike SIMON.

18, 22, and 26 rounds, respectively. Its structure is based on a type-2 Feistel 
network (FN (Hoang and Rogaway 2010 that consists of 4 data lines and 
uses 32-bit F-functions in each round. In the F-functions, a diffusion 
switching mechanism (DSM (Shirai and Preneel 2004 is used to provide 
two different diffusion matrices and S-Box is used to prevent cryptographic 
attacks. A DSM can reduce the number of rounds without compromising the 
security and accelerate the algorithm.
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7.4 

7.4.1 

LIGHTWEIGHT STREAM CIPHERS
Stream ciphers produce keystreams to encrypt a bit or byte stream. Unlike
block ciphers, stream ciphers have to be fast and use low memory compared
to block ciphers. The ISO recommends two stream ciphers, namely Enocoro
(Watanabe et al. 2008) and Trivium (Cannière 2006). We present several
stream ciphers and their properties in Table 7.2 (Biryukov and Perrin 2015).

ENOCORO

Enocoro is a stream cipher that uses 80-bit and 128-bit key length with a
Panama-like keystream generator (PKSG) (Daemen and Clapp 1998). It uses
a 64-bit initialization vector (IV) with both key lengths. The internal state of
Enocoro was built in basically by applying two functions, called rho and
lambda. The rho function uses linear transformation and S-Box. In contrast to
SPN, a substitution-permutation-substitution structure is used to provide
stronger encryption. The lambda function consists of XOR operations and
byte-wise rotation. The algorithm is implemented on ASIC and requires 2.7
K and 4.1 K gate areas for 64-bit and 128-bit key lengths, respectively.

TABLE 7.2
Stream Ciphers and Their Properties
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7.4.2 

7.4.3 

TRIVIUM

Trivium is a synchronous stream cipher with 80-bit key length and 80-bit IV
and is designed as a hardware-efficient algorithm as a part of the eSTREAM
Project (eSTREAM 2008). Trivium is suitable for constrained devices since
the algorithm has a compact design and is fast for applications that require
high throughput. In addition, the algorithm uses three feedback registers in
the internal state with different key lengths of 84, 93, and 111 bits. For each
key and IV, 264 keystream bits are generated.

GRAIN

Grain is another hardware-efficient synchronous stream cipher, which uses
80-bit and 128-bit key lengths and 64-bit and 80-bit IV as inputs,
respectively. Its main design consists of three functions—linear feedback
shift register (LFSR) (Murase 1992), nonlinear feedback shift register
(NFSR) (Fontaine 2005), and an output function. LFSR assures that the
period of the keystream is large and provides a good balance for the output.
The nonlinearity of the algorithm is related to the existence of the NFSR and
the nonlinear output function. The algorithm has an additional option that
provides extra speed if the hardware is expandable. Due to some weaknesses,
the recommended versions of Grain can be found in Hell et al. (2007) and
Ågren et al. (2011).
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7.5 

7.5.1 

7.5.2 

LIGHTWEIGHT HASH FUNCTIONS
A hash function takes arbitrary data as input and maps it to a fixed-sized
output. It is widely used in numerous fields, such as digital signatures and
checksums. Hash functions are expected to be strong against collision,
preimage, and second-preimage attacks. There are many design structures for
hash functions; however, lightweight hash functions are based on Merkle-
Damgård (Charles 1979) and Sponge (Bertoni et al. 2007). ISO 29192-5
(Hash-Functions 2016) recommends three hash functions: PHOTON (Guo et
al. 2011a), SPONGENT (Bogdanov et al. 2013), and Lesamnta-LW (Hirose
2010). The main features of hash algorithms are presented in Table 7.3
(Biryukov and Perrin 2015).

PHOTON
PHOTON is a hash function suitable for extremely constrained devices. Its
domain extension algorithm uses sponge construction with different internal
state and output digest sizes: 100, 144, 196, 256, and 288 bits and 80, 128,
160, 224, and 256 bits, respectively. Although the internal memory used by
sponge construction is low, it reduces the speed of the small message
hashing. To design a flexible algorithm, researchers modify the squeezing
process by using the number of extracted bits on each iteration that affects
preimage resistance directly.

SPONGENT
SPONGENT is based on sponge construction that performs a PRESENT-type
permutation, which provides robustness. It presents five different hash sizes,
88, 128, 160, 224, and 256, with five different rounds, 45, 70, 90, 120, and
140. Its main design issue is serialization for compact design. SPONGENT
focuses on the smallest footprint. Therefore, the SPONGENT algorithm uses
a simple round function with a 4- to 4-bit S-Box to minimize the footprint.
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7.5.3 LESAMNTA-LW
Lesamnta-LW is a 256-bit hash function with a Merkle-Damgård domain
extension algorithm. It provides at least 120-bit security. Unlike other
hashing algorithms standardized by the ISO, this algorithm uses a 128-bit key
for hashing. Moreover, the algorithm uses a different compression function
called LW1, which occupies less memory, since the key size is smaller than
the block size.

TABLE 7.3
Lightweight Hash Functions and Their Properties
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7.6 

7.6.1 

7.6.1.1 

CRYPTOGRAPHIC ATTACKS

CRYPTANALYSIS

Cryptanalysis is a study to discover the hidden or weak aspects of
cryptographic systems. There are several types of attacks, which are
applicable to different ciphers. Differential and linear cryptanalysis are the
most significant ones, and are mostly applicable to private-key block ciphers;
they will help us understand the structures of other type of attacks.

Differential Cryptanalysis
In differential cryptanalysis (Heys 2010), a cryptographic system is examined
to understand whether there exists any input and output difference pairs that
occur with higher probability than expected.

Let  be an n-bit plaintext where  corresponds to the  bit
of , and let  be an n-bit ciphertext.  is called
the input difference of two plaintexts,  and , where  denotes the bit-
wise exclusive-OR operation, that is   for every .
For an ideal block cipher, it is expected that an output difference  (where 

 for two ciphertexts,  and , and for every )
can appear with probability  for a corresponding input difference, . The

aim of differential cryptanalysis is to find a specific pair  such that
the output difference, , of the last round of a cipher appears with a greater
(or lesser) probability than  for the given input difference, ΔP. The pair 

 is called a differential. Since it is assumed that the attacker could
have different differentials to derive the key, differential cryptanalysis is an
example of a chosen plaintext attack, in which the adversary is able to
encrypt plaintexts of his choice (Katz and Lindell 2015).
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7.6.1.2 

7.6.1.3 

Linear Cryptanalysis
In linear cryptanalysis (Heys 2010), a cryptographic system is examined to
understand whether there exist linear expressions of plaintext, ciphertext, and
round-key bits that occur with a higher probability than expected.

Let  be an input plaintext and  be the
output of the second-to-last round of a cipher using SPN structure. For some
integer u and v, the aim is to find a linear expression containing bits of
plaintext and ciphertext, such as

which is equal to 0 with a greater probability than  (or with a lesser

probability than ). For an ideal block cipher, the probability should be equal

to . The higher deviation from the probability of  shows that the block

cipher provides poor randomization. Since the attacker knows a set of
plaintext and the corresponding ciphertext, linear cryptanalysis is an example
of a known plaintext attack in which the adversary knows a set of plaintext
and ciphertext pairs. However, the attacker is assumed to be unable to select a
random plaintext and know the corresponding ciphertext.

Higher-Order Differential Attack
Higher-order differential cryptanalysis (Knudsen 1994; Wang and Yang
2009), which studies a set of differentials over a larger set of texts instead of
a single differential, is the generalization of differential cryptanalysis of a
single differential over two texts,  and 

To explain the basics of the attack, assume  is a function of a
block cipher, which maps n-bit plaintext to n-bit ciphertext. The derivative of 

 at the point    is defined as
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7.6.1.4 

7.6.1.5 

which corresponds to a differential pair, , for the
conventional differential cryptanalysis.

The  derivative of  at the point  is defined as

It is important to note that using a higher-order differential attack over any
five-round Feistel cipher is more efficient than and superior to the attacks that
use standard differential cryptanalysis.

Impossible Differential Cryptanalysis
Impossible differential cryptanalysis (Li et al. 2011) is a variation of
differential cryptanalysis, which is applicable to block ciphers. In differential
cryptanalysis, the aim is to find a differential  with a greater (or

lesser) probability than , assuming the plaintext and ciphertext are n-bits

long. However, in impossible differential cryptanalysis, the existence of an
impossible differential, which has a probability close to zero, becomes
important to exploit the vulnerability of a cryptographic algorithm.

Boomerang Attack
According to Biham and Shamir (1993), differential cryptanalysis is one of
the most powerful attacks known. The higher the deviation from a probability
of , the less secure the algorithm becomes. Therefore, algorithm designers

obtain an upper-bound probability, , to resist differential cryptanalysis since

an attacker should need  differentials and considers that the cipher is safe

against differential cryptanalysis.
However, impossible differential cryptanalysis shows that having an upper

bound, , for the probability distribution of differentials is not enough since
the existence of an impossible differential might allow an attacker to break
into the system.
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7.6.1.6 

The attack assumes four plaintext/ciphertext pairs, 
. Let be the encryption

procedure, where P is the plaintext, which can be divided into two
procedures,  and , such that . Note that 
represents the first half, and  represents the last half of the cipher.
Let  be the differential for  and  be the differential
for . Choose a plaintext, , and calculate  and .
Calculate the encryptions of and , obtain and 

, and calculate  and .
Compare the results, and calculate the decryptions of  and to
obtain  and .
Since  is the differential for encryption,  should be
checked.

Meet-in-the-Middle Attack
A meet-in-the-middle (MitM) attack (Biryukov 2011; Kowalczyk 2013;
Moore 2010) is a known plaintext attack against ciphers, which rely on
multiple encryption procedures in sequence.

After the standardized DES was broken due to a small key size (56-bit
keys), designers attempted to increase the security concept by encrypting the
data several times using multiple keys. It can be considered that a brute-force
attack would require  operations, where  is the key size and  is the
number of encryption procedures.

To show why multiple encryptions might fail, assume the cipher has the
following structure:

In the boomerang attack (Wagner 1999; Savard 1999, the aim is to 
exploit any differential-style attack even if the probability distribution does 
not contain any differential with probability that is too low or high.

The generic attack attempts to generate a quartet structure at an 
intermediate value halfway through the cipher, as follows:
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7.6.1.7 

where  is the encryption procedure and  is the decryption procedure such
that  for plaintext  and ciphertext . The naïve brute-force
attack would require  operations.

In the MitM attack, the attacker knows a set of plaintext/ciphertext pairs
and tries to decrease the required number of operations by applying the
following steps:

The attacker forms a set  by iterating each possible 
value.
For every possible  value, the attacker also computes 
and checks whether  S. A potentially correct key pair  is
called a candidate key.
If the number of the candidate’s key pair is more than one, the
attacker uses additional plaintext/ciphertext pairs in the final brute-
force testing phase to find the correct one.

Applying the MitM, the required number of operations becomes 
instead of  despite having  or . The reason why double
DES is also broken is the brute force would require only  operations, and
triple DES can be favorable in terms of double DES.

Related-Key Attack
In the related-key attack (Biryukov and Khovratovich 2009), an attacker tries
to exploit similarity between keys and propagates the relation toward the
encryption procedure to discover new relations to easily attack or even brute
force attack when the key size is small and repetitive. Wired Equivalent
Privacy (WEP) is a standard security algorithm in wireless networks and is a
famous example of why the related-key concept should be considered
carefully because it is based on using the same key per packet in the stream
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cipher RC4, in which the same key must not be used twice (Maitra and Paul 
2008. To prevent this attack, there should not be a simple relation between 
round keys, and to produce round keys, the designer should prefer 
cryptographic hash functions or secure key generation methods.
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7.7 OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
In this section, open research issues (Garcia-Morchon et al. 2013; Chan et al. 
2004, restrictions, limitations, and security challenges in IoT and lightweight 
cryptography are mentioned to meet the requirements of the different security 
aspects through the lifecycle of a “thing” connecting to the Internet.

Physical limitations are the intrinsic issue for an IoT device, which might 
cause different problems that may block the operations and secure 
communication between different kinds of devices. Having a restricted 
memory source causes problems in heterogeneous communication between 
constrained and powerful devices, while limited CPU and low energy is not 
always adequate for using public-key cryptography for encrypted, secure 
communication. Finally, an IoT device should provide resistance against 
DDoS attacks, which can be a result of physical limitations or undiscovered 
security vulnerabilities.

Instead of replacing powerful devices, the aim of restricted devices is to 
cooperate with powerful devices in a heterogeneous environment to solve 
different communication problems. Therefore, the fragmentation of larger 
packets of standard communication protocols is crucial for IoT but seriously 
downgrades the bandwidth and memory usage performance of a thing due to 
the overhead of extra packages. An excessive number of messages also 
causes a thing to operate improperly, as if a DoS attack happened.

To have secure communication, using cryptographic algorithms is 
important in encrypting messages and hence providing confidentiality. 
Instead of symmetric cryptography, using public-key cryptography may 
provide a better level of security by using intensive mathematical functions. 
However, resource-expensive, standard public cryptography algorithms 
might slow down or completely block the operation of constrained IoT 
devices. Therefore, new public-key cryptography algorithms for IoT 
networks should provide as much security as possible compared to standard 
public-key cryptography algorithms without seriously limiting the operation 
speed of an IoT device.
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According to USA Today (Blumenthal and Weise 2016, important 
companies such as Netflix, Twitter, and Spotify became unreachable on 
October 21, 2016, as a result of a large-scale DDoS attack caused by 
constrained home devices. Instead of attacking over a single source, DDoS 
attacks employ considerably harmless but Internet-connected devices such as 
DVR cameras and even thermostats that are not configured properly in terms 
of security considerations and can be easily hacked. Other types of DDoS 
attacks might target an IoT network consisting of constrained devices to stop 
operation, and these kinds of attacks are usually hard to notice before the 
service becomes unavailable. Therefore, a security mechanism should 
discerningly investigate the source of the packets and find a countermeasure 
against them.
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7.8 CONCLUSION
IoT and machine-type communication will be an integral part of the 
envisioned 5G mobile networks. The integration of IoT and 5G mobile 
networks will inevitably cause two problems: energy consumption and 
security vulnerabilities. On the one hand, battery-driven operation requires 
energy-efficient operation. On the other hand, energy consumption of IoT 
will be non-negligible because of large-scale and massive deployments. 
Although, when compared to the other industries, the energy consumption of 
machine-type communications might initially seem insignificant, when 
massive deployment of constrained devices becomes a reality, the total 
aggregated amount of energy consumed will be huge. Therefore, energy 
efficiency in all domains, including security of machine-type 
communications and sensor networks, has to be studied and engineered. In 
this chapter, we attempted to present lightweight cryptography since 
conventional algorithms are not appropriate for constrained devices. 
Lightweight cryptography will play a critical role in the energy efficiency and 
data security of machine-to-machine and human-to-machine communications 
in 5G. Therefore, we explained symmetric ciphers and hashing algorithms. 
Among them, block ciphers may be preferred due to their efficiency. 
Moreover, they have many alternatives for various constraint environments. 
Besides stream ciphers and hashing algorithms, public-key algorithms could 
be used to provide maximum security. However, their power requirements 
and excess processing load are not appropriate for IoT devices. As a result, 
lightweight cryptography and its implementations provide solutions for the 
vulnerabilities of constrained devices and for the right of privacy.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
After more than 20 years of research and development, the achievable data 
rates of today’s cellular wireless communication systems are several 
thousands of times faster compared to earlier 2G wireless systems. However, 
unprecedented levels of spectral and energy efficiency are expected from 5G 
wireless networks to achieve ubiquitous communications between anybody 
and anything at anytime. [1]. To reach the challenging objectives of 5G 
wireless networks, the researchers have envisioned novel physical-layer 
(PHY concepts such as massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO 
systems and non-orthogonal multi-carrier communications schemes such as 
generalized frequency-division multiplexing (GFDM and filter bank multi-
carrier (FBMC modulation. However, the wireless community is still 
working relentlessly to come up with new and more effective PHY solutions 
for 5G wireless networks. There has been a growing interest in index 
modulation (IM techniques during the past few years. IM is a novel digital 
modulation scheme that is shown to achieve high spectral and energy 
efficiency by considering the indices of the building blocks of the considered 
communication systems to transmit information bits in addition to the 
ordinary modulation schemes. Two interesting as well as promising forms of 
the IM concept are spatial modulation (SM) and orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing with IM (OFDM-IM) schemes, where the corresponding 
index-modulated building blocks are the transmit antennas of a MIMO 
system and the subcarriers of an OFDM system, respectively.

SM techniques have attracted tremendous attention during the past few 
years after the inspiring works of Mesleh et al. [2] and Jeganathan et al. [3], 
which introduced new directions for MIMO communications. Despite having 
strong and well-established competitors, such as vertical Bell Labs layered 
space-time (V-BLAST and space-time coding (STC systems [4], SM 
schemes have been regarded as possible candidates for next-generation small-
/large-scale and single-/multi-user MIMO systems. Meanwhile, several 
researchers have explored the potential of the IM concept for the subcarriers
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of OFDM systems in the past three years after its widespread introduction 
[5], and it has been shown that the OFDM-IM scheme offers attractive 
advantages over classical OFDM, which is an integral part of many current 
wireless communications standards and is also being considered as a strong 
waveform candidate for 5G wireless networks.

In this chapter, we present the basic principles of these two promising IM 
schemes, SM and OFDM-IM, and review some of the recent, interesting as 
well as promising achievements in IM technologies. Furthermore, we discuss 
the possible implementation scenarios of IM techniques for next-generation 
wireless networks and outline possible future research directions. 
Particularly, we investigate the recently proposed generalized, enhanced, and 
quadrature SM schemes and the application of SM techniques for massive 
multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO and relaying networks. Additionally, we 
review the recent advances in OFDM-IM technologies, such as generalized, 
MIMO, and dual-mode OFDM-IM schemes, and provide possible 
implementation scenarios.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we 
describe the SM concept and discuss its advantages and disadvantages for 
next-generation wireless networks. In Section 8.3, we review the most recent 
as well as interesting advances in SM technologies. In Section 8.4, we present 
the OFDM-IM scheme and discuss its advantages over classical OFDM. 
Finally, in Section 8.5, we review the most recent developments in OFDM-
IM technologies. Section 8.6 concludes the chapter.
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8.2 INDEX MODULATION FOR TRANSMIT
ANTENNAS: SPATIAL MODULATION

SM is a novel way of transmitting information by means of the indices of the
transmit antennas of a MIMO system in addition to the conventional M-ary
signal constellations. In contrast to conventional MIMO schemes that rely on
either spatial multiplexing to boost the data rate or spatial diversity to
improve the error performance, the multiple transmit antennas of a MIMO
system are used for a different purpose in an SM scheme. More specifically,
there are two information-carrying units in SM: indices of transmit antennas
and M-ary constellation symbols. For each signaling interval, a total of

(8.1)

bits enter the transmitter of an SM system, as seen in Figure 8.1, where 
and  denote the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively, and
M is the size of the considered signal constellation, such as M-ary phase-shift
keying (M-PSK) or M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM). The 

 bits of the incoming bit sequence are used to modulate the phase
and/or amplitude of a carrier signal traditionally, while the remaining 

 bits of the incoming bit sequence are reserved for the selection of
the index  of the active transmit antenna that performs the transmission of
the corresponding modulated signal . Consequently, the transmission
vector of SM, with dimensions , becomes

(8.2)

whose th entry is nonzero only, where  stands for the transposition of a
vector. The sparse structure of the SM transmission vector given in Equation
8.2 not only reduces the detection complexity of the maximum likelihood
(ML) detector but also allows the implementation of compressed sensing–
based low/near-optimal detection algorithms for SM systems.
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The receiver of the SM scheme has two major tasks to accomplish: 
detection of the active transmit antenna for the demodulation of the index 
selecting bits and detection of the data symbol transmitted over the activated 
transmit antenna for the demodulation of the bits mapped to the M-ary signal 
constellation. Unfortunately, the optimum ML detector of SM has to make a 
joint search over all transmit antennas and constellation symbols to perform 
these two tasks [6]. In other words, the ML detector of the SM scheme 
independently implements a classical single-input, multiple-output (SIMO 
ML detector for all transmit antennas to find the activated transmit antenna 
by comparing the corresponding minimum-decision metrics, 

. On the other hand, the primitive suboptimal detector of SM 
deals with the aforementioned two tasks one by one; that is, first, it 
determines the activated transmit antenna, and second, it finds the data 
symbol transmitted over this antenna [7,8]. Therefore, the size of the search 
space becomes  and  for the ML and suboptimal detectors, 
respectively. Although the suboptimal detector can obtain a significant 
complexity reduction, its error performance is considerably worse than the 
ML detector, which makes its implementation problematic for critical 
applications.
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FIGURE 8.1 Block diagram of the SM transceiver for an MIMO system. 
and denote the selected (or estimated) M-ary

constellation symbol and transmit antenna index, respectively, and  is
the minimum decision metric provided by the th SIMO ML detector.

SM systems provide attractive advantages over classical MIMO systems,
which are extensively covered in the literature [9–11]. The main advantages
of SM over classical MIMO systems can be summarized as follows:

Simple transceiver design: Since only a single transmit antenna is
activated, a single radio frequency (RF) chain can handle the
transmission for the SM scheme. Meanwhile, inter-antenna
synchronization (IAS) and inter-channel interference (ICI) are
completely eliminated, and the decoding complexity of the receiver,
in terms of the total number of real multiplications performed, grows
linearly with the constellation size and the number of transmit
antennas.
Operation with flexible MIMO systems: SM does not restrict the
number of receive antennas as the V-BLAST scheme does, which
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requires  to operate with minimum mean square error
(MMSE) and zero-forcing (ZF) detectors.
High spectral efficiency: Due to the use of antenna indices as an
additional source of information, the spectral efficiency of SM is
higher than that of single-input, single-output (SISO) and orthogonal
STC systems.
High energy efficiency: The power consumed by the SM transmitter
is independent from the number of transmit antennas while
information can be still transferred via these antennas. Therefore, SM
appears to be a green and energy-efficient MIMO technology.

As an example, the SM scheme achieves 
reduction in ML detection complexity (in terms of the total number of real
multiplications) compared to V-BLAST for an  MIMO system
operating at a fixed spectral efficiency. This significant reduction is achieved
by the activation of a single transmit antenna in SM. Additionally, the sparse
structure of SM transmission vectors allows the implementation of several
near-/sub-optimal, low-complexity detection methods for SM systems such as
matched filter–based detection [12] and compressed sensing–based detection
[13]. In terms of the energy efficiency in Mbits/J, improvements of up to 
compared to V-BLAST are reported for different types of base stations (BSs)
equipped with multiple antennas [14].

While the SM scheme has the aforementioned appealing advantages, it
also has some disadvantages. The spectral efficiency of SM increases
logarithmically with , while the spectral efficiency of V-BLAST increases
linearly with . Therefore, a higher number of transmit antennas are required
for SM to reach the same spectral efficiency as that of V-BLAST. The
channel coefficients of different transmit antennas must be sufficiently
different for an SM scheme to operate effectively. In other words, SM
requires rich scattering environments to ensure better error performance.
Since SM transfers the information using only the spatial domain, plain SM
cannot provide transmit diversity as STC systems do.

Considering the advantages and disadvantages of SM systems mentioned
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previously, we may conclude that the SM scheme provides an interesting 
trade-off among encoding/decoding complexity, spectral efficiency, and error 
performance. As a result, SM technologies are regarded as possible 
candidates for spectrum- and energy-efficient next-generation wireless 
communications systems [1].
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8.3 

8.3.1 

RECENT ADVANCES IN SM
The first studies on the SM concept date back to the beginning of this
century, in which the researchers used different terminologies. However, after
the inspiring works of Mesleh et al. [2] and Jeganathan et al. [3], numerous
papers on SM have been published, in which the experts focus on generalized
spectrum- and energy-efficient SM systems [15–17], low-complexity detector
types [8,12,13,18–20], block/trellis coded SM systems with transmit/time
diversity [21–23], link adaptation methods such as adaptive modulation [24],
transmit antenna selection [25] and precoding [26], performance analysis for
different types of fading channels [27,28] and channel estimation errors [29],
information theoretical analyses [30], differential SM schemes with non-
coherent detection [31], cooperative SM systems [32–37], and so on.
Interested readers are referred to previous survey papers on SM [10,11,38]
for a comprehensive overview of these studies.

In this section, we review some of the recent as well as promising
advances in SM technologies, such as generalized, enhanced, and quadrature
SM systems; massive MU-MIMO systems with SM; cooperative SM
schemes; and spectrum sharing–based SM schemes, which have the potential
to provide efficient solutions toward 5G and beyond wireless networks.

GENERALIZED, ENHANCED, AND QUADRATURE SM
SCHEMES

As mentioned previously, the major disadvantage of SM is its lower spectral
efficiency compared to the classical V-BLAST scheme for the same number
of transmit antennas. Although a considerable number of information bits can
still be transmitted by the indices of active transmit antennas, for higher-order
modulations and MIMO systems, SM suffers a significant loss in spectral
efficiency with respect to V-BLAST due to its inactive transmit antennas.

One of the first attempts to not only increase the spectral efficiency of SM
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for the GSM scheme,  information bits can be conveyed in each

signaling interval in addition to the bits transmitted by the M-ary

data symbols, where  is the floor operation, and  stands for the binomial

coefficient. Since  for , the spatial

domain can be used in a more effective way by the GSM scheme. As an
example, for , only three bits can be transmitted by the antenna indices
in SM, while this can be doubled by GSM for . Later, the concept of
GSM was extended to multiple-active spatial modulation (MA-SM, also
called multi-stream SM) by transmitting different data symbols from the
selected active transmit antennas to further boost the spectral efficiency [17].
Therefore, the spectral efficiency of the MA-SM scheme can be calculated as

(8.3)

bits per channel use (bpcu), which is considerably higher than that of SM. It
should be noted that MA-SM provides an intermediate solution between two
extreme schemes: SM and V-BLAST, which are the special cases of MA-SM
for  and , respectively.

As a strong alternative to SM, GSM techniques have attracted
considerable attention in the past few years. It has been shown that compared
to V-BLAST, GSM can achieve better throughput and/or error performance.

but also ease the constraint on the number of transmit antennas, which has to 
be an integer power of two for classical SM, has been made by the 
generalized SM (GSM scheme [15], where the number of active transmit 
antennas is no longer fixed to unity. In the GSM scheme, the same data 
symbol is transmitted over the selected multiple active transmit antennas. Let 
us denote the number of active transmit antennas by  where . Then,
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used. For two-bit sequences , , , and , the ESM scheme
uses the following transmission vectors, respectively: , , 

, and , where  denotes the M-PSK

constellation, and  is a rotation angle used to obtain a third signal
constellation in addition to classical BPSK and QPSK signal constellations. It
is interesting to observe that the first two transmission vectors of the ESM
scheme correspond to the classical SM using QPSK with a single activated
transmit antenna, where the first and second transmit antenna are used for the
transmission of a QPSK symbol, respectively. On the other hand, the third
and fourth transmission vectors correspond to the simultaneous transmission
of two symbols selected from BPSK and modified BPSK constellations,
respectively. The reason behind reducing the constellation size from four to
two can be explained by the fact that the same number of information bits
(two bits for this case) must be carried with M-ary constellations independent

Furthermore, percentage savings in the required number of transmit RF 
chains have been reported [39]. A closed-form expression has been derived 
for the capacity of GSM, and the error performance of GSM has been 
analyzed for correlated and uncorrelated Rayleigh and Rician fading channels 
[40]. Ordered-block MMSE [41], compressed sensing [42], and reactive tabu 
search-based [43] low-complexity detectors of GSM, which provide near-ML 
error performance, have been proposed.

Enhanced SM (ESM is a recently proposed and promising form of SM 
[44]. In the ESM scheme, the number of active transmit antennas can vary for 
each signaling interval, and the information is conveyed not only by the 
indices of active transmit antennas but also by the selected signal 
constellations used in transmission. In other words, the ESM scheme 
considers multiple signal constellations, and the information is transmitted by 
the combination of active transmit antennas and signal constellations. As an 
example, for two transmit antennas and four bpcu transmission, the ESM 
scheme transmits two bits by the joint selection of active transmit antennas 
and signal constellations, where one quadrature PSK (QPSK and two binary 
PSK (BPSK signal constellations (one ordinary and one rotated can be
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example, for  and , in addition to the two bits mapped to the
QPSK constellation, an extra two bits can be transmitted in the spatial
domain by using one of the four transmission vector: , 

, , and for input bit sequences , 
, , and , respectively, where  and  denote the real and

imaginary parts of , respectively. It is interesting to note that
the first and second elements of these two-bit sequences indicate the
transmission position of the real and imaginary parts of , respectively. Even
if the number of active transmit antennas can be one or two for the QSM
scheme, a single RF chain is sufficient at the transmitter since only two
carriers (cosine and sine) generated by a single RF chain are used during
transmission.

In Table 8.1, transmission vectors of SM, ESM, and QSM schemes are
given for a -bpcu transmission and two transmit antennas, where we
considered natural bit mapping for ease of presentation. We observe from
Table 8.1 that both ESM and QSM schemes convey more bits by the spatial
domain compared to conventional SM, which leads to not only improved
spectral efficiency but also higher energy efficiency.

TABLE 8.1
Transmission Vectors ( ) of SM, ESM, and QSM Schemes for 4-bpcu

from the number of active transmit antennas. Examples of the generalization 
of the ESM scheme for different numbers of transmit antennas and signal 
constellations are available in the literature [44].

Quadrature SM (QSM is a modified version of classical SM, which is 
proposed to improve the spectral efficiency while maintaining the advantages 
of SM, such as operation with a single RF chain and ICI-free transmission 
[45]. In the QSM scheme, the real and imaginary parts of the complex M-ary 
data symbols are separately transmitted using the SM principle. For a MIMO 
system with  transmit antennas, the spectral efficiency of QSM becomes 

 bpcu by simultaneously applying the SM principle for
in-phase and quadrature components of the complex data symbols. As an
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and Two Transmit Antennas ( )
Bits SM ESM QSM Bits SM ESM QSM

0000 1000

0001 1001

0010 1010

0011 1011

0100 1100

0101 1101

0110 1110

0111 1111

Note: The most significant bit is the one transmitted by the spatial domain for SM, and
the second most significant bit is the additional bit transmitted by the spatial
domain for ESM and QSM.

In Figure 8.2, we compare the minimum squared Euclidean distance
between the transmission vector , which is an important design
parameter for quasi-static Rayleigh fading channels to optimize the error
performance of SIMO, SM, ESM, and QSM schemes. In all considered
configurations, we normalized the average total transmitted energy to unity to
make fair comparisons. It is interesting to note that ESM and QSM schemes
achieve the same  value for - and -bpcu transmissions. However, as
seen from Figure 8.2, QSM suffers a worse minimum Euclidean distance, and
as a result worse error performance, compared to the ESM scheme for higher
spectral efficiency values, while the ESM scheme requires a more complex
and higher-cost transmitter with two RF chains. Finally, the results of Figure
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FIGURE 8.2 Minimum squared Euclidean distance comparison of SIMO, SM,
ESM, and QSM schemes for different configurations. (a) 4-bpcu, . SIMO:16-QAM,

8.2 also prove that the relative  advantage of IM schemes over classical 
SIMO scheme increases with increasing spectral efficiency; that is, IM 
techniques are preferable for higher spectral efficiency values.
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8.3.2 

. SIMO:64-QAM, SM:16-
. SIMO:256-QAM, SM:64-

. SIMO:1024-QAM,

In the past two years, ESM and QSM schemes have attracted significant
attention from the community, and several follow-up studies have been
performed by researchers. The inventors of ESM have proposed the enhanced
spatial multiplexing (E-SMX) scheme, which is based on the multiple signal
constellations concept of ESM, to improve the performance of classical V-
BLAST [46]. MA-SM and ESM concepts have recently been combined to
obtain better error performance with the design of new signal constellations
[47]. Moreover, the error performance of ESM has been investigated under
channel estimation errors for uncorrelated and correlated Rayleigh and Rician
fading channels, and it has been shown that ESM exhibits improved tolerance
to channel estimation errors [48]. In the meantime, researchers have explored
the error performance of QSM for different types of fading channels [49,50]
and cooperative networks [51,52], under channel estimation errors [53] and
co-channel interference [54]. Conventional QSM has been extended to the
receiver side by the generalized precoding aided QSM scheme [55]. It has
been recently shown that near-ML, compressed sensing–based detectors can
provide significant reduction in ML detection complexity of the QSM
scheme [56,57]. Furthermore, the novel dual IM concept of QSM has also
triggered research activities on the design of high-rate SM systems [58].

SM-BASED MASSIVE MULTIUSER MIMO SYSTEMS

Massive MIMO systems, in which the BSs are equipped with tens to
hundreds of antennas, have been regarded as one of the potential key
technologies for 5G wireless networks due to their attractive advantages such
as very high spectral and energy efficiency. While the initial studies on
MIMO systems generally focused on point-to-point links, where two users
communicate with each other, practical MU-MIMO systems are gaining

SM:8-PSK, ESM:QPSK/BPSK, QSM:QPSK. (b 6-bpcu, 
QAM, ESM:QPSK/BPSK, QSM:QPSK. (c 8-bpcu, 
QAM, ESM:16-QAM/QPSK, QSM:16-QAM. (d 10-bpcu, 
SM:256-QAM, ESM:64-QAM/8-QAM, QSM:64-QAM.
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more attention. MU-MIMO systems can exploit the multiple antennas of a 
MIMO system to support multiple users concurrently.

Within this perspective, the extension of MIMO systems into massive 
scale provides unique as well as promising opportunities for SM systems. For 
massive MIMO setups, it becomes possible to transmit a significant number 
of information bits by the spatial domain even if the number of available RF 
chains is very limited due to the space and cost limitations of the mobile 
terminals. Although the spectral efficiency of SM systems becomes 
considerably lower compared with that of traditional methods, such as V-
BLAST for massive MIMO systems, the use of the IM concept for the 
transmit antennas of a massive MIMO system can provide effective 
implementation solutions thanks to the inherently available advantages of SM 
systems. Furthermore, SM is well suited to unbalanced massive MIMO 
configurations, in which the number of receive antennas is less than the 
number of transmit antennas [59], and V-BLAST-based systems cannot 
operate with linear detection methods, such as ZF and MMSE detection. As 
seen in Figure 8.3, SM techniques can be considered for both uplink and 
downlink transmissions in massive MU-MIMO systems.

In Figure 8.3a, we consider a massive MU-MIMO system, where  users 
employ SM techniques for their uplink transmissions. Additional information 
bits can be transmitted using SM without increasing the system complexity 
compared to user terminals with single antennas employing ordinary 
modulations. To further boost the spectral efficiency of the mobile users, 
GSM, ESM, and QSM techniques can be considered at the users instead of 
SM. At the BS, the optimal (ML detector can be used at the expense of 
exponentially increasing decoding complexity (with respect to  due to 
inter-user interference. However, the detection complexity of this detector 
can be unfeasible in practical scenarios with several users. Consequently, 
low-complexity, sub-optimal detection methods can be implemented as well 
by sacrificing the optimum error performance. On the other hand, SM 
techniques along with precoding methods can be considered at the BS for the 
downlink transmission, as shown in Figure 8.3b. To support a high number of 
users, the massive antennas of the BS can be split into subgroups of fewer
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8.3.3 

FIGURE 8.3 Massive MU-MIMO systems with SM. (a) An uplink transmission scenario
where User  has  transmit antennas available for SM, and the BS has 
receive antennas. (b) A downlink transmission scenario where User  has  receive
antennas, and the BS has  transmit antennas available for SM.

COOPERATIVE SM SYSTEMS

Cooperative communication, which allows the transmission of a user’s data
not only by its own antenna but also by the active or passive nodes available
in the network, has been one of the hot topics in the wireless communications
field in the past decade. Initially, cooperative communication systems have
been proposed to create virtual MIMO systems for the mobile terminals due
to the problems, such as cost and hardware, associated with the employment

antennas where SM techniques can be employed for each user [60]. To 
perform an interference-free transmission for the specific case of two users, 
the data of User 1 can be mapped into the antenna indices while the data of 
User 2 can be conveyed with M-ary signal constellations [61]. The 
implementation of SM variants discussed in Section 8.3.1 can also be 
considered at the BS to transmit the data of different users.
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of multiple antennas in mobile terminals. However, due to recent 
technological advances, multiple antennas can be employed at mobile 
terminals, and cooperative communication systems can efficiently provide 
additional diversity gains and high data rates by improving coverage. 
Consequently, relaying technologies have been incorporated into the Long 
Term Evolution–Advanced (LTE-A standard for increasing coverage, data 
rate, and cell-edge performance [62].

Considering the attractive solutions provided by SM techniques and 
cooperative communications systems, the combination of these two 
technologies naturally arises as a potential candidate for future wireless 
networks. Fortunately, SM-based cooperative communications systems can 
provide new implementation scenarios, additional diversity gains, and higher 
data rates without increasing the cost and complexity of the mobile and relay 
terminals due to the recent technological advances. It has been shown by 
several studies that SM techniques can be efficiently implemented for 
decode-and-forward (DF and amplify-and-forward (AF relaying-based 
cooperative networks, dual- and multi-hop relay systems, distributed 
cooperation, and network coding systems that allow bi-directional 
communications [32–37].

In Figure 8.4, four different cooperative SM transmission scenarios are 
considered, where S, R, and D respectively stand for the source, relay, and 
destination node. In Figure 8.4a, a dual-hop network is given, where the 
communications between S and D are accomplished over an intermediate R. 
In this dual-hop system, SM techniques can be implemented at S and/or R 
with DF- or AF-based relaying techniques. The scenario in Figure 8.4a is 
generally observed in practical networks, where S and D cannot communicate 
directly due to distance or obstacles; as a result, DF-based, dual-hop relaying 
has also been incorporated to LTE-A standards. In this relaying scenario, the 
energy and spectral efficiency of S can be improved by the use of IM 
techniques compared to the single-antenna case, while multiple RF chains are 
required at R and D for signal reception. However, considering the uplink 
transmission from S to D, this would not be a major design problem. In 
Figure 8.4b, a direct link from S to D is also considered, and R can improve
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the quality of service of the transmission between S and D by employing
different relaying methods, such as incremental and selective relaying.

FIGURE 8.4 An overview of cooperative SM systems where  and  denote the
number of antennas for source (S), relay (R), and destination (D) nodes, respectively. (a)
Dual-hop SM. (b) Cooperative SM. (c) Network-coded SM. (d) Multi-relay and distributed
SM.

We consider the bi-directional (two-way) communications of S and D that
are accomplished via R in Figure 8.4c. Without network coding, the overall
transmission between S and D requires four transmission phases (from S to
R, R to D, D to R, and R to S), which considerably reduce the spectral
efficiency of the overall system. On the other hand, by using physical-layer
network coding (PLNC), the two-way communications between S and D can
be performed at two phases, where in the first transmission phase, S and D
simultaneously transmit their signals to R with/without SM techniques. In the
second transmission phase, R combines the signals received from S and D
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8.3.4 SPECTRUM SHARING–BASED SM SYSTEMS

Cognitive radio (CR) networks are capable of overcoming with the scarcity
and inefficient use of the wireless spectrum by utilizing spectrum sharing. A
typical CR network consists of two types of users: licensed and unlicensed
users, which are also called the primary users (PUs) and the secondary users
(SUs), respectively. The secondary users (or cognitive radio users) are
intelligent devices, which can sense the available spectrum as well as
recognize the nearby environment to adjust their transmission parameters
since these type users are allowed to use the same frequency band along with
PUs under the condition of improving or, at least, not degrading the
performance of PUs [63]. Since both PUs and SUs use the available spectrum
concurrently in CR networks, one of the major problems of these networks
becomes the mutual interference generated by the users. Fortunately, SM
techniques can be exploited effectively to overcome the interference
problems of conventional CR networks.

and then forwards this combined signal to S and D. The use of SM provides 
some opportunities for R, such as transmitting one user’s data with antenna 
indices and the other’s data with constellation symbols.

Finally, a distributed cooperation scenario with  relay nodes, (R1 
RN, is considered in Figure 8.4d. In the first transmission phase, S can use 
SM techniques to transfer its data to the relays. In the second transmission 
phase, one or more relays cooperate by forming a virtual SM/SSK system, 
and the indices of the activated relays can be considered as an additional way 
to convey information. This allows the relays to cooperate even if they have 
single antennas  since their own indices carry information. 
Furthermore, to improve the spectral efficiency, opportunistic relay selection 
can be considered for the network topology of Figure 8.4d, where only the 
selected best relay takes part in the transmission. For all the different 
cooperation scenarios described previously, the use of GSM/ESM/QSM 
techniques at S and/or R is also possible to improve the spectral/energy 
efficiency of the overall system.
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SM techniques have been implemented for both underlay- and overlay-
type CR networks in recent years [61,64–70]. In underlay networks, SUs can 
use the licensed spectrum band under an interference constraint to PUs. On 
the other hand, SUs assist the communications of PUs through cooperation to 
improve the performance of the primary network in overlay networks. Most 
of the spectrum sharing–based SM studies in the literature consider underlay 
networks, in which the secondary transmitters consider SM/SSK/QSM 
techniques in their transmission under an interference constraint 
[64–66,69,70]. In these studies, the authors investigated the error 
performance of IM-based CR networks in the presence of partial/full channel 
state information at the secondary transmitters and perfect/imperfect channel 
estimation at the secondary receivers. It has been shown that SM and its 
variants can provide efficient implementation scenarios for underlay 
networks.

The integration of SM into overlay networks has also been performed in 
some recent studies [61,67,68]. To mitigate the interference between PUs and 
SUs, the unique transmission properties of SM are considered. More 
specifically, the secondary transmitter exploits SM and considers the antenna 
indices to transmit its own data bits; on the other hand, it uses ordinary M-ary 
modulation to transmit the primary transmitter’s information with the purpose 
of supporting the communications of the primary network. It has been shown 
by computer simulations that SM-based systems can achieve better bit error 
rate (BER performance compared to conventional cooperative spectrum-
sharing systems using superposition coding.
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8.4 INDEX MODULATION FOR OFDM
SUBCARRIERS: OFDM WITH INDEX
MODULATION

Although the concept of IM is generally remembered by the SM scheme, it is
also possible to implement IM techniques for communication systems
different from MIMO systems. As an example, one can efficiently implement
IM techniques for the massive subcarriers of an OFDM system. OFDM-IM is
a novel multi-carrier transmission scheme that has been inspired by the IM
concept of SM [5]. Similar to the bit mapping of SM, the incoming bit stream
is split into subcarrier index selection and M-ary constellation bits in the
OFDM-IM scheme. Considering the index selection bits, only a subset of
available subcarriers are activated, while the remaining inactive subcarriers
are set to zero and not used in data transmission. However, the active
subcarriers are modulated as in classical OFDM according to M-ary
constellation bits. In other words, the OFDM-IM scheme conveys
information not only by the data symbols, as in classical OFDM, but also by
the indices of the active subcarriers that are used for the transmission of the
corresponding M-ary data symbols.

For an OFDM system consisting of  available subcarriers, one can
directly determine the indices of the active subcarriers, similar to SM-based
schemes. However, considering the massive structure of OFDM frames, IM
techniques can be implemented in a more flexible way for OFDM-IM
schemes compared to SM-based schemes. On the other hand, keeping in
mind the practical values of , such as 128, 256, 512, 1024, or 2048 as in
the LTE-A standard, if the subcarrier IM is directly applied to the overall
OFDM frame, there could be trillions of possible active subcarrier
combinations. For instance, to select the indices of 128 active subcarriers out
of  available subcarriers, one should consider  possible
combinations of active subcarriers, which would make the selection of active
subcarriers an impossible task. For this reason, the single and massive
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(8.4)

index selection bits, where typical  values could be 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 with 
. It should be noted that classical OFDM becomes the special case

of OFDM-IM with , that is, when all subcarriers are activated, where a
total of  bits can be transmitted per frame.

The block diagrams of the OFDM-IM scheme’s transmitter and receiver
structures are shown in Figures 8.5a and 8.5b, respectively. As seen from
Figure 8.5a, for the transmission of each OFDM-IM frame, a total of

(8.5)

bits enter the transmitter, where  and . In Figure
8.5a,  and  denote the vectors of the selected indices and M-ary data
symbols with dimensions , respectively. The operation of the OFDM-IM
transmitter can be summarized as follows. First, the OFDM-IM sub-block
creator obtains the OFDM-IM sub-blocks  with dimensions 

by considering  and . Afterward, the OFDM-IM block creator
obtains the main OFDM-IM frame  with dimensions by
concatenating these  OFDM-IM sub-blocks. After this point,  block
interleaving is performed to ensure that the subcarriers of a sub-block
undergo uncorrelated wireless fading channels to improve the error
performance of the detector. At the last step, inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT), cyclic prefix (CP) insertion, and digital-to-analog (DAC) conversion

OFDM-IM block should be divided into  smaller and more manageable 
OFDM-IM sub-blocks for the implementation of OFDM-IM. In this divide-
and-conquer approach, each sub-block contains  subcarriers to perform IM, 
where . For each sub-block, we select  out of  available 
subcarriers as active according to
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procedures are performed for the transmission of the signals through the
wireless channel as in classical OFDM systems.

FIGURE 8.5 OFDM-IM system at a glance. (a) Transmitter structure. (b) Receiver
structure.

The selection of active subcarriers appears to be a challenging problem for
OFDM-IM systems. For this purpose, two different index selection
procedures are proposed for OFDM-IM depending on the size of the sub-
blocks: reference look-up tables and combinatorial number theory method for
lower and higher sub-block sizes, respectively. Examples of these two
methods are provided in Figure 8.6. In the first example, two out of four
subcarriers are selected as active by considering a reference look-up table
with size four. In this case, two bits can determine the indices of the active
subcarriers. In the second example, to select the indices of 16 active
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subcarriers out of 32 total subcarriers, the index selector processes 29 bits. 
First, these 29 bits are converted into a decimal number. Then, this decimal 
number is given to the combinatorial algorithm, which provides the required 
number of active indices.

The task of the OFDM-IM receiver is to determine the indices of the 
active subcarriers as well as the corresponding data symbols carried by these 
active subcarriers in conjunction with the index selection procedure used at 
the transmitter. After applying inverse operations (analog-to-digital (ADC 
conversion, CP removal, FFT, and block deinterleaving, first, the received 
signals are separated since the detection of different sub-blocks can be carried 
out independently. Unfortunately, the optimal detection of OFDM-IM cannot 
be accomplished at the subcarrier level as in classical OFDM due to the index 
information, and the receiver must process the OFDM-IM sub-blocks for 
detection. The optimum but high-complexity ML detector performs a joint 
search by considering all possible subcarrier activation combinations and data 
symbols. On the other hand, a low-complexity, log-likelihood ratio (LLR, 
calculation-based, near-optimal detector handles each subcarrier 
independently and determines the indices of the active subcarriers first, and 
then it detects the corresponding data symbols. This detector calculates a 
probabilistic measure (LLR on the active status of a given subcarrier by 
considering the two scenarios: an active subcarrier (carrying an M-ary 
constellation symbol or an inactive one (that is set to zero. This detector is 
classified as near optimal since it does not consider the set of all legitimate 
subcarrier activation combinations.
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FIGURE 8.6 Two different index selection procedures for OFDM-IM.

It has been shown in the literature that OFDM-IM not only offers
attractive advantages over classical OFDM but also provides an interesting
trade-off between error performance and spectral efficiency with its flexible
system design. The major difference between classical OFDM and OFDM-
IM schemes is the adjustable number of active subcarriers of the latter. In
other words, the number of active subcarriers of OFDM-IM can be adjusted
accordingly to reach the desired spectral efficiency and/or error performance.
Furthermore, OFDM-IM can provide a better BER performance than classical
OFDM for low-to-mid spectral efficiency values with a comparable decoding
complexity using the near-optimal LLR detector. This BER improvement can
be attributed to the fact that the information bits carried by IM have lower
error probability compared to ordinary M-ary constellation bits. Finally, it has
been proved that OFDM-IM provides better performance than classical
OFDM in terms of ergodic achievable rate [63].

As a result, we conclude that due to its appealing advantages over OFDM
and more flexible system design, OFDM-IM can be considered as a possible
candidate for emerging high-speed wireless communications systems.
Furthermore, OFDM-IM has the potential to be well suited to machine-to-
machine (M2M) communications systems of the next-generation wireless
networks that require low power consumption.
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8.5 

8.5.1 

RECENT ADVANCES IN OFDM-IM
The subcarrier IM concept for OFDM has attracted significant attention from
the wireless community in recent times since its widespread introduction in
2012–2013 [5,71,72]. OFDM-IM techniques have been investigated in some
up-to-date studies that deal with capacity analysis [73] and error performance
[74]; the selection problem of the optimal number of active subcarriers
[75,76]; subcarrier-level block interleaving for improved error performance
[77]; generalization [78], enhancement [79–81], and low-complexity
detection of OFDM-IM [82]; combination of OFDM-IM with coordinate
interleaved orthogonal designs [83] and MIMO systems [84,85]; and its
adaptation to different wireless environments [86,87]. In this section, we
focus on three recently proposed and promising forms of OFDM-IM:
generalized OFDM-IM, MIMO-OFDM-IM, and dual-mode OFDM-IM
systems.

GENERALIZED OFDM-IM SCHEMES

Two generalized OFDM-IM structures have been proposed by modifying the
original OFDM-IM scheme to obtain an improved spectral efficiency [78]. In
the first scheme, which is called the OFDM-GIM-I scheme, the number of
active subcarriers is no longer fixed, and it is also determined according to
the information bits. As an example case of  with QPSK

modulation , according to Equation 8.5, 

bits can be transmitted per OFDM-IM sub-block; that is, a total of 
sub-block realizations can be obtained. On the other hand, the OFDM-GIM-
IM scheme considers all activation patterns , which means
that the number of active subcarriers can take values from zero (all
subcarriers are inactive, ) to four (all subcarriers are active, ), as
well as all possible values of M-ary data symbols. A total of
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8.5.2 

(8.6)

possible sub-block realizations can be obtained for which 
bits can be transmitted per sub-block. Consequently, compared to OFDM-IM,
OFDM-GIM-I is capable of transmitting more bits per sub-block.

The second generalized OFDM-IM scheme, which is called the OFDM-
GIM-II scheme, improves the spectral efficiency further by applying IM
independently for the in-phase and quadrature components of the complex
data symbols analogous to QSM. In other words, a subcarrier can be active
for one component, while being inactive simultaneously for the other
component. For the case of  with QPSK modulation ,

according to Equation 8.5,  bits can be transmitted

per OFDM-IM sub-block. On the other hand, the OFDM-GIM-II scheme

allows the transmission of bits per

sub-block, which is 30% higher than that of OFDM-IM.

FROM SISO-OFDM-IM TO MIMO-OFDM-IM
In the first studies on OFDM-IM, the researchers generally investigated SISO
configurations and performed comparisons with classical the SISO-OFDM
scheme. However, OFDM is generally implemented along with MIMO
systems in current wireless communications standards to support high data
rate applications, which require increased spectral efficiency. For this reason,
MIMO transmission and OFDM-IM principles are combined to further boost
the spectral and energy efficiency of the plain OFDM-IM scheme [84,85]. In
the MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme, a V-BLAST-type transmission strategy is
adopted to obtain increased spectral efficiency. More specifically, the
transmitter of the MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme is obtained by the parallel
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concatenation of multiple SISO-OFDM-IM transmitters (Figure 8.5a. At the 
receiver of the MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme, the simultaneously transmitted 
OFDM-IM frames interfere with each other due to the V-BLAST-type 
parallel transmission; therefore, these frames are separated and demodulated 
using a novel low-complexity MMSE detection and LLR calculation-based 
detector. This detector performs sequential MMSE filtering to perform the 
detection of OFDM-IM sub-blocks at each branch of the transmitter and 
considers the statistics of the MMSE filtered received signals to improve the 
error performance. It has been demonstrated via extensive computer 
simulations that MIMO-OFDM-IM can be a strong alternative to classical 
MIMO-OFDM due to its improved BER performance and flexible system 
design. It should be noted that unlike other waveforms, such as GFDM and 
FMBC, OFDM-IM is a more MIMO-friendly transmission technique and 
provides improvements in BER performance over classical MIMO-OFDM.

In Figure 8.7, we present the uncoded BER performance of MIMO-
OFDM-IM  and classical V-BLAST-type MIMO-
OFDM schemes  for three MIMO configurations: , , and 

. In all cases, we obtain the same spectral efficiency values for both 
schemes to perform fair comparisons. As seen in Figure 8.7, considerable 
improvements in the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR are obtained to 
reach a target BER value by the MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme compared to 
classical MIMO-OFDM.

Some other studies that combine OFDM-IM and MIMO transmission 
principles have also been performed recently. Generalized space-frequency 
index modulation (GSFIM [88] combines the OFDM-IM concept with the 
GSM principle by exploiting both spatial and frequency (subcarrier domains 
for IM. It has been shown that the GSFIM scheme can also provide 
improvements over MIMO-OFDM in terms of achievable data rate and BER 
performance with ML detection for lower constellations such as BPSK and 
QPSK. However, the design of low-complexity detector types is an open 
research problem for the GSFIM scheme. More recently, a space-frequency 
coded index modulation (SFC-IM scheme has been proposed to obtain 
diversity gains for MIMO-OFDM-IM [89]. Even more recently, low-
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8.5.3 

FIGURE 8.7 Uncoded BER performance of MIMO-OFDM-IM and classical MIMO-
OFDM schemes for three  MIMO configurations: , and . OFDM
system parameters:  (BPSK), , , CP length , frequency-
selective Rayleigh fading channel with 10 taps, uniform power delay profile, successive
MMSE detection. The % reduction in spectral efficiency compared to the single-carrier
case  is due to CP.

DUAL-MODE OFDM-IM SCHEME

One of the main limitations of the plain OFDM-IM scheme is its limited

complexity and near-optimal detection algorithms, based on the sequential 
Monte Carlo theory, have been proposed for emerging MIMO-OFDM-IM 
schemes [90].
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compared to the total number of bits becomes , and this limits the

inherent advantages of OFDM-IM. To transmit a maximum number of bits
with IM, one can select  however, in this case, the spectral
efficiency of OFDM-IM cannot compete with that of classical OFDM for the
same modulation order in most cases.

The dual-mode OFDM-IM (DM-OFDM) scheme provides a clever
solution to overcome the spectral efficiency limitation of OFDM-IM by
activating all subcarriers while still exploiting IM [81]. In the DM-OFDM
scheme, all subcarriers are modulated, and the index information is carried by
the signal constellations assigned to subcarrier groups. Two distinguishable
signal constellations, a primary and a secondary constellation, are determined
to transmit the data symbols from the active and inactive subcarriers of the
OFDM-IM scheme, respectively. In other words, OFDM-IM becomes the
special case of DM-OFDM if the secondary constellation contains a single
element that is zero. Denoting the sizes of the primary and secondary
constellations with  and , respectively, for each DM-OFDM block,

(8.7)

bits can be transmitted, where  is the number of bits per DM-OFDM sub-
block, G is the number of DM-OFDM sub-blocks, N is the number of
subcarriers in a sub-block similar to OFDM-IM with , and K is
the number of subcarriers modulated by considering the primary
constellation. It should be noted that by letting  in Equation 8.7, that is,

spectral efficiency due to the inactive subcarriers, which do not carry 
information for IM purposes. As a result, the BER advantage of OFDM-IM 
over classical OFDM diminishes with increasing spectral efficiency values. 
This can be understood by clearly examining Equation 8.5, which shows that 
the percentage of IM bits decreases by increasing modulation orders. As an 
example, to achieve the same spectral efficiency as that of classical OFDM, 
one can set  and , for which the percentage of IM bits
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by not modulating the second group of subcarriers, the number of bits 
transmitted in a DM-OFDM block becomes the same as that of OFDM-IM 
given in Equation 8.5. It has been shown by computer simulations that the 
DM-OFDM scheme can achieve better BER performance than other OFDM-
IM variants by using a near-optimal LLR calculation-based detector. More 
recently, a generalized DM-OFDM scheme has been proposed [91]. In this 
scheme, the number of subcarriers modulated by the primary and secondary 
constellations also changes according to the information bits to further 
improve the spectral efficiency with marginal performance loss.
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The design of novel generalized/enhanced IM schemes with higher
spectral and/or energy efficiency, lower transceiver complexity, and
better error performance
The integration of IM techniques (such as SM, GSM, ESM, QSM,
and OFDM-IM) into massive MU-MIMO systems to be employed in
5G and beyond wireless networks and the design of novel
uplink/downlink transmission protocols
The adaption of IM techniques to cooperative communications
systems (such as dual-/multi-hop, network-coded, multi-relay, and
distributive networks) and spectrum-sharing systems
The investigation of the potential of IM techniques via practical
implementation scenarios

8.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
IM appears to be a promising digital modulation concept for next-generation 
wireless communications systems since IM techniques can offer low 
complexity as well as spectrum- and energy-efficient solutions for emerging 
single-/multi-carrier, massive single-/multi-user MIMO, cooperative 
communications, and spectrum-sharing systems. In this chapter, we have 
reviewed the basic principles, advantages and disadvantages, the most recent 
as well as promising developments, and possible implementation scenarios of 
SM and OFDM-IM systems, which are two highly popular forms of the IM 
concept. In Table 8.2, the pros and cons of the reviewed major IM schemes in 
terms of the spectral efficiency, ML detection complexity, and error 
performance are provided. We conclude from Table 8.2 that IM schemes can 
offer interesting trade-offs among the error performance, complexity, and 
spectral efficiency; consequently, they can be considered as possible 
candidates for 5G and beyond wireless communication networks. However, 
interesting and challenging research problems remain to be investigated to 
further improve the efficiency of IM-based schemes. These research 
challenges can be summarized as follows:
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Exploration of new digital communications schemes for the
application of IM techniques

TABLE 8.2
Pros and Cons of Several Index Modulation Schemes

Scheme Spectral
Efficiency

ML Detection
Complexity

Error
Performance

Single-carrier SIMO Low Low Low

communications SM Moderate Lowa Moderate

systems GSM Moderate Moderatea Moderate

MA-SM High Moderatea Moderate

ESM High Low High
QSM High Low High

V-BLAST High Higha Moderate

Multi-carrier OFDM Low Low Low

communications OFDM-IM Low Moderatea Moderate

systems OFDM-GIM-I Moderate Higha Moderate

OFDM-GIM-
II Moderate Higha Moderate

MIMO-
OFDM-IM High Higha High

GSFIM High High Moderate
V-BLAST-

OFDM High Moderatea Moderate

aLower complexity near-/sub-optimal detection is also possible.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the key options in future heterogeneous wireless networks [1] is to 
constantly offer excellent data services and network connectivity to potable 
clients through completely different wireless networks, where dissimilar 
interworking scenarios come into view during client roaming and handover. 
Today, the cellular operators and internet service providers (ISPs want to 
expand wireless access networks (WANs with various technologies to fulfill 
the expanding portability and bandwidth necessities. Handover [2] among 
these advancements needs to be seamless to clients to permit an improved 
and consistent on-the-move roaming occurrence. In the perspective of mutual 
complementary features of wide-area coverage at excessive movability and 
excessive data rate, the idea of integrating more than one wireless access 
technology into a heterogeneous wireless system is one of the most promising 
visions of the wireless next-generation networks (WNGNs [3]. The latter 
migrates toward the interworking of various wireless technologies, such as 
3GPP Long-Term Evolution/Service Architecture Evolution (LTE/SAE [4], 
5G (fifth generation [5], and wireless local area network (WLAN [6].

The service environment and communication network of 5G are going to 
be much richer and more complicated than that of the present-day scenarios. 
It is perceived that the network communications with 5G will be able to link 
the vast spectrum of things as indicated by a variety of application-specific 
necessities: public, equipment, processes, content, computing centers, facts, 
statistics, goods, and information in adaptable, genuinely cellular, and 
effective way. The future will include linked sensors, smart meters, vehicles, 
and smart home devices that will make our present involvement of smart 
phone and tablet connectivity a thing of the past. The tremendous growth of 
clients in cellular networks will extend cellular services toward the Internet of 
things (IoT [7], which will pressure the promotion of the fifth generation of 
mobile technologies. The present 4G systems such as 3GPP LTE are able to 
provide IP services; however, the present cellular networks are largely 
utilized for speech and call services. The costly data and short transfer speed
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TABLE 9.1
List of Notations

Symbol Description
UE User equipment
E/D Symmetric key encryption/decryption

IMSI International mobile subscriber identity
ID Identity of user
PW Password

P_BBU Public key of BBU
D_BBU Private key of BBU

SK Session key
TMSI Temporary mobile subscriber identity
h(.) One-way hash function

USIM Universal subscriber identity module
[ ]* Asymmetric key encryption/decryption using *

|| Concatenation operation

services are the primary offenders. 5G [8] systems will enhance the data 
speed up to 10 Gb/s or greater; however, it is impossible that a client will be 
provided the high data speed capacity due to the very high setup expense. 
IEEE 802.11 [9] WLANs, the first tool for accessing broadband Internet all 
over the world, are becoming more popular day by day. These technologies 
are generally utilized and well suited for small-office and home 
environments. A failing in the present WLAN standard is the absence of 
sufficient security procedures and design beyond the fundamental radio 
access. Combining two systems is expected to yield a product that has their 
best features intact and their shortcomings removed by the integrated 
networks. An essential challenge is to resolve the security drawbacks of the 
interworking networks. This chapter provides a comprehensive discussion on 
the key enabling technologies for 5G-WLAN heterogeneous networks. The 
notations used in this chapter are provided in Table 9.1.
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xor Exclusive or operation
s Secret key of BBU

P_MBS Public key of MBS
D_MBS Private key of MBS

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sections 9.1 and
9.2, we introduce the requirements of seamless roaming and the requirements
of secure communication. Section 9.2 discusses the existing wireless
technologies and 5G-WLAN heterogeneous network architecture, and
Section 9.3 discusses the related works on handover in heterogeneous
wireless networks. Section 9.4 introduces new reauthentication schemes for
multi-radio access handoff so as to secure the handover of the user equipment
of the 5G network into the WLAN network. Section 9.5 discusses the
performance evaluation of the proposed reauthentication schemes for 5G-
WLAN heterogeneous architecture with an authentication scheme of a 3GPP
LTE–WLAN heterogeneous network in terms of security features,
computational cost, and energy cost. Finally, in Section 9.6, the chapter is
concluded.

REQUIREMENTS OF SEAMLESS ROAMING

From the viewpoint of portable clients/users, user equipment generally does
not recognize at each instance which wireless system is the best one to access
for their Internet services due to the accessibility of various nearby WANs
belonging to various organizational areas. A network architecture which can
give clients access to proper networks in an efficient manner is highly in
demand. In the event that a mobile client needs to move from one network to
another with continuous services, a mobile system needs to adapt to network
changes to keep up the services seamlessly. Service quality is a main right
that a client should be given with the service fulfilling his prerequisite, while
the network cost and workload should not be an excessive amount. Moreover,
since clients are provided with various services, such as video-on-demand
and voice-over-IP services, it is expected that a client will achieve similar
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9.1.2 REQUIREMENTS OF SECURE COMMUNICATION

Securing [11] the client’s hidden information is an essential purpose of a
protection solution and the security architecture for future heterogeneous
wireless networks such as the interworking of 5G and WLAN. Security
prerequisites should be achieved wherever and whenever the web services are
provided. A network operator is required to provide security solutions that
detect all kinds of possible attacks, avoid the attacks, and protect from the
attacks where the disclosure of Internet protocol–based networks are in large
numbers of cellular terminals. The security of futuristic heterogeneous
wireless networks can generally be classified into two groups that provide
access network security at WANs and terminal security at cellular phone
terminals, respectively. Hence, secure communication is a joint task among
every component the architecture of heterogeneous networks of the future,
which include mobile clients, Wi-Fi networks, cellular networks, regulatory

quality for all the dissimilar services. For this, the network architecture needs 
to be designed to include a quality mechanism that ensures the clients are 
served according to their individual QoS necessities.

From the viewpoint of a network administrator, the network infrastructure 
needs to help a client in recognizing the most efficient network at any time 
due the accessibility of different wireless technologies. This choice of 
networks must be done dynamically to consider various hypothetical and 
reasonable issues (e.g., the system capacity in terms of data transfer speed 
upper bound and the number of simultaneous clients supported. Handover 
management [10] is a mechanism to handle portability of clients roaming in 
the influence of different technologies or networks. When portable clients 
move from one wireless network to different wireless networks, the mobility 
mechanisms need to make sure that these sessions are not lost and that the 
data after roaming can be sent to the clients irrespective of their possible 
location after a move to another network. Such a mechanism provides rules 
for clients as well as networks to follow regarding the mechanisms and 
procedures for consistent services while roaming.
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bodies, and cellular device manufacturers. The security prerequisites should 
first be considered in the early phase of drafting the specifications and 
guidelines for any business wireless technology. We introduce the 
architecture of 5G WLAN in the next section.
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9.2.1 

FIFTH GENERATION-WLAN (5G-WLAN)
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we discuss 802.11 WLAN, 5G network technologies, and
their internetworking.

802.11 WLAN
A WLAN is a wireless computer network that connects at least two gadgets
utilizing high-frequency radio waves within a limited region (e.g., school,
home, office building, and computer laboratory). This gives a client the
capability to move around in a local coverage area while connected to the
WLAN and can provide a link to the Internet. Most advanced WLANs are
dependent on IEEE 802.11 guidelines, advertised under the Wi-Fi [12] brand
name. A WLAN is, in all simplicity, a cable replacement technology that
provides typical client devices, such as mobiles, PDA with means to move
freely inside the coverage area while maintaining connectivity to the wireless
network. The IEEE 802.11 is a collection of physical layer specifications and
media access control for imposing WLAN communications’ different
frequency bands, including 2.4, 3.6, 5.8, and 60 GHz and 900 MHz. The
specifications are standardized by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers’ WLAN Standards Committee. The base edition of the WLAN
standard was launched in 1997 [12] and has had subsequent amendments
[13]. Since then, a progression of IEEE 802.11 guidelines has been proposed
to enhance the efficiency of WLAN. The following is a list of a few of those
standards.

IEEE 802.11a: This standard uses the same frame format and data
link layer protocol as the initial standard; however, the physical layer
uses an OFDM-based air interface. It can provide a data rate of up to
54 Mbit/s and works in a 5-GHz band.
IEEE 802.11b: This standard uses a media access method similar to
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the one defined in the initial standard. It has a maximum data rate of
11 Mbit/s and works in a 2.4-GHz band.
IEEE 802.11g: It uses an OFDM-based communication scheme
similar to 802.11a. It can provide an average throughput of about 22
Mbit/s and a data rate of up to 54 Mbit/s. It works in a 2.4-GHz
band, which is the same as that of 802.11b.
IEEE 802.11n: It works on a 2.4-GHz band and optionally on a 5-
GHz band. It provides data speeds ranging from 54 Mbit/s to 600
Mbit/s.
IEEE 802.11ac: It provides high-throughput Wi-Fi on a 5-GHz
band. The specification has a single-link throughput of no less than
500 Mbit/s and multi-station throughput of no less than 1 Gbps.
IEEE 802.11ad: It provides another physical layer for WLANs to
work within a 60-GHz millimeter-wave spectrum. This frequency
band has radically dissimilar propagation attributes from 2.4-GHz
and 5-GHz bands, where the Wi-Fi networks work. It provides a
highest data speed of up to 7 Gbit/s.
IEEE 802.11ah: 802.11ah operates on 900-MHz Wi-Fi, which is
perfect for low power utilization and long-range information
communication. It is also called “the low-power Wi-Fi.” It can be
used for various objectives, such as extended-range hotspots, outdoor
WLANs for cellular traffic offloading, and huge-scale sensor
systems. It guarantees a range of up to 1 km with a minimum of 100
kbps throughput and a maximum of 40 Mbps of throughput. It is also
capable of penetrating walls and different barriers, which is
impressively superior to any past Wi-Fi standards.
IEEE 802.11af: 802.11af utilizes unused television spectrum
frequencies to transmit data. It is also called White-Fi. It can be
utilized for low-power, wide-area range. It operates on frequencies
between 54 MHz and 790 MHz.

A wireless LAN has three basic modes [14] of operation: infrastructure
mode, ad hoc network mode, and mixed-network mode.
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Infrastructure mode: In this configuration, the wireless network
consists of a wireless access point and numerous user equipments. In
this mode, any kind of mobile client can communicate with every
other type of mobile entity with the assistance of access points.
Ad hoc network mode: In this mode, every mobile client or station
is connected directly to different clients without the help of access
points.
Mixed-network mode: It is a type of network mode that is created
by mixing ad hoc and infrastructure networks.

5G NETWORKS

In the past decade or so, several telecommunication industries started to
redesign 4G to 5G wireless systems, which give a lot of broad
communication solutions with good system performance and much higher
data rates in terms of low packet-delivery latencies, low packet-loss ratios,
and high reception ratios. According to the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), 5G technologies [15] will provide a lower Internet
connection speed of about 100 Mbps to a user moving at a high speed and a
higher Internet connection speed of up to 10 Gbps to support better real-time
applications and multimedia applications. The second generation, or 2G,
began in 1991 as a collection of standards that administered wireless
telephone technology, without much worry for information transmission or
the mobile web. The third generation (3G) concentrated on applications in
voice communication, mobile Internet, mobile TV, and video calls. The
fourth generation (4G) was intended to better support IP telephony (voice
over IP), cloud computing, video conferencing, and online gaming and video
streaming.

From primary cell phones to 4G LTE, the broadcast communication
industry has changed a lot in a couple of years. We have jumped four G’s in
about as long as it took for Snoop Dogg to become Snoop Lion. Presently,
the telecommunication sector is ready to enter the fifth generation, which
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9.2.3 5G-WLAN INTERWORKING ARCHITECTURE

The integrating architecture [5,16,17] represents the interconnection between
different authentication servers and new entities within the heterogeneous
networks. A detailed outlook of 5G-WLAN’s integrating structure is shown
in Figure 9.1. Interworking architectures between 5G and WLAN networks
are based on a tightly coupled architecture.

In a tightly coupled architecture, non-cellular WLANs are linked to the
core network of 5G cellular networks as entry networks to offer Internet
connectivity to its users. The interworking architecture is similar to a tree
structure, where the root node baseband (BBU) is linked to different core
network macro base stations (MBSs) using fiber. A leaf node is the user
equipment (UE), and the other intermediate nodes are access points (APs),
small-cell base stations (SBSs), and an access gateway (AG). The BBU
retrieves the user information from the mobile client and validates the
authentication credential provided by the mobile client. The information is
exchanged from the UE nodes to the SBSs and UEs nodes to the APs using

guarantees 100 to 1000 times the speed of 4G LTE. It simply means a full-
length movie can be downloaded in a couple of seconds. 5G is a term used to 
explain the forthcoming fifth generation of mobile network innovation, and 
its speed can be up to 1000 times faster than 4G. 5G technology is estimated 
to provide fresh frequency bands (much wider than the previous bands along 
with broader spectral data transfer capacity per frequency channel. It will use 
millimeter waves (mmWave for high frequencies greater than 24 GHz to 
increase throughput and speed. It is expected to allow more efficient data 
exchange between various gadgets. 5G is in its very early stages, and the 
networking regulatory bodies have not settled on a standard. It is possible that 
public demonstrations will occur by the year 2018 due to the fact that South 
Korea is going to show off its 5G technology at the 2018 Winter Olympics in 
Pyeongchang and plans to commercialize it by December 2020. The Japanese 
government has stated its aim to show off its 5G capability for handy smart 
phone use at the Tokyo Summer Olympics in 2020.
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FIGURE 9.1 A basic architecture of a 5G-WLAN integrated network.

There are five main entities in a 5G-WLAN; AP, AG, SBS, MBS, and
BBU controller, as shown in Figure 9.2. We have shown the network’s
signaling messages in solid lines and the user’s traffic in dotted lines. A

mmWaves. The information is also exchanged from the SBS nodes to the 
MBS nodes and the AP nodes to the AG nodes using mmWaves. The 
information is exchanged from the AG nodes to the MBS nodes using fiber 
cable. In this architecture, a node, called a MSB, interconnects 5G and 
WLAN. The fundamental responsibilities of MSBs are signaling conversion 
of mobility/user records and message transferring between two 
heterogeneous networks. A MSB in a WLAN works as an access router and 
performs as a general packet radio service (GPRS support node (GSN in 5G 
networks. When UEs roam between 5G and WLAN, the MSB takes the 
responsibility of GSN functionality in the network to which the mobile client 
relocated. The wireless network is shown in dotted lines and the wired traffic 
in solid lines in Figure 9.1.
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cellular terminal normally operates with more than one network interface, 
including 5G radio, a wireless card, and a universal subscriber identity 
module (USIM card. A UE connects to a 5G network using a USIM card 
inside the coverage of a 5G network and to WLAN using a Wi-Fi card 
outside of its coverage. The UE informs the BBU via an SBS about its 
association and constructs a protected tunnel between the UE and the BBU 
when going into the coverage area of a 5G network.

Several integrated architectures have been discussed for 5G-WLAN 
heterogeneous networks, where the BBU remains in the top tier and the SBSs 
work under the administration of the BBU in a lower tier. A macrocell 
includes all small cells of diverse types, such as microcell (WLAN and small 
cell (femtocell, and both tiers have a common frequency band. The small 
cell improves the service and coverage of a macrocell. There are two types of 
users in these heterogeneous networks: indoor and outdoor clients. To 
separate them, an MBS holds large antenna arrays with antenna elements 
dispersed around the MBS and linked to additional MBSs. The SBSs with 
large antenna arrays are deployed in every building to communicate with the 
MBS. All user equipment inside a building has an association to other user 
equipment either through an AP or an SBS. An SBS or an AP is located in a 
small area to permit communication among UEs, while a MBS is placed 
outside the zone to communicate with multiple SBSs and APs. Furthermore, 
5G clients may go away from one small cell (SBS and join a micro cell (AP 
more frequently, which can introduce excessive handover latency in an 
integrated network. Due to micro- and macro-cell deployment in 5G-WLAN 
networks, there is a need to carry out frequent mutual authentications to stop 
impersonation and MitM attacks. For that reason, efficient, robust, and faster 
privacy protection and handover authentication schemes must to be 
developed for 5G-WLAN integrated networks.
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FIGURE 9.2 A tree architecture of a 5G-WLAN network.
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9.3 ROAMING MANAGEMENT IN 5G-WLAN
INTERWORKING

Handoff and roaming [2,18] provide a facility to a UE associated with a base
station to pass to another base station or AP without detaching its connection.
Handoff management in heterogeneous networks connected with current
cellular networks has many challenges (e.g., security, enhanced routing,
lowest latency). Accessing multiple networks, network densification, zero
latency, and very high movability make handoff management in 5G-WLAN
networks harder. A heterogeneous network consists of UEs, SBSs, MBSs, a
BBU controller, and APs. To enable handover between dissimilar wireless
networks, various network devices and schemes are required because each
network has its own structure in a 5G-WLAN heterogeneous network,
rendering repeated establishments of trust connections and validations during
movability necessary. The following two forms of handoffs [19] are provided
in 5G-WLAN networks:

1. Single radio access handoff (SRA handoff): This is a handoff
procedure in a network with similar network technology. It has two
subtypes.

Intra-macrocell handoff: This refers to the handover of UEs from
one SBS to other SBSs that operate under a single MBS.
Inter-macrocell handoff: This refers to the handover of UEs from
one MBS to other MBSs. It might likewise involve the handover
of UEs from one SBS to other SBSs that operate under different
MBSs. However, if the roaming between small cells of two
dissimilar MBSs is not done accurately, the inter-macrocell
handoff will be unsuccessful.

2. Multi–radio access handoff (MRA handoff): This refers to the
handover of UEs from one radio access technology to another radio
access technology. It might likewise handoff between SBSs and APs.
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FIGURE 9.3 Handoff procedure during 5G to WLAN handover.

Figure 9.3 explains the handover procedure during handover from 5G to
WLAN. Once the UE gets the required data to settle on the handover
decision, it can perform one of the three following types of handover
procedures:

1. SBS–SBS handoff: This is a handoff procedure for intra-macrocell
handoff.

2. SBS–MBS–SBS handoff: This is a handoff procedure for inter-
macrocell handoff.

3. SBS–AP handoff: This is a handoff procedure for multi-radio access
handoff. The SBS–APhandover procedure is executed when a 5G
client is entering a WLAN.

The handling of handovers in a seamless and efficient manner is one of
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the strongest challenges in heterogeneous networks. These handover actions 
need be enhanced to guarantee non-perceptible interruption to current 
communication as a client moves from one network type to another. 
Unsuccessful handover is typically caused by its long latency. For seamless 
mobility in 5G and WLAN networks, low handover delay is required. The 
most important factor of handover delay is the reauthentication procedure 
required to guarantee the secure passing and confirmation of the network. A 
fast and frequent handover of UEs over SBSs or SBS–AP is required for a 
secure, efficient, and robust roaming process for transferring the information. 
Handover authentication of multi-RAHs (MRAHs is more difficult because 
every radio access technology has its own security parameters, and a fixed 
procedure is used to provide efficient security. Obviously, there is a need to 
provide overlapped security solutions across various types of radio access 
technologies. The other challenges (e.g., availability of networks, 
authorization and access control of UEs, confidentiality of data transmission, 
integrity of data communication, auditing and accounting of user information, 
low computation cost, and low energy cost need to be addressed to create a 
secure and seamless 5G-WLAN heterogeneous network. The existing privacy 
and security solutions to heterogeneous networks are not efficient; so, these 
schemes are not capable of holding large connections simultaneously.

We may imagine a feasible solution for developing a handover 
reauthentication scheme that must consider end-to-end security, secure data 
transmission, secure and private storage, threat-resistant UEs, a legitimate 
network, and resource access. Figure 9.4 provides an outline of a handover 
reauthentication methodology between dissimilar networks and inside one 
network. It can be seen from Figure 9.3 that mutual authentication throughout 
handover between a client and another WLAN network is acknowledged by 
matching a particular hashing value. Every time the involved vector [4] 
includes AUTH, an authentication token sent by the MBS, RAND, an 
arbitrary number known by the MBS, and a pairwise key. For movability 
inside a similar network (i.e., SRA handoff, the present serving SBS informs 
the target SBS of possible handover so that the latter can find the client a 
cryptographic value from the MBS. We explore the existing handover
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FIGURE 9.4 Authentication procedures for SRA handoff and MRA handoff.

Our (designed) session key for diverse handover methodology for various
situations, such as 5G-WLAN handover, will enhance handover complexity.
The BBU is generally located far away from the user, which requires a delay
of up to hundreds of milliseconds due to the frequent transmission of

authentication methodologies and recognize the difficulties in 5G-WLAN 
heterogeneous networks. The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP
[20] has specified a handover message flow and a specific key hierarchy for 
various mobility circumstances.
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messages among SBSs, UEs, APs, and the BBU for client authentication. 
Such large delay cannot be accepted for seamless handover. The authors 
[21,22] have discussed the simplified handover authentication schemes for 
LTE networks, which involve only UEs and APs for authentication using 
public-key cryptography. These schemes provide key agreement and mutual 
authentication with other networks through a three-way handshake without 
contacting any other entity, such as the BBU. The computational cost, energy 
cost, and handover delay of a handover authentication procedure are 
increased due to the overhead for transferring many cryptographic messages 
(e.g., a digital signature through a wireless interface. Due to this reason, 
transferring a digital signature is secured but not significant for seamless 5G-
WLAN wireless communications. Because of these difficulties, significant 
and efficient handover authentication mechanisms and secure data 
transmission are critical for securing 5G-WLAN heterogeneous networks.
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9.4 

9.4.1 

9.4.2 

PROPOSED REAUTHENTICATION SCHEME
FOR MRAH

In this section, we propose a MRAH authentication scheme for 5G-WLAN to
permit frequent roaming between an SBS and an AP. Since the target cell is
an AP of WLANs and the source cell is an SBS of 5G networks, the proposed
reauthentication scheme utilizes the USIM to share private data for handover
authentication between a client and an MBS. We assume that both the target
cell APs and source-cell base station SBS are connected through the same
MBS. Furthermore, a mobile client can use mobile office through his or her
USIM. Our proposed scheme consists of four phases: setup phase, user
registration phase, login and authentication phase, and reauthentication phase,
which are presented in the following subsections.

SETUP PHASE

To initialize the system, the BBU picks up two large prime numbers, p and q,
and calculates n = p × q. The BBU keeps p and q as secret keys and
distributes n as a public key. The BBU also takes an integer D_BBU and a
prime number P_BBU such that P_BBU × D_BBU ≡ 1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1),
and a cryptographic one-way hash function, h, characterized as h(.): {0, 1}*

→ {0, 1} l , where {0, 1} l is a binary string of fixed length l, D_BBU is the
private key, and P_BBU is the public key of the BBU.

USER REGISTRATION PHASE

The registration phase is performed when a UE registers with the BBU or an
authentication server. The UE and the BBU execute the following steps:

Step 1: UE selects an identity (ID), a password (PW), IMSI, and a
random nonce (a) and computes UID = h(ID), HPW =
h(ID|PW||h(a)), TMSI = h(IMSI) XOR h(a). He sends UID, HPW,
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and TMSI to BBU for registration through a protected channel.
Step 2: After getting the registration information, BBU calculates the

following to share secret data for authentication between UE and
BBU:

Step 3: BBU stores [P_BBU, A, B, h (⋅)] in USIM and hands it over to
UE through a protected channel.

Step 4: After getting USIM, UE stores TMSI in his USIM; thus, USIM
contains [P_BBU, A, B, TMSI, h (⋅)].

LOGIN AND AUTHENTICATION PHASE

The login and authentication phase transfers a login request message to the
corresponding MBS when the UE wants to get some resource from the BBU.
The BBU accomplishes mutual authentication with the UE by checking the
login request message of the UE and then accomplishes secure
communication by calculating the session key, SK, between the MBS and the
UE. Figure 9.5 demonstrates the processes of the login and authentication
phases.
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FIGURE 9.5 Login and authentication phases.

Step 1: UE inserts his USIM into a smart cell phone and provides
IMSI, PW, ID, and a. After getting it, USIM calculates TMSI* =
h(IMSI) XOR h(a) and compares it with the stored TMSI. If it is
equal, USIM trusts the nonce, a, and assumes that IMSI has
originated from a similar client; otherwise, it terminates the
connection. The USIM computes A* = h(UID||HPW||TMSI*) using
a, ID, and PW and checks whether A* is equal to A. If they are not
equal, USIM discards the login request. The USIM creates an
arbitrary integer number, r_UE, and encrypts {UID, Auth, r_UE,
TUE} using the public key of BBU and sends the login request
message LRM = [UID, Auth, r_UE, TUE]P_BBU to MBS through an
insecure channel after computing the following:
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Step 2: MBS forwards LRM to BBU.
Step 3: After getting the login request message, BBU decrypts LRM

utilizing its own private key, D_BBU, and verifies UID and TUE. If
this verification does not hold, BBU rejects the login request of UE;
otherwise, BBU calculates Auth* = h(h(TMSI||s)||r_UE||TUE) using s,
TMSI, r_UE, TUE and checks whether Auth* = Auth. If they are
equal, BBU accepts the login request of UE, creates an arbitrary Rs,
and calculates a shared session key, SK = h(r_UE||RS||s||TMSI), and
AuthS = HPW||h(SK||TS), where TS is the current timestamp of
BBU, and AuthS is the information used when BBU authenticates
UE. The BBU computes the authentication message MAM = [UID,
AuthS, Rs, TS]r_UE, where BBU encrypts {UID, AuthS, RS,TS}
using r_UE. BBU sends MAM, UID, SK, P_MBS, h (.), s, and TMSI
to the corresponding MBS.

Step 4: MBS sends the message MAM, P_MBS to UE for mutual
authentication.

Step 5: After getting the mutual authentication message, UE decrypts
MAM using r_UE and approves UID and TS. If this verification does
not hold, UE terminates the present session; otherwise, UE
calculates SK = h(r_UE||Rs||s||TMSI), AuthS

* = HPW||h(SK||TS), and
checks whether AuthS

* = AuthS. If they are not equal, the process is
terminated; otherwise, UE effectively authenticates BBU. After
completing mutual authentication, UE and BBU can communicate
securely in the future using the session key SK.

REAUTHENTICATION PHASE

When a UE accesses a BBU using a SBS, an MRA handover event takes
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number, r*, for authentication with BBU. The USIM encrypts
{UID, r*, SK, TUE} using the public key of MBS and transfers
[UID, r*, SK, TUE]P_MBS to AP for the reauthentication request,
where SK is the session key shared between UE and BBU in the
previous session, and TUE is the current timestamp of UE.

Step 2. AP forwards [UID, r*, SK, TUE]P_MBS to MBS.
Step 3. After getting the reauthentication request message, MBS

decrypts [UID, r*, SK, TUE]P_MBS using its own particular private
key and verifies UID, TUE, and SK. If this verification does not
hold, MBS rejects the reauthentication request of UE; otherwise,
MBS accepts the reauthentication request of UE, generates a
random RS*, and calculates SK* = h(r* ||Rs

*||s||TMSI) for the
following session.

Step 4. The MBS encrypts {UID, RS*, SK*, TMBS} using r* and
transfers the mutual reauthentication message E(UID, RS

*, SK*,
TMBS) to AP, where TMBS is the current timestamp of MBS.

Step 5: AP forwards the mutual reauthentication message E(UID, RS
*,

SK*; TMBS) to UE for reauthentication.
Step 6. After getting the mutual reauthentication message for handover

authentication, UE decrypts E(UID, RS
*, SK*; TMBS) using r* and

verifies UID and TMBS. If this verification does not hold, UE
terminates the session; otherwise, UE calculates SK** =
h(r*||Rs

*||s||TMSI) and checks whether SK** is identical to SK*. If

place for moving to another access point. For that reason, the UE executes 
one more authentication to the BBU. The reauthentication phase performs the 
handover authentication with the BBU using the existing authentication data 
so that the UE does not require the execution of the full authentication phase 
once more in case of MRA handover. Figure 9.6 demonstrates the 
reauthentication phase in the proposed MRAH reauthentication scheme.

Step 1. When the handover happens, USIM creates an arbitrary
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they are identical, UE effectively reauthenticates BBU, and UE and
BBU can communicate securely in the future using the session key
SK*.

FIGURE 9.6 MRA reauthentication phase.
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9.5 

9.5.1 

9.5.1.1 

9.5.1.2 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the performance evaluation of the proposed
reauthentication scheme for the 5G-WLAN heterogeneous architecture and
compares it with an authentication scheme of a 3GPP LTE–WLAN
heterogeneous network in terms of security features, computational cost, and
energy cost. In comparison to Elbouabidi et al.’s scheme (2014) of 3GPP
LTE–WLAN, it does not just provide mutual authentication and resist many
attacks, but it also utilizes the hash algorithm that takes much less
computational time and hence is more favorable for small, portable smart
phones with limited computing power.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate the security features offered by our proposed
scheme.

Mobile Device Attack
Regardless of the possibility that an attacker gets or steals the cell phone, he
cannot masquerade as a UE. If an attacker gets or steals the cell phone of a
UE that is connected to a heterogeneous network, he cannot get the ID and
PW of the UE from the cell phone. Additionally, if the attacker impersonates
the UE to obtain the secret data P_BBU, A, B, h(.), and TMSI stored in the
USIM, he cannot masquerade as a genuine UE without knowing HPW, s, ID,
and UID.

Password-Guessing Attack
In the proposed MRAH scheme, if an attacker determines the PW of a UE
from the transmitted authentication messages over a public channel, he
cannot compute a new password HPW of the client without knowing h(a),
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9.5.1.3 

9.5.1.4 

9.5.1.5 

Impersonation Attack
An attacker cannot act as a genuine UE, since he cannot calculate the
reauthentication or login request message of the UE. If an attacker tries to
compute the login request message, LRM = [UID, Auth, r_UE, TUE]P_BBU, or
the reauthentication message, [UID, r∗, SK, TUE]P_MBS, of the USIM, he
cannot calculate LRM or the reauthentication message, [UID, r∗, SK,
TUE]P_MBS, because UID, s, a, and SK are unknown to him.

Replay Attack
Regardless of the possibility that an attacker replays the message that gets the
reauthentication message or the login request message transmitted between
the UE and the MBS over a public channel, he cannot masquerade as an
authorized client. Suppose the attacker replays an earlier login request
message, LRM = [UID, Auth, r_UE, TUE]P_BBU, or reauthentication message,
[UID, r∗, SK, TUE]P_MBS, to impersonate a client; he cannot succeed in a
replay attack because the timestamp, TUE, fails to confirm. Furthermore, even
if the attacker replays to create a legitimate timestamp, T*

UE, and calculates a
new login request message, LRM = [UID, Auth*, r_UE

*, TUE
*]P_BBU, or

reauthentication message, [UID, r**, SK, TUE
*]P_MBS, he cannot impersonate

a legitimate UE because UID, s, h(a), and SK are unknown to him.

Eavesdropping Attack
If an attacker monitors the messages transmitted between the UE and the
BBU over a public channel, he cannot get the actual message content in the
third phase of our proposed scheme. Suppose he gets message LRM = [UID,

ID, and the transmitted authentication message. Even if the attacker gets the 
private data kept in the USIM, he cannot guess the password of the UE 
because A and B are computed on the basis of HPW.
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9.5.1.6 

9.5.2 

Mutual Authentication
The proposed scheme offers mutual authentication in both the login and the
authentication phase and the MRAH authentication phase. The BBU will
authenticate the UE using the Auth parameter in the login request message,
LRM, and the UE will authenticate the BBU using the AuthS parameter in the
mutual authentication message, MAM, of the login and authentication
phases. Furthermore, the MBS will authenticate the UE using SK and UID in
the reauthentication message [UID, r∗, SK, TUE]P_MBS, and the UE will
authenticate the MBS using UID and SK* in the mutual reauthentication
message [UID, RS*, SK*, TMBS] r* of the MRAH authentication phase.

COMPUTATIONAL TIME

The computational time represents the required running time for the base
station and the UE when they execute an authentication scheme. We have
computed the running of the fundamental cryptographic algorithms using the
CryptoPP library [23] tested on an Intel Core 2 with a CPU frequency of 1.83
GHz under Windows Vista (32-bit mode), as shown in Table 9.2. In Table
9.3, we have presented the computational cost comparison of the proposed
reauthentication scheme of the MRA handover with the schemes of 3GPP
LTE–WLAN handover. As evident from this table, our proposed
reauthentication scheme provides a 75% reduction in computational cost as
compared to that of Elbouabidi et al.’s scheme [4]. Figure 9.7 demonstrates a

Auth, r_UE, TUE]P_BBU and the mutual authentication message MAM = 
[UID, AuthS, Rs, TS]r_UE circulated in the third phase of the proposed 
scheme; he cannot find the content of the message without knowledge of 
r_UE and SK. Also, when the attacker gets the reauthentication message 
[UID, r∗, SK, TUE]P_MBS and the mutual reauthentication message E(UID, 
RS

*, SK*; TMBS circulated in the MRAH authentication phase of the 
proposed scheme, he cannot get the actual content of the message.
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bar graph diagram of the computational cost comparison of the existing and
proposed MRAH schemes.

TABLE 9.2
Time Costs of Fundamental Cryptographic Algorithms (in ms)

TAES TH TRSA TMIC

2.56 × 102 Cycles 1.82 × 102 cycles 0.16 × 106 Cycles 0.3522 × 102 Cycles

TAES: Execution time of a 128-bit AES-CBC encryption/decryption
TH: Execution time of generating a 128-bit message digest using a SHA-1 algorithm
TRSA: Execution time of a 1024-bit RSA encryption/decryption
TMIC: Execution time of VMAC message authentication code

TABLE 9.3
Computational Time

Schemes Computational Time of MRA Handover
Our proposed scheme 0.0175 msec

Elbouabidi et al.’s scheme 0.066 msec

FIGURE 9.7 Computational time of reauthentication scheme.
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9.5.3 ENERGY OVERHEAD

This section provides the energy cost evaluation that analyzes the energy cost
utilized by Elbouabidi et al.’s scheme [2] and the proposed reauthentication
scheme. The energy cost has been evaluated as the energy consumed in
cryptographic and communication operations. The notations of the energy
expense of security and communication activities are shown by the following
variables.

EM: Energy expense of sending or receiving a message
EMAC: Energy expense of computing or examining a MAC value using

a key
EVMAC: Energy expense of computing or verifying a MAC using a

VMAC hashing function
EL-H: Energy cost of key calculation
EENC-SYM: Energy expense of data enciphering or deciphering using

symmetric key cryptography
EENC-ASYM: Energy expense of data enciphering or deciphering using

asymmetric key cryptography

Elbouabidi et al.’s scheme involves the device in the following energy
expending activities: (i) sending and receiving messages, (ii) generation of
2*LK, 2*LID, 2*HK, and 2*HID, (iii) generation and verification of two
signatures, (iv) encryption/decryption of six messages by a public key, and
(v) encryption/decryption of two messages by a private key. Thus, the overall
energy cost of Elbouabidi et al.’s scheme [4] is computed as

(9.1)

The proposed reauthentication scheme involves the device in the
following energy expending activities: (i) encryption/decryption of one
message by an asymmetric key, (ii) generation and verification of two hash
values by VMAC, (iii) sending and receiving messages, and (iv)
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encryption/decryption of one message by a symmetric key. Thus, the overall
energy cost is given by

(9.2)

From Equations 9.1 and 9.2 it can be observed that the proposed scheme
of MRAH diminishes the energy consumption as compared to Elbouabidi et
al.’s scheme [4] of 3GPP LTE–WLAN heterogeneous networks.
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9.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter discusses the interworking architecture of 5G-WLAN 
heterogeneous architecture and roaming management of heterogeneous 
networks. In future 5G-WLAN heterogeneous networks, deployment of SBSs 
will bring difficulties in security and privacy issues. We have assessed the 
current methods for handover and tried to present difficulties on privacy 
protection and authentication in a heterogeneous network. This chapter also 
presents a solution for securing a 5G-WLAN heterogeneous system to fulfill 
the security prerequisites. We have explored the existing handover 
authentication techniques of the present heterogeneous networks. We found 
that it is not efficient for the latest heterogeneous networks to adapt the risks 
from mutually 5G cellular networks and WLAN networks in a sequent 
manner. In addressing these challenges, we have discussed a USIM-based 
handover authentication scheme that not only reduces energy consumption, 
but also reduces computational cost. The proposed MRAH scheme is 
efficient regarding security functionalities and accomplishes efficient session-
key verification, mutual authentication properties, and early incorrect input 
recognition in the login phase. Regardless of a few difficulties, the future 
looks bright for 5G-WLAN interworking, and new security provisions will be 
beneficial for cellular operators and clients. The emerging 5G-WLAN 
heterogeneous communications will have difficulties with the existing 
security provisioning methods, particularly with respect to latency and 
complexity. Broader security and performance analysis will be the theme of 
our future work. In the future, we would try to present a comprehensive 
analysis concentrated on the mechanisms of roaming management, handover 
management, data transmission, or forwarding.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION
The recent analyses claim that each person will have tens, if not hundreds, of 
Internet-connected devices by 2020, and the total worldwide number of 
devices will rise to 50 billion (Evans, 2011. The devices will range from 
RFID devices, tablets, and smart phones to augmented- or virtual-reality 
equipment. The traffic and other quality-of-service (QoS requirements of 
these devices will be diverse. 5G systems are expected to be flexible to 
satisfy a varied set of user and system requirements, such as low latency, high 
capacity, and high reliability. A huge research and development effort is 
invested in the challenges of 5G networks. The products of the 5G research 
activities have to be validated on simulators and testbeds that provide a 
realistic environment.

Simulators provide an experimentation environment dismissing the need 
for hardware, and they provide users an insight into the operational 
performance of the proposed solutions, whereas testbeds provide a more 
realistic environment in which to conduct practical experiments. To make the 
5G systems a reality, 5G testbeds have been deployed all over the world, 
mostly in a federated fashion.

In this chapter, we present an overview of distinct approaches and reasons 
to build 5G testbeds and experimentation environments considering various 
design and research concerns. Testbed requirements and the existent 
solutions are discussed. Nowadays, we have a huge opportunity to access a 
wide variety of 5G testbeds that we can employ based on our needs and 
conditions. The existent and developing 5G simulators, 5G testbeds, projects, 
and federated platforms, such as FIRE and GENI, are investigated and 
compared in this chapter. At the end of this chapter, the reader will obtain a 
comprehensive overview of the existing 5G experimentation testbeds and 
simulators and the main learning points while designing a testbed for 5G. In 
addition, this chapter aims at providing readers a guideline to determine the 
key requirements and a means for choosing an adequate experimentation 
approach.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 10.2 and 
Section 10.3 present the widely utilized simulators and emulators. We 
compare the simulators in terms of learning difficulty, development language, 
open-source support, graphical user interface support, emulation support, 
type of simulator, and the other key features, such as flexibility, capacity, 
frequency spectrum, and any other performance parameters. In Section 10.4, 
we compare and investigate the existing 5G testbeds in terms of some 
important topics and requirements, such as mobility support, heterogeneity, 
coverage, size, protocols, applications, and frequency spectrum. Moreover, 
we provide an architectural perspective with taxonomy of components, such 
as the backbone (wired, wireless, hierarchy (tiers, and management system 
(scripts, interconnections, etc., and address some constraints, such as 
capacity, and challenges, such as coverage, energy efficiency, and network 
reliability.
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10.2 5G SIMULATORS AND EMULATORS
There are many different 5G simulation projects in the literature (e.g., Redana 
et al., 2015; Keysight Technologies, 2016. In this section, we discuss some 
of the well-known 5G simulator projects such as the 5G NOvel Radio 
Multiservice adaptive network Architecture (NORMA project’s simulator, 
SystemVue, New York University’s (NYU wireless 5G simulator, 
electromagnetic (EM propagation software, the 5G millimeter-wave 
(mmWave module for the ns-3 simulator, OpenAirInterface, and the cloud 
radio-access network (C-RAN simulator. At the end, these simulators are 
compared with each other from a different perspective.

As shown in Figure 10.1, there are three main types of approaches to 
developing simulators for mobile networks, which can be broadly categorized 
as link level, system level, and protocol level. The link-level simulators can 
be used to simulate the wireless channels, and they are generally used for 
single-cell scenarios because of the high complexity in link-level simulations 
of multicell models (Zhang et al., 2011. In this type of simulator, the impact 
of interference by other cells has to be ignored. The impact of noise and 
fading can be considered in simulations. The system-level simulators can be 
used to analyze coverage, network deployment, and system functions such as 
fast power control and adaptive scheduling (Cosovic et al., 2009. They are 
also suitable for simulating spatial processing techniques in depth. Simulation 
time in system-level simulators is on the order of milliseconds. The protocol-
level simulators are used to analyze the performance of multicell and 
multiuser in layer 3 and above (Cosovic et al., 2009. Various protocols can 
be modeled in this type of simulator. Due to the long response time of higher 
layers, simulation time is on the order of seconds up to minutes.
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10.2.1 

FIGURE 10.1 Various types of simulators.

Using simulation tools in comparison with the existent testbeds has some
advantages, such as developers do not need to build the system to analyze it.
The cost of building an experiment needs to be considered. By dismissing the
specific hardware needs, the costs of the experimentation can be reduced
when simulators are employed. If the researchers can obtain reliable and
credible results by simulations, they may discover unexpected phenomena
besides studying the system and acquiring insights. An equally important
point is that interpreting and evaluating the real model is not always as easy
as the simulated version. However, notice that only insights will be gained by
simulations due to the abstraction of many stochastic phenomena that may
occur in practice.

In the following, we present the 5G simulators and simulation platforms
and discuss their features. After presenting a broad overview of the existent
simulators, we compare them.

5G NORMA PROJECT

NORMA (Redana et al., 2015) is a 5G system-level simulator produced by
NOvel MObile Radio (NOMOR™) as a European Horizon 2020 (H2020)
project. NOMOR developed a simulator based on its real-time network
simulator (RealNeS) platform. In this simulator, developers are capable of
deploying different cells, such as macro cell, pico cell, and femto cell, that
can be employed in heterogeneous networks. Base stations in NORMA can
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10.2.2 SYSTEMVUE™ ESL SOFTWARE

The simulator SystemVue (Keysight Technologies, 2016), introduced by
Keysight Technologies, focusses mainly on electronic system-level (ESL)
design to develop the physical layer of a wireless communication system.
The SystemVue platform can be used as a general-purpose environment for
digital and analog systems. After its 2015.01 release, it also supports 5G
systems, and its reference libraries can be directly integrated into
MATLAB®. In SystemVue, baseband designers can virtualize radio
frequency (RF). It supports a huge number of communications-oriented
mathematical functions implemented in a multi-threaded fashion. Besides the
advanced scheduler with multi-rate that allows complex topologies to be
implemented in SystemVue, developers can also design equipment that can
interact through TCP/IP dataflow. Finally, SystemVue facilitates the
integration of model-based designs to real-world systems to accelerate the
validation procedure. The simulation environment of SystemVue, shown in
Figure 10.2, depicts its capability for designing and simulating systems at the
same time.

Keysight Technologies has also introduced phased-array beamforming as
a software module for SystemVue that can be used as a dynamic and accurate
system-level simulator for analyzing active electronically scanned array
(AESA) platforms, expanding range, reducing interference, and decreasing
power consumption by enabling developers and architects to work on

be designed in a flexible fashion, and researchers may study adaptive 
networks. It is also possible to use different types of transceivers, such as 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO, MIMO minimum mean-squared 
error (MMSE, and even zero forcing (ZF, in the simulations. NORMA also 
increases the accuracy of channel models by providing fading, path loss, and 
user mobility. Different types of parameters for designing antennae such as 
beam-forming and three-dimensional antenna patterns are implemented. 
Thanks to the parallel computing architecture of NORMA, processing of the 
collected data can be done with very high speed.
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10.2.3 

FIGURE 10.2 Demonstration of the SystemVue environment. (From Keysight
Technologies. [December, 2016]. SystemVue Electronic System-Level [ESL] Design
Software. [Online]. www.keysight.com/en/pc-1297131/systemvue-electronic-system-level-
esl-design-software?cc=TR&lc=eng.)

NYU WIRELESS 5G MILLIMETER-WAVE

beamforming algorithms in 5G networks. By using this software, one can 
predict performance degradation of 5G networks in digital and hybrid 
beamforming architectures. By using AESA systems, architectures can access 
up to 256 elements in 5G applications. System developers can analyze the 
performance of baseband models that can reduce expenses and complexity 
thanks to the integration of SystemVue, MATLAB, and tools with RF and 
system design groups. This software is an add-on module for SystemVue and 
facilitates designers simply and quickly for simulating adaptive beamforming 
algorithms and multifunction arrays.
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10.2.4 

STATISTICAL CHANNEL MODEL

One of the first open-source simulators that allows researchers to use three-
dimensional statistical spatial channel model data is NYU’s wireless
simulator. This simulator is based on real experiments that were carried out
between 2011 and 2014 over mmWaves. Researchers can analyze the
behavior and potentials of the mmWave spectrum that are obtained from
outdoor scenarios. The database was populated in 4 years, and statistics were
collected in New York City and Austin, Texas. Researchers may employ
frequencies ranging from 2 to 73 GHz in this simulator (Samimi and
Rappaport, 2016). This simulator facilitates researchers to model multipath
propagation. Moreover, researchers can calculate the spread of delay that may
occur during transmission due to multiple copies of a signal at the receiver
side with different delays and amplitudes. The received power level and angle
of arrival (AoA) of signals over urban channels are provided, since in the
future, a smart antenna will be able to calculate the optimal angle of arrival
and the angle of departure to improve the signal power (Samimi et al., 2013).
Furthermore, the statistical channel model and the simulation codes are also
provided in MATLAB.

WIRELESS EM PROPAGATION SOFTWARE

Remcom has been recently working on an innovative MIMO simulator using
Wireless InSite™ (Remcom, 2016), which is an electromagnetic (EM)
propagation software employed for analyzing site-specific wireless channels
and radio propagation systems. By using this software, researchers and
developers may predict accurate and efficient EM propagation and model
communication channels in different environments, such as urban, indoor,
rural, and even a combination of the environments. Remcom provides the
capability of 5G channel models with 3D structures and MIMO. The user
interface of Wireless InSite during the implementation of the outdoor massive
MIMO scenario of Rosslyn is shown in Figure 10.3.
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10.2.5 

FIGURE 10.3 The user interface of Wireless InSite during implementation of the outdoor
massive MIMO scenario of Rosslyn. (From Remcom. [2016]. 5G and MIMO using
Wireless InSite. [Online]. www.remcom.com/5g-mimo.)

5G MMWAVE MODULE FOR NS-3 SIMULATOR

NS-3 is an open-source network simulator. A 5G mmWave module has been
recently developed for NS-3 (Mezzavilla et al., 2015). These modules model
5G channels, the physical layer, and the MAC layer of mmWave systems.
The C++ language is used to develop this module based on the NS-3 Lena
module. The main features of this simulator can be briefly summarized as
follows:

It includes a customizable time-division duplex (TDD)
implementation.
Small-scale and large-scale channels can be modeled in addition to
MIMO techniques mmWave propagation loss.
It is equipped with an error detection to prevent redundant
retransmission.
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10.2.6 

It has a redesigned interference model, and a channel adaptation
model based on a feedback loop to provide reliable communication
over variable channels.

This simulator is publicly available for researchers. It can be customized
to analyze a wide variety of scenarios to develop mmWave devices and to
model medium access control and the physical layer for 5G networks.

OPENAIRINTERFACE (5G SOFTWARE ALLIANCE FOR

DEMOCRATISING WIRELESS INNOVATION)
The OpenAirInterface Software Alliance (OSA) is a not-for-profit
consortium. It develops open-source software and hardware for evolved
packet core (EPC) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-
UTRAN) networks of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) (Marina
et al., 2014). It introduces a software framework for current and future
networks to validate and analyze the behavior of wireless access technologies
with real-life data. Cloud radio-access networks (C-RANs), software
networks, and massive MIMO can be studied using the OSA software
framework.

In this platform, the protocol stacks for user equipment (UE) and E-
UTRAN Node B (ENodeB) are implemented, conforming to the 3GPP
standards. Each node has its own IP address that allows it to communicate
with either an existent data stream or a traffic generator. Moreover, this
emulator is capable of implementing 3GPP channel models by considering
shadowing, path loss, and small-scale fading. As shown in Figure 10.4, this
platform focuses on the large-scale experimentation and can be used for
integration, performance evaluation, and testing realistic systems. It is also
possible to run the full protocol stack in a controlled fashion with a wide
variety of real-life test cases.
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FIGURE 10.4 OpenAirInterface experimentation opportunities. (From Mahesh K.
Marina et al. SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review, 44, 33–38, 2014.)

CLOUD RADIO-ACCESS NETWORK SIMULATOR

The advantages of C-RAN over conventional radio-access networks (RAN)
are the centralized management of resources and interference, dynamic
selection of radio-access technologies to increase system throughput, and
decreasing energy consumption. The C-RAN system-level simulator
presented in(Mohsen and Hassan (2015)) is capable of centralized user
scheduling and global carrier aggregation (CA) per antenna and can perform
edge-user joint transmission (JT). This simulator is supported by a realistic
channel model inspired by a simplified version of the TU Vienna’s LTE
system-level simulator (Rupp et al., 2016). It can be used for modeling both
homogeneous and heterogeneous networks with a wide variety of cell sizes.
Moreover, this simulator can be categorized as a multicell-based, system-
level simulator that can construct manageable, concentric hexagonal–shaped
tiles. This simulator can deploy micro and macro remote radio heads (RRH)
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to any position in a mobile network. By combining different types of RRH in 
a network, heterogeneous networks (HetNet can be modeled. Furthermore, 
network types can be managed by inserting cloud-config parameters into this 
simulator.
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10.3 COMPARISON OF SIMULATORS
We compare these tools by considering the following set of parameters:

Learning curve: represents the complexity of the simulator
Development language: the language or the programming
environment researchers need to learn to use the simulator
Whether the simulator is open source
Whether the simulator has built-in support for graphical user
interface (GUI)
The type of the simulator: system, link, or protocol level

We also present the main features of the simulators. We briefly
summarize the features of various 5G simulators in Table 10.1. While
Wireless InSite and SystemVue are capable of analyzing propagation models
and communication over a physical channel (PHY), the C-RAN and NYU
simulators can be used to analyze network coverage and adaptive scheduling.
Some of these simulators work based only on analytic data. Some of them
simulate models by using a database that is obtained through real-life
experimentation. Some of them are emulators that can practically analyze
models by using real hardware and infrastructures.

TABLE 10.1
Comparison of 5G Simulators
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FIGURE 10.5 LTE-CORNET architecture. (From Virginia Tech. [December, 2016].
LTE-Enhanced Cognitive Radio Testbed. [Online]. www.cornet.wireless.vt.edu/lte.html.)
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10.4 

10.4.1 

10.4.2 

5G EXPERIMENTATION TESTBEDS AND
PROTOTYPES

We present several existent testbeds, the major federations of testbeds, and
their prototypes in this section. The presentation order is random, and the list
is not exhaustive. At the end of this section, we present a comparison of the
presented testbeds.

LTE-CORNET (LTE-ENHANCED COGNITIVE

RADIO TESTBED)
Virginia Tech’s Cognitive Radio Network (CORNET) is a large-scale testbed
with 48 remotely accessible software radio nodes (Virginia Tech, 2016). The
testbed is used in education and research.

Figure 10.5 shows the LTE-CORNET architecture. CORNET provides
wide-range experimental tools with an FCC license agreement for several
frequency bands. The CORNET nodes support dynamic spectrum access
(DSA) and cognitive radio (CR) by providing open-source software and
flexible hardware (Virginia Tech, 2016).

NITOS
NITOS provides a heterogeneous experimentation environment consisting of
outdoor and indoor networks (NITOS, 2016). It provides an open-source
platform using a control and management framework (OMF). A NITOS
scheduler together with OMF provides reserving of slices such as frequency
spectrum and nodes of the testbed to conduct their experiments to the users.
Figure 10.6 shows the testbed architecture of NITOS at the University of
Thessaly (NITOS, 2016).
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FIGURE 10.6 NITOS testbed architecture at the University of Thessaly. (From NITOS.
[August, 2016]. FED4FIRE. [Online]. www.fed4fire.eu/nitos/.)

NITOS has powerful nodes equipped with various wireless interfaces such
as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee (NITOS, 2016). Some of the nodes are
mobile. The software-defined radio (SDR) testbed is composed of Universal
Software Radio Peripheral (USRPTM) devices (NITOS, 2016). USRP
instruments are integrated into the NITOS wireless nodes. SDR is a radio
communication system and a combination of software and hardware
technologies in which some physical layer processing functions are employed
via a firmware or modifiable software on programmable processing systems,
including digital signal processors (DSP), field programmable gate arrays
(FPGA), general-purpose processors (GPP), programmable system on chip
(SoC), and the other programmable processors (Wireless Innovation, 2016).
USRPs are feasible transceivers that convert a personal computer to a capable
wireless system (National Instruments, 2016). USRPs let the researchers
program a number of physical layer features supporting dedicated cross-layer
or PHY-layer research (National Instruments, 2016). NITOS’s testbed also
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10.4.3 PHANTOMNET

PhantomNet makes the analysis of current- and next-generation mobile
networking technologies possible via its tools and infrastructure
(PhantomNet, 2016). The users can conduct end-to-end experiments with
various resources, such as mobile handsets, EPC services (OpenEPC,
OpenLTE, and OpenAirInterface), hardware access points (SDR-based
eNodeBs and IP access), mobile UE, bare-metal nodes, virtual nodes, and
other resources taken from the main Emulab infrastructure. PhantomNet
hardware resources are connected to a programmatically regulated attenuator
matrix to enable managed RAN experimentation. PhantomNet provides
scripts to help researchers conduct their mobility experiments.

Figure 10.7 demonstrates the workflow of PhantomNet (PhantomNet,
2016). The experimenters can make an EPC setup with access points and
emulated endpoints. A user also can combine EPC core software with
eNodeBs and UE. The RAN is suited for experiments with software
implementations such as OpenAirInterface and SDRs. PhantomNet uses the
OpenEPC software suite, which includes authentication, authorization, and
accounting (AAA), home subscriber server (HSS), policy and charging
resource function (PCRF), serving gateway (SGW), mobility management
entity (MME), packet data network gateway (PGW), and emulated eNodeB
and UE. PhantomNet uses open-source EPC software, OpenLTE, and
OpenAirInterface. This testbed also supports traditional mobility platforms
(3GPP). PhantomNet provides configuration scripts and directives to help
users while conducting their experiments (PhantomNet, 2016).

contains multiple OpenFlow switches connected to the NITOS nodes that 
facilitate experimentation on switching and networking protocols (NITOS, 
2016. An OpenFlow switch splits the control and data planes, which makes 
OpenFlow different from the conventional switches (Braun and Menth, 
2014. NITOS’s testbed provides reproducibility of experiments and 
evaluation applications and protocols in the real world (NITOS, 2016.
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10.4.4 

FIGURE 10.7 Workflow of PhantomNet. (From PhantomNet. [December, 2016].
PhantomNet. [Online]. http://phantomnet.org/.)

5G MASSIVE MIMO TESTBED

The 5G massive MIMO testbed is a large-scale antenna system called hyper
MIMO, very large MIMO, and full-dimension MIMO (5G Massive MIMO
Testbed, 2016). 5G networks must enlarge the capacity and solve the current
network problems, such as coverage, reliability, latency, and energy
efficiency. Massive MIMO solves these problems by increasing the number
of antennae at the base station. This solution is different from the existent
technologies since the testbed uses thousands of antennae managed
adaptively and coherently. The energy is directed to mobile users in a
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It has flexible SDRs that receive and send RF signals.
It provides frequency synchronization and accurate time between the
radio heads.
It provides a lossless and high-throughput bus to manage the large
amounts of data (5G Massive MIMO Testbed, 2016).

The 5G massive MIMO testbed employs USRP RIO SDRs and a cabled
PCI Express switch box to get multiple USRP RIO connections into a single
stream, which simplifies the system in terms of the usage of a large number
of channels (5G Massive MIMO Testbed, 2016). 5G massive MIMO uses
reconfigurable FPGA processing modules to provide high performance and
real-time signal processing on MAC and PHY layers. This testbed has been
developed by Nutaq, Lund University, and National Instruments. The
prototype of the system uses a system-design software called LabVIEW with

determined area using precoding methods and hence conserved. The current 
LTE or LTE-Advanced data networks need a pilot overhead by considering 
the number of antennae at the base station (Instruments, 5G Massive MIMO 
Testbed, 2016. Massive MIMO may use TDD between uplink and downlink 
to handle the pilot overhead considering the channel reciprocity. The channel 
state information coming from uplink pilots can be used in the precoder of 
the downlink. Additional challenges exist regarding the scalability of the 
interfaces, data buses, and the distributed synchronization between a wide 
range of independent RF transceivers (5G Massive MIMO Testbed, 2016. 
The 5G massive MIMO testbed uses LabVIEW system design and SDRs in a 
modular and scalable fashion. Thanks to employing flexible hardware, 
redeployment can be done for the other configurations, such as a multicell 
coordinated network or distributed nodes in an ad-hoc network. Moreover, 
5G massive MIMO uses a large number of low-power components and 
decreases the latency. The prototyping system has 20 MHz of real-time 
bandwidth, including from 2 to 128 antennas, and can be used with a diverse 
set of UE (5G Massive MIMO Testbed, 2016. The 5G massive MIMO 
testbed has the following important attributes:
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10.4.5 

10.4.6 

the PXI platforms to provide low-latency and high-throughput applications
and USRP RIO platforms (5G Massive MIMO Testbed, 2016).

5G PLAYGROUND

5G Playground is an environment that is developed for researchers from
anywhere to use and build a 5G testbed cooperatively (FOKUS, 2016). In 5G
Playground, it is possible to make an innovative prototype product.
Researchers are able to calibrate and analyze new prototypes with other
products. Researchers and developers, by use of 5G Playground, not only can
design proof of concepts, but also they can use the testbed for evaluating
different network parameters related to security, performance, and reliability.
Due to the characteristics of 5G heterogeneous networks, we will face a wide
variety of requirements in 5G. For addressing these requirements, we can use
5G Playground’s customizable functions for localized and multimedia
services, providing low delay and high reliability for wireless industrial
communication, high availability and security for critical environments, and
the possibility of using a satellite for backhauling.

5G Playground is equipped with considerably customizable toolkits that
are designed based on available components. Some of these toolkits are the
following: Open5GCore is developed for providing scalable and highly
customizable scenarios for core networks; OpenSDNCore can be used by
features related to backhaul; Open Baton addresses network function
virtualization orchestration; and Open5GMTC analyzes connectivity of a
huge number of devices (FOKUS, 2016).

METIS PROJECT

The METIS project (Danish et al., 2015) includes more than 140 technical
components, such as air-interface technologies, new waveforms, multiple
access and MAC schemes, multi-antenna and massive MIMO technologies,
multi-hop communications, interference management, resource allocation
schemes, mobility management, robustness enhancements, context-aware
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10.4.8 

10.4.8.1 

WINS TESTBED

Using USRP B210 and X310 SDR platforms, the WINS testbed provides an
experimentation environment covering a large spectrum between 24 MHz
and 6 GHz (WINS Lab, 2016). Testbed users can manipulate signal coverage
of these SDRs by changing the power level. In addition, these boards
facilitate MIMO capacity. Sensor networks are also integrated to implement
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication and scenarios related to the IoT.

FEDERATIONS OF TESTBEDS

A federated testbed is a model in which each autonomous testbed has its own
unique properties. However, all testbeds cooperate in a federative fashion to
share their resources under a common framework (Ricci et al., 2012). FIRE,
GENI, and CREW are three of the federated testbeds for future networks.

FIRE
The Future Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE) federation
is a foundation that is financially supported by the European Commission,
and it was initiated in 2010 (FIRE, 2016). FIRE is a European Open Lab,
which can be used for prospective development and research. Due to a huge
amount of European participation in FIRE, cutting-edge test facilities are
provided for researchers. FIRE focuses on future networks and infrastructures
such as smart cities, 5G networks, and eHealth. Moreover, it provides a
unique, multidisciplinary environment of networks and infrastructures. This
is vital for validating innovative ideas for future networks rapidly by
decreasing cost.

approaches, device-to-device (D2D communication, dynamic 
reconfiguration enablers, and spectrum management technologies. A wide 
variety of testbeds is implemented in this project for D2D communication, 
massive machine-type communications, and designing new waveforms.
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Federation: A group of computing platforms and testbeds that all
have an agreement over standards and operations. Moreover,
testbeds can be reachable through a web portal.
Data management: Two FIRE+ projects focus on geospatial mapping
and online education.
The IoT: Eight FIRE+ projects work in a wide variety of IoT fields,
such as underwater M2M and wireless sensor networks (WSN).
Smart cities: Four FIRE+ projects mainly focus on smart city
services, mobility back-end services, and consumer buying services.
Networking: Ten FIRE+ projects work in the field of optical
networks, LTE, SDN, and 5G mobile networks.

In the networking compartment, FIRE introduced FIRE LTE testbeds for
open experimentation (FLEX) that are designed to improve current FIRE
facilities for 4G and beyond technologies, such as 5G mobile networks. This
experimentation environment is equipped with highly customizable and
adaptable devices, such as macro, pico, and small cells. It is also capable of
mobility framework emulation. Some of the key features of FLEX can be
summarized as follows:

FLEX has five operating and online testbeds.
FLEX is integrated with FIRE, which means that it can use FIRE
equipment and tools.
FLEX can not only be used as a simulation tool, but it is also capable
of emulating mobility.
In its first open call, six new partners have joined FLEX.
Nine state-of-the-art experiments were done over FLEX in the
second open call.

The latest generation of FIRE is FIRE+ based on the Horizon 2020 vision. 
FIRE+ focuses on the next framework program (FIRE, 2016. The FIRE+ 
project can be divided into the following five key technology areas in which 
testbeds can be identified and enabled:
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10.4.8.2 GENI
The Global Environment for Networking Innovation (GENI, sponsored by 
the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF, is a distributed virtual 
laboratory for the deployment, development, and validation of concepts in 
network science, security, and services. GENI is solving widespread issues 
about ossification of the Internet (Berman et al., 2014. GENI allows users to 
conduct various kinds of experiments, including protocol design and 
evaluation, content management, social network integration, clean-slate 
networking, and in-network service deployment (Berman et al., 2014. In 
recent years, GENI has been giving a chance to analyze the potential of its 
technologies, such as software-defined networking (SDN and GENI racks, in 
support of university campus network management and applications. The key 
components of GENI are GENI racks, SDNs, and worldwide interoperability 
for microwave access (WIMAX. GENI racks include virtualized 
computation and storage resources. SDNs provide programmable and 
virtualized network resources. WiMAX includes virtualized cellular wireless 
communication (Berman et al., 2014.

There are some key experimenter concepts such as sliceability (being able 
to provide logical infrastructures to tenants of a system and deep 
programmability. The concept of sliceability is borrowed from the PlanetLab 
testbed by GENI (Berman et al., 2014. Sliceability provides virtualization, 
namely, commonly shared access to resources such as link, storage, node’s 
processor to GENI, by retaining some degree of isolation for concurrent 
experiments (Berman et al., 2014; Peterson et al., 2003. Slice refers to a set 
of virtualized resources that are reserved for an experiment, and a slice 
consists of independently conducted resources, which are called slivers 
(Peterson et al., 2003. GENI slicing includes computation and network 
resources (Berman et al., 2014. Deep programmability is the key concept 
that allows a user to change the behavior of routing, storage, forwarding 
components, and computation not only near the network edge but also deep 
inside the network. GENI provides end users who are not associated with a 
team the ability to opt into the services supported by an experimental slice of
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10.4.9 

CREW
The purpose of Cognitive Radio Experimentation World (CREW) is to
construct an open federated test platform (CREW, 2016). CREW is a
federation of five existing testbeds. The first one is an industrial, scientific,
and medical (ISM) test environment at iMinds (Wilabt, 2016) embodying
IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.15.1, IEEE 802.11, and Universal Software Radio
Peripheral software radios. The second one is a licensed cognitive radio
testbed consisting of TV bands at TCD, which is subject to reconfigurable
radio platform and the USRP (IRIS, 2016). The third one is a WSN testbed at
the Technical University of Berlin (TUB), embodying some sensor nodes
produced by different companies, spectrum analyzers, USRP software radios,
and FPGA platforms (TWIST, 2016). The fourth one is a test environment
related to LTE cellular at the Technical University of Dresden (TUD),
combining a set of LTE-equivalent base stations, SDRs, and mobile UE
(EASYC, 2016). The last one is an outdoor heterogeneous ISM/TVWS (TV
white spaces) testbed (VSN, 2016). The CREW federated platform provides a
framework for benchmarking and controlled and reproducible experiments.
The CREW platform makes experimental validation of cognitive networking
and cognitive radio concepts, such as radio sensing, horizontal resource
sharing among the heterogeneous environments in the ISM band, cooperation
in licensed bands for the heterogeneous networks, and robust cognitive sensor
networks to ensure non-interference.

REQUIREMENTS AND COMPARISONS OF 5G TESTBEDS

Presently, we have an opportunity to access a wide variety of 5G testbeds that
satisfy many important 5G requirements. A 5G testbed should be flexible,
reconfigurable, heterogeneous, complete, and able to give reproducible

GENI. GENI supports a flexible and suited environment for the users in 
terms of network science, security, services, and the other corresponding 
fields (Berman et al., 2014.
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results based on open-source solutions that are site agnostic and topology 
agnostic (NetWorld2020, 2014. It should be flexible and contain many 
distinct options such as separate PHY layers, frequency bands, and 
components across the network stack. It should be easily reconfigurable to 
help researchers reshape the testbed depending on the requirements of their 
solutions. Furthermore, the testbed should manage heterogeneity, such as 
sensor, platform, device, and protocol heterogeneity. Heterogeneity in a 5G 
testbed will be useful to facilitate an experimenter in selecting the desired 
components and in adapting the environment to the experiment (Horneber 
and Hergenröder, 2014. Another important requirement is that a 5G testbed 
should be complete to grant the involvement of all components of the 5G 
systems, from the legacy mobile operators to the virtual operators and from 
the end user to the M2M applications and the Internet of Things. 
Reproducible results and outcomes must be achievable by a 5G testbed to 
assure scientific quality, fair testing, and comparison of various technologies. 
Moreover, if a 5G testbed provides open-source solutions, then it will 
enhance its capabilities and share its potential competences with the scientific 
community. A 5G testbed should be site agnostic as much as possible so that 
the researchers can easily access and test their technologies and solutions in 
different situations without requiring physical presence at a site. A 5G testbed 
should be topology agnostic to include all of the wireless topologies, from 
small cells to macro cells, and solutions with cellular and satellite 
technologies (NetWorld2020, 2014.

Several important concepts can be used as the comparison criteria of the 
testbeds (Horneber and Hergenröder, 2014. Some of these parameters used 
in Table 10.2 are mobility, coverage and size, support for open source, 
frequency, heterogeneity, and support for some technologies and 
applications, such as SDR and MIMO. Mobility is one of the most important 
concepts for wireless networks, especially for 5G networks (Horneber and 
Hergenröder, 2014; NetWorld2020, 2014. The number of nodes and wireless 
devices and the size of the deployment area are other important attributes that 
make a testbed small- or large-scale (NetWorld2020, 2014. A 5G testbed 
will enhance its capabilities and share its potential competences with the
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TABLE 10.2
Comparisons of the Existing Testbeds

scientific community by providing open-source solutions and using open-
source software (NetWorld2020, 2014. Device, interface, protocol, sensor, 
and platform heterogeneities have to be considered covering a broad range of 
heterogeneous applications such as intelligent transportation, robotics, and 
entertainment (NetWorld2020, 2014; Horneber and Hergenröder, 2014.
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10.5 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the existent 5G solutions such as federated platforms, 
simulators, projects, and testbeds are reviewed. The requirements of 5G 
testbeds, namely flexibility, heterogeneity, completeness, reproducibility, 
open-source support, and site-agnostic and topology-agnostic approaches, are 
discussed. The existing 5G simulators are analyzed and compared by 
considering the difficulty of learning them, their development language, 
open-source support, graphical user interface support, emulation support, 
type of simulator, and the other key features such as flexibility, capacity, and 
frequency spectrum. The existent federations, projects, and testbeds are 
presented including their hardware (e.g., USRP devices, FPGA platforms, 
ENodeBs, and OpenFlow switches and software attributes (e.g., open-source 
software, SDR, and MIMO applications, OpenLTE, OpenAirInterface. The 
testbeds are compared based on mobility, coverage and size of the testbed, 
support of open-source software, heterogeneity, protocols, applications, and 
supported frequency spectrum. While 5G testbeds, simulators, and 
federations try to satisfy the requirements of future networks, they are subject 
to significant challenges, such as green operation, minimal latency, 
coherency, and management of heterogeneity.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION
Decision-making processes related to telecommunication networks are 
becoming extremely complex due to the increasing complexity of the 
environments, fast-growing technological evolution, rapid changes in service 
availability, market structure, and growing customer demands (Figueira et al., 
2005. Involvement of multiple communication technologies in a single 
network is making the QoS evaluation of any network more complex than 
ever as each technology has its own characteristics and the applications 
running over them have their own QoS requirements. These 
multidimensional QoS issues in the new technological platforms lay down 
the ground for multi-criteria analysis methods. Multi-criteria decision-making 
(MCDM or multi-attribute decision-making (MADM algorithms have been 
widely used for QoS evaluation of heterogeneous networks (Alshamrani et 
al., 2011; Augestad and Lindsetmo, 2009; Kantubukta Vasu et al., 2012; 
Karimi and Fathy, 2010; Lusheng and Binet, 2009; Qingyang and 
Jamalipour, 2005; Sgora et al., 2010; Shu-ping et al., 2011; Wei and Weihua, 
2012.

However, the QoS analyses applying these various methods show that 
there could be situations in which the QoS level of an application or access 
network overlaps two consecutive measurement metrics (Farid et al., 2013a. 
For example, if any application or access network has a QoS level value 
between 0.6 and 0.8, the application or the access network is regarded as 
having a medium level of QoS. If the application or radio access network 
(RAN has a QoS level value between 0.8 and 1, then the QoS level is 
considered good. Now, there are cases in which an application or RAN could 
have a QoS level value of 0.79 or 0.8. In such overlapping cases, using the 
fixed and dynamic weight-based methods, it is hard to determine the QoS of 
that application or RAN precisely. For instance, it is hard to classify the QoS 
level of that application or RAN as “Good” or “Medium.” Therefore, the 
evaluation process of any network can involve a certain degree of 
uncertainty, and the QoS level sometimes is not just a crisp value due to the
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multiple engaging factors. Fuzzy logic is suitable for dealing with these sorts 
of uncertain and imprecise parameters (Zadeh, 1988.

As fuzzy logic–based solutions use linguistic variables and inference 
rules, the solutions are closer to the way people think. As a result, these 
solutions can lead to more rational and dynamic outcomes than the 
conventional algorithms. Using fuzzy logic, the accumulated operator and 
user knowledge about the QoS evaluation can be easily accommodated. 
Another advantage of using fuzzy logic is its simplicity. QoS evaluation of 
heterogeneous networks itself is complex in nature. Therefore, the proposed 
solutions for this type of network should be simple enough and should avoid 
complex mathematical analytics. The fuzzy logic–based mathematical 
reasoning in this regard is very simple and easy to understand. This simplicity 
makes fuzzy logic a perfect candidate for providing simple QoS evaluation 
solutions (Alkhawlani and Ayesh, 2008. Therefore, this chapter outlines a 
fuzzy logic–based QoS evaluation method (FLQEM. A hierarchical fuzzy-
logic system is used in designing the proposed method as there are several 
subsystems involved. The application QoS evaluation subsystems derive the 
application QoS metrics, the RAN QoS evaluation subsystems derive the 
RAN QoS metrics, and the network configuration subsystem derives the 
configuration QoS metric.
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11.2 BACKGROUND
The communication technologies present in a heterogeneous network have 
different characteristics. These technologies have their offered bandwidths, 
coverage area, and operating frequencies. Their QoS characteristics, such as 
delay, throughput, and packet loss, as well as usage and implementation 
costs, also differ from each other. As a result, the adaptation of heterogeneous 
network–based architecture for the provision of different applications, 
especially multimedia applications, faces significant challenges. Among these 
challenges, QoS-related issues such as effective QoS evaluation, 
management, and monitoring still top the list (Carmen Lucas-Estañ and 
Gozalvez, 2013.

The methods for QoS evaluation of heterogeneous wireless networks have 
been extensively studied. The motivations for these studies can be 
categorized as access network selection (ANS, joint admission control 
(JAC, joint scheduling control (JSC, and vertical handover (VHO in 
heterogeneous networks. These studies mainly focus on two aspects. First, 
the QoS evaluation of a single application or a single RAN in a 
heterogeneous environment must be able to handover to a better network. 
Second, the strategies to maintain the QoS of the current network while new 
call admission.

Most of these studies take into account the effects of a single access 
network on application performance rather than considering the impacts of 
the access networks on the other side of the connection. To measure the QoS 
in a heterogeneous environment, the conventional methods do not consider 
the performance of all the applications running on a network. For example, if 
there are voice and video conferencing applications running on a UMTS 
network, these methods do not include the performance analysis of both of 
these applications to quantify the network QoS. In addition, there is no 
unified metric to quantify the QoS of a network, which considers the 
performance of all the access networks present in it. For example, in a 
heterogeneous environment, there are three access networks, such as UMTS,
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The weights are both subjective and objective in nature. For example, the

WiMAX, and LTE. At present, no unified metric can represent the 
performance of this whole configuration using the QoS-related parameters of 
these access networks.

Many previous works in this context have also analyzed traffic 
characteristics to recommend QoS evaluation processes for heterogeneous 
networks. However, precise evaluation of the overall characteristics of such 
network traffic is a challenging task. The presence of different types of 
communication technologies and a varying number of users make that 
evaluation even more complex. The same user scenario can suggest varying 
performance results based on the measurement of packet loss and end-to-end 
delay. For example, with twenty voice clients and one streaming client, in 
some networks, the end-to-end delay of voice calls shows an acceptable 
value. However, in terms of packet loss, the voice calls do not achieve an 
acceptable performance value for the same number of users (Farid et al., 
2013a. Therefore, in some cases, even though the end-to-end delay may be 
at an acceptable level for some applications, packet loss may simply be too 
high. In addition, the effects of different communication technologies on the 
performance of various applications, say, voice and video, must be accounted 
for in an efficient and methodical manner. In such situations, a unified QoS 
metric that would quantify the performance of the whole network 
configuration is more helpful than analyzing the resultant value of each QoS 
parameter separately.

To evaluate the QoS of any heterogeneous network, some studies have 
ranked each access network by combining different QoS metrics. The most 
common parameters, which are considered during this ranking process, are 
mainly service, network, and user related, for instance, received signal 
strength (RSS, type of service (e.g., conversational, streaming, interactive, 
background, minimum bandwidth, end-to-end delay, throughput, packet 
loss, bit error rate, cost, transmit power, traffic load, current battery status of 
the mobile terminal, and the user’s preferences. To combine these parameters 
into a single value, at first, a weight is assigned to each of these parameters 
according to its relative importance.
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importance of network-related parameters such as RSS and bandwidth are 
objective in nature. Application-related parameters such as end-to-end delay, 
packet loss, and jitter seem objective in nature; some studies reveal that they 
could be subjective in nature too. For example, a study conducted in 
Tanzania (Sedoyeka et al., 2009 shows that to evaluate the quality of a 
network, the users give moderate importance to end-to-end delay over packet 
loss. Another research study is conducted by the European 
Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI (ETSI, 2006, which reveals 
that the users give strong importance to end-to-end delay over packet loss. 
Therefore, the importance of application parameters can vary based on the 
context, for example, between home and an industrial environment or 
between developed and developing countries.

The primary issue with the conventional weight calculation methods is 
that the weights have been assigned to QoS-related parameters in each 
application according to separate objective functions, and the context-based 
importance of these parameters has been ignored. Additionally, the 
application significance is not considered in these methods. However, as with 
the QoS-related parameters, the importance of any application can also vary 
with the changing context. For instance, an application for the education 
service would have more significance than an application for the 
entertainment service. Without considering this information, the weights will 
not reflect the proper importance attached to the considered parameter, 
application, or network.

QoS analysis that considers different aspects of a heterogeneous network 
is necessary to evaluate and enhance the service-based. To address this 
necessity, several studies (Alshamrani et al., 2011; Karimi and Fathy, 2010; 
Shu-ping et al., 2011 have examined the service-centric performance of 
these networks. However, the establishment of an integrated QoS metric for 
this type of configuration as a whole is still challenging (Luo and Shyu, 
2011. Most of the existing research discussed previously focuses on the 
partial QoS evaluation of a heterogeneous network by deriving the QoS level 
of a single access network and a single application present within a 
heterogeneous environment. Also, different studies have come up with
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different performance metrics for QoS evaluation of these networks. In this 
chapter, the focus is on combining the different performance metrics together 
to come up with a unified QoS metric to evaluate the QoS of heterogeneous 
network configuration as a whole. The proposed method in this chapter 
integrates the application QoS level and the network QoS level in 
heterogeneous wireless networks under various traffic and mobility scenarios.

The VHO process usually has three phases: system discovery phase, 
decision phase, and execution phase (McNair and Fang, 2004; Wen-Tsuen, 
Jen-Chu, and Hsieh-Kuan et al., 2004. In Kantubukta Vasu et al. (2012, a 
QoS-aware fuzzy rule–based algorithm is proposed for vertical handoff. The 
algorithm takes a multi criteria–based decision considering various 
parameters of different traffic classes, such as end-to-end delay, jitter, and 
packet loss. The weights for each of these parameters are considered based on 
their relative importance in relation to that specific traffic class. In Sgora et 
al. (2010, a network selection method based on analytical hierarchy process 
(AHP and fuzzy Total Order Preference by Similarity to the Ideal Solution 
(TOPSIS is proposed. The fuzzy TOPSIS method is used to rank each access 
network according to application performance. Table 11.1 shows the details 
of the results from this method.

In Qingyang and Jamalipour (2005, the AHP and Grey relational analysis 
(GRA are combined to calculate the final network QoS. The AHP breaks 
down the network selection criteria into several subcriteria and assigns a 
weight to each criterion and subcriterion. Then GRA is applied to rank the 
candidate access networks. Then the MADM algorithm is applied again to 
rank the candidate networks.

In Bari and Leung (2007a, the authors have applied elimination and 
choice translating reality (ELECTRE for network selection. In Wei and 
Qing-An (2008, a cost function–based access network selection model is 
proposed which considers the available bandwidth and received signal 
strength for network selection. An application-based vertical handoff 
algorithm is proposed in Wen-Tsuen and Yen-Yuan (2005. A QoS level for 
each candidate network is quantified by the application performance. Then 
this QoS value is compared with the current QoS value for that specific
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TABLE 11.1
Network Ranking Using Fuzzy TOPSIS Method

Applications Technology Requirements
Web browsing UMTS 0.62

WiMAX 0.67
WLAN 0.65

VOIP UMTS 0.6
WiMAX 0.61
WLAN 0.615

Streaming media UMTS 0.58
WiMAX 0.66
WLAN 0.62

application before a mobile terminal initiates any handoff. In Alkhawlani and 
Ayesh (2008, an access network selection scheme is proposed based on 
fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms (GAs, and the MCDM algorithm. The 
scheme has used GA to assign suitable values for weights of the considered 
criteria. Three parallel fuzzy logic subsystems are used to score each of the 
available RAN. The scores and the weights are then passed on to the MCDM 
system to take the final decision for VHO. For weight assignment, the 
available literature for QoS evaluation in network selection has mostly used 
the AHP method, which is primarily developed by Saaty (Bari and Leung, 
2007b; Kantubukta Vasu et al., 2012; Qingyang and Jamalipour, 2005; Sgora 
et al., 2010; Stevens-Navarro et al., 2008; Wenhui, 2004. Some studies have 
also assigned fixed weights to these parameters based on their importance to 
service performance (Wen-Tsuen and Yen-Yuan, 2005. Both the AHP and 
fixed-weight methods are unable to handle the subjective and ambiguous 
factors related to weight determination, such as context-based significance. 
To deal with this situation, in Charilas et al. (2009, the authors have used the 
fuzzy AHP (FAHP method to assign these weights and the ELECTRE 
method to select the most suitable network from a range of available 
candidate networks.
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11.3 

11.3.1 

11.3.2 

APPLICATIONS OF FUZZY LOGIC
Fuzzy logic is viewed as a multi-valued logic that deals with the approximate
mode of reasoning rather than the precise mode (Zadeh, 1988). It has been
described as computing with words (Zadeh, 1996). Primarily it was
introduced to model the uncertainty of natural language and since then has
been widely used as a means to support intelligent systems (Zadeh, 1965).
Although the history of fuzzy logic goes back to 1965, the usage of fuzzy
logic in computer networking started to become popular during the 1990s
(Yen, 1999). It has been extensively used in QoS evaluation of networks and
web-based services (Diao et al., 2002; Munir et al., 2007; Vuong Xuan and
Tsuji, 2008).

FUZZY LOGIC PRINCIPLES

A brief overview of the basic principles of fuzzy logic is outlined in this
section. Using fuzzy logic, it is possible to map the imprecise values or the
word expressions to a crisp number. It also provides the options to use natural
language for rule classification. As a result, complex algorithms of a
mathematical model could be explained easily and be understandable by
nonexperts (Zadeh, 1973).

FUZZY VERSUS NON-FUZZY SET THEORY

The traditional sets are defined by crisp boundaries. Fuzzy sets, on the other
hand, are defined by ambiguous boundaries (Ross, 2010). For example, in
today’s world, to classify whether a certain product is made in Australia or
imported would be challenging if the classical set is used, because these days
it is hard to classify a locally made product as some parts of that product may
be imported from outside. Therefore, the fuzzy theory can be used in such
situations as they do not have clear boundaries. The age of people is also an
example of fuzzy sets. Using the crisp set theory, a person 50 or older is
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11.3.3 FUZZY MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

A membership function is the graphical representation of a fuzzy set. A

regarded as old. So into what group would a person who is 49 years old fall?
On his or her 50th birthday, he or she will suddenly become old. However, 
such a sudden change is against common sense.

Another example could be given in relation to the application QoS 
evaluation. For example, 400 msec is regarded as the upper boundary of end-
to-end delay for a quality voice call. Now, if any voice call experiences a 
395-msec delay, how is the quality going to be evaluated in this case? Would 
this call be evaluated as poor or acceptable? Hence, in many situations, when 
a person analyses a statement, there is always natural fuzzification. 
Therefore, a membership curve can describe to what degree an element does 
or does not belong to a specific set.

As stated earlier, a fuzzy set has uncertain boundaries. A set is represented 
using a membership function defined on a space called universe of discourse. 
The fuzzy sets apply the idea of degree of membership. Therefore, the 
membership function maps the elements of the universe of discourse onto 
numerical values between 0 and 1. A membership function value of 0 implies 
that the corresponding element is definitely not an element of the fuzzy set, 
while a value of 1 means that the element fully belongs to the set. A value 
close to 0 means it has lesser belonging to the set, and a value close to 1 
means it has greater belonging to the set.

The advantage of fuzzy set theory over crisp set theory is that a fuzzy set 
can include elements with only a partial degree of membership (a 
membership degree value between 0 and 1. In the example of the end-to-end 
delay stated previously, it was hard to classify the delay of 395 msec. By 
applying fuzzy theory, it would be easier to classify these types of values as 
fuzzy sets do not have sharply fixed boundaries. Therefore, a delay of 395 
msec can be an acceptable delay with a degree of 0.3. As it has a lower 
degree of membership, the evaluated QoS level of the voice call will show 
the impact.
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Linear functions: These are the simplest types of membership
functions. There are mainly two types of linear membership
functions. They are defined as follows:

Triangular function: A triangular membership function is
defined by three points, a lower limit, a, an upper limit, b, and a
value, m, where a < m < b. It can be defined as

(11.1)

Trapezoidal function: A trapezoidal function has a flat top. Four
points are used to define this function; they are a lower limit, a, an
upper limit, b, a lower support limit, b, and an upper support limit,
c.
 A trapezoid function for a fuzzy set µ is defined by

(11.2)

 There are two special cases for a trapezoidal function, which are
called the R function and L function. In the case of R functions, 

, and for L functions, this is .
Gaussian functions: A Gaussian function is defined by a central

membership function for a fuzzy set X on the universe of discourse U is 
defined as , where each element of U is mapped to a value 
between 0 and 1. This value, called the membership value or the degree of 
membership, quantifies the grade of membership of the element in U to the 
fuzzy set X. The membership function in the example of a locally made 
product is the list of all the products. The term locally made would 
correspond to a graphical curve that would define the degree to which any 
product would be considered locally made.

There are different types of membership functions (Jin and Bose, 2002. 
These functions are illustrated as follows:
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value m and a standard deviation  > 0. A Gaussian function is
expressed as

(11.3)

where the parameter c is the distance from the origin, and  is the
standard deviation or indicates the width of the curve. The Gaussian
membership functions have the features of being smooth and
nonzero at all points.
Bell-shaped functions: The bell-shaped functions have a
symmetrical shape. They can be expressed as

(11.4)

where the b parameter is usually positive, the parameter c indicates
the center of the curve, and a represents the width of the curve. Bell-
shaped functions also have the feature of being smooth and nonzero
at all points as with Gaussian functions.
Sigmoidal function: A sigmoidal function is usually open to the
right or left depending on the sign of the steepness of the function. It
is expressed as

(11.5)

where c locates the distance from the origin, and a determines the
steepness of the function. If a is positive, the membership function is
open to the right, and if it is negative, it is open to the left. This type
of construction gives them the advantage to represent “very large” or
“very negative.”
Polynomial-based functions: The polynomial functions can be
categorized as polynomial-Z (zmf), polynomial-S (smf), and
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11.3.4 

polynomial-PI (pimf). Polynomial-Z and polynomial-S are always
asymmetric.

(11.6)

where the parameters a and b locate the extremes of the sloped
portion of the curve.

(11.7)

This spline-based curve is a mapping on the vector x and is named
because of its “S” shape. The parameters a and b locate the extremes
of the sloped portion of the curve.

(11.8)

LINGUISTIC VARIABLES

If a variable takes a word in natural languages as its values instead of
numerical values, it is called a linguistic variable (Zimmermann, 1996).
Linguistic variables are used to define the uncertainly. For example, the
speed of a car can be defined as “fast,” “very fast,” “slow,” etc. The variables
are defined through a quintuple (X,L,U,G) (Herrera and Herrera-Viedma,
2000). X is the name for the variable; L is the set of labels for X; U is the
universe of discourse, which contains all possible values obtained by X; G is
the rule defined in the form of a grammar; and M is the membership function
for each label L. There are two ways to choose an appropriate linguistic term
set and its semantic (Herrera and Herrera-Viedma, 2000).

It can be defined by using a context-free grammar. The semantic of the
linguistic terms is illustrated using fuzzy numbers, which are represented by
membership functions. For example, a context-free grammar G is a 4-tuple
structure, , where  is the non-terminal,  is the terminal,  is
the starting rule, and  is the production rule. Now if G has the primary terms
(high, medium, low), hedges (not, much, very, . . .), relations (higher, lower, .
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11.3.5 FUZZY RULES

A fuzzy rule takes the form of IF-THEN conditional statements (Wang,
1997). It is expressed as

IF <fuzzy proposition> Then <fuzzy proposition>

Fuzzy propositions can be two types: atomic fuzzy propositions and
compound fuzzy propositions. An atomic fuzzy proposition is a single fuzzy
statement. For example,

Delay Is Low

where delay is the linguistic variable and low is the linguistic value of delay.
A compound fuzzy preposition, on the other hand, consists of more than one
atomic fuzzy proposition and uses the connectives “and,” “or,” and “not”
representing fuzzy intersection, fuzzy union, and fuzzy complement,
respectively. For example,

IF Delay Is Low but Jitter Is Low and Packet Loss Is Not Low

There are many ways to interpret the fuzzy rules. They are the Denies–
Rescher implication, the Lukasiewicz implication, the Zadeh implication, the
Gödel implication, and the Mamdani implication. In this chapter, the
Mamdani implication method is used for its simplicity and efficiency. In the
Mamdani implication, the fuzzy if-then rules are interpreted as a fuzzy
relation  in  with the membership function:

(11.9)

. ., and connectives (and, but, or, producing  as any term, the linguistic 
term set H = (high, very high, low, very low, . . . is generated by using .

The second approach, on the other hand, defines the linguistic term set 
using an ordered structure, and the semantic of this linguistic term set is 
derived from the ordered structure, which may be either symmetrically 
distributed on an interval of [0,1] or not.
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Fuzzification of the input variables: The first step is to take the
crisp inputs and determine the degree to which these inputs belong to
each of the appropriate fuzzy sets. This step involves simple
calculation by applying graphical analysis to a crisp input value (X
axis) versus its membership value (Y axis). In other words,
fuzzification is the process of taking actual real-word data and
converting them into fuzzy input. For example, an end-to-end delay
input value of 400 msec may be converted to a fuzzy input value of
high. This process produces multiple fuzzy inputs for every real-
word input based on the number of membership functions defined
for the system. The goal of the fuzzification step is to produce inputs
that can be processed by the rule evaluation step.
Rule evaluation: The second step is to take the fuzzified inputs and
apply them to the antecedents of the fuzzy rules. If a given fuzzy rule
has multiple antecedents, AND or OR are used to obtain a single
number that represents the result of the antecedent evaluation. This
number is then applied to the consequent membership function. For
example, if delay is low, jitter is low, and packet loss is low, then the
QoS is good. The result of the rule evaluation step is a set of rule

11.3.6 FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM

A fuzzy inference system (FIS maps the fuzzy input parameters to the output 
parameters using fuzzy theory. This mapping provides the ability to decision 
making or pattern detection (Jang et al., 1997. The strength of FISs depends 
on their twofold identities. First, they have the ability to handle linguistic 
concepts. Second, their universal approximators are able to perform non-
linear mappings between inputs and outputs (Guillaume, 2001. There are 
mainly two types of fuzzy inference systems: the Mamdani fuzzy inference 
method and the Sugeno inference method. The Mamdani FIS is used due to 
its simplicity, widespread acceptance, and the vibrancy of output membership 
functions as compared to Sugeno systems. A Mamdani inference system has 
the following steps:
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strengths. The rule strength is determined from the numeric values of
its input labels.
Aggregation of the rule outputs: Aggregation is the process of
unification of the outputs of all rules. In this step, the membership
functions of all rule consequents previously scaled are combined into
a single fuzzy set. In other words, the input of the aggregation
process is the list of scaled consequent membership functions, and
the output is one fuzzy set for each output variable.
Defuzzification: Fuzziness helps to evaluate the rules, but the final
output of a fuzzy system has to be a crisp number. The input for the
defuzzification process is the aggregate output fuzzy set. The output
is a single number. There are several defuzzification methods, but
probably the most popular one is the centroid technique. This
technique works by finding the point at which a vertical line would
slice the aggregate set into two equal masses.
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(11.10)

where:

11.4 E-MODEL
The E-model is a well-known transmission-planning tool that provides a 
forecast of the expected voice quality of the considered connection (ITU, 
2008. It is applicable for quality assessment of the voice quality of both 
wireline and wireless scenarios, based on circuit-switched and packet-
switched technology. The quality that is predicted represents the perception 
of a typical telephone user for a complete end-to-end (i.e., mouth-to-ear 
telephone connection under different conversational conditions. To evaluate 
the user satisfaction and communication quality, the model uses several 
parameters; these are basic signal-to-noise ratio, delay impairment factor, 
equipment impairment factor, and an advantage factor. The equipment 
impairment includes the influence of packet loss. The advantage factor 
represents an advantage of access, which certain systems may provide in 
comparison to conventional systems. The primary output of the E-model is a 
scalar quality rating value called the transmission rating factor, R. R can be 
transformed into other quality measures, such as mean opinion score (MOS, 
percentage good or better (GoB, and percentage poor or worse (PoW.

The E-model is established on an impairment factor–based mathematical 
algorithm. This algorithm is responsible for the transformation of the 
individual transmission parameters into different individual impairment 
factors. These impairment factors are assumed to be additive on a 
psychological scale (ITU, 2008. The algorithm also considers the combined 
effects of the simultaneous occurrence of those impairment factors at the 
connection level and the masking effects. E-model predictions may be 
inaccurate when the combined effect is not considered proper. The relation 
between the different impairment factors and R is given by the following 
equation:
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The term  expresses the basic signal-to-noise ratio (received speech
level relative to the circuit and acoustic noise).

The term  represents all impairments that occur more or less
simultaneously with the voice signal, such as too loud speech level
(non-optimum OLR), non-optimum sidetone (STMR), quantization
noise (qdu), etc.

The term  sums all impairments that take place due to delay and echo
effects.

The term  is an effective equipment impairment factor, which
represents impairments caused by low bit-rate codecs. It also
includes impairment due to packet losses of random distribution.
The values of  are transformed into  in the case of random
packet loss, using the E-model algorithm. The values of  are taken
from .

TABLE 11.2
E-Model Details

R MOS User Satisfaction
90 < R < 100 4.34 < MOS < 4.5 Very satisfied
80 < R < 90 4.03 < MOS < 4.34 Satisfied
70 < R < 80 3.60 < MOS < 4.03 Some users dissatisfied
60 < R < 70 3.10 < MOS < 3.60 Many users dissatisfied
50 < R < 60 2.58 < MOS < 3.10 Nearly all users dissatisfied

The term A is an advantage factor, which allows for an advantage of
access for certain systems relative to conventional systems, trading voice
quality for convenience. While all other impairment factors are subtracted
from the basic signal-to-noise ratio, ,  is added to compensate for other
impairments to a certain amount. It takes into account the fact that the user
will tolerate some decrease in transmission quality in exchange for the
advantage of access. Examples of such advantages are cordless and mobile
systems and connections into hard-to-reach regions via multi-satellite hops.
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A value between 90 and 100 for the R factor leads to higher user 
satisfaction. Table 11.2 shows the interpretations of the R factor for different 
values, the interpretations of MOS, and the satisfaction measurement based 
on MOS.
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The first step involves the formulation of the problem and definition
of the input and the output variables. The universe of discourse and
the linguistic terms for each variable are also defined, for example, a
fuzzy set  in the universe of discourse .
When designing the structure of the system, for instance, when there
are multiple subsystems present, the input and the output variables
should be defined clearly. The input variable of one subsystem could
be the output variable of another subsystem.
Define fuzzy membership functions for each variable. For example, a
linguistic variable x in the universe of discourse  is defined by 

 and , where  is a
term set of x.
Define the rules for the system. If there are multiple subsystems, then
rules are set for each of the subsystem blocks.
Perform defuzzification to derive a crisp value from the fuzzy values.

11.5 THE PROPOSED EVALUATION METHOD
In the previous section, the concepts related to fuzzy logic are discussed in 
detail. It is viewed as a multi-valued logic, which deals with the approximate 
mode of reasoning rather than the precise mode. It can be described as 
computing with words as well. It maps the imprecise values or the expression 
of words to a crisp number and provides the options to use natural language 
for rule classification. As a result, a sophisticated algorithm of a 
mathematical model could be easily explained and understandable by non-
experts. A fuzzy inference system or fuzzy rules–based system has five main 
functional blocks; these are a rule base, which contains the if-then rules, the 
input membership functions, a fuzzification interface to transform the crisps 
input parameters to match linguistic variables, and a defuzzification interface, 
which converts the fuzzy inputs into a crisp number. The process is as 
follows:
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A hierarchical fuzzy logic system is used as there are several subsystems 
involved in this method. The application QoS evaluation subsystems derive 
the application QoS metrics, the RAN QoS evaluation subsystems derive the 
RAN QoS metrics, and the network configuration subsystem derives the 
configuration QoS metric. Figure 11.1 shows this model. The first level has 
the application QoS evaluation subsystem, and under this, there are three 
modules. They are the voice, VC, and VS application-based modules. The 
input parameters for the first level of subsystems are delay, jitter, and packet 
loss. The second tier profiles the applications depending on their significance 
and the evaluated QoS outcome. The third level has several RAN QoS 
evaluation subsystems. The input parameters for these subsystems are the 
output parameters from the previous subsystems. The fourth level is the 
subsystem for network configuration QoS evaluation. The input for this 
subsystem is the output from the previous subsystem, which is the RAN QoS 
metric. The output of the network configuration subsystem is the network 
configuration QoS metric. A MATLAB® tool is used to design this 
conceptual model.
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FIGURE 11.1 The proposed model.
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11.6 

11.6.1 

FUZZY MODELLING OF APPLICATION QoS
EVALUATION SUBSYSTEM

There are three application-based modules in the first level of the fuzzy
system. These are the voice, VC, and VS modules. The specifications of
these modules are described as follows.

VARIABLES

The following tasks are related to the variables:

Define the input and the output variables.
Define the universe of discourse for each variable.
Choose the number of linguistic terms that states each variable.

Most of the fuzzy logic–based systems use three, five, or seven terms for
each linguistic variable. Fewer than three terms are rarely used as most
concepts in human language consider at least two extremes and the middle
ground. On the other hand, one rarely uses more than seven terms because
humans interpret technical figures using their short-term memory. In general,
human short-term memory can compute only up to seven symbols at a time
(Von Altrock, 1995). Therefore, the odd cardinality of the linguistic set is
used. According to the discussions in Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2012), the key
parameters to evaluating the QoS of any network-based, real-time application
are delay, jitter, and packet loss. Therefore, these QoS-related parameters are
used as input variables of the application QoS evaluation subsystems. The
justifications for choosing these variables are as follows:

Delay: Delay is one of the important parameters for measuring the
performance of real-time applications such as voice and video
conferencing. It impacts the timeliness of the delivery of information
and maintains the QoS.
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Jitter: The value of jitter is one of the best indicators for observing
service performance, especially real-time or delay-sensitive
applications. Jitter can be used to model the packet loss of a network.
Packet loss: Packet loss is another important parameter for
evaluation of network QoS. Packet-based metric is quite promising
for evaluation of quality. It also contributes to the calculation of peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).

The variables that are used in the application-based subsystems are as
follows:

: Input QoS-related parameters in an application, A, where k is the
index for the QoS-related parameters, and k = {1, 2,…, p}

: The QoS metric for any application, A, where A = Voice,
VC, etc.

: Universe of discourse for the QoS-related input variables
: Universe of discourse for the application QoS metric

In Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2016), the dynamic weight-based QoS
evaluation method (DWQEM) uses an acceptable range for QoS-related
parameters based on different contexts. In the proposed fuzzy logic–based
approach, these ranges are used as the universe of discourse for each of the
QoS-related input parameters. Tables 11.3 through 11.5 show the universe of
discourse for the QoS-related parameters of each application. The universe of
discourse for each input variable is expressed as

(11.11)

The universe of discourse for the output variable application QoS metric 
 is set as [0, 1]. It is expressed as

(11.12)
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11.6.2 

TABLE 11.3
Universe of Discourse for VC Application

Metrics Universe of Discourse
End-to-end delay (sec) 0–400

Jitter (sec) 0–75
Packet loss (%) 0–5

TABLE 11.4
Universe of Discourse for Voice Application

Metrics Universe of Discourse
End-to-end delay (sec) 0–400

Jitter (sec) 0–75
Packet loss (%) 0–12

TABLE 11.5
Universe of Discourse for VS Application

Metrics Universe of Discourse
End-to-end delay (sec) 0–10

Packet loss (%) 0–5

MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

The ranges of the universe of discourse, which are defined in the previous
section, are used to determine the fuzzy membership functions for the
application QoS evaluation subsystems. Each input variable has three
different membership functions: Low (L), Medium (M), and High (H). The
membership functions are designed based on the empirical and simulation
analysis results illustrated in Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2012). The design
follows the conditions that each membership function overlaps only with the
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(11.13)

Using this concept, the fuzzy set of the QoS-related parameters in the
universe of discourse  is defined as

(11.14)

The term set for the QoS-related parameter is defined as

(11.15)

where  = Low,  = Medium, and  = High.
For example, the fuzzy set for end-to-end delay in a voice application is

expressed as

where d denotes end-to-end delay, and V denotes voice application.
The term set for the end-to-end delay for voice application is expressed as

The fuzzy set for the application QoS metric  in the universe of
discourse  is defined as

(11.16)

closest neighbouring membership function, and for any possible input data, 
its membership values in all relevant fuzzy sets should sum to 1 or close to 1 
(Yen and Langari, 1999. Each membership function is expressed through a 
set of linguistic terms. The input variables associated with the membership 
functions are also termed as the linguistic variable.

Recall from Equation 11.1 that if X is a collection of objects denoted 
graphically by x, then a fuzzy set A in X is a set of ordered pairs.
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The term set for the application QoS metric  is defined as

(11.17)

where  = Poor,  = Average, and  = Good.
For example, the term set for the voice application QoS metric is as

follows:

Table 11.6 shows the ranges of these membership functions.
The justifications for choosing the ranges for the membership functions of

the QoS-related parameters are described as follows:

Voice application (V): For voice applications, three input variables
are considered; these are delay, jitter, and packet loss. Table 11.7
shows the ranges of the membership functions for these variables.
For each of these variables, three membership functions are defined.
The justifications for choosing these ranges are as follows:

End-to-end delay (E2ED): For this metric, the membership
functions, which are designed for the rural area, have the ranges
L: 0 to 320, M: 300 to 400, and H: 380 to 600. The low for a rural
area is chosen based on the simulation results in Farnaz Farid and
Ruan (2012). The simulation results show that with an average
delay of around 300 msec, most of the calls achieve an expected
QoS level. The recommendations from the ITU and 3GPP (3GPP,
2002; ETSI, 2006) also confirm the same ranges. The
recommendations state that an end-to-end delay of around 400
msec is considered acceptable, including the constraints in the
current technology. The medium and high fuzzy sets are derived
based on Yen and Langari (1999) using an overlap of 20.

TABLE 11.6
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Membership Functions for the Application QoS Metric
Membership Function Range

Poor 0.0–0.6
Average 0.6–0.8

Good 0.8–1.0

TABLE 11.7
Membership Functions for Voice Application

Membership Functions
Metrics Low Medium High

End-to-end delay (msec) Rural 0–320 300–400 380–600
Urban 0–150 130–300 280–600

Jitter (msec) Rural 0–50 45–75 70–100
Urban 0–30 25–50 45–75

Packet loss (%) Rural 0–5 4–9 8–20
Urban 0–3 2–5 4–20

The membership functions of the urban area are designed based on the
recommendations from industrial environments such as Cisco. Therefore, the
low range is set to 0 to 150 msec. Cisco recommends that for enterprise
networks, delay should be no more than 150 msec to ensure quality voice
calls. For high-quality speech, this should be no more than 100 msec.

Jitter (J): The values of the membership functions of jitter are also
defined using the same method. In the rural area, L: 0 to 50, M: 45 to
75, and H: 70 to 100. For instance, Cisco requires the jitter for an
audio call to be less than 30 msec (Szigeti, 2005), and the
requirement for jitter stated in ITU-T REC. Y.541 is less than 50
msec (Stankiewicz et al., 2011). The limit for low is defined
according to these recommendations, the simulation results, and
other relevant studies stated in (Farnaz Farid and Ruan, 2012). The
medium and high fuzzy sets are derived using an overlap of 5. In the
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urban area, low is set to 0 to 30 msec. This is based on the
recommendation from Cisco that jitter should be less than 30 msec
for quality voice calls.
Packet loss (PL): The fuzzy sets of packet loss of the rural area are
also defined according to the simulation results studied in (Farnaz
Farid and Ruan, 2012), the recommendations of ITU-T, Cisco,
3GPP, and a study that has gathered data from the African continent
(3GPP, 2002; ETSI, 2006; Zennaro et al., 2006; Szigeti, 2005). For
rural areas, L: 0 to 5, M: 4 to 9, and H: 8 to 20, and for the urban
area, this is L: 0 to 3, M: 2 to 5, and H: 4 to 20.
Video conferencing (VC): For VC, three input variables are
considered, which are delay, jitter, and packet loss. For each of these
variables, three membership functions are defined as well. The
ranges are outlined in Table 11.8. The justifications for choosing
these ranges are as follows:

End-to-end delay (E2ED): The ranges of membership functions
for VC application in a rural area network are defined based on
the simulation results in Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2012) and the
recommendations from the ITU and 3GPP (3GPP, 2002; ETSI,
2006). The ranges of the urban area are defined mainly based on
the recommendations for enterprise networks, such as Cisco
recommendations (Szigeti, 2005).
Jitter (J): The ranges of jitter for VC also use the same
recommendations as voice applications. The ranges of
membership functions for the rural area are determined according
to the experimental simulation results in Farnaz Farid and Ruan
(2012), and recommendations from the ITU and 3GPP (3GPP,
2002; ETSI, 2006). The ranges of the urban area are defined
based on the recommendations from Cisco (Szigeti, 2005).
Packet loss (PL): The fuzzy sets for packet loss are defined for the
rural area based on the experimental results in Farnaz Farid and
Ruan (2012) and, the recommendations from the ITU, Cisco,
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3GPP, and PingER research, which has gathered data from the
African continent (3GPP, 2002; ETSI, 2006; Zennaro et al., 2006;
Szigeti, 2005). For rural areas, L: 0 to 2.5, M: 1 to 5, and H: 4 to
12, and for the urban area, this is L: 0 to 2, M: 1 to 2.5, and H: 2
to 12. The experimental results from PingER show that for a VC
session, packet loss of less than 1% is regarded as the most
satisfactory, and 1% to 2.5% of loss is regarded as acceptable.
However, if the loss is greater than 2.5% and the sessions
experience a loss of 2.5% to 5%, then the VC quality is poor. If
this loss is between 5% and 12%, then the quality is very poor,
and a loss of greater than 12% is unacceptable. The results also
indicate that if the loss is between 4% and 6%, then it becomes
impossible for non-native speakers to communicate.

Video streaming (VS): Delay and packet loss are considered the
input variables for the VS application subsystem. Jitter is not seen as
an essential parameter for VS application performance evaluation.
For each of these two variables, three membership functions are
defined. The justifications for the ranges of these membership
functions are as follows:

End-to-end delay (E2ED): For the VS application, ITU and Cisco
recommend different end-to-end delay. The experimental results
in Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2012) also show the effect of different
environments on packet loss of VS sessions. For example, when
the VS server is in an urban outdoor environment and the client is
in the rural outdoor environment, the VS client experiences a
314.5-msec delay and 5.72% packet loss. On the other hand, when
the server is placed in a suburban environment, the same users
experience 6.21% packet loss, and the delay almost remains the
same. Based on these observations and the available
recommendations, the ranges for the end-to-end delay are defined.
Packet loss (PL): The membership functions for packet loss in the
context of rural and urban areas are also defined according to the
same recommendations and simulation results in Farnaz Farid and
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Ruan (2012). Table 11.9 shows the values of these membership
functions.

TABLE 11.8
Membership Functions for VC

Membership Functions
Metrics Low Medium High

End-to-end delay (msec) Rural 0–200 180–400 380–600
Urban 0–100 50–200 180–600

Jitter (msec) Rural 0–50 45–75 70–100
Urban 0–30 25–50 45–75

Packet loss (%) Rural 0–2.5 1.5–5 4–12
Urban 0–2 1–3 2–12

The proposed QoS evaluation method applies Gaussian membership
functions for several reasons. Primarily, these membership functions are
flexible in nature. They can be easily modified by simply adjusting the mean
and the variance of the membership functions. Second, the boundless
increase of the number of statistically independent samples takes the
probability distribution of the sample mean to a Gaussian shape. This is
stated in the central limit theorem. Since many real-life, random phenomena
are a sum of many independent fluctuations, it can be expected that a
Gaussian process will perform well. Third, the single sigmoid function does
not represent a closed class interval. Finally, the triangular function is unable
to ensure that all inputs are fuzzified in some classes (Hallani, 2007). Figures
11.2 through 11.4 show the Gaussian membership functions for voice
application, which are designed based on the limits of rural areas. Figure 11.5
shows the membership function for the application QoS metric.

TABLE 11.9
Membership Functions for VS Application
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Membership Functions
Metrics Low Medium High

End-to-end delay (sec) Rural 0–9 8–12 11–20
Urban 0–5 4–8 7–10

Packet loss (%) Rural 0–3 2.5–4 3.5–12
Urban 0–3 1–5 4–10

FIGURE 11.2 Membership function for E2ED (rural area).
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FIGURE 11.3 Membership function for jitter (rural area).
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FIGURE 11.4 Membership function for packet loss (rural area).
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11.6.3 

FIGURE 11.5 Membership function for the application QoS metric (rural area).

RULES

The definition of fuzzy rules is followed by the definition of the input and
output membership functions of each subsystem. The fuzzy rules are in the
form of if-then statements. These statements look at the system inputs and
determine the desired output. If there are R rules, each with l premises in the
system, the rth rule has the following form:

: If  is  then  is 
The Mamdani fuzzy implication method is used in this model for its

simplicity. Recall from Equation 11.13 that for two fuzzy sets, A and B, the
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Mamdani implication can be expressed as

(11.18)

or it can be expressed as

(11.19)

The antecedent of the previously discussed general rule is interpreted as a
fuzzy relationship, which is obtained from the intersection of the fuzzy sets 

 and .

(11.20)

The membership function for this relationship is defined as

(11.21)

Using the Mamdani method, the generalized rule can be denoted as

(11.22)

Using the max operator, the aggregation is denoted as

(11.23)

The VC- and voice application–based subsystem has  rules depending
on the number of input variables and membership functions. For the VS
application–based subsystem, the number of rules is . The rules are
designed according to the behavior analysis of the considered parameters.
These studies are conducted using various experimental data available in the
literature.

Voice application (V): For voice applications, the rules are designed
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based on the performance analysis of voice applications in different
conditions. The experimental results from the E-model and other
studies are considered to define the rules. For example, the first rule
is:

If Voice Delay Is Low, Voice Jitter Is Low, and Voice Packet Loss Is
Low, Then Voice Application QoS Is Good.

No how it is defined that if all these three parameters are low, then the
application QoS for voice is usually good? The behavioral analyses of delay,
jitter, and packet loss in the voice application show that the voice application
has a higher level of QoS if these parameters have lower values. The ranges
regarded as low for these parameters have been discussed in Farnaz Farid and
Ruan (2012). These ranges are determined based on the various experimental
results, which are rendered with numerical values.

The E-model has been discussed in the previous section. It is a well-
known model established by ITU, which estimates the communication
quality and the user satisfaction. To evaluate the user satisfaction and
communication quality, the model uses several parameters; these are basic
signal-to-noise ratio, delay impairment factor, equipment impairment factor,
and an advantage factor. The equipment impairment includes the influence of
packet loss. The advantage factor represents an advantage of access, which
particular systems may provide, compared to conventional systems. The
primary output of the E-model is a scalar quality rating value called the
transmission rating factor, R. R can be transformed into other quality
measures such as MOS, GoB, and PoW. The relationship between the R
factor and the other parameters has been discussed in the previous section.

A value between 90 and 100 for the R factor leads to higher user
satisfaction. Table 11.10 shows the interpretations of the R factor for
different values, the interpretations of MOS, and the satisfaction
measurement based on MOS. Some of the experimental results show that
with a packet loss of 0% and a delay of 185.8 mesc, the R factor is 90. The E-
model does not consider jitter as one of its parameters to evaluate the voice
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TABLE 11.10
R Factor, Mean Opinion Score, and Satisfaction

R MOS User Satisfaction
90 < R < 100 4.34 < MOS < 4.5 Very satisfied
80 < R < 90 4.03 < MOS < 4.34 Satisfied
70 < R < 80 3.60 < MOS < 4.03 Some users dissatisfied
60 < R < 70 3.10 < MOS < 3.60 Many users dissatisfied
50 < R < 60 2.58 < MOS < 3.10 Nearly all users dissatisfied

TABLE 11.11
Conditions for Voice Application QoS Level

Fuzzy

transmission quality. However, other experiments show that for larger jitter 
values, user satisfaction in terms of MOS decreases. Most of the test results 
in the literature outline that regardless of codec and other factors, low delay, 
jitter, and packet loss lead to a good QoS level.

The experimental results also show that if the packet loss is high (12%, 
even with a smaller delay (28.8 ms, the MOS value of the network decreases 
dramatically. According to this analysis, the second rule is:

If Voice Delay Is Low, Voice Jitter Is Low, and Voice Packet Loss Is 
High, Then Voice Application QoS Is Poor.

Table 11.11 outlines the conditions for the output QoS level of the 
applications running on any network. As shown in the table, a rule with a 
poor QoS level evaluates if any of the considered parameters within the fuzzy 
rule have a high value. The application that undergoes this performance level 
triggers prompt action from the service providers for root cause analysis of 
the poor performance. This application performance can affect the whole 
network’s QoS level.
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Consequent
Poor Any of the evaluated parameters has a high value.

Average
All the evaluated parameters have a medium value.

At least two parameters have a medium value, and the other parameter
has a value other than high.

Good At least one has a medium value, and the other two have low values.
All the evaluated parameters have a low value.

A rule with an average QoS level evaluates if at least two of the
parameters within the fuzzy rule have a medium value, and the other
parameter has a value other than high. The rule can also have an average
value if all the parameters are evaluated as having medium values. The
application that undergoes this performance level can have a long-term
investigation from service providers for root cause analysis of the
performance.

A rule with a good QoS level evaluates if all the parameters within the
fuzzy rule have a lower value, or at least one parameter has a medium value,
while other two have low value. The application that undergoes this
performance level can be a model case for service operators to assess other
networks. Figures 11.6 through 11.8 show the relationship of the voice
application QoS metric to E2ED, jitter, and packet loss. It is apparent from
the graphs that the voice application QoS metric decreases when the values of
these parameters increase. In Figure 11.6, if the jitter value goes around 100
and the E2ED value is around 600, the voice application QoS metric is 0.

Video conferencing (VC): The rules for VC applications are derived
by analyzing the impact of various ranges of delay, jitter, and packet
loss on their performance. Real-time applications are in general
delay sensitive, but loss-tolerant and nonreal-time applications are
delay tolerant but sensitive to packet loss. In Farnaz Farid and Ruan
(2012), some data have been presented to back up these theories. For
instance, based on a PingER report, for a VC session, packet loss of
less than 1% is regarded as satisfactory, 1% to 2.5% of loss is
acceptable, 2.5% to 5% is poor, 5% to 12% is very poor, and loss
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acceptable, 2.5% to 5% is poor, 5% to 12% is very poor, and loss
greater than 12% is unacceptable. The observations indicate that
when any VC session experiences 4% to 6% packet loss, it is hard
for non-native speakers to communicate properly.

FIGURE 11.6 Variation of the voice application QoS metric in relation to jitter and
E2ED.
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FIGURE 11.7 Variation of the voice application QoS metric in relation to E2ED and
packet loss.

FIGURE 11.8 Variation of the voice application QoS metric in relation to packet loss and
jitter.
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TABLE 11.12
Conditions for VS Application QoS Level

Fuzzy Consequent Fuzzy Conditions
Poor Any of the evaluated parameters has a high value.

Average All the evaluated parameters have a medium value.
Good All the evaluated parameters have a low value.

For conversational and videophone applications, ITU, Cisco, and 3GPP
agree that it is preferred to have an end-to-end delay of no greater than 150
msec. However, according to ITU-T, this refers to a long-term achievable
value. Given the current technology, an end-to-end delay of around 400 msec
is considered acceptable by both ITU-T and 3GPP. The ranges also vary
between developed and developing countries or an industry and a home
environment. All these analyses have been presented in Farnaz Farid and
Ruan (2012). The rules use the same pattern as the voice application that is
outlined in Table 11.11. The first rule of the VC application subsystem is as
follows:

If VC Delay Is Low, VC Jitter Is Low, and VC Packet Loss Is Low, Then
VC Application QoS Is Good.

Video streaming (VS): In the case of VS applications, two
parameters are considered to form the rules; these are delay and
packet loss. The reasons for considering only these two parameters
have been discussed in Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2012). In this case,
the rules take the pattern outlined in Table 11.12.
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11.7 

11.7.1 

FUZZY MODELLING OF PROFILED
APPLICATION QoS SUBSYSTEM

After analyzing the QoS level of the applications running on a network, the
application significances are applied to assess the overall QoS of the
application.

VARIABLES

This subsystem takes two input parameters. One of them is the output from
the previous application-based subsystems, which is the application QoS
metric. The second input parameter is the significance of those applications
depending on the particular context. Therefore, the input variables are as
follows:

: Application QoS metric. : Application significance.
The output variable is:  (profiled application QoS metric)
The other notations that are used in this subsystem are as follows:

: Universe of discourse for the input variable application QoS metric
: Universe of discourse for the input variable application
significance
: Universe of discourse for the profiled application QoS metric

The universe of discourse for the significance of the application, , is set
to [0, 1]. The fuzzy set for the significance of the application, , in the
universe of discourse  is defined as

(11.24)

The term set for this variable is defined as

(11.25)
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11.7.2 

(11.26)

The universe of discourse for the profiled application QoS metric output
variable  is [0, 1]. It is expressed as

(11.27)

The fuzzy set for the profiled application QoS metric output variable 
 in the universe of discourse  is defined as

(11.28)

(11.29)

where  = Low,  = Medium, and  = High.

MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

In this case, the membership functions also are formed as Gaussian functions.
The reason for using Gaussian membership functions is illustrated in
Subsection 11.3.3. The ranges of the input and output variables of the
membership functions are a scale between zero and one. The details of the
application QoS metric are outlined in Subsection 11.6.2. The input variable
application significance takes a scale between zero and one. The output
variable profiled application QoS metric also uses a scale between zero and
one, with three membership functions of good, average, and poor. Table
11.13 shows the ranges for the application significance metric.

TABLE 11.13

where  = Low,  = Medium, and  = High.
For example, the fuzzy set for the input variable voice application 

significance is expressed as
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Membership Functions for the Application Significance Parameter
Membership Function Range

Low 0–0.6
Medium 0.6–0.75

High 0.75–1.0

FIGURE 11.9 VC application QoS metric.

The membership function for the voice application QoS metric is
presented in Figure 11.5. The membership functions for VC and VS
application are described in the following figures. The membership functions
for the other input variable application significance and the output variable
profiled application QoS metric are also outlined in Figures 11.9 through
11.12.
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11.7.3 RULES

Each of the profiled application QoS evaluation subsystems has  rules 
depending on the number of membership functions and input variables. The 
rules are designed based on the simulation analysis results in Farnaz Farid 
and Ruan (2015. In those studies, the impact of application significance on 
the overall network performance has been outlined. In one of the simulation 
analysis results, the network QoS demonstrates a good performance level 
with a voice application QoS level being average and a VS application QoS 
level being good when the voice and VS applications both have equal 
importance. When the significance of a voice application is changed to 
extremely important compared to a VS application, the network’s QoS comes 
down to an average QoS level. Although the performance of the VS 
application was good, because of having a lower importance, it had a 
minimal effect on the network’s QoS level. On the other hand, the voice 
application having greater importance affected the network QoS level to a 
greater extent. Based on such analysis results, the rules are defined for the 
profiled application subsystem.
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FIGURE 11.10 VS application QoS metric.
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FIGURE 11.11 Application significance.

Table 11.14 illustrates the conditions for the output QoS level of the
profiled application QoS evaluation subsystems. As shown in the table, a rule
with a poor QoS level evaluates if any of the considered applications with a
higher importance have a poor QoS level. The profiled application QoS
adopts a value of “Good” if one of the high importance applications has good
QoS. The medium or low importance application, in this case, gets a lower
priority compared to the high importance application. Therefore, even if these
applications have a medium QoS level, they affect the overall application
QoS level to a limited extent. The average QoS level is also determined based
on similar criteria. The example of one of the rules from the profiled
application QoS evaluation subsystem is as follows:

If Voice Application Significance Is Low and the Voice Application QoS
Is Poor, Then the Profiled Application QoS Is Average.
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FIGURE 11.12 Profiled application QoS metric.

TABLE 11.14
Conditions for the Profiled Application QoS Level

Fuzzy
Consequent Fuzzy Conditions

Poor The application with high/medium importance has a poor QoS level.

Average
The application with high/medium importance has an average QoS

level.
The application with low importance has a poor QoS level.

The application with high/medium/low importance has a good QoS
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Good level.
The application with low importance has an average QoS level.

If there are R rules, each with l premises in the system, the rth rule has the
following form:

Rur: If SA is  and  is  then  is 

The antecedent of this general rule can be interpreted as a fuzzy
relationship, which is obtained through the intersection of the fuzzy sets , 

, and .

(11.30)

The membership function for this relationship is defined as

Using the max operator, the aggregation is denoted as

(11.32)
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11.8 

11.8.1 

FUZZY MODELLING OF A RADIO ACCESS
NETWORK QoS SUBSYSTEM

In this section, the fuzzy modelling of a RAN QoS evaluation subsystem is
outlined. One network can have multiple RANs. As a result, the QoS level of
each RAN is assessed separately. The number of RAN subsystems is defined
based on the number of RANs present in the network. The specifications of
the RAN subsystem are described as follows.

VARIABLES

The input parameter for this subsystem is the output parameter from the
previous subsystem, which is the profiled application QoS metric.

: Profiled application QoS metric
: RAN QoS metric

: Universe of discourse for the RAN QoS metric

The universe of discourse for the RAN QoS metric output variable  is
[0, 1]. It is expressed  as

(11.33)

The fuzzy set for the RAN QoS metric output variable in the
universe of discourse  is defined as

(11.34)

The term set for this  is defined as

(11.35)

where  = Poor,  = Average, and  = Good.
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TABLE 11.15
Membership Functions for the Network RAN QoS Metric

Membership Function Range
Poor 0.0–0.50

Average 0.50–0.75
Good 0.75–1.0

11.8.2 MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

In this case, the membership functions are also defined as Gaussian functions. 
The reason for using Gaussian membership functions is illustrated in the 
previous sections. The ranges of the input and output variables of the 
membership functions use a scale between zero and one. The details for the 
profiled application QoS metric are outlined in previous sections. The output 
variable RAN QoS metric adapts a scale between zero and one, with three 
membership functions of good, average, and poor. Table 11.15 illustrates the 
ranges for each membership function in the RAN QoS evaluation subsystem. 
The output variable RAN QoS metric is presented in Figure 11.13.
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11.8.3 

FIGURE 11.13 Membership functions for the RAN QoS metric.

RULES

The number of rules for each RAN QoS evaluation subsystem depends on the
number of membership functions and input variables. For example, if there
are three applications in an access network, the number of rules for that
access network subsystem is . In Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2012), the
simulation analysis results demonstrate that the applications with lower
importance have a minimal effect on the network’s QoS level. On the other
hand, the applications that have greater importance affected the network’s
QoS level to a greater extent. As the application significance parameters are
already embedded into the profiled QoS level, the rules defined in the RAN
subsystems are straightforward.

Table 11.16 outlines the conditions for the output QoS level of RANs. As
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If in Network R the Profiled Voice Application QoS Is Poor and If the
Profiled VC Application QoS Is Good and the Profiled VC Application
QoS Is Poor, Then the RAN QoS Metric Is Poor.

TABLE 11.16
Conditions for the RAN QoS Level

Fuzzy
Consequent Fuzzy Conditions

Poor The profiled QoS level of any application is poor.

Average
All, the maximum number, or an equal number of profiled application

QoS are average.
No profiled application QoS is poor.

Good All or the maximum number of profiled application QoS levels are good.
No profiled application QoS is poor.

If there are R rules, each with l premises in the system, the rth rule has the
following form:

shown in the table, a rule with a poor QoS level evaluates if any of the 
profiled application QoS levels are poor. This rule is in synchronization with 
the rules of the profiled application QoS evaluation subsystem. According to 
the rule patterns of those subsystems, if any of the applications with high or 
medium importance has poor QoS, then the profiled application QoS for that 
application is evaluated as poor.

The RAN QoS level is set to good if any of the profiled applications are 
labeled as having good QoS. According to the rule in the previous subsystem, 
the profiled QoS of any application is labeled as good if any of the 
applications, regardless of importance, has a good QoS level or any 
application with low importance has an average QoS level. The low 
importance applications, in this case, get lower priority as they do not affect 
the overall network QoS level that much. An example of one of the rules 
from the RAN QoS evaluation subsystem is as follows:
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: If  is  then  is 

where i denotes the number of applications, and i = {1,2,…,m}. The
antecedent of this general rule can be interpreted as a fuzzy relationship,
which is obtained from the intersection of the fuzzy sets  and :

(11.36)

The membership function for this relationship is defined as

(11.37)

Using the max operator, the aggregation is denoted as

(11.38)
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11.9 

11.9.1 

11.9.2 

FUZZY MODELLING OF A NETWORK
CONFIGURATION QoS SUBSYSTEM

This subsystem produces the final network configuration QoS metric by
utilizing the RAN QoS metrics.

VARIABLES

The output variables from RAN subsystems are the input variable of this
subsystem.

: Input variable RAN QoS metric
: Output variable network configuration QoS metric

: Universe of discourse for network configuration QoS metric

The universe of discourse for the configuration QoS metric  is
[0, 1]. It is expressed as

(11.39)

The fuzzy set for  in the universe of discourse  is defined as

(11.40)

The term set for this  is defined as

(11.41)

where  = Poor,  = Average, and  = Good.

MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

Figure 11.14 shows the membership function for the network configuration
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FIGURE 11.14 Membership function for the network configuration QoS metric.

TABLE 11.17
Membership Functions for the Network Configuration QoS Metric

Membership Function Range
Poor 0–0.6

Average 0.6–0.75
Good 0.75–1.0

QoS metric. Gaussian membership functions are used for the same reasons as 
stated in Section 11.3.3. The output variable network configuration QoS 
metric takes a scale between 0 and 1, with three membership functions of 
good, average, and poor. Table 11.17 shows the ranges for the application 
significance metric. Figure 11.14 illustrates the Gaussian membership 
functions.
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11.9.3 

TABLE 11.18
Conditions for the Network Configuration QoS Level
Fuzzy Consequent Fuzzy Conditions

Poor At least one or all the RANs have a poor QoS level.

Average All or the maximum number of RANs have an average QoS level.
No RAN has a poor QoS level.

Good All or the maximum number of RANs have a good QoS level.
No RAN has a poor QoS level.

RULES

The number of access networks in a network determines the number of rules
for this subsystem. If the network has two RANs, then the number of rules is 

. The rules are designed according to the simulation analysis results from
Farid et al. (2013a, b) and Farnaz Farid and Ruan (2015) In those works, the
network configuration QoS metric has been calculated by combining the
performance metrics of different RANs in a network. The analyses from
those calculations demonstrate that if all the RANs have average QoS,
usually the overall network QoS is average. If one of the RANs has poor
QoS, then the overall network QoS is usually poor. To achieve a good
network QoS, all the RANs’ QoS should be good. Based on such analysis
results, the rules are defined for the RAN subsystem. Table 11.18 shows the
rule patterns for this QoS evaluation subsystem.

If there are R rules, each with l premises in the system, the rth rule has the
following form:

If  is  then  is 

where j is the number of RANs present in the network, and j = {1,2,…, n}.
The antecedent of this general rule can be interpreted as a fuzzy relationship,
which is obtained by the intersection of the fuzzy sets  and .

(11.42)
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The membership function for this relationship is defined as

(11.43)

If the subsystem has r number of rules, then using the max operator, the
aggregation is denoted as

(11.44)
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(11.45)

where n is the number of outputs.

11.10 DEFUZZIFICATION
The next step is the defuzzification process. Each rule produces a fuzzy 
output set. These sets are then mapped to a crisp value through the 
defuzzification method. There are many methods of defuzzification, such as 
the center-of-gravity (CoG, or centroid, method; the weighted-mean method; 
and the min-max method. The most commonly used strategy, the centroid 
method, is used for this chapter. The centroid calculation is denoted as
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11.11 CASE STUDY
In this section, a case study is outlined to evaluate the efficiency of the 
proposed QoS evaluation method. A service operator, Z, maintains a 
network, N, which is used mainly for voice applications. In the near future, 
this network will be heavily used for education services. As a result, video-
conferencing and video-streaming applications will be two major applications 
in this network along with voice applications. The operator wants to 
investigate the performance of the network with the new configuration 
settings before deploying the final network. They also want to examine the 
required QoS for each application and each RAN in the network. The 
network has UMTS and LTE RANs along with WLANs. The proposed 
method discussed previously is used to carry out the analyses.

In the first phase, the current network for Z is simulated with the actual 
number of voice users. The network QoS is calculated for this stage. Then, in 
the second phase, the network with the upcoming changes is simulated with 
the newly added VC and VS users. The performance is analyzed for each 
application, access network, and the whole network configuration. The 
results of the first and the second phase are compared to provide 
recommendations for the upcoming upgrades. Table 11.19 shows the network 
settings in both phases. In the first phase, the whole network has a total of 46 
users, and in the second phase, this number is increased to 113. The UMTS 
RAN has 52 users, and the LTE RAN has 51 users.

Table 11.20 shows the QoS analysis of the voice application with the 
current and the forthcoming changes in the network. The performance of the 
voice application on the UMTS network decreases by 23.3% due to the 
increased numbers of voice, VC, and VS users. For the LTE network, this 
performance degradation is only 3.6%. Table 11.21 depicts the QoS analysis 
for a VC application. With the new settings on the UMTS network, the 
performance of the VC application degrades by around 20%. For the LTE 
network, this number is 12%. Table 11.22 illustrates the performance analysis 
results for the VS application. With three more users, the performance of the
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VS application on the UMTS network decreases by 29.1%. For the LTE
network, the performance deterioration is only 5.6%.

TABLE 11.19
Network Settings

Network Number of Users in
Voice Application

Number of Users in
VC Application

Number of Users in
VS Application

UMTS +
WLAN (1st

phase)
20 1 1

UMTS (2nd

phase) 40 8 4

LTE (1st phase) 20 2 2

LTE (2nd phase) 40 6 5

TABLE 11.20
QoS Analysis of the Voice Application

Specifications

RANs Number of
Users

End-to-End Delay
(msec)

Jitter
(msec)

Packet Loss
(%)

UMTS 20 240 45 6.25 0.836
40 330 55 8.10 0.677

LTE 20 120 25 5.15 0.877
40 200 45 6.23 0.837

TABLE 11.21
QoS Analysis of the VC Application

Specifications

RANs Number of
Users

End-to-End Delay
(msec)

Jitter
(msec)

Packet Loss
(%)

UMTS 1 65 10 1.5 0.894
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8 320 50 4.1 0.516
LTE 2 30 12 1.12 0.898

6 135 40 3.2 0.741

TABLE 11.22
QoS Analysis of the VS Application

Specifications
RANs Number of Users End-to-End Delay (msec) Packet Loss (%)

UMTS 1 1 2 0.853
4 4 3.8 0.559

LTE 2 0.30 0.60 0.898
5 2 3 0.794

After analyzing the data for the application level, the performance of each
RAN is evaluated. For the first phase, the importance for the VC application
is set to medium, the importance for the voice application is set to high, and
the importance for the VS application is set to low. For the second phase, the
significances for the VC, voice, and VS applications are set to high, medium,
and high respectively. The analysis shows that for the newly added
applications and users, the performance of the overall network drops by 54%.
This is mainly due to the performance drop of the UMTS network. The
analysis is outlined in Figure 11.15.

Using such analysis, it is easier for operator Z to figure out which part of
the network can face potential performance issues when the new
configurations are deployed. After detecting the performance issue in the
UMTS network, operator Z makes some changes to its planned
configurations. As a part of these changes, some users are moved from the
UMTS to the LTE network. Among them, there are six VC users and two VS
users. The performance is analyzed again after these changes. Table 11.23
shows the performance evaluation with the new user arrangements.

Figure 11.16 shows the comparison with the old upgrade configurations.
In the UMTS network, the voice performance improves by 9%. For VC and
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FIGURE 11.15 Performance evaluation of the network configuration.

TABLE 11.23
Performance Evaluation with the Newly Planned Settings

Specifications
RAN Applications End-to-End Delay (msec) Jitter (msec) Packet Loss (%)

UMTS Voice 300 48 7.25 0.74

VS applications, the improvements are 34.9% and 28.5%, respectively. In the 
case of LTE networks, although the performance decreases for all the 
applications, it is still within the acceptable level. Figure 11.17 outlines the 
comparisons of the overall performance of the network. With the newly 
planned settings, the performance of the whole network is improved by 
50.9%, with a 54.7% improvement in the UMTS network and a 7.7%
improvement in the LTE network. Although the performance of the LTE 
network decreases, it is still within the acceptable QoS level.
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VC 100 15 2.8 0.854
VS 1.8 N/A 2 0.853

LTE Voice 240 50 7.50 0.711
VC 145 42 3.8 0.601
VS 2.5 N/A 3 0.794

FIGURE 11.16 Performance comparison.
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FIGURE 11.17 Performance comparison of different settings.

FIGURE 11.18 Comparisons of QoS and QoE values.
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The analysis of this case study demonstrates that when using the proposed 
method, it is possible to evaluate the performance of heterogeneous networks 
efficiently. If the operators plan to upgrade any network configurations, the 
potential issues with the new settings in the post-deployment stage can be 
figured out beforehand. It is easier to detect the specific settings that could 
affect the whole network performance. Based on such analysis, the 
configurations can be adjusted for better performance.

Using this evaluation method, the QoE level of a network can be 
analyzed. The QoS metrics for the voice application of this case study are 
used to interpret the QoE, and the results are compared to the E-model of 
ITU. For effective comparison, the voice QoS metric values are converted to 
percentiles to match the QoE scale of E-model. Figure 11.18 outlines the 
comparisons. The QoS metric values are annotated as QoE; Setting-1 refers 
to the previously planned configurations, and Setting-2 refers to the newly 
planned configurations. The measured values from the E-model do not show 
much difference from the voice QoS metric values. Therefore, it is possible to 
measure the QoE of the voice application using the QoS metrics derived 
using this method.
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11.12 COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this section, the comparison results of the FLQEM with the fixed and 
DWQEMs are presented. Table 11.22 shows the comparison results with the 
dynamic weight-based method. Most of the time, the networks that are 
evaluated using both of these methods have demonstrated the same ranking. 
However, it differs in the case when the voice calls experience a delay of 224 
msec, jitter of 65 msec, and packet loss of 3.28%. The dynamic weight-based 
method shows the QoS level as “Poor” in this situation. However, using the 
fuzzy logic approach, this is measured as “Average” because the fuzzy logic 
approach can handle an overlapping situation efficiently compared to the 
dynamic weight-based method. With a delay of 224 msec, jitter of 65 msec, 
and packet loss of 9.24%, the voice QoS takes a value of 0.6. Using the 
dynamic weight-based method, it is hard to define the QoS level of this value 
as the “Average” and the “Poor” QoS values overlap. The fuzzy logic method 
uses rules; therefore, firing the proper rule, it calculates the QoS level as 
“Average.”

Table 11.24 shows the mapping of the QoE scale of the E-model to the 
proposed QoS metric scale. It should be noted that this is only for voice 
applications as the E-model can evaluate only the voice transmission quality. 
It uses a five-term scale to analyze the QoE of any voice transmission quality. 
The proposed fuzzy logic approach uses a three-term scale to measure the 
QoS of voice applications. This three-scale measurement is mapped to the 
five-scale QoE measurement scale of the E-model to evaluate the QoS level 
in terms of QoE. Figure 11.19 shows the comparisons of QoS values of voice 
applications on some networks using the dynamic weight-based and fuzzy 
logic–based methods. It also shows their closeness to the measured QoE 
value using the E-model. The fuzzy logic approach shows a closer 
measurement result to the measured QoE value of the E-model than the 
DWQEM method (Table 11.25.
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TABLE 11.24
QoS Metrics for Mixed Traffic

FIGURE 11.19 Comparisons of DWQEM and FLQEM metric values with QoE values.

TABLE 11.25
Mapping of the QoE Scale of E-Model

R Factor Scale QoS Metric Scale QoS Level QoE Level
90 < R < 100 0.8–1 Good Very satisfied
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80 < R < 90 Satisfied
70 < R < 80 0.6–0.8 Average Some users dissatisfied
60 < R < 70 Many users dissatisfied
50 < R < 60 0–0.6 Poor Nearly all users dissatisfied
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The QoE level of a network has been also analysed using this method. The

11.13 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, a novel QoS evaluation method based on fuzzy logic concepts 
has been proposed and evaluated. The fundamental idea behind this method 
is the consideration of uncertain situations in performance analysis of 
heterogeneous networks. There could be situations in which the QoS level of 
an application or access network overlaps two consecutive measurement 
metrics. In those cases, it is hard to assess the QoS level accurately. Through 
the simulation analysis, it has been demonstrated that without considering the 
overlapping values, the network QoS could be evaluated with a higher or 
lower QoS level than the expected level. The proposed method can 
effectively handle these situations. The method uses a set of rules for 
assessing the QoS of heterogeneous networks. Hence, the results can be 
categorized in a more efficient manner. The case study of a network-planning 
stage shows that using the fuzzy logic–based method, the effects of any new 
upgrade on application and network performance can be examined in a very 
efficient manner. For instance, the analysis results of this case study have 
outlined that the performance of voice applications on the UMTS network 
has decreased by 23.3% and 3.6% on the LTE network due to the newly 
added users. After finding out such performance issues, the operator has 
updated the previously planned configuration. The comparison results of the 
newly planned settings with the old ones demonstrate that, on the UMTS 
network, the voice performance improves by 9%. For VC and VS 
applications, the improvements are 34.9% and 28.5%, respectively. In the 
case of LTE networks, although the performance decreases for all the 
applications, it is still within the acceptable level. The comparisons of the 
overall performance of the network show that with the changed settings, the 
performance of the whole network is improved by 50.9%, with a 54.7%
improvement in the UMTS network and a 7.7% improvement in the LTE 
network. After receiving such numerical analysis results, it is very easy for 
the service operator to go with the planned network upgrades.
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values of the QoS-related parameters have been utilized to measure the voice 
QoS and QoE metrics. The voice QoS metric has been measured using the 
fuzzy logic–based method, and the QoE metric has been measured using the 
E-model. The voice QoS metric values have been converted to percentiles to 
match with the QoE scale of E-model. The measured values from the E-
model do not show much difference when compared to the voice QoS metric 
values. Therefore, it is possible to measure the QoE of the voice application 
using the QoS metrics that are derived using this method. This method is also 
compared with the dynamic weight-based evaluation. For instance, with a 
delay of 224 msec, jitter of 65 msec, and packet loss of 9.24%, the voice QoS 
on the UMTS network takes a value of 0.6. Using the dynamic weight-based 
method, it is hard to determine the QoS level of this value as the “Average” 
and the “Poor” QoS values overlap. The fuzzy logic method uses rules; 
therefore, firing the proper rule, it calculates the QoS level as “Average.” 
Therefore, the fuzzy logic–based method is more efficient in the cases when 
the QoS level overlaps.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, network virtualization [1] has become an increasingly 
important research area in the computer science community. A virtual 
network (VN consists of a set of virtual nodes and virtual links. The former 
are hosted on multiple substrate nodes, while the latter are the end-to-end 
physical paths connecting virtual nodes across the substrate network. The 
operational goal of VNs is to provide a collection of transparent packet 
delivery systems with diverse protocols and packet formats over the same 
substrate network for the delivery of a range of services to network users.

As one of the key tasks for setting up a VN, VN mapping is the process of 
selecting the appropriate physical nodes and link resources subject to a set of 
predefined constraints (e.g., topology constraints, bandwidth while meeting 
certain service requirements (e.g., quality of service, security. While a 
variety of state-of-the-art algorithms [2–7] have been proposed and attempted 
to address this issue from different facets, the challenge still remains in the 
context of large-scale communication networks. These existing online 
mapping algorithms were typically designed in a centralized fashion using a 
central server, which needs to maintain up-to-date topology and operational 
information of the entire substrate network (e.g., bandwidth and network 
configuration. When the network scale becomes large, the performance of 
these algorithms will be significantly undermined due to poor scalability. The 
maintenance of the up-to-date information of the underlying large-scale 
substrate network can be difficult, even impractical. The available mapping 
algorithmic solutions were mainly assessed in the context of small-scale 
networks (e.g., a network with 40–100 nodes [5–7], and their performance in 
terms of computational efficiency will become unacceptable along with 
growth of the network scale. In addition, the realistic large-scale substrate 
network is composed of a set of heterogeneous administrated domains 
belonging to multiple infrastructure providers (InPs, which would not like to 
share their secret topology and operational details. As a result, these existing 
solutions, which assume that they have complete information of the entire
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substrate network (e.g., network bandwidth and topology, are not applicable 
for solving the problem of VN mapping across multiple domains in this case. 
This chapter proposes a novel hierarchical algorithm in conjunction with a 
substrate network decomposition approach to cope with the complexity of 
network virtualization in large-scale networks as well as to address the 
problem of VN mapping across multiple domains.

VN mapping across multiple domains is illustrated in Figure 12.1. The 
substrate network is partitioned into three domains, with VN configuration 
brokers (VNCBs located in individual domains which are responsible for 
managing physical resources within the domains (e.g., link bandwidth, node 
CPU capability. The substrate network also maintains a central server which 
carries out the task of VN creation through cooperation with the 
aforementioned VNCBs. By taking advantage of the hierarchical network 
strategy, the suggested VN mapping algorithm can be broken down into two 
parts: a local VN mapping algorithm (LVNMA operating within each 
VNCB and a global VN mapping algorithm (GVNMA functioning in the 
central server. The LVNMA will conduct intra-domain path computation 
according to the request sent by the GVNMA and send back the computation 
result, while the GVNMA will carry out the VN mapping based on a 
mechanism motivated by the path-vector protocol.

Compared with the existing VN mapping algorithms, the contribution 
made in this chapter can be summarized as follows: (1 the approach 
simplifies network management, as the central server no longer needs to 
maintain the overall substrate network’s information, and individual VNCBs 
need only to be aware of the network information of their own scope, which 
can greatly improve the scalability of the algorithm as well as keep the 
secrecy of substrate network information; and (2 the cooperation (between 
the GVNMA and a set of LVNMAs and the local computation (in LVNMA 
can significantly decrease the computational complexity for VN mapping, as 
well as support the parallel processing of multiple received VN mapping 
requests in different domains. Our experimental evaluations show that the 
proposed hierarchical algorithm can be about 5 to 20 times faster than the 
traditional centralized approach with acceptable communication overhead
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between GVNCA and LVNCA while performing almost as well as the
centralized solutions.

FIGURE 12.1 Hierarchical VN management environment.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 12.2
overviews the most relevant work in the literature. Following that, Section
12.3 presents the network model and formulates the VN mapping problem.
Section 12.4 proposes a network decomposition approach that is suitable for
the hierarchical mapping algorithm, which is described in detail in Section
12.5. Section 12.6 presents the assessment of the proposed approach with a
set of numerical simulation results. Finally, some concluding remarks are
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given in Section 12.7.
In parallel-network virtualization (e.g., [8–10], supporting a set of 

embedded VNs to coexist in a shared infrastructure has been considered a 
promising approach for accommodating and promoting novel heterogeneous 
services and mechanisms toward the next-generation network architectures. 
Current large-scale networks (e.g., Internet are facing “ossification” and 
many technical challenges which need to be addressed by more advanced 
networking architectures. Multiple VNs can share an underlying physical 
substrate to deliver a variety of tailored services by adopting heterogeneous 
network technologies in an isolated manner. In addition, the provision of 
standardized interfaces among VNs could enable seamless and transparent 
communications across multiple domains. From the network management 
perspective, network virtualization can greatly improve the global utilization 
efficiency of network resources and hence the capacity of network service 
provision.

However, it should be noted that VN invulnerability, which is one of the 
key aspects of network virtualization, has been long ignored, and little 
research effort has been made yet. The self-healing capability of VNs 
involves several aspects, which can be summarized in four parts: (1 
proactively detecting the potential faults of physical components in the 
substrate to prevent service interruption due to reorganization of VNs (i.e., 
remapping of links and nodes; (2 keeping the load balance of the physical 
substrate to avoid or alleviate a network resource bottleneck; (3 restoring the 
service delivery in the failed VNs as quickly as possible upon physical 
network failures; and (4 protecting the services delivered by the VNs against 
a range of network attacks (e.g., denial of service [DoS] and network worm 
propagation. Figure 12.2 illustrates that a failed physical link can result in 
the unavailability of the virtual link, and as a consequence, the overall VN 
can no longer deliver expected services. In general, following to the physical 
substrate faults, the affected VNs need to be remapped to establish a new set 
of VNs through network mapping algorithms, which may often impose 
prohibitive complexity in network management, particularly in large-scale 
networks.
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FIGURE 12.2 An example of VN mapping.

In this chapter, a novel approach, MFP-VNMH, is exploited and presented
by adopting the multi-commodity flow problem (MFP) [11] based strategy to
enable the self-healing capability in network virtualization. More specifically,
this approach aims to achieve fast service restoration upon VN failures by
improving the service restoration success ratio and minimizing the restoration
time while maintaining the load balance across the overall physical substrate.
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12.2 

12.2.1 

LITERATURE REVIEW

RECENT STUDIES ON NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION

MAPPING

Lots of research effort has been made to address the VN mapping problem in
recent years (e.g., [3–7,12]). A heuristic VN mapping algorithm is presented
in [3] with the aim of minimizing mapping cost, which is in general
determined by the required physical resources. [4] and [5] formulated VN
mapping as a multi-commodity flow problem. In [4], the authors used the
maximum-flow model to pre-allocate resources on each edge node and
allocate these resources to VNs according to specific requirements. To
improve physical resource utilization efficiency, [5] proposed an approach of
using multi-path mapping to map a virtual link to multiple physical links and
resolved it as a multi-commodity flow problem. The VN mapping problem is
modeled in [6] with an integer programming method and addressed by a
fixed VN mapping algorithm (D-ViNE) as well as a random VN mapping
algorithm. In [7], applying the isomorphism algorithm to VN mapping is
suggested, aiming to increase the VN request acceptance ratio. The authors in
[8] proposed a distributed algorithm that solves the mapping problem without
any centralized controller but at the price of additional communication
overhead for disseminating network information to all network nodes via
broadcasting. In the case of VN mapping across multiple domains, a policy-
based, inter-domain VN embedding (PolyViNE) framework is presented in
[13] to heuristically address the inter-domain VN mapping problem without
optimizing the mapping performance and computational cost. A hierarchical
management framework for VN mapping across multiple domains is
discussed in [14], where management elements are responsible for resource
allocation within the scope of their own domains. However, no algorithmic
solution or results are presented in this work.

In summary, the available algorithms with centralized operation are able
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12.2.2 RECENT STUDIES ON THE VIRTUAL NETWORK

HEALING MECHANISM

It is well known that many VN mapping problems have NP-complete (NPC)
complexity. To address such computational intractability, a collection of
heuristics- or linear programming–based proposals has been reported (e.g.,
[2,4,5,7,12–17]). In recent years, the fault-tolerant technology has been
extensively studied (e.g., [18–21]). In [18], the authors considered two fault-
management techniques in an IP-over-WDM network where network nodes
employ optical cross-connects and IP routers to provide protection in the
WDM layer and restoration in the IP layer. However, such an approach
cannot be directly applied to the VN environment. An automatic pilot VN
architecture, which is able to monitor the VN failures, together with the
concept of self-healing for failed VNs is presented in [19]. However, the
specific approach and algorithmic solution to heal the failed VNs is not
given. In [20], the shared backup network is designed to protect the
embedded VN. Each VN will receive some pre-allocated backup resources to
avoid VN failure when the physical substrate suffers faults. Such a shared
backup network is an offline approach to VN protection but with restricted
flexibility and low efficiency of network resource utilization. In [21], the
authors proposed a fault diagnosis mechanism in the network virtualization
environment, which attempts to restore the VNs through fast fault detection
and restoration of the physical network. Such an approach can be time

to achieve acceptable VN mapping results, but their performance can degrade 
severely due to the scalability problem when applied to large-scale networks. 
While the parallelism of the distributed solution can significantly improve 
computational efficiency and enhance the robustness in coping with single-
point failure, the communication overhead induced by cooperation among 
network nodes can be unacceptable with a massive number of network nodes. 
The proposed hierarchical solution aims to find the best trade-off between 
these two alternatives and to be scalable enough to be deployed in networks 
with large scale.
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consuming and suffer from an undeterminably long period of time. In fact, 
VN service restoration upon physical network failures is expected to be 
processed as soon as possible, as well as minimize the interruption of other 
VNs and guarantee the physical network’s operational efficiency and 
flexibility.

In summary, current VN mapping solutions, either for random or specific 
topologies, focus merely on addressing the VN mapping problem and 
resource allocation without considering the fast service restoration upon 
network failures. Current studies on fault-tolerant networks focus either on 
fast detection and repairing of the physical substrate faults to protect the 
embedded VNs or on adopting the VN mapping algorithm (e.g., the overall 
VN remapping [2], remapping all virtual nodes and links of the failed VN, 
see Figure 12.3b and the end-to-end link remapping [4] (i.e., remapping the 
failed virtual links upon physical-link failure, see Figure 12.3c. In fact, such 
VN restoration is not an easy task, calling for an efficient and flexible 
approach, which is scalable enough to be adopted in a large-scale VN 
environment. The key contribution made in this chapter can be summarized 
as follows: (1 a multi-commodity-based approach, MFP-VNMH, is 
proposed to restore the failed VNs through remapping of the virtual links and 
evaluating its performance against the existing overall VN remapping and 
end-to-end link remapping approaches; (2 through remapping the affected 
virtual links to available physical resources rather than the overall VN or end-
to-end path due to the physical network failures, the scale of the VN 
remapping is minimized and hence promotes the efficiency of VN restoration 
and minimizes the interruption to other operational VNs.
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FIGURE 12.3 Overall VN remapping and end-to-end link remapping.
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12.3 

12.3.1 
12.3.1.1 

12.3.1.2 

SCALABLE MAPPING ALGORITHM FOR
LARGE-SCALE NETWORK
VIRTUALIZATION

VN MAPPING PROBLEM FORMULATION

Network Model and Problem Description
The substrate network can be represented by a weighted undirected graph 

, where  and  are the set of substrate nodes and the set of physical
links, respectively. The network nodes are classified into two categories: core
nodes and access nodes, where they are capable of packet forwarding, and the
latter can act as sources or sinks. A VN request is denoted by 

, where , , , and  are the
VN topology, the set of virtual nodes, the set of virtual links, and the set of
bandwidth requirements, , of an arbitrary virtual link, .

VN mapping consists of virtual node mapping and virtual link mapping.
The former is to map a virtual node, , to a substrate node, , and
the latter is to map a virtual link, , to a substrate path from  to .
In reality, virtual nodes which act as end-users’ access nodes are often
predefined and mapped to access substrate nodes for many applications.
Therefore, this chapter restricts its view to the task of virtual link mapping. In
this case, the VN request can be expressed as a set of virtual links, denoted by

, where  is a virtual link from  to  with the
bandwidth requirement of , and  is the number of virtual links.

Linear Program Formulation for VN
Mapping

Assuming that the substrate network supports flexible splitting of virtual
links over multiple substrate paths, as a result, the VN mapping problem can
be formulated as a multi-commodity flow problem. Each virtual link, , can
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VNM_LP (virtual network mapping linear program)

Inputs:

VN request: 

Substrate network: 

The weight of the link: , represents the cost of
buying/renting a unit of link bandwidth

The residual bandwidth of the link: , denotes the
residual bandwidth of link 

Variables:

 is a flow variable denoting the total amount of flow from  to 
on the link  for the th virtual link.

Objective:

(12.1)

Constraints:

(12.2)

(12.3)

be considered a commodity with source and destination nodes . Then 
the VN mapping problem becomes finding the paths for all commodities 
based on flow conservation subject to substrate link capacity constraints, 
which can be presented as follows:
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12.3.2 

(12.4)

(12.5)

(12.6)

The objective function of the VNM_LP (Equation 12.1) attempts to
minimize the cost of mapping the VN request. The constraint set in Equation
12.2 is capacity constraints, summing up , and  ensures that the
summation of flows on both directions of the undirected link  remains
within its available bandwidth. The constraint sets in Equations 12.3 through
12.5 can be combined to refer to the condition of flow conservation. The
constraint set in Equation 12.6 denotes the real domain constraints on the
variables.

NETWORK DECOMPOSITION APPROACH

Before the proposed hierarchical mapping algorithm can be applied, the
large-scale substrate network needs to be partitioned into a collection of
subnetworks (i.e., domains). By properly applying the historical statistical
data obtained from previous VN mapping requests to the network
partitioning, the efficiency of the hierarchical mapping algorithm executing in
the partitioned domains can potentially be improved. Since mapping a virtual
link with its nodes in the same domain can be simply carried out by using the
local mapping algorithm proposed in this chapter (i.e., LVNMA), it is
suggested that the nodes be grouped into the same domain if a large number
of virtual connections are between them to minimize the probability of VN
mapping across multiple domains.

When decomposing the substrate network into a set of domains, the
following statistics from previous VN mapping requests are taken into
account:
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: The total bandwidth of virtual links between nodes  and 
 within period , including links that are operating and those that

have been dismantled because of expiration of the VN.
: The average bandwidth of operating virtual links between

and  within period . , where 

 is the total bandwidth of operating virtual links between
nodes  and  at the time of .

: The amount of virtual links between nodes  and  within
period .

Although a number of network decomposition algorithms [22,23] are
available aiming to decompose the network with a minimized number of
links, this chapter takes a new look by taking the historical VN mapping
statistics into account during network decomposition as the statistics implies
the relation between access nodes in the substrate network. The rest of this
section describes the principle of the network decomposition algorithm that is
suitable for the hierarchical mapping algorithm.

Bandwidth property: Nodes  and  with a large  are
highly recommended to be partitioned into the same domain because
a large  suggests plenty of communication between  and 

.
VN creation frequency property: Nodes  and  with a large 

 should be in the same domain. When  and  are grouped
into the same domain, our algorithm for virtual link mapping needs
only to carry out local mapping. Partitioning them into the same
domain can improve the practical operational efficiency of our
mapping algorithm.
Distance property: Nodes  and  with a few hops should be
grouped into the same domain.

The key idea behind the decomposition algorithm can be briefly described
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and are the matrix. , where 

 is the hop between  and . . reflects
the relation between nodes’ similarity weight about the bandwidth feature and
the distance feature, and  reflects the relation between nodes’ similarity
weight about the construction frequency feature. Both  and  are
normalized. The decomposition algorithm is described in Algorithm 12.1.

To illuminate Algorithm 12.1, we take an example as shown in Figure
12.4. It is assumed that nodes 1, 4, 7, 9, 14, and 16 are network access nodes
(see Figure 12.4a), with , and all link
bandwidths are set as 2 units. For example, the substrate network is expected
to be decomposed into 3 domains. In step 1, a similarity matrix is
generated using  and , as shown in Figure 12.4b. Then, step 2 clusters
the access nodes based on such a similarity matrix, and we obtain the
clustering result as . In steps , the
core nodes are added into . Afterward, three domains are obtained: 

. Since some core
nodes may be added into more than one set or never be added into any
domain, these nodes are dealt with by steps 7 and 8. For example, nodes 12
and 11 can be added to D3 through steps 7 and 8 until all nodes are included
in the domains, as shown in Figure 12.4c.

ALGORITHM 12.1 NETWORK DECOMPOSITION
ALGORITHM

Inputs: Substrate network , Outputs: domains, , 

as follows: It first classifies the substrate network access nodes based on the 
previously stated properties, and the nodes with the same class will be 
grouped into the same domain. Afterward, the substrate network core nodes 
are distributed to different domains based on the maximum multi-commodity 
flow and the node connectivity degree. It is assumed that  is 
decomposed into  domains, and  and  denote the set of access nodes and 
core nodes in the substrate, respectively.  is the number of access nodes. 
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1. Generate a similarity matrix , and set 
, where and are weight factors 

.
2. Based on similarity matrix and the spectral clustering

algorithm, is partitioned into , and for 
.

3. For
4. Create a maximum multi-commodity flow model, which takes

 as the source and the sink of a commodity and takes 
 as its demand.

5. Obtain the paths, denoted by , in which all commodities
can be simultaneously routed by using maximum multi-
commodity flow algorithm. (  is a set of nodes.)

6. .
7. For
8. If  is included by several domains or is not included by any

domains, it is assigned to a domain, , with a maximum degree
of node connectivity.
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FIGURE 12.4 An example of network partition: (a) Substrate network, (b) similarity
matrix, and (c) network decomposition.

In this chapter, the proposed network decomposition algorithm will be
carried out offline before the deployment of VNCBs and VN mapping, and
hence the network decomposition can be implemented by using sophisticated
algorithms, which will not introduce any additional complexity in VN
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12.3.3 

mapping.

A HIERARCHICAL VN MAPPING ALGORITHM

Assuming that the substrate network  is partitioned into  domains,
with the topology of individual domains denoted as , ,
where  denotes the set of nodes in domain ,  denotes the set of border
nodes of domain  (the two nodes of a link connecting two different domains
are called border nodes).  is the set of links within domain , and the set of
links connecting domain  and other domains is denoted by . Each
domain is considered a meta node, and the set of meta nodes is denoted as 

. Let  be the set of border links that span from nodes in domain  to
nodes in domain . These links are collapsed into a single link (meta link).
The set of meta links and the meta network are denoted as and 

, respectively.
The proposed hierarchical VN mapping algorithm consists of a GVNMA

and a LVNMA. The GVNMA can take use of information such as , 
, , and , , , and the LVNMA obtains

relevant network domain information, including domain topology, , 
, and , . Using their network information, the

GVNMA and the LVNMA can obtain different views of the substrate
network. The former (i.e., GVNMA) obtains two high-level views: meta
network and path-vector network, where the meta network represents the
connectivity among domains (Figure 12.5c), and the path vector is a logical
connection of two nodes in the same domain of the substrate network (Figure
12.5d). The view of the latter (i.e., LVNMA) is a subgraph of the substrate
network’s topology, namely, its domain topology. For a VN request, the
GVNMA uses VNM_LP to solve a VN mapping on a path-vector network. A
challenging task for the GVNMA is to determine the bandwidth capacities
and weights of logic connections in a path-vector network, as it has no
knowledge of domain topology information. A solution to tackle this problem
can be that the LVNMA allocates the bandwidth and calculates the weights
for logical connections in individual domains. Since the solution of
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VNM_LP on a path-vector network is only the result of VN mapping onto a 
path-vector network, the result of VN mapping onto a substrate network can 
be derived by the LVNMA from the VNM_LP solution obtained by the 
GVNMA. This processing of the LVNMA is called path mapping, which 
implies that the LVNMA computes the paths on the substrate network for 
path vectors. The interaction between the GVNMA and the LVNMA is 
shown in Figure 12.5.

Given a substrate network (see Figure 12.5a, upon the receipt of a VN 
request at the GVNMA, the request will be fragmented into a set of intra-
domain VN requests and an inter-domain VN request (see Figure 12.5b. The 
former refers to the request if the nodes on all virtual links are in the same 
domain; the latter refers to the request if the nodes of each virtual link belong 
to different domains. For example, Figure 12.5b illustrates a VN request, 

, which is divided into an intra-
domain request, , and an inter-domain VN request, 

. For the intra-domain VN requests, the GVNMA sends them 
to the corresponding LVNMAs where the requests can be addressed by the 
VNM_LP solver. Therefore, we mainly look into the process of dealing with 
inter-domain VN requests. For the sake of clarity, three definitions are given 
as follows:
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FIGURE 12.5 The concept of the hierarchical VN mapping algorithm: (a) Substrate
network, (b) VN request, (c) meta network, and (d) path-vector network.

Definition 1, meta request: All virtual links are collapsed into a single
connection if their source and destination nodes both are within the
same domain. Such a single connection is defined as a meta
request. For example, in Figure 12.3b, for virtual link , , 

, and  belong to  and  belongs to , so is a
meta request.

Definition 2, available domain: A domain which is potentially involved
in the VN mapping.

Definition 3, available border node: The border node connecting two
available domains. For example, in Figure 12.5d, if  and  are
available domains,  and  are the available border nodes of ,
and  is not an available border node.
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For the inter-domain VN request, the computation at the GVNMA mainly
includes the following steps:

Find the k-shortest paths for every meta request in the meta network
to determine available domains. In this case, the domains on the k-
shortest paths are considered to be potentially used in VN mapping
(i.e., available domains). The value of  needs to be properly selected
to minimize the number of available domains while achieving
desirable VN mapping.
After determining the available domains, the GVNMA will generate
a path-vector network, denoted by , where 
consists of the nodes of the inter-domain VN request and the
available border nodes of all available domains, and  includes
the edge of the mesh network constructed by available nodes and the
edge connecting the nodes of the VN request and available nodes.
For example, as shown in Figure 12.5d, 

and 

The GVNMA sends a message to the LVNMA of the corresponding
domains to compute the weight and allocated bandwidth of the path
vector. Upon receiving all feedback messages, the GVNMA solves
VNM_LP based on the path-vector network and passes the solution
to the LVNMA to compute path mapping in the domain.
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FIGURE 12.6 The interaction between the GVNMA and the LVNMA. (1) Weight and
bandwidth computation request ( ). (2) Computation return (

). (3) Path mapping ( ).

The GVNMA takes an online VN request as inputs and maps it onto the
substrate network through cooperation and coordination with the LVNMA.
The messages between the GVNMA and the LVNMA are described as
follows and as shown in Figure 12.6:

(1) For an intra-domain VN mapping request, one type of message is
required:

INTRADOMAINVNM( , ): Denotes the message sent to the
LVNMA of domain  by the GVNMA to map the VN onto the substrate
network of domain  according to intra-domain VN request, .

(2) For an inter-domain VN mapping request, three types of messages
are required:

REQUEST_WBC( , ): Represents the message sent to the LVNMA
of domain  by the GVNMA to get the weight and allocated bandwidth
for each path vector, where  denotes a set of path vectors in
domain .

RETURN_WBC( ): A message sent from the LVNMA to the
GVNMA.  and  are
the weight and allocated bandwidth for each path vector, .

PATHMAPPING( , ): Denotes the message sent to the LVNMA of
domain  by the GVNMA. This message passes the solution to the
VNM_LP problem based on the pathvector network so that the
LVNMA can carry out path mapping based on the solution. 

, where  is a variable to the VNM_LP
problem based on the path-vector network.
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 1. 
 2. 

 8. 

 3. 
 4. 
 5. 

 6. 
 7. 

Inputs: A VN request 
Require: Meta network , the access nodes of each
domain, , , , and , 

For  to 
if  and  belong to the same domain 

else

For 
if 

• send message INTRADOMAINVNM( , )
– if , stop.

, find ,  satisfying , where .

The GVNMA is described as shown in Algorithm 12.2.
In Algorithm 12.2, steps 1 through 5 subdivide the VN request into a set 

of intra-domain VN requests, , and an inter-domain VN request, . 
For each intra-domain VN request, steps 6 through 8 send it to the 
corresponding LVNMA. For the inter-domain request, step 10 obtains the 
meta request, denoted by , and the sets of nodes of the VN request in 
each domain, denoted by , . Steps 11 and 12 use the k-shortest 
path algorithm to determine the set of available domains, . Steps 13 
through 16 generate the set of path vectors for each domain and send a 
message to the corresponding LVNMA to compute the weight and bandwidth 
of the path vector. Steps 18 and 19 solve the VNM_LP problem based on the 
path-vector network and send the solution to the LVNMA.

The LVNMA mainly executes two key tasks, namely the weight 
computation and the bandwidth allocation of the path vector and the path 
mapping in the domain.

ALGORITHM 12.2 GVNMA: GLOBAL VIRTUAL NETWORK 
MAPPING ALGORITHM
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 9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Then , ,
, perform k-shortest path algorithm to find  path 

from  to  in network , where  denotes the set of
path.

, , 
, put available border nodes of  into 

, if , then put the border links between  and 
into 

, 

, send message REQUEST_WBC( , ) to
domain . Wait for RETURN_WBC.
Generate path-vector network :

Perform VNM_LP solver
Input: , 

, send message PATHMAPPING( , )

Optimal bandwidth allocation and weight can hardly be obtained to ensure
optimal VN mapping as LVNMAs only have the local network information
(no global information). This chapter adopts the optimal max-min fair multi-
commodity (OPT_MMF) [24] to fairly allocate bandwidth to path vectors
through taking a path vector as a commodity with a demand of 1 unit. After
obtaining the bandwidth allocation for each commodity (path vector), the
average weight can be expressed as
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 1. 
 2. 

 3. 

 4. 
 5. 

 6. 

 7. 
 8. 

 9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

(12.7)

ALGORITHM 12.3 LVNMA: LOCAL VIRTUAL NETWORK
MAPPING ALGORITHM

Require: , , and , 
Block and wait for message from GVNMA
If message is INTRADOMAINVNM( , )

perform VNM_LP solver.
Input: ,  and , 
go to step 1.

If message is REQUEST_WBC( , )
perform OPT_MMF algorithm.
Input: , . Take  as a commodity ,
and  is the source and the sink of a commodity with the demand of
1 unit.
Return: , , , 

, compute the weight according to Equation 12.7.
, , send

RETURN_WBC  to GVNMA.
go to step 1.

If message is PATHMAPPING( , )
perform PM_LP solver.
Input: , , , 

Go to step 1.

where  denotes a path vector in domain , and  is a substrate link of
domain .  is the total amount of flow on the substrate link  for the path
vector , and  is the bandwidth allocation for .
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Domain topology:  GVNMA’s solution about domain : 
,

The weight of the link: 
The residual bandwidth of the link: 

Variables:
 is a flow variable denoting the total amount of flow from  to  on the

link  for the th virtual link.
Objective:

(12.8)

Constraints:

(12.9)

(12.10)

Another task is to compute path mapping in the domain. Once the 
GVNMA computes a feasible solution to VNM_LP on the path-vector 
network, the remaining problem is to derive a feasible solution to VNM_LP 
on the substrate network from the feasible solution on the path-vector 
network. A simple approach to solve this problem is, for a solution  to a 
virtual link  on the path-vector , if , we associate with node u a 
supply  and associate with node v a demand  and then use the minimum 
cost flow on the substrate network to obtain the path mapping onto the 
substrate network. But this approach cannot obtain the optimal path mapping 
in the domain. We formulate the optimal path mapping in the domain  as 
PM_LP, presented as follows:
PM_LP (path mapping linear program
Inputs:
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12.3.4 

(12.11)

(12.12)

The objective function of the PM_LP, Equation 12.8, is the same as
Equation 12.1, which attempts to minimize the path-mapping cost in a
domain, where  denotes the number of virtual links. The constraint set in
Equation 12.9 is a capacity constraint. The constraint sets in Equations 12.10
and 12.11 are combined to refer to the condition of flow conservation, where 

 denotes the set of available border nodes and the nodes of virtual link  in
domain . The constraint set in Equation 12.12 denotes the real domain
constraints.

The LVNMA is described in Algorithm 12.3, which performs according
to the received messages from the GVNMA.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section first describes the assessment environment, followed by the
presentation of a set of key numerical results. The objective of the simulation
experiments falls into two categories: first, we evaluate the performance of
the proposed hierarchical VN mapping algorithm in terms of runtime, cost,
and communication overhead (in terms of the number of exchanged
messages) for a range of substrate networks and VN mapping requests using
the centralized algorithm based on VNM_LP (e.g., [5]) as a comparison
benchmark, which gives the optimal VN mapping solution; second, we assess
the performance of the proposed algorithm in the scenarios with VN
dynamics (i.e., VN creation and termination) in comparison with the
PolyViNE algorithm [13].

The substrate network topologies in the simulation experiments are
randomly generated using the BRITE [25] tool, and the substrate networks
are partitioned into 20 domains for all experiments. The open-source linear
programming library GLPK [26] is used to implement the NM_LP algorithm.
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All the simulations are carried out 20 times, and the statically averaged 
values are presented as the results. The substrate link bandwidth is a real 
number which is uniformly distributed between 100 and 120 units. In all 
experiments, we randomly generated an inter-domain VN request whose 
bandwidth requirements of virtual links are uniformly distributed between 1 
and 5 units, and the source and destination nodes are randomly selected from 
substrate network nodes. It is also assumed that the sum of the 
communication time of the message exchange between the GVNMA and the 
LVNMA is set as 2 seconds.

Here we present a set of key simulation results obtained from the 
numerical experiments. Figure 12.7 gives the runtime performance results of 
the hierarchical VN mapping algorithm in substrate networks with different 
network sizes against the centralized (optimal approach. In this experiment, 
we randomly generated 7 networks with the number of nodes increased from 
600 to 1200, and an average degree of inter-domain connectivity of 4. The 
simulated VNs to be mapped to the substrate network all have 50 virtual 
links. It is clearly demonstrated that the runtime of the centralized approach 
increased significantly along with the growth of network size, whereas the 
runtime of the proposed hierarchical solution almost remains unchanged. The 
difference between hierarchical and centralized in terms of runtime is 
presented in Figure 12.7 (e.g., 137 s for the substrate network with 1000 
nodes. This is mainly due to two reasons: (1 while the size of the overall 
network increases from 600 to 1200 nodes, the size of individual domains 
increases very gradually (20 domains in total; and (2 parallel computation 
for VN mapping can be carried out in individual domains. Therefore, the 
hierarchical solution exhibits superiority in terms of runtime performance 
over centralized solutions.
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FIGURE 12.7 Runtime performance for different-sized substrate networks.
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FIGURE 12.8 Cost performance for different-sized substrate networks.

Figure 12.8 illustrates the VN mapping performance in terms of mapping
cost for both the hierarchical and the centralized algorithm against the
number of substrate network nodes (from 600 to 1200). Due to the nature of
the centralized algorithm, it gives the optimal VN mapping in terms of cost
(minimal cost). The gap between the hierarchical and optimal solutions, 

, is presented in Figure 12.8, which shows that for all simulated
substrate networks, the maximum gap is less than 3%. Here the 

, where  and  denote the mapping cost of the hierarchical

and optimal approaches, respectively.
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FIGURE 12.9 Runtime performance for different-sized substrate networks.

Figure 12.9 shows the runtime performance results of the hierarchical
approach for VNs with different size against the centralized (optimal)
approach. In this experiment, the substrate network has 800 nodes, and the
average degree of inter-domain connectivity is 4. We randomly generate the
VN request, with the number of virtual links increased from 30 to 90. It is
illustrated that the runtimes of both the hierarchical and the centralized
approach grow with increasing number of VN virtual links; however, the
runtime of the centralized approach increased significantly compared to the
hierarchical solution. The difference between hierarchical and centralized in
terms of runtime is also presented in Figure 12.9 (e.g., 190 seconds for the
VN with 90 virtual links). This is mainly due to the fact that the scale of
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VNM_LP increases by the size of the substrate network when the number of 
virtual links increases by one. The size of individual domains is far less than 
the substrate network, so the increase in the runtime of the hierarchical 
approach is less than the centralized approach.

Figure 12.10 shows the VN mapping performance in terms of mapping 
cost for both the hierarchical and the centralized algorithm with different 
numbers of VN virtual links (from 30 to 90. The gap between the 
hierarchical and the optimal solution, , is presented in Figure 12.10. It 
illustrates that for all simulated substrate networks, the maximum gap is also 
less than 3%.

The communication overhead performance (the number of exchanged 
messages for the hierarchical solution is given in Figure 12.11, with the 95%
confidence interval. In this experiment, we generate a random substrate 
topology with 800 nodes and an average degree of inter-domain connectivity 
of 4. The VN requests all have 50 virtual links. The upper bound of the 
number of exchanged messages is 60. The upper bound is determined by 

, where  denotes the number of exchanged 
messages, and  denotes the number of domains involved in the VN 
mapping. As there are three messages that need to be exchanged between the 
GVNMA and the LVNMA to complete an inter-domain VN mapping and the 
simulated substrate networks are partitioned into 20 domains. When the 
number of domains is 20, the overhead reaches the maximum value. But if 
the VN requests involve only part of the domains, the communication 
overhead can decrease, as shown in Figure 12.11 (e.g., about 31 messages for 
the VN request involved in 4 domains. This is because we compute the k-
shortest path to determine the domains involved when mapping the VN, 
rather than use all domains in the VN mapping. In this case, the average 
number of exchanged messages is 46.
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FIGURE 12.10 Cost performance for different-sized substrate networks.
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FIGURE 12.11 Communication overhead of the hierarchical VN mapping algorithm.
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FIGURE 12.12 VN request acceptance ratio over time.

In the following experiment, we study the dynamic performance of the
proposed algorithm in terms of the VN request acceptance ratio in

comparison with the average acceptance ratio, , defined as , where 

 denotes the number of accepted VN requests, and  denotes the total
number of VN requests. All simulations are carried out for 3000 time units to
obtain steady-state performance measurements, and the performance
evaluation metrics are described as follows. The VN request is randomly
generated, and its size is uniformly distributed from 20 to 30 in terms of
virtual links. The average bandwidth requirements of the virtual links are 

. It is assumed that the arrival pattern of the VN requests follows
a Poisson distribution with the mean inter-arrival time of 15 time units, and
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the VN lifetimes are exponentially distributed with the mean of 80 time units.
Figure 12.12 depicts the algorithm performance in terms of the average 

acceptance ratio. The results demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms and 
leads to a higher acceptance ratio as well as more revenue than the PolyViNE 
algorithm. Since the PolyViNE algorithm maps each virtual link onto a single 
path in the substrate network, it becomes difficult to find a single path which 
could satisfy the bandwidth capacity of the corresponding virtual links with a 
larger bandwidth requirement in the VN requests. While our algorithm allows 
path splitting, the substrate network resources can be efficiently utilized. As a 
result, our algorithm could accept more VN requests and hence generates 
more revenue than PolyViNE in the long run.
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12.4 

12.4.1 

12.4.1.1 

12.4.1.2 

12.4.1.3 

MULTI-COMMODITY–BASED SELF-
HEALING APPROACH FOR VIRTUAL
NETWORKS

NETWORK DEFINITION

This section firstly gives the network definition before presents the proposed
multi commodity based self-healing solution.

Physical Network
The physical network is modeled as an undirected graph, denoted as 

, where  and  are the set of physical nodes and
physical links, respectively. We consider the capacity, , as the key node
attribute for an arbitrary node, , and the bandwidth, , as the key link
attribute for an arbitrary link, .

Virtual Network
The VN is also modeled as an undirected graph, denoted as 

, where and are the set of virtual nodes and
virtual links, respectively. We consider the required capacity, , as the key
node attribute for an arbitrary virtual node, , and the required
bandwidth, , as the key link attribute for an arbitrary virtual link, .

Virtual Network Mapping
The mapping problem upon a VN request, , onto a

substrate network, , can be formulated as follows: find
a subgraph, , of such that all virtual nodes are mapped
onto different physical nodes, and virtual links are mapped onto loop-free
paths concatenated by substrate links, denoted as
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12.4.2 

12.4.2.1 

(12.13)

where  and  denote the subset of substrate nodes and loop-free paths in
, respectively.  can be resolved into node and link mapping as follows:

(12.14)

(12.15)

Here, is considered a valid mapping only if  meets the
constraints given in Equations 12.16 and 12.17.

(12.16)

(12.17)

THE MFP-VNMH OVERVIEW

This section presents and discusses the MFP-VNMH design considerations
and procedure, together with the description of control protocols, which are
used to synchronize the VN restoration process between the infrastructure
provider (InP) and the service provider (SP).

The MFP-VNMH Mechanism
MFP-VNMH is designed as a self-healing VN restoration approach with high
efficiency and an acceptable success rate. The operational procedure of MFP-
VNMH can be briefly summarized as follows. Following the unavailability of
VNs due to substrate network failures, the end users detect that their accessed
VN applications become unavailable, they inform their affiliated SPs to
restore the service provision, and the SPs forward the requests to the InPs by
sending a set of messages. After the messages are received, the InPs identify
the VN failures and restore the failed VN and hence the service, as soon as
possible, through the use of a suggested VN restoration approach.
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RESUME(fail_id, M): This message is sent from the SP to the InP
to inform the InP to restore the failed VN, , with an exclusive
identification, denoted as , which initiates the VN restoration
process.
SUCCESS(fail_id, M): Upon the restoration process’s completion,
the InP feedbacks to the SP with the updated VN mapping, .
FAILURE(fail_id, error): If the InP is not able to restore the failed
VN mapping, , due to certain reasons (e.g., resource constraints or
topological limitations), this message will be sent to the SP
informing the reasons denoted as  (e.g., no appropriate physical
link for remapping is found).
WAIT(fail_id, M): After the FAILURE message is acknowledged
by the SP, this message is sent to the InP informing it that the SP is
waiting for the failed VN mapping, , restoration, and  will be
added into a priority queue. The InP will attempt to resume the
uncompleted VN mapping process based on the request waiting in
the queue.
ACK(fail_id): When the SP receives the SUCCESS messages from
the InP, it will reply this message to terminate the overall VN
restoration process.
restore(): The InP applies this function to restore the failed VNs due
to different physical component failures (i.e., physical link failure

12.4.2.2 The MFP-VNMH Control Protocols
Apart from a standard procedure for SPs and InPs to synchronize the whole 
VN restoration process, which originates from the SP side and terminates at 
the InP side, a set of control protocols is also needed to synchronize the 
sessions and exchange messages during the VN restoration process, as 
illustrated in Figure 12.13. More specifically, the control protocols are 
designed based on five messages, RESUME, SUCCESS, FAILURE, WAIT, 
and ACK, and two key functions,  and , which are carried out 
with different functionalities at certain stages and described as follows:
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and physical path failure), which is discussed in detail in Sections
12.4.3.5 and 12.4.3.6.
check(): The unrestored VN mapping requests are added into a
priority queue (introduced in Section 12.4.3.2), and the InP uses this
function to process these VN requests in the queue periodically
based on their priority.

FIGURE 12.13 The operation of control protocols.
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12.4.3 

As shown in Figure 12.13, the  provides the services to its end users
based on  and , respectively (e.g., the VNs are mapped onto  and 

). The control protocols enable the  to communicate with both InPs.
When the  receives a request from its end user with the message indicating
that the established VN mapping, , becomes unavailable, it sends a
RESUME message to  with the failed VN mapping, , and the unique 

. After this message is received,  restores  successfully and sends
the SUCCESS message to the . The  replies back the ACK message to
finish the overall restoration process. Similarly, the receives a request
from its end user with the message that the VN mapping, , is no longer
unavailable due to failures or dynamics that occurred in the physical
substrate, and it informs the  to update this VN mapping to restore the VN
services. However, may not be able to update the VN mapping, ,
immediately due to certain reasons. As a result, it returns a FAILURE
message to the . The  replies with a WAIT message to notify  to
attempt to restore  later. Meanwhile,  adds this mapping update request, 

, into its priority queue. The InP could process the requests in its own
priority queue based on the assigned priorities, depending on the InP’s
resource availability and the nature of the services (e.g., real-time services,
critical data transmission, or best-effort services) by its own  function,
which executes periodically with a predefined cycle. The VN mapping, , is
updated after the second execution of ’s  function, and the
SUCCESS message is sent to the  informing it that the VN mapping, , is
successfully restored.

MORE DETAILS

This section introduces the model of the InP control manager and presents
two key components in detail: priority queue and physical substrate reliability
estimation. The former is used to process the unsuccessfully restored VN
mapping requests following the  function, and the latter is used to
estimate the reliability of the physical node and link. Based on these two
mechanisms, the proposed VN restoration approach, MFP-VNMH, is
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12.4.3.1 

12.4.3.2 

discussed.

InP Control Manager
The InP control manager is one of the key components for managing the InP
and enhancing its self-healing capability, which communicates with the SPs
through a set of control protocols, administrates the priority queue, which
deals with the unprocessed VN mapping restoration requests, and updates the
current status (failures and other unexpected dynamics) of the physical
substrate’s components (i.e., routers and communication channels). The
model of the InP control manager consisting of two key components is
illustrated in Figure 12.14.

FIGURE 12.14 Infrastructure provider control manager.

Priority Queue and Check Function
This work adopts the management strategy of “restorable first” to manage the
priority queue for maintaining the list of uncompleted VN mapping update
requests. During each InP checking cycle, it scans the VN requests in
sequence. If a VN mapping request is identified as restorable, then the
request is processed immediately. Otherwise, the request is moved to the
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12.4.3.3 Physical Substrate Reliability Estimation
To enhance the robustness of the restored VNs, not only the failed physical
components including the physical nodes and links should be recorded, but
their reliability needs to be estimated. A stack is adopted to assess their
reliability based on the criteria of “least recently failed,” motivated by the
locality principle. This stack maintains and records all the physical
components which have ever failed by imposing the most venerable
component at the top of the stack. Once a failed physical component is
detected in the InP, its identification (ID) will be pushed into the top of the
stack.

As shown in Figure 12.16, the stack is initialized with three physical
components, which have failed, denoted as physical node , physical link ,
and physical link , with the position to the top of the stack set as 

, which means the latest failed physical component is , the
next one is , and the last one is .  meets another failure at the time slot 
, and as a result, it is moved to the top of the stack. At the time slot , the

physical node  is moved to the top since it is the latest failed physical node.
The situation at the time slot  is similar to the one at , and  occupies the

queue’s rear. This mechanism could enable fast identification of the VN 
mapping update request, which can be implemented with the available 
network resources, and hence the overall VN restoration efficiency is 
significantly promoted.

This restorable first mechanism is illustrated through an example in Figure 
12.15. Suppose that the InP attempts to restore two requests in the queue 
during an InP checking cycle, , and there are four requests (from  to  in 
the queue initially, denoted by , , , and . In the first checking cycle, 

 is popped from the queue as it can be restored successfully, and  is 
pushed to the rear of the queue as it cannot be restored with the current 
resource availability. During the second cycle,  and  are both removed 
from the queue consequently upon their successful restoration, and a new VN 
mapping update request, , arrives, and hence it is added to the queue’s rear.
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top position. The reliability of the physical node, , or link, , is defined as
follows:

(12.18)

FIGURE 12.15 The priority queue for unprocessed VN restoration request.

FIGURE 12.16 The stack structure for reliability estimation.
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12.4.3.4 

12.4.3.5 

The Restore Function
This section discusses the function for restoring the failed VN mapping in
detail. In general, a VN mapping failure can be due to the physical substrate’s
failure, which leads to current VN mapping unavailable (i.e., virtual node or
virtual link mapping). The key issue addressed in this chapter is to update the
failed VN mapping and hence restore the VN services as fast as possible and
avoid the overall VN remapping, which can often be time consuming and
even intractable. For the sake of simplicity, the physical nodes in the physical
network shown in Figures 12.17 and 12.18 are assumed with sufficient CPU
capacities to support their delivered virtual nodes, while the physical link
bandwidths in the physical network are the key resource constraints needed to
be met. Meanwhile, the reliability of both physical nodes and links are not
considered.

Physical Link Failure
Some VN mappings will be unavailable inevitably when the underlying
physical links become available. A straightforward solution under such
circumstances is to find all the failed VN mapping caused by this failed
physical link and remap all these failed VN requests, including all the
affiliated virtual nodes and virtual links regardless of the still available and
already completed mapping. Therefore, the failed VN mapping can be
updated. It should be noted that, under certain circumstances, the majority of
virtual node mapping and virtual link mapping in a failed VN mapping is still
functional, and hence it is wise to maintain them. Very often, the virtual link

where  and  denote the number of physical nodes and links in the 
physical substrate, and  represents the stack index of the physical 
node, , or link, . Taking an example shown in Figure 12.16, the stack index 
of  is 1, denoted as . If the node, , or link, , has never appeared 
in the stack, it implies that the n or l has never failed and the reliability of n 
or l is fixed to .
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Suppose that there is a failed physical link, , supporting  virtual
links, denoted as , which are involved in  VN mappings,
denoted as . The physical link  will lead to k virtual links’
mapping being unavailable and r VN mapping failures when it fails, implying
that  network flows, each sized , are reduced between physical nodes 
and  if all virtual links’ capacities, , are considered network flows (i.e., 

, ). The restoration of  failed VN mappings is equivalent to
solving a MFP between nodes  and  with the flow size, , subject to

(12.19)

and adding the physical paths that the  flows traversed into their
corresponding failed VNs, respectively.

Thus, the VN mapping restoration problem is effectively transformed into
the MFP, which can be addressed by various state-of-art algorithmic
solutions. These MFP solutions are able to promote the load balance and
success rate of the VN mapping update as a failed virtual link can be
remapped onto multiple available physical links [5]. The restoration of k
failed VNs needs only to solve the MFP once and at the price of
incorporating schemes to deal with the out-of-order packets due to service
interruption, where existing solutions are available (e.g., [27–29]). The flow
value, , for a commodity flow between two physical nodes,  and , is
defined as follows:

is mapped onto the physical path, which is concatenated by a set of physical 
links. This implies that a virtual link can be partially mapped onto a physical 
link. The physical link failure is likely to be a disconnected segment of a 
physical path which is supporting some virtual links. In fact, a large portion 
of virtual links’ mapping information in a failed VN can be reused, which 
provides the possibility of improving the efficiency of the VN mapping 
update and service restoration.
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(12.20)

where  and  represent the physical node and the physical link traversed by
the commodity flow between  and , and  and  represent their reliability.

 is used as a selection criteria if multiple candidate parts are generated by
the MFP approach, and the solution with the highest  is selected. It is
noticed that any physical node or link carrying the flow between  and  can
lead to the failure of flow delivery, which means the fewer physical nodes or
links a flow has traversed, the better reliability of the flow delivery.
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FIGURE 12.17 The restoration of VN mapping .

The pseudocode of Algorithm 12.4 is given as follows:
As shown in Figure 12.17, the physical link fails, resulting in the

unavailability of virtual link mapping , which is part of the
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12.4.3.6 

VN mapping, . We restore the flow between the physical nodes  and 
with the capacity  by the use of the MFP solution and simply find a
physical path, , to support, which fundamentally equals remapping the
virtual link onto the physical path  (i.e., ).
The updated virtual link mapping is added into the VN mapping, ,
eventually to finish the whole restoration process.

Physical Path Failure
Under certain conditions, the failure occurs on the end-to-end physical path
(concatenated by a collection of physical links) during network operations. In
this work, physical path failure is defined as the links in the end-to-end
physical path simultaneously failing. Such a condition can happen when
physical network reinforcement or network maintenance is carried out.
Restoring the physical path is similar to that under physical link failure but
needs to restore the individually affected virtual links to the available
physical links.

Suppose that a failed physical path exists, denoted as ,
which supports  virtual links, denoted as . These  virtual links
are included in VN mappings, noted by . If the physical
path meets some faults, it will lead to  virtual links’ mapping being
unavailable and  VN mapping failures. This circumstance is more complex
than a single physical link failure. We assume that these  virtual links 

are mapped onto segments of the failed physical path 
, respectively, noted by 

, which means that each segment, 
, of the physical path, , supports a part of these  virtual links,

which can consist of a set denoted as . According to the
experience of restoring the failure caused by the physical link, the failure of
the physical path, , indicates that each sub-physical path, ,
cannot deliver the network flow traversing it with  size. The update of 
failed VN mappings is equivalent to restoring the total  flows with each sized

on each segment of , based on the MPF solution, which is subject to
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Equation 12.21, and adding the physical paths that each flow traversed into
its corresponding failed VN, respectively.

(12.21)

Figure 12.18 illustrates an example in which the virtual link is
mapped onto the physical path , and the virtual link is partially
mapped onto the physical link . Once the path  is unavailable, we can
restore the flow  between nodes  and , and the flow  between nodes 
and  to restore the failed VN mappings  and , where  and 

 according to Equation 12.21. The InP updates the former virtual
link mapping  to  according to
the MPF solution. Similarly, the virtual link  mapped onto the physical
path is remapped onto . As a result, the virtual link mapping 

 is updated to .

ALGORITHM 12.4 VN MAPPING RESTORATION ALGORITHM
UNDER PHYSICAL LINK FAILURE (RLF)

1. Find all  virtual links  mapped or partially mapped
onto the failed physical link .
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2. Solve the MFP problem with  flows, , between the
source node, , and the destination node, , with the constraints
in Equation 12.18, and select the solution with the highest flow
value .

3. Join the physical paths that each commodity flow traversed to its
corresponding failed VN mapping.
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12.4.4 
12.4.4.1 

FIGURE 12.18 The restoration of VN mapping M1 and M2.

ALGORITHM 12.5 VN MAPPING RESTORATION ALGORITHM
UNDER PHYSICAL PATH FAILURE (RPF)

1. Find all the  virtual links mapped or partially
mapped onto the failed physical path .

2. For  from 1 to  do
3. execute the RLF function with flows with each flow size 

 between the source node  and the destination
node  with the constraints in Equation 12.21.

4. End for.

The restoration algorithm for the physical path failure (RPF) is given in
Algorithm 12.5.

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Experiment Setting and Performance
Metrics

In this section, we assess the performance of the MFP-VNMH algorithm
through extensive simulation experiments with a particular focus on three
performance metrics: (1) the VN mapping restoration success ratio; (2)
efficiency; and (3) load balance throughout the VN restoration process. The
MFP-VNMH algorithm is evaluated using the overall VN remapping
approach and the end-to-end link remapping approach as the comparison
benchmarks. The environment is given in Table 12.1.

Two different physical network topologies are used in the experiment: a
random network topology (see Figure 12.19) and a realistic university
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Success ratio: Measured by proportion of successfully restored VNs
Efficiency: Measured by the mean time cost for restoring a failed
VN
Load balance: Measured by the standard deviation between each
physical link load and average physical link load

TABLE 12.1
Simulation Environment Setup

CPU Intel Core2 i7 920 (four cores and 2.67 GHZ)
MEMORY 6G (three 2G DDR3 1333 HZ memories)

OS Linux Ubuntu (version 11.04)
COMPILER GCC (version 4.5.0)

network topology (see Figure 12.20. The former is generated by the GT-ITM 
tool [30], which is organized by 300 physical nodes with an average node 
degree of 6, resulting in 891 physical links, while the latter consists of 18 
routers and 28 departments (each department has 10–30 connected end 
users, which is used to validate the simulation results obtained from the 
random network topology. The physical node CPU capacity and physical link 
bandwidth on both topologies are generated following a uniform distribution 
in the range [4,26]. In respect to the failure pattern in the physical substrate, it 
is assumed that the arrival of failures follows the Poisson distribution with 
the mean inter-arrival time of 10 time units, and the lifetime of failures 
follows the exponential distribution with the mean time of 100 time units. All 
simulations are carried out for 2000 time units to obtain steady-state 
performance measurements.

In the valuated scenarios, we assume that there are 50 VNs in operation 
sharing these two physical substrates. The CPU and bandwidth requirements 
of virtual nodes and links are uniformly distributed in the range [3,5]. In the 
experimental process, we access the MFP-VNMH strategy for coping with 
these VNs against the physical failures. The performance of MFP-VNMH is 
assessed with three key metrics, described as follows:
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FIGURE 12.19 The random network topology.

The success ratio, , for VN restoration is defined as

(12.22)

where  denotes the number of failed VNs caused by physical faults, and 
represents the number of VNs which have been successfully restored. Also,
we assess the efficiency for MFP-VNMH, overall VN remapping, and end-
to-end link remapping by calculating the mean time consumption spent in
restoring a single VN. The load balance degree of the physical network
denoted as  merely considers the physical link load balance, which is
defined as
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(12.23)

where  is the remaining bandwidth of physical link , and  is the
average residual bandwidth of the total  physical links. According to
Equation 12.23, it can be seen that with a smaller , the virtual links are
allocated to the physical links more averagely which implies that the physical
network is more balanced.
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12.4.4.2 

FIGURE 12.20 The realistic campus network topology.

Numerical Results
Figure 12.21 presents the results of the VN restoration performance in terms
of the success ratio upon the physical link failures. The results show that the
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restoration success ratio of MPF-VNMH outperforms in comparison with the 
two existing solutions: the overall VN remapping and the end-to-end link 
remapping. The MPF-VNMH strategy is able to keep the success ratio of the 
restoration at more than 70%, while the other two have relatively lower 
restoration success ratios. This is due to the fact that the MPF-VNMH takes 
the multi-commodity strategy to remap a failed virtual link onto multiple 
available physical links, which makes full use of the residual bandwidth in 
the physical network and hence improves the remapping acceptance ratio. A 
similar result to the restoration success ratio is obtained from the realistic 
university network topology, which validates the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm.

The efficiency of the MPF-VNMH, overall VN remapping, and end-to-
end link remapping approaches are measured in terms of average time cost 
for a single VN restoration, as shown in Figure 12.22. It can be seen that the 
efficiency of MPF-VNMH is almost the same as that of end-to-end link 
remapping as the latter approach is based on the Dijkstra algorithm, which 
has the same time complexity as MPF-VNMH. Also, the efficiency of MFP-
VNMH is nearly 1.5 times more than that of overall VN remapping, which is 
mainly due to the fact that when MPF-VNMH is executed once, it enables 
multiple failed virtual links based on the failed physical link to be restored to 
an available physical link, while the overall VN remapping approach merely 
restores one failed VN. Again, the result of the efficiency obtained from 
random network topology is similar to that from a realistic university 
network.
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FIGURE 12.21 The VN restoration success ratio.
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FIGURE 12.22 The VN restoration efficiency (average time cost).

The result of the overall physical network load balance (i.e., ) after the
VN’s restoration by MPF-VNMH, the overall VN remapping, and the end-to-
end link remapping are compared and shown in Figure 12.23. The results
show a significant difference among MPF-VNMH, overall VN remapping,
and end-to-end link remapping. MPF-VNMH achieves better performance in
maintaining the load balance of the physical network, which is due to the fact
that MPF-VNMH can remap a failed virtual link to multiple physical links or
paths to distribute the network demands across the overall network. However,
the other two approaches are only able to carry out the one-to-one mapping
(i.e., a virtual link can only be mapped onto a physical link). Thus, the
proposed MFP-VNMH can utilize the physical network’s resources in a more
efficient manner.
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FIGURE 12.23 The load balance of the physical network.
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The hierarchical approach has significantly improved the VN
mapping performance in terms of runtime; it is about 5 to 20 times
faster than the conventional centralized approach.
The hierarchical approach is close to optimized performance in terms
of mapping cost,  within 3% for all simulated networks.
The communication overhead is mainly determined by the number of
domains in the substrate network. If the VN requests involve partial
domains, the communication overhead can decrease by about 20%.
The hierarchical algorithm increases about 10% in terms of the VN
request acceptance ratio compared to the PolyViNE algorithm in the
dynamic network scenarios.

In addition, this chapter presented a novel VN restoration algorithmic
solution, MFP-VNMH, which could enhance VN mapping and service
restoration subject to link failures in the physical substrate while avoiding the
remapping of the overall VNs. This is achieved by using the sessions between
the SP and the InP supervised by a set of control protocols. The suggested
method addresses the VN mapping based on the MFP with the primary aim
of improving the VN restoration success ratio, maintaining the load balance
of the whole physical network, and minimizing the time cost. The
performance of MFP-VNMH is assessed through extensive numerical

12.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we presented a novel hierarchical VN-mapping algorithm 
based on a substrate network decomposition approach. The hierarchical 
algorithm executes through a GVNMA and a LVNMA operated in the 
network’s central server and within individual subnetworks, respectively, and 
the GVNMA cooperates with the LVNMA to finish VN mapping tasks. We 
implemented a hierarchical algorithm and evaluated the performance in 
comparison with the algorithm presented in [5] and [13] through simulation 
experiments, and the key findings can be summarized as follows:
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experiments for a range of network scenarios in comparison with the overall 
VN remapping and end-to-end link remapping approaches. The result is 
encouraging and demonstrates its effectiveness and efficiency for VN 
mapping update and service restoration upon physical substrate failures.
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Due to very limited power supply and severe energy constraint in sensors

13.1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT has been defined in Recommendation ITU-T 
Y.2060 (06/2012 as a global infrastructure for the information society, 
enabling advanced services by interconnecting physical and virtual things 
based on existing and evolving interoperable information and communication 
technologies [1]. The IoT is the network of physical objects (e.g., goods, 
products, vehicles, buildings embedded with electronics, sensors, software, 
and network connectivity, which enable objects to collect and process data. 
The IoT allows objects to be sensed and controlled remotely through existing 
network infrastructure, creating opportunities for tight integration of the 
physical world into computer and communication systems. Each thing is 
uniquely identifiable through its embedded devices and is able to interoperate 
within the existing Internet infrastructure. It is estimated that the IoT will 
consist of 50 billion objects by 2020 [2] and contribute 19 trillion USD in the 
global economy [3].

One of the major enabling technologies for the IoT is low-energy wireless 
sensor networks [4–6]. When IoT is augmented with sensors and actuators, 
the technology becomes cyber-physical systems, such as smart grids, smart 
homes, smart cities, and intelligent transportation systems. A wireless sensor 
network (WSN consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors which 
are able to monitor physical and environmental conditions and to 
cooperatively transmit their sensed data through the network to a base station. 
Originally motivated by military applications such as battlefield surveillance, 
WSNs are now deployed and used widely in various applications, such as 
environmental and earth monitoring (air and water quality and pollution 
monitoring, forest fire, landslide, and natural disaster detection and 
prevention; industrial monitoring (machine health monitoring, data logging, 
and industrial sense and control applications; agriculture (accurate 
agriculture, irrigation management, greenhouses; passive localization and 
tracking; smart home monitoring; and IoT [7,8].
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[9], the lifetime of a WSN has gained substantial research attention in recent 
years [10]. Energy consumption in WSNs contains two components, namely, 
the energy required for data sensing and the energy used for data 
transmission. Research in lifetime maximization of WSNs has been focused 
on the first component only [11–14], the second component only [15–20], 
and both components [21–23]. We believe that the lifetime maximization 
problem of WSNs should be studied by taking both components of energy 
consumption into consideration [24].

Several methods have been proposed to increase the lifetime of a WSN, 
including redundant sensors [25], nonuniform sensor distributions [26], and 
aggregation and forwarding nodes for data transmission [27,28]. All these 
methods are based on the observation that sensors at different locations 
consume their battery power at different speeds. In particular, sensors close to 
a base station consume energy much faster than sensors far away from the 
base station [29,30]. Therefore, the most effective way to maximize the 
lifetime of a WSN is to allocate initial energy to sensors such that they 
exhaust their energy at the same time [21,31–33].

It has been found that the lifetime of a WSN and an optimal initial energy 
allocation are determined by a network design. Network lifetime 
maximization is a two-stage process, namely, optimal network design and 
optimal energy allocation. In reality, a WSN design includes the locations, 
sensing ranges, communication ranges, and data generation rates of all 
sensors, energy consumption for both data sensing and data transmission, as 
well as a routing algorithm for data transmission to a base station (i.e., a 
sink. All these factors have an impact on sensor and network lifetime as well 
as optimal energy allocation. For a given network design, an optimal initial 
energy allocation which maximizes the network lifetime can be determined 
[31]. Hence, the lifetime of a WSN is essentially determined by a network 
design.

It has been known that the lifetime of a WSN can be maximized by an 
optimal network design. In [34], the network lifetime obtained by optimal 
energy allocation is represented as a function of the number  of annuli, and 
it is shown that  has a significant impact on network lifetime. It is proved
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(13.1)

for an arbitrary sensor density function.
The investigation in [34] assumes that all annuli have identical widths

based on the observation that the energy consumption of a data transmission
is minimized when all hops have the same distance [32,35]. However,
whether identical annulus widths give the maximum network lifetime is
worth further investigation. In this chapter, we show that it is indeed the case
that an optimal network design has different widths of annuli. The main
contribution of the present chapter is to develop an algorithm to find an
optimal network design which maximizes the lifetime of a WSN obtained by
optimal initial energy allocation for an arbitrary sensor distribution. We show
that the optimal WSN design problem can be formulated as a nonlinear
system of equations. Our results reveal the fact that an optimal network
design has different widths of annuli. In particular, in an optimal network
design, an annulus closer to a sink has larger width. Compared with a
network design with identical annulus widths, a network design with variable
annulus widths can lead to a noticeable increment of the network lifetime.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 13.2, we present
preliminary information, including the network design model, the sensor
distribution model, and the energy consumption model used in our study. In
Section 13.3, we give an example to motivate our investigation. In Section
13.4, we develop analytical forms of network lifetime and optimal energy
allocation. In Section 13.5, we give an algorithm to find an optimal network
design which maximizes the network lifetime obtained by optimal energy
allocation for a uniform sensor distribution, where the optimal network

that for annuli of identical widths, if the energy consumed by data 
transmission is proportional to , where  is the distance of data 
transmission, and  and  are some constants, then for a circular area of 
interest with radius , the optimal number of annuli that maximizes the 
network lifetime is
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design problem is formulated as a nonlinear system of equations. In Section 
13.6, we give an algorithm to find an optimal network design for a 
nonuniform sensor distribution. In Section 13.7, we demonstrate numerical 
examples. In Section 13.8, we mention some future work. We conclude the 
chapter in Section 13.9.
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13.2 

13.2.1 

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we provide preliminary information, including the network
design model, the sensor distribution model, and the energy consumption
model. We also give a motivational example which inspires our research.

THE NETWORK DESIGN MODEL

Let us consider a circular area of interest  which has radius  meters (see
Figure 13.1). Assume that  is divided into  annuli (also called coronae) 

by  circles with radii  centered at a sink, where 
 [32]. For convenience, we assume that there is 

with width  which contains a sink. All sensors report sensory data to the
sink. Annulus  has width , where . For a fixed , the
number  of annuli as well as the sequence of values  is called a
network design or a network configuration, which has significant impact on
energy consumption and network lifetime.
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13.2.2 

FIGURE 13.1 A circular area of radius  with  annuli.

Assume that there are  sensors, , randomly distributed in .
We use  to represent a sink. All sensors in  are designed in such a way
that they have the same transmission range, . All sensors also have a
certain sensing range. It is assumed that  is sufficiently large such that a
WSN is connected. Furthermore, it is assumed that the sensing range is
sufficiently large such that  is well covered. Let  be the number of
sensors in .

THE SENSOR DISTRIBUTION MODEL

Let  be any sensor density function (or sensor distribution function) in a
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circular area of interest, , with radius , where . In other words,
the number of sensors in a small area, , with distance  to the sink is .
The function  should satisfy

(13.2)

The number of sensors in  is

(13.3)

for all . For instance, for a uniform distribution, we have

(13.4)

(13.5)

and

(13.6)

for all .
As an example of nonuniform sensor distribution, let us consider

(13.7)

where . It is easy to see that
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(13.8)

Notice that the ratio of the largest density (when ) to the smallest density
(when ) is . Thus, the parameter  indicates uniformity of
sensor distribution. For a small , sensors are more densely distributed in the
area closer to the sink. As , the sensor density near the sink can be
arbitrarily large. One the other hand, as  increases, sensors are more evenly
distributed in . For a very large , we have , and

(13.9)

That is, as ,  approaches a uniform distribution.
The previous  gives rise to

(13.10)

for all . For a very large , we have
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13.2.3 

(13.11)

and

(13.12)

which is the  for a uniform distribution.

THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL

The amount of energy consumed by a sensor to sense and receive data in one
unit of time is  mJ/second.

The amount of energy needed to transmit one bit over distance  meters is
 pJ, where  is the energy required to run a transmitter amplifier, 

 is the energy used to activate a transmitter circuitry, and  is a
constant [36]. The previous expression has a significant implication in
minimizing the energy cost of data transmission in WSNs.

Assume that each datum has size . Then, the amount of
energy needed to transmit one datum over distance  meters is

where  mJ/mα and  mα. (Notation: pJ = pico Joule,
nJ = nano Joule, mJ = micro Joule, mα = meter raised to the power .) For
instance, when  bytes,  pJ/bit/mα, 

, we have mJ/mα,  mα,
and  mJ. Based on the previous discussion, we know that the
amount of energy consumed by a sensor in  to transmit a datum is

(13.14)
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for all .
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13.3 A MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
Before we proceed, let us consider the following motivational example.
Consider  sensors along a line, where the distance
between  and  is , for all , and  (see Figure
13.2). Each sensor  needs to send a bit to  along the path 
with  hops, for all . Then, for fixed , the energy consumed by the
above  data transmissions is a function of  (since 

):

It is clear that to minimize , we need only to minimize

(13.16)

Consider the case when . Since the terms in that
include  are

(13.17)

FIGURE 13.2 A data transmission path.
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we have

(13.18)

for all . Hence, we get a linear system of equations:

(13.19)

for all . It is straightforward to verify that when , we have 

 and ; when , we have , ,

and ; and when , we have , , 

, and . We observe that the ’s are different, a quite

different conclusion from the fact that for a single data transmission, energy
consumption is minimized when all hops have the same distance [34]. Such
phenomenon inspires the optimal network configuration problem solved in
this chapter.
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13.4 NETWORK LIFETIME AND OPTIMAL
ENERGY ALLOCATION

In this section, we develop analytical forms of network lifetime and optimal
energy allocation, which are necessary to formulate our optimization
problems (i.e., network lifetime maximization and optimal network design).

When a datum is transmitted from a sensor, , in  to the sink, , the
datum is sent along a path  from  to , where 
for all . Assume that each sensor senses and transmits  data to a sink
per second. This implies that sensors in  contribute  data transmissions
per second to all ’s, where . It is also assumed that all sensors in 
are treated equally such that they all perform the same amount of data
transmission. Since there are  data transmissions to be
performed by  sensors in  per second, a sensor in  performs  data
transmissions in one unit of time, where

(13.20)

for all .
A sensor in  is equipped with  of initial energy. Let  denote the total

energy budget, that is,

(13.21)

Once a sensor is deployed,  is not renewable or replenishable. The network
lifetime is determined by the initial energy allocation , which
is determined by a network design, that is, .

The energy consumed by a sensor in  in one unit of time is ,
which implies that the lifetime of a sensor in  is
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(13.22)

A reasonable definition of network lifetime  is , since
when all sensors in  run out of battery power, a WSN becomes
disconnected and inoperational. It is clear that  is maximized if and only if 

, that is, all sensors die at the same time; otherwise, we can
initially move energy from sensors which work longer to sensors which die
sooner so that the network lifetime is increased.

To have an identical lifetime  for all the sensors, that is, 
, we need , for all . Since 

, that is,

(13.23)

we get

(13.24)

and

(13.25)

for all . An initial energy allocation that results in 
 is called an optimal energy allocation.

We notice that
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(13.26)

Hence, the network lifetime is

(13.27)

Since

(13.28)

the optimal energy allocation is

(13.29)

for all .
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13.5 

13.5.1 

Optimal Network Design for Uniform
Distributions

In this section, for a uniform sensor distribution, we define our network
lifetime maximization problem as a multivariable minimization problem.
Then, we give an algorithm to find an optimal network design which
maximizes the network lifetime obtained by optimal energy allocation.

THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Notice that for a uniform distribution of sensors, we have

(13.30)

and . Then, we have

(13.31)
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Hence, the network lifetime is

(13.32)

Since

(13.33)

we obtain the optimal energy allocation

(13.34)

for all .
It is clear that the network lifetime  is a function of . To

maximize the network lifetime, we need to minimize the following function:

(13.35)

where  and . Notice that gives the average
number of m α taken by a single data transmission. It is clear that 

 is a quantity determined by a network design 
and  determines the energy expenditure of data transmission.
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To minimize the function

(13.36)

we should have

(13.37)

for all . Since the terms in  that include  are

(13.38)

we get

Therefore, we have a nonlinear system of equations, that is,

(13.40)

By using vector notation to represent the variables , we write

(13.41)

13.5.2 OPTIMAL NETWORK DESIGN

Now, we develop an algorithm to solve our optimization problem. Our main 
idea is to formulate the optimal network design problem as a nonlinear 
system of equations. (For technically less-experienced readers, this section 
can be skipped.
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and , where  maps -dimensional
space into the real line . By defining a function 
which maps  into 

(13.42)

namely,

(13.43)

then our nonlinear system of equations is

(13.44)

where .
The previous nonlinear system of equations can be solved by using

Newton’s method. To this end, we need the Jacobian matrix  defined as

(13.45)

where

(13.46)

for all , and
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(13.47)

for all , and

(13.48)

for all , and

(13.49)

for all  and .

ALGORITHM 13.1 AN ALGORITHM FOR FINDING AN
OPTIMAL NETWORK DESIGN

Algorithm: Optimal Network Design
Input: Parameters , , , .
Output: An optimal network design which satisfies 

r ← (R/m, 2R/m, 3R/m,..., (m − 1) R/m); (1)

Repeat (2)
Calculate ; (3)

Calculate , where  for ; (4)
Solve the linear system of equations ; (5)

; (6)
until . (7)
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p. 451). Our initial approximation of  is  for all 
[line (1)]. The value of  is then repeated modified as  [line (6)], where 
is the solution to the linear system of equations [line (5)].
Such modification is repeated until  [line (7)], where

(13.50)

and  is a sufficiently small constant, say, . The linear system of
equations in line (5) can be solved by using the classic Gaussian elimination
with backward substitution algorithm ([37], pp. 268–269).

Our algorithm for finding an optimal network design 
which satisfies the nonlinear system of equations  is given in 
Algorithm 13.1. This is essentially Newton’s standard iterative method ([37],
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13.6 

13.6.1 

OPTIMAL NETWORK DESIGN FOR
NONUNIFORM DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section, for an arbitrary nonuniform sensor distribution, we define our
network lifetime maximization problem as a multivariable minimization
problem. We also give an algorithm to find an optimal network design which
maximizes the network lifetime obtained by optimal energy allocation by
extending our method in Section 13.5.

THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

We follow the method in Section 13.5.1.
For the nonuniform sensor distribution in Section 13.2.2, since

(13.51)

we have

(13.52)

Because
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13.6.2 

(13.53)

we obtain

(13.54)

for all .
To maximize the network lifetime, we need to minimize the following

function:

(13.55)

where  and .

OPTIMAL NETWORK DESIGN

Now, we follow the method in Section 13.5.2. (For technically less-
experienced readers, this section can be skipped.)

To minimize the previous function, we should have

(13.56)
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for all . Since the terms in  that include  are

(13.57)

we get

Therefore, we have a nonlinear system of equations, that is,

(13.59)

Again, by using vector notation to represent the variables , we
write

(13.60)

and . By defining a function 

(13.61)

namely,

(13.62)

then our nonlinear system of equations is
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(13.63)

By using the same algorithm in Section 13.5.2, the previous nonlinear
system of equations can be solved by using Newton’s method, where the
Jacobian matrix  is defined as

(13.64)

with

for all , and

(13.66)

for all , and

for all , and

(13.68)
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for all  and .
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13.7 

13.7.1 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we demonstrate numerical examples for both uniform and
nonuniform sensor distributions.

UNIFORM DISTRIBUTIONS

To show a numerical example of optimal network design for a uniform
distribution of sensors, we set and . We notice that
Newton’s algorithm can only find  for  not exceeding a
certain limit, . The value of  is 3 for , 15 for , 32 for , 48
for , and 63 for . In fact,  is the optimal number of annuli when
all the annuli have the same width [34].

In Table 13.1, we show the optimal network design when 
 and . We also compare  with , that is, the value of 

when all the annuli have the same width. It is easily observed that 
is minimized when annuli have different widths.

Furthermore, from to , annuli have decreasing widths, that is, 
.

TABLE 13.1
Optimal Network Design

0 0.00 0.00
1 13.74 13.33
2 27.44 26.67
3 41.12 40.00
4 54.76 53.33
5 68.38 66.67
6 81.96 80.00
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7 95.51 93.33
8 109.01 106.67
9 122.47 120.00

10 135.86 133.33
11 149.18 146.67
12 162.39 160.00
13 175.41 173.33
14 188.12 186.67
15 200.00 200.00

Note: , , uniform distribution.

FIGURE 13.3  versus number of annuli  (uniform distribution).

In Figure 13.3, we display the value of  (actually,

(13.69)
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FIGURE 13.4 Relative reduction of  versus number of annuli  (uniform
distribution).

is shown for , where . We observe that for all , 
as  increases,  decreases rapidly.  reaches its 
minimum value at . Thus, the energy used for data transmission is very 
sensitive to the choice of .
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FIGURE 13.5 Network lifetime  versus number of annuli  (uniform distribution).

Let  denote  when all the annuli have the same width,
that is,  with , for all . In Figure 13.4, we show the
relative reduction of  when compared with , that is,

(13.70)

For , the relative reduction is small (less than 0.7%) and not shown in
the figure. For , the relative reduction is noticeable, except for  close
to 1 and .

In Figure 13.5, we demonstrate network lifetime  as a function of ,
where , and show the effect of  on . We set , , 

, , ,  J, and . We observe
that for all , as  increases,  increases rapidly.  reaches its maximum
value at . Thus, the network lifetime is very sensitive to the choice of .
Furthermore, the value of  also has a noticeable impact on the network
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(13.71)

For , the relative increment is small (less than 0.13%) and not shown in
the figure. For , the relative increment is noticeable, except for  close
to 1 and .

In Figure 13.7, we show the normalized optimal energy allocation 
, where . We set , , , 

, , and  with , with , with 
, with , and with . Each  is the optimal

choice for the corresponding . It is observed that an optimal energy
allocation is not balanced. In particular, we have . Sensors
closer to a sink receive significantly more energy than sensors far away from
the sink. Such an imbalance increases as  increases.

lifetime.
Let  denote network lifetime when all the annuli have the same width. In 

Figure 13.6, we show the relative increment of  when compared with , 
that is,
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FIGURE 13.6 Relative increment of  versus number of annuli  (uniform distribution).

FIGURE 13.7 Optimal energy allocation  versus  (uniform distribution).
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(13.72)

In Figure 13.8, we display the above , where , assuming that 
, , and .

It can be seen that as  increases,  approaches the uniform distribution 
.

In the following, we continue to use the previous nonuniform sensor
density function, where , that is, the ratio of the largest density to the
smallest density is 3. Again, we set  and . We notice that the
value of , that is, the optimal number of annuli when all the annuli have the
same width, is identical to that of the uniform distribution [34].

In Table 13.2, we show the optimal network design for a
nonuniform distribution of sensors when  and . We also compare 

 with , that is, the value of  when all the annuli have the same
width. It is observed that  is minimized when the annuli have
different widths. Furthermore, from  to , annuli have decreasing widths,
that is, .

In Figure 13.9, we display the value of  (actually,

(13.73)

is shown for comparison with Figure 13.3) for , where 
. As expected, the behavior of  is similar to and less

than that of the uniform distribution in Figure 13.3.
In Figure 13.10, we show the relative reduction of  when

compared with , that is, when all the annuli have the

13.7.2 NONUNIFORM DISTRIBUTIONS

To show a numerical example of optimal network design for a nonuniform 
distribution of sensors, we consider the following nonuniform sensor 
distribution function:
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FIGURE 13.8 Nonuniform sensor distribution functions.

TABLE 13.2
Optimal Network Design

0 0.00 0.00
1 13.72 13.33
2 27.39 26.67
3 41.00 40.00
4 54.57 53.33
5 68.09 66.67

same width. For , the relative reduction is small (less than 0.6% and not 
shown in the figure. As expected, the behavior of the relative reduction is 
similar to that of a uniform distribution in Figure 13.4. Furthermore, the 
relative reduction is greater than that of the uniform distribution in Figure 
13.4, which is less obvious.
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6 81.58 80.00
7 95.02 93.33
8 108.43 106.67
9 121.79 120.00

10 135.11 133.33
11 148.38 146.67
12 161.58 160.00
13 174.66 173.33
14 187.56 186.67
15 200.00 200.00

Note: , , nonuniform distribution.

FIGURE 13.9  versus number of annuli  (nonuniform distribution).

In Figure 13.11, we demonstrate network lifetime  as a function of ,
where , and show the effect of  on . We set , , 
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In Figure 13.12, we show the relative increment of  when compared with
, that is, the network lifetime when all the annuli have the same width. For 

, the relative increment is small (less than 0.1%) and not shown in the
figure. As expected, the behavior of the relative increment is similar to that of
the uniform distribution in Figure 13.6. Furthermore, the relative increment is
greater than that of the uniform distribution in Figure 13.6, which is less
obvious but a direct consequence of Figure 13.10.

FIGURE 13.10 Relative reduction of versus number of annuli 
(nonuniform distribution).

, , ,  J, and . As expected, 
the behavior of  is similar to and greater than that of the uniform distribution 
in Figure 13.5.
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FIGURE 13.11 Network lifetime  versus number of annuli  (nonuniform distribution).

In Figure 13.13, we show the normalized optimal energy allocation, that
is, , where . We set , , , 

, , and  and ,  and ,  and , 
 and , and  and . Each  is the optimal choice for the

corresponding . As expected, the optimal energy allocation is similar to but
more balanced than that in Figure 13.7.

Finally, in Figure 13.14, we demonstrate network lifetime  as a function
of , where , and show the impact of  on . We set , 
, , , , , and  with ,  with 

,  with ,  with , and  with . We
observe that when , the network lifetime can be increased noticeably by
using a nonuniform sensor distribution. As  increases, the network lifetime
approaches that of a uniform distribution.
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FIGURE 13.12 Relative increment of  versus number of annuli (nonuniform
distribution).
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FIGURE 13.13 Optimal energy allocation  versus  (nonuniform distribution).
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13.8 FUTURE WORK
It has been observed that an optimal energy allocation that results in the 
maximum network lifetime is not balanced. Sensors close to a sink bear much 
heavier data transmission loads and consume much more energy than sensors 
far away from the sink. If such uneven energy depletion and allocation cause 
problems in real implementation and applications of WSNs, additional effort 
should be made to produce balanced energy allocation. Fortunately, just as 
with network lifetime, an optimal energy allocation is determined by a 
network design. This means that a WSN can be designed in such a way that 
an optimal energy allocation that yields the maximum network lifetime also 
satisfies certain balance constraints. For instance, the ratio of the maximum 
energy allocated to a sensor to the minimum energy allocated to a sensor does 
not exceed a certain limit. Future research efforts can be directed toward 
solving the problem of optimal network design with energy balance 
constraints, namely, to design a WSN such that an optimal energy allocation 
satisfies a given balance constraint.
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FIGURE 13.14 Network lifetime  versus  (nonuniform distribution, varying ).
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13.9 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an algorithm to find an optimal network design which 
maximizes the lifetime of a wireless sensor network obtained by optimal 
initial energy allocation for an arbitrary sensor distribution. Our strategy is to 
solve a nonlinear system of equations. We have shown that an optimal 
network design has different widths of annuli. Furthermore, for the same 
number of annuli, an optimal network design with variable annulus widths 
can yield a noticeably longer network lifetime than a network design with 
identical annulus widths.
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14.1 INTRODUCTION
Bandwidth scarcity due to the increasing number Internet subscribers and the 
emergence of future services, such as Internet of Things (IoT–based 
applications, are among the key factors in the growth of broadband access 
networks. This development is particularly intended to construct a network 
with wider coverage, higher capacity, advanced reliability, and flexibility. In 
addition, network service providers are aiming for much more cost-effective 
networks in terms of construction and maintenance. Thus, it is crucial for 
researchers in the field to develop a network which can benefit both the 
subscribers and the service providers.

Through the years, broadband access networks have been dominated by 
optical and wireless access networks. Not long after the introduction of 
optical fiber communications in the core long-haul network, it was expanded 
close to the users through fiber-to-the-home (FTTH technology, which is 
considered a superior alternative for broadband access networks given its 
large bandwidth capacity, sufficiently small size, lightness, and 
invulnerability to electromagnetic interference. FTTH in its early stages has 
been fabricated in light of the point-to-point Ethernet convention.

The development of point-to-point Ethernet optical networks is not 
economic that outweighs it benefits. As the outcome, FTTH based on passive 
optical networks (PONs has been developed. Among PONs’ multiple access 
techniques, time-division multiplexing (TDM PON is the current 
deployment which allows n users to share in time the bandwidth offered by a 
single wavelength (Hernandez et al., 2012; Alvizu et al., 2012. Three 
standardized versions of TDM PON are Ethernet PON (E-PON, broadband 
PON (B-PON, and gigabit PON (G-PON, which are mainly distinguished 
by their available data rates (Shaddad et al., 2014.

Currently, the integration of optical and wireless technologies to create a 
single access network has been one of the topics among researchers because 
of advantages in the mobility and flexibility of the network compared to the 
fixed line. Wireless access networks are ubiquitous, with major advantages in
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mobility and flexible penetration to end users (Kazovsky et al., 2012; 
Mohammad et al., 2011. The technology is broadly recognized by its ability 
to remove the restrictions of time and place over high data transfer capacity 
and demonstrated dependability of optical systems. There are multiple 
wireless access network technologies which have been standardized, and the 
technologies are vastly improving year to year. Among the main wireless 
access technologies are wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi, Worldwide Interoperability 
of Microwave Access (WiMAX, Long-Term Evolution (LTE, and wireless 
5G.

In this chapter, PON technologies are discussed in Section 14.2. The 
future of PON is also included in this section. Section 14.3 describes wireless 
access networks technologies and the future of the network, including 5G and 
beyond. The related work of heterogenous broadband access networks is 
discussed in Section 14.4. Bandwidth allocation schemes in heterogeneous 
PON-wireless networks are discussed in Section 14.5. Section 14.6 concludes 
this chapter.
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FIGURE 14.1 Basic architecture of PON.

14.2 PASSIVE OPTICAL ACCESS NETWORKS
The accelerating demands for high-speed data access have been the main 
factor in developing and upgrading the broadband access network. For 
decades, PON has been among the solutions for the deployment of efficient 
broadband access networks. It is reflected by the standards introduced by the 
Full-Service Access Network (FSAN group of ITU-T, which covers PON 
solutions operating at gigabit rates, especially G-PONs (Leligou et al., 2006. 
As the network uses only passive elements in the distribution network, PON 
had its name founded on that function (Lee et al., 2006. In this way, the 
operating and maintenance costs of the access network can be lessened with 
the nonexisting active element.

Three basic arrangements of PON are tree, bus, and ring. The preferred 
arrangement is the tree topology, in which PON can expand its coverage, 
utilizing less network splitters so that optical power loss can be minimized 
(Gutierrez et al., 2005. The simple architecture of PON has the optical line 
terminal (OLT as the main element at the local exchange, while optical 
network units (ONUs are deployed on the subscriber’s side as the network 
interface (Nowak and Murphy, 2005. Optical fiber and an optical 
distribution node (ODD connect those elements, as shown in Figure 14.1.
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14.2.1 TDM-PON–BASED TECHNOLOGIES

TDM-PON displays simple and cost-effective PON (Choi et al., 2007). The
architecture of TDM-PON is shown in Figure 14.2. In the downstream
operation, TDM-PON is a point-to-multipoint network in which data is
broadcast to all ONUs, while in the upstream transmission, each ONU will
have to send the data in the TDM manner. To control the upstream bandwidth
transmission between ONUs, a bandwidth allocation algorithm is used in the
OLT so that the collision of the data between ONUs can be avoided. Three
standardized versions of TDM-PON are B-PON, E-PON, and G-PON. The
most used PON variations found today are E-PON and G-PON.

TABLE 14.1
TDM-PON versus WDM-PON versus OFDM-PON

Features TDM-PON WDM-PON OFDM-PON

Signal
Transmission

Broadcast and select in
devoted time slots
Point to multipoint

Dedicated wavelength to
each user

Point to point

Broadcast and
select

(frequency)
Point to

multipoint
Data Rate 2.5 Gb/s 10 Gb/s per wavelength 100 Gb/s

Several multiple-access techniques have been used to share a single PON 
architecture; among those techniques are TDM, wavelength-division 
multiplexing (WDM, subcarrier multiple access (SCMA, code-division 
multiple access (CDMA, and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 
(OFDM. Among these techniques, TDM-PON, WDM-PON, and OFDM-
PON are quite popular and mostly used. The comparisons of TDM-PON, 
WDM-PON, and OFDM-PON multiple-access techniques are summarized in 
Table 14.1 (Banerjee et al., 2005; Davey et al., 2006; Choi et al., 2007; Grobe 
and Elbers, 2008; Akanbi et al., 2006; Khairi et al., 2009; and Shaddad et al., 
2014. In the following section, the widely used and matured TDM-PON–
based technologies are discussed further.
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Splitting Loss
Insertion loss of passive

splitter/coupler
10 log (N) dB

Insertion loss of arrayed
waveguide grating

(AWG)
3–5 dB

Insertion loss of
passive

splitter/coupler
10 log (N) dB

Security in
Physical

Layer
Not guaranteed Guaranteed Not guaranteed

Remarks

Low data rate at large
number of users, but

simple and cost-
effective

High data rate and high
scalability, but high cost

High data rate and
low cost

Implementation B-PON, E-PON, and G-
PON

Coarse WDM-PON
(CWDM-PON) and
dense WDM-PON

(DWDM-PON)

Bandwidth
scalable OFDM-

PON
(BSOFDM-

PON)

FIGURE 14.2 TDM operation concept in the upstream transmission of PON.

TABLE 14.2
E-PON versus G-PON according to IEEE 802.3ah and ITU-T G.984
Standards

Features E-PON G-PON
Standard

Body IEEE 802.3ah ITU-T G.984

Maximum
Speed 1 Gb/s 2.5 Gb/s
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Framing Ethernet G-PON encapsulation method (GEM)/asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM)

Frame Size 64–1518 bytes 5 bytes of GEM header
≤ 1518 bytes of frame fragment

Splitting
Ratio 1:16 1:64

Control
Unit

Logical-link
identifier (LLID) Transmission container (T-CONT)

FIGURE 14.3 PON generations. (From H. S. Abbas and M. A. Gregory. [2016]. Journal
of Network and Computer Applications, 67, pp. 53–74.)

The E-PON and G-PON standards have similar general rules as far as
their network systems and applications, yet their operations are distinctive
because of the executions of the physical and data-link layers (Olmos et al.,
2011). E-PON is approved by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), standardized as IEEE 802.3, while G-PON is defined by
the FSAN group that was certified as ITU-T G.984. E-PON is widely
employed in Asia, while G-PON is deployed in North America, Europe, the
Middle East, and Australasia (Skubic et al., 2009). The general comparison of
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14.2.2 FUTURE OF PON
Abbas and Gregory in 2016 stated that the progression of PON technology is
characterized into three generations: the first generation (implemented PON),
next-generation stage 1 (NG-PON1), and next-generation stage 2 (NG-
PON2). The evolution of the PON architectures and their corresponding
capacities are shown in Figure 14.3.

According to ITU-T, the next-generation technologies should be of lower
cost, easy to maintain, and adapted to local environments (ITU-T, 2016). The
inauguration of broadband technologies, community antennas, optical fiber,
satellite, and fixed and mobile wireless has realized traditional and new
methods of telecom transportations all over the world (ITU-T, 2016). As
shown in Figure 14.4, FSAN has outlined a roadmap for G-PON technology
where current work focuses on selecting the most suitable technology for the
NG-PON standard (Srivastava, 2013). The newest member of the ITU-T
family of PON standards in force is 10 GB–capable symmetric PON (XGS-
PON), which allows bit rates reaching 10 Gb/s (ITU-T G.9807.1). The related
work in progress is leading to upgrade the bit rates up to 40 Gb/s for
upstream and downstream transmission.

E-PON and G-PON is shown in Table 14.2. High-speed TDM-PONs 
standards, 10G-EPON and XG-PON, were ratified by the IEEE and ITU-T in 
2009 and 2010, respectively (IEEE std 802.3av, 2009; ITU-T 
Recommendation G.987 series, 2010.
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FIGURE 14.4 FSAN roadmap of G-PON. (From A. Srivastava. (2013). Next generation
PON evolution. Proceedings In Broadband Access Communication Technologies VII. Vol.
8645, pp 1-15. San Francisco, California, USA: SPIE.)

Dissimilar PONs can be hybrid and joint to build high-potential
heterogeneous PONs. For example, WDM and TDM can be combined in a
heterogeneous network, such as WDM/TDM-PON or TWDM-PON. The
hybrid network was proposed to optimize network performance and
bandwidth utilization. It benefits from high-speed TDM-PONs and the huge
amount of wavelengths of WDM-PONs. The FSAN community chose
TWDM-PON as a key resolution to NG-PON2 in its April 2012 meeting
(Luo et al., 2013). The aggregate PON rate can be increased by assembling
XG-PONs through several pairs of wavelengths. Another recent effort on
hybrid PONs involved long-reach optical access (LROA) networks, which
mostly integrate TDM-PON with DWDM-PON (Mohamed and Ab-Rahman,
2015).

As the telecommunication technologies are rapidly progressing,
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ubiquitous broadband access machineries have become accessible, 
particularly wireless, as it offers performance that is comparable to, or 
expands upon, wired access networks (ITU-T, 2016. There is an additional 
functional prerequisite to combining wired and wireless networks to employ 
a heterogeneous broadband access network. Network service providers also 
demand dynamic resource sharing and the ability to provide backhaul support 
to next-generation wireless technologies, such as 3G and LTE (Chen et al., 
2013.
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14.3 

14.3.1 

WIRELESS ACCESS NETWORKS
Wireless access networks are ubiquitous, with major advantages in mobility
and flexible penetration to end users (Kazovsky et al., 2012; Mohammad et
al., 2011). There are multiple wireless access network technologies which
have been standardized, and the technologies are vastly improving year to
year. Among the main wireless access technologies are Wi-Fi, WiMAX,
LTE, and wireless 5G.

WIRELESS ACCESS NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES

Wi-Fi is based on IEEE 802.11 standards and classified into several
standards, including IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g, and IEEE
802.11n. It is famous because of its low cost, high-speed data rate from 54 to
600 Mb/s according to classified standards, and easy deployment. Two
construction approaches of Wi-Fi are infrastructure mode and ad-hoc mode
(Sakarindr and Ansari, 2007; Akyildiz et al., 2005). In the infrastructure
mode, an AP is required to control and run the network, while the ad-hoc
mode permits self-management for all subscribers and does not assign any
user as an administrator. Due to the high and wide dispersion of Wi-Fi, it is
very useful in cities where a large number of users have personal electronic
devices.

WiMAX is built on IEEE 802.16 standards (Shaw et al., 2007). It is
intended to address the requirements for wireless metropolitan area networks
(WMANs). A WiMAX base station can support a total data rate reaching 75
Mb/s within a 5-km range. Two configuration modes of IEEE 802.16
networks are P2MP and mesh mode. An adaptive modulation with varying
levels of the forward error correction is used in the network to boost
transmission rate and error performance (Mohammad et al., 2012). There are
also different modulation systems using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK),
QPSK, 16-, 64-, and 256-QAM, which are defined by the WiMAX OFDM
standard. There are two standards that have been developed for WiMAX:
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802.16a (fixed applications and 802.16e (mobile applications at speeds up 
to 120 km/h (Shaddad et al., 2014. There is also an NG standard, 802.16m, 
which occupies both fixed and mobile applications (Yu, 2011.

LTE is a mobile telecommunication technology standardized by 3GPP 
with striving needs for data rates, capacity, and latencies. There is also an 
innovative form of LTE, called LTE-Advanced, correspondingly a 4G 
recognized mobile technology, founded on 3GPP UMTS Release 10 in 2011 
(ITU, 2012. LTE is best for bursty data traffic with good VoIP support. It 
uses OFDMA for downlink transmission and single-carrier FDMA (SC-
FDMA for uplink transmission. SC-FDMA diminishes peak-to-average 
power ratio (PAPR by 3 to 5 dB, which improves the coverage or 
throughputs of cell-edge users. Legacy LTE and LTE-Advanced use licensed 
IMT-2000 bands at bands such as 700, 900, 1800, 2100, and 2600 MHz, 
which are usually accessible at favored low-frequency bands, giving it more 
coverage gain than WiMAX (ITU, 2012. LTE can hold flexibility reaching 
350 km/h, similar to that of WiMAX 2.0. LTE is undergoing preparation on 
its Release 12 and Release 13 to improve coverage, deliver much higher 
stable data rates, and encounter the anticipated high-traffic demand 
(Aldmour, 2013.

The term 5th-generation mobile technology (5G) is not yet legitimately 
used for any certain specification or in any certified document made public 
by telecommunication companies or standardization bodies. It is expected to 
be standardized and deployed in the next 5 to 10 years (Thompson et al., 
2014. Li et al. in 2014 said that a 5G network should achieve a 1000-fold 
capacity increase compared to the current generation of wireless network 
deployments. The main driver for achieving within the estimated 90- to 160-
times range of capacity growth is expected to come from the network side (Li 
et al., 2014, with key enabling techniques to include heterogeneous 
networks, cell densification, device-to-device (D2D communication, and 
multi-radio access technology (RAT operation. 5G Nanocore was introduced 
by Patil et al. in 2012. It is a convergence of nanotechnology, cloud 
computing, and all IP platforms. Beam-division multiple access (BDMA is 
proposed to be used as a radio interface for 5G networks (KAIST IITC,
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14.3.2 FUTURE OF WIRELESS ACCESS TECHNOLOGY

5G is realized as one of the qualifiers of what is denoted as “networked
society” (i.e., a future with user- and machine-centric communications where
access to information and sharing of data is ubiquitous) (Fiorani et al., 2015).
To further increase the data rates, the 3GPP Release 12 in June 2014
introduced new technologies such as network function virtualization (NFV),
software-defined networks (SDNs), and heterogeneous networks (HetNets)
(Mitchell, 2014). NFV enables the separation of hardware from software or
“function,” whereas SDN is an extension of NFV wherein software can
perform dynamic reconfiguration of network topology to adjust to load and
demand. On the other hand, small-cell deployments are a key feature of the
HetNets approach as they allow flexibility as to where they are positioned.
Although such technologies can potentially address the greedy 5G capacity
requirements and reduced RAN-related capital and operational expenditures
(CapEX and OpEX), a new challenge has nonetheless emerged: the 5G
backhaul (Jaber et al., 2016).

The backhaul is the network that connects the base stations to the core
network. This network could be of copper, fiber, or microwave technology.
In fact, the use of satellite technology as a backhaul is expected in 6G in
which it enables the global coverage area. This will increase performance,
efficiency, and reliability and allow limitless expansion because airwaves
cannot be overcrowded (Karki and Garia, 2016). On the other hand, the next-
generation wireless network, which is 7G, will be the most advanced
compared to its predecessors. 7G systems can be supported by global
navigational satellite systems using techniques such as OFDM and FEC for
the speed of the communication process (Karki and Garia, 2016).

Traditionally, the copper cable and microwave link are often used as
wireless backhaul. However, the cost of deployment for both technologies

2008. BDMA splits an antenna beam based on the locations of the mobile 
stations to permit the mobile stations to provide multiple accesses, thus 
significantly growing the capacity of the system.
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scales linearly with the bandwidth. Although advanced copper-based 
technologies (e.g., G.fast are able to carry signals with rates of a few Gb/s, 
they can cover only short distances (Fiorani et al., 2015. Thus, this 
technology is suitable to be used for the network with low-bit options or 
short-distance applications. Since 3G applications, the deployment of cost-
effective solutions has been discussed for backhaul networks to accommodate 
the higher demand in data rates as well as to prepare for LTE networks. Due 
to this, optical fiber is favored as the backhaul solution because it offers cost 
reduction, huge capacity, and high reliability in which most of the existing 
research have focused in GPON network.

Meanwhile, the wireless backhaul network is an attractive option for 
locations in which it is difficult to deploy fiber infrastructure. Due to the 
ability to achieve high transmission capacity over short and medium 
distances (i.e., up to few km, the advanced wireless technologies (i.e., 
millimeter wave [mmwave] and free-space optics [FSO] are deployed in 
LTE backhauling. In 5G, the deployment of small cells is a viable way to 
provide high capacity (Chen et al., 2016; Larrabeiti et al., 2014. More details 
on backhaul technologies for wireless networks can be found in Jaber et al.
(2016. However, this approach imposes a financial challenge because of its 
high cost of deployment and the maintenance of a large number of active 
devices connected at gigabit speeds scattered over metropolitan areas 
(Larrabeiti et al., 2014. Again, the optical network receives considerable 
attention to serve as a backhaul of 5G wireless networks, and several works 
have been reported for this approach. For example, Chen et al. (2016 have 
leveraged the TWDM-PON, which offers a cost-minimized design of a 
mobile backhaul network for 5G systems. Meanwhile, Draxler and Karl 
(2015 have adopted the WDM-PON in the 5G mobile backhaul system due 
to its flexibility and capacity.
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14.4 

14.4.1 

HETEROGENEOUS BROADBAND ACCESS
NETWORKS

Over the years, as the number of people who rely on the Internet increases
daily, the research on heterogeneous networks also increases. From previous
research (Kuznetsov et al., 2000; Martinez et al., 2001; Luo et al., 2006,
2007; Shaw et al., 2007; Yeh and Chow, 2011; Fadlullah et al., 2013; Stöhr et
al., 2014; De Andradea et al., 2014), the heterogeneous terminology is
defined by two meanings:

1. Heterogeneous, in a single network, is used to describe the
hybrid/integration/converged technologies, such as multiple traffic
formats, in that single-network system.

2. Heterogeneous, in a two-channel network, is used to define the
integration/hybrid/converged architectures of the system.

In this work, the term heterogeneous is used as the latter, which involves
integration between optical networks and wireless networks. A heterogeneous
optical and wireless access network is an ideal convergence of an optical
backhaul and a wireless front end for a proficient access network. There are
certain advantages and features obtainable by the heterogeneous network. It
is cost effective, flexible, and robust. Furthermore, the converged network is
able to construct “self-healing” if there is any failure in the system or the
infrastructure. Significantly, governments are motivated to provide incentives
to the operators and contractors to implement heterogeneous network
infrastructure in expectation to manipulate the reliability and high capacity of
the network.

HETEROGENEOUS OPTICAL AND WIRELESS

BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORKS
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Sarkar et al. in 2007 projected a multi-domain hybrid network, namely the 
wireless optical broadband access network (WOBAN (Sarkar et al., 2007. 
The architecture of WOBAN is shown in Figure 14.5. The network comprises 
a wireless network at the front end, and an optical network supports its 
backhaul. Multiple ONUs are fed by multiple OLTs, which are positioned in 
a telecom central office (CO. WOBAN is associated by fiber links from the 
ONU to the CO. The ONUs are wirelessly linked to the subscribers in single-
hop or multi-hop fashion. The tree topology is used in the optical part, while 
a mesh is envisaged in its wireless front end, formed by the wireless 
gateways and routers. In this multi-domain construction, several wireless 
routers can be connected with a single gateway, in which the gateways are the 
key aggregation points. As numerous gateways can connect to a single ONU, 
the ONUs are the higher aggregation points. Thus, OLT is the highest 
aggregation point for the network before the traditional metro/core 
aggregation befalls for the rest of the network. More details on the WOBAN 
technology are found in Sarkar et al. (2008, Chowdury et al. (2009, and 
Mukherjee (2008.

Another WOBAN-like architecture was proposed by Shaw et al. in 2007, 
namely GROW-Net. As shown in Figure 14.6, the backhaul of the 
architecture is built by a reconfigurable optical network, while its front end 
consists of a wireless mesh network (WMN. The existence of a WMN in the 
system enables the network to support the user everywhere in a cost-effective 
manner. Several wireless mesh routers are installed to exchange traffic via 
gateways, which are linked to the web through the PON. Because of its 
restricted flexibility, lower power requirements, and upgraded computational 
abilities, the WMN of GROW-Net is infrastructure based. Traffic 
management in the mesh network is exploited to enhance dependability and 
load balancing in the WMN of GROW-Net. The authors likewise anticipated 
that deep review on the operability of wireless innovations is required to 
enhance the capacity, reliability, upkeep, and portability of WMN in GROW-
Net 9 (Shaw et al., 2007.
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FIGURE 14.5 WOBAN architecture. (From S. Sarkar et al. [2007]. Journal of Lightwave
Technology, 25, 3329–3340.)

In 2010, Qiao et al. presented optical wireless integration (OWI)
technology, which is an expected phase from fixed-mobile convergence
(FMC). In OWI architecture, the wireless front end consists of WiMAX
technology to deliver the last-mile broadband, while PON is deployed as the
optical backhaul. The capacity of the wireless front end in OWI architecture
is enhanced by merging the point-to-multipoint WiMAX with multiple-input,
multiple-output (MIMO) technology (see Figure 14.7). Several spatially
disseminated component arrays are utilized to exploit the space range of
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FIGURE 14.6 GROW-Net architecture. (From W.-T. Shaw et al. [2007]. Journal of
Lightwave Technology, 25, pp. 3443–3451.)

wireless channels in MIMO. Furthermore, it exploits multipath spread with 
no additional spectrum while its connections are used to synchronize antenna 
resource assignment among WiMAX base stations. If there should arise an 
occurrence of base station failures, a centralized antenna assignment 
procedure at the OLT will exploit MIMO diversity to accomplish improved 
throughput and adaptability (Qiao et al., 2010.
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14.4.2 

FIGURE 14.7 OWI network architecture. BS, base station. (From C. Qiao et al. [2010].
Integrated optical and wireless access/metro networks. Proceedings of Conference on
Optical Fiber Communications (OFC)/Collocated National Fiber Optic Engineers
Conference, pp. 1–3.)

QUALITY OF SERVICES IN HETEROGENEOUS OPTICAL

AND WIRELESS BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORKS

Obele and Kang presented a converged GEPON and WiMAX architecture in
2008 (see Figure 14.8). It was the main endeavor at unequivocally accounting
for both wired and wireless users in designs for integrating WiMAX and
GEPON. In the projected architecture, a single piece of customer premise
equipment (CPE) replaces the GEPON ONU and WiMAX BS, termed ONU-
BS. As a member of the IEEE family of standards (Kramer and Mukherjee,
2002), GEPON ought to comply with the QoS components characterized in
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the IEEE 802.1D standard. Seven traffic classes distinguished by the standard 
are network control, voice, video, controlled load, excellent effort, best effort, 
and background (Obele and Kang, 2008. The QoS provisioning for GEPON 
is coarse grained and assigned per user/terminal. On the other hand, WiMAX 
QoS provisioning is fine grained, connection oriented, and assigned per 
service flow per subscriber/terminal. According to WiMAX standard IEEE 
802.16e, five traffic classes are differentiated: unsolicited grant service 
(UGS, real-time polling service (rtPS, extended real-time polling service 
(ertPS, non-real-time polling service (nrtPS, and best effort (BE (Obele and 
Kang, 2008. As well as a different number of QoS classes, GEPON and 
WiMAX also differ in terms of frame arrangements and addressing 
structures. Additionally, the author proposed the aggregation in the number 
of service differentiation queues in the routine GEPON ONU from seven to 
four to match the WiMAX QoS queues (Obele and Kang, 2008.
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FIGURE 14.8 GEPON-WiMAX architecture. (From B. O. Obele and M. Kang, Fixed
mobile convergence: A self-aware QoS architecture for converging WiMAX and GEPON
access networks. The Second International Conference on Next Generation Mobile
Application, Services and Technologies [NGMAST], pp. 411–418, 2008.)

Yang et al. (2009) classified three priorities of EPON services, which are
BE, assured forwarding (AF), and expedited forwarding (EF), while WiMAX
service classes follow IEEE 802.16 standards. The five WiMAX QoS classes
are accumulated only into three types: UGS, rtPS (includes ertPS), and BE
(includes nrtPS). As the UGS class in WiMAX has similar characteristics to
the EF class of E-PON, the UGS service is mapped to the EF queue. The
same goes to the rtPS class of WiMAX, which is mapped to E-PON AF, and
WiMAX BE is mapped to E-PON BE. The 1-Gb/s bandwidth in both
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downstream and upstream supported by E-PON is shared by a group of 
distant ONUs. For example, for a group of 16 ONUs, each ONU holds about 
1/16 Gb/s = 65 Mb/s bandwidth on average, matching the total capacity 
presented by an 802.16 BS, which is around 70 Mb/s over a 20-MHz channel 
(Yang et al., 2009.

An integrated OFDMA-PON and LTE network was proposed by Lim et 
al. in 2013. Due to OFDMA-PON’s adaptability in establishing virtual 
transmission pipes of variable bandwidths at the PHY layer, it is a sufficient 
choice for backhauling high-capacity wireless networks such as LTE (Lim et 
al., 2013. Each E-UTRAN enhanced NodeB (eNB is attended by a devoted 
OFDMA-PON ONU, called an ONU/eNB pair. The QoS model for the 
evolved packet system (EPS for LTE standardized by 3GPP is based on the 
logical concept of an EPS bearer and categorized by detailed QoS parameters 
(e.g., capacity, delay, and packet loss (Bhat et al., 2012. An individual QoS 
class identifier (QCI is assigned to two types of bearers, defined as 
guaranteed bit rate (GBR (QCIs1-4 and non-GBR (QCIs5-9. Following a 
DiffServ viewpoint, OFDMA-PON combined several flows into virtual 
queues (e.g., XG-PON T-CONTs. A mapping controller element (MCE is 
assigned to conduct the mapping of these queues. The MCE exists either 
between the eNB and the ONU (in uplink or between the EPC and the OLT 
(in downlink (see Figure 14.9.
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FIGURE 14.9 QoS mapping process conducted by MCE. (From W. Lim et al., Modeling
of LTE back-hauling through OFDMA-PONs. In 17th International Conference on Optical
Network Design and Modeling [ONDM], pp. 240–245, IEEE, 2013.)
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14.5 QoS-AWARE BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
SCHEME FOR HETEROGENEOUS OPTICAL
AND WIRELESS NETWORKS

A system must have an appropriate incorporation of a DBA algorithm, an
intra ONU-BS scheduling algorithm, and a QoS mapping machinery to
achieve optimal QoS performance (Ranaweera et al., 2011). In traditional
PON structures, DBA is described as the method of delivering numerical
multiplexing among ONUs (McGarry et al., 2008). In the case of
heterogeneous optical and wireless access networks, the offered statistical
multiplexing is also extended to the wireless part of the network (i.e., the
subscriber station [SS]). Thus, the main goal of DBA is to share network
resources through statistical multiplexing between the subscribers on the
same network using either optical or wireless crossing points (Raslan et al.,
2015; Sarigiannidis et al., 2015).

The bandwidth sharing algorithms in heterogeneous optical and wireless
networks could be classified as centralized, decentralized, or hierarchical
based on where in the network the bandwidth allocation decisions are
performed. In the centralized bandwidth allocation algorithms, the OLT takes
full responsibility of performing bandwidth allocation decisions. In contrast,
the bandwidth allocation decisions are applied at ONUs in the decentralized
bandwidth allocation algorithms. These techniques require supporting peer-
to-peer communication between ONUs so that the ONU bandwidth requests
can be received by the neighbouring ONUs. Last, in the hierarchical
bandwidth allocation algorithms, the OLT allocates the bandwidth to the
ONUs and then the ONUs reallocate the granted bandwidth for its interior
queue of different traffic types. There is another classification of the
bandwidth allocation algorithms that is either prediction based or
nonprediction based on the traffic prediction (Shyu et al., 2012; Ramantas et
al., 2014; Mirahmadi and Shami, 2012).

Several bandwidth allocation schemes have been proposed in the research
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community aiming to smoothly converge both optical and wireless networks. 
Ou et al. (2008 focused on video-on-demand (VOD services where just 
enough bandwidth is provided to VOD clients to upsurge global bandwidth 
consumption. Figure 14.10 shows the procedure of dynamic bandwidth 
control for the proposed integrated G-PON and WiMAX networks by (Ou et 
al., 2008. The method is appropriate for the video clips fixed at CBR. 
Otherwise, for the VBR videos, steps 3 through 5 in Figure 14.10 will be 
summoned occasionally to encounter the video profile. Bandwidth utilization 
is affected by the frequency of the bandwidth-resizing mechanism. Frequent 
resizing attains higher bandwidth consumption. Nevertheless, frequent 
resizing could impact framework signalling overhead.

In 2010, Ou et al. also presented slotted DBA (S-DBA for converged 
PON (EPON or G-PON and WiMAX networks, as shown in Figure 14.11. 
The term slot is used as a volume of allocatable bandwidth. In a 
heterogeneous network, the allocatable bandwidth is separated into a quantity 
of slots. A server station assigns bandwidth to its user stations in the element 
of slots. The proposed S-DBA is intended to operate with both OLT and 
ONU-BS. The users’ stations receive their bandwidth from this server station 
(OLT or ONU-BS in a preservice-type manner. Ou et al. highlighted that the 
drive of S-DBA is not to substitute a specific bandwidth provision approach, 
but it was planned to cooperate with the present DBA approaches to lessen 
signaling overhead in converged PON and WiMAX networks. The S-DBA 
scheme is demonstrated to work competently as far as signalling overhead 
reduction, blocking probability, and uplink channel utilization (Ou et al., 
2010.

In 2013, Moradpoor et al. proposed an inter-channel and intra-channel 
dynamic wavelength-/bandwidth-allocation algorithm (IIDWBA for 
converged hybrid WDM/TDM EPON with wireless technologies for next-
generation broadband access networks. The evaluation of the IIDWBA 
algorithm in OPNET Modeler shows improved performance as far as average 
queuing delays, utilizations, and throughput when it is related with the 
situation in which it has not been deployed. It is verified over simulation 
experimentations that the projected algorithm is proficient at accumulating
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FIGURE 14.10 Dynamic bandwidth control in integrated G-PON and WiMAX networks.
(From S. Ou et al., A control bridge to automate the convergence of passive optical
networks and IEEE 802.16 [WiMAX] wireless networks. 5th International Conference on
Broadband Communications, Networks and Systems [BROADNETS], pp. 514–521, 2008.)

the excess bandwidth from the lightly loaded channels and disseminating it 
across the severely loaded user stations, which may be dispersed over 
different channels (Moradpoor et al., 2013.
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FIGURE 14.11 Dynamic bandwidth allocation in converged PON and WiMAX
networks. (From S. Ou et al., IEEE Systems Journal, 4, 467–476, 2010.)

In 2014, Radzi et al. proposed two DBA algorithms, named status
reporting excessive bandwidth (SREB) and non-status reporting excessive
bandwidth (NSREB), for a combined G-PON and Wi-Fi network. In a SREB
algorithm, the requested bandwidth is transmitted first to the ONU by
wireless routers and then the ONU will collect all the bandwidth from all the
wireless routers associated with it. Meanwhile, in NSREB, due to its non-
status reporting behavior, the ONU does not request the bandwidth from the
OLT. Thus, the OLT has to make an approximation for the requested
bandwidth according to the former bandwidth demanded by an individual
ONU. The OLT separates the ONUs into underloaded and overloaded before
granting them the guaranteed bandwidth. Then, each wireless router receives
the allocated bandwidth from the ONU using the carrier-sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) algorithm. The SREB algorithm
is proven to be better than NSREB as far as bandwidth consumption because
it contributes bandwidth per request. On the contrary, NSREB outperforms
SREB in terms of delay as it eliminates the waiting time for requested
bandwidth from the ONUs to allocate the bandwidth (Radzi et al., 2014).

In 2015, Hwang et al. introduced a hierarchical DBA with delay-
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constraint admission control for G-PON-long-term evolution (G-PON-LTE 
converged networks to assure the QoS requirements (Hwang et al., 2015. 
The first is called limited dynamic bandwidth assignment (LDBA with a 
prediction scheme implemented at the OLT to enhance the overall system 
bandwidth consumption. Another is bandwidth reassignment at the ONU-
eNB to reallocate bandwidth assigned from the OLT for respective a user by 
a service-level agreement (SLA to accomplish the unified heterogeneous 
system. The anticipated DBA system can enhance the throughput 
approximately 3% to 10% and upsurge about 60 to 210 requests for 
subscribers while the predefined QoS delay is encountered.
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14.6 CONCLUSION
This chapter discussed the heterogeneous broadband access network and its 
potential technological candidates for future applications. Optical and 
wireless networks are generally described in terms of developed network 
technologies. The future of PON and wireless access networks is also briefly 
deliberated. Related works on heterogeneous PON and wireless networks are 
explained, compelling more on QoS in the heterogeneous network. QoS-
aware bandwidth-allocation schemes for heterogeneous PON and wireless 
networks are also included. In conclusion, DBA is a very significant feature 
in heterogeneous optical and wireless networks as it is needed to transmit the 
heterogeneous traffic efficiently in converged networks. DBA plays an 
important role in ensuring QoS parameters, especially delay, throughput, 
packet loss, and bandwidth utilization.
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In the ICT sector, the most critical area consuming approximately 70% of

15.1 INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the Internet has drastically increased the demand for 
Information Communication Technology (ICT facilities, which has led to the 
massive expansion of telecommunication and ICT infrastructure throughout 
the world. A recent ITU report has mentioned that from the year 2010 to 
2015, the percentage of individuals using the Internet have risen by 46% with 
a 10.8% increase in fixed broadband and 47% increase in mobile services 
subscriptions [1]. However, this massive expansion of telecommunication 
networks in response to the continuous traffic growth has increased the 
electric power generation and power consumption of this sector. This is 
worrying because the increasing power consumption leads to increased 
maintenance costs for the network operators. Moreover, most of the electric 
generation to date is through thermal power plants that require burning of 
some kind of fuel such as oil or natural gas [2]. This burning of fuel in the 
emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs into the atmosphere, which 
deteriorates the environment.

The consumption of power in the ICT sector was around 20 GW from the 
year 2010 to 2015, which was equal to approximately 1% of the total global 
electricity supply of 2 TW in the year 2010 [3]. It has been estimated that the 
ICT sector consumes 10% of the global power [4]. Other studies have also 
shown this figure to be up to 37% [5,6]. Resultantly, the carbon footprint of 
this sector matches that of the airline industry or 25% of the world-wide CO2 
emissions caused by cars [7]. It has been forecasted that by the year 2020, 
this power consumption will reach to 40 GW and by the year 2025, it is 
expected to reach to 0.13 TW or approximately 7% of the global electricity 
supply [3]. These reports indicate that this trend of power consumption is 
likely to increase further in the future. Specifically, the power consumption of 
the telecommunication sector is expected to increase further in the coming 
years [8]. This trend will lead to more electric power generation and thus will 
further aggravate the emission of GHGs in future [9].
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the total ICT power consumption is the access network [5]. The main reason 
for this was the huge network of copper cables causing significant power 
losses. In recent years, most of the service providers in the world have 
replaced copper cables with optical fiber–based access networks. These 
broadband networks are deployed in either fiber to the area (FTTA or fiber 
to the building (FTTB topology. In both topologies, synchronous digital 
hierarchy/synchronous optical network (SDH/SONET is used to transport 
broadband and voice services between optical line terminal (OLT and optical 
network units (ONUs. However, this architecture also requires electric 
power at the termination point in the ONU to convert optical signals to 
electrical and vice versa. Therefore, this architecture is termed an active 
optical network (AON. Nevertheless, in an AON from the ONU onwards 
copper cables are used to transport voice and broadband services to users 
within a range of 10–500 meters. Therefore, the electrical power consumption 
of an AON is also high and the maintenance costs of sites containing an ONU 
is still a headache. However, it is relatively energy efficient compared to 
older copper-based access networks. Passive optical networks (PONs present 
a complete optical fiber–based access network solution that is passive in 
nature, except for the OLT at the central office (CO and ONU at the user 
end, as shown in Figure 15.1. The only drawback of these networks is the 
broadcast nature of the downstream (DS link, which results in the ONU 
being continuously ON and processing incoming frames even if they are not 
related to it. Therefore, it consumes the least power compared to both copper-
based access networks and AONs [10]. However, there is still room for 
further improvement to make PON a really green communication network. 
To date the most deployed PON networks are EPON and GPON, which are 
IEEE and ITU standards, respectively. 10-EPON and XGPON have also been 
standardized and are expected to be deployed soon. Both the physical layer 
and MAC layer for 40 Gbps NGPON2 (TWDM PON have also been 
standardized [11]. This chapter is focused on energy conservation techniques 
for ITU PONs such as GPON, XGPON, and TWDM PON.
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FIGURE 15.1 Showing a typical GPON network with 64 ONUs.

A PON typically comprises of a central unit at the CO termed the OLT
and is linked to 32–128 ONUs through a single optical fiber branched
passively through a power splitter. Both upstream (US) and DS
communication use different wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1490 nm,
respectively. The OLT is connected to the voice, video, and data servers
through the backbone network. The DS traffic from the OLT to ONU in a
TDMA PON is broadcast and select whereas US communication is TDMA.
Due to this broadcast nature, an ONU is required to keep its receiver
continuously ON and process the incoming frames. Up to 97% of the frames
are processed and discarded as being unrelated, resulting in energy wastage.
Due to this reason, 60% of PON power is consumed in the ONUs [12]
whereas the OLT consumes only 7% of the total power consumption [13].

In this chapter, we will review the existing techniques to conserve energy
of PONs with a focus on ITU PONs (GPON and XGPON). We will discuss
all the relevant techniques, describe their merits and demerits, and finally
compare all on the basis of energy saving, communication delays,
complexity, and cost. We will particularly review ONU sleep mode
techniques in detail as being the most economical, simple, and convenient
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technique to reduce the power consumption of a PON network. Finally, the 
critical factors impacting sleep mode performance and their optimum values 
are discussed. In Section 15.2, we broadly discuss the energy conservation 
techniques for PON. In Section 15.3, we talk about the energy conservation 
techniques for a PON OLT. Section 15.4 will describe all the energy saving 
techniques for a PON ONU. In Section 15.5, we present a comparative 
analysis of all ONU-based techniques and finally, in Section 15.6, we discuss 
the critical factors that impact the cyclic sleep and watchful sleep mode 
performance.
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15.2 ENERGY CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES
FOR PON

Many techniques have been proposed to conserve electrical energy in TDM-
based PONs. When talking about TDM systems, the first alternative that
comes to mind is a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)-based PON
system [14,15] that uses separate wavelengths for DS and US transmissions.
This decoupling of US and DS links obviously eliminates extra processing of
unrelated frames at the ONUs and thus, when ONUs are idle, they can be
easily switched to low power mode to conserve energy. However, extra cost
for ODN and thermoelectric cooling (TEC) required to stabilize the
wavelengths diminishes such energy savings. Similarly, Orthogonal
Frequency division Multiplexing (OFDMA)-based PON [16] appears to be
another very attractive option to replace TDM PONs as it uses multiple
orthogonal sub-carriers on a single fiber to provide higher bandwidth and
separate communication links between ONUs and the OLT. The problem
with this technology is its complexity and additional power requirements for
advanced digital processing and DSP operations such as FFT and IFFT [17].
Similarly, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)-based PON has also been
explored by the research community [18]. However, it has to major
drawbacks. First, it suffers from the problem of inter-channel interference and
second, it requires the components to be able to handle signal rate much
higher than the line rate, which leads to very costly transceivers. Therefore,
TDMA PONs are the most economical and commercially deployed optical
fiber–based broadband networks to date. Power reduction techniques for a
TDMA PON can be classified as OLT based or ONU based. Most of the
research focuses on ONU power reduction as it contributes more to overall
network power consumption. There is also little room to save energy
consumption at the OLT as it is mostly busy in managing all the ONUs from
a single PON port. In the following sections, we will discuss each of these
issues separately.
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15.2.1 OLT POWER SAVING TECHNIQUES

As the OLT is the main administrator that controls and manages 
communication among all the connected ONUs in the PON network, energy 
conservation at the OLT requires some special arrangements so that network 
communication is not disturbed. To the best of our knowledge, three 
techniques have been proposed in the literature to make an OLT energy 
efficient. The first technique proposed in reference [19] requires an additional 
OLT to work in a master-slave configuration using a switch box comprising 
of optical switches. This optical box monitors the traffic load and selects the 
OLT with lesser traffic as the master OLT and lets the other OLT sleep to 
save energy. In this scheme, when the traffic load of OLT-1 is below 10%
and the OLT-2 is less than 40%, then OLT-2 can take over the load of OLT-1 
and let it go to deep sleep to save energy. OLT-2 continues to serve until it 
has a traffic load of more than 90% in which case it brings OLT-1 to normal 
mode to take its load back. This technique requires an additional OLT, 
firmware changes in the OLT MAC, and an additional hardware setup to 
enable the master-slave configuration.

The second technique proposed in reference [20] is based on the idea of 
OLT PON line card sharing by multiple PON networks using an optical 
switch. Instead of powering of all the OLT line cards serving a group ONUs, 
only the minimum “m” line cards required to serve the “n” active ONUs 
should be turned on. However, this technique requires a centralized MAC 
layer controlling all OLT line cards, which could be computationally 
expensive. A similar idea using a wavelength router at the OLT has been 
described in references [21,22]. Only the minimum “m” ports are turned on 
and ONUs are assigned a wavelength corresponding to that port. Other ports 
are kept in sleep mode to conserve energy. This technique is suitable for 
TWDM PON and cannot be used in TDM PONs with a single non-tunable 
transceiver at the ONUs.

The third technique proposed in reference [23] presents the idea of an 
“elastic OLT” to save optical power by optimizing the transmission distance 
and split ratio according to the service requirements. The basic idea is to fully
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15.2.2 ONU-BASED ENERGY CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES

In a PON network as shown in Figure 15.2, from a single PON port “r”
ONUs are served, where “r” is the split ratio. Typical values of “r” for ITU
PONs are 32/64/128. Therefore, an energy conservation technique applied to
an ONU saving “m” watts will actually result in an overall power saving of
“r x m” watts. To understand the power consumption behavior of an ONU,
an ONU power model was developed from the studies in [24–26] as shown in
Figure 15.3. An ONU comprises of many optical and electrical function
blocks with different power consumption. Based on this model, a GPON
ONU consumes 10.6 Watts whereas an XGPON ONU consumes 14.5 Watts.
The ONU power consumption can be categorized into four major sections as
follows:

1. User section ( )
2. DC–DC power converter ( )
3. TDMA section ( )
4. Back end digital circuit

The  represents the power consumption of the user modules and their
respective interfaces. Normally, this section comprises the ethernet and
subscriber line interface card (SLIC) modules. The SLIC module provides the
basic voice services such as ringing tones and on-hook and off-hook
detections. The DC–DC power consumption, represented by , is
consumed by the electronic circuit required to convert and regulate the input
DC power to the desired voltage levels. The  represents the power
consumption of all the TDMA sections, which includes optical transceivers,
local amplifiers (LAs), transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs), clock and data
recovery (CDR) circuits, and serializer/de-serializer (SerDesr) blocks.

utilize the underutilized power budget that would be otherwise wasted at the 
receiving ONU. This technique can be useful at the time of a PON network 
deployment and cannot be applied to an already deployed functional network.
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Finally, the represents the MAC layer processing of the incoming
frames and buffering in memory banks.

FIGURE 15.2 Average power consumption of different sections of a typical
GPON/XGPON ONU.
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FIGURE 15.3 Power consumption of different sections of a typical GPON ONU.

The  remains almost constant when ONU is powered on and can only
be fully saved if ONU is turned off. Therefore, all the ONU-based energy
conservation techniques try to reduce either or all of , , and .
The study in reference [27] proposes to eliminate buffering at the ONUs to
reduce  However, this leads to an increase of around 800 microseconds
in communication delays and requires buffering at the user terminals/end
nodes. The dynamic power component of the , , and 
depends on the line rate of the incoming signal. Therefore, the power
consumption of these sections can be reduced by operating at lower line rates
as in ALR and Bi-PON techniques [28]. The most commonly used technique
is the ONU sleep mode. In this technique, an ONU completely turns off the
user interfaces and partially or completely turns off the optical transceivers to
save PTDMA and PUSER when there is no traffic. This technique is termed
ONU Doze/Sleep mode. Figure 4.2 lists all the ONU-based energy
conservation techniques for an ITU PON. In the following sections, each
technique is described in detail.
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15.3 

15.3.1 

ONU SLEEP MODE TECHNIQUES
Sleep mode is the most commonly used energy conservation technique in all
wired and wireless networks. In PON, up until now, it is the only technique
that has so far been adopted by the PON standardizing bodies [29,30] or
studied widely by the research communities. The basic idea is to switch off
some components such as the optical transmitter, photo detector (PD),
limiting amplifier (LA), CDR, DEMUX, and CPE functions when there is no
available uplink or downlink traffic to/from that ONU to save  and 

 completely and  partially as ONU turns off optical transceiver
and UNI interfaces but the MAC layer processor is working. The idea of
sleep mode for a PON was first proposed in reference [31] for a GPON
network. In this work, the sleep mode mechanism is negotiated between
ONUs and OLT, based on traffic queue length with the help of PLOAM
messages. In this work, only two ONU power states—active and sleep—were
considered. A similar proposal for EPON has also been presented in
reference [32]. Many variations of ONU sleep modes have been proposed in
the literature but most of these techniques have only been tested in an IEEE
PON-based network environment. Only a few studies have studied sleep
mode for ITU PONs. In this section, we will discuss all the sleep mode
techniques that have been proposed for ITU PONs or those which are
compatible with ITU PONs. In general, when using sleep mode, there has to
be a trade-off between the network latency and the power consumption of the
network [33].

ONU ARCHITECTURES

Before discussing sleep modes, first we discuss the ONU architecture as it
plays very important role for an efficient sleep mode. A normal ONU
receiver uses an avalanche photo diode (APD/PIN) to receive an optical
signal that after passing thorough TIA and LA amplifier stages goes to the
CDR unit. In this architecture, continuous mode CDR (CM-CDR) is used to
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15.3.2 ADAPTIVE DELAY AWARE ENERGY EFFICIENT SLEEP

(ADAEE)
A novel sleep mode mechanism is presented in reference [23]. The core of
this mechanism is a sleep interval measurement and control (SIMC) unit at
OLT. The SIMC unit computes the minimum  and maximum 
sleep periods for an ONU based on average traffic arrival rate and target
delays provided by the service provider. The sleep periods are calculated by
the OLT and exponentially increased after each completed sleep cycle

recover 8 KHz clock from the received serialized GPON/XGPON frames and 
a SerDesr to output the frame bits in nibbles or bytes to the MAC layer 
processing module. This architecture consumes 3.85 Watts when active and 
only 750 mWatts when in sleep mode, but it requires 2–5 ms for clock 
recovery  and achieving synchronization  with the OLT [34]. 
The study in reference [34] proposes two improved ONU architectures to 
support sleep mode better. Option-1 uses a burst mode CDR (BM-CDR unit 
and a local oscillator to keep track of the OLT clock when asleep. It keeps 
BM-CDR on during sleep and consumes 1.08 Watts in sleep and requires 
only 125 us for  and 1–10 ns for . To avoid the cost of BM-
CDR, option-2 suggests the use of CM-CDR and turns off the SerDesr 
module and instead uses a sleep control block to utilize the recovered clock to 
time the sleep mode with a counter module. This option consumes 1.28 Watts 
with the same recovery times. Therefore, option-2 is the most suitable and 
efficient ONU architecture to support sleep modes with very fast recovery 
times, high energy savings, and lower hardware cost.

At the transmitter side, ONUs normally use a DFB laser-based optical 
transmitter. In reference [35] it has been demonstrated that using VCSEL 
instead of a DFB laser at the ONU can reduce transmitter power from 0.7 
Watts to 0.134 Watts. A saving of 12.8% in active mode and 14% in doze 
mode has been demonstrated in reference [36] using VCSEL instead of a 
DFB laser transmitter. A detailed discussion on ONU hardware design and its 
limitations is available in reference [3].
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15.3.3 

(15.1)

where  and  are the LSM and DSM mode energies during sleep
interval .

This technique does not consider the dynamic bandwidth assignment
(DBA) mechanism for US transmissions and also does not follow any
standard PON MAC layer protocol. Therefore, the results of this work need
further validation in a more practical network environment.

CYCLIC SLEEP/DOZE MODE

Cyclic sleep/doze modes are standardized energy conservation techniques for
ITU PONs as defined in references [37,38]. If only the transmitter is turned
off this half sleep state is termed as dozing. Four kind of states and power
levels are associated with an ONU observing cyclic sleep termed active held
(AH), active free (AF), sleep aware (SA), and asleep (AS) with
corresponding OLT states; awake forced (AFD), awake free (AFR), low
power sleep (LPS), and alerted sleep (ALS). If PA, PH, PW, and PS represent

starting from . A customized sleep process with asleep (AS, transmission 
mode (TM, active mode (AM, and doze mode (DM is presented. In TM 
mode, the ONU can only transmit and in DM mode it can only listen. In AS 
mode, a mode controller logic block inside the ONU decides to put the ONU 
in light sleep mode (LSM or deep sleep mode (DSM. It selects a LSM if the 
sleep interval  is less than a threshold  value computed as in 
Equation 15.1; otherwise it selects DSM. During LSM, the option-2 ONU 
architecture described in Section 5.1 is assumed whereas in DSM, ONU is 
completely turned off. However, this technique does not consider the US 
traffic at an ONU and assumes that OLT is allocating the desired upstream 
bandwidths perfectly. The sleep start and end decision are made only at the 
OLT, which can result in increase of US communication delays and frame 
loss due to the bursty nature of traffic.
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Local Wake Up Indication (LWI): This is a wake-up event to bring
an ONU back to active state. The OLT calls this event on the arrival
of DS frames for an ONU whereas an ONU calls this event on US
traffic.
Local Sleep/Doze Indication (LSI/LDI): This is an event that
indicates permission for an ONU to avail sleep/doze mode.
SA_OFF/ON: This is a sleep termination/resumption call from the
OLT for an ONU. The ONU maintains SA (ON/OFF) variables
accordingly.

,  and : ONU timers for monitoring sleep/doze, SA,
and AF states.

/  Timers: The time OLT waits before setting FWI = 1 for
an ONU to wake up after sending an awake message/expected time
for an ONU to send US frame before declaring a handshake
violation.
/SR (Sleep/Awake): Sleep start and sleep end messages exchanged
between the OLT and ONUs to coordinate while exercising cyclic
sleep mode.

the ONU power level in AH, AF, SA and AS states, then PA = PH > PW > PS 
as shown in Figure 15.4. ONU is fully active in AH and AF states but is 
allowed to exercise sleep mode only in the AF state. The SA state is like an 
observation state in which the ONU prepares to switch to/recover from the 
AS state. The choice of dwell time in the SA state  and AS state 
and DBA service interval (SI time has a profound effect on the performance 
of the cyclic sleep operation, discussed in Section 15.12.

Figure 15.5 shows the OLT and ONU state machines for cyclic sleep. 
Various timers and events used to control these transitions are defined as 
follows;
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FIGURE 15.4 Cyclic sleep state transitions.

FIGURE 15.5 ONU state transition diagram for cyclic sleep/doze mode operation.

Assuming that the DS and US traffic for an ONU follows the Poisson
arrivals, the average power consumption and delay during a sleep interval can
be computed using Equations 15.2 and 15.3 as worked out in [39]:
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15.3.4 

(15.2)

(15.3)

where  is the probability of frame arrival during the nth sleep
cycle. If total observation time is  after LSI   =   1, then during this time, the
ONU will be in one of the AF, SA or AS states. Therefore, we can write 

 + . Based on this we can say that in Equation 15.2,  will be
lower if  and thus energy savings will be higher. However, the
impact of awake time  from AS to SA has been disregarded in this
equation. The work in reference [40] shows that as the ratio of  to 
increases from 0 to 0.6,  increases by 60%. The work in reference [41]
also shows similar results for long reach PONs. This study also shows that
increasing the reach also impacts the energy efficiency if the delay constraint
is smaller like 5 ms, but if the delay constraint is larger like 100 ms then the
energy efficiency is not affected.

SLEEP TRANSMIT MODE (STM)
During the cyclic sleep, the ONU has to buffer the frames arriving during the
sleep period, which requires additional storage and increases communication
delay. To avoid this, during the cyclic sleep process, an ONU is allowed to
quit the AS state immediately if there is an US or DS frame arrival. AN LWI
event at the ONU signals for immediate sleep cycle termination. This
obviously reduces energy savings due to shorter sleep cycles. Therefore, the
authors of reference [42] propose a modified cyclic sleep, termed sleep
transmit mode (STM); the process adds an extra transmit state during the
sleep cycle to check US traffic arrivals during the sleep cycle and thus
prolong AS state time. The addition of this extra transmit state for US
transmission leads to less frequent interruption of sleep cycles due to US
traffic arrivals thus enabling longer sleep intervals. An increased saving of
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15.3.5 

FIGURE 15.6 ONU state transition diagram for sleep transmit mode operation.

DUAL CYCLIC SLEEP (DCS)
Another approach to decouple US and DS traffic handling to minimize sleep
cycle interruptions has been presented in reference [43]. In this approach, an
optical receiver is turned on every  period like in cyclic sleep. However,
the optical transmitter is turned on only after “m” cycles resulting in more
power savings compared to cyclic sleep and doze modes. However, the US

11% and 29% in STM compared to cyclic sleep were demonstrated with this 
approach with  times of 2 ms and 0.1 ms. However, a  time of 0.1 ms 
is not practically possible as it is even less than the duration of a single 
GPON/XGPON frame duration of 125 us, discussed further in Section 15.9. 
Figure 15.6 shows the state transition process for STM. It introduces two new 
timers,  and , to accommodate the additional transmit state.
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15.3.6 WATCHFUL SLEEP/UNIFIED SLEEP MODE

Cyclic sleep definitely offers more energy savings compared to doze mode
but at a cost of higher US and DS delays; US are especially more affected.
However, a careful integration of both techniques can result in high energy
savings with moderate delays. If the traffic intensity is low, cyclic sleep can
be used, otherwise doze mode can be selected. A unifying approach [44]
demonstrated 67% energy savings. In this study, the switching criteria was
based on traffic queue level ( ) compared to high ( ) and low ( )
levels. LSI is set if the current queue size ( ) is less than  and LDI is set
if . But this study only assumes a DS traffic queue and does
not discuss the switching policy if a US traffic queue is also considered. A
better integration method has been described in reference [31] in which an
ONU switches to doze mode after the sleep cycle instead of going to AF
state. The ONU quits sleep mode if LWI is raised on the OLT asserts the
FWI. Recently, ITU has also adopted this idea and included this mechanism
as “watchful sleep” mode in the GPON and XGPON standards. Figure 15.7a
and b shows the state transitions and power levels of watchful sleep mode
states at the ONU.

delay slightly increases due to lesser ON frequency of the optical transmitter. 
This technique has been practically tested with an XGPON-based ETRI 
testbed and thus it is fully compatible with ITU PONs. However, this 
technique has only been tested at a traffic load of 1 Mbps with a frame size of 
64 bytes and traffic arrivals were assumed to follow the Poisson distribution. 
Therefore, with a bursty traffic arrival and longer packet sizes of 1500 bytes, 
US delays might be even higher and result in upstream packet loss.
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FIGURE 15.7 Watchful sleep mode: (a) state transition diagram; (b) power levels.

During the Watch (W) state, the optical receiver is periodically turned
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15.3.7 

ON/OFF. From the work in [37], the average power consumption ( ) in
a sleep interval can be given as

and the average state transition delay in watchful sleep ( ) can be
computed as in Equation 15.5,

(15.5)

where  and  are the average power consumption and the total ONU time
spent during the W state. Further, in terms of ON/OFF periods we can
express  and  as in Equations 15.6 and 15.7:

(15.6)

(15.7)

It has been shown in reference [38] that watchful sleep mode is more
energy efficient than the cyclic and doze modes with slightly higher values of
DS delay. The biggest advantage of watchful sleep is that its process can be
converted to doze and cyclic sleep modes by defining  and 

 and by only configuring , respectively.

POWER SHEDDING

In this mode, an ONU turns off all the non-essential functions and user
network interfaces (UNIs) to conserve power but keeps the optical link
operational and fully synchronized. Only the basic voice service is provided
during this mode and broadband services are not available to the user as
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1. ONU monitors the status of all the UNIs based on reliable indicators
such as physical link activity (e.g. loss of signal, loss of carrier)
independent of the service layer.

2. UNI related core functions are switched off in case the UNI is not in
use.

3. GEM/XGEM ports (excluding OMCI port) related to non-functional
UNIs can be disconnected, stopping the flow into the ONU core
functions and reducing traffic processing cycles. The mapping
information of the disconnected ports to respective UNIs is preserved
and can be activated again on UNI request.

The work in reference [45] shows that a combination of power shedding
and sleep mode for a GPON ONU can result in 80% energy savings at lower
traffic intensity. However, when using power shedding, all the traffic frames
arriving at the ONU UNI are lost. Therefore, it is more suitable during long
periods of ONU inactivity or when there is an electric power failure.

shown in Figure 15.8. This mode is typically used during AC power failures 
to prolong the life of backup batteries [13,45]. During normal operation, this 
technique can be used to turn off non-essential function and user or network 
interfaces [26] as follows:
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FIGURE 15.8 Power consumption of different sections of a typical GPON ONU.
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(15.8)

To achieve this objective, the Bi-PON frame structure organizes all the
ONU bits in a bit interleaved pattern in three sections: Sync, Header, and
Payload. In the Sync and Header sections, the lane assignment is static and
the offset of each lane from the first bit is equal to the ONU-ID. The lane
assignment in the Payload section is dynamic and the lane offset and
decimation rate is provided in the header section. Each ONU can tune to its
own bits and avoid reading unrelated bits thus saving processing power and
reducing unrelated processing activity. The detailed design and working of
the Bi-PON decimator has been described in reference [47].

A detailed description of the Bi-PON scheme and its frame structure is
explained in reference [46] with an experimental demonstration using FPGA

15.4 BI-PON
To save processing power due to unrelated frame processing in DS broadcast 
and reduce higher dynamic power consumption of electronic components at 
the ONU in TDM PONs, a new idea of bit interleaved frame structure was 
proposed in reference [21] termed bit interleaved PON (Bi-PON. The new 
frame structure has been tested with an FPGA-based testbed at 1 Gbps line 
rate showing 30% processing power savings versus the XGPON frame 
structure. The basic idea is the early decimation of bits from the DS frame 
received at line rate just after the CDR section, so that further frame 
processing functions such as de-scrambling, de-framing, and error decoding 
are performed at user rates instead of line rate. This leads to reduced power 
consumption in accordance to Equation 15.8 due to lower activity (A and 
frequency (F. Furthermore, it has been pointed out in Bi-PON studies [46] 
that up to 97–99% of frames received by an ONU are unrelated leading to 
continuous wasting of MAC layer processing power in the ONUs. Therefore, 
significant processing energy is wasted in processing and finally discarding 
these unrelated frames.
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and ASIC showing up to 35% processing energy savings. The negative side 
of Bi-PON is its disruptive approach, as it requires a decimator instead of 
DEMUX. The decimator function requires strict synchronization to only tune 
to related bits. Moreover, Bi-PON can only work for a fixed number of 
ONUs. In the current reported study, a fixed numbers of 256 ONUs was 
assumed. All the reported Bi-PON studies are on an FPGA-based laboratory 
testbed comprised of only a single OLT and ONU. Therefore, there is still a 
need for testing this concept in a network environment with multiple ONUs.
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FIGURE 15.9 A PON network supporting the ALR function [50].

The switching from one line rate to another is a three-step process. First,

15.5 ADAPTIVE LINK RATE (ALR
Similar to Bi-PON, the ALR technique tries to reduce dynamic power 
component of  and  by reducing the Frequency (F factor in 
Equation 15.1. It achieves energy savings of the network by reducing the line 
rate when traffic is lower than a pre-decided threshold. At a lower frequency, 
the dynamic power of electronic components is lower because of reduced 
capacitive effects. The power consumption of optical functional blocks also 
reduces due to lower dispersion at lower line rates. Figure 15.9 shows the 
concept of ALR in a PON network. The ONU has both 1G and 10G receivers 
whereas the OLT has 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps transmitters. The idea is to have a 
dual rate adaptive communication between the OLT and ONU. The ALR 
function at the MAC layer in the OLT decides to choose between 1 Gbps and 
10 Gbps line rates and informs the ONU via a downstream message. In case 
of EPON, this message will be through a GATE message frame whereas in 
case of ITU PONs this will be though a PLOAM message. The ALR function 
at the ONU at its MAC layer selects between the 1 Gbps receiver or 10 Gbps 
receiver based on OLT instructions.
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the OLT ALR function needs to decide when to switch. This switching is 
performed on a pre-defined bandwidth threshold . The second step is 
ONU synchronization with OLT, requiring a synchronization time . The 
third step is the physical link rate switching at the hardware level. All these 
three steps require a transition time . Selection of  also requires use of a 
suitable guard band, keeping in view the laser turn ON/OFF times. A large 
value of  may lead to buffer overflows and subsequent packet loss and 
increase of mean delays.

The ALR technique was first presented for an ethernet-based network in 
reference [48]. This study demonstrates an energy savings of up to 80%. 
Since a 10 G-EPON and the 1 G-EPON system can easily coexist by having 
separate wavelengths for both line rates as 1577 nm and 1490 nm, Kubo et al.
[49,50] have successfully demonstrated an ALR technique using 10 G-EPON 
and 1 G-EPON transceivers in a single OLT in addition to sleep mode. It has 
been shown in reference [51] that the ALR technique is more effective than 
sleep mode when the power consumption in the 1 Gbps state is less than 
twice that of the sleep states of 10 Gbps ONUs.

However, up to now, no demonstration has been made for ITU PONs and 
all the studies have only chosen IEEE PONs (EPON and 10 G-EPON in 
their analysis probably due to the incompatibility of higher and lower rate 
ITU PONs i.e., GPON and XGPON. GPON can operate at 1.2 Gbps as well 
as 2.5 Gbps downstream rates cannot be integrated with XGPON that 
operates at 10 Gbps downstream rate due to quite different MAC layer 
structure. For example, a GPON frame can carry only a single PLOAM 
message in a frame whereas XGPON can carry multiple PLOAM messages. 
Moreover, GPON can operate at variable data rates whereas XGPON 
downstream is fixed to 10 Gbps. Therefore, for XGPON additional changes 
at the MAC layer will be required to support slower data rate operation as the 
standard only specifies a fixed 10 Gbps downstream line rate [52]. To apply 
an ALR technique to an ITU PON XGPON, the MAC layer of the XGPON 
needs modifications to support lower line rates.
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15.6 MOST SUITABLE ENERGY
CONSERVATION TECHNIQUE FOR ITU
PONS

Based on the comparative studies especially in references [28,53], a
comparison of all the above discussed techniques has been made in Table
15.1 on the basis of energy savings, US/DS delays, new investment
requirements, and computational complexity. It is clear that cyclic sleep and
watchful sleep modes seem to be the best choices based on our comparison
criteria. Although watchful sleep mode has been shown to be superior in
energy conservation with slightly more US delays in references [37] and [38],
in all of these analysis fixed bandwidth allocation has been assumed.
Therefore, further research is needed to explore the merits and demerits of
both these approaches and to determine the most suitable energy conservation
technique for ITU PONs.

TABLE 15.1
Table Showing a Comparative Analysis of Energy Conservation
Techniques for ITU PONs
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15.7 

15.7.1 

FACTORS IMPACTING
CYCLIC/WATCHFUL SLEEP MODE
PERFORMANCE

The performance of cyclic sleep depends upon four parameters of the DBA
algorithm, , ,  and service interval ( ), which are discussed
separately in the following subsections.

SLEEP TIME ( )/WATCH TIME ( )
There are two approaches in selecting the sleep periods. The first approach is
fixed cycle sleep mode (FCSM) in which sleep cycle length is fixed in each
cycle unless interrupted by LWI or FWI events. Most of the sleep studies use
FCSM. In this approach, a longer  provides more energy savings but may
result in more buffering of incoming traffic packets and may result in frame
loss and increase of communication delays. Sleep time of 20–50 ms has been
shown to be a suitable choice in according to reference [54] whereas in
reference [39] 50 ms has been shown to be the most optimistic value to
maximize ONU energy savings and minimize delays. Dynamic cyclic sleep
mode (DCSM) increases  according to some functions as in reference [29]
or based on traffic types as in reference [55]. A dynamic sleep period
calculation method based on the OLT queue length using a feedback
controller has been described in reference [56]. However, all DCSM
approaches increase computation load of the OLT and require reconfiguration
of all sleep mode timers at the OLT and ONU every time, before starting a
sleep cycle. This also increases messaging overhead between the OLT and
ONUs. The study in [57] has shown FCSM to be more suitable than DCSM
and showing up to 50% energy savings with a traffic load up to 31 Mbps.
Therefore, FCSM is better than DCSM technique and can provide significant
energy savings while maintaining QOS provided LWI indicators and  are
set carefully.
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15.7.2 

15.7.3 

LOCAL WAKE UP/FORCED WAKE UP INDICATION

(LWI/FWI)
An LWI event at an OLT or ONU acts as a red signal of a traffic light to stop
sleep mode. The OLT informs the ONU about its LWI event by first sending
an awake message. However, if the ONU does not acknowledge within a
period of , it asserts FWI = 1 in every DS frame in the BWmap field of
the GPON/XGPON frame. Typically in most of the studies, LWI is asserted
by the OLT or ONU if there is even a single packet like in reference [24].
This surely reduces energy savings due to frequent interruption of sleep
mode. Another approach in reference [38] proposes to hold LWI at ONU for
a fixed time period of 40 ms and LWI at the OLT for a fixed time period of
50 ms after a traffic frame arrival during the sleep cycle with . This
approach enhances energy savings but leads to higher queuing delays at
higher traffic load.

SLEEP AWARE TIME ( ) AND SERVICE INTERVAL

(SI)
In the cyclic sleep, the ONU temporarily comes out of the sleep mode for a
time  for three purposes:

1. To check if LWI at the ONU/OLT is set or FWI =1. If any one is
high, then it quits sleep mode and switches to AF state.

2. To receive bandwidth allocation for PLOAM messages and send
pending PLOAM messages to the OLT at the granted US time slots.

3. To receive US bandwidth allocation for sending its queue report for
type 1 (T1) to type 4 (T4) traffic classes.

4. To receive US bandwidth allocation for US transmissions for all T1
to T4 traffic classes.

Therefore,  should be long enough to let an ONU finish all the above
tasks. SI plays a key role here for the selection of  as in the worst case an
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ONU might have to wait for a time period equal to SI to receive US 
bandwidth allocation for sending PLOAM messages and queue reports for 
T2, T3, and T4 traffic classes to OLT. Therefore,  > SI is a necessary 
condition to keep US communications intact. Sleep mode studies mostly 
choose values between 1 and 5 ms. A very short  of 0.25 ms has been 
proposed in reference [58] but the analysis does not consider DBA algorithm. 
Typical values of SI used in DBA algorithms for ITU PONs are 5 or 10 
[59,60]. Therefore,  should be at least 1.3 ms and thus a choice of 2 ms is a 
suitable choice.
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15.8 RECOMMENDATIONS
For the existing PON network, the sleep mode technique is the most suitable 
technique if its control parameters are carefully configured. Most of the 
present research on sleep modes does not consider all the traffic classes and 
the DBA algorithm. An ONU awakened from the AS state requires 
bandwidth for sending pending messages US to the OLT and then needs 
bandwidth allocation for all of the traffic classes to send buffer occupancy 
reports. Present research work assumes it to be perfectly working during 
sleep mode analysis. However, this coordination between cyclic sleep and the 
DBA algorithm needs further study. Although cyclic sleep has been widely 
studied, there is still a need to develop a cyclic sleep framework to guide on 
the selection/configuration of optimum values of , , and  and all 
ONU and OLT sleep mode timers. The Bi-PON technique appears to be 
another attractive energy conservation technique for future PONs. It requires 
further validation of results in a network environment and at higher line rates. 
A combination of the sleep mode technique with Bi-PON could be the most 
energy-efficient solution in future PONs.
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15.9 CONCLUSION
This chapter reviewed the energy conservation techniques compatible with 
ITU PONs. Most of the PON network energy is wasted at the ONU and 
comparatively little at the OLT. Energy conservation at the OLT requires 
special arrangements as all ONUs are connected to it. Therefore, it is more 
convenient and beneficial to reduce the energy consumption of a PON ONU. 
The energy consumption of an ONU is due to four main power components: 

, , , and .  cannot be saved until ONU is completely 
powered off. However, , , and  can be partially or fully 
saved. The Bi-PON study proposes a disruptive approach that changes the 
existing byte-oriented frame structure of ITU PONs to a bit interleaved 
pattern so that every ONU only tunes to its own bits. This results in reduction 
of 97–99% unrelated frame processing by the ONUs and thus reduces . 
Moreover, this technique also reduces the dynamic power component of 

 by early decimation of data and OAM bits from the incoming frame at 
the line rate. The ALR technique tries to reduce the overall dynamic power 
consumption of all ONU modules by switching between a 1 Gbps and 10 
Gbps line rates. Both OLT and ONU have a ALR control function in the 
MAC layer that controls the switching between higher and lower line rates 
based on traffic threshold . However, this technique requires additional 
optical transmitters at the OLT and receivers at the ONU. Therefore, it is 
costly and not easy to adapt especially in ITU PONs. ONU sleep mode is the 
most widely used technique because it is easier to adapt as it only requires 
changes in MAC layer. Doze mode is a half sleep in which only the optical 
transmitter of ONU is turned off and the optical receiver remains on. Many 
sleep mode techniques have been proposed in literature but cyclic sleep has 
been adapted by the PON standardizing bodies. Generally, sleep mode causes 
substantial increase in US and DS delays. US communication is more 
affected by sleep mode as the US bandwidth is shared between ONUs using a 
DBA algorithm. Doze mode is therefore more useful but it reduces energy 
savings.A combination of sleep and doze mode is more useful in balancing
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the energy savings and US delays. Several unifying techniques have been 
proposed in literature and now finally ITU has standardized this technique as 
watchful sleep mode. In one research study, it has been shown that watchful 
sleep provides higher energy savings compared to cyclic sleep but another 
study shows slightly lesser savings compared to cyclic sleep. The increase in 
communication delays with sleep mode can be controlled by optimizing the 
three main sleep control parameters: , , and .
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16.1 INTRODUCTION
A variety of visualized applications including the medical domain, for 
example, video image transmission, vital sign signals monitoring and so on, 
to the non-medical domain such as sports and entertainment and so on 
produces a set of technical requirements in terms of energy efficiency. Hence, 
architectures and protocols are needed as shown in Figure 16.1. To make 
patients feel comfortable and at ease, sensor nodes should have tiny size and 
long-lasting batteries. Due to the limited node size, the capacity of the battery 
is also restricted; therefore, WBSNs must have the ability of efficient energy 
utilization [1].
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FIGURE 16.1 Architecture of wireless body sensor networks in medical health
applications.

The major issue of the deployment of WBSNs is the energy consumption
[2]. The recently available battery technologies do not have high energy to
produce nodes with adequately long lifetime and satisfactory cost.
Furthermore, the reasonably slow progress in battery technology does not
promise battery-driven WBSN nodes in the near future, and replacing
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batteries is simply not a viable option in most cases, such as implanted 
WBSN nodes. Hence, energy depletion is supposed as the dominant factor in 
devising and implementation of WBSNs. The key reason of the energy 
efficiency is to employ energy in such a way that each node remains alive all 
the time, further to extend battery lifetime of WBSNs. It is very essential for 
sensor nodes to have efficient energy saving techniques for the confined 
sources, and the application requirement should be fulfilled according to the 
presented energy sources.

Additionally, energy saving is examined as a constrained resource for 
WBSNs, especially when nodes are set up in a remote region; once they 
utilize the available energy, it is almost impossible to give supplement energy 
[3–4]. Consequently, balanced energy usage between supply and load is 
needed to reduce energy drain in WBSNs.

Currently, researchers are focusing on WBSNs for medical healthcare, in 
terms of bio-signals monitoring and video transmission to deliver clear and 
insightful pictures of emergency patients [5–9]. Therefore, owing to the first 
principal application of WBSNs being in long-term healthcare, energy-
efficiency is one of the extremely important characteristics. However, the 
battery lifetime of nodes depends on available energy sources and overall 
energy depletion.

In today’s world, we are witnessing a mind-blowing and significant 
growth of information and communication techniques for WBSNs. This 
progress has created a need for their analysis and performance evaluation. 
Energy efficiency is examined as one of the mature problems of WBSNs and 
is the cornerstone for medical healthcare applications [10–15]. When one or 
more sensors have to be implanted, put on a body, or worn by a patient, it is 
important to reduce the stress on a patient’s body caused by battery 
replacement/recharging. The problem of reducing energy consumption can be 
tackled by realizing energy-saving techniques at the physical layer.

The development of energy-efficient and battery-friendly WBSNs is a 
very challenging issue. On one hand, energy-constrained sensors are expected 
to run autonomously for longer periods. However, it may be very costly to 
replace exhausted batteries or even impossible in hostile environments. On
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the other hand, unlike other networks, WBSNs are designed for specific 
applications.

In recent years, many researchers have proposed several methods of 
energy saving in WBSNs, and there is a lot of room to continue to optimize 
energy in battery-limited WBSNs. However, none of the conventional 
methods is universally applicable. For example, abnormal or emergency 
medical applications require fast and timely feedback, but this is not the case 
for other applications, such as in non-critical or normal applications where 
the latency is not very important. We believe that energy optimization 
problems should be handled by attentively attending to the application 
requirements in a more systematic manner.

This research aims to develop the technical solutions for presenting 
energy-efficient and battery-friendly data transmission to minimize energy 
consumption and extend battery lifetime of WBSNs. Therefore, battery–
driven or data rate control and transmission power control (TPC-driven or 
power control algorithms are developed for the validation of theoretical and 
software-based estimations of energy consumption in WBSNs. In addition, 
two medical healthcare applications, medical monitoring of the emergency 
patients and vital sign signals (12-lead ECG monitoring of patients in 
emergency situations, have been proposed for simple and cost-effective 
health monitoring.
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16.2 RELATED WORK
Previous research works were focused on protocol design, networking 
policies, QoS analysis, etc. in wireless body and sensor networks. In 
Reference [13], WBSNs have been reviewed with an emphasis on 
physiological parameters, typical network topology, and data rates used for 
various services. It also discusses core issues that affect physical layer 
parameters such as channel modeling, antenna design, transmission power, 
etc. Their research proposed a three-level architecture for WBSNs. Level 1 is 
known as an intra-body sensor network, in which nodes accumulate vital sign 
signals and then send them to the intermediate relay node, for example, a 
server; Level 2 is an inter-body sensor network which shows the 
communication path between the intermediate relay and some access points; 
and Level 3 is used as a database for patient record-keeping, but they do not 
concentrate on energy consumption minimization and battery lifetime 
extension of WBSNs.

Crosby et al. [16] presented details of wearable devices that classify them 
into on-body and implantable nodes on the basis of environmental conditions 
and bio-signals such as electrocardiogram (ECG, glucose, temperature, etc. 
The authors also figured out that the main source of energy consumption is 
the inefficient power protocols. In References [17,18], the researchers have 
compared wireless sensor networks (WSNs and WBSNs and then examined 
the major characteristics such as data rate, power level, etc. of the physical 
layer. The authors further presented their point of view that the combination 
of energy harvesting and lower energy consumption techniques forms the 
optimal energy solution for any autonomous system.

Micek et al. [19] discussed the detailed study of energy saving techniques 
and sources. It was analyzed that different subsystems of a node consume 
unequal amounts of energy, therefore, necessary steps should be taken for the 
limited battery budget of WBSNs. Several issues related to network topology, 
body motion, energy-deficiency, and the overall network lifetime are 
addressed [20]. In Reference [21], researchers have discussed recent
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challenges in terms of routing protocols and their energy consumption from 
the aspect of the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. Besides, most research works have 
been devoted to the objective of energy optimization and battery lifetime 
extension in WBSNs.

Multiple experiments were conducted with the help of different 
technologies for medical emergency detection in WBSNs. The response of 
the network to the amalgam of the deployed technologies was then analyzed 
and assessed according to their particular nature and purpose [22].
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16.3 

16.3.1 

PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNAL MONITORING
IN WBSNs

To save the life of emergency patients it is foremost important to deal with
human physiological characteristics.

VITAL SIGN SIGNALS

Basic and vital parameters play a major role in evaluating and assessing the
health status of the human body and few of them are presented below.

Electrocardiography (1-lead, 3-lead, and 12-lead): Human heart
activity through electrical recordings.
Electroencephalography (EEG): Representation of the brain activity
using electrical signals.
Respiratory rate: Inspiration and expiration activity within a specific
time interval.
Blood pressure: Level of pushing the blood and its distribution in
arteries by the heart.
Temperature: Ability of the human body to generate and avoid heat.
Oxygen saturation: Amount of the oxygen level in the blood.

The health condition of patients can be monitored by the frequent analysis
of the vital sign signals. Patients with critical ailments such as heart attack
must be diagnosed after every single minute. In Reference [23], different
requirements of the human body in terms of physiological characteristics are
presented. Due to the distinct traits and behavior of the human body, the data
rates are changing accordingly.

The time ratio between active and inactive communication intervals is
defined as the duty cycle, which is a potential parameter at the MAC layer to
determine the status of the radio transceiver. Different researchers adopt
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distinct parameters to evaluate the performance of WBSNs. In 
References [21,24], bit error rate (BER, is the focus of attention. It is 
described that BER plays an important role for wireless monitoring of vital 
sign signals in WBSNs. To define a desired BER threshold for WBSNs is a 
very cumbersome job, because the reliability, that is, packet loss ratio (PLR, 
is a key performance metric which has strong connection with the BER. 
Therefore, it can be said that PLR will increase as distance between the 
transmitter node and BS increases. Reference [25] discusses that the BER has 
linear trade-off with the number of nodes on the patient’s body. For example, 
in a six nodes scenario BER is about 0.001%, which is reasonable to cope-up 
with performance evaluation in WBSN as shown in Table 16.1. Moreover, in 
Reference [26] BER values of 0.002% and 0.01%–0.02% are categorized for 
the line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight scenarios between the transmitter node 
and BS.
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TABLE 16.1
Specifications of Sensor Nodes in WBSN

Body Sensors Endoscopy
Image ECG Blood

Pressure
Respiratory

Rate
BER 10-4 10-6 10-8 10-7

Latency 0.5 sec 0.3 sec 0.75 sec 0.6 sec
Traffic generation

distribution Poisson Constant Constant Constant

Message generation rate 1538.46
Byte/sec

500
Byte/sec 512 Byte/sec 1024 Byte/sec

Inter-arrival packet time 0.065 sec 0.20 sec 0.195 sec 0.097 sec

Source: B. Pourmohseni and M. Eshghi, Journal of Application or Innovation in
Engineering and Management, 2, 393–402, 2013.

Video transmission has got amazing attention due to the magnetic effect
of modern digital technologies. MPEG-4 and H.264/advanced video coding
(AVC) are the most used standards developed and standardized jointly by the
International Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical
Commission (ISO/IEC) and the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU-T), respectively [28].

16.4 VIDEO TRANSMISSION IN WBSNs
In this digital world everyone needs a prompt response in a short span of 
time. Therefore, video is widely deployed as an important asset in WBSNs. 
Wireless video transmission potentially impacts the starting hours of any 
emergency incident. The doctors can train nursing and care-giving staff on 
the basis of a patient’s video images to obtain clear and insightful 
information [27].
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16.4.1 

16.4.2 

JOINT TRANSMISSION OF VIDEO AND PHYSIOLOGICAL

SIGNALS

Recently, research in the medical healthcare domain is the topmost priority of
developing countries. The concept of pervasive and ubiquitous health has
helped everyone from newly born babies to older patients. In addition,
telemedicine, which is a well-known platform of wireless video, has
broadened its use in medical care, especially in WBSNs, with pleasant and
economical output. Moreover, vital sign signals of patients are transmitted in
real time with very high desire and requirement. Therefore, the joint
integration of video and vital sign features of human body is a leading step in
the medical world for physicians and patients to maintain visual inspection of
the emergency patient in rural areas [27]. Furthermore, the transmission of
video and vital sign signals in WBSNs contains dynamic rate strategy to
multiplex the data and also minimize the wasteful resources which were used
in the past in conventional telemedicine systems.

VIDEO AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS

SYNCHRONIZATION

Joint transmission and synchronization of vital sign parameters and video is
an incredible choice in medical health applications, because it helps
physicians to simultaneously observe the video image and 12-lead ECG of
the patient at the emergency location in the hospital. Also, formal and
effective practices require the synchronization of both video and physical
features for proper medical treatment, diagnosis, and bio-feedback. For
example, a patient’s safety in anesthesia operating rooms requires the
creation of a permanent and accurate record of clinical events with
synchronized video and vital sign signals. For diagnosing breathing
anomalies in pediatrics and older patients during sleep, the synchronization
between video recordings and polysomnographic readings is necessary.
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16.5 ENERGY MODEL AND ENERGY
OPTIMIZATION IN WBSNs

Energy-efficient and battery-friendly communication is essential for WBSN.
In this section, In this section, an energy model [27] is considered for energy
optimization in WBSNs. The model parameters can be changed on the basis
of application and network requirements. WBSNs with sensor nodes and
BS are assumed, where all nodes wirelessly communicate with each other as
well with the BS.

Generally, nodes perform three main tasks in the designed energy model:
first, measurement of bio-signals, second, data recording, and third, data
communications. As energy deficiency is a key problem, therefore the main
purpose is to focus on transmission energy drain in WBSNs. The time
interval of sensor  is considered an optimization parameter for energy
efficiency during data sensing and transmission. In this regard, we
acknowledge that a sensor  depletes  energy while
sensing a data packet of size  bits. It also consumes  energy in reading
and storing  bits, and wastes  energy during transmission of a  bit
packet with sensor  and distance .  denotes the energy consumption of
each node during its active or sleep periods. The energy consumption in the
entire WBSN (i.e., of all sensor nodes ) is given in Equation 16.1.

(16.1)

As the transceiver of every node adopts active, idle, and sleep modes, it is
important to discuss the duty cycle (DC) of sensor , as presented in Equation
16.2.

(16.2)
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where
 = time required for sleep to idle transition
 = time required for idle to sleep transition

 = active/wake-up time of a node
 = sleep time of a node

The average current for a sensor ( ) is given by Equation 16.3:

(16.3)

(16.4)

(16.5)

where , show the Current(mA) for active and sleep modes
respectively.

(16.6)

(16.7)

(16.8)

(16.9)

We define  as the supply voltage and , , and  show the time of
sensing, storing, and reading only one information bit, respectively, whereas 

, , and  show the current (mA) consumed during sensing, storing, and
reading processes, respectively.  is the energy drain during transmission
of  bits of information,  shows the path loss exponent, and is the
energy consumption of the power amplifier. Finally,  is the active time of
the sensor, and ( ) is the duty cycle. From analysis of the sensor node’s
operation, we see that more energy is consumed during transmission as
shown in Equation 16.10. The term  cannot be optimized because the
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16.5.1 

(16.10)

where , , and  show the transmission power, sampling frequency (in
samples per second), and length (in bits per sample) of measurement sample
for sensor , respectively, whereas , , and  represent the data rate,
overhead bits, and data updating time interval of sensor , respectively.

ENERGY OPTIMIZATION CONSTRAINTS

According to the basic health requirements and total emergency reporting
time , an expert physician pre-defines the data update interval according to
the monitoring level required for sensors attached on his/her body and that
specified time acts as the monitoring interval or updating interval for each
sensor node. This gives the first constraint on the value of  as in Equation
16.11.

(16.11)

There is a limited number of available time slots. Each slot has a size ,

which defines  slots in a unit time interval. As each sensor is  slots

this specified interval and that slot can be allotted to one sensor at a time.
Equation 16.12 presents the restricted number of time slots.

(16.12)

Measuring data sample size during two updating intervals, can be
restrained to only a fraction  of the buffer size , without go beyond
limit. This defines the second constraint as in Equation 16.13.

energy depletion in the  is examined by the hardware designer according 
to the size and range of the network components. We evaluate the 
optimization of only . For further details see Reference [27].
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16.5.2 

(16.13)

Total data bits sent during each updating interval are 
;, this expression will be restricted due to the time slot

size , data rate , and the overhead , in the form of constraints, as in
Equation 16.14.

(16.14)

COST FUNCTION

The cost function is composed of energy consumption and latency functions.
The energy consumption of sensor  in Equation 16.10 can be further
expressed in Equation 16.15.

(16.15)

where, the first term  is constant at each updating interval , and merely
changes from node to node counting on the vital sign signal measurement,
whereas the second term varies and depends on the overhead data. The other
parameter of the cost function is the latency, , which is defined as the time
spent in collecting and transmitting data sample from transmitter node to BS,
respectively, as shown in Equation 16.16.

(16.16)

The final cost function is

(16.17)

where  is the specific weight given to the power consumption in sensor , 
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Minimize

(16.18)

constrained to

(16.19)

 is the coefficient exploiting high priority for minimizing latency  of 
sensor , and  is the term shows importance to latency related to energy 
drain. The final optimization problem based on the cost function and the 
constraints is expressed as in Equation 16.18.
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16.6 

16.6.1 

16.6.1.1 

ENERGY-EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES FOR
WBSNs

In this section, we review the conventional energy saving approaches to deal
with the energy consumption problem of WBSNs. The classification of
energy-efficient techniques is presented in Figure 16.2.

RADIO OPTIMIZATION SCHEME

The radio module is the integral part that causes battery drain of sensor
nodes. To minimize energy consumption during data transmission, radio
factors, for example, coding and modulation, power level, and the antenna,
are considered.

Transmission Power Control (TPC)
It has been reviewed that energy-efficiency at the physical layer is obtained
by adapting the radio transmission power level. With the help of cooperative
topology control with adaptation (CTCA) the power level of every node is
adjusted frequently to take into account the random and non-uniform energy
depletion profile of the nodes. Therefore, a node with a higher level of
unused energy may increase its transmission power, which will probably
empower neighboring nodes to decrease their power level to save energy
[29]. Nevertheless, the TPC mechanism not only affects energy level but also
channel quality, interference, and coverage. As the transmission power
decreases, interference decreases, but the delay increases because more hops
will be needed to forward a data packet. Finally, transmission power impacts
the network topology due to variation in the node’s connectivity during
communication between the transmitter node and BS.
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16.6.1.2 

FIGURE 16.2 Classification of energy-efficient schemes for WBSNs.

Modulation Optimization
This aims to find the optimum modulation parameters that result in the
minimum energy consumption of the radio. For instance, energy is consumed
by circuit power and transmission power. For short distances, circuit power
consumption is greater than the transmission power, whereas for longer
ranges the signal power becomes dominant. Many researchers have tried to
establish a relationship between the constellation size, the information rate,
the transmission time, and the distance between the nodes. Cui et al. [30]
have examined the level of energy consumed to fulfill the BER and delay
requirement of the networks, and then minimized energy drain with the
optimization of transmission time. Costa et al. [31] have presented the energy
saving performance of three modulation schemes with optimal the parameters
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16.6.1.3 

16.6.1.4 

16.6.1.5 

to obtain the minimum energy consumption between sensor nodes.

Cooperative Communications
These schemes improve the quality of the received signal by manipulating
several single-antenna devices that cooperate to create a virtual multiple-
antenna transmitter. The fact is that the data are usually listened to by
neighboring nodes due to the disseminating nature of the wireless on-body
channel. Therefore, by retransmitting to these nodes it is possible to create
spatial diversity and encounter multi-path fading and shadowing. Jung et al.
[32] showed that cooperative transmission enhances the communication
range and harmonizes the duty cycling of relay nodes. Cui et al. [33] and
Jayaweera [34] compared the energy consumption of both single input single
output (SISO) and virtual-multiple input and multiple output (V-MIMO)
systems and showed that MIMO saves more energy with smaller end-to-end
delay over certain transmission distances, but it requires extra overhead
energy for proper training.

Directional Antennas
These types of antennas transmit and receive signals in one direction at a
time, which improves transmission range and energy efficiency. Directional
antennas may require localization techniques to be aligned, but multiple
communications can occur in close proximity, resulting in the spatial reuse of
bandwidth. In contrast to omni-directional nodes which transmit in unwanted
directions, directional antennas limit overhearing and, for a given range,
require less power. Thus, they can improve network capacity and lifetime
while influencing delay and connectivity [35,36].

Energy-Efficient Cognitive Radio
The communication channel can be chosen by a very dynamic and efficient
cognitive radio (CR), which further adjusts network parameters between the
transmitter and BS. The fundamental software-defined radio (SDR)
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technology is anticipated to produce entirely reconfigurable wireless 
transceivers which automatically tunes their transmission parameters as per 
network needs to improve context-awareness. However, CR requires more 
energy as compared with traditional devices because of raised complexity for 
innovative and sophisticated functionalities [37]. Hence, offering an energy-
efficient cognitive radio–based sensor network is a main hurdle in increasing 
battery energy. Along with that, present cognitive radio studies are 
spotlighted in the transmission power control [38], and residual energy-based 
channel allocation.
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16.7 

16.7.1 

16.7.2 

BATTERY-DRIVEN SCHEMES
The idle states are major sources of energy consumption at the radio
transceiver. Battery-driven schemes aim to put the radio in sleep state/mode
and adjust its activity to save energy in WBSNs.

DUTY Cycling
This arranges the state of a sensor node’s radio on the basis of the network
activity to support the sleep mode. Duty cycling–based techniques are
classified into three categories, for example, on-demand, asynchronous, and
scheduled [39]. The protocols related to duty cycling are usually the most
energy-efficient but they cause long sleep latency, because the transmitter
node waits a long time to wake up the receiver. Furthermore, it is practically
impossible for any node to broadcast at the same time to its all neighbors.
The performance of the network is affected by key parameters such as,
preamble length, listen and sleep periods, and slot time. In recent research
little focus is paid toward adjustment of the sensor node active period to
optimize energy consumption [40]. Additionally, low duty cycling consumes
less energy, however it increases communication delay. For further details
see [41–44].

PASSIVE Wake-Up Radios
Duty cycling misuses energy because of less important wake-ups, low-power
radios are utilized to awake a node when it sends/receives packets, at the
same time energy hungry natured radio is employed for communication. Ba
et al. [45] have discussed a network that includes passive radio frequency
identification (RFID) wake-up radios called wireless identification sensing
platform (WISP)-based nodes and RFID readers. A passive RFID wake-up
radio utilizes the energy dissipated by the reader transmitter to activate the
slept sensor node. However, every node cannot be operated with RFID
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16.7.3 

readers because they consume a large amount of power, which is one of the
biggest problems.

TOPOLOGY Control
When a large number of nodes is deployed for ensuring good space coverage,
it is desirable to deactivate some nodes while maintaining network operation
and connectivity. Topology control protocols exploit redundancy to
dynamically adjust the network topology and reduce the number of active
nodes according to the specific requirements of applications. Those sensor
nodes that do not guarantee connectivity or coverage can be turned off to
further prolong the lifetime of WBSNs. Misra et al. [46] have proposed an
energy optimization technique to maintain network coverage by activating
only a subset of nodes with the minimum overlap area.
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16.8 

16.8.1 

16.8.2 

ENERGY TRANSFERENCE
Currently energy transference, that is, wireless energy transfer methods and
energy harvesting, is receiving a lot of attention. These two approaches can
recharge the battery of WBSNs without any human intervention.

ENERGY Harvesting
Emerging energy harvesting (EH) technologies have contributed a lot to
enable WBSNs to work longer and effectively [47]. Compared to typical
conventional sensors, rechargeable nodes can work continuously for a long
time. EH architectures usually need a energy prediction pattern to create an
efficient and effective way to manage obtained power. Actually, sensor nodes
necessitate estimation of energy transformation to adapt their behavior
vigorously and continuously until the next recharge cycle. Hence, they can
optimize the value of related entities, for example, the duty cycle, bit rate,
transmission power, etc. to minimize energy drain with respect to the regular
interval occurring rate and significance of the harvestable source. It is
essential to note that sensor nodes are considered energy constrained even
during the energy harvesting process, so they still require adopting energy
conserving approaches.

WIRELESS Energy Transfer
The rapid advancement in wireless energy transfer (WET) is anticipated to
raise the sustainability of WBSNs. Therefore, they can be perpetually
operational because these techniques can be utilized to transmit power
between wearable devices without any information exchange between the
transmitter and the BS. WET in WBSNs can be obtained by, electromagnetic
(EM) radiation and magnetic resonant coupling methods. Xie et al. [48]
present an omni-directional EM radiation method having ultra-low-power
requirements and low sensing activities (such as temperature, light, and
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moisture. It is owing to EM waves affected from sudden decline in energy-
efficiency over distance, and active radiation approach can put security 
concerns to the human beings. However, magnetic resonant coupling emerges 
to be the most favorable technique to address the energy requirements of 
WBSNs, because of its high efficiency at long distance. WET has already 
been employed in WBSNs to power on-body and implantable sensor nodes. 
The emerging use of wireless power/energy transfer technology overcomes 
the energy constraint, and it is possible now to adopt the network elements in 
a more manageable way. In this regard, some researchers have already 
developed mobile chargers that directly transfer power to deployed nodes. 
One of the new challenges raised by WET technologies is energy 
cooperation, because it is vital to transfer energy to neighboring nodes. So, in 
future wireless networks, sensor nodes are envisioned to be efficient in 
harvesting energy from the environment and transferring that energy to their 
neighbors, to build an autonomous network. To do this, a suitable solution is 
the multi-hop energy transfer which leads to the design of wireless charging 
protocols and energy cooperative systems.
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16.9 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the experimental results of energy consumption
analysis in WBSNs by considering energy models.

FIGURE 16.3 Energy consumption of different parts in WBSNs.
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Figure 16.4 Total and transmission energy consumption in WBSNs.

Figure 16.3 shows the energy consumption of four main parts of a WSBN:
sensing, reading and storing, transmitting, and receiving of the sensor nodes.
The transmitting and receiving parts consume high energy while the sensing
and reading and storing parts consume much less energy in WBSNs.

Figure 16.4 reveals the relationship between time and energy consumption
of transmission parts and the total energy of four parts in WBSNs. We
observed that transmission energy is less in comparison to the total energy.
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FIGURE 16.5 Proposed energy-efficient solutions in WBSNs.
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16.10 PROPOSED ENERGY-EFFICIENT
SOLUTIONS FOR WBSNs

To reduce energy dissipation, each sensor node uses battery-model-based
rate-control algorithms and power-control algorithms to adjust the data rate
and transmission power level based on the RSSI level at the base station
(BS). For further details see [49,50] and [51–55] (Figure 16.5).
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16.11 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this research, an energy-efficient health assessment with energy 
consumption and optimization model is presented for achieving more energy 
saving in WBSNs. In addition to fulfilling the necessities of human beings 
and encountering major hurdles in the medical health domain, this chapter 
studies and presents typical conventional energy consumption and battery-
model-based approaches for vital sign signals and video transmission in 
WBSNs. Furthermore, physiological signal monitoring and its 
synchronization with video transmission is discussed.

The fact that the existing energy saving techniques encourages the 
research on looking for the development of novel energy-efficient and 
battery-friendly solutions, which guarantee low-power consumption, more 
energy-saving and longer battery lifetime in WBSNs. For that purpose, the 
limitations of existing energy saving and battery-model-based techniques are 
first examined and other potential battery-driven or rate-control and 
transmission power control (TPC driven or power control alternatives further 
explored. It has been evaluated and concluded through theoretical analysis 
and Monte Carlo simulation in MATLAB® that the constant transmission 
part of the sensor node consumes more energy than the rest of the parts. 
Hence, we can say that our research work provides a comprehensive energy-
saving technique in WBSNs. In future studies, we will focus on the energy 
efficiency during video transmission over an integrated network involving the 
IoT and telemedicine in WBSNs. Furthermore, a novel algorithm will be 
developed and integrated with an energy optimization model to measure 
quality of service (QoS in WBSNs.
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 17.1 gives an overview of VLC,
followed by a brief discussion on the VLC system architecture in Section
17.2. Section 17.3 highlights the applications of the VLC. The general
modulation schemes are given in Section 17.4. Then, Section 17.5 discusses
power efficient techniques, while spectral efficient techniques are covered in
Section 17.6, and Section 17.7 demonstrates the interference cancellation
techniques. This chapter also discusses a comparison of different modulation
techniques in terms of power efficiency, spectral efficiency, and interference
cancellation and concludes with the best suited technique for power,
spectrum, and interference.
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17.1 INTRODUCTION TO VISIBLE LIGHT
COMMUNICATION (VLC)

Nowadays, transfer of data from one place to another is one of the most
essential requirements. Data from one place to another or from one computer
to another is carried by local area network (LAN) and wireless LAN (i.e. Wi-
Fi). Wireless LAN facilitates fixed and mobile devices (computer, cellular
phones, etc.) to communicate via Internet. IEEE has divided Wi-Fi into a few
standards known as IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11n. It uses the
2.4–5 GHz radio frequency and has turned into the essential requirement to
access the Internet in households, in workplaces, or at open hotspots. At
present, 1.5 million radio wave base stations and approximately 5 billion
mobile connections are transferring data of around 600 TB every month. As
usage of wireless data is increasing exponentially every year, the radio
frequency spectrum is getting clogged up day by day and the capacity of
wireless data is going down [1]. As the wireless radio frequencies are getting
exhausted, therefore, complications are growing. In 2011, to overcome these
problems, one of the Professors from the University of Edinburgh named
Harald Haas developed a new standard in which data can be transferred
through LED by using visible light communication (VLC). This is also
known as a light fidelity (Li-Fi) or VLC system [2]. VLC uses the visible
light spectrum from 400 THz to 800 THz (780–375 nm) with a data rate up to
1 Gbps as shown in Figure 17.1. VLC is commonly used for indoor
communication. It uses LEDs as a transmission source and photodiodes as a
receiving component [1].

Due to simultaneous illumination and communication in the VLC, a
number of fascinating applications comprising faster communication through
illumination structure at homes/offices, networking, communication via
headlights in cars, communication in aeroplane/trains, communication via
traffic lights, and underwater communication are deployed [3].

As light is restrained to a specific region enclosed in dense walls, the
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FIGURE 17.1 Electromagnetic spectrum.

Another challenge facing VLC is interference of other lights such as
fluorescent light, candescent light, sunlight, reflection of mirrors, etc. The
interference can degrade the performance or simply the data rate of the VLC
system. Therefore, some modulation and line encoding techniques are
analyzed to mitigate or reduce the effects of interference on VLC [6].

regions of the VLC system ensure higher safety. It provides a higher data rate 
up to 1 Gbps through a wider unlicensed bandwidth spectrum. It can easily be 
integrated with the prevailing illumination structure as well as 
communication system. Apart from the advantages, VLC is also facing some 
challenges which should be addressed. Generally, the LED would be 
powered on most of the time for illumination purposes, so the communication 
is done by fast flickering of the LED (which is not noticeable by the human 
eye. The flickering rate of the LED is directly proportional to the data rate 
and LED brightness [4]. In other words, the brighter the LED, the faster the 
flickering rate, which correspondingly enhances the data rate. The brighter 
the LED, the more electrical power it consumes. To overcome this issue, 
dimming techniques can be used. Nevertheless, the dimming mechanism has 
greater influence over the data rate of communication. It adjusts the mean 
intensity in accordance with consumer requests, which in turn reduces the 
attainable data rate of the communication link [5].
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17.2 VLC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
There are a number of characteristics which should be analyzed briefly to 
enterprise, execute, and drive an effective VLC system such as impulse 
response of a channel, which is responsible for analyzing and confronting the 
influences of distortions. The configurations of the VLC system are basically 
divided into two categories: directed LOS channel and non-LOS (diffuse 
channel. In the directed LOS channel, there is no need to calculate reflections 
because the path loss can be simply deduced from the beam divergence of the 
transmitter, distance between the transmitter and receiver, and receiver size. 
However, non-LOS or diffuse system employ reflections from the surface of 
room as well as furniture as shown in Figure 17.2. The configurations are 
taken into account according to some parameters which include inclination 
degree between transmitter and receiver, presence of LOS route [3].

Intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD is the modulation 
technique used to implement VLC channels because of its low cost and lower 
complexity. Figure 17.3 depicts the basic building block of the VLC channel. 
Initially, the input electrical data (bits is mapped to the optical source 
(LED/LD, then the drive current of the LED/LD is combined with 
modulating signal m(t) by varying the intensity of LED/LD x(t). This 
intensity modulated x(t signal is carried over the wireless channel and then 
received by the photodetector (PD. The PD accepts the signal with a 
combination of more than thousands of short wavelengths that create the 
photocurrent y(t. The photocurrent is instantly related to instant transmitted 
optical power, which in turn is instantly related to power 2 of the electric 
signal [1,7].

Figure 17.4 demonstrates a schematic representation of the VLC system. 
Here, a dimming control block is used with LEDs to precisely regulate the 
brightness of an LED to the appropriate level of dimming. Dimming is used 
because an LED is on/off for a very short duration of time, that is, for 
nanoseconds. Thus, to increase the LED response time (on/off time, drive 
current is modulated at moderately higher frequency. This faster LED on/off
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switching is totally out of sight of human eyes [3].

FIGURE 17.2 Optical VLC links: (a) diffuse link; (b) LOS link.

FIGURE 17.3 Basic building block of VLC system with IM/DD.

FIGURE 17.4 Block diagram of VLC system.
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Consequently, the LED would emit low frequency and high frequency 
pulses. The brightness (luminous flux of an LED is instantly related to the 
thickness of the dimming signal. There are basically two types of optical 
sources or transmitters: laser diode and LED. The sources can be selected 
according to user’s requirement. Mostly, the LED is more often used instead 
of a laser due to its dual functionality: communication and illumination. A 
usual office atmosphere requires the brightness or illuminance around 200 lx 
to 1000 lx. Basically, two kinds of LEDs are used in VLC which are LEDs 
that emit one color (i.e. blue, green, and red and white LEDs. White light in 
LED can be generated by using one of two ways. The first one generates 
white light by merging red, green, and blue (RGB in accurate quantity. The 
second method uses a blue LED along with a layer of phosphor coating that 
discharges yellow light. The layer absorbs one segment of light having a 
short wavelength, then the absorbed light undergoes a shift in wavelength to a 
wavelength of yellow color. In the next step, the wavelength shifts to red 
color, and the wavelength is combined with an unabsorbable blue factor, 
which creates white light [8].

Unlike LED, photodetectors are also of two kinds which are most 
commonly employed in VLC—PIN photodiode and avalanche photodiode 
(APD. An APD has higher gain than a PIN but is not excessively used due to 
the enormous amount of shot noise produced by greater photocurrent. In 
VLC, the most commonly used photodetectors are PIN photodetectors 
because they are not expensive, have more tolerance to higher temperature, 
and can easily be deployed in a flooded area, which has a higher intensity of 
light [3].

Optical filters are also utilized in VLC systems to overwhelm the 
deterioration of time-consuming phosphor to squeeze the quicker blue light. 
Nevertheless, the procedure consumes a significant ratio of received power of 
the signal. However, almost the entire optical received power is overwhelmed 
by the multicolored sources for every channel [3].

The effect of limiting the bandwidth of the phosphor layer should be 
avoided to attain a higher data rate. For this reason, some techniques are used 
which include blue filtering, pre/post-equalization, or a combo of the three.
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Blue filtering is used at the receiving side to remove the yellow factors that 
are very slow in processing. Pre-equalization is used at the source, whereas 
post-equalization can be used at the receiving side. In addition, some 
composite modulation techniques can be used to attain a higher data rate. The 
methodology includes multilevel modulation schemes such as the discrete 
multi-tone (DMT modulation technique and quadrature amplitude 
modulation (QAM along with optical frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM. The data rate could be surged to thousands of Mbps if these 
techniques are employed along with blue filtering [9–11].
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17.3 

17.3.1 

17.3.2 

17.3.3 

17.3.4 

VLC APPLICATIONS
VLC is a very vast field and may be used in many areas. The areas where
VLC may be used are discussed below.

LI-FI

Initially, VLC was used by Harald Haas in 2011, and he named it light
fidelity (Li-Fi). Li-Fi is a VLC technique that offers high speed bi-directional
wireless communication. It is equivalent to Wi-Fi. Li-Fi has overcome many
problems of Wi-Fi such as interference with other RF signals and low speed.
Li-Fi also supports Internet of Things (IoT) by offering 10 Gbps speed [12].

WIRELESS LANs
VLC can be used to offer wireless communication at very high speeds, up to
10 Gbps. It can be used with a star topology. The LED can be mounted at the
roof of the room where users can accommodate it by sitting or standing under
the LED light. A VLC star topology architecture can support many users.
This type of architecture can be widely used in offices and hospitals due to
their high security issues [12].

HOSPITALS

In ICUs or MRI sections in hospitals, Wi-Fi is not being used because radio
signals interfere with MRI signals and other machines and they are harmful
for patients too. Comparatively, VLC could be used there because light
waves do not create interference. Another reason to use VLC in hospitals is
that the light waves are not harmful for patients [13].

UNDERWATER COMMUNICATION
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17.3.5 

17.3.6 

17.3.7 

17.3.8 

VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION

VLC is also suitable for vehicle-to-vehicle communication because all
vehicles have visible lights in their vehicular lights. VLC is used to maintain
forward collision warnings, warnings of lane change, pre-crash sensors,
emergency brake lights, violations of traffic signals, assistance with left/right
turns and stop signs, warning of curve speeds, etc. [12].

VISIBLE LIGHT ID SYSTEM

VLC is also used in ID systems for identification of buildings, rooms,
hospitals, subways, aircraft, etc. [12].

SOUND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

VLC can also be used in musical signals via RGB (red, green, and blue)
LEDs [12].

INFORMATION DISPLAYING SIGNBOARDS

Signboards are used to broadcast data or advertisements at buildings, airports,
museums, bus stops, etc. They are mainly made up of bundles of the LEDs
and can also be used for the directions of routes [14].

Wi-Fi employs radio frequency waves for communication purposes. The 
radio waves are not suitable for underwater communication because of their 
high conductivity. Unlike Wi-Fi, visible light has low conductivity in water; 
therefore VLC can easily be employed in underwater communication. The 
untethered remotely operated vehicle (UTROV is an application of VLC 
used mainly for underwater communication. The application is used mainly 
in maintenance of oceans and opportunity of deployment from the ships [12].
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17.4 

17.4.1 

17.4.2 

GENERAL MODULATION TECHNIQUES
The optical channel is totally different from the typical RF channel. The
frequency, phase, and amplitude of the carrier signal is modulated in RF
systems whereas in optical systems, instead of frequency, phase, and
amplitude, the intensity of the optical carrier is being modulated. The
modulation techniques are used to regulate the LEDs at required frequencies
that hold data to be transferred. IEEE 802.15.7 defined some of the most
commonly used modulation techniques [15]; those used in optical wireless
communications include OOK, PPM, PAM, DPIM, OFDM, CSK, etc. The
modulation techniques integrate run length limited (RLL) series to
circumvent prolonged sequences of 0s and 1s (that might generate flicker).
RLL also handles data recovery as well as clock synchronization. In case of
any error, forward error correction (FEC) techniques such as Reed Solomon
(RS) are used [16]. In this section, some of the most commonly used
modulation techniques and their features are described [6].

ON–OFF KEYING

On–off keying (OOK) is the most commonly used modulation scheme; it
modulates the LED from high to low and low to high. OOK-NRZ uses two
distinct voltage levels for 0 and 1. The pulse occupy the whole bit duration of
levels (i.e. 1 and 0) whereas OOK-RZ carries a small portion of bit duration.
OOK-NRZ consumes more power than OOK-RZ due to its large duty cycle.
In VLC, OOK-NRZ is widely employed because it does not have a rest state
so it conveys additional data as compared to OOK-RZ [17].

PULSE POSITION MODULATION

Pulse position modulation (PPM) is a modulation scheme in which data is
transmitted in short durations at different positions of the pulse train. It is
better than OOK in terms of power efficiency due to its short pulses, but
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17.4.3 

17.4.4 

PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION

Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) is the simplest modulation technique in
which amplitude of the carrier signal is modulated. PAM is widely used in
the VLC due to its sufficient bandwidth efficiency. PAM has many intensity
levels which can vary the luminous efficacy in the LEDs. It also experiences
shifts in color because of discrepancy in the drive current of the LED, as it is
dependent on the LED color [18].

PULSE INTERVAL MODULATION

There are many techniques of pulse interval modulation (PIM) which have
been proposed and inspected. These techniques have increased data rate, and
consume less power by using multiple level amplitude modulation or by
involving typical patterns of symbols. PIM encodes the data by injecting
blank slits amongst every two symbol pulses. Digital pulse interval
modulation (DPIM) is the modest form of PIM, which provides better results
in spectrum efficiency than PPM by eliminating empty slots from PPM.
DPIM is simpler than PPM because it doesn’t need synchronization of the
data at the receiver [19].

requires more bandwidth due to its longer pulse train. PPM also circumvents 
low frequency and DC components of the spectra. PPM is more complex than 
OOK because it needs stricter bit as well as synchronization of the symbol at 
the receiving end. PPM consumes more bandwidth because it has more 
redundant space among pulses. To improve the spectrum efficiency and 
complexity, different flavors of the PPM are deployed. Differential PPM 
(DPPM is deployed in VLC to attain a greater transmission capacity than 
PPM due to elimination of all idle time slits in every symbol. Overlapping 
PPM (OPPM achieves a higher data rate by overlapping positions of the 
pulses. Multiple PPM (MPPM and variable PPM (VPPM schemes are 
employed usually to control dimming and transmission of data [6].
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17.4.5 

17.4.6 

17.4.7 

17.4.8 

PWM WITH DISCRETE MULTI-TONE MODULATION

Discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) is the baseband implementation of
OFDM. It is employed for the channels which suffer interference, caused by
synthetic atmospheric sources of light such as incandescent light or
fluorescent light and so on. Pulse width modulation (PWM) with DMT
demonstrates the sturdiness in a diffuse system and decreases the inter-
symbol interference by employing the guard interval. DMT with QAM is also
employed to offer data rates higher than 513 Mbps and to achieve spectral
efficiency as well [20].

PULSE-POSITION-PULSE-WIDTH MODULATION

The pulse-position-pulse-width modulation (PPMPWM) technique is a
combination of multilevel PPM and multilevel PWM. The hybrid technique
overwhelms the issues of the pulse width and smaller spectral efficiency of
PPM by broadening the pulses with the help of PWM. Broadening of the
pulse conversely increases the power efficiency as well. It also offers a
smaller bit error rate (BER) and stronger power spectrum lines as compared
to PPM [21].

PULSE DUAL SLOPE MODULATION

Pulse dual slope modulation (PDSM) is used to avoid inter- and intra-frame
flicker. The 0 bit is denoted by the growing edge and the 1 bit is denoted by
the dropping edge of the duration of the pulse by keeping the other edge
constant (dropping edge is constant for 0 bit and growing edge is constant for
1 bit). Both the bits (0 and 1) are altered by an identical quantity through the
redundant bit period. As bits 1 and 0 are counter images to each other, there
won’t be any inconsistency in brightness during transmission and with
redundant slots as well [4].

ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
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17.4.9 

17.4.10 

17.4.10.1 

COLOR SHIFT KEYING

Color shift keying (CSK) is an intensity modulation technique that is widely
used in the optical communication system. In CSK, the data is transmitted
through the variation of the color emitted by the LED. The intensity of every
bit creates a specific color described in the CIE 1931 color coordinates.
Basically, there are seven wavelengths (or colors): violet, blue, cyan, green,
yellow, orange, and red. Every symbol has its own intensity which is created
by the modulation of RGB chips [15].

QAM on DMT and PAM with multilevels are believed to be the most
suitable modulation techniques for VLC as they better offer spectral
efficiency and power efficiency as well. OOK and 2-PPM (2 is the number of
levels) require equal amount of power. Therefore, some of the techniques
offer power efficiency, and others offer spectral efficiency [3].

SELECTION OF MODULATION SCHEMES

The selection of the modulation scheme is based on the specific criteria,
which should be described first. The parameters of the criteria are defined
below [3].

Power Efficiency
VLC has regulations regarding skin and eye safety that require transmission
at appropriate optical power. Power efficiency is the most important criteria
to be considered for the VLC in order to select the appropriate modulation

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM is used in VLC due to 
its spectral efficiency and higher data rate. In OFDM, multiple carrier signals 
(which are perpendicular to each other are used to send multiple streams of 
data at the same time. OFDM also decreases the interference between 
symbols (namely inter symbol interference (ISI and the number of 
equalizers as well [22].
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17.4.10.2 

17.4.10.3 

17.4.10.4 

scheme. The modulation techniques provide average optical power to attain
the required BER or SNR [3].

Bandwidth Efficiency
Although VLC is supposed to have infinite bandwidth, some elements such
as area of photodetector, capacity of channel, and propagation in the
multipath confine the available bandwidth. Therefore, the bandwidth or
spectrum efficiency is the second-most vital metric to evaluate the
modulation scheme for VLC. Power and bandwidth efficiencies are related to
each other and their relationship is based on the average duty cycle of the
pulse. Accordingly, receivers having one-element practice the photodetectors
with larger area. The larger the photodetector area, the higher the capacitance
thus causing reduction in the bandwidth of the receiver. Hence, the
modulation techniques requesting higher bandwidth are vulnerable to ISI and
subsequently suffer from higher power deprivation [23].

Transmission Reliability
Another significant factor for selection of the modulation scheme for VLC is
transmission reliability. The modulation scheme must be capable of
providing at least an adequate rate of error and should also resist ISI
occurring due to the multipath induction as well as deviations in DC factor of
the data signal. If the transition bits 0 and 1 are absent for a long time, the
recovery of the clock could be challenging. Furthermore, consequences of
high bits must be circumvented as the output signal will be passed from the
high-pass filter at the receiving end. Moreover, the modulation scheme must
be unaffected by phase jitter occurring due to deviations in the power of
signal, extension of pulses, and distortion of the pulses [3].

Other Considerations
It is very necessary to choose the simplest modulation scheme. Although the
modulation technique attains power efficiency and/or bandwidth efficiency, it
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is of no use due to its complexity. One more obligation while assessing the 
modulation schemes is the capability to discard interference stemming from 
ambient light sources. The power level of the external light sources is to be 
filtered by high-pass electrical filters.
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17.5 

17.5.1 

17.5.2 

POWER-EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES
VLC has been designed to convey data by using intensity modulation of light
radiated from the LED. The LEDs radiate an incoherent thin light spectrum
which is focused by current. This phenomenon is known as
electroluminescence. As the LEDs release incoherent light, therefore, the
information transmitted must be modulated into the LED’s optical power and
then demodulated into the original data. This modulation and demodulation is
termed intensity modulation (IM) and direct detection (DD), respectively. To
get the illumination effect, the LED should be powered on all the time, which
might challenge the economic cost of the technology. To achieve the
dimming effect with smaller cost, some techniques must be used. Restaurants
and offices necessitate greater lighting whereas corridors, utility stores, and
stairwells can use these dimmable LEDs. However, to attain effective
dimming mechanism for a VLC link can reduce the reachable data rate. The
dimming effect can be achieved by decreasing the forward current of the
LED recognized in the IEEE 802.15.7 task group [15]. Mainly, the dimming
is divided into two categories: analog or intensity-based dimming and digital
or time-domain-based dimming [6].

ANALOG DIMMING

Analog dimming is provided by altering (decreasing) the magnitude of the
forward-driving current of the LED. This phenomenon is known as
continuous current reduction (CCR). It is a very modest technique of
reducing light to execute [5].

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR ANALOG DIMMING

Bai et al. [24] have analyzed overlapping pulse position modulation (OPPM)
for communication as well as illumination. As the modulation width of the
LED is small, therefore, the narrower pulses of the data should be
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transmitted. In order to enhance the data rate, the authors have used OPPM. 
OPPM, as the name suggests, permits the pulses to overlap with one another. 
It divides interval pulses into NQ sub-intervals, where N is the index of 
overlap and Q is the non-overlapping positions of the pulse. The OPPM 
signal offers dimming from 0 to 1/Q percentage. It does not reach full 
brightness because of the ratio 1/Q. The authors have also analyzed that 
symbols of OPPM have wide pulse width, which is independent of the levels 
of dimming. This is useful for optical receivers to detect a constant and 
narrow bandwidth. Then the authors compared the results to OOK, PPM, and 
VPM in terms of dimming, power, data rate, and flicker. The authors 
experienced that OPPM offers smaller flicker in every dimming level, 
covering a realistically large dimming variety [24].

Stefan et al. [25] have investigated the asymmetrically clipped optical 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM technique. It 
converts initiated bipolar signals into unipolar terms by cutting the negative 
values at zero. It needs less power for every data rate. It works by using a 
CCR technique. Therefore, it is well-matched for dimming schemes, as it 
works better at lower SNR. The dimming range is distributed into dissimilar 
zones or regions, which depend upon distinct power levels. The power level 
can essentially be altered to enhance the beneficial dimming series as well as 
to preserve decent SNR. The authors have also evaluated the performance for 
BER versus transmitted power. The transmitted power is employed to prompt 
the adjustment among dissimilar zones [25].

Rajagopal et al. [26] have presented the standard dimming techniques for 
VLC specified in IEEE 802.15 Task Group 7 [15]. It describes some 
techniques of dimming, which are OOK, VPPM, and CSK. Dimming with 
OOK is attained with on/off stages to ensure lesser intensity. Otherwise, the 
OOK stages could be similar and only the duty cycle of the signal is altered 
by using the DC component. This time of DC component has been 
recognized by using a turned-off LED to provide dimming. VPPM alters the 
duty cycle for every optical character with respect to the required dimming 
level. The CSK utilizes amplitude dimming by altering the current of the 
LED. The amplitude variations in CSK are maintained by converting digital
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17.5.3 

17.5.4 

DIGITAL DIMMING

In digital dimming, a digital pulse of bits (0s and 1s) is modulated to
constrain the LED at a stable current level. By using modulation techniques,
signal intensity or average duty cycle is controlled for a certain time interval
to dim the LEDs. Digital dimming is a matter of choice than analog dimming
[5].

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR DIGITAL DIMMING

Lee and Park [27] have examined the performance of VOOK, VPPM, and
MPPM in terms of illumination control of LEDs by calculating normalized
power and spectrum efficiency. Results showed that the VOOK offered good
spectral efficiency as compared to VPPM. Moreover, MPPM controls the
brightness level by increasing the number of chips. Alternatively, with less
than 50% brightness, MPPM attained a spectrum efficiency of 1 bits/sec/Hz
with additional power as compared to VOOK. VOOK and VPPM require the
same power, but VOOK has improved spectral efficiency. Results also
concluded that MPPM offered wider spectral efficiency and higher power
efficiency as compared to VOOK and VPPM [27].

Dimming control is a crucial task of an illuminating system. Appropriate
modulation technique helps to attain appropriate power and spectral
efficiencies. Multilevel modulation techniques are influential for the spectral
efficiency and pulse position modulations are robust for the power efficiency.
To attain the profits of both techniques, Yi and Lee [28] proposed that a
novel multilevel transmission technique named variable pulse amplitude and
position modulation (VPAPM). They have compared VPAPM (when 
and ) to other modulation schemes such as OPPM, VOOK, RZ-OOK,
and VPPM for power and spectrum efficiency. The results show that when 

data to analog data to permit higher order modulation. The authors have also 
presented other dimming methods, for instance, dimming by using an idle 
pattern or dimming with a visibility pattern [26].
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, VPAPM and VOOK have identical bandwidth efficiency; thus, the 
bandwidth efficiency of VPAPM is enhanced by increasing the value of M as 
equated to the other modulation techniques. However, OPPM ensures static 
spectrum efficiency. It requires the highest power to attaian certain BER over 
a certain transmission rate. VPAPM just requires addition of minute power 
for attaining a certain bandwidth efficiency. The choice for M value is 
influenced by the necessity for predictable power and spectrum efficiency. 
The smaller the levels of magnitude, the lesser the efficiency of bandwidth, 
and the lower would be the power [28].

Kim et al. [29] have presented a VLC model and computer simulations to 
acquire multipath dispersion characteristics. The authors also defined a VLC 
model by measuring the spectral reflectance and dissemination of spectral 
power of the LED. Modulation techniques stream the data as well as control 
the power of the LED. In Reference [29], the authors demonstrated and 
analyzed three modulation techniques, RZ-OOK, VOOK, and VPPM, to 
calculate performance of the VLC model for power and spectral efficiency. 
Results demonstrate that VOOK and VPPM consume the same amount of 
power but VOOK is better in terms of spectrum efficiency than VPPM. RZ-
OOK consumes 3 dB less power than VPPM and VOOK with higher 
spectrum efficiency [29].

Ntogari et al. [30] have analyzed the execution of a VLC system by using 
PWM along with discrete multi-tone. PWM is used for dimming while 
discrete multi-tone is employed for transmission. In the proposed scheme, the 
authors multiplied the output to the PWM signal to attain dimming. The 
PWM signals are required to be sampled at the Nyquist rate, because when 
frequencies of PWM are very small, aliasing would occur, which in turn 
creates sub-carrier interference. Likewise, when frequency of the PWM 
exceeds the typical 3 dB bandwidth of the LED, there would be degradation 
in the performance of the system. To overcome this degradation, the authors 
used blue filtering to remove the higher bandwidth factor for dimming. 
Finally, the results conclude that the system has great performance with 
dimming [30].
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17.5.5 

17.5.6 

17.5.6.1 

COMPARISON OF DIGITAL DIMMING MODULATION

SCHEMES

Table 17.1 lists some modulation schemes taken from the aforementioned
papers [27–29]. This table compares different modulation schemes in order to
conclude that which modulation scheme can reduce the power consumption.
This table also calculates power consumption versus brightness, keeping the
brightness factor constant at 80%.

OTHER DIMMING TECHNIQUES IN VLC
There are other methods too which can provide dimming, including inverse
source coding, idle pattern dimming, and probability-based dimming.

Inverse Source Coding
Kwon [31] presented a method for dimming in VLC, known as inverse
source coding. The method employs the proportion of 0s and 1s by means of
off and on positions to acquire the desired ratio of dimming. Let’s suppose
the desired ratio of dimming is 50%; then there must be 50% 1 bits in the
output. In other words, to attain the dimming ratio, the transmitted data bits
are increased by the encoding scheme. The inverse source coding method
generally uses Huffman coding, in which just an estimated calculation is
done for the desired dimming ratio. The encoding technique adds additional
filler bits to attain the desired bits as soon as the dimming ratio increases
from 50%. This addition of filler bits degrades the data rate, therefore, other
encoding techniques are recommended for a better data rate [31].

TABLE 17.1
Comparison of Digital Dimming Modulation Techniques
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17.5.6.2 

17.5.6.3 

Idle Pattern Dimming
Oh [4] described another method for dimming, named idle pattern dimming.
In this method, idle pattern of bits can be injected among the data frames.
This causes the duty cycle to be diverged to offer deviation in brightness. The
idle pattern has been divided into in-band/same frequency pattern and out-of-
band/discrete frequency pattern. The in-band pattern does not need any clock
variation so the receiver can easily notice it. An out-of-band pattern needs to
be directed at a very inferior clock which is not noticed by the receiver. The
method is also standardized in the IEEE 802.15.7 group. IEEE 802.15.7
permits injection of either “on” time or “off” time (named compensation
time) of the LED into the data frame or into the idle pattern to
decrease/upsurge the LED illumination. Other patterns have also been
employed in the payload of the frame namely color visibility dimming
(CVD). The patterns are in-band and known as visibility patterns. CVD is
used for visibility, dimming, and color support. It delivers eminence of
communication and caliber of channel to users by using colors. When a CVD
frame is in the transmission process, the LED continues to emit light to
accomplish the illumination [4].

Probability-Based Dimming
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17.5.7 RECOMMENDATIONS

VLC modulation schemes and dimming mechanisms of LEDs need
compatibility and synchronization with each other. Section 17.5 describes
some of the modulation schemes and some other methods to offer dimming
mechanisms to the LED for acquiring better power efficiency. The dimming
techniques are mainly divided into analog and digital dimming. The other
methods such as idle pattern dimming, probability-based dimming, and
inverse source coding methods provide sufficient dimming but they consume
more bandwidth than the modulation techniques. Therefore, the modulation
techniques are preferably used for power efficiency. Another advantage of
using modulation techniques is to enlarge the spectral width of the LED.
Digital dimming methods are convenient and they achieve more power
efficiency than the analog dimming methods. Some of the digital modulation
techniques are described and compared in Table 17.1. It demonstrates that
MPPM, RZ-OOK, and OPPM consume less power than VOOK, VPPM, and
VPAPM. The multilevel modulation schemes such as MPPM and VPAPM
have flexibility of varying the brightness levels without any additional
complexity. Although VOOK and VPPM consume almost equal power
VPPM is more complex than VOOK.

Likelihood or probability of discrete codes could be altered to attain the 
desired dimming condition. In Reference [32], the OOK modulation scheme 
has been stretched to the PAM to propose a dimming technique based on 
probability/likelihood. The scheme combines analog dimming with PAM 
constellation points to provide dimming requirements, developing a hybrid 
technique. The authors have also discussed the consequences of merging 
probability-based dimming and analog dimming. In the proposed hybrid 
technique, dimming is controlled by mutually improving concentration of the 
PAM and probability. The authors concluded that the optimum dimming can 
be attained by altering only the probability of a symbol and shifting of 
intensity is unnecessary [32].
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17.6 

17.6.1 

17.6.2 

SPECTRAL-EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES
Commercial LEDs are used in VLC as the source of transmission, but they
have narrower modulation bandwidth. Therefore, the spectral efficiency of
the LED will also be narrower. To broaden the spectral efficiency, many
techniques are employed such as blue filtering, modulation beyond 3 dB,
transmitter equalization, receiver equalization, adaptive equalizaiton, sub-
carrier equalization, etc. [6].

BLUE FILTERING

Blue filtering is a method that improves the bandwidth of the light source up
to 3 dB. When the complete range of white light is utilized for detection, the
modulation bandwidth will be restricted to approximately 2.5 MHz. The
yellow phosphor light has a lower time constant, which does not react to the
modulated signal in the LED. Consequently, it produces a stable light that
saturates the receiving end and hence raises shot noise, causing degradation
in the performance of the system. Blue filtering is utilized to improve the
modulation bandwidth up to 20 MHz [33,34].

MODULATION ABOVE 3 DB BANDWIDTH

Initially, pulse shaping was the technique used for enhancement of the LED’s
frequency response. The technique was employed by the optical fiber to
decrease the fall and rise time of the light sources. It uses simply a resistor
and a capacitor in parallel with the LED in a series connection. When the
LED is powered on, the superfluous current will flow via a capacitor, through
which the LED will attain its stable condition faster. When the LED is
powered off, the capacitor maintains swing out by making the diode work in
reverse bias. Pulse shaping has been observed as a simple method that
improves LED response time, consequently enhancing the bandwidth above 3
dB [35,36].
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17.6.3 

17.6.4 

17.6.5 

17.6.6 

TRANSMITTER EQUALIZATION

Minh et al. [37] proposed a plain pre-equalization method used at the
transmitter to upsurge functional bandwidth of the LED. The data is
modulated and then equalized with the help of three corresponding driver
circuits (one for low frequency, one for medium frequency, and one for high
frequency). The equalized arrangement would be able to enhance the
bandwidth to 45 MHz with 40 to 80 Mbps growth in the data rate. Various
resonant equalization techniques are used to equalize many LEDs to further
improve the bandwidth of the LED array. The resonant circuitry adjusts the
entire array response therefore it can have greater bandwidth as compared to
a single light source. The authors employed a collection having 16 LEDs to
improve the bandwidth to 25 MHz [33].

RECEIVER EQUALIZATION

Chow et al. [38] demonstrated a post-equalization technique at the receiving
end. It is used as a first-order equalizer following photodetector
amplification, yielding 50 MHz bandwidth with a data rate of about 100
Mbps [38,39], whereas Lubin et al. [40] have merged pre- and post-
equalization at the transmitter and receiver sides, respectively. The results
reported that this hybrid technique can raise the bandwidth up to 65 MHz.

ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION

Komine et al. [41] have proposed an adaptive decision feedback equalizer
(DFE) method with the help of a least mean squares (LMS) process. The
decision is made by using the LMS algorithm over the data. The information
is then employed to approximate the number of ISI symbols. The results
concluded that a remarkable enhancement in data rate can be achieved [41].

SUB-CARRIER EQUALIZATION
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17.6.7 

17.6.8 

MODULATION ABOVE 3 DB BANDWIDTH

Siddique and Tahir [42] have proposed a multilevel pulse amplitude
modulation technique that regulates the brightness and increases the data rate.
The multilevel PAM (ML-PAM) is used to control the illumination by using
the interconnected symbols of PAM. Although ML-PAM achieves higher
brightness, it has smaller spectral efficiency. Therefore, in Reference [42], the
authors have used multi-level MPPM (ML-MPPM) to attain greater
brightness along with spectral efficiency. They also compared the ML-PPM
with MPPM, OPPM, and VOOK in terms of spectral efficiency
improvement, and concluded that the ML-PAM modulation technique
achieves greater spectral efficiency as compared to others. Also, it delivers a
prospect for adjustment in the brightness with minimum and maximum
brightness levels.

COMPARISON OF MODULATION SCHEMES ABOVE 3 DB
BANDWIDTH

Table 17.2 lists some modulation schemes taken from the aforementioned
papers [27,28,42,43]. This table also presents comparisons of different
modulation schemes to help decide on the most appropriate spectral efficient

Sub-carrier equalization is based on electrical-optical-electrical (EOE, used 
to upsurge the data rate in the DMT/OFDM multi carrier systems. Initially all 
the sub-carriers are adjusted to sustain same quality of transmission quality. 
Therefore, pre-equalization of the signal is a better choice than using post-
equalization, because at the receiver side, when the signal is intensified, the 
noise will also be amplified along with the signal. Vucic et al. [20] have 
proposed a loading system for optimum and quick convergence. The loading 
process calculated the power of all sub-carriers and employed the 
constellation points of M-QAM/M-PSK. The phenomenon has been 
recognized by power and loading bit correspondingly. This process must be 
followed with extreme adequate BER along with total power of signal [20].
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17.6.9 

technique. This table demonstrates compares spectral efficiency against
brightness with the brightness factor kept constant at 50%.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of modulation techniques are employed in VLC to offer
transmission and brightness control simultaneously. These modulation
techniques acquire smaller spectral efficiency by using a single LED. Table
17.2 comprises the different spectrum efficient modulation schemes. It
concludes that VPAPM, OPPM, and ML-MPPM are more spectrum efficient
than the others. VPAPM acquires sufficient spectral efficiency due to
implementation of multilevel modulation, whereas ML-MPPM uses more
than one LED to provide better brightness control and higher data rate.
MPPM offers better spectral and power efficiency due to the use of multiple
pulses. VOOK, VPPM, and RZ-OOK have sufficient spectrum efficiency
with the consumption of less power. Unlike power efficiency, spectrum
efficiency is also achieved with digital modulation techniques rather than
analog. Spectrum efficiency is also achieved with the use of other techniques
such as transmitter/receiver equalization, sub-carrier or adaptive equalization,
blue filtering, etc., but these techniques increase the complexity of the
system.
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17.7 INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
TECHNIQUES

Additional light sources such as incandescent light, sunlight, and fluorescent
light generate interference in transmission. The background noise is another
source of interference as it allocates a similar frequency band as the data
transmission. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the in-band interference to
enhance the quality of the signal at the receiving end. Some techniques are
introduced to overcome the interference such as the Manchester and the
Miller encoding techniques, zero forcing and minimum mean square error,
filters, signal clipping, optical beam forcing, etc. [6].

Saha et al. [44] have examined the performance of the VLC system under
reflection and delayed propagation using an OOK scheme. They also reduced
the ISI created due to multipath reflections with the help of the OFDM.
OFDM uses a guard band to degrade the ISI. The authors also used QPSK
along with OFDM to reduce the ISI and compared the results to the results
obtained by using the OOK scheme. It was concluded that more reflections to
the walls occurred in the OOK scenario; therefore, there would be more ISI,
which in turn degrades the system performance. In the OFDM technique, the
guard band and use of a cyclic prefix has helped to reduce the multipath
reflections and in turn also reduced the ISI. Therefore, by comparing both
techniques, the authors demonstrated that OFDM provides better
performance than OOK in terms of SNR and BER for a high speed
communication system [44].

TABLE 17.2
Comparison of Modulation Techniques above 3 dB Bandwidth
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Cailean et al. [45] discussed the effects of noise (other light sources) on
the VLC system. The noise mostly imposes its influence on the pulse width
of the signal. To diminish the effect of noise, the authors compared two
encoding schemes: Manchester coding and Miller coding. To get simulation
results, the authors used messages with two coding schemes along with
different stages of noise. Manchester coding is used with the OOK technique,
therefore, it contains merely two codes (positive and negative) and it only
points to two arrangements of pulse width—one_bit pulse width or two-fold
bit pulse width. The Miller coding is used in applications having MIMO
connections to get better bandwidth efficiency. The Miller code comprise
three arrangements—one transient pulse width, one and a half transient pulse
width, and double pulse width. Results revealed that with the decrease in
SNR, pulse width is more affected by distortion. It is also observed that
Miller coding has less distortions in the digital signals and is strictly affected
by tolerances. In contrast, Manchester coding has less of a distortion effect
with digital filtering but the greater tolerance can reimburse pulse width
variations. Manchester and Miller coding have the same performance effects
in BER [45].

Park et al. [46] explored the environment concerning aircraft wireless
communication using a VLC system. The authors have performed a
successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique through optimum
collation to select the required data symbols and cancel out all the interfering
symbols. The scheme is used to mitigate the interference and its outcome is
measured through the BER. They also used zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum
mean square error (MMSE) procedures to terminate the interference of the
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17.7.1 

17.7.2 

COMPARISON OF INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION

TECHNIQUES

Table 17.3 lists some modulation schemes taken from aforementioned papers
[44–47]. This table demonstrates the outcomes of the different modulation
schemes. The table computes the BER versus SNR. The table compares three
types of different methods to avoid interference such as modulation
techniques (OOK, QPSK-OFDM), encoding schemes (Manchester, Miller),
and the successive interference cancellation methods (ZF, MMSE).

TABLE 17.3
Comparison of Interference Cancellation Techniques

RECOMMENDATIONS

Interference is a vital problem in VLC and it occurs when the signal from
neighboring LED lights and other external light sources strike the
transmission. The interference is treated as noise, which degrades the
transmission data rate. There are different methods to overcome the
disturbances caused by the interference like specific modulation and
encoding techniques or other interference cancellation methods. Table 17.3

system. The study showed that SIC obtains higher performance as compared 
to the conventional algorithms. The results also concluded that the BER is 
increased with the use of a linear equalizer as compared to the results taken 
without an equalizer. The results of the paper can be used in the strategy for 
as well as the execution of wireless communication systems for aircrafts [46].
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analyzes and compares the different interference cancellation techniques. It 
demonstrates that encoding schemes such as Manchester and Miller coding 
schemes offer better BER than the other considered techniques. The BER of 
both schemes is the same but they are employed in different criteria. The 
Manchester encoding scheme is mainly utilized to diminish ambient optical 
noise in single-channel communications whereas the Miller encoding 
technique is more suited for MIMO applications.
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17.8 CONCLUSIONS
LEDs appear to be an energy efficient as well as auspicious lighting 
arrangement, with low unit prices. The fast switching ability of LEDs permits 
them to be employed as an optical source in VLC. An (indoor VLC system 
covers the unlicensed bandwidth range from 700 nm to 10,000 nm with data 
rates beyond 2.5 Gbps at lower cost. VLC systems mostly employ diffuse 
topology due to its convenience for ad hoc LAN networks as it does not need 
direct alignment between the transmitter and receiver. Despite all the 
advantages, diffuse links suffer from high dB path loss, multipath dispersion, 
and inter-symbol interference causing higher power to be transmitted. 
Therefore, modulation schemes are deployed to control the power and 
bandwidth requirements. Dimming techniques are employed in VLC systems 
to reserve energy and to permit the consumers to have full control over 
brightness. A number of single and multiple carrier modulation techniques 
are proposed for VLC communication systems. The modulating signal is 
comprised of data, which is then superimposed to the DC current to drive the 
LED, generating intensity modulated light that is received by the receiver. In 
this chapter, different modulation techniques are discussed and analyzed in 
terms of power and spectrum efficiency. The power-efficient techniques are 
categorized into analog and digital dimming whereas there are other 
techniques as well to reduce illumination and offer power efficiency. Many 
techniques have been reviewed and compared and analysis shows that digital 
dimming techniques are widely used and are more appropriate in terms of 
data rate. There are many other challenges too which degrade the 
performance of VLC such as ambient light sources, shadowing and blocking, 
and tracking and alignment. External sources of light such as sunlight, 
reflections of mirrors, and other fluorescent/candescent lights can create 
noise. To overcome this noise, modulation schemes are used. Shadowing and 
blocking cause inter-symbol interference which can be mitigated by 
deploying equalizers at the transmitter as well as receiver. To mitigate the 
effect of other light sources, some modulation techniques, encoding
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techniques, and other interference cancellation methods are explained and 
demonstrated.

The future of VLC systems looks very bright owing to the increasing 
reputation of LEDs. As LEDs are anticipated to hastily replace the traditional 
lighting infrastructure, VLC is predicted to be eagerly executed into wide-
ranging lighting technologies which conversely will increase the number of 
applications. The user would be able to communicate via VLC with a “home 
network,” and be able to handle and monitor all activities as done in RF 
communication systems. The potential of VLC owing to be most commonly 
used in indoor localization and intelligent transport networks, the concept of 
smart grid would be extended. It would further allow the end users to employ 
VLC for traffic updates, information systems, location estimation, 
communication via traffic lights or car headlights, and most importantly in 
underwater communication systems and airplanes.
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18.1 INTRODUCTION
The last few years has seen unprecedented advancements in the computing 
paradigm by means of innovations including numerous virtualization and 
network technologies, service-oriented architectures, and so forth, leading to 
computation archetypes such as grid computing [1]. However, evolving 
applications such as bio-medical science and engineering and IoT have 
accelerated novel data-intensive computation paradigms. Cloud computing is 
hyped as the future of information technology paradigms in that it can 
leverage computing as a utility by providing massive computational and data 
resources in virtualized environments [2].

Hadoop, built on the map-reduce paradigm, provides enormous data 
management competence to data-intensive jobs [3]. It permits users to exploit 
computation and data resources of a Hadoop cluster through its map-reduce 
implementation, managing a number of low-level issues, such as 
communication, fault tolerance, and data management among others and 
providing a simple data management interface. Owing to performance 
improvement and better reliability, Hadoop breaks up a file into several data 
blocks and puts them in different nodes within the Hadoop cluster [3].

However, Hadoop does not keep track of placement of data blocks among 
cluster nodes after splitting a data file while making decisions regarding 
scheduling of jobs. Every job has its own data file requirement and thus 
scheduling jobs in a placement-oblivious manner leads to runtime data 
movements among the Hadoop cluster. On the contrary, if jobs could be 
scheduled among Hadoop cluster nodes with a priori information of the 
location of data blocks they require, then such unnecessary data movements 
could be reduced at runtime. Such an intelligent data placement and 
subsequent job scheduling has been observed to improve data-computation 
co-location and has been a proven technique to improve performance [4]. 
This chapter discusses a scheduling mechanism that is aware of the location 
of data needed for jobs within the Hadoop cluster and has been designated as 
Data Aware Computation Scheduling (DACS. The proposed DACS includes
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TABLE 18.1
Summary of Research Findings in the Area of Data Placement in the
Map-Reduce Paradigm
Reference Author(s) Contribution Summary

Presented an intuitive grouping of files that is motivated by the

(1 a data partitioning algorithm that segregates blocks into logical partitions 
in terms of usage of those blocks by Hadoop jobs. (2 It subsequently puts 
such partitions into different nodes of a Hadoop cluster through a novel 
partition placement algorithm, and finally (3 schedules computations such 
that computation and data co-location is exploited. This chapter deals with 
the design and deployment of DACS and also presents its performance in 
comparison with Hadoop’s Native Data Placement (HNDP.The Hadoop 
cluster has been deployed using Savanna-Hadoop on OpenStack to provide 
the data parallel framework. Savanna-Hadoop on OpenStack [5] supports 
different Hadoop distributions and solves bare cluster provisioning and 
analytics as a service. The DACS framework has been implemented on top of 
this infrastructure. A standard map-reduce job, namely weather forecasting 
and analysis of temperature data from the weather dataset obtained from the 
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC [6,7], has been employed to test the 
efficacy of the proposed DACS.

Of late, there has been a number of research initiatives that have delved 
into placement of data in map-reduce parlance. In Table 18.1, a summary of 
the research contributions have been summarized that will help identify the 
progressive developments in this area of research.

In perspective of the aforementioned works, the DACS discussed in this 
chapter has its own niche. It does not consider network topology or balancing 
cluster memory utilization while making decisions regarding where to place 
data blocks within a Hadoop cluster. Also, DACS does not delve into 
harnessing performance benefits out of Hadoop’s parallel access paradigm; 
rather it attacks another aspect, namely to improve data-compute colocation 
for reduced runtime data movements.
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[8] A. Amer et
al.

generalized caching principle and has been shown to have
better performance in distributed file management.

Unfortunately, all big data management frameworks such as
Hadoop and its offsprings thrive on dividing a file into

multiple blocks and thus this work is rooted at a different
level of granularity than the map-reduce paradigm.

[9] J. Wang et al.

Proposed DRAW, a Data-gRouping-AWare system that
dynamically observes access patterns of logs regarding which
application needed which data. Thereafter DRAW provides
clustering data information and alters data outlines such that

parallel access of clustered data can be extracted; this has
been demonstrated to provide improved performance.

[10] D. Yuan et
al.

Addressed the domain of data intensive e-science workflows
through capturing interdependency between datasets and

targeting runtime reduction of inter-cluster data movements.
This work has load balancing as one of the goals.

[11] J. Xie et al.

Contributed a speculative task scheduling on map-reduce
frameworks based on location information of data needed by

tasks. Additionally load balancing of resources utilization was
incorporated.

[12] S. Sehrish et
al.

Contributed a framework, namely, MRAP, MapReduce with
Access Patterns, that provides a set of APIs for consolidating
future data access patterns founded upon a priori knowledge

of previous data accesses by other map-reduce tasks.

[13] J. M. Cope et
al.

This work is fundamentally different from the other related
works in the way that the main focus here is to provide

guaranteed robustness while placing data.

[14]
N.

Hardavellas
et al.

Proposed a novel dual block placement cum replication
management scheme, namely, NUCA, for distributed caches

that diminish latency access.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 18.2 provides
details of the HNDP scheme with appropriate examples. In the next section,
the DACS scheme has been introduced highlighting the essential design
guidelines. Section 18.3 details the background of Savanna-Hadoop, which is
deployed for performance evaluation of the proposed DACS scheme. Section
18.5 explains the experiments conducted on the deployed system and
provides considerations on results found with their implications. Lastly, the
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conclusions have been discussed in Section 18.6.
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18.2 PLACING DATA AS PER HADOOP’S
NATIVE STRATEGY

The fundamental strategy of Hadoop [15,16] is to exploit parallel data
accesses from among a cluster of nodes (containing slices of data files needed
by running task) where data are stored by means of the map-reduce paradigm.
While doing so, the native strategy that Hadoop adopts is to place the split
data files (called blocks) among the cluster nodes with redundancy. However,
which block of a data file goes to which cluster node is not bound by any
rule. It is done randomly. Thus, an application program that needs data from
a file stored in the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) achieves
performance benefits. However, the majority of real-world application
programs reveal correlation between the data they require. For example,
researchers in the meteorology domain are concerned about precise periods
for carrying out their analyses [17]. Furthermore, data gathered over the
social networking domain also discloses great extents of correlation in terms
of country, linguistics, occupation, and some additional features [18]. For the
clarity of Hadoop’s default strategy for placing data among cluster nodes, this
section summarizes the HNDP.

In HNDP strategy, the driving principle in data distribution among cluster
nodes is space balance among clusters’ memory resources. This is motivated
by the possibility of exploiting data retrievals in parallel by multiple jobs
from the HDFS. The data files are split into multiple blocks to facilitate these
parallel accesses. However, the time taken to access data differs considerably
depending on whether data is available on that node or it has to be fetched
from other remote nodes at runtime.

Figure 18.1 portrays the default HNDP strategy where it avoids stand for
jobs that constitute running application needing data from HDFS and boxes
represent blocks of data that are but split fractions of a data file. Block Fi Bj

in the figure depicts that the jth block of a file i is present in HDFS. A job Ti
if scheduled might discover performance obstacles in the form of remote data
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18.2.1 

access, or in other words, the data needed by task Ti is not present in the node
where it is scheduled.

FIGURE 18.1 Illustration of Hadoop’s native data placement.

HADOOP’S NATIVE DATA PLACEMENT: AN

ILLUSTRATION

To demonstrate HNDP’s working principle in this section we take an
intuitive example to describe the data placement policy that native Hadoop
deployments follow. Table 18.2 portrays the data requirements of eight map
tasks among 21 blocks kept in HDFS. The required blocks for every map-
reduce job is presented in Table 18.3.

In this subsection, we delineate the working principle of HNDP with an
intuitive example where the data blocks required by eight map jobs are
shown out of a total of 21 data blocks in the HDFS. Table 18.3 depicts the
blocks required by these jobs. Table 18.2 shows the five randomly made
partitions for this set of jobs. Hadoop’s namenode maintains all this
information.

As mentioned earlier, Hadoop splits data files into a number of blocks and
places these blocks among cluster nodes, usually with a specified degree of
redundancy. For the example considered here, we can see that HDFS forms
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TABLE 18.2
Random Partitioning of Blocks in HNDP

TABLE 18.3
Example of Data Accesses by Map Tasks

five logical partitions for the 21 data blocks and these five logical partitions 
are then randomly distributed among four cluster nodes. In HNDP, the goal 
of placing logical partitions to cluster nodes is governed by the load 
balancing criterion. For instance, we can see from Table 18.3 that job t2 
requires blocks {b2, b3, b6, b11, b13, b15}. Now, this cluster has to be 
executed on any one of the four cluster nodes. Figure 18.2 illustrates how 
data blocks of logical paritions are mapped to cluster nodes. For example, it 
can be seen from Figure 18.2 that task t2 is scheduled to cluster C2. From this 
information and from Table 18.3, it can be observed that out of the blocks 
required by job t2, four data blocks are further needed (not present in cluster 
C2. These are {b11, b13, b6, b9}. These blocks thus have to be accessed 
from remote clusters at runtime. Table 18.4 shows the number of block 
movements required for each task for the example considered here.

The proposed DACS scheme attempts to reduce this runtime data 
movement and in order to do this, we have used two novel algorithms which 
have been detailed in the following sections.
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FIGURE 18.2 Mapping the logical data partitions to cluster nodes.

TABLE 18.4
Required Block Movements for HNDP

Task Data Blocks Required for
Executing Task (ti)

No. of
Blocks
Moved

Assigned Partitions
with HNDP

Partition Placed in
Cluster ID

t1 {b1, b4,b16, b9, b12} 5 P1={b7, b2, b5,
b15, b11} C1
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t2 {b11, b13, b15, b2} 4 P2={b1, b3, b6,
b9} C2

t3 {b2,b9, b13, b5} 4 P3={b4, b12, b13} C3

t4 {b5, b6,b1} 3 P4={b8, b10, b14,
b16} C4

t5 {b6, b14, b4,b10, b12, b8} 6 P5={b17, b18, b19,
b20, b21} C3

t6 {b4, b7, b3, b1, b15, b13} 6 – –

t7 {b2, b17, b20, b9, b11, b4,
b6, b21} 8 – –

t8 {b16} 1 – –
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18.3.1 

DATA AWARE COMPUTATIONAL
SCHEDULING SCHEME

As mentioned in Section 18.2, the fundamental motivation of the proposed
DACS is to reduce access time by efficient placement of data blocks within a
map-reduce cluster such that compute and data are collocated. The proposed
DACS completes the partition and placement operations as a two-step
process, where (1) segregating of data blocks into logical partitions is done in
step 1 based on data correlation. This is followed by (2) allocation of these
logical partitions to different clusters. These steps have been affected by
implementing two algorithms discussed in the two subsequent subsections.
For ease of understanding of the logical partitioning and placement of these
to clusters in DACS, the same intuitive example has been employed in
Section 18.3.3.

CONSTRUCTING LOGICAL PARTITIONS FROM

CORRELATION AMONG DATA BLOCKS

In this subsection, we present the logical partitioning scheme based on
information of jobs and their data requirements. This information can be
obtained from Hadoop’s namenode logs. From the namenode logs, we can
extract related information to form a number of tables, the details of which
have been provided later in this section. For example, Table 18.3 contains the
information about data blocks that are required for a transaction and Table
18.2 contains information about the logical partitions that are assigned to
different clusters depending upon the correlation (dependency) value. Finally,
the information pertaining to the obtained logical partitions are assigned to a
cluster and such information has been captured in Table 18.5. Tables 18.6
through 18.9 have been prepared as the algorithm for creating logical data
partitions executes. Based on correlation of data blocks for execution of jobs,
dependency values are computed in Tables 18.8 and 18.9 and the pseudocode
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for the logical partitioning algorithm is presented in Algorithm 18.1.

TABLE 18.5
Cluster Partition Table

Task ID Partition ID Cluster ID
t1 P1 C1
t2 P2 C1
t3 P3 C3
t4 P4 C4
t5 P5 C2
t6 P6 C1
t7 P7 C4
t8 P8 C3

TABLE 18.6
Block Requirement Table

TABLE 18.7
Dependency Table
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TABLE 18.8
Dependency-Based Partition Table

Cluster ID MaxPvalue (3) Partition(s)
C1 0 1 6 2
C2 0 5 7 8
C3 2 3
C4 1 4 8

TABLE 18.9
Logical Partition Dependency Table

Partition A Partition B Dependency Value
P1 P6 1
P2 P6 1
P5 P7 1
P5 P8 1
P4 P8 1

Algorithm 18.1 Logical Data Partition Algorithm

CPT: Cluster Partition Table {taskId assigned to PartitionId and ClusterId
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is empty initially}
BRT: Block Requirement Table {tasked, with required blocks for
execution}
DPT: Dependency Table {information about assigned blocks to
partitions}
BBPT: Dependency-Based Partition Table

For each task ti : BRT
Set PCT←BRT
(copy all task id from BR table to PC table)

Endfor
For each task ti : BRT

For each block Bj :BRT(ti)
If (No. of replica of Bj in PCT < 3) then

Move Bj to DPT of same partitioned
Increment replica value of Bj

Else
For each partition Pk : DPT

For each block Bl : Pk(DPT)
If (Bl=Bj) then
Map taskId(Bj) and taskId(Bl) with CP table
Place the corresponding partitions in DBPT to create
a dependency between partitions with clustered
Decrement MaxPartition value
Endif

Endfor
Endfor

Endif
Endfor

Endfor
End.
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18.3.2 

This section presents the essential features of tables used in the proposed
DACS framework. In the case of big data applications, data need to be
partitioned based on some criteria and this partition information needs to be
stored for further reference. Tables 18.5 and 18.6 present store data partition
information, data block information i.e. which block include in which
partition and data dependency among these blocks. Table 18.5 shows
information about the partitions that are assigned to clusters and the tasks that
required the blocks belonging to partitions. With the help of dependency
table information (Table 18.5), partitions are efficiently allocated to clusters.
Table 18.6 presents the information about the set of blocks that is required for
the completion of a particular task. Information stored in Tables 18.5 and
18.6 is static in nature.

In the DACS framework, Tables 18.7 through 18.9 play a major role in
creating partitions and efficient allocation of partitions to clusters. Tables
18.7 and 18.8 are occupied in due course of execution of the proposed
algorithms. As described in this section, based on the dependencies that exist
between blocks and map-reduce tasks, dependency values are calculated in
Table 18.8 and the degree of dependence between partitions is computed and
stored in Table 18.9. Table 18.8 depicts the cluster-wise dependencies
between partitions, where MaxPvalue indicates the maximum dependency
between partitions that is allowed. Table 18.7 is populated based on the
values of Tables 18.8 and 18.9 that are calculated in the course of execution
of the data-aware scheduling algorithms.

DEPENDENCY-BASED DATA PARTITION PLACEMENT

Once logical partitions of data blocks are completed using Algorithm 18.1,
these partitions are placed within cluster nodes by dependency value, such
that high interdependency between the partitions implies that such data
blocks will be placed in same logical partitions. Table 18.8 depicts those
logical partitions with a dependency value in excess of zero. Thereafter, such
partitions are assigned to a particular cluster node. Table 18.9 forms clusters
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18.3.3 AN INTUITIVE ILLUSTRATION

In this chapter, we present an adaptive scheme for forming logical partitions
from information of data block requirements by jobs. The namenode logs are
the primary source for preparing these partitions. Job t1 requires six data
blocks, namely b1, b4, b7, b9, b12, b15,to complete its run and that has been
depicted as t1 → {b1, b4, b7, b9, b12, b15}. All other related block
requirements have been kept in Table 18.3. All these related blocks are
considered to form a single logical partition P1. This is shown in Table 18.7
(DPT). Likewise, job t5 needs the following data blocks: b6, b14, b4, b10, b12,
b18. It can be represented as t5 → {b6, b14, b4, b10, b12, b18}. All these blocks
are kept in logical partition P5 as per Table 18.7. Blocks required by both jobs
t1 and t5 are b1 and b4 for this example. Although the number of replicas for
every data block in Hadoop can be configured, a replication degree of 3 has
been widely accepted and can be considered as the de facto standard. In our
case, we consider that a data block can be replicated to a maximum degree of
3. So, among blocks b1 and b4, we can see that three replicas of b4 are
present in partitions P1, P4, and P5. So a dependency is created between P1
and P5. It is signified by the fact that logical partitions P1 and P5 are placed
in cluster C1 as shown in Table 18.8. However, frequently used data blocks
with correlation, which have exhausted their 3 replicas; for such cases,
dependencies are not required to be preserved. For example, jobs t3 and t5
need b10, which is placed in P3. Thus, Table 18.8 shows no dependency for
this. For instance, Table 18.6 comprises information of the block requirement

of partitions with high correlation and arranges them in ascending order to 
provide high preference to highly interdependent partition groups. Then a 
data aware co-location scheduling algorithm is used to map the jobs to an 
appropriate cluster using information from Table 18.5. The goal of this step is 
to minimize data movements during the map-reduce execution. Detailed 
procedural steps are presented in Algorithm 18.2. For this scheduling, APIs 
of Savanna-Hadoop are, employed within the DACS framework.
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CPT: Cluster Partition Table {taskId assigned to PartitionId and ClusterId
is empty initially}
BRT: Block Requirement Table {tasked, with required blocks for
execution}
DPT: Dependency Table {information about assigned blocks to
partitions}
BBPT: Dependency-Based Partition Table
LPDT: Logical Partition Dependency Table

Set Ci=1
For each partition Pi : CPT

If (Pi is not exist in DBPT) then
If (New cluster exist in DBPT) then

Place partition Pi in new cluster Ci
Else

Set Ci = 1
Place partition Pi in cluster Ci

Endif
Endif

Endfor

of different tasks from logs of the namenode. Logical partitions depicted in 
Table 18.7 withholds partitions made for the 8 jobs and 21 blocks. 
Dependency between partitions is preserved in Table 18.8. Column 
maxPvalue(n) in Table 18.8 denotes that a maximum of three replicas can be 
placed. Table 18.10 preserves statistics pertaining to placement of logical 
partitions within cluster nodes. The tables are used and updated by the 
proposed algorithms. Table 18.10 summarizes how DACS’ block placement 
can reduce runtime data movements.

Algorithm 18.2 Data Partition Placement-Allocation
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For each cluster Ci: DBPT
Set Ci=1
Set Pi=2
For each partition Pi : Ci(DBPT)

If (MaxPvalue(DBPT) < 2) then
If (Pi and Pi+1 exist in LPD) then

Increment dependency value
Else

Place Pi and Pi+1 with dependency value
Endif

Endif
Endfor

Endfor
End
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OUTLINE OF THE DACS SCHEME

HADOOP DEFAULT FRAMEWORK

The default Hadoop system provides a default file system and map-reduce
framework in order to balance the overall data distribution among a cluster of
nodes. Hadoop’s feature has similar systems to the existing distributed file
systems. However, HDFS is a high fault-tolerant system and is developed for
low-cost hardware. The use of the map-reduce framework in Hadoop to
exploit the potential parallelism and HDFS to distribute the data blocks
within the cluster nodes. Hadoop uses a random data placement strategy for
data distribution within cluster nodes uniformly in order to achieve
performance benefits. However, it has been observed that most practical
applications show that some dependency exists among the datasets and map
tasks. Therefore, it seems that investigation on data placement strategies
among cluster nodes is valuable. In the Hadoop default file system, stored
files are divided into a number of blocks and then these blocks are distributed
among cluster nodes for reliability and performance reasons [19]. The block
sizes and the replication intensity are configurable and are decided by the
system administrator based on its level of granularity.

TABLE 18.10
Summary of Jobs and Their Data Requirements of Table 18.3 under the
DACS Scheme

Task Data Blocks Assigned to Logical
Partitions for Execution

No. of Blocks
Moved

Assigned
Partition

Partition Placed
in Cluster ID

t1 P1={b1, b4, b7, b9, b12, b16} 0 P1 C1
t2 P2={b3, b6, b11, b13,15, b2 } 0 P2 C1
t3 P3={b2, b10, b9, b13, b5, b8} 0 P3 C3
t4 P4={b5, b12, b6, b1, b4, b13} 0 P4 C4
t5 P5={b6, b14, b4,b10, b12,b8} 0 P5 C2
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t6 P6={b7, b3, b1, b15}
2 within

cluster
nodes

P6 C1

t7 P7={b2, b17,b20, b9, b11, b4,
b6,b21}

One within
cluster
nodes

P7 C4

t8 P8={b16} 0 P8 C3

FIGURE 18.3 OpenStack Savanna Hadoop’s layered default framework.

DACS FRAMEWORK

In order to assess the efficacy of the proposed DACS, we deploy a virtualized
environment using OpenStack [5]. Savanna-Hadoop on OpenStack offers a
unified milieu for performing jobs capable of map-reduce capabilities.
OpenStack offers a wide range of APIs to support deployment of
applications, including services for computing, networking, storing, and other
basic services. A multi-node Savanna-Hadoop cluster provides distributed
access to all data stored uniformly. Figure 18.3 shows a high level abstraction
of the proposed DACS with Savanna Hadoop on OpenStack. The layered
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FIGURE 18.4 Schematic depiction of the DACS framework.

framework presents an abstract view of DACS, where analytics API 
employed on top up SAVANA Hadoop Cluster (SHC. For any user analytic 
operations, the API interacts with SHC and after processing the query at this 
level it passes it to the next layer called OpenStack Cloud. The job of the 
OpenStack Cloud layer includes a check for authorization, VM allocation, 
migration, QoS measures, and tuning parameters to improve the efficiency of 
the model.

Savanna Hadoop provides a platform to distribute data needed for 
Algorithm 18.2 in the Open-Stack environment, where Savanna Hadoop’s 
APIs are used. Figure 18.4 captures a schematic depiction of the DACS 
framework.
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FIGURE 18.5 Illustration of DACS’ data placement.

Savanna is integrated with the core OpenStack components such as
Keystone, Nova, Glance, Swift, and Horizon. It has a REST API that
supports the Hadoop cluster provisioning steps. The Savanna API is
implemented as a web server gateway interface (WSGI) server. In addition,
Savanna can also be integrated with Horizon, the OpenStack Dashboard, to
create a Hadoop cluster from the management console. Savanna also comes
with a Vanilla plugin that deploys a Hadoop cluster image. The standard out-
of-the-box Vanilla plugin supports Hadoop version 1.1.2.

For the purpose of scheduling applications on Savanna Hadoop’s APIs
(which in turn uses Open-Stack’s Nova and REST APIs) are integrated to the
proposed DACS. The vital boost in DACS is incorporation of an analyzer
block that clusters data blocks into logical partitions depending upon
correlation from namenode logs that had executed previously. The ensuing
section provides details pertaining to experiments carried out to compare
performance of the proposed DACS with HNDP.

Figure 18.5 shows a demonstration of the efficacy of the proposed data
placement for NHDC with respect to DACS as has been shown in Figure
18.1. The next section presents the experimental work performed and details
the performance analysis of the proposed DACS vis-a-vis NHDP.
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18.5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section provides details pertaining to experiments carried out to compare 
performance of the proposed DACS with HNDP. To evaluate the efficacy of 
DACS over HNDP, this chapter carries out some experiments over Hadoop 
on top of an OpenStack cluster. To do this, we employed Savanna Hadoop’s 
OpenStack integration.

The hardware platform on which DACS was tested is comprised of four 
clusters, each with 16 nodes, all having Savanna Hadoop installed on them. 
Among these 64 nodes, one had been designated as a Controller Node/Name 
Node, another as a Network Node, and the remaining 62 nodes were 
designated as Compute Nodes/Data Nodes. The controller node is a Dell 
Power Edge R610 node of the Dual Intel Xeon Quad-Core E5620 model. 
Other characteristics include a 2.93 GHz Processor, 12 GB DDR2 memory, 
and three units of 300 GB SAS HDD/RAID 5. Cent OS 5.0 is the operating 
system that runs on the Controller Node. The Compute Node is distinct from 
the Controller Node in that it has a Dell Power Edge R410 with 2.4 Ghz 
processors. All nodes are enabled by 8-port GB switches.

While carrying out experiments with the aforementioned NCDC dataset, 
the result of the experimentation may be affected by how datasets are 
uploaded; since the pattern of data scattering among cluster nodes may 
depend on whether data is uploaded all at a time, or is uploaded as individual 
files, one group at a time. To explain this, we can say that for the weather 
data obtained from NCDC [6,7], the entire dataset may be uploaded at a 
single go, or it may be uploaded one category at a time, like decade-based or 
area-based data files at a time. To arrive at an unbiased data distribution 
pattern, the dataset has been uploaded a total of 20 times, 10 times using the 
bulk upload strategy; for the rest of the time, data has been uploaded decade-
wise. It has been observed that the pattern of overall data distribution remains 
similar for different runs.

The first experiment was devised to test how DACS can place data 
effectively in comparison to HNDP. Another experiment was devised to
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FIGURE 18.6 Block partitioning for the weather dataset using HNDP.

assess the effectiveness of DACS over HNDP as far as runtime movements 
are concerned. For these two experiments, NCDC weather datasets were used 
[6,7] in conjunction with a few typical map-reduce applications.

Figure 18.6 depicts the number of data blocks placed in each of the four 
cluster nodes, namely C1 through C4, by employing HNDP. It shows the 
same trend in a decade-wise manner between 1901 and 2012. Figure 18.7 
depicts the same, but for the proposed DACS. It is readily observed that by 
employing dependency-based logical clustering and placing correlated 
partitions in same cluster node, data skewness amongst clusters have been 
greatly brought down. Figures 18.8 and 18.9 capture the data movements 
recorded for HNDP and DACS, respectively. Figure 18.10 tracks the progress 
of completion of the jobs, both map and reduce phase, once using HNDP and 
then for DACS. For this case, the number of replicas for all data blocks have 
been kept fixed at 3 and this has been represented in the figure as NR = 3.
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FIGURE 18.7 Block partitioning for the weather dataset using DACS.

FIGURE 18.8 Data movements recorded for the weather dataset using HNDP.

Relating Figures 18.8 and 18.9, we can see the average block movements
have been brought down by about 34% for the weather dataset employed for
the study.

Figure 18.10 divulges the percentage of progress of map and reduce
phases of the application job for the weather dataset employed for this study,
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FIGURE 18.9 Data movements recorded for the weather dataset using DACS.

by tracing two executions: first with HNDP and finally with DACS’s 
reorganized data. For all circumstances, data-block replications have been 
kept fixed at NR = 3. Average improvements in terms of completion times 
vary approximately around 12%–15%.

In all the experiments with the map-reduce jobs, we have set as many 
reducers as possible in order to avoid any possible performance bottlenecks, 
which generally happens in the reduce phase. In an overall sense, DACS 
provided approximately 34% quicker map phase completions when compared 
to its HNDP counterpart. Overall execution time of jobs similarly gets 
reduced by nearly 33% with the DACS strategy.
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FIGURE 18.10 Comparative % of completion progress with time for the weather dataset.
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18.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter elaborates a DACS scheme that espouses an approach to 
improve collocation of data with computational jobs that use the data. This is 
in conflict to the way that Hadoop distributes data blocks among its nodes by 
default. Hadoop follows a job-schedule oblivious strategy to place data 
blocks to cluster nodes. In contrast, the proposed DACS places data blocks 
intelligently with a prognostic approach that is realized by two novel 
algorithms presented in this chapter. Experiments carried out divulged that 
for certain chosen jobs, DACS exhibit substantial improvements in terms of 
average block movements required at runtime ranging around 34%. 
Additionally, DACS also shows quicker completion times when compared to 
HNDP, ranging approximately to 33%–39% for the NCDC dataset. This 
enhancement may be ascribed to the intelligent logical partitioning and 
placement algorithms presented in this chapter. In this chapter, data 
placements have been done by evaluating data dependencies. However, for 
data that are added over time incrementally, it is much more difficult to 
evaluate these dependencies. However, entropy can be employed to find 
indirect dependences between datasets that keep growing and for such cases, 
we plan to employ entropy-based data dependency calculations and thereafter 
look to improve upon the data placement problem in Hadoop clusters.
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19.1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of the Internet and rapidly increasing popularity of mobile and 
sensor technologies have led to an outburst of data in the systems and web 
world. This data explosion has posed several challenges to systems 
traditionally used for data storage and processing. In fact, the challenges are 
so grave that it would not be wrong to state that traditional systems can no 
longer fulfill the growing needs of data-intensive computing.

The two main requirements of big data analytics solutions are (1 scalable 
storage that can accommodate the growing data and (2 high processing 
ability that can run complex analytical tasks in finite and allowable time. 
Among many others, cloud computing technology is considered an apt 
solution to the requirements of big data analytics solutions considering the 
scalable, flexible, and elastic resources that it offers (Philip Chen and Zhang 
2014. First, the cloud offers commodity machines that provide scalable yet 
cost-effective storage solutions. Besides this, the processing ability of the 
system can be improved by adding more systems dynamically to the cluster. 
Therefore, the flexibility and elasticity of the cloud are favorable 
characteristics for big data computing.

Cloud-based big data analytics technology finds a place in future networks 
owing to the innumerable “traditionally unmanageable abilities and services” 
that this technology offers. The general definition of future networks 
describes it as a network that possesses the capabilities to provide services 
and facilities that existing network technologies are unable to deliver. 
Therefore, a component network, an enhanced version of an existing 
network, or a federation of new and existing networks that fulfill the above-
mentioned requirements can be referred to as future networks.

The applicability of the big data concept and its relevance to society and 
businesses alike makes it a potential game changer in the technological world 
so much so that many people consider this concept just as important to 
businesses and society as the Internet. This brings us to look at reasons why 
big data needs to be studied and researched. The answer to this question lies
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in fundamental principles of statistical science. One of the prerequisites of 
any statistical analysis is data. Moreover, the higher the number of samples, 
the better is the computed analysis for the given data. Therefore, more data 
directly implies better analyses, which in turn means better decision-making.

From an organizational perspective, efficient decision-making can have a 
significant impact on improving the operational efficiency and productivity 
of the organization. This notion can be scaled down to the individual level 
and the availability of better analyses in the form of applications and systems 
can increase individual productivity and efficiency, manifold. Evidently, the 
big data concept is capable of bringing about a revolution in the society and 
business world and can change the way we live our lives, just like the Internet 
did, years ago.

This technology finds applications in diverse fields and areas. Although 
the big data problem can model any data-intensive system, there are some 
established practical applications that have gained popularity amongst the 
research community and governing authorities. These applications include 
smart cities (Khan, Anjum, and Kiani 2013, analytics for the healthcare 
sector (Raghupathi and Raghupathi 2014, asset management systems for 
railways (Thaduri, Galar, and Kumar 2015, social media analytics (Burnap 
et al. 2014, geospatial data analytics (Lu et al. 2011, customer analytics for 
the banking sector (Sun et al. 2014, e-commerce recommender systems 
(Hammond and Varde 2013, and intelligent systems for transport (Chandio, 
Tziritas, and Xu 2015, in addition to several others.

This chapter shall illustrate the big data problem, giving useful insights in 
the tools, techniques, and technologies that are currently being used in this 
domain, with specific reference to cloud computing as the infrastructural 
solution for the storage and processing requirements of big data. Section 19.1 
provides a comprehensive definition of big data and the two most popular 
models used for big data characterization, namely the Multi-V model 
(Section 19.2.1 and the HACE theorem (Section 19.2.2. The lifecycle of big 
data and the different processes involved have been elaborated upon in 
Section 19.2. In order to process and analyze big data, several existing 
mathematical techniques and technologies can be used. Section 19.3
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discusses the techniques used for big data processing. This section has been 
divided into two subsection namely mathematical techniques (Section 19.3.1 
and data analytics techniques (Section 19.3.2. The techniques under each of 
these sub-headings have been described.

Big data has found applications in diverse fields and domains. In order to 
fulfill the varied requirements of big data applications, six computing models 
exist. Each of these computing models serve different computing 
requirements of distinctive big data applications, which include batch 
processing (Section 19.4.1, stream processing (Section 19.4.2, graph 
processing (Section 19.4.3, DAG processing (Section 19.4.4, interactive 
processing (Section 19.4.5, and visual processing (Section 19.4.6. The tools 
available for each of these computing models have been described in the 
subsections.

The techniques and computing models need to be efficiently implemented 
for big data, which require the systems to provide magnified storage and 
computing abilities. The adaptation of standard techniques for the big data 
context requires technologies like cloud computing, which has 
been described in Section 19.5. This section shall examine how big data 
analytics can use the characteristics of cloud computing for optimal benefit to 
several real-world applications. The first few subsections introduce cloud 
computing and describe characteristics (Section 19.5.1, delivery models 
(Section (19.5.2, deployment models (Section 19.5.3, and how cloud 
computing is the most appropriate technology for big data (Section 19.5.4. 
In view of the fact that Hadoop is the most popular computing framework for 
big data, Hadoop on the cloud (Section 19.5.5 gives the implementation 
options available for moving Hadoop to the cloud. Section 19.6 summarizes 
the challenges identified for big data computing in the cloud environment and 
Section 19.7 discusses directions for future research.
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19.2 DEFINING BIG DATA
Several definitions for big data exist owing to the varied perspectives and 
perceptions with which this concept is viewed and understood. Regardless of 
the source of a definition, most big data experts possess a unanimous 
viewpoint on the fact that big data cannot be restricted only to the dimension 
of volume. Many more dimensions, some of which may be application or 
data-source dependent, need to be explored before a comprehensive 
definition for big data can be articulated.

The most accepted definition of big data describes it as huge volumes of 
exponentially growing, heterogeneous data. Doug Laney of Gartner, in the 
form of the 3V Model, gave the first definition of big data (Gartner 2016. 
The fundamental big data characteristics included in this classification are 
volume, variety, and velocity. However, big data, as a technology, picked up 
recently after the availability of open source technologies like NoSQL 
(Salminen 2012 and Hadoop*, which have proven to be effective and 
efficient solutions for big data storage and processing. Accordingly, the 
definition of big data was modified to data that cannot be stored, managed, 
and processed by traditional systems and technologies.

To enhance the technical precision of existing definitions, Shaun Connolly 
introduced the terms transactions, interactions, and observations, which were 
added to the big data definition (Samuel 1959. “Transactions” is a term used 
to describe data that has already been collected and analyzed in the past, and 
“interactions” include data that is collected from things and people. A class of 
data missed by both these categories is the data that is automatically collected 
and constitutes “observations.” Barry Devlin gave a similar, yet clearer 
definition of big data, describing it in terms of machine-generated data, 
human-sourced data, and process-mediated data (Ratner 2003.

From the business-effectiveness perspective, transaction data holds little 
relevance in view of the fact that it is old data and by the time it is collected 
and analyzed, the results become obsolete or lesser relevant. On the contrary, 
new data needs to be analyzed efficiently to provide predictions, which can
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19.2.1 MULTI-V MODEL

The initial 3V model, given by Doug Laney in the year 2001, includes
volume, variety, and velocity as the three fundamental big data characteristics
(Gartner 2016). The amount of data included in a dataset indicates the
volume of data, which is the most obvious characteristic of big data. The data
concerned may come from different sources and can be of diverse types. For
instance, data coming from a social media portal includes textual data, audio
and video clips, and metadata. In order to accommodate for these different
types of data, big data is said to include structured data, semi-structured data,
and unstructured data. Lastly, data may be produced in batches, near time or
real-time. The speed at which the concerned data is being generated denotes
the velocity characteristic of big data. Figure 19.1 depicts the scope of
interest for the three Vs mentioned above.

However, this initial model has been expanded in different dimensions by
including Vs such as veracity, variability, and value, in addition to several
others. One of the most recent adaptations of this model is the 32V model
(Buyya 2016). This model divides the Vs into three classes, namely, data
(volume, variety, and velocity), business intelligence (value, visibility, and

be used to make timely interventions. Sentiment analysis is an application 
that works on this perspective and uses big data as signals. This was 
formalized into a timing and intent-based classification of big data (Buyya 
2016.

Besides the above mentioned, there have been several other viewpoints 
and perspectives on big data. Scholars like Matt Aslett see big data as an 
opportunity to explore the potential of data that was previously ignored due 
to limited capabilities of traditional systems whereas some others call it a new 
term for old applications and technologies like business intelligence (Abu-
Mostafa, Magdon-Ismail, and Lin 2012. Regardless of the big data definition 
one chooses to follow, nothing can take away the fact that big data opens 
doors to unlimited opportunities and in order to make use of this reserve, we 
need to develop new or modify the existing tools and technologies.
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19.2.2 

verdict) and statistics (veracity, variability, and verdict). Each of these classes
include 3Vs specific to their domain and have been described in Table 19.1.

HACE THEOREM

HACE stands for heterogeneous, autonomous, complex and evolving
(Xindong et al. 2014) and describes big data as a large volume of
heterogeneous data that comes from autonomous sources. These sources are
distributed in nature and the control is essentially decentralized. This data can
be used for exploration of complex and evolving relationships. These
characteristics make identification and extraction of useful information from
this data excessively challenging. In order to ensure a clear understanding, a
detailed description of these characteristics has been given below.

1. Huge volumes of data from heterogeneous sources: Volume, as
identified by many different modeling frameworks, is one of the
fundamental characteristics of big data. In addition to this, with the
increasing popularity of the Internet and social networking portals,
data is no longer confined to a format or source. Diverse sources of
data such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, organizational repositories,
and other external and internal data sources result in data multi-
dimensionality. Data representation may also vary as a result of
varying methods of data collection, data collector preferences, and
application-specific needs of the system.

2. Distributed, autonomous sources with decentralized control: The
nature of the sources is usually autonomous and distributed. As a
result, the production and collection of data does not require
connection to any central control. Many parallels can be drawn
between the World Wide Web and big data technology at this level.
Just like the web servers that possess information of their own and
can function independently, the sources of big data are also
independent entities that do not require any external monitoring or
control. More specifically, data sources are guided by local
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government regulations and market parameters, which result in
restructuring of data representations. The distributed nature of
sources increases fault tolerance, which is one of the significant
advantages of such a system.

3. Complex and evolving nature of relationships: Any form of data
representation requires exploration of associations and relationships
between the different entities involved. Keeping the dynamic nature
of this world in view, several spatial, temporal, and other kinds of
factors are involved in representing entities and their continuously
evolving relationships. Owing to the presence of different data types
like audio, video, documents, and time-series data, in addition to
several others, this data possesses high complexity.
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FIGURE 19.1 Volume, variety, and velocity of big data.

TABLE 19.1
Description of 32V Characteristics

Class V
Characteristic Description

Data Domain Volume Amount of data
– Variety Types of data included
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– Velocity Speed of data generation
Business
Intelligence

Domain
Value The business value of the information present in the data

– Visibility Insight, hindsight, and foresight of the problem and its
adequate solutions

– Verdict
Possible decision to be made on the basis of the scope of

problem, computational capacity, and available
resources

Statistics
Domain Veracity Uncertainty and trustworthiness of data

– Variability Variations and complexity of data
– Validity Objectivity with which the data is collected
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1. Generation: Data is the most rapidly increasing resource in the world.
Perhaps the reason for this staggering rise in its generation is the
diverse types of devices, entities, and systems involved. With the
rapid advancement in technology, devices such as sensors, online
portals, social networking websites, and online systems such as
online trading and banking, in addition to many others, have come
into existence. All these systems, portals, and devices generate data
on a periodic basis, contributing to the volume, variety, and velocity
of big data.

2. Acquisition: Now that we know that big data is being generated by
diverse sources, this data needs to be acquired by big data systems for
analysis. Therefore, during this stage of the big data lifecycle, the raw
data generated in the world is collected and given to the next stage
for further processing. Examples of data acquisition systems include
log files, sensing systems, web crawlers, and REST APIs provided by
portals. Since big data includes different types of data, an efficient
pre-processing mechanism is required. Common methods used for
this purpose include data cleaning, redundancy reduction, and data
integration. This is a crucial step for ensuring data veracity.

3. Storage: The sheer volume of big data overwhelms traditional storage
solutions. In order to address the challenges posed by big data, as far
as data storage is concerned, a distributed file system (DFS) is being
put to use. From the first distributed file system, Google file system
(Ghemawat, Gobioff, and Leung 2003), to the Hadoop distributed file
system or HDFS (Shvachko et al. 2010), there is a range of solutions

19.3 BIG DATA LIFECYCLE
The lifecycle of big data includes several phases, which include data 
generation, acquisition, storage, and processing of data. These four phases 
have been explained below and illustrated in Figure 19.2.
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available in this category. Some of the latest and most popular
additions to this category are NoSQL database solutions such as
MongoDB* and platforms such as Cassandra†. This phase of the big
data lifecycle contributes to the reliability and availability of data.

4. Processing: The last stage of the big data lifecycle is processing,
during which various analytical approaches and methods are
implemented on the available data, for basic and advanced analytics.
Similar to traditional data analysis, the objective of big data analysis
is extraction of useful information from the available data. Common
methods used for this purpose include clustering, classification, and
data analysis techniques, besides many others. It is important to
mention here that traditional processing techniques have to be
adapted to the big data scenario by redesigning them for use with
parallel computing techniques such as the MapReduce programming
paradigm (Lee et al. 2012). This phase contributes to the value
characteristic of big data. The rest of the chapter will discuss this
facet of the big data lifecycle in detail.

FIGURE 19.2 Big data lifecycle.
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19.4 

19.4.1 
19.4.1.1 

19.4.1.2 

TECHNIQUES FOR BIG DATA PROCESSING
Big data processing requires a synergistic approach involving mathematical,
statistical, and optimization techniques, which are implemented using
established technologies such as data mining, machine learning, and signal
processing, in addition to several others, for application-specific processing.
This makes big data processing essentially interdisciplinary. An elaborative
description of the techniques used for big data processing has been given
below.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Mathematical Techniques
Most big data problems can be mathematically modeled and solved using
mathematical analysis techniques such as factor analysis and correlation
analysis. Factor analysis is mostly used for analysis of relationships between
different elements that constitute big data. As a result, it can be used for
revealing the most important information. Taking the relationship analysis a
step further, correlation analysis can be used for extracting strong and weak
dependencies (Ginsberg et al. 2009). Analytics for applications belonging to
fields such as biology, healthcare, engineering, and economics require the use
of such techniques.

Statistical Methods
Statistical methods are mathematical techniques that are used for collection,
organization, and interpretation of data. Therefore, they are commonly used
for studying causal relationships and co-relationships. It is also the preferred
category of techniques used for deriving numerical descriptions. With that
said, the standard techniques cannot be directly implemented for big data. In
order to adapt the classical techniques for big data usage, parallelization has
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19.4.1.3 

19.4.2 
19.4.2.1 

Optimization Methods
Core fields of studies like physics, biology, and economics involves a lot of
quantitative problems. In order to solve these problems, optimization
methods are used. Some of these methods that have found wide-ranging use,
because of the ease with which they can be parallelized, include the genetic
algorithm, simulated annealing, quantum annealing, and adaptive simulated
annealing (Sahimi and Hamzehpour 2010).

Nature-inspired optimization techniques such as particle swarm
optimization and evolutionary programming have also been proven to be
useful methods for solving optimization problems. However, these
algorithms and techniques are highly storage and computationally intensive.
Many research works have attempted scaling of these techniques (Yang,
Tang, and Yao 2008; Xiaodong and Xin 2012). An important requirement of
big data applications in this regard is real-time optimization, particularly in
WSNs (Seenumani, Sun, and Peng 2011).

DATA ANALYTICS TECHNIQUES

Data Mining
Data mining allows extraction of useful information from raw datasets and
visualization of the same in a manner that is helpful for making decisions.
Commonly used data mining techniques include classification, regression
analysis, clustering, machine learning, and outlier detection. In order to
analyze different variables and how they are dependent on one another,
regression analysis may be used. Companies commonly use this technique for
analyzing CRM big data and evaluating varied levels of customer satisfaction

been attempted. Research fields related to this area are statistical computing 
(Klemens 2009, statistical learning (Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman 2009, 
and data-driven statistical techniques (Bennett et al. 2009. The economic and 
healthcare sectors make extensive use of statistical methods for various 
applications.
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19.4.2.2 

19.4.2.3 

19.4.2.4 

Machine Learning
A sub-field of artificial intelligence, machine learning allows systems to learn
and evolve using empirical data. As a result, intelligent decision-making is
fundamental to any system that implements machine learning. However, in
the big data context, standard machine learning algorithms need to be scaled
up to cope with big data requirements. Deep learning is a recent field that is
attracting immense research attention lately (Bengio, Courville, and Vincent
2013). Several Hadoop-based frameworks like Mahout are available for
scaling up machine learning algorithms. However, several fields of machine
learning like natural language processing and recommender systems, apart
from several others, face scalability issues that need to be mitigated for
development of generic as well as efficient application-specific solutions.

Signal Processing
The introduction of Internet and mobile technologies has made the use of
social networking portals and devices like mobiles and sensors excessively
common. As a result, data is being generated at a never-seen-before rate. The
massive scale of data available, presence of anomalies, need for real-time
analytics, and relevance of distributed systems gives rise to several signal
processing opportunities in big data (Bo-Wei, Ji, and Rho 2016).

Neural Networks

and their impact on customer retention.
Taking this analysis further, there may also be a need to cluster similar 

customers together to analyze their buying patterns or classify them on the 
basis of certain attributes. Clustering and classification are the techniques 
used for this purpose. Association rule mining may be used for exploring 
hidden relationships and patterns in big datasets. Lastly, outlier detection is 
used for fraud detection or risk reduction by identifying patterns or behaviors 
that are abnormal.
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19.4.2.5 Visualization Methods
In order to make the analysis usable for the end user, analytics results need to
be visualized in an understandable and clear manner. The high volume and
excessive rate of generation of data makes visualization of big data a
daunting challenge. Evidently, it is not possible to use traditional
visualization methods for this purpose. Most systems currently available
perform rendering of a reduced dataset to dodge the complications associated
with visualization of large datasets (Thompson et al. 2011). However, real-
time visualization of big data still presents innumerable challenges.

Image analysis and pattern recognition are established applications of 
artificial neural networks (ANN. It is a well-known fact that as the number 
of nodes increase, the accuracy of the result gets better. However, the 
increase in node number elevates the complexity of the neural network, both 
in terms of memory consumption and computing requirements. In order to 
combat these challenges, the neural network needs to be scaled using 
distributed and parallel methods (Mikolov et al. 2011. Parallel training 
implementation techniques can be used with deep learning for processing big 
data.
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19.5 

19.5.1 

19.5.2 

19.5.3 

BIG DATA COMPUTING MODELS
Different applications make use of distinctive types, volumes, and velocities
of data. Therefore, the type of computing models applicable depends on the
nature of the application. While some applications require batch processing,
others need real-time data processing. This section gives a taxonomy (see
Figure 19.3) of big data computing models and discusses the different tools
belonging to each of the categories.

BATCH PROCESSING

Theoretically, batch processing is a processing mode in which a series of jobs
are performed on a batch of inputs. The MapReduce programming paradigm
is the most effective and efficient solution for batch processing of big data.
Hadoop, a MapReduce implementation, is identified as the most popular big
data processing platform. Therefore, most of the tools described in Table 19.2
are either Hadoop-based or tools that run on top of Hadoop.

STREAM PROCESSING

In some applications, particularly for real-time analytics, data is available in
the form of streams or continuous data flows. These data streams need to be
processed, record-by-record, in-memory. Stream processing is considered to
be the next-generation computing paradigm for big data. The tools available
for this purpose have been described in Table 19.3.

GRAPH PROCESSING

Owing to the connected nature of data and the significance of exploring
relationships and associations for big data analytics, a graph is perhaps the
best-suited mathematical model for a majority of the applications. Big data
graph processing techniques work in accordance with the bulk synchronous
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19.5.4 DAG PROCESSING

In theory, a DAG or directed acyclic graph is described as a finite and
directed graph. However, this graph lacks any directed cycles. A DAG
processing system represents jobs in the system as vertices of the DAG,
which execute in parallel. DAG processing is considered a step up from the
MapReduce programming model as it avoids the scheduling overhead
prevalent in MapReduce and provides developers with a convenient paradigm
for modeling complex applications that require multiple execution steps.
Dryad (Isard et al. 2007) is based on a dataflow graph processing-based
programming model that supports scalable and distributed programming
applications. Another application framework that allows execution of a
complex DAG created from tasks is Apache Tez*. This framework is built on
top of YARN.

parallel (BSP computing paradigm (Cheatham et al. 1996. This computing 
paradigm is commonly used in cloud computing. Table 19.4 gives a list of 
graph processing architectures and models for graph processing, also 
elaborating on their features and supported functionalities.
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19.5.5 

FIGURE 19.3 Big data computing models.

INTERACTIVE PROCESSING

There needs to be a system that sits between big data applications and users
to facilitate smooth communication between the two entities, in order to make
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TABLE 19.2
Batch Processing Tools

Tool Description Functionality
Supported Link

Mahout

Used for scalable
machine

learning in the
parallel

environment

Capable of
performing

classification,
pattern

analysis,
clustering
analysis,

regression
analysi’s, and

dimension
reduction.

http://mahout.apache.org/

Pentaho

Hadoop-based
software

platform for
business report

generation

Allows data
acquisition,

analytics, and
visualization of
business data,
in addition to
plugin-based

communication
with NoSQL

databases such
as MongoDB
and platforms

such as
Cassandra.

http://www.pentaho.com/product/big-
data-analytics

A general-
purpose server

used for
machine

Can be used for
similarity

big data applications usable. For this purpose, large-scale data processing 
systems that make use of an interactive mechanism are put to use. Some of 
the tools that are developed for this purpose have been mentioned in Table 
19.5.
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SkyTree

learning and
advanced
analytics,

which enables
optimized
machine
learning

implementation
for real-time

analytics

estimation,
dimension
reduction,

outlier
detection,

regression, and
classification

and clustering.

http://www.skytree.net/

Karmasphere

Hadoop-based
platform for
analysis of

business big
data

Allows
ingestion,
iterative
analysis,

reporting, and
visualization of
business data.

http://www.karmasphere.com/

Datameer
Analytic
Solution
(DAS)

Hadoop-based
platform-as-a-
service (PaaS)
solution that

allows analysis
of business

data

Includes data
source

integration,
analytics

engine, and
visualization
methods like

charts and
dashboards.

However, data
integration is

the main focus
and it allows
data import

from structured
and

unstructured
sources. It
needs to be

deployed with
Cloudera-

based Hadoop
distribution.

http://www.datameer.com/

Supports Apache
tools like Pig
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Cloudera
Apache Hadoop

distribution
system

tools like Pig
and Hive,
along with
embedded

plugins with
Oracle.

http://www.cloudera.com/

TABLE 19.3
Stream Processing Tools

Tool Description Functionality
Supported Link

Storm

Open-source,
scalable,

fault-tolerant,
distributed
system for
real-time

computation

Storm allows
programmers

to create a
setup for

processing of
streaming

data for real-
time

analytics. It
also supports
distributed

remote
procedure

call, an
interactive
operating

system, and
online

machine
learning.

http://storm.apache.org/

S4

A scalable,
pluggable,
distributed,

fault-tolerant
computing

S4 allows
development

of
applications
that require

effective
cluster

management http://incubator.apache.org/s4/
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Yahoo for
large-scale

search query
computation.

SQLStream

A platform that
supports

intelligent,
automatic
operations,

for processing
unbounded
large-scale

data streams

Pattern
discovery in
unstructured

data.

http://www.sqlstream.com/blaze/s-
server/

Splunk

A platform for
analyzing
machine-
generated

data streams

Allows analysis
of machine-

generated log
files,

structured as
well as

unstructured.

http://www.splunk.com/

Kafka

Developed for
LinkedIn for
in-memory

management
and

processing of
messaging
and stream

data

Allows analysis
of operational

data like
service logs
and activity
data such as
user actions

for
organizational
management

and usage

http://kafka.apache.org/

SAP Hana

A tool for in-
memory

processing of
data streams

Supports three
types of

analytics: text
analysis and
predictive

analytics, data
warehousing,

and
operational
reporting.

https://hana.sap.com
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reporting.

Infochimps

A cloud suite
that provides

infrastructure-
as-a-service

(IaaS)
provisioning

Supports cloud
streams,

cloud-based
Hadoop, and
cloud queries
for private as
well as public

clouds, in
addition to
support for

Hive, Pig, and
Kafka, in

addition to
several other

tools.

http://www.infochimps.com/

BigInsights

A stream-based
tool by IBM,
used in the
Infosphere

platform for
big data
analytics

Used for real-
time analysis

of data
streams and

supports
Hive, Pig,

Lucene, and
Oozie, apart
from a few

others.

http://www-
03.ibm.com/software/products/en/ibm-

biginsights-for-apache-hadoop

Spark
Streaming

Stream
processing

component of
Spark

Framework that
allows

development
of fault-
tolerant

streaming
applications.

http://spark.apache.org/streaming/

Google
MillWheel
(Akidau et
al. 2013)

Framework for
fault-tolerant

stream
processing

Supports
development

of low-
latency data
processing

applications.

–

Real-time
operational
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Blaze processing
suite

for stream
data analytics
of machine

data.

http://www.sqlstream.com/blaze/

TABLE 19.4
Graph Processing Systems

Tool Description Functionality Supported

Hama (Seo et al. 2010)
BSP-inspired computing

paradigm that runs on
top of Hadoop

Used for performing network
computations, graph functions,

matrix algorithms, and
scientific computations

Pregel (Malewicz et al.
2010)

A graph computation
model that approaches

problems using the BSP
programming model

Allows efficient processing of
billions of graph vertices that

may be connected to each other
via trillions of edges

Giraph
(http://giraph.apache.org/)

Scalable, iterative graph
processing system

Adapted from Pregel, Giraph
allows edge-oriented input,

out-of-core computation and
master computation

Apache Spark Bagel (Spark
2016)

A Pregel implementation,
which is a component

of Spark

Supports combiners,
aggregators, and other basic

graph computation

Microsoft Graph Engine
(Microsoft 2016)

In-memory and
distributed graph
processing engine

Allows high-throughput offline
analytics and low-latency

online query processing for
very large graphs

Phoebus (XSLogic 2016) Large-scale graph
processing framework

TABLE 19.5
Interactive Processing Tools

Tool Description Functionality
Supported Link

Includes three
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Tableau

Hadoop-based
visualization
environment
that makes

use of
Apache
Hive to
process
queries

Includes three
versions: Tableau

Desktop
(visualization and
normalization of
data), Tableau

Server (business
intelligence system
for browser-based

analytics), and
Tableau Public

(creating interactive
visualizations)

http://www.tableau.com/

Google
Dremel
(Melnik

et al.
2011)

Scalable
interactive
analysis
system

Performs nested data
processing and

allows querying of
very large tables

–

Apache
Drill

Interactive
analysis
system

inspired by
Dremel,

which stores
data in

HDFS and
processes
data using

MapReduce

Performs nested data
processing and

supports many data
sources and types

and different
queries

https://www.mapr.com/products/apache-drill

Google
BigQuery

An interactive
analysis

framework
that

implements
Dremel

Uses the Google
infrastructure and

queries are made on
“append-only”
tables, allowing
super-fast SQL

queries.

https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/

Cloudera
Impala

A interactive
analysis

framework
that is

inspired by

Capable of
supporting high-

concurrency
workloads and is

the true native
https://www.cloudera.com/products/apache-

hadoop/impala.html
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19.5.6 

Dremel for Hadoop

Apache
Zeppelin

Interactive
data

analytics
provisioned
in the form
of a web-

based
notebook

Integrates with Spark
for seamless data

ingestion,
discovery,

analytic’s, and
visualization

https://zeppelin.apache.org/

IPython
Interactive
computing
architecture

Interactive shell that
works as the kernel

for Jupyter
(https://jupyter.org/)

and supports
interactive data

visualization

https://ipython.org/

VISUAL PROCESSING

Visualization is the last and most critical phase of any big data application.
This is particularly the case for applications where end-users are involved,
simply because information not communicated properly is information not
communicated at all. One of the most popular tools for visual big data
analytics is Talend Open Studio*. It can be integrated with Hadoop and user
interfaces can be easily created using its drag-and-drop functionality.
Moreover, it also offers RSS feed functionality.
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19.6 

19.6.1 

CLOUD COMPUTING FOR BIG DATA
ANALYTICS

John McCarthy gave the world the concept of “utility computing” during the
MIT Centennial talk 1961, when he openly spoke about the future of this
industry and how computing will share screen with utilities like electricity
and water, and be served as such (Qian et al. 2009). Since then, cloud
computing has come a long way to become the technology that transforms
McCarthy’s ideas into reality. However, it was not until 2006 that this
technology reached the commercial arena. The introduction of solutions like
Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2†) and Google App Engine‡

have been historic milestones in the history of cloud computing.
One of the earliest definitions of cloud computing was given by Gartner,

which described this technology as a computing style that delivers scalable
and elastic IT-enabled capabilities to customers, as a service, with the support
of Internet technologies (Gartner 2016). This definition could not be
considered a standard for the sheer simplicity and ambiguity that it entails.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) gave the
industry-standard definition for cloud computing (Mell and Grance 2011).

According to this definition, cloud computing is a technology that allows
on-demand, convenient, and ubiquitous network access to computing
resources that can be configured with minimal requirement of management
and interaction with the service provider. The NIST definition also mentioned
the five key characteristics, deployment models, and delivery models for
cloud computing. An overview of the NIST definition of cloud computing is
illustrated in Figure 19.4. There are three main components of the cloud
computing ecosystem, namely, end-user or consumer, distributed server, and
data center. The cloud provider provisions the IT resources to the end-user
with the help of distributed server and data center.

KEY CHARACTERISTICS
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The five key characteristics of cloud computing are as follows:

On-demand usage: The freedom to self-provision the cloud-based IT
resources lies in the hands of the end-user.
Elasticity: Some users may require dynamic scaling of IT resources
assigned to them. This scaling must be performed on the basis of
runtime conditions. Cloud computing’s support for this functionality
makes it a cost-effective IT provisioning system.
Multi-tenancy: Multi-tenancy is a technology that makes use of
virtualization to assign and reassign resources to consumers who are
isolated from each other.
Ubiquitous access: The end-users or consumers of the provided
cloud services may have different needs, particularly with respect to
their ability to use the self-provisioned IT resources. They may use
these resources on any device and using any interface. Therefore, the
cloud service must be widely accessible.
Measured usage: In the cloud computing paradigm, the consumer
only pays for the services he or she uses. To enable this, the usage
data related to each consumer needs to be measured. Billing is done
on the basis of this measurement. Besides this, these measurements
are also used for monitoring purposes and possess a close
relationship with on-demand provisioning.

FIGURE 19.4 Cloud computing model defined by NIST.
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19.6.2 

19.6.2.1 

19.6.2.2 

19.6.2.3 

DELIVERY MODELS

It is evident from the discussion that the cloud provider offers services to the
consumers. Obviously, these IT services need to be packaged into
combinations to make self-provisioning possible. This pre-packaging of
services is called the cloud delivery model. There are three main delivery
models used as standards, which have been described below. However,
several other delivery models have been created on the basis of applications
and functionality that they support. Some examples of these models include
database-as-a-service, security-as-a-service, and testing-as-a-service, apart
from many others.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
In this delivery model, cloud-based tools and interfaces allow access and
management of infrastructure-centric IT resources. Therefore, reserves such
as hardware, network, connectivity, and raw IT resources are included in this
model. The user is free to configure these resources in the manner that he or
she desires. Popular cloud providers of IaaS are Rackspace* and Amazon
EC2.

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
Although infrastructure forms the base layer and requirement for any kind of
development or usage, developers may also require pre-deployed and pre-
configured IT resources. This gives them a complete environment to directly
work upon, which saves time and effort. Some of the most popular products
in this category are the .NET-based environment provided by Microsoft
Azure† and a Python-based environment by the Google App Engine.

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
The shared cloud service can also host software solutions that can directly be
used by consumers on a need basis. Products such as Google Docs*, which is
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19.6.2.4 

19.6.3 

19.6.3.1 

19.6.3.2 

19.6.3.3 

a shared service and provisions documentation software and storage to
consumers, are examples of SaaS.

Hybrid Models
Apart from the three formal models used for delivery of cloud solutions, the
user also has the option to use any combinations of these models. In fact, all
the three models may also be combined and provisioned to the end-user.

DEPLOYMENT MODELS

The cloud environment has three main characteristics, namely, size,
ownership, and access. On the basis of these three characteristics, the
deployment model for the cloud environment is determined.

Public Cloud
In such a cloud environment, the access is open to all and a third-party cloud
provider owns the cloud. Therefore, creation and maintenance of the cloud
environment is the sole responsibility of the cloud provider. The size of the
cloud is large owing to the “accessible to everyone” nature of it.

Community Cloud
The community cloud is an adaptation of the public cloud. The only
difference between these two types of deployments is that the community
cloud restricts access to the cloud services. Only a small community of cloud
consumers can use the services of this cloud. Moreover, such a cloud may
involve joint ownership of the community and a third-party cloud provider.

Private Cloud
When an individual or organization owns a cloud and limits the access of the
cloud to the members of the organization only, the deployment model is
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19.6.3.4 

19.6.3.5 

19.6.4 

19.6.5 

Hybrid Cloud
A deployment model created using two or more deployment models is called
a hybrid cloud.

Other Deployment Models
Some other cloud deployment models such as the external cloud, virtual
private cloud or dedicated cloud, and inter-cloud also exist.

WHAT MAKES CLOUD COMPUTING AN IDEAL MATCH

FOR BIG DATA?
Big data solutions have two fundamental requirements. The size of the data is
“big.” Therefore, in order to store this data, a large and scalable storage space
is required. Moreover, the standard analytics algorithms are computing-
intensive. Therefore, an infrastructural solution that can support this level of
computation is needed. The cloud meets both these requirements well.

First, there are several low-cost storage solutions available with the cloud.
Besides this, the user pays for the services he or she uses, which makes the
solution all the more cost effective. Second, cloud solutions offer commodity
hardware, which allows effective and efficient processing of large datasets. It
is because of these two reasons that cloud computing is considered an ideal
infrastructural solution for big data analytics.

HADOOP ON THE CLOUD

One of the most popular frameworks used for big data computing is Hadoop.

known as private cloud. The size of such a cloud is much smaller and staff is 
employed for performing administration and management of the cloud. It is 
also important to mention that in such a deployment model, the cloud 
provider and consumer, both are the owners of the cloud.
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Cost effectiveness: Running any software on the cloud reduces the
cost of the operation considerably. Therefore, this model provides a
cost-effective solution for Hadoop-based applications.
Scalable resource procurement: One of the key benefits of the cloud
paradigm is that it allows scalable provisioning of resources. This
feature is best put to use by the Hadoop framework.
Support for efficient batch processing: Hadoop is a batch-processing
framework. In other words, jobs submitted to Hadoop are collected
and sent for execution at a fixed and temporal basis. Therefore, the
resources are not loaded with work all the time. The cloud allows on-
demand resource provisioning. Therefore, resources can be procured
and elastically increased and decreased in capability depending on
the phase of Hadoop operation, making the solution cost-effective
yet efficient.
Handles variable requirements of Hadoop ecosystem: Different jobs
performed by Hadoop vary in the quality and quantity of resources
they require. For instance, some jobs require I/O bandwidth while
others need more memory support. Whenever a physical setup for
Hadoop is created, homogenous machines that can support the
highest capabilities are used, resulting in wastage of resources. The
cloud solution allows formation of a cluster of heterogeneous
machines to support the heaviest tasks yet optimize usage.
Processing data where it resides: Most of the organizations keep
their data on the cloud. Therefore, processing it on the cloud makes
more sense. Migrating the data to a different execution environment
will not only be time-consuming, but it will also be inefficient.

It is an implementation of MapReduce that allows distributed processing of 
large, heterogeneous datasets. There are many solutions that allow moving of 
Hadoop to the cloud. Some of the popular solutions are the ones provided by 
Amazon’s Elastic MapReduce* and Rackspace. There are several reasons 
why running Hadoop on the cloud is gaining immense popularity, some of 
which have been listed below.
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19.6.5.1 

19.6.5.2 

Deploying Hadoop in a Public Cloud
Providers such as Hortonworks†, Cloudera‡, and BigInsights§ offer Hadoop
distributions, which can be deployed and run on public clouds provided by
Rackspace, Microsoft Azure, and Amazon Web Services¶. Such a
configuration is typically referred to as “Hadoop-as-a-service.” The issue
with such solutions is that they use IaaS provided by the cloud providers. In
other words, the IT resources being used are shared between many customers.
This gives the user little control over the configuration of the cluster. As a
result, there is no concept of rack awareness that the user can configure and
access. Besides this, the availability and performance of the cluster are also
dependent on the virtual machine (VM) that is being used.

The user is required to install and configure Hadoop on all of the available
options, other than Amazon EMR. Amazon EMR provides what can be
referred to as ‘MapReduce-as-a-Service’. The users can directly run
MapReduce jobs on the Amazon EMR-powered cluster, making the whole
exercise fairly simple and easy for the developer. If the developer does not
wish to use HDFS as the default storage solution, then Hadoop cluster can
also be used with S3*. Although, S3 is not as efficient as HDFS, it provides
some unparalleled features such as data loss protection, elasticity, and bucket
versioning. Some applications may require the implementation of these
features, which makes S3 an irreplaceable storage solution. Besides this,
Hadoop with S3 may be the storage solution of choice for organizations that
already have their data stored on S3. A commercially available solution that
uses this configuration is Netflix.

Deploying Hadoop in a Private Cloud

The cloud can be used for creation of different types of clusters, with each 
component of the cluster having a different configuration and characteristics. 
The available options for running Hadoop in the cloud environment have 
been described below.
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19.6.5.3 

Better control and visibility of the cluster
Better mitigation of data privacy and security concerns

Key Considerations for Deployment
There are obvious advantages of running Hadoop on the cloud. However, it is
important to understand that this does not come without problems and
potential issues. Some of the things that must be paid heed to before using
Hadoop on the cloud are given below.

The security provided by the Hadoop cluster is very limited.
Therefore, the security requirements and criticality of data being
shared with the Hadoop cluster need to be carefully examined in
advance.
Typically, Hadoop runs on Linux. However, Hortonworks also
provides a Hadoop distribution that works with Windows and is
available on Microsoft’s Azure Cloud. It is important to identify the
operating system requirements and preferences before choosing a
cloud-based Hadoop solution.
Hadoop can never be viewed as a standalone solution. When it
comes to designing big data analytics applications, you will need to
look beyond the Hadoop cluster and see if the cloud solution
supports visualization tools like Tableau and R, to serve your
purpose in totality.
An important consideration that is usually overlooked is data
transmission. Is the data already on the cloud or will it have to be
loaded from an internal system? If the application needs transferring

The private cloud allows the user to have better control over the configuration 
of Hadoop in the cloud. Several cloud providers such as IBM’s SmartCloud† 

for deployment of InfoSphere BigInsights and IBM’s PureData‡ System offer 
PaaS solutions, which provide a pre-built setup for convenient deployment of 
Hadoop. The advantages of using Hadoop on a private cloud are as follows:
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of data from one public cloud to another, some transmission fees
may apply.
Using the VM-based Hadoop cluster may suffer from performance
issues. These arrangements are good solutions only for development
and testing purposes or unless performance is not an issue.
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There is a need for development of solid scientific foundation, to
facilitate selection of the method or technique that needs to be
chosen.
There is a need for development of scalable and efficient algorithms
that can be used.
The developed algorithms cannot be implemented unless appropriate
technological platforms have been selected.
Lastly, the solution’s business viability must be explored.

Analytics solutions are expected to be uncomplicated and simple despite
the complexity of the problem and the challenges involved. Besides this,
distributed systems and parallel computing seems to be an appropriate
solution to the big data problem. Therefore, the designed solution has to be

19.7 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Big data computing requires the use of several techniques and technologies. 
MapReduce and Hadoop are certainly the most popular and useful 
frameworks for this purpose. Apart from cloud computing, it has also been 
proposed that bio-inspired computing, quantum computing, and granular 
computing are potential technologies for big data computing (Philip Chen 
and Zhang 2014. However, each of these technologies needs to be adapted 
for this purpose and is not free from potential challenges. Challenges specific 
to big data computing using these technologies is beyond the scope of this 
chapter.

Owing to the elasticity and scalability of cloud solutions, this technology 
is one of the front-runners for big data computing (Talia 2013. With that 
said, the feasibility and viability of using a synergistic model is yet to be 
explored. NESSI presented challenges specific to implementation of existing 
machine learning techniques for big data computing and development of 
analytics solutions, mentioning the following requirements as fundamental 
(NESSI 2012:
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Development of energy-efficient and cost-effective solutions
Standardization of solutions

The findings of the analytics engine need to be presented to the user in a
manner that the results can be of use. This makes visualization a critical part

inclined towards computational paradigms that work on these foundations. 
There are several identified challenges related to the use of cloud computing 
for big data analytics (Hashem et al. 2015; Assunção et al. 2015. Big data in 
the cloud suffers from several trials, both technical as well as non-technical. 
Technical challenges associated with cloud-based big data analytics can 
further be divided into three categories, namely, big data management, 
application modeling, and visualization.

Challenges associated with characteristics, storage, and processing of big 
data are included in big data management. Management of big data is a 
challenging task considering the fact that data is continuously increasing in 
volume. Moreover, aggregation and integration of unstructured data collected 
from diverse sources is also under research consideration. There are two 
aspects of data acquisition and integration. First, data needs to be collected 
from different sources. Besides this, the collected data may be of the 
structured, unstructured, or semi-structured type. Integration of a variety of 
data types into an aggregation that can be further used for analytics is an even 
bigger problem.

In order to make predictions, recommendations, or implement any 
application-specific functionality, the application needs to be modeled. 
Moreover, this model needs to evolve with the changing needs of the system. 
The systems of today are generating both static as well as stream data. 
Therefore, any solution designed for such a system must support integration 
of different programming models to form a generic analytics engine. It is not 
possible to create practically viable solutions unless these models make use 
of resources optimally and exhibit high energy efficiency, which adds to the 
secondary requirements of the system. The expected future work with respect 
to the analytics engine can be summarized as follows:
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of any analytics solution. Better and more cost-effective hardware support for 
large-scale visualization is being investigated (Assunção et al. 2015. In 
addition to this, there is a pressing need for solutions that can visualize big 
data efficiently. One of the most recent and popular research topics in 
visualization is real-time visualization. Since systems are generating data and 
analytics results in real-time, presenting the same to the user in real-time 
makes more sense. Visualization in the cloud context suffers from an inherent 
issue. The network for such application has long been and continues to 
remain a bottleneck.

Technology needs to be practically viable to support high business value 
solutions. With that said, cloud-based big data technologies suffer from 
several non-technical challenges that need to be worked out before 
widespread adoption can be expected. The lack of generic and standard 
solutions affects the business value of this technology heavily. Besides this, 
even though the use of cloud computing has brought down the cost of big 
data technologies considerably, more cost-effective models that make optimal 
use of the elasticity property of the cloud need to be devised for the end-
users.

Businesses find it difficult to migrate to big data technologies due to lack 
of skilled staff and debugging-testing solutions available for these 
technologies. One of the biggest concerns while using big data analytics and 
cloud computing in an integrated model is security. In view of this, additional 
challenges like security and privacy risks also exist and need to be mitigated 
before commercially viable, practical cloud-based big data analytics solutions 
can be developed and used.
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19.8 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In view of the challenges and issues identified in the previous section, there is 
a need for a cloud-based framework to facilitate advanced analytics. The 
analytical workflow is composed of several steps, which include data 
acquisition, storage, processing, analytics, and visualization. Besides this, 
each of these steps is composed of many sub-steps. For instance, data 
acquisition is composed of sub-steps such as data collection, pre-processing, 
and transformation.

With specific focus on processing and analytics, existing solutions in the 
field are not generic. There is tight coupling between field-specific analytical 
solutions and data models used for the same. In addition to this, data model 
diversity also exists as a fundamental issue for generic framework 
development. Lastly, the data characteristics used to classify data as big data 
varies substantially with time and changes from one application to another. 
Research needs to be directed towards development of a generic analytical 
framework and cloud-based big data stack that addresses the complexities of 
the issues mentioned above.

Big data technology applies and appeals to every walk of human life. 
There is no technology-enabled system that cannot make use of the big data-
powered solutions for enhanced decision making and industry-specific 
applications. However, in order to make this technology commercially viable, 
research groups need to identify potential “big” datasets and possible 
analytical applications for the field concerned. With that said, the feasibility 
and commercial viability of such analytical applications need to be aligned 
with business and customer requirements.
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20.1 INTRODUCTION
Big Data analytics is where advanced analytic techniques operate on big data 
sets (Russom, 2011. Hence, analytics is the main concern in big data, and it 
may be exploited by data miners to breach privacy (Samarati, 2001. In the 
past few years, several methods that address the data leakage concerns have 
been proposed for conventional data (Ninghui Li et al., 2007; Qing Zhang et 
al., 2007. The proposed methods provide remedies for variant types of 
attacks against data analytics process. Side attack is considered to be one of 
the most critical attacks (Dwork et al. 2010. This attack is prevalent in 
medical data, where the attacker owns partial information about the patient. 
The attacker aims to find the hidden sensitive information by logically 
linking between his/her data and the targeted data. A side attack can be 
conducted by either manipulating the query, a state attack, or running 
malicious code that can transfer the output from other users through the 
network, a privacy attack. However, a variety of attacks can be triggered by 
the adversary to interrupt the analytics process by mounting the malicious 
code, which may cause infinite loop operations or may eavesdrop on other 
user’s operations (Shin et al., 2012.

One powerful optimization algorithm for de-identification procedure 
known as k-anonymity (Bayardo and Rakesh Agrawal, 2005. This approach 
was proposed for conventional data. k-anonymity is a one-dimensional 
method which highly disturbs the anonymized data and reduces the 
anonymized information gained (Mohammed et al., 2010. To resolve this 
matter, various anonymization methods were proposed such as ℓ-diversity 
(Machanavajjhala et al., 2007, and (X, Y Anonymity (Fung et al., 2007. 
These extended methods, however, do not resolve the one-dimensional 
concern, where data are structured in a multidimensional pattern. The 
multidimensional LKC-Privacy method was proposed to overcome the one-
dimensional distortion (Zhang et al., 2014. Later, a more profound method 
was proposed known as multidimensional top-down anonymization. This 
method generalizes data to the top-most first and then specializes data based
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on the best score results (Lublinsky, 2013.
The previously mentioned methods can operate efficiently in conventional 

data. However, big data specifications and operations concepts are different. 
Big data operates in a parallel distributed environment, known as 
MapReduce, where performance and scalability are a major concern (Ren et 
al. 2013. Researchers amended the previously mentioned anonymization 
methods so that they can fit the new distributed environment. One of these 
methods is the two-phase multidimensional top-down specialization method 
(two-phase MDTDS, which splits the large size of data into small chunks. 
This technique negatively affects the anonymized information, resulting in 
increased information loss. Moreover, each chunk of data requires n 
iterations to find the best score on specialization rounds (Ren et al. 2013. 
The iterations create n rounds between map and reduce nodes. Map and 
reduce may be connected through the network on separate nodes. Therefore, 
an unknown number of iterations may cause more delay, if map and reduce 
are on two separate nodes. Hence, this rigid solution may cause a high delay 
(Ren et al. 2013. Also, the iteration locks both nodes until the end of the 
process, which disturbs the parallel computing principle.

Another big data privacy method mutates between TDS and bottom-up 
generalization (BUG in a hybrid fashion (Zhang et al., 2013, 2014. The 
method calculates the value of K, where K is defined as workload balancing 
point if it satisfies the condition that the amount of computation required by 
MapReduce TDS (MRTDS is equal to that by MapReduce BUG (MRBUG. 
The K value is calculated separately for each group of data set, so TDS 
operation is triggered when the anonymity of k > K, whereas BUG operation 
is triggered when the anonymity of k < K. However, the iteration technique of 
this method is quite similar to MDTDS. Also, finding the value K for each 
group of record consumes even more time.

In this work, we propose a multidimensional anonymization method that 
supports data privacy in MapReduce environments. Our multidimensional 
sensitivity-based anonymization method (MDSBA is proposed and 
compared with the MDTDS. MDSBA provides a bottom-up anonymization 
method with a distributed technique in MapReduce parallel processes. Our
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method enables data owners to give multiple levels of anonymization for 
users of multiple access levels. The anonymization is based on grouping and 
splitting data records, so each group set or domain is anonymized 
individually. Finally, anonymized domains are merged in one domain. Also, 
our method embeds a role-based access control (RBAC model that enforces 
a security policy on a user’s access and ability to run processes. RBAC is 
chosen over mandatory access control (MAC for its flexible and scalable 
user roles and access permissions, and for its popularity over the cloud. 
However, RBAC and the mapping process will be discussed in a separate 
paper. Section 20.4 delves into MDSBA grouping and masking processes in 
detail.

This chapter is structured as follows. The next section introduces some 
previous k-anonymity methods adapted for use in conventional data. Section 
20.3 describes our proposed anonymization approach, MDSBA. The 
experimental evaluation is outlined in Section 20.4. The last section gives our 
concluding remarks and suggested future work.
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20.2 RELATED WORK
The privacy method concept relies on hiding sensitive information from data 
miners. The hiding principle implies distortion techniques that promote a 
trade-off between privacy and beneficial data utility. The specialization 
technique relies on a quasi-identifier (Q-ID, which tends to find a group of 
attributes that can identify other tuples in the database (Rajeev Motwani, 
2007. These identifiers may not gain 100% of data. However, a risk of 
predicting some data remains high. For instance, knowing the patient’s age, 
gender, and postcode may lead to uniquely identifying that patient with a 
probability of 87% (Rajeev Motwani, 2007.

Many algorithms were developed to overcome this security breach. K-
anonymity was proposed by Sweeney (Sweeney, 2002a who suggested data 
generalization and suppression for Q-IDs. K-anonymity guarantees privacy on 
releasing any record by adhering each record to at least k individuals, and this 
is correct even if the released records are connected to external information. 
The table is called k-anonymous if at least k–1 tuples are Q-ID equivalent 
records. This means the equivalence group size on Q-ID is, at least, k 
(Sweeney, 2002b.

K-anonymity has gained some popularity, but it has some subtle and 
severe privacy problems, such as homogeneity and background knowledge 
attacks (Machanavajjhala et al., 2007. The homogeneity leverages if all k-
anonymity values are identical. ℓ-Diversity was introduced to resolve the 
privacy breach in k-anonymity method (Machanavajjhala, Kifer, Abowd, 
Gehrke, and Vilhuber, 2008. This algorithm aims to reduce the attribute 
linkage. It was developed from the fact that some sensitive attributes [S] are 
more frequent than others in the group. So ℓ-diverse is calculated using the 
entropy by grouping the Q-ID and then calculating the entropy for the groups 
using the following formula (Machanavajjhala, Gehrke, Kifer, and 
Venkitasubramaniam, 2006:
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(20.1)

where  is the tuples fractions in qi blocks and S denotes the sensitive
attributes.

The previously mentioned methods anonymize data based on the one-
dimensional concept. This concept reduces information gained after
anonymization and may result in false statistics. Data analytics implements
search methods to find a group of records, which can be a part of one-
dimensional, two-dimensional, or multidimensional data (Samet, 2006). A
popular multidimensional method is proposed to overcome the one-
dimensional k-anonymity method, known as the LKC-privacy method. LKC-
privacy can be applied to multidimensional data, such as a patient’s
information. The general intuition of LKC-privacy ensures that a Q-ID with a
length of L and sensitive value of S is not greater than Class C. The idea is
grouping length of records L in the data object T, by at least k records
(Mohammed et al., 2010).

To enhance the LKC-privacy performance, a more profound method was
proposed, known as the TDS method (Zhang et al., 2014). This method
reverses the LKC-privacy process by generalizing records to the top-most
level and then specializing the highest score attributes. TDS, LKC, l-
diversity, and all other k-anonymity methods tend to have trade-offs. The
trade-off between information gained and anonymization loss is presented as 

(Fung et al., 2007). This equation does not

satisfy the form matrix to capture the classification; therefore, Shannon’s
equation is used for correctness. Shannon’s information theory is used to
measure information gain (Shannon, 2001). Let T[v] denote the set of records
masked to the value v and let T[c] denote the set of records masked to a child
value c in child (v) after refining v. Thus, the InfoGain (v) is defined as

(20.2)
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where E (T[v] is the entropy of T[v].
In multidimensional TDS (MTDS, Equation 20.2 determines the 

specialized Q-ID among other suppressed Q-IDs. Initially, all tuples are 
generalized to the primary root of the taxonomy tree (any and this value 
suppresses any Q-ID. Then, the highest score Q-ID is specialized by choosing 
taxonomy tree child node ν, which is known by cut j , where j denotes the 
taxonomy tree levels. Eventually, the top-most taxonomy tree is the parent 
that suppresses attributes. The parent level is zero, and the number increases 
accordingly by moving from the top to the bottom of the tree. MDTDS has 
recently gained popularity especially in the map/reduce environment (Zhang 
et al., 2014.

The k-anonymization anonymizes Q-IDs by using one of the three 
different techniques: taxonomy tree, interval, and suppression. The data 
owner determines the Q-IDs before any anonymization takes a place. Also, 
data are classified by the miner before starting anonymization. This 
classification helps the masking process to identify the best technique. The 
masking techniques deal with data as per tuple or small groups of tuples 
known as multidimensional process (Fung et al. 2005.
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20.3 

20.3.1 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SENSITIVITY-
BASED ANONYMIZATION

There are three analytics-related parties in Big Data. These are the data
owner, the service provider, and the user miner or analyzer. Based on the
previously mentioned privacy methods, we introduce a MDSBA framework
that implements a bottom-up technique of k-anonymity. The framework also
adapts a discriminated multiaccess level for users. The framework aims to
implement a complete solution for MapReduce operations in big data. The
solution basis mimics the parallel distributed processes over MapReduce
nodes. This divides the single rigorous anonymization process into multitasks
that can be distributed to more than one node. Accessing data for analytics is
conducted by many users with multilevel access in the big data environment.
This imposes a gradual level of the data access and view. Users with a low-
level permission are less trusted by data owners. Therefore, more restrictions
are applied to a data view.

All k-anonymity extended methods apply similar grouping techniques in
anonymizing data. The technique groups records with equivalent values and
generalizes nonequivalent values to increase the number of equivalent
records. MDSBA promotes mathematical equations to estimate the access
levels for users.

THE SENSITIVITY LEVEL DEFINITIONS

The MDSBA method/aims to define the privacy method and masking pattern
for each access level. Data owners determine a subset of attributes like Q-IDs
and sensitive attributes S. Next, the sensitivity value is determined by the
MDSBA equation. The MDSBA process is operated within the RBAC
environment. Figure 20.1 presents an algorithm for the MDSBA framework.

Definition 1: Sensitivity level (ψ ) implies a scale of data anonymization
prominence, so the anonymized data T delegate a multilevel of
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distorted data.
Definition 2: The k-anonymity is the maximum equivalent records

number of the ownership level . Hence, , where i ∈  ℤ,
and i = {k-1, …, 0} and .

Referring to definition 2, the highest number of ownership level 
describes the lowest user access level, which can be presented by . The
user with a lower value of  has a higher access level and privileges. If the
sensitivity factor is denoted by ω , then a higher value of  leads to a lower
value of ω, which is presented by . The value of ω  can be calculated by

finding the probability of the minimum and the maximum values in m
number of n Q-IDs. Hence, the maximum sensitivity factor is defined as the
highest probable value between Q-IDs, or

FIGURE 20.1 Multidimensional sensitivity-based anonymization algorithm and
relationship with role-based access control.

(20.3)

Moreover, the minimum sensitivity factor is defined as the product of all
Q-IDs probabilities, or

(20.4)
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20.3.2 

Based on Equations 20.2 and 20.3, the value of ω  can be found between
ω min and ω max, as in Equation 20.4:

(20.5)

where k denotes the k-anonymity value and  denotes the ownership level.
Equation 20.6 collates both terms of ω  and aging factor τ  to conclude the

sensitivity equation ψ . The object’s sensitivity level degrades with the data
age. The aging factor affects the sensitivity reversely. The older objects are
less sensitive compared with the newer ones. Hence, two factors determine
the sensitivity level, the sensitivity factor ω  and the aging factor τ .

(20.6)

where  denotes the sensitivity level and  denotes the aging level
Equation 20.6 is used to anonymize all grouping domains as explained in

the next section. The masking process tends to find a close similarity to the
sensitivity value. For instance, if ψ  = 0.5, then any value that falls between 0
and 0.5 is accepted, as described in Table 20.1. However, the closer the
probable value is to the sensitive value, the better it is.

THE OBJECT AGING SENSITIVITY (τ)
The aging factor is affected by four different factors. These are the object
obsolescence value Ø, the aging participation ρ , the object age y, and the
sensitivity factor ω . The obsolescence value is defined as the critical age
before the object sensitivity starts degrading. Thereby, the object aging value
is constant, if the age y is smaller than the obsolescence value, or y < Ø. The
object aging value decreases linearly if the age y is greater than the
obsolescence value, or y≥ Ø. Thus, two separate terms are expressed for the
age, and y≥ Ø, as described in Equation 20.7. The aging participation
percentage ρ  is predetermined by the data owners.
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TABLE 20.1
Example of Accepted Probable Values for k = 5

Accepted Sensitive Value Sensitive Value (ψ ) Ownership Level 

0 0 1
0–0.5 0.5 2

0–0.05 0.05 3
0–0.005 0.005 4

0–0.0005 0.0005 5

TABLE 20.2
The Object Aging Sensitivity τ , When Ø = 10 and ρ  =
70% for ω  = 0.5

Aging Sensitivity τ  (%) Object Age (Years)
0.35 1
0.35 5

0.315 10
0.158 15
0.095 17

0 20

(20.7)

where .
Data owners may set ρ  to 0% if their data objects do not mutate with the

time factor. Table 20.2 shows an example of aging factor when Ø = 10 and ρ 
= 70% for ω  = 0.5.
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20.3.3 MASKING OPERATIONS

Anonymization methods apply data distortion using masking operations. 
Masking implies a taxonomy tree, suppression, or discretization. The 
taxonomy tree is the key anatomy for data masking. It implies hiding special 
information by generalizing it. For example, if the data contains a person’s 
address as “Sydney,” then the taxonomy tree contains Australia →  NSW → 
Sydney. The generalization of the first cut is NSW, and the second cut is 
Australia. Discretization means replacing numerical values with a single 
interval and is denoted by Int. The interval deals with numerical data, where a 
set of numbers is presented by two numerical values for start and end. 
Finally, the suppression of value means replacing all its relevant values with 
the sign * or other characters. This operator is denoted by “Sup” (Benjamin et 
al., 2011. However, suppression may be presented by other values, such as 
“any” or “person.” Some data can only be suppressed, such as a person’s 
gender {Male, Female}. Other data can only be anonymized by using an 
interval or taxonomy tree, as shown in Table 20.1. The three masking 
patterns are presented as <∪ Cutj, ∪ Supj, ∪ Intj> (Zhang et al., 2014. The 
sensitivity value of the attribute S is calculated based on the user access level 
and other factors. This sensitivity value is the milestone that determines how 
the masking pattern is applied on Q-IDs. First, the Q-ID data type is chosen, 
as shown in Table 20.1. Second, the masking pattern is being implemented on 
the chosen data type. This imposes three masking tools for anonymization, 
which are taxonomy tree level for ∪ Cutj pattern, interval distance for ∪ Intj, 
and the number of suppressed digits for ∪ Supj pattern.

The taxonomy tree is constructed based on the hierarchy structure method, 
which starts from the topmost tree parent node, and moves down to the child 
of the leaf node ν. Each leaf of the tree resides on a separate level, whereas 
the parent level is denoted by L0, or level 0, and moves downward the tree to 
Ln, where n denotes the number of levels in each branch of the tree. A 
probability value is given for each leaf node ν  depending on the number of 
subleaves of the children nodes. The probability P measures the rational 
between the user guess of the anonymized attribute, which is represented by
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FIGURE 20.2 Taxonomy tree example with probabilities for each node.

A similar concept is applied in intervals masking patterns. The sensitivity
value can be converted to an interval distance, denoted by δ. As shown in
Table 20.1, determining the masking pattern is subjected to the data type. The
value of δ  = 1/ψ  describes the calculated distance. For instance, if ψ = 0.2,
then δ  = 5. Notice that the value of δ  is inversely proportionally with the
value of ψ . Technically, creating intervals for digital values implies two
essential steps; these are ascending the group of numbers and then deciding

the Ln node, over the total number of subleaves attached to that node. For 
instance, the student (Certificate may indicate an anonymized value for any 
of the following: Primary School, High School, Certificate I, Certificate II, 
Certificate III, and Certificate IV. Hence, the probability of guessing the 
correct certificate is P = 1/6 ≈ 0.17. Theoretically, the probability value 
increases when moving downward the tree. Moreover, the probability value 
must decrease when the number of subleaves increase. The probability 
percentage is precalculated by counting the number of leaves or children for 
each node. Figure 20.2 shows an example of a taxonomy tree, and the 
probability of each node. For instance, P has 11 child nodes, so the 
probability of “Vehicle” is P = 1/11 = 0.09.
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the minimum and maximum values in the interval. In our interval masking, 
the minimum and maximum interval values are given base-five rounding. For 
instance, if Q-ID represents the patient age as Q-ID(age = {22,16,19}, then 
the subgroup is sorted in an ascending order as Q-ID(age = {16,19,22}. 
Next, the interval is given a minimum value that is rounded to base-five and a 
maximum value that is also rounded similarly, so the anonymization is Q-
ID(age) = [15–25] and δ  = 25–15 = 10. In the previous example, let us 
consider ψ  = 0.02, so δ  = 50. For this reason, the interval is extended to Q-ID 
(age) = [15–65]. If we suppose that ψ  = 0.4, then the value of δ  = 1/0.4 = 2.5. 
In such a case, the interval remains Q-ID (age = [15–25] because the 
calculated value δ  = 2.5 is smaller than the original value δ  = 10.

Masking patterns and degree of masking are determined by the sensitivity 
value, which is in turn influenced by the user access level. The masking 
degree is calculated based on probability, as shown in taxonomy trees and 
intervals. In suppression, a similar probability principle is applied to the 
number of suppressed characters. For instance, a postcode, with one-digit 
suppression, has a higher probability value than a postcode anonymization 
with a taxonomy tree. A higher probability value manifests a lower level of 
security. For instance, if the postcode value 2000 is suppressed with one 
digit, then the value 200* predicts 10 possible numbers between 0 and 9, so 
the probability is P[mask1] = 0.1.

The probability method can be applied to the three masking patterns by 
assigning the minimum and maximum values of probability P. The following 
two examples show the probability for each masking pattern for year and age. 
Let the year y = 2015, and the used pattern is <sup>. P[min] = 0.0001, for the 
case y = ****, and P[max] = 0.1 for a case such as y = 201*.

In the age example, the used pattern is <int>. The P[min] and P[max] for 
the age interval [10–70] imposes the lowest age interval value = 2. Therefore, 
P[max] = P[10–11] = 0.5. The lowest interval probability imposes the largest 
contrast between both interval ends. Therefore, P[min] makes no changes to 
the original interval. Hence, P[min] = P[10–70] ≈ 0.0164.
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20.3.4 

TABLE 20.3
The Masking Pattern for Some Data Types

Masking Pattern Data Type
∪ Cutj, ∪ Intj, ∪ Supj Date

∪ Intj, ∪ Supj Integer
∪ Cutj Polynomial
∪ Supj Binomial (ex. yes/no)
∪ Intj Real
∪ Supj Text

The user access level influences the chosen masking pattern for Q-ID. In
Table 20.3, some data types can be distorted by any of the three masking
patterns, whereas others permit one or two patterns only. For example,
postcode can be masked by either one of the three patterns, whereas gender
can only be suppressed by ∪ Supj. Also, masking methods imply different
security levels, as explained in the next section.

GROUPING RECORDS

Three main steps are involved in MDSBA; these are grouping, calculating
sensitivity, and applying the proper masking and specialization pattern. The
three-procedure algorithm is explained in Figure 20.3. The process starts by
creating the G domains. Initial grouping is created to aggregate the records as
per equivalent sensitive values. Each group joins a separate domain G, where
G = {G0,G1,G2…Gn}, and each G

i
 domain represents one sensitive value

only.
The second grouping process, shown in Figure 20.3, is conducted for all

Q-IDs. It concludes equivalent and semiequivalent records in one domain,
whereas the nonequivalent records are temporarily separated in another
domain. The grouping process stratifies the k-anonymity conditions, which
implies at least some  records or higher are Q-IDs equivalent. However, the
equivalent records are exempted from anonymization. The equivalent and
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semiequivalent domains are denoted by SG domains. SGi represents a
subgroup of the G domain, where SG = {SG0, SG1,….SGn}. The
nonequivalent domains are denoted by NG domains. NGi represents a
subgroup of the G domain, where NG = {NG0, NG1,…NGn}.

Before defining the semiequivalent records, we need to know the Q-ID
selection criteria. Data owners decide that some of the attributes may cause a
privacy violation for some records. The chosen set of attributes is considered
risky when they are revealed together as one set. This indicates that choosing
Q-IDs must be aggregated in sets. When the owner determines more than one
Q-ID set, then anonymization is applied for each set individually. This
implies an anonymization iteration based on the number of sets. For instance,
let Q-Si denotes the Quasi Identifier Set, and suppose the data owner
identifies two sets as Q-S1 = {Q-ID1, Q-ID2, Q-ID3} and Q-S2 = {Q-ID4,
Q-ID5}. Based on this example, the anonymization process considers three
Q-IDs first. The second anonymization process, following the first round,
examines two Q-IDs. The two-pair Q-IDs can be divided into two SG and
NG groups. However, SG grouping does not contain any semiequivalent
records. Instead, all records are equivalent.

So far, we created two separate domains of records, SG and NG. Last,
equivalent records are exempted from anonymization, whereas
semiequivalent records in the SG and NG domains are anonymized. The
difference between SG and NG anonymization is the grouping process that is
applied to each domain. The grouping process in the NG domain is applied
on one Q-ID only, which is the highest Q-ID probability. This, in turn, causes
an extra penalty applied on the rest of the nongrouped Q-IDs. The
anonymized number of Q-IDs is higher in the NG domain. In the SG domain,
the grouping process is applied on at least two Q-IDs, whereas the
anonymization process is applied to the rest of the nongrouped Q-IDs.
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FIGURE 20.3 Multidimensional sensitivity-based anonymization method algorithm.

TABLE 20.4
SG and NG Examples
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20.3.5 

Q-ID Max. P(Q-ID) SG Records NG Records
Age 0.01 25,25,25,25 25,26,30,32
Sex 0.5 F,F,F,F M,M,M,M

Postcode 0.001 3001,3008,3027,3095 2074,2057,2055,2051

MASK PATTERN

Lemma 20. 1: The masking pattern criterion is chosen based on the
probability multiplication. The results are approximate to the maximum
sensitivity level as described below:

(20.8)

Let us consider the following examples of how the masking pattern is
applied. In this example, let ψ  = 0.125, and Q-ID = {Age, Sex, Postcode} in
SG domain. The maximum probability for each Q-ID is shown in Table 20.4.
The created semiequivalent records are grouped based on the highest two Q-
IDs, and these are Page and Psex. Suppose that the chosen postcode pattern is
the taxonomy tree for the Australian suburbs or <Cutj>. The SG grouped
records are grouped with , as shown in Table 20.4. The anonymized
postcode should follow the sensitivity rule by finding a probable value ≤ ψ .
The second taxonomy tree probability level is Ppostcode [Level-2] = 0.125.
This probability value was derived from the number of Australian states, or
1/8 states = 0.125. Therefore, the anonymized postcode is Postcode = {VIC,
VIC, VIC, VIC}.

Another example is a group of records in an NG domain. Let ψ  = 0.005
and the NG records are shown in Table 20.2. To find out the best masking
pattern for , we need to group a single Q-ID and anonymize the rest of
the Q-IDs. The highest probability value is the Sex Q-ID, which can be
grouped as sex = {M,M,M,M}. The anonymization process must equalize the
four records; to do so, use {Age, Postcode} Q-IDs with a close probability to
0.005. This can be calculated as Page [∪ Intj] = X, and Ppostcode [∪ Intj] = Y.
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Because both Q-IDs are in the <Intj> pattern, then we can assign equal values 
for each one. X × Y ≤ 0.005. Hence, , so X = 0.07 and Y = 0.07. 
This clearly assigns an interval of 1/0.07 ≈15 for each Q-ID. The 
anonymization results for age are Age = {25–40, 25–40, 25–40, and 25–40}. 
However, the postcode anonymization cannot be replaced by [2050–2065]. 
This is because one last postcode remains outside the range of the interval. 
Therefore, the interval range should be extended to include Postcode = 
{2074}. The final anonymization results for postcode are Postcode = {[2050–
2075, [2050–2075, [2050–2075, [2050–2075}.

The masking pattern is chosen based on the sensitivity value ψ . The 
algorithm can be used to determine the closest masking pattern. The fact that 
each Q-ID attribute may accept more than one pattern of anonymization, in 
this case, the taxonomy tree is chosen first, and then the interval. Because the 
taxonomy tree is predefined, then it is possible to define the probability value 
for each v (child level, this helps the decision of the chosen the masking 
pattern. The interval pattern is more flexible, and can be generated on 
demand. Thereby, a base-five mathematical notion is used to determine the 
best masking pattern, by choosing the closest possible values to the 
sensitivity value. The algorithm in Figure 20.4 explains the steps of two 
masking patterns: the interval and the taxonomy tree.
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FIGURE 20.4 Masking method algorithm.
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20.4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our experiments are conducted on the Adult Database from the University of 
California/Irvine (UCI Machine Learning Repository (Becker, 1996, which 
is a public benchmark for anonymization algorithms experiments. We aim to 
experiment with our method on conventional data first so that we can 
compare it with the current MDTDS. Also, we to measure the efficiency of 
the MDSBA method by monitoring the quality of the anonymized data output 
for development and improvement. Our future work will focus on big data 
anonymization in MDSBA. We establish a data comparison according to 
Mohammed et al. (2010. Data loss and performance approaches are tested 
within this experiment. The method is comparing this privacy method with 
public standards such as MDTDS.

Two separate prototypes of Java programs were coded using Java 
Standard Edition. Each algorithm runs MDSBA and MDTDS, respectively. 
The comparison concludes testing variable quantity of sensitive values. All 
experiments on MDSBA were conducted on an Intel Core i5 2.4 GHz with 8 
GB RAM.

Two experiments with two rounds of each experiment were conducted. 
Each experiment was conducted by two different data samples; the first 
sample contains three values of the sensitive data, whereas the second sample 
contains only two values of the sensitive data. The sensitive data is related to 
the user’s salary, and the values are either >50k, >50k, or <10k. For each 
privacy method, the pinch mark promotes the highest score and InfoGain for 
the anonymized data. The first round suggests only two Q-IDs with two 
sensitive values, while k = 5, τ  = 0.05, ρ  = 60%, and the sensitive attributes S 
= 50%, as explained in Equation 20.1. Figures 20.5 and 20.6 illustrate the 
relationship between the user level and both InfoGain and AnonyLoss, 
respectively.

The InfoGain measures the entropy or error percentage between the actual 
data and the anonymized data. Figures 20.5 and 20.6 show expected results 
for InfoGain and AnonyLoss degrading. Hence, lower ownership level
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Figure 20.5 InfoGain with S = 50% in multidimensional sensitivity-based anonymization
method.

Figure 20.6 Score with S = 50% in multidimensional sensitivity-based anonymization
method.

exponentially degrades the data refinement and increases the data 
suppression. Similar results can be found for S = 30%. Figures 20.6 and 20.7 
compare between S = 50% and S = 30%.
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Figure 20.7 InfoGain comparison with S.

In the second round of the first trial, both data samples were compared
with the InfoGain and score values. Figures 20.7 and 20.8 illustrate the
comparison between both data samples, when S = 50%, and a data sample,
when S = 30%. The experiment proves an inverse proportionality of the
ownership level with the values of Score and InfoGain. This is always true
regardless of the sensitive value percentage. For instance, users with
ownership level = 2 gain the maximum information. In adverse, users with
ownership level = 5 obtain the minimum information gained, and as a result
the lowest scores.

In the second experiment of the first round, we compare the MDSBA with
MDTDS in relation to the information gained and performance. However,
this experiment is a pilot test for the MDSBA method and it has not been
examined over big data yet. Therefore, a small number of 15,594 database
records are only used in this trial. Because only two Q-IDs are being used,
the data anonymization, in MDSBA, is applied to the NG groups only. The
SG groups must be equivalent for both Q-IDs, whereas NG is grouped based
on the highest probability value, which is the Gender in this data sample.
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Figure 20.8 Score comparison with S.

TABLE 20.5
Anonymized Data Sample for , S = 33%

Q-IDs Sensitive
Age Gender Salary No. of Rec.

60–65 Female >50k 18
65–70 Female >50k 4
70–80 Female >50k 5
15–25 Male >50k 19
25–30 Male >50k 115
30–35 Male >50k 313
35–40 Male >50k 422
40–45 Male >50k 407
45–50 Male >50k 416
50–55 Male >50k 328
55–60 Male >50k 196
60–65 Male >50k 118
65–70 Male >50k 46
70–75 Male >50k 14
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75–80 Male >50k 12
80–90 Male >50k 7

After anonymization is completed for verities of ownership levels; an
interval distance of Age = 5 is applied for , Age = 10 is applied for 
, and finally Age = 100 is applied for . In MDTDS, the interval of Age =
[0–55] and [55–90] is applied for k = 5. Notice that the MDTDS method
defines an average of interval distance Age = 45, which is a close value to 

. This concludes that the information gained in MDTDS is between 
 and  of MDSBA.

The following Tables 20.5 through 20.7 show a compression of 15,594
records after anonymization. Tables 20.5 and 20.6 illustrate anonymized data
samples for  and , respectively. The number of compressed records
decreases with the increased value of . For instance, the number of
compressed records in is 73 records, and this number decreases in 

 compressed records, and decreases to six records in .

Figure 20.9 InfoGain comparison between multidimensional top-down specialization
method and multidimensional sensitivity-based anonymization method with different S
values.

TABLE 20.6
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Anonymized Data Sample for , S = 33%

Q-IDs Sensitive
Age Gender Salary No. of Rec.

60–70 Male >50k 118
65–75 Male >50k 46
70–80 Male >50k 14
75–85 Male >50k 12
80–90 Male >50k 7
15–25 Male ≤50k 1131
25–35 Male ≤50k 1684
35–45 Male ≤50k 1296
45–55 Male ≤50k 795
55–65 Male ≤50k 466
65–75 Male ≤50k 187
75–85 Male ≤50k 49
85–95 Male ≤50k 12
15–25 Female ≤50k 560
20–30 Female ≤50k 1247
25–35 Female ≤50k 1011

TABLE 20.7
Compressed Table for , S = 33%

MDTDS 
Q-IDs Sensitive

Age Gender Salary No. of Rec.
0–55 Male ≤50k 19
0–55 Female ≤50k 3

55–90 Male ≤50k 2
55–90 Female ≤50k 4
0–55 Male <10,000 4
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0–55 Female <10,000 3
55–90 Female <10,000 2
55–90 Male <10,000 2
0–55 Male >50k 99
0–55 Female >50k 101

55–90 Female >50k 37
55–90 Male >50k 32

Table 20.7 is compressed by anonymizing the Q-ID of Age by using the
MDTDS method. The InfoGain comparison, between Table 20.6 and Tables
20.4 through 20.5 allocates Table 20.6 between  and  for the three
different values of sensitive value S, as shown in Figure 20.9. The figure also
shows a slight increase in InfoGain with a decreased percentage of S in both
anonymity methods. In conventional data, the MDSBA method is able to
provide a gradual level of InfoGain, unlike the rigid anonymization provided
by MDTDS.

MDSBA performance is evaluated and compared with MDTDS by
experimenting on the computation costs for each method. For this reason, we
used 3.8 MB of “adult” data with 32,561 records. The results show a higher
calculation cost for a lower value of . Moreover, the experiment shows a
high cost for MDTDS that is close similar to  processing time, as
illustrated in Figure 20.10.
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Figure 20.10 Processing time comparison.
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20.5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the MDSBA method is proposed, studied, and compared with a 
popular multidimensional privacy method, known as MDTDS. MDSBA is 
examined for a scalable multiaccess level in conventional data. The 
multiaccess level discriminates data anonymization by applying extra 
suppression on the degraded ownership level. Experiments on the MDTDS 
method showed a low level of gained information with a high cost of 
computation time. In contrast, MDSBA showed a possibility of raising the 
level of information gained, while keeping a reasonable computation time in 
comparison with the MDTDS method. Our experiments pointed out a 
considerable contrast in anonymized data gained by the MDSBA method. 
The k-anonymity technique is successfully applied to MDSBA; the structure 
of MDSBA permits a chance of breaking tasks into subtasks, and dividing 
them among the distributed parallel nodes. Our initial experiment aim was 
approaching the milestone of the MDSBA anonymization method. Our 
MDSBA design approach aimed to create gradual user access, by evaluating 
the degree of Q-ID sensitivity. Also, the aging factor is taken into 
consideration while calculating the sensitivity level. These procedures reduce 
the calculation costs by reducing the number of iterations for data 
anonymization. Our future work will focus on applying MDSBA to a real-
world big data environment. A complete framework will include parallel 
distributed splitting and join processes. Also, our gauge will evaluate the 
RBAC map procedures in Big Data environment.
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21.1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT refers to the concept in which everyday objects 
are embedded with sensors and some communication technology that allow 
them to sense their environment and talk to each other, as well as provide 
them with unique identifiers in the form of Internet Protocol (IP addresses 
that enable them to connect to the Internet. In this concept, computers, smart 
phones, and tablets are not the only devices that can be connected to the 
Internet. Consequently, billions of things are currently connected to the 
Internet, and the number of these connected smart devices is increasing at an 
alarming pace. Gartner predicted that about 6.4 billion connected devices will 
be in use on the planet in 2016 [1], which portrays the IoT as one of the 
fastest growing technologies in the world.

Presently, IoT encompasses almost everything that is digitally connected 
in the world, including, but not limited to, Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSNs, smart meters, cameras, pacemakers, pipe flow meters, refrigerators, 
and connected cars. IoT can be called the next industrial revolution, 
considering the way it is driving a fundamental shift in business models by 
creating business opportunities for both individuals and players in different 
industries. Currently, there are several impressive projections for the impact 
of IoT on the economy. For example, Gartner [2] estimated that IoT products 
and services will generate revenue of more than $300 billion. IoT also has the 
potential to revolutionize the way people live and the way industries, 
consumers, and businesses interact with the physical world. This is becoming 
even more apparent as IoT becomes more cost effective and easier to deploy.

Although the IoT is considered one of the fastest growing technologies, 
and essential for keeping up with fast evolving businesses, it is also identified 
as one of the fastest growing sources of security threats and vulnerabilities 
for individuals and enterprises. Today, discussions about the IoT most often 
start or conclude with the issue of security or rather lack of it. Security 
experts warn [3] that as the number of web-linked embedded systems, 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M communication devices, and Internet-enabled
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instrumentation systems grows, the potential for security risks and breaches 
will also grow. Some IoT security compromises that have hit the news 
recently include a smart light bulbs hack, smart fridges hack and a case of 
hackers taking control of a car. This chapter will present a quick perspective 
on the current state of IoT security and its implications for consumer privacy 
and security by discussing a number of IoT security incidents that made 
headlines around the world in recent years. The chapter will also consider IoT 
security requirements and present security versus performance trade-offs and 
discuss standard IoT security protocols. Additionally, it will review a number 
of recent IoT security protocols proposed in the literature aimed at addressing 
some IoT security issues. The objective of this chapter is twofold, first to 
raise awareness among manufacturers, application developers, and users of 
IoT devices on the challenges on the horizon with practical examples of the 
past and the present, and second, to allow researchers to identify open issues 
and research directions.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 21.2 presents the 
IoT security architecture and requirements. Section 21.3 discusses the scope 
of IoT cyber security. Section 21.4 focuses on the current IoT threat profiles. 
Section 21.5 considers how the IoT is under attack. Section 21.6 discusses 
security versus performance trade-offs in the IoT. Section 21.7 considers the 
existing protocols and standards, and presents a review of some protocols that 
have been proposed recently. Finally, Section 21.8 presents the main 
conclusions.
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21.2 

21.2.1 

21.2.1.1 

IOT SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND
REQUIREMENTS

Considering its present size and estimates produced by many analyst firms
along with the numerous components and diverse application domains, it is
difficult to specify a general security architecture for the IoT. Defining a
uniform set of security requirements for the different application domains is
also not an easy task. Determining what information to protect and who
should be allowed/denied access; the diverse technologies involved and the
dynamic nature of the environment have been identified in [4] as the
obstacles to defining and analyzing IoT security and privacy requirements.
However, in this section we attempt to present a simplified security
architecture and a set of requirements for enabling security operations in a
wide range of application areas of the IoT.

IOT SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

The IoT can generally be divided into four layers: sensing layer, network
layer, application support layer and application layer, as shown in the security
architecture in Figure 21.1.

Sensing Layer
In this security architecture, the sensing layer, which is also called the
recognition or perception layer, is further divided into two parts: sensing
node and sensing network. Examples of sensing nodes include Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) tags, sensor nodes, cameras, Global
Positioning System (GPS), etc. The sensing node is responsible for gathering
information and different physical parameters. A sensing node may have
basic security features like username and password, or it may not have any at
all. For some applications like environmental monitoring, physical security of
a sensing node cannot be guaranteed. Sensing nodes are usually small in size
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FIGURE 21.1 Internet of Things security architecture.

The sensing network is the network through which sensing nodes
communicate with each other. In a sensing network, a gateway serves as an
intermediary device between sensing nodes and the network layer, and links
things to the Internet. Gateways also provide basic security and
manageability. Virtually all communications, such as interconnection
between devices, in the sensing network are via radio frequency (RF), which
leaves the window open to different kinds of threats. Consequently, it is
difficult to set up a reliable security protection mechanism on the sensing
network, since most security mechanisms like public key encryption
algorithms tend to be resource intensive.

and constrained in terms of computational and storage capacity and rely on 
finite energy sources, such as batteries, or sometimes on energy harvesting 
mechanisms.
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21.2.1.3 

21.2.1.4 

Network Layer
The network layer in this security architecture is also known as the transport
layer. The operation of this layer is considered key for the IoT network. It is
further divided into two parts: access network and core network. The access
network is responsible for transmission of data collected in the sensing layer
to the core network for onward transmission. It consists of a number of
different communication technologies, including, but not limited to, Wi-Fi,
4G Long-Term Evolution (LTE), 3G, and General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS). The core network is the Internet. It can be said to have a relatively
better protection capability, and the routing protocols used in this layer are
similar to those of the standard Internet. However, extremely constrained IoT
devices like sensor nodes and RFID devices may be prone to different types
of attacks, including counterfeit attacks, unsolicited mails, and Man-in-the-
Middle (MitM) attacks. Hence security in this layer is very critical.

Application Support Layer
The application support layer sits on top of the network layer and links the
network layer to the application layer. This layer supports different cloud
computing business service capabilities, such as data processing and data
storage. As such, a high level of security is needed in this layer in order to
safeguard sensitive data.

Application Layer
The application layer is the upper layer in the IoT security architecture and
serves as the interface between users and the IoT. Through the application
layer, users can connect to the IoT and access a variety of personalized
services according to their access rights or subscriptions. Application layer
services can cut across different domains, such as environmental monitoring,
healthcare, agriculture, logistics, automobile, etc. Since this layer involves
integrating numerous business applications in different domains, key issues
of concern should include how users will safely access data, user privilege
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21.2.2 

21.2.2.1 

abuse/misuse, privacy issues, and bad password choice, among many others.

IOT SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

As each connected device could be a potential doorway into IoT systems, the
design process of an IoT system should meet stringent security requirements
for the particular application. The necessary basic security services required
in IoT networks are confidentiality, data integrity, authentication, replay
protection, and availability [5]. But there is no universal rule or single
security mechanism/solution that can guarantee security in all four layers of
the IoT security architecture. Each layer presents different vital security
requirements, mainly due to energy, computational, transmission capacity,
and storage limitations of many IoT devices. Based on the discussions on the
security architecture presented in the previous subsection, we briefly present
the security requirements for each layer as shown in Figure 21.2. It should be
noted, however, that although some applications may not need all of these
requirements, some applications may need other specific security properties
in addition to some or all of the ones presented below.

Sensing Layer Security Requirements
Sensing layer security requirements vary depending on the applications and
the type of devices that are deployed for data collection, and they include:

In the case of WSNs, sensor data protection mechanisms are needed
to prevent attackers from accessing data directly from the sensor
nodes.
Efficient and fast anticollision algorithms are needed for RFID [6]
and hybrid systems where there is integration of sensor nodes and
RFID devices [7]. Anticollision algorithms can mitigate interference
and prevent collision at the reader when multiple tags transmit
simultaneously.
For most applications, lightweight encryption schemes are needed to
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21.2.2.2 

ensure confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity.
Key management mechanisms are necessary at the data link layer to
allow two remote nodes to negotiate security credentials, such as
secret keys [8].
Physical security is essential in many applications to protect IoT
devices from tampering. For example, some sensor nodes may be
deployed in an environment that is open to different adversaries.
Such sensors may be left unattended for a very long time; hence they
can be easily tampered with.

FIGURE 21.2 Security requirements within each layer.

Network Layer Security Requirements
The following are important security requirements in the network layer:
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21.2.2.3 

Access control restricts access to a resource to authorized users or
devices. It is a vital requirement in this layer and is achieved through
encryption, authentication technologies, and for Wi-Fi, through Wi-
Fi Protected Access (WPA).
Network encryption (also known as network level encryption), which
is implemented above the data link layer, is a requirement that
employs cryptographic services for encrypting data in transit using
Internet Protocol Security (IPSec).
An attack detection, prevention and mitigation scheme is needed to
detect, prevent, or mitigate the effects of network intrusions. Some
methods include using anti-DDoS and reliable system updates.
Network Access Control (NAC) is a desirable requirement that
ensures that devices comply with a defined security policy before
they are allowed to access information in an IoT network.
6LoWPAN is a low-power wireless mesh network that allows IoT
devices to use IPv6 to connect directly to the Internet. It also enables
heterogeneous integration.

Application Support Layer Security
Requirements

Application support layer security requirements include:

A secure cloud environment is a crucial requirement considering the
amount of data that is being stored and processed in the cloud.
Strong and reliable antivirus software is needed to secure cloud
services against attacks.
Secure multiparty computation for confidentiality and privacy is a
desirable property because it ensures that input data from users and
intermediate results will be protected from snooping by cloud
providers as well as other users [9]. Unless there is collusion
between cloud providers, multiparty computation between multiple
cloud services guarantees the secrecy of input data [10].
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21.2.2.4 Application Layer Security Requirements
Application layer security requirements include the following:

To protect the vast amount of data in the application layer, data
security protection is an essential security property.
Different access control protocols are needed to effectively manage
the way users and various devices access resources in this layer.
Privacy protection of users is an important security requirement that
will ensure trust in the IoT. If privacy is taken seriously, users can
have confidence that their sensitive private information is well
protected.
In such a heterogeneous network, resolving authentication and key
management issues will be a very vital security requirement.
Training and creating awareness among users on the importance of
security education constitutes a critical security property. This,
among other things, will enable users to know how to choose, keep,
and manage their passwords. Users should be taught to desist from
giving security a secondary consideration until they fall victim to an
attack.
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21.3.1 

SCOPE AND CHALLENGES OF IOT CYBER
SECURITY

There are unintended consequences and ramifications of current trends of
connecting a massive amount of devices to the Internet. Perhaps one of the
most pressing consequences is that of security. A considerable number of
connected devices typically have little or no security measures in place.
Vulnerabilities in a single device can lead to the exposure of sensitive
information that can eventually expose a whole network to a wide panoply of
threats. While IoT network disruption or outage could be caused by a natural
disaster, hardware failure, or other things, the most alarming possibility is the
significant damage that skilled attackers can cause to a critical IoT
infrastructure via cyber attacks. Considering that IoT will continue to be
deeply interwoven into the lives of people [11], permeating every aspect of
human life like healthcare, power grid, transportation, and business
transactions, the repercussions of such attacks can create far-reaching
consequences for states, organizations, and individuals, as well as disrupt the
aspirations of building a future hyperconnected society. This section presents
the scope of IoT cyber security under the following subsections.

UBIQUITOUS NATURE OF IOT DEVICES

In his seminal paper entitled “The Computer for the 21st Century,” Mark
Weiser [12] predicted 25 years ago that pervasive computing that can learn
and adapt to human needs will be so ubiquitous that their presence will hardly
be noticed. Through WSNs and RFID technologies, ubiquitous sensing and
tracking have today become commonplace. Over the past decades, advances
in the semiconductor industry and wireless communication technologies have
enabled the miniaturization and reduction in cost of sensors and computing
technologies that led to the creation of smaller and more efficient sensor
nodes used for different kinds of sensing, ranging from environmental to
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21.3.2 PERIMETER OF IOT NETWORKS

As IoT devices are becoming smarter, moving from simple sensors to full-
fledged computers that are embedded in everything from watches to
thermostats to human bodies, they present vulnerabilities that are very similar
to those of the traditional computers. Hence, like other computer systems,
they become subject to a number of security concerns and can experience

body sensors [13]. Similarly, advancements in antenna technology as well as 
wireless communications and microchip fabrication technologies in the past 
decade have led to significant developments in RFID technology which is 
used for automatic identification and transmission of the identified data over 
radio frequency [14]. Essentially, WSNs and RFID have been identified as 
two key technological enablers of the IoT paradigm [15].

With the aforementioned technological advances, as well as the 
breakthroughs in wireless connectivity, cloud computing, and widespread 
adoption of IP-based networking, the growth of IoT devices is getting closer 
to the envisioned widespread reality. This is particularly obvious, considering 
the ubiquitous addressing capability of IPv6 [16,17]. Apart from the millions 
of smart devices that are already connected to the Internet, many more 
devices are still coming online each and every day. The rapid rise in the 
number of these devices is overwhelming. Although predictions or estimates 
seem to vary considerably from one analyst firm to another, there are quite a 
number of predictions on the future size of the IoT in terms of the number of 
smart devices that will be connected to the Internet in 2020. For example, 
while the prediction of Gartner [1] is that the number will be about 20.8 
billion, Business Insider [18] and the Cisco Internet Business Solution Group 
(IBSG [19] predicted that about 34 billion and 50 billion devices will be 
connected by 2020, respectively.

Despite the numerous benefits and advantages of connecting a massive 
number of smart devices to the Internet, including having the greatest 
potential to transform the future of humanity to a fully connected society, 
devices in the IoT raise a diverse array of potential security risks.
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different attacks like Denial of Service (DoS, malware, MitM, etc. These 
concerns are not hypothetical as several real attack incidents have already 
been reported by the news media, some of which are covered in Section 21.5. 
Additionally, these devices introduce new security challenges, and as such, 
some current security solutions may not be effective in safeguarding IoT 
devices. [20] For instance, the notion of perimeter security, traditionally used 
to defend computer systems, is becoming obsolete and inadequate as a single 
measure to defend a network consisting of IoT devices.

Traditionally, the driving principle for enterprise security is to either 
isolate computer systems from the outside world or shield them through 
proprietary communication protocols and mechanisms using perimeter 
security technologies such as the ones shown in Figure 21.3a. These well 
proven and established security principles involve the use of firewalls, packet 
filters, encryption, intrusion detection/intrusion prevention systems, security 
protocols, and authentication. In this era of pervasive connectivity, however, 
smart devices and other computer systems installed inside secure perimeter of 
enterprise network that are thought to be safe are still vulnerable. With the 
proliferation of smart devices, any IoT device with a vulnerability that is 
connected to the Internet using a public IP address constitutes a hole in the 
perimeter defenses, thereby making the perimeter porous and easily 
penetrable [21], as depicted in Figure 21.3b. Today, unfortunately, any 
security approach to protect a computer network consisting of IoT devices 
that is based on designing a strong perimeter protection and restricting access 
to the network or part of it by using perimeter security mechanisms will not 
be enough to protect the network against cyber attacks. The reason being that 
IoT systems mostly rely on cloud services for transport and because servers 
cannot be protected with traditional perimeter defense techniques, there is an 
increase in cyber attacks against application infrastructures. This brought 
about the launching of the Software Defined Perimeter (SDP initiative, in 
December 2013, with the goal to develop solutions to mitigate such attacks 
[22].
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21.3.3 

FIGURE 21.3 (a) Architecture based on perimeter security. (b) Architecture based on
identity.

Incorporating IoT-enabled embedded systems into organizations and
industries as well as adding smart devices to home networks presents a
substantive opportunity for attackers to breach the perimeter security of such
networks and then target any device in the networks. Although connecting a
device to the Internet opens a whole new world of different possibilities for
users, it also changes the security boundary. Previously, the perimeter was
the device. However, after adding networking, the physical perimeter no
longer exists [23], which implies that perimeter security boundaries are
crumbling under the weight of ubiquitous connectivity. Perimeter security
has never seen such a time of change. In the face of IoT, the perimeter that
used to be defined and defended is fast becoming less effective.

DYNAMIC AND DISTRIBUTED NATURE OF IOT
NETWORKS
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21.3.3.1 Dynamic Nature of IoT Networks
As smart devices interact in real time with their environment, an adaptive
architecture that allows them to dynamically interact with other devices is
required. This should include networking technology and networked
information processing tailored for dynamic ad hoc environments [24]. Thus,
the IoT has distinct features that diverge from the traditional Internet. One
such feature is the ability to dynamically configure networks of things with
smart devices entering or leaving a network [25]. This is a very important
feature, considering that some IoT devices may be constrained in resources
(e.g., battery, memory, computing, and communication capabilities),
deployed in harsh and dynamic environments that are open to different
adversaries, and left unattended for a long period of time. Another scenario is
the deployment of IoT devices in hazardous factory environments to control
some infrastructure like factory operations and supply chains. In such
scenarios, nodes are expected to organize themselves autonomously in order
to perform coordinated tasks through transient ad hoc networking that
provides basic means of data sharing and processing. For such systems, it is
essential to have a mechanism that can change the network so as to
automatically discover active nodes and then map them in. WSNs and web-
linked embedded systems, respectively, are good examples for the first and
the second scenarios.

Although the IoT promises mobility and dynamic network topology
without boundaries with smart things joining and leaving the network at all
times, establishing trust among devices is crucial. Dynamic configuration is
only viable when there is some level of trustworthiness among things that can

The IoT has been defined as both a dynamic and distributed global network 
infrastructure capable of self-configuration based on different interoperable 
communication protocols, where things have physical attributes and virtual 
identities [24]. In the following subsections, we describe how these two 
characteristics of IoT networks pose massive security and privacy concerns to 
the development of the IoT in general.
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21.3.3.2 Distributed Nature of IoT Networks
The IoT is a distributed technology [26] that is made up of numerous
systems, especially the remotely deployed physical things that have
embedded devices, including sensors, RFID chips, cameras, and miniature
GPS receivers, among others, that provide sensing and data collection
functionalities. Since IoT systems are more broadly distributed in the
physical space than the Internet, analytics in IoT architecture must be highly
distributed. Consequently, scalable and distributed means for processing and
managing information [27], as well as data use, must become the norm in IoT
systems.

The distributed nature of IoT systems, however, presents a number of
security challenges. For example, designing security protocols for the
distributed systems is a challenging task [28]. Additionally, the distributed
nature of ad hoc wireless networks makes them vulnerable to different types
of attacks. Furthermore, the remotely deployed devices require mechanisms
to ensure secure communication among them and with other trusted entities.
Moreover, since IoT devices typically rely on cloud-based services, there is a
possibility of malicious attacks such as DoS, identity theft, and service theft.

enable them to interact with each other safely and without the risks of 
negotiating with unfamiliar entities [26]. Unfortunately, dynamic network 
topology constitutes a possible security vulnerability, making trust 
negotiation challenging. In addition to this, the dynamic nature of IoT 
networks poses a challenge to the protection of data confidentiality, data 
integrity, system integrity, as well as user privacy.
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IOT CURRENT THREAT PROFILES
A threat profile is a concept that identifies critical cyber assets, threat actors,
and threat scenarios in a given application context. It provides organizations
with a clear picture of the threats they are facing and enables them to develop
stringent measures against such threats. Thus, robust threat profiles are vital
in organizations for mounting quick and effective defenses and
countermeasures against potential threats. This section presents IoT threat
profiles, focusing on their different aspects, including critical cyber assets,
threat actors, a brief overview of threat landscape, and the reality of such
threats. How the IoT is attracting the attention of attackers and how it is
changing cyber threat landscape are other aspects of the threat profiles
considered in this section.

IOT CRITICAL CYBER ASSETS

In the context of IoT, a critical cyber asset can be defined as a piece of
equipment, a device, a system, or a facility that, if rendered inaccessible or
destroyed, or if its operation is altered or suppressed, would affect the
operability, performance, or reliability of the entire IoT network or system. A
cyber asset can be hardware, software, or a piece of data. A best practice to
strengthen the security of an IoT system is to create an inventory of the
different cyber assets [29] in the network, which should include their access
points and security requirements. This provides the security administrator
with enough information to identify the critical assets.

Identifying vital cyber assets in an IoT system and their security
requirements are two key factors in building a robust protection strategy.
Typically, IoT critical cyber assets will vary from one application domain to
another. Although in a smart grid, for example, the critical assets may include
smart meters, smart transformers, smart protective relays and utility data
centers, in a smart home, the critical cyber assets may include smart Wi-Fi
routers and personal information, such as usernames, passwords, credit card
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21.4.2.1 

21.4.2.2 

number, social security number, etc.

IOT THREAT ACTORS

In recent years, the IoT has been an industry buzzword with hundreds of both
positive and negative press releases [30], and most of the bad news headlines
revolve around security incidents caused by different threat actors. In
Information Technology (IT) security, a threat actor, also called a malicious
threat actor, is a person that uses one or more threat vectors to attack a target,
resulting in an incident that has an adverse impact on (or has the potential to
affect) the security of an individual or an enterprise. There are several threat
actors targeting the IoT with different intentions. Examples of threat vectors
that could be used in the IoT threat scenario include fake websites, session
hijacking, wireless unsecured hotspots, email links/attachments, mobile
devices, malware, Universal Serial Bus (USB) (removable) media, and social
engineering. A threat target can be anything of value to the threat actor, such
as a critical asset. Threat actors are generally grouped into two categories,
namely external (outsider) and internal (insider).

IoT External Threat Actors
External threat actors in the IoT are individual hackers, well-funded hackers,
organized crime groups, or government entities that seek to gain access to
protected information by breaking through and taking over the profile of a
trusted entity from outside [31] the IoT network or enterprise. This category
of threat actors can launch either active or passive attacks. The attacks are
active if the actors participate in the network or generate packets and passive
if they only eavesdrop or track the entities using the IoT network. The IoT
data breaches that usually make news are typically caused by external threat
actors, mainly because they tend to be more severe in terms of negative
impact.

IoT Internal Threat Actors
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21.4.3 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF IOT THREAT LANDSCAPE

In the past, the threat landscape in information security was dominated by
malware creators who were seeking attention. But, as cybercrime has now
become a business that is driven by a return on investments [33,34], the cyber
threat landscape has dramatically changed with numerous capable hackers
and cyber criminals everywhere. Additionally, in recent years, IoT is
changing the overall cyber threat landscape even further with more devices
being connected to the Internet by the day, generating a massive amount of
data that must be stored, processed, and analyzed. Considering this massive
amount of data being passed back and forth through numerous ill-equipped
devices (in terms of security) that may have exploitable vulnerabilities, it is a
natural progression for cyber criminals to focus more on the IoT now more
than ever before. As a result, the IoT threat landscape is continually evolving,
and attacks continue to get more sophisticated, aggressive, and destructive.

The growth of new technologies like the IoT is weakening the defenses of
many companies by creating a host of new access points for hackers and
cyber criminals to target [35]. There is undeniable evidence that the
dependence of people, organizations, and businesses on the IoT is expanding
the attack surface for hackers and cyber criminals [36,37]. Cyber criminals
are now shifting their focus from desktop computers to mobile devices,

In the context of IoT, internal threat actors are people from within an IoT 
enterprise, or people with legal access rights to an IoT network [32]. They 
include employees, former employees, business associates, contractors, smart 
home occupants, and smart city citizens who have privileged information 
about the security practices of the organization or network. Such people may 
even know the usernames and passwords of some critical systems. Although 
malicious insider threats exist, many IoT users and enterprises do not 
consider these threats as very important ones. Several data breaches resulting 
from internal threat actors may be unintentional. An external person like a 
competitor could also provide financial incentives to motivate internal threat 
actors to sabotage an organization.
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IoT Targeted Attacks
In the IoT, a targeted attack is a type of threat in which an adversary
persistently pursues a target entity and compromises it while maintaining
anonymity. An example of such a threat is the advanced persistent threat
(APT) [11], a sophisticated network threat in which an attacker that gains an
unauthorized access to an IoT network stays there undetected for quite some
time. Usually, the intention of APT is not to cause damage but rather to steal
important information. Such attacks normally target specific organizations
like financial industries, national defense, and other important government
organizations. Therefore, they are often customized and can be modified or
improved to suit the target. Attack methods include malicious emails,
malware, and malicious sites. The goals of such attacks include business
espionage and monetary benefits.

IoT Opportunistic Attacks
In opportunistic attacks, the attacker searches for known security flaws to
target many different entities by using generic methods in the hope that some
of the entities will be vulnerable to the attacks. In such attacks, the adversary
usually has a large number of targets in mind and has no a priori knowledge
of who the victims will be.

THE REALITY OF IOT THREATS

Although IoT has been a key enabler to better and more convenient,
comfortable and productive living, as well as representing a technological
leap for different people and organizations, it also presents great challenges to

especially the IoT devices. Over the last few years, there has been a stream of 
data breaches in the headlines involving IoT devices [38]. While IoT security 
threats come from a wide variety of sources, the pattern of attacks can be 
broadly divided into targeted and opportunistic attacks.
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21.4.5 IOT IS ATTRACTING THE ATTENTION OF ATTACKERS

Many IoT and embedded systems lack inherent defenses and there are
virtually no firewalls to protect them. Instead, they are left wide open to
cyber attacks, relying on simple password authentications and security

network and data security, as increasingly sophisticated cyber threats become 
a serious concern in the emerging connected world [31]. Hackers and 
malicious attackers are increasingly using IoT devices as access points to 
attack other devices in the network that are not adequately secured, and this 
trend is likely to continue in the foreseeable future. Such threats, which were 
not known over the past few years, have made their way into headlines in 
recent years. In recent security news, for example, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI in the United States (US warned the general public on 
the dangers of the IoT and advised users to deal with their IoT devices with 
caution [39].

With the rapidly evolving phenomena of IoT threats, some individuals and 
organizations are beginning to come to the reality that the smart things 
around them, like their desktop or laptop computers, are in need of security. 
However, there are still some users who seem not to pay attention to these 
threats due to either ignorance of the reality and security implications of the 
threats, or they assume that because such devices are performing their 
functions well, it means they are perfectly designed and built. Essentially, 
some IoT devices are not designed with security in mind. A number of 
vendors and manufacturers are bypassing many security best practices due to 
cost, complexity [40], or because adhering to such best practices may reduce 
their time-to-market. Furthermore, in many IoT devices, communication 
between system components is not encrypted and data is stored on some 
devices in plain text. Additionally, many IoT devices do not receive any 
updates either automatically or manually. Even if updates were available, 
many users do not know how to update the firmware of their IoT devices. 
Hence, there is a need for vendors to find a way to securely update smart 
devices when security issues are found and fixed.
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protocols [21]. This is probably based on the assumption that IoT devices are 
not attractive targets to cyber criminals and hackers. However, the increase in 
number and sophistication of targeted attack campaigns against IoT devices 
that dominated the news headlines lately clearly proves that such an 
assumption is no longer valid. Today, many industries, including healthcare, 
banking, power, and hospitality, are embracing the IoT, and more 
applications (apps for financial services are being developed and deployed, 
such developments will definitely attract the interest of financially motivated 
cyber criminals. Moreover, even if some IoT devices may not contain 
anything that is of high value to attackers, the fact that such devices are 
typically embedded deep within networks make them attractive attack targets 
[41]. Additionally, the easy network access connected things provide 
compared with devices that are adequately protected, and the ignorance of 
many users with regards to the monitoring of such devices, open an avenue 
for cyber criminals and hackers to test their skills.

The sheer scale of the IoT is creating an attack surface of unprecedented 
size, and many more devices will still be connected, which will expand the 
attack surface even further. As the reliance of humans on the IoT and other 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT systems increases, more 
and more important information, such as sensitive medical records, power 
grid operational data, water/wastewater treatment plants operational data, 
banking and nonbanking financial institutions sensitive data, road/rail traffic 
flow data, and personal sensitive information will be collected by these 
devices. Any abuse or misuse of such data can be very devastating, and the 
damages that may arise from such misuse will not only harm individuals and 
enterprises but could negatively impact several sectors of society, including 
healthcare, power supply, portable water supply, and transportation systems, 
just to mention a few. While, on the one hand, the white hat hackers are 
attracted to IoT devices just to prove the existence of vulnerabilities on IoT 
networks and devices, on the other hand, IoT devices are attractive targets for 
many cyber criminals and black hat hackers because one of their primary 
motives is to launch attack campaigns that can have long-lasting effects on 
their victims, while hiding behind a shield of digital anonymity [42].
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21.4.6 IOT IS CHANGING THE CYBER THREAT LANDSCAPE

There are two key fundamental defense strategies in cyber security: first to 
examine the network and strive to figure out in advance the possible sources 
of threats and try to prevent them, and second, to have a mechanism in place 
that can scan the network traffic so as to detect possible leaks that may occur 
in compromised devices [35]. The aforementioned defense strategies are 
possible in the traditional risk management models because organizations 
own most, if not all, of the cyber assets and the data flowing through them. 
With the advent of the IoT and other ICT systems, however, most of business 
today is being done outside the defensive fence of organizations. In addition 
to this, the mobile and distributed nature of the IoT technology are pushing 
organizations, assets and data beyond their corporate defense systems, such 
that potential attackers are presented with a large attack surface. Thus, in this 
era of IoT, the potential for cyber threat landscape growth is almost 
unbounded.

IoT is drastically changing the cyber threat landscape, and as a result, both 
organizations and individuals are exposed to new types of APT scenarios that 
current risk management schemes cannot defend against. Given the large 
attack surface created by the number of connected devices, cyber criminals 
and hackers now search for the weakest link in the cyber security chain [43]. 
This is because exploiting vulnerability in a single weak link in the security 
chain could provide attackers with doorways to have unauthorized access to 
sensitive data, including customer data and personal identifiable information. 
Currently, when hackers want to attack an organization they do not have to 
target the well-protected servers, but rather they target ordinary devices that 
are relatively unmonitored, but are connected to the network, such as smart 
fridges or smart coffee makers. If they successfully break their way through 
such smart devices, they can eventually reach their main target.
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21.5 

21.5.1 

IoT UNDER ATTACK
IoT is gaining more acceptance and popularity at a time when threats to data
and systems have never been greater. As the IoT becomes more ubiquitous
and hackers as well as cyber criminals learn new attack methods, IoT-related
attacks are becoming more common. The 2016 Internet security threat report
published by Symantec, which covers different facets of cyber security,
including IoT security, shows that cyber attacks are increasing in number and
sophistication [44]. The recent disaster stories involving IoT security
incidents have raised serious security and privacy concerns. This section will
discuss how the IoT is under attack, focusing on the following: evolving
attack strategies against the IoT, complexity of IoT vulnerabilities, attacks on
privacy of users, and emerging IoT attack scenarios.

EVOLVING ATTACK STRATEGIES AGAINST THE IOT
Cyber criminals and malicious hackers, which we will refer to here as
attackers, are becoming cleverer in avoiding detection and concealing their
paths. As the number of targets grows, attack incentives and strategies also
grow. It is estimated that there are about 500,000 security attack attempts
every minute [45]. Today, attackers are well-resourced, well-organized, and
they are very methodical in approaching their targets for corporate or
business espionage, as well as for financial, political, or ideological reasons.
Presently, detection and forensic techniques are becoming more challenging
such that securing IoT devices against cyber attacks mostly requires more
effort, especially as attackers become more skilled in cryptography [46].
According to a recent Spiceworks security survey in the first quarter of 2016,
involving about 200 IT professionals in North America and EMEA (Europe,
the Middle East, and Africa), 49% of these IT pros pointed to IoT devices as
the network-connected endpoints at highest risk in 2016 [47].

Over the years, attackers have discovered a number of ways to attack IoT
devices. For instance, attackers can use the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)
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21.5.2 COMPLEXITY OF IOT VULNERABILITIES

Recently, a plethora of vulnerabilities have been discovered in several IoT-
enabled consumer products ranging from smart implantable medical devices

protocols that enable devices to automatically find other connected devices 
on the network to attack IoT devices [48,49]. In addition, exploiting exposed 
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs is another option for attackers 
[50,51]. Exposed APIs are major threats to organizations that use the IoT, and 
hence it is important for all API calls to be encrypted or authenticated. 
Moreover, the increasing trend toward Bring Your Own Device (BYOD, or 
rather BYOIoT device to work is another loophole that attackers can exploit 
to attack an enterprise that is thought to be secured [50]. Furthermore, 
attackers can also use Domain Name System (DNS poisoning and hijacking 
to attack a router, gateway, or hub and take control of an IoT device, 
respectively [52]. A recent example is the attack incident involving Netgear 
routers [53], where some cyber criminals were able to bypass the embedded 
authentication process and change the default DNS to an IP address of a 
malicious website.

Currently, the IoT can be weaponized and used as a botnet [54], or rather 
thingbots. A good example of a botnet for attacking IoT devices is the 
LizardStresser created by a hacker group called Lizard Squad. This botnet 
can be used to hijack IoT devices and use them to launch Distributed Denial 
of Service (DDoS attack campaigns on banking, gaming, and government 
websites, among others. The number of cyber criminals that are using the 
LizardStresser has been rising steadily, and the most disturbing issue is the 
fact that the botnet source code was released to the public in 2015 [55]. 
Another issue is that even attackers that do not know how to exploit a 
technical vulnerability may be able to use the botnet because all that is 
required is a device default administrative username and password, which 
many users and some IT professionals do not change. A report showed that 
46% of consumers and 30% of IT professionals do not change default 
administrative passwords [56].
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1. Username Enumeration: this allows a malicious person to collect
valid usernames by interacting with the authentication mechanism.

2. Weak Passwords: allows users to set short and simple account
passwords, such as “1234” or “abcd.”

3. Account Lockout: enables a malicious entity to keep sending
authentication attempts after three to five failed login attempts.

4. Unencrypted Services: attackers can eavesdrop on the network
communication because network services are not properly encrypted.

5. Two-Factor Authentication: lack of two-factor authentication
mechanisms like a security token or fingerprint scanner.

6. Poorly Implemented Encryption: the implemented encryption is
poorly configured or not properly updated, e.g., using Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) v2.

7. Update Sent without Encryption: Transport Layer Security (TLS) is
not used when transmitting updates over the network or encrypting
the update file itself.

8. Update Location Writable: storage location for update is writable,
which allows malicious entities to modify and distribute the modified
version to all users.

to connected home appliances. Many more such vulnerabilities are still going 
to be discovered as new devices are being connected to the Internet daily by 
the thousands or even millions. For example, a recent study conducted by HP 
reveals alarming vulnerabilities with 10 top IoT home security systems [57]. 
The HP study shows that 100% of the security devices studied show 
significant security deficiencies. The Open Web Application Security Project 
(OWASP [58] is designed to provide manufacturers, developers, and 
consumers of IoT devices with the necessary information about the security 
issues associated with the IoT, as well as to help them make better security 
decisions with regards to building, deployment, or using IoT devices. 
OWASP has identified the following as the most common vulnerabilities in 
IoT devices:
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9. Denial of Service: authorized users or devices can be denied access to
a service, or to a device.

10. Removal of Storage Media: because some devices are exposed in
open fields, the storage media can be removed.

11. No Manual Update Mechanism: there is no provision that will enable
users to manually force an update check for the device.

12. Missing Update Mechanism: no provision for device update.
13. Firmware Version Display and/or Last Update Date: device does not

display current firmware version or last update date.

Essentially, what makes the vulnerability of IoT devices so complex is the
fact that almost all communication in the IoT is wireless; therefore it is
possible for attackers to eavesdrop on communication between devices in the
network. In addition to this, many IoT devices have limited power, memory,
and processing capability, and are often battery operated. Such devices
cannot handle large amounts of data. Some of them, such as WSNs, are
deployed in highly dynamic and harsh environments. Similarly, due to the
embedded nature of some IoT devices, some are deployed in factory
environments that are noisy with a lot of interference and transmitted
messages are often lost due to the lossy nature of such networks [59]. In the
aforementioned scenarios, IoT devices are likely to be left on and unattended
for a long period of time and thus vulnerable to both logical and physical
attacks.

The vulnerability issues of IoT are difficult to deal with because
fundamentally most of the devices are not designed with security in mind.
There are inherent vulnerabilities in almost every aspect of IoT, including
hardware, operating system (OS), communication protocols, APIs, design of
the architecture, etc. [60]. Aside from this, when vulnerabilities are found and
fixed, the vulnerability patching process in the IoT is another big challenge.
For instance, if a firmware update is required in order to patch the
vulnerability, it will be a very difficult task, considering the number of
devices that may be involved (e.g., it can be thousands in WSNs) [61]. In
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21.5.3 

addition, not every user or IT professional is able to upgrade a custom
firmware because it requires extra time and effort.

ATTACKS ON PRIVACY OF USERS

The IoT paradigm enables the cooperation and interoperability between
different heterogeneous smart objects, including those that have become part
of our everyday lives, allowing them to interact autonomously in real time
with each other, with the environment, and with humans, giving rise to
pervasive collection, processing, and dissemination of different kinds of
information. This massive information obviously includes private and
personal data that are collected by these devices with or without the consent
of the people, which raises serious privacy concerns, thus making privacy a
predominant issue in the IoT today [62]. Privacy is considered to be one of
the major obstacles for the IoT deployment on a broad scale.

Although privacy can simply be defined as the appropriate use of data
[63], in 1968, Westin defined privacy as “the right to select what personal
information about me is known to what people [64]” and in [65], privacy is
defined as “the faculty and right that a person has to define, preserve and
control the boundaries that limit the extent to which the rest of society can
interact with or intrude upon. At the same time, he or she retains full control
over information generated by, and related to, him or her.” Although those
definitions may not directly refer to electronic information, they are still valid
today. Similarly, in the context of the IoT, in order to ensure privacy, it is
expected that users should have the right to know and to control what data are
collected about them, who maintains and uses the data, and what purpose the
data are used for.

Privacy and security are distinct, but they are complementary properties
for IoT services. For instance, one of the purposes of a security policy is to
ensure data privacy. This implies that a successful attack on security may
eventually result in an attack on privacy. Basically, information security is
about preserving the confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) of
information. Confidentiality represents an intersection between security and
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21.5.4 EMERGING IOT ATTACK SCENARIOS

Over the past few years, IoT has become both an attack target and attack
source, becoming the focus of security threats and the biggest vector of
attacks on enterprises and individuals. The recent escalation of cyber attacks
stemming from networked devices ranging from home automation devices to
smart wearable devices is raising serious security and privacy concerns.
These concerns are underscored by recent security breaches that have become
more of a common phenomenon, which have the potential to limit the
widespread adoption of the IoT technology. One good thing about the

privacy, forming a mutual [66] relationship between the two. Although, in 
security, confidentiality refers to the property that a trusted party must protect 
data that have been collected from being released, in privacy, confidentiality 
is about making sure that such data are not collected, shared, or monitored.

There have been a number of successful attacks on the privacy of IoT 
users that made headlines in recent years. For example, US researcher Matt 
Jakubowski [67] exploited vulnerabilities in the Wi-Fi enabled Barbie doll 
that allowed him to have access to the information system, account 
information, and the audio files stored on the doll, and direct access to the 
microphone. Having access to these resources could enable a cyber criminal 
to spy on children. Another disturbing issue is that tracing the identity of a 
smart thing may lead to automatic identification of the owner. This is because 
a transaction linked to the same identifier is usually traceable, which in turn 
shows that the owner is also identifiable. Additional information that IoT 
devices can reveal about their users include location, interests, habits, and 
other personal information. In 2015, for example, some researchers at the 
Synack [68] security firm analyzed 16 smart devices for home automation. 
They observed that exploiting some vulnerability in those devices could 
reveal private information, such as user behaviors and activity patterns. It is, 
therefore, imperative for everyone with a stake in the IoT to take all the 
necessary measures to prevent malicious entities from having unauthorized 
access to private information of users.
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21.5.4.1 

21.5.4.2 

IoT Attack Scenarios in 2013
Examples of IoT hacking incidents reported by media outlets in 2013 include
research conducted by Nitesh Dhanjani [69], a security researcher that
exploited vulnerabilities in the Hue LED lighting system made by Philips.
Using a malware, Dhanjani was able to break the weak authentication system
and remotely turned on/off the Hue bulbs. In addition, two white hat hackers,
Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek [70], have demonstrated taking control of
the steering wheel, the braking system, and other functionalities of a Ford car.
Although their work assumed physical access to the car onboard computer, a
team of researchers at the University of Washington and the University of
California earlier [71], in 2010, showed that they could gain wireless access
to a car network. The researchers used a sedan car from an unnamed
company in their experiment. Moreover, between December 23, 2013, and
January 6, 2014, a leading security service provider, Proofpoint [72],
found what may be the first thingbots attack using more than 100,000 smart
household devices such as TVs, home-networking routers, connected
multimedia centers, and at least a fridge. Those devices were used to send
more than 750,000 malicious emails around the world.

IoT Attack Scenarios in 2014
Most of the incidents of IoT attacks reported in 2014 are real attacks that
caused immense physical damage and financial losses. One example is the
cyber attack that struck a German steel mill [73] in December 2014 that
prevented the blast furnace from shutting down properly, resulting in massive
damage to the foundry. The attackers used spear phishing and social

hacking incidents is that most of them are being carried out by ethical hackers 
or white hat hackers, who are only interested in hacking these devices in 
order to test or evaluate their security, rather than with nefarious or criminal 
intent. In the following subsections, we present the attack scenarios from 
2013 to 2016.
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21.5.4.3 IoT Attack Scenarios in 2015
The IoT-related security breaches that made headlines in 2015 include the
work of a security researcher Billy Rios [76] who discovered vulnerabilities
in smart infusion pumps manufactured by Hospira, an Illinois firm with more
than 400,000 intravenous pumps installed in different hospitals around the
globe. The vulnerabilities would allow malicious parties to carry out all
manner of attacks ranging from raising or reducing the dosage limit to
remotely altering the amount of drugs administered to a patient. Furthermore,
a team of researchers at the University of Illinois [77] has uncovered some
vulnerability in smart watches that attackers can use in order to deduce what
character a person wearing a smart watch is typing on the keyboard. The
researchers revealed that motion sensors on the Samsung Gear Live smart
watch, Apple Watch, and Fitbit could leak information about what a user is
typing from the movements of the left wrist. Additionally, researchers from

engineering tactics to infiltrate the corporate network. The attackers 
demonstrated higher levels of familiarity with conventional IT security, 
applied industrial control, and production processes. In the same vein, 
Kaspersky Lab and Interpol [74] reported attacks on automated teller 
machines (ATMs in Russia and Eastern Europe. According to Kaspersky, 
the cyber criminals first gained physical access to the ATMs and inserted a 
bootable CD that installed malicious software on the systems. After entering 
a set of numbers, the malware allowed the attackers to make cash 
withdrawals within four minutes at some specific times on Sundays and 
Mondays. A similar incident is point-of-sale (POS attacks using the Tor-
camouflaged chewBacca payment card-stealing Trojan [75] that targeted 
dozens of retailers in the United States, Canada, Russia, and Australia. The 
attacks were performed over the Tor network, which enabled the attackers to 
mask the actual IP address of their servers as well as encrypt the traffic 
between their servers and the infected POS machines. The malware captured 
payment card details and other personal information from about 50,000 
customers.
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21.5.4.4 IoT Attack Scenarios in 2016
Still continuing with smart toy hacking incidents, in 2016, a security hole was
found in the app of the Smart Toy Bear [80] that allowed attackers to gain
unauthorized access to the network, which can enabled a malicious entity to
launch other attack campaigns. As more smart cars join the IoT, many more
vulnerabilities are being uncovered. For example, a research team headed by
Stephen Savage, a professor of Computer Science at the University of
California, San Diego [81], has discovered a security flaw in the OS of a car
that allowed the team to take control of the car within 18 seconds by playing
a music file infected with a malware on the CD player of the car. According
to Savage, third-party and original equipment manufacturer (OEM) software
are responsible for many of the vulnerabilities found in cars recently. In
addition, after an in-depth security analysis of a Samsung smart home
platform, a group of researchers at the University of Michigan and Microsoft
[82] has found security flaws that can enable attackers to take control of a
smart home and do all kinds of things ranging from triggering a smoke
detector to planting a backdoor PIN code in a digital lock system. Finally, as
unmanned aerial vehicles popularly known as drones become commonplace,
new research by a computer security team at the Johns Hopkins University
[83] has revealed security holes in some commercial drones. The team has

the Rapid7 security firm [78] found critical vulnerabilities in nine Internet-
connected baby monitors. According to the researchers, the vulnerabilities 
could allow an attacker to perform some malicious activities, including 
monitoring live video feeds, harvesting video clips, changing camera settings, 
and adding any number of new authorized users who can view and control 
the device. Lastly, for the year 2015, we consider the VTech toy firm 
customer data hacking incident [79] that exposed private information of both 
parents and children, including names, addresses, email addresses, secret 
questions/answer, and IP addresses. A security analyst Troy Hunt verified 
that passwords were protected using MD5 hash only, which is not an 
encryption.
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discovered three different ways to send rogue commands to the device using 
a laptop, which includes sending thousands of requests that can overwhelm 
the processor and crash it. This is a serious cyber threat, since an attacker can 
take over a drone and use it for a different purpose that could harm other 
people.
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21.6 

21.6.1 

SECURITY VERSUS PERFORMANCE
TRADE-OFFS IN THE IOT

The IoT offers very appealing prospects for almost every area of human
endeavor. However, while connecting every device to the Internet comes with
added convenience, increased productivity, and a boon to mankind, it is
important for users to consider what they may be compromising from a
security and privacy point of view. Sometimes the convenience that
embracing new technology brings comes at a price. In the case of the IoT, the
price is the value of security and privacy that enterprises and individuals lose
when their IoT devices connect to the Internet in an insecure manner.

Managing security is among the major challenges facing the IoT, and
there is always a tough trade-off between security and performance.
Unfortunately, however, many people often prioritize ease and convenience
over security and privacy [84]. In the same vein, users of insecure IoT
networks knowingly or unknowingly give up varying amounts of privacy and
security in order to enjoy the convenience of connected things. But data
leaks, snooping, etc., are often the result of such sacrifices.

Security decision making requires making wise and informed trade-offs.
One fundamental challenge facing IoT designers, manufacturers, and
developers is that the more secure an IoT device is, the more inconvenient it
is [85]. At first, developing secure IoT hardware, applications, or services
may seem expensive. However, failure to observe security best practices in
IoT development projects can result in loss of consumer confidence, which
can eventually cost the company a lot more in lost sales opportunities than
the cost of securing the IoT device or application in the first place [86].
Below we outline some key trade-offs that should be taken into consideration
when designing hardware or developing applications for the IoT.

SECURITY VERSUS ENERGY TRADE-OFFS
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21.6.2 

21.6.3 

SECURITY VERSUS PROCESSING/MEMORY CAPACITY

TRADE-OFFS

When it comes to security implementation, there is always the question of
performance and speed. This is because cryptographic schemes are expected
to be portable and fast, but with little or no reduction in security performance
[88]. On the contrary, most standard security solutions are computationally
intensive and require a lot of memory space. Many IoT devices, however, are
designed to have a very small footprint with extreme processing and memory
constraints. Hence, the requirements of standard cryptographic algorithms are
at variance with the requirements of most constrained IoT devices. The key to
resolving such trade-offs is to know the specifications of the constrained
devices and evaluate the requirements of potential candidate solutions.

SECURITY VERSUS COST TRADE-OFFS

IoT devices, especially those at the sensing layer, such as RFID devices,
sensor nodes, and cameras, are expected to be cheap and disposable, because
thousands of such devices may be needed for some applications. But there are
complex trade-offs between security and hardware/software cost, which
require careful business and security/privacy assessments. The fact is that the
more resources are added to a device (e.g., memory, processing power, and
longer battery life) the more expensive the device will be.

Energy efficiency and security constitute fundamental challenges for the 
design and implementation of IoT systems; the two requirements nonetheless 
are at odds with each other. For example, while low-power consumption is 
needed for longevity of the energy source, security, which usually drains 
energy resources, is needed to safeguard data and provide privacy. This issue, 
therefore, requires making intelligent trade-offs. A security architecture based 
on configurability and adaptability was developed in [87] to address security 
versus energy trade-offs in the IoT.
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21.6.4 SECURITY VERSUS CONVENIENCE TRADE-OFFS

When people buy a new device, they are usually eager to go home and start 
using it. From the point of view of many users, it is actually more convenient 
to buy a device that is already configured with all settings in place. No 
wonder that in order to satisfy such consumers, devices normally come with 
default settings that can allow them to perform the basic functions they are 
intended for, as soon as they are powered on. Most users do not bother to do 
any security configuration on their devices, even if it is just to enable wireless 
security settings.

In the case of some IoT devices, the matter is even worse since many of 
those devices may not have good user interfaces and some must be 
configured remotely or interfaced with a laptop or desktop computer in order 
to be properly configured. Here, there is a trade-off between security and 
convenience, and people would often err on the side of convenience over 
privacy and security. Although many consumers are unlikely to make the 
right trade-offs, manufacturers can help to improve security by making some 
basic security settings on their IoT devices unavoidable. In addition, such IoT 
devices should not allow the use of weak passwords.
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21.7 

21.7.1 

EXISTING PROTOCOLS AND STANDARDS
FOR IOT

In the computing world, the term protocol refers to a set of rules and
technical procedures governing communications and interactions between
computing devices. Although the traditional Internet supports hundreds of
protocols, these protocols cannot be used in the IoT because of the different
constraints associated with connected IoT devices. Therefore, the IoT is
expected to support hundreds more protocols [89], especially as the number
of connected physical heterogeneous objects using a variety of
communication technologies continues to grow. The reasons for the increase
in the number of protocols include lack of a single universal IoT standard and
the fact that there is no harmony in the definition of the IoT itself due to the
heterogeneity and interoperability issues [90]. For example, it is difficult to
harmonize a standard for bread toasters with a standard for pacemakers.

Accordingly, quite a number of working groups have been created and
tasked with the responsibilities of developing and standardizing lightweight
protocols for constrained IoT devices [91]. The standards will help
application developers and service providers to develop applications and
services for the IoT. The working groups include the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE), the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the European
Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI), and the Electronic Product
Code global (EPCglobal) [92].

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF IOT COMMUNICATION

PROTOCOLS

Below we provide brief descriptions of some important IoT communication
protocols defined by both IEEE 802.15 working group and IETF. The IEEE
802.15 task group defined the protocols in the two lower layers of the
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21.7.1.1 

protocol stack shown in Figure 21.4, and the protocols in the upper layers
were defined by the IETF.

FIGURE 21.4 Internet of Things communication protocols.

IEEE 802.15.4
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard, first published in 2003 and revised in 2006, was
defined by the IEEE 802.15 task group and is maintained by the same group
[93]. This standard enables the constrained sensing devices of the IoT to
communicate through the Internet, while coping with low-energy
requirements. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard clearly specifies the
communication rules for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-
WPANs) at the lower layers of the stack (Figure 21.4), the Physical (PHY)
layer and the Media Access Control (MAC) layer [94]. This lays the
foundation for communication protocols at the upper layers, which are not
defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Thus, it serves as the basis for
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21.7.1.2 6LOWPAN
IPv6 over Low Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) is a
low-power adaptation layer protocol [100] that allows wireless transmission
of IPv6 packets over the IEEE 802.15.4 networks. In other words, 6LoWPAN
can be considered an IPv6 header compression protocol. Instead of using
ZigBee or other technologies, 6LoWPAN and IP-based protocols can be used
for addressing and routing packets at the network layer and the adaptive
application protocols. This provides all IP connectivity from individual
sensing nodes to user applications via the Internet with minimum effort on
the design of gateway translation protocols [101]. On the contrary, ZigBee
usually requires more complex gateways for bridging the different networks.
Consequently, two security processes are needed to secure the network, one
on the network side and the other on the Internet side [102]. 6LoWPAN also
compresses the large IPv6 header (40 bytes) to fit into the IEEE 802.15.4
frame by removing redundant information like source and destination
addresses, since the same information can be inferred from the IEEE
802.15.4 header [91].

developing other low-power protocol stacks, such as ZigBee, ISA100.11a, 
WirelessHART, MiWi, and Z-wave specifications.

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard can use 2.4–2.485 GHz frequency band with 
a typical maximum data rate of 250 kb/s at a maximum output power of 1 
mW. It also has a maximum packet size of 127 octets. But the maximum 
payload size is less than 127 octets (bytes due to the overhead in a packet 
(MAC layer headers [95]. Therefore, the available space for the top layer 
protocols is usually between 86 and 116 octets [96]. Time Synchronized 
Channel Hopping (TSCH capability was integrated into the standard in 2011 
to facilitate robust communication by way of hopping and high data rates 
through synchronization [97]. In 2012, an amendment of IEEE 802.15.4 was 
proposed to address the issues of inference and fading multipath, which led to 
the approval of the IEEE 802.15.4e. For more details, we refer the reader to 
Refs. [98,99].
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21.7.1.3 

21.7.1.4 

21.7.1.5 

RPL
The IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) was
standardized in 2011 by the IETF to address the challenging routing issues of
6LoWPAN, such as low-power and lossy radio links and frequent topology
changes. RPL supports a variety of IoT applications and uses a Destination-
Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) to create a routing topology.
That is a directed graph without cycles, which is oriented toward a root node
or a border router. The multipoint-to-point communication scheme in RPL
supports communication from the devices to the root node using minimal
routing state. We refer the reader to [101,103] for more details of RPL.

CoAP
The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is an application layer
protocol defined within the Constrained RESTful Environment (CoRE)
working group of the IETF [104]. The protocol is intended for use in resource
constrained devices of the IoT, such as WSN nodes, to enable IP-based
HTTP-like interactions [105]. The standard interface between HTTP clients
and servers is Representational State Transfer (REST). However, REST
cannot be used for lightweight applications like the IoT because it will cause
significant overhead. Therefore, CoAP, which is built on top of User
Datagram Protocol (UDP), is designed such that it will allow low-power
devices to use RESTful services while meeting the energy constraints
requirements.

MQTT
The Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is a publish/subscribe
messaging model that was introduced by IBM and standardized by OASIS in
1999 and 2013 respectively [106,107]. The protocol, designed for
communication between IoT devices, serves as an alternative to the
conventional client-server model in which a client talks directly with an
endpoint. This model consists of three main entities: a publisher, a subscriber,
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21.7.1.6 

21.7.1.7 

AMQP
The Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is a binary [110]
transport layer open standard protocol. It is a high-performance messaging
middleware that is designed for enterprise environments, and it can be used in
the financial industry. Like MQTT, it runs on top of TCP and uses the
publish/subscribe architecture. The protocol supports interoperability and
heterogeneity characteristic communications between different IoT devices
that support various languages. Unlike MQTT, AMQP uses three different
modes of message delivery guarantee models to ensure reliable
communication: at-most-once, at-least-once, and exactly-once [110].

At-most-once: In this mode a message is delivered once or never.
At-least-once: In this case there is certainty that a message will be
delivered, but it may be delivered multiple times.
Exactly once: In this mode a message will certainly be delivered
once.

DDS
The Data Distribution Service (DDS) is an open standard middleware
designed in the context of naval and aerospace by the Object Management
Group (OMG) for M2M real-time communications [111]. While DDS is
basically designed to work on top of unreliable transports, such as UDP, it

and a broker. Resource-constrained IoT devices like sensors are the 
publishers, applications interested in some topic are the subscribers, and the 
broker serves as an intermediary between the two [108]. Sensor nodes, for 
example, connect to the broker and send available data on a particular topic, 
while subscribers of that topic connect to the same broker to receive available 
data. Unlike CoAP, MQTT is built over Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP. There are various models of Quality of Service (QoS profiles used in 
MQTT as discussed in [109].
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21.7.2 

21.7.2.1 

21.7.2.2 

IOT SECURITY PROTOCOLS

While quite a number of security protocols have been standardized for the
traditional Internet, there are fundamentally two major standard security
protocols for IoT: TLS and Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS).

TLS
TLS is the successor of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), a cryptographic protocol
for providing secure Internet connection between a client and a server using
TCP transport. The key difference between the two is that TLS supports
newer cipher suites and provides message authentication. TLS is used to
provide end-to-end secure communication for applications that require TCP
as the underlying transport protocol, such as MQTT. TLS employs a
handshake mechanism to negotiate different parameters to establish a secure
connection between the client and the server. The protocol is made up of two
layers: a record protocol for providing a secure connection and a handshake
protocol for ensuring authentication between devices and negotiating the type
of encryption algorithms to be used and cryptographic keys before data
exchange.

DTLS

uses multicast UDP within LAN and TCP over WAN [110]. Although it uses 
the publish/subscribe pattern, DDS does not rely on a central broker for 
message relay [112]. Instead, it follows a serverless architecture, which 
allows for high performance information sharing using a Data-Centric 
Publish-Subscribe (DCPS scheme [110]. In this model, after establishing a 
connection between anonymous information publishers and subscribers 
(participants, the connection between participants bypasses the server and 
becomes peer-to-peer [113]. This direct message exchange between domain 
participants enhances urgency, priority, durability, and reliability. DDS offers 
the scalability, performance, and QoS needed to support IoT applications.
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21.7.3 
21.7.3.1 

A segmentation/reassembly service for the handshake entity
A modified record protocol header including a sequence number
used both for clear and ciphered operations
Two new optional flights, Hello-Verify-Request and Client-Hello
with cookie.

A BRIEF SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE IOT PROTOCOLS

IEEE 802.15.4
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies security services at both the physical
layer (PHY) and MAC, as well as recommends the implementation of
additional security features at the upper layers of the protocol stack due to the
resource limitations of IoT devices [116]. The standard supports a number of
security modes at the MAC sublayer, including, but not limited to, Advanced
Encryption Standard-Cipher Block Chaining-Message Authentication Code
(AES-CBC-MAC)-32, AES-CBC-MAC-64, and AES-CBC-MAC-128. It
uses 128-bit secret keys known by the communicating entities. The IEEE
802.15.4 standard supports various security functionalities like
confidentiality, data authenticity and integrity, replay protection, and access
control mechanisms to protect MAC frames [94,116].

While the IEEE 802.15.4 standard recommends the implementation of
more security features at the higher layers, nevertheless some attacks can
only be addressed at the MAC sublayer [116,117]. Certain optional features
specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard can reduce security; hence there is a
need for designers to exercise care when implementing the standard [118].
Another security limitation of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is lack of a specific

The DTLS is basically a variant of TLS for IoT applications that uses UDP as 
the underlying protocol. DTLS is designed to provide a secure channel 
between constrained devices of the IoT [114]. In order to be compatible with 
the unreliable nature of UDP, DTLS adds three additional features to TLS 
[115]:
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21.7.3.2 

21.7.3.3 

6LoWPAN
Currently, the 6LoWPAN adaptation protocol does not specify any security
mechanisms; notwithstanding, discussions in certain relevant documents
(Request for Comments (RFC) 4919 [121], RFC 6282 [122] and RFC 6568
[123]) focus on security requirements, threats, and approaches to consider for
implementation in the IoT network layer. 6LoWPAN security research
proposals and open research challenges have been presented in [94].

RPL
The RPL specification has three different modes of security: Unsecured,
Preinstalled, and Authenticated [124]. It uses Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES)/Counter with CBC-MAC (AES/CCM) along with 128-bit keys for
MAC generation to support integrity [125]. It also supports confidentiality,
data authenticity, semantic security, key management, and protection against
replay attacks. The RPL protocol is designed to employ link layer security
mechanisms if they are available and appropriate, or to make use of its own
security mechanisms when link layer mechanisms are absent or not suitable
[124].

Nevertheless, the protocol is susceptible to different attacks, which
include black hole, Sybil, hello flood, selective forwarding, and DoS attacks.
Specifically, the authors in Ref. [126] observed that the protocol cannot
protect against internal attacks. Using Sybil attacks, they found that an insider
can successfully carry out active or passive internal attacks on the RPL
network, which could disrupt the network and intercept information on the
network respectively. Thus, a malicious node within the network can render

keying model, such as how keys will be created and how the keys will be 
exchanged, among others [119]. An additional shortcoming is the fact that 
IEEE 802.15.4-based networks are susceptible to black hole attacks, a type of 
DoS attack in which an attacker node absorbs or drops every packet passing 
through it [120].
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21.7.3.4 

21.7.3.5 

cryptographic mechanisms ineffective [126].

CoAP
The CoAP protocol in itself does not define any standard for secure
architecture; hence it is used in conjunction with DTLS to provide security
[124]. Binding DTLS to CoAP means that security is supported at the
transport layer and not at the application layer because DTLS is a transport
layer protocol. The fundamental AES/CCM cryptographic algorithm is
adopted (as in other security schemes in 6LoWPAN environments) to provide
confidentiality, integrity, authentication, nonrepudiation, and protection
against replay attacks, since those functionalities are supported in the DTLS
[94]. Four security modes are specified for CoAP, namely NoSec,
PreshardKey, RawPublicKey, and Certificates.

As mentioned previously, DTLS is essentially TLS with some additional
features that enable it to handle the unreliable nature of UDP. Therefore, like
TLS, the DTLS handshake process, needed for authentication and key
agreement, can significantly impact performance of the resource-constrained
devices of the IoT. The impact will be more significant when public-key
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is employed for authentication and key
agreement. In addition, apart from the 25-byte IEEE 802.15.4 overhead, and
10 bytes and 4 bytes for 6LoWPAN and CoAP addressing, respectively,
DTLS adds an additional overhead of 13 bytes, leaving only 75 bytes for the
application-layer payload [94].

MQTT
As a transport protocol designed to provide a lightweight and easy-to-use
message transmission, the MQTT specification does not offer anything on top
of TCP for secure communication [127]. It does, however, recommend the
use of the TLS [RFC5246] protocol for applications that require security.
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the implementer to provide appropriate
security features [128]. This implies that by default, MQTT connections use
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21.7.3.6 

21.7.3.7 

AMQP
The use of Simple Authentication Security Layer (SASL) has been specified
in the AMQP standard to allow for negotiation of an agreed authenticated
mechanism [130], which offers better authentication compared with MQTT.
The standard also defines specification for data encryption using TLS. In
addition, the design of AMQP allows for separate negotiation of TLS and
SASL schemes and upward replacement with alternative mechanisms as they
evolve [131].

DDS
Apart from urgency, priority, durability, and reliability, one other aspect that
has been enhanced by the DDS direct message exchange between domain
participants is security. Three extensions have been recently added to the

unencrypted communication and attackers can eavesdrop on the message or 
perform MitM attacks on the network. In itself, the protocol relies on a few 
security mechanisms, which include the use of username and password fields 
of the MQTT CONNECT packet for authentication and authorization 
purposes [129]. However, since the communication is not encrypted, the 
username and password are transmitted in plain text.

While the use of TLS is recommended for applications that require a 
higher level of security, using MQTT over TLS usually comes at a cost in 
terms of processing power, memory usage, and transmission overhead. 
Although the costs of security may not overwhelm the broker, the constrained 
devices will typically not be able to cope with such demanding requirements 
because they are not designed for compute-intensive tasks. One alternative to 
improve the performance of TLS is to use a session resumption technique. 
TLS session resumption allows reusing a previously negotiated TLS session 
by restoring the secret information of previous sessions when connecting to 
the server the next time. There are two types of session resumption 
techniques: Session IDs and Session Tickets [129].
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21.7.4 REVIEW OF RECENTLY PROPOSED IOT SECURITY

PROTOCOLS

Virtually all of the communication protocols considered in the previous
sections have some kind of security issues. Most of them must work on top of
TLS or DTLS in order to provide a secure communication channel. However,
many IoT devices that are highly constrained in terms of available energy,
memory capacity, processing power, and communication bandwidth do not
meet the resource requirements of these secure communication protocols.
This results in insecure connection, poor performance, and latency, among
other issues. Consequently, more lightweight secure communication
protocols and lightweight security protocols that can cope with the
constrained nature of many IoT devices are invaluable and highly needed. To
respond to this demand, a number of protocols aimed at providing secure
communication in the IoT have been proposed recently.

In [135], for example, an LTE-based Device-to-Device (D2D) secure
multihop communication protocol was proposed to address the
communication needs of User Equipment (UE) within and outside mobile
network radio coverage areas. The proposed protocol enables UEs to become
hubs for machine-type traffic using a suitable radio interface for uploading
data to the Internet via the mobile network. Using the recent D2D feature of
LTE Advanced (LTE-A) that supports Machine-Type Communication
(MTC), the authors developed a D2D mesh network for transporting MTC
data to the Internet with little impact on the network infrastructure. To
achieve this, the UEs aggregate traffic from nearby IoT devices, and the
multihop protocol links the LTE-A UEs to a remote node that uploads the

DDS standard. One of them is DDS-Security v1.0 Beta 1, which defines the 
security model and Service Plugin Interface (SPI architecture for compliant 
DDS implementations [132,133]. Thus, the current DDS standard includes, 
among other things, security, high performance, scalability, and data-centric 
publish/subscribe abstraction [133]. The recent ratification of an advanced 
security standard for DDS basically provides end-to-end security [134].
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data to the Internet. In their proposal, the UE refers to any device equipped 
with 4G LTE-A communication technology. The proposed protocol uses a 
lightweight security mechanism, and its security strength lies in sharing 
encryption keys indexed in the direct mode beacons.

A network security protocol designed to protect resource-constrained 
devices in the IoT against pattern analysis was presented in [136]. The 
protocol is also aimed at providing data integrity, identity management, trust 
management and privacy using minimal processor power. Before any secure 
message exchange between the server and the constrained client, both parties 
must share a symmetric key, which the authors referred to as the master key. 
The master key may be imprinted in the device through physical contact or 
via software flashing. The key must contain all data types in the message, 
which includes all alphabets, numbers, special characters, etc. Every element 
of the data type must have a number of unique IDs that depend on the 
available memory space. If the client, for example, wants to send a message, 
containing a single character, to the server, the client randomly selects an ID 
of that character and sends it instead. The server decodes the message by 
searching for the corresponding element in the symmetric key. The 
randomness needed for ID selection is generated by white noise from 
transistors, operational amplifiers, or resistors. In order to minimize resources 
consumed by the client, the same protocol can be used for authentication. 
However, since IoT devices can be tampered with physically, a different key 
management scheme that has three models is used.

The design and implementation of robust Key Management Protocols 
(KMPs is the foundation of secure communication [137]. Hence, in order to 
create a secure channel between two IoT devices, it is essential to provide a 
reliable key management scheme that allows two remote devices to negotiate 
some security credentials like secret keys that can be used to protect data 
flow [138]. There is a lot of research being conducted currently on 
authentication and key management in the IoT.

In [139], for instance, a user authentication and key management protocol 
for heterogeneous WSNs based on the notion of the IoT was proposed. The 
proposed protocol allows a remote user to securely connect directly to a
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specific sensor node of interest without first contacting the Gateway Node 
(GWN. To achieve this, the authors used an authentication model that allows 
authentication and key agreement by first contacting a particular sensor node. 
Before deployment, each sensor node is given an identity, and a password 
key is randomly generated and stored in the memory of each node. The key is 
also shared with the GWN. The GWN is also given a well-secured randomly 
generated password that is hidden in its memory and not known by any other 
node in the network. The protocol specifies two separate registration phases: 
first, the registration between the GWN and each sensor node, and the second 
registration is between the GWN and the user, which is initiated by the user 
on demand. After the registration process, a user can connect to any sensor 
node of choice by initiating an authentication process; the node then contacts 
the GWN, etc., thus providing mutual authentication between all parties. The 
authors employed the use of a rare four-step authentication model, which 
they believed is most appropriate for resource-constrained devices of the IoT. 
Although any other security scheme for securely saving user data could be 
used, the authors used smartcards for user registration and authentication. As 
a highly lightweight security scheme, the protocol uses only hash and 
exclusive OR (XOR computations, which makes it suitable for resource-
constrained devices like sensor nodes. The authors asserted that their protocol 
provides anonymity, and it is resilient to replay attacks, privileged-insider 
attacks, stolen verifier attacks, stolen smartcard and smartcard breach attacks, 
impersonation attacks, many logged-in users with the same login ID attacks, 
GWN bypassing attacks, password-change attacks, and DoS attacks.

The authors in [140], however, discovered some shortcomings in the 
protocol presented in [139]. Particularly, they found that the protocol is 
susceptible to a number of cryptographic attacks, such as the stolen smartcard 
attack, sensor node impersonation attack, MitM attack, and disclosure of 
session key. Additionally, the protocol does not provide forward/backward 
secrecy and untraceability (anonymity. To overcome the security 
weaknesses in [139], the authors proposed an improved version of the 
protocol. Although the authors used the same four-step sensor node-first 
authentication model as in [139], there a few vital differences and
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improvements. For example, unlike the protocol in [139], after successful 
registration, the shared keys can be deleted on both the GWN and the sensor 
nodes; this enables the GWN to add more additional nodes to the network. 
Another improvement is that sensor nodes send authentication messages to 
the GWN over a secure channel. The authors claimed that their protocol 
addresses all the vulnerabilities observed in [139], and provides higher 
security while maintaining the same level of functionality and efficiency.

After analyzing the protocol in [140], the authors in [141] observed that 
the protocol is vulnerable to some types of attacks, such as a known session-
specific temporary information attack and an off-line password-guessing 
attack. The protocol is also vulnerable to using a stolen-smartcard attack, a 
new-smartcard-issue attack and a user-impersonation attack. The authors 
therefore proposed an anonymity-preserving three-factor authenticated key 
exchange protocol for WSNs. The major improvements over the protocol in 
[140] include: the use of a different network model that consumes less power, 
which is more appropriate for IoT–based WSNs; a more efficient four-step 
remote-user authentication and session key agreement scheme (where the 
user contacts the GWN first; and the use of a bio-hashing function capable 
of generating a cancellable fingerprint template. The proposed protocol 
consists of seven phases: system setup, sensor node registration, user 
registration, login, authentication and session key agreement, password 
change, and smartcard revocation. In order to prove its security, efficiency, 
and functionality, the authors simulated the protocol using the AVISPA 
software package. They also claimed that the protocol has addressed all the 
security issues identified in [140].

In the same vein, the authors in [142] have identified some design flaws in 
the protocol presented in [141], and challenged the claims that the protocol is 
secure and efficient. The authors demonstrated that the protocol is insecure 
against replay attacks and DoS attacks. Accordingly, inspired by the protocol 
in [141], the authors proposed a new lightweight authentication and key 
agreement protocol using the same assumptions. Nevertheless, they 
redesigned new sensor node registration, user registration, login, and 
authentication and session key agreement phases. One of the notable changes
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and improvements in the proposed protocol is the elimination of what the 
authors called an unduly computation of the timestamp (SCTi) in step 2 of the 
login phase in [141]. The authors argued that the value of SCTi is sent via an 
insure channel, hence attackers can eavesdrop the value and compute the 
corresponding unique smartcard number (SCNi). Another improvement is 
that analysis shows that the proposed protocol has 14 hashes less than the 
protocol in [141] and 15 hashes less than the protocol in [140]. As a result, 
the authors claimed that their protocol is very efficient and secure.

DTLS binding is usually recommended for making IoT applications that 
work on UDP secure. However, there are a few challenges in deploying IoT 
applications over DTLS in resource-constrained environments. In recent 
years, researchers have tried to optimize the performance of DTLS for 
constrained applications in the IoT, and research in this area is still ongoing. 
The authors in [143], for example, have proposed an enhanced DTLS 
protocol for the IoT applications. Their protocol is aimed at reducing 
communication cost of the DTLS as well as improving the weakness of 
cookie exchange during the handshake process, which could protect against 
DoS attacks. The authors integrated the proposed protocol inside CoAP in 
order to minimize the size of the message on the security layer. The process 
of handshake based on cookies during authentication normally comes with a 
lot of overhead in terms of energy consumption as well as latency. Hence, the 
authors used a resource-rich trusted third party (a proxy auto-configuration 
server) to handle all those operations. This reduces delay and consumption of 
energy, thereby increasing battery life of resource-constrained devices. The 
proposed protocol was implemented on the Contiki OS, and when compared 
with the original DTLS for CoAP, there was a significant decrease in 
Random Access Memory (RAM) usage, computation time, and packet 
overhead.
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21.8 CONCLUSION
IoT will shape the networks of the future as it represents a revolution already 
under way, creating a new interconnected smart world through unique 
interactions between things, people, and their environments that are 
becoming so closely interwoven. With numerous smart things already 
connected to the Internet and vastly more devices on the horizon, in the near 
future, IoT will arguably be the biggest network the world has ever seen, 
which promises to improve efficiency, reliability, and productivity in all the 
fields of human endeavor. This is swiftly becoming a reality as application 
areas for the IoT impact almost every aspect of our lives. Many executives in 
industrial sectors that include mining, manufacturing, automotive, and 
healthcare are realizing that IoT adoption will be vital to the success of their 
businesses.

While the potential benefits of the nascent IoT are significant, there are 
numerous potential challenges and barriers to realizing the full vision of the 
IoT. Security and privacy are among the major impediments and challenges 
that both enterprises and individuals could face with real-world IoT 
implementations. Essentially, every new technology usually comes with 
advantages and prospects, as well as hurdles. The fact that the potential 
benefits of IoT far outweigh the security risks does not mean, however, that 
the security risks should be ignored. Ignoring security risks will have 
significant negative effects on users, which may result in lack of trust. But it 
is well-established that building consumer trust is crucial for the widespread 
adoption of the IoT. As adoption of IoT solutions among industries and the 
incorporation of IoT technology into business processes and services are 
becoming a global trend, security and privacy should, therefore, be at the 
forefront of all IoT implementations.

In the near future, billions of devices will work in a more automated 
fashion than we see today, which may lead to closer interaction with humans; 
and as it is today, consumers will continue to rely on vendors to provide 
security, which raises significant concern. Accordingly, IoT devices,
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applications, networks, and cloud infrastructures must be adequately 
protected against cyber attacks. One way to achieve this is to intensify 
research efforts in developing protocols and applications that are more 
secure, efficient, and energy friendly, and thus appropriate for the constrained 
devices. In addition, there is a need to build protection into the devices 
themselves by providing a critical security layer as IoT devices depend less 
on the corporate perimeter security for protection. In order to ensure data 
security and privacy in IoT networks, both chip makers and manufacturers of 
IoT devices must consider security early in the design processes of their chips 
and devices, respectively. Users also have responsibilities to ensure a safe 
and effective IoT network, which include changing default usernames, 
choosing strong passwords, and being careful not to fall prey to phishing and 
social engineering attacks.
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22.1 INTRODUCTION
With the arrival of Internet of Things (IoT) in the fifth generation 
communication systems (5G), it is conceived that all objects will be equipped 
with wireless communication enabled smart miniature electronic devices in 
the near future. An inherent feature of such mobile and small devices is the 
long battery life. Collaborative beamforming (CBF) is a promising solution to 
address the battery life limitations in a small wireless communication device 
by pooling the resources of several neighboring devices to establish 
communication with a distant target.

In CBF, a communication node that intends to transmit a message first 
broadcasts the message to its neighboring nodes and requests these nodes to 
cooperate for the transmission. All the cooperating nodes will then 
collaboratively transmit the message along with the source node to the 
intended receiver in a directive manner. Thus, CBF effectively increases the 
communication distance by using less power and less spatial resources. 
Although CBF was initially proposed specifically for wireless sensor 
networks (WSNs) (Barriac, Mudumbai, and Madhow, 2004), it is also 
researched increasingly in other wireless network applications such as 
cellular networks (Ekbal and Cioffi, 2005; Ng, Evans, and Hanly, 2007), 
cognitive radio networks (Piltan and Salari, 2012; Zhang et al. 2014), 
wireless personal area networks (WPANs) (Jeevan et al. 2008), cloud radio 
access networks (Ha and Le, 2014), wireless body area networks (WBANs)
(Ding et al. 2015), and wireless machine-to-machine (M2M) networks 
(Zhang et al. 2013).

The major challenge in CBF is the synchronization of all collaborating 
nodes to form a directive beam toward the intended direction due to the 
distributed nature of the collaborating nodes. When locations of all the 
collaborating nodes and the target are not explicitly known to each node, the 
collaborating nodes lack information to synchronize their beamforming 
coefficients and direct a collaborative beam toward the target in a distributive 
manner.
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This lack of synchronization can be solved if the target node is able to 
provide feedback in terms of individual channel state information (CSI) to the 
collaborating nodes. If each collaborating node knows the channel gain of 
itself as well as every other collaborating nodes to the target, it can then 
successfully synchronize its phase for CBF. The condition where the 
collaborating nodes are able to receive feedback from the receiver is called 
closed-loop beamforming.

However, providing an accurate and rich feedback with complete CSI for 
perfect beamforming is impractical and consumes a large amount of signaling 
overhead. Therefore, a more resource friendly, limited feedback scheme is 
preferred for synchronization in CBF. In a limited feedback closed-loop CBF, 
the feedback from the target is limited to a few bits that usually consists of 
coded information to assist the collaborating nodes to perform beamforming.

We propose a new hybrid algorithm called the Combined Hybrid 
Distributed Joint Activation (CDJA-HYB) to improve upon the legacy 
synchronization algorithms. The legacy random one-bit feedback (R1BF) 
method (Mudumbai et al. 2006) and the more recent ADJA method (Thibault 
et al. 2013) are chosen as the benchmark synchronization schemes. These 
existing closed-loop beamforming synchronization schemes are combined 
and further improved using a meta-heuristic inspired controlled 
randomization. Results show that the proposed CDJA-HYB improves the 
convergence and the achieved receive signal gain at the receiver in noisy, 
fading, and time-varying channels with lower feedback compared with the 
benchmark algorithms.

This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 22.1, an overview of 
phase synchronization in closed-loop CBF is discussed. Two existing 
algorithms, namely R1BF and ADJA, are discussed to provide the readers an 
overview of the bit feedback phase synchronization method. The proposed 
meta-heuristic inspired semidistributed algorithm called the CDJA-HYB for 
phase synchronization in closed-loop CBF is presented in Section 22.3. The 
communication protocol to enable the bit feedback based synchronization is 
first presented, and this is followed by the description of the proposed CDJA-
HYB algorithm. Results of the proposed CDJA-HYB are compared with
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results of R1BF and ADJA in various cluster sizes as well as in noisy, time-
varying, and fading channels in Section 22.4. The chapter ends with 
conclusions in Section 22.5.
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22.2 PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION IN
DISTRIBUTED AND COLLABORATIVE
BEAMFORMING

Collaborative and distributed beamforming require stringent time, phase, and
frequency synchronization. The complex signal at a target when  number of
nodes collaboratively transmit at time , all transmitting with carrier
frequency , is (Mudumbai et al., 2006)

(22.1)

From Equation 22.1, three distinct offsets occur due to the random and
distributed nature of the collaborating nodes, which are

Phase offset, : The signal from each node reaches the target with a
different phase offset. The phase offset is a combination of the
channel rotation, distance variation, and the local oscillator’s phase
drift. The instantaneous phases of the collaborating nodes differ as
the individual oscillators of each nodes drift due to Brownian
motion-induced phase noise.

Frequency offset, : Ideally, the local oscillators of all collaborating
nodes must oscillate with the same carrier frequency. However,
because the local oscillators each experience independent drifts,
frequency offset is present at each node, where oscillator center
frequencies differ slightly from each other. This difference causes a
linearly increasing phase offset in time with respect to the reference
center frequency.

Time offset, : The time reference of each node has to be identical to
ensure that all nodes transmit simultaneously. These offsets will
cause the combined signal at the target to subsequently become
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misaligned, causing a loss in the beamforming gain in the target
direction.

In an ideal case, there will be no time and frequency offsets, and hence, 
 for , …, . Furthermore, each node has a perfect

knowledge of its phase compensation . The collaborating nodes can
produce a coherent signal at the target direction as Equation 22.1 becomes
(Mudumbai, Hespanha, Madhow, and Barriac, 2005, 2010)

(22.2)

In reality, the time, frequency, and phase offset all exist, and it is
important to perform synchronization to compensate these offsets so that a
coherent signal will be received by the target.

A large portion of previous literature on CBF has focused on the
synchronization issues. These works focus on either the phase, frequency, or
the time synchronizations and sometimes tackle more than one of these
synchronizations at once.

The synchronization procedures in the literature can be broadly classified
into two categories: closed-loop method and the open-loop method. In the
closed-loop method, the synchronization is aided by feedback from the target
node. This feedback could either be just one or a few quantized bits or in a
form of a rich feedback with semi- or full CSI information. In the open-loop
method, the nodes synchronize without any feedback from the target node.
The synchronization can be done via intranode communication method where
collaborating nodes communicate and exchange information among them to
perform synchronization.

We only consider closed-loop CBF. Small mobile sensor nodes in the IoT
have the capability of sending simple feedback and thus closed-loop
synchronization with a bit feedback method is the focus of this article.
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22.2.1 
FORMULATION OF NORMALIZED RECEIVED SIGNAL

STRENGTH

Phase synchronization in closed-loop CBF evaluates the received power at
the receiver for synchronization. Under the assumption that the carrier signal
frequency  is synchronized and unit transmission power is applied at all
nodes, the received signal at time slot ,  is (Mudumbai, Barriac, and
Madhow, 2007)

(22.3)

where  is the common baseband message signal,  is additive noise,
and  is the propagation channel effects at time slot .  is the cumulative
phase response at the node , whereby the errors caused by the phase
rotation due to the location and the offset of the oscillator are absorbed into
the single entity of . Hence, the beamforming gain, i.e., the normalized
baseband received power , is (Mudumbai et al., 2007)

(22.4)

The value of this normalized received signal strength (NRSS) is
maximized when , for all . Hence, the phase rotation 
has to be adjusted to maximize the NRSS at the intended receiver.

The existing phase synchronization methods for closed-loop CBF apply
iterative procedures where all nodes apply a phase adjustment to their carrier
signal according to the feedback received from the receiver. The initial phase
rotation,  is uniformly and independently distributed across the domain 

.
In the time-varying channel, the transmitted signals lose their alignment

over the time due to time-dependent channel fluctuation; hence, the
cumulative phase is modeled as (Thibault et al., 2013)
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22.2.2 

(22.5)

where is independently and identically distributed uniformly in the

range , whereby the constant α determines the severity of the time

fluctuation. For all cases, the iterative procedure is repeated until a stopping
criterion of maximum iteration,  is achieved.

RANDOM ONE-BIT FEEDBACK

The R1BF algorithm proposed in (Mudumbai et al., 2005) provides a solution
for each collaborating node to iteratively and independently perturb its phase
rotation based on only 1 bit of feedback from the receiver at every iteration.
If the received signal is improved compared with the previous iteration, the
receiver sends bit “1” back to the collaborating nodes as a response, and
sends bit “0” otherwise. If a feedback “1” is received, the collaborating nodes
retain the phase perturbation performed during the previous iteration and
update the phase rotation to

(22.6)

 is the random phase perturbation that is uniformly distributed in the range 

. The variable  is a constant value that determines the convergence

of the algorithm. This phase update is done on the basis that there exists
constant but unknown phase offsets and channel gain between the
transmitting collaborating nodes and the receiver, that is, the channel is static.

The work in Mudumbai et al. (2006) improves upon the R1BF algorithm
to consider a time-varying channel. The channel fluctuation in response to
time causes misalignment of the phases over time. Quality factor  is
introduced to reflect the expected signal deterioration due to the channel
effects such that .

The R1BF algorithm is a simple and a fully distributed closed-loop
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22.2.3 ADVANCED DETERMINISTIC JOINT ACTIVATION

The deterministic joint activation (DJA) algorithm is a deterministic
algorithm that progressively rotates the phase of one collaborating node at
every iteration until the maximum NRSS is achieved. The phase rotation is
not chosen randomly, rather it systematically tries out all possible solution
from a predefined set of solution where

(22.7)

The algorithm starts with all nodes having no phase rotation and set size 
, whereby each node has an option of rotating its phase to either 0 or 

from the available set . The value of  is updated to  every
time generation, and hence, the nodes progressively refine their

phase rotation. For example, the solution set is refined to 

when . This deterministic measure ensures that the algorithm could
achieve an NRSS very close to the optimal solution in an ideal channel.

As  increases, the time taken to find a solution that improves upon the
previous NRSS increases exponentially. As such, the DJA algorithm is
switched to the R1BF algorithm after the phase selection with  is
completed. This joint DJA and R1BF algorithm is called the ADJA
algorithm.

The ADJA algorithm is an elegant deterministic method that seeks all
possible solutions from a progressively increasing set of phase rotations to
converge the main beam close to the theoretical realization of the distributed

scheme that allows every node to progressively synchronize its initial phase 
for successful beamforming, which has been proven through numerous test 
beds (Mudumbai et al., 2006; Quitin et al. 2013; Seo, Rodwell, and Madhow, 
2008). However, the R1BF has a disadvantage of slow convergence and 
limited upper bound (Thibault et al. 2013).
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beamforming. However, as the authors of the ADJA have noted, the 
algorithm is not fully distributed as a certain amount of network coordination 
is needed to index and initiate transmissions (Thibault et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, convergence to maximum NRSS cannot be guaranteed with the 
use of the ADJA algorithm due to the discretization of the phase.
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22.3 

22.3.1 

A SEMIDISTRIBUTED PHASE
SYNCHRONIZATION IN DISTRIBUTED AND
COLLABORATIVE BEAMFORMING:
COMBINED HYBRID DISTRIBUTED JOINT
ACTIVATION

The drawbacks of both the R1BF and ADJA algorithms motivate the need for
a more robust yet fast synchronization algorithm. Hence, the concept of
population-based metaheuristics is incorporated into the proposed
synchronization method.

In this section, a simple time division–based communication protocol is
proposed to allow distributed synchronization in closed-loop CBF. This is
followed by a detailed explanation on the proposed CDJA-HYB algorithm.

TIME DIVISION DUPLEX COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

FOR THE PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION

In the optimization of closed-loop beamforming suggested in this article, all
collaborating nodes have to work independently to identify the best phase
offset that achieves the highest gain at the receivers.

In the closed-loop synchronization algorithms suggested previously,
feedback from the receiver is sent after every pilot transmission. In our
population-based method, feedback is only sent after a block of pilots are
transmitted to the receiver. The nodes decide on their next block of phase
choices according to the feedback received from the receiver as well as the
information on the phase offsets used in the current block. Therefore, each
collaborating node makes a better calculated decision at the next block due
the wealth of information available at the node. Figure 22.1 shows the
communication protocol for the proposed algorithm.
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22.3.1.1 

22.3.1.2 

FIGURE 22.1 Timing diagram of the proposed communication protocol for closed-loop
optimization with three collaborating nodes.

The overall flow of the communication protocol is depicted in Figure
22.1.

Stage 1: Information Sharing
A node in the cluster that wishes to send data to the receiver broadcasts the
data to the neighboring nodes within its range. All the other nodes receive
and store these data in their cache. No other information sharing occurs until
these data are successfully transmitted via CBF or a time-out occurs.

Stage 2: Pilot Broadcast
For the next  time slots, each node transmits an identical bit “1” pilot signal
with an initial phase perturbation for each slot. Once  slots are over, all
nodes listen for a fixed time slot for feedback from the intended receiver.
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22.3.1.3 

22.3.1.4 

22.3.1.5 

Stage 3: Feedback
The receiver sends  bits of feedback every  time slots using the
contention method. This feedback is in the form of coded data consisting of 
bits. The feedback indicates which of the  pilot transmissions gained the
best improvement compared with the previous block.

Stage 4: Update and Optimize
The feedback is processed by the individual nodes and the phase offset for
the next  transmissions is determined according to the feedback. Stages 2, 3,
and 4 are repeated until the maximum number of time slots is reached.

FIGURE 22.2 Combined hybrid distributed joint activation when b = 3 in an ideal
channel condition .

Stage 5: CBF
Once the maximum time slot is achieved, each node multiplies the signal
with its best beamforming weight and transmits the common data
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22.3.2 

simultaneously. The individual signals add coherently at the receiver.

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The proposed CDJA-HYB synchronization algorithm adopts both ADJA and
R1BF to perform the phase synchronization. The feedback from the receiver
is reduced by adapting a population-based metaheuristic method where the
receivers now send  bits of feedback after every  time slots instead
of sending feedback after every pilot transmission.

In the proposed CDJA-HYB, each node  determines the phase rotation
that is applied onto the carrier signal for the next  time slots. All nodes
transmit the 1 bit pilot for the next  slots. The receiver compares the NRSS
of the  pilot signals and saves the best NRSS as the global best solution and
sends  bits of feedback to the collaborating nodes. The feedback indicates in
binary, on which of the  slots obtained the best NRSS. If the NRSS of all 
transmissions are lower than the previous global best, then feedback of “0” is
sent instead.

The CDJA-HYB algorithm is divided into two stages. For the first stage,
the ADJA algorithm is combined with the population-based metaheuristic
concepts. Instead of systematically choosing one solution for a single node 
at every time slot, a few nodes are chosen concurrently for phase rotation for

the next  time slots. The number of nodes chosen is k' . Although the

choice of phase rotation is selected from the fixed set of solutions  as with
the ADJA algorithm, the CDJA-HYB algorithm randomly chooses a solution
from the set, unlike the deterministic approach of the former algorithm. This
approach is predicted to have a steeper increase in the NRSS compared with
the ADJA due to its random and simultaneous phase rotation nature. The
batch transmission is repeated until the last batch of collaborating nodes
perform the phase rotation. Once this process is completed, the algorithm
switches to the second stage whereby it applies the standard R1BF algorithm.
It is predicted that the R1BF would give a continuous improvement at a lower
rate, given that the limiting upper boundary of the R1BF is bypassed by
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applying the proposed population-based phase selection method in the first 
stage.

From Figure 22.2, it can be seen that using a lower value of  guarantees 
a faster increase toward better NRSS in the beginning of the synchronization 
process. However, due to limitations of the available set of phase rotations, 
the improvement comes to a stall by  time slots, similar to the 
conventional ADJA in Thibault et al. (2013). The R1BF algorithm then 
replaces the ADJA in the proposed algorithm, providing continual increment 
in the NRSS, albeit at a lower rate. The value  makes very little difference in 
the increment rate of the NRSS. For the cases of  and , almost 
93% of the maximum NRSS can be achieved by the 2000th time slot. All the 
combinations shown in the figure outperform the legacy R1BF algorithm. 
The existing ADJA algorithm, however, tends to have faster initial 
convergence and also reaches the best NRSS of about 93% of the maximum 
value for this case of ideal channel. However, the proposed combined phase 
rotation and feedback method is able to finally achieve similar NRSS value 
toward the end. For the 2000 time slots considered in Figure 22.2, 1000 
feedback bits were allocated for the feedback mechanism in R1BF and 
ADJA, whereas the proposed algorithm only utilized 857 feedback bits for 
the feedback. Furthermore, it will be shown in the Section 22.5 that the 
proposed algorithm tends to perform better in noisy, time-varying, and fading 
channel scenarios.
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22.4 

22.4.1 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section analyses the results obtained via the existing R1BF and ADJA
algorithms, as well as the proposed CDJA-HYB algorithm. First, the effect of
the cluster size on the beamforming ability is analyzed. An analysis on how
the cluster size and distribution affects the ability of the algorithm to
converge to the maximum NRSS is presented.

All algorithms are run for 2000 time slots. This will in fact not provide the
optimal solution possible for each of the algorithms in all cases. If each
algorithm is allowed to run for an infinite amount of time, the optimal
solution will be obtained. However, because a maximum time window within
which phase coherence can be maintained exists in real-time
communications, the algorithms are limited to 2000 time slots (Thibault et
al., 2013). Monte Carlo simulations of  trials each are run to obtain the
average NRSS.

Practical channel conditions such as a time-varying channel, noisy
channel, as well as a fading channel are analyzed in the upcoming sections.
The quality factor  is set to 0.9, with reference to previous works
(Mudumbai et al. 2006; Thibault, Faridi, Corazza, Coralli, and Lozano,
2013).

EFFECTS OF CLUSTER DIMENSIONS

The average NRSS obtained via the proposed CDJA-HYB phase
synchronization algorithms for various cluster dimensions is simulated via 

 trials of Monte Carlo simulations.
From Figure 22.3, it can be seen that the NRSS of all algorithms reduce

almost linearly as the number of collaborating nodes  increases, whereas
the size of the cluster disk and number of time slots are fixed. This does not
indicate that the upper bound of the algorithm reduces as the number of nodes
increases. Rather, the fixed number of time slots limits the final NRSS of the
algorithms. Because the possible combinations of the phase rotations increase
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with respect to , the algorithms require more time to achieve better NRSS. 
The proposed semidistributed CDJA-HYB shows almost a similar pattern to 
the other two algorithms with NRSS only 0.5 dB lower than ADJA. The 
R1BF algorithm, however, performs very poorly in comparison with the 
other two algorithms.

Results in Figure 22.4a compare the average NRSS when the size of the 
cluster is varied, although maximum time slot and number of nodes are fixed 
to 2000 and 16, respectively. Figure 22.4b on the other hand presents the 
average NRSS for various cluster disk sizes for a higher number of 
collaborating nodes, . From both figures, it can be seen that the 
average NRSS achieved within the 2000 time slots reduces drastically as the 
disk size increases for the R1BF algorithm. As the disk size increases, the 
difference in the initial phase rotation between nodes becomes more defined. 
Because the R1BF algorithm limits its phase rotation per iteration with the 
constant , a longer time is needed for the algorithm to converge, hence the 
lower value of NRSS as the disk size  increases. The same problem is seen 
for the CDJA-HYB, but to a lesser extent, because the CDJA-HYB algorithm 
switches to R1BF once the population-based deterministic phase selection 
stage is completed. The ADJA algorithm also records reduced average NRSS 
value for the case of , although the effect of disk size on ADJA is not 
prominent when . Because nodes placed on a larger disk need a more 
refined solution, and ADJA deterministically attempts all possible solutions 
in its sample set before refining the sample set, the time taken to achieve this 
solution becomes longer as the disk size increases. This effect is not seen for 
the case of  because the lower number of nodes reduces the time slot 
needed to achieve better NRSS.
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22.4.2 

FIGURE 22.3 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength achieved
after 2000 time slots for various numbers of nodes when the disk size is fixed at .

FIGURE 22.4 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength achieved
after 2000 time slots for various disk sizes when the number of nodes is fixed at (a) 

 and (b) .

EFFECTS OF TIME-VARYING CHANNEL
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This section analyzes the effect of a time-varying channel on the R1BF, 
ADJA, and CDJA-HYB algorithms. In a time-varying channel, the channel 
fluctuation is time dependent, which affects the alignment of the received 
signal over time. Therefore, it is important that the algorithms are robust 
against a time-varying channel to ensure that the NRSS growth achieved over 
time can be maintained for coherent signal reception. The channel phase 
response of a collaborating node  affected by a time-varying channel is 
modeled as detailed in Equation 22.5.

Figure 22.5 shows that ADJA and CDJA-HYB can obtain about –3.5 dB 
by the 2000th time slot when the channel fluctuation constant  is 20. The 
results of ADJA and R1BF shown here are similar to that obtained in 
Thibault et al. (2013). The CDJA-HYB is able to obtain similar results to 
ADJA with lower feedback from the receiver.

Figure 22.6 provides a graphical illustration on how the channel 
fluctuation constant  affects the NRSS when the time slot is limited to 2000. 
A lower value of α indicates fast fluctuation, which may also indicate high 
mobility of a node. The CDJA-HYB achieves similar performance to the 
legacy ADJA synchronization method. However, it has to be noted that lower 
feedback amounts are required in the proposed method.
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FIGURE 22.5 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength when the
channel drift parameter, .
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FIGURE 22.6 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength achieved
after 2000 time slots for various channel drift parameters, .
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22.4.3 

FIGURE 22.7 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength when the
signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio = 20.

EFFECTS OF NOISY CHANNEL

This section analyzes the effect of AWGN on the R1BF, ADJA, and CDJA-
HYB algorithms. The  factor is maintained at 0.9 to represent a practical
case.

Figure 22.7 shows an example where the noise at the receiver is 20dB. For
the R1BF algorithm, the rate of NRSS increment remains slow and seems to
reach a threshold by the 2000th time slot. ADJA and CDJA-HYB achieve at
least –3dB by the 2000th time slot. However, the ADJA’s NRSS increment is
slowed down when compared with its performance in the ideal conditions.
Comparatively, the proposed CDJA-HYB has a steeper increase in the 1000th
time slot as a result of the randomization in the CDJA-HYB algorithm.
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22.4.4 EFFECTS OF FADING

This section analyzes the effect of fading on the R1BF, ADJA, and CDJA-
HYB algorithms. A near-ground WSN application is considered. Therefore, a
time-invariant channel with predominantly large-scale fading is assumed
(Ahmed and Vorobyov, 2009). Hence, a log-normal distributed random
variable is assumed for the channel, with the fading   exp ,
where .

Results in Figure 22.9 show that ADJA and CDJA-HYB settle at the
NRSS value of -4.3dB. The CDJA-HYB, however, has a faster rate of
increase compared with ADJA due to the more random nature of the CDJA-
HYB.

The same behavior is recorded for all three algorithms for the case of the
log-normal channel and SNR = 20 with the time-varying parameter  at
the receiver, as shown in Figure 22.10. The controlled random nature of
CDJA-HYB allows the algorithm to identify the optimal phase rotations and
increase the NRSS faster and to a higher value compared with the
deterministic ADJA and R1BF.

Figure 22.8 shows the relationship between receiver noise, SNR, and the 
NRSS achieved by the algorithms when the time slot is limited to 2000. It can 
be seen that under the presence of noise, the proposed CDJA-HYB always 
performs better than the legacy ADJA.
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FIGURE 22.8 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength achieved
after 2000 time slots for various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values.
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FIGURE 22.9 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength under log-
normal channel conditions.

Next, a moderate time-varying channel is introduced to the channel with 
. This could indicate outdoor nodes with only a shadowing effect with

moderate mobility. Results in Figure 22.11 show that the addition of a time-
varying channel on top of the fading and SNR does not change the
convergence nature of the ADJA and CDJA-HY. However, the final achieved
NRSS is lower due to the effect of time variation. The CDJA-HYB continues
to perform better than the ADJA synchronization method.
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FIGURE 22.10 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength under
log-normal channel conditions when signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) = 20.
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FIGURE 22.11 Comparison of the average normalized received signal strength under
log-normal channel conditions when , signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) = 20.
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22.5 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, a new algorithm called CDJA-HYB is introduced to enable 
phase synchronization in closed-loop CBF with limited feedback. The CDJA-
HYB is a semidistributed phase synchronization method based on the 
existing semidistributed ADJA and R1BF algorithms. The proposed 
algorithm adopts the concepts of population-based metaheuristic algorithms 
to achieve synchronization faster with less feedback. The results show that 
the proposed algorithm achieves better convergence rate and good maximum 
achievable NRSS for time-varying, noisy, and fading channels when 
compared with the legacy ADJA algorithm. Furthermore, results show that 
the proposed idea works best in less dense and larger clusters, hence it has the 
potential to be applied in applications such as M2M communications.

It has to be noted that CDJA-HYB still requires some minimal 
coordination from either a cluster head or the intended receiver (target) to 
edify the nodes on the number of collaborating nodes. For this reason, the 
algorithm is still considered a semidistributed synchronization algorithm. 
There is still scope for improvement in the proposed algorithm for it to be 
made into a fully distributed phase synchronization algorithm.

The examples provided in this chapter only consider one intended 
receiver. The work can be further extended to incorporate phase 
synchronization when more than one unintended receiver needs to be 
nullified while beamforming toward the intended receiver. Further, cases 
where there exists more than one intended receiver are also an interesting 
future direction.
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